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9:00-10:00
General discussion
10:00-11:00
Yoshiko Takebe, Shujitsu University
Translating Beckett in Japanese Urbanism and Landscape
This paper aims to analyze how Beckett’s drama especially Happy Days is translated within the context
of Japanese urbanism and landscape. According to Routledge Encyclopedia of Translation Studies, “shifts
are seen as required, indispensable changes at specific semiotic levels, with regard to specific aspects
of the source text” (Baker 270) and “changes at a certain semiotic level with respect to a certain aspect
of the source text benefit the invariance at other levels and with respect to other aspects” (ibid.). This
paper challenges to disclose the concept of urbanism and ruralism that lies in Beckett‘s original text
through the lens of site-specific art demonstrated in contemporary Japan. Translating Samuel Beckett’s
drama in a different environment and landscape hinges on the effectiveness of the relationship between
the movable and the unmovable. The shift from Act I into Act II in Beckett’s Happy Days gives shape to
the heroine’s urbanism and ruralism. In other words, Winnie, who is accustomed to being surrounded by
urban materialism in Act I, is embedded up to her neck and overpowered by the rural area in Act II. This
symbolical shift experienced by Winnie in the play is aesthetically translated both at an urban theatre
and at a cave-like theatre in Japan. The shift from the civilized into the uncivilized portrayed by Beckett
is still expanding the possibilities of renovating the ruins for a theatrical space in Japan. By focusing on
Japanese productions of Beckett‘s plays performed in 2019, this paper clarifies the definition of ‘Beckett‘s
theatre in Japanese urbanism and landscape’ that echoes and intersects with the globalized theatre.
Yoshiko Takebe is Associate Professor in Translation and Interpreting Course at Department of Practical
English, Shujitsu University in Japan. Her research focuses on the correlation between nonverbal and
verbal forms of expressions with respect to drama and theatre. She studied Drama and Theatre in
Research at Royal Holloway, University of London. She has worked as a Japanese-English interpreter and
translator in Tokyo.
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ROOM 311

Western theatrical Imperialism/Western theatre
in a Global Context

Chair: DUSKA RADOSAVLJEVIĆ, Central School of Speech and
Drama

DAY 1 MONDAY July 8
9:00 — 10:30 WG1

TRANSLATION, ADAPTATION AND
DRAMATURY WORKING GROUP

Houman Zandi Zadeh, Independent
Stage as Utopia: The Birth of European Theatre in Iran
Iranian performance traditions originate in ancient times, however, European theatre was introduced
to Iranians in the 19th century. Primarily, some Iranian students and authorities wrote journals about
European theatre performances and venues. This continued with the translations and adaptations of
Molière’s plays in the mid-19th century. The socio-political content of Molière’s works highly applied
to Iranian intellectuals and freedom-fighters who sought change in the direction of lawful government
and orderly society. Some of them, influenced by Molière and other European playwrights, began writing
original Iranian plays. In fact, the birth of European theatre in Iran was organically connected to the need
for socio-political change. The climax was the 1906 Iranian Constitutional Revolution - the first revolution
in the Middle East. This paper seeks to answer two questions: why and how did European theatre enter
Iran? And how did this influence the Iranian society and culture? I begin with the definitions of the terms
adaptation and translation from European and Iranian perspectives, and an overview about Iran’s sociopolitical situation in the 19th century. This will be followed by a general analysis of the early Iranian play
adaptations and translations. The paper concludes with the place of theatre in the pre-Constitutional
Revolution era.
Bio: Houman Zandizadeh is an Iranian playwright and researcher. He was awarded the Akbar Radi Prize
for the Best Young Playwright of Iran in 2008 and 2009, and was shortlisted in 2010, 2011 and 2012.
Before moving to Australia, he was the Head Association for Dramatic Literature at the University Theatre
Centre of Iran. In 2014 he finished runner-up in the Arts Award Category among international students in
South Australia, and won it in 2015. In 2015 he was shortlisted for the Postgraduate International Student
of the Year Award. In 2016 he published a book in Persian titled Step-Motherland: Tips for Immigration.
Houman has recently finished his practice-led PhD in the areas of drama, migration, adaptation, and
translation.
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Ting Zhang, University of Sydney
The Historical Evolution of Different Receptions of Ibsen's work in China:
Implications for Dramaturg as a 'Transmission'
The history of the reception of Ibsen’s plays in China closely reflects some of the major social and
political transitions that Chinese artists and their audiences have lived through. Generally speaking,
we can divide the interpretation and promotion of Ibsen’s work into three periods, corresponding to the
three major phases of nation-building in modern China: (i) from 1907 to 1949; (ii) from 1949 to 1978;
(iii) from 1978 to the present. In the first period, Ibsen was translated and adapted enthusiastically and
became a primary author in the development of Huaju(spoken drama) in China. Chinese intellectuals
embraced Ibsen as an ideological model that help to enlighten the masses and stimulate social and
political change. Between 1949 and 1978, the emphasis of Huaju was turned to domestic authors and
new works due to political reasons, and very few productions of Ibsen's works were staged. Over the
last 40 years, however, there has been a substantial re-engagement with Ibsen due to social progress in
China. Particularly since the 1990s, his plays have been appreciated more for their aesthetic and cultural
potential and not simply as an ideological tool. This paper uses the example of Ibsen's reception in China
to identify the constraints of historical, social and political factors on scholars and artists in general, and
dramaturgs in particular, to interpret the true meaning of Ibsen's works. As a comprehensive role of the
dramaturg, it must be able to link between the history and present, the society and individuals, as well
as between the artists and audiences. In conclusion, we suggest the dramaturgs overcoming historical,
political, ideological and social constraints with a wide range of knowledge, sensitivity, and tolerance
towards different opinions and interpretations of artistic works. More importantly, to play the role of a
'transmission' by engaging with others through the mutual learning process.
Ting Zhang is a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Theatre and Performance Studies at the University
of Sydney. Her research is on 'Transformational Role of the Dramaturg between Drama Production
Teams, Critics and Audiences in the Transitional Society of China.' Before she came to study at Sydney,
her Bachelor, and Masters degrees—the former from the Central Academy of Drama in Beijing and the
latter from the National Academy of the Arts—have given her a solid grounding in theatre, film, and
television. As well as her extensive experience as an arts journalist in China(she worked as a journalist
and editor in China Arts Newspaper 中国艺术报 for five years ), allowing her privileged access to some
of the leading contemporary Chinese theatre practitioners, and published a large number of reports and
reviews.
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More than seventy years after the end of World War II, contested memories of Japanese imperialism
continue to intervene in inter-Asian politics and social relationships as sources of diplomatic friction,
popular remonstrations, and populistic appeals to nationalism. Conflicting claims for legitimacy in
representing contentious historical events have produced a plethora of discordant narratives and
performances of memory. This paper examines a case of Sino-Japanese theatrical collaboration to
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Rossella Ferrari, SOAS University of London
Adapting Atrocity: Sino-Japanese Performance and the Political Memory
of World War II in Asia

illuminate processes of deconstruction of political memory through deconstructive adaptation. In
2011/2012, directors Danny Yung, from Hong Kong, and Satō Makoto, from Tokyo, co-devised a bilingual
cross-genre version of "The Spirits Play" (1998), by Singaporean playwright Kuo Pao Kun (1939–2002),
with a mixed ensemble of kunqu (Kun opera) actors from the Jiangsu Performing Arts Group Kun Opera
Theatre, based in Nanjing, China, contemporary Japanese theatre and dance performers, and actors
from Tokyo’s Tessenkai Noh Theatre Laboratory. "The Spirits Play: Rituals to Soothe the Unsettled
Spirits" revisits the memoropolitics of Kuo’s archetypal war-memory drama by means of hauntology
and intertextuality. Whereas Kuo’s text is generally regarded as a poignant allegory of the brutality
perpetrated by the Imperial Japanese Army during the Occupation of Singapore (1942–45), the Kun-Noh
crossover conjures the deconstructive figure of the ghost as a dramaturgical expedient to memorialize
the Nanjing Massacre of 1937 – one of the most controversial and yet unresolved chapters in modern
Sino-Japanese history. The spectropoetics of Yung and Satō’s hauntological adaptation deconstructs the
ghosted ontology of indigenous ICH (Intangible Cultural Heritage) performance traditions to articulate a
spectropolitical critique of historical atrocity and contemporary inter-Asian relations, as the unsettled
spectres of Nanjing keep haunting state interactions, grassroots diplomacies, and reconciliation
processes in the present.
Rossella Ferrari is a Reader in Chinese and Theatre Studies in the Department of East Asian Languages
and Cultures at SOAS University of London, UK. Her research and publications focus on the performance
cultures of China and of the Chinese-speaking region, interculturalism, transnationalism, adaptation,
inter-Asian methodologies, and avant-garde theory. She is the author of "Pop Goes The Avant-garde:
Experimental Theatre in Contemporary China" (2013).

THEATRICAL EVENT WORKING GROUP
ROOM 203
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EMBODIED RESEARCH WORKING GROUP
ROOM 103
The Embodied Research Working Group uses its scheduled sessions to explore methods of
embodied and multimedial exchange. These may feature the work of some WG members or
may be open-ended with multiple types of participation. Our sessions do not usually center
around the reading of papers. IFTR attendees are invited to join: Please come with an open
mind regarding diverse modes of presence and participation.
Heath Pennington, Central European University; University of California, Santa Barbara
Embodying Japanese Rope Bondage in Shanghai: A case study
Nawakiri Shin and Lady Ivy, the first international rope bondage practitioners to bring their work to China, have visited
Shanghai twice to perform, lecture, and teach. These visits present unique case studies through which to investigate the ways
BDSM cultures both challenge and reflect the racialized hierarchies of contemporary neoliberalism (Weiss, 2011). Focusing on
the embodiments of Japanese rope bondage, a highly-codified practice often requiring specific training (Pennington, 2017),
this research examines how affective kinky embodiments function specifically with relation to emerging BDSM practices in
Shanghai – a so-called “magic city” ( 魔都 ) according to Shin and Ivy’s Chinese hosts.
BDSM practices and the cultures that accrete around them can function as a nexus between sexualities and intersectional
factors such as race and gender identity (Cruz, 2016; Weiss, 2011). To what extent does this “magic city” support the
“nontraditional” embodiments of BDSM in ways that other Chinese cities, conceived of as less “liberal” and “Western” by
Shin, Ivy, and their hosts, cannot? Conversely, how is BDSM in Shanghai succumbing to the same pressures on population
control, social spaces, and freedoms of expression that plague cities like Beijing? Are BDSM’s so-called “radical” and “taboo”
embodiments just another reflection of the privilege gap, enabling wealthier Chinese to perform heteronormative sexual
“deviance”? Or can the material specificities of embodied rope bondage allow the practice to be read outside of the de/
pathologizing and valorizing/demonizing narratives that swirl around kink?
I am an outspoken BDSM community member, attempting to expand scholarly discourse through practice as research
experiments with non/kinky embodiments and rope as art medium. Ultimately, this work should enrich ERWG’s
interdisciplinary connections with gender and sexuality studies as well as bringing BDSM studies into conversation with
ethnographic methodologies, affect theory, and performance studies.
Heath Pennington is a trained actor and scholar, working on gender, sexuality, and performance. Utilizing ethnographic
methods, Heath investigates BDSM cultures and communities, affect, embodiment, and queer theory. In September, Heath will
begin their PhD in Theatre Studies at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Heath holds a Master’s in Gender Studies
from Central European University, Budapest and a Master’s in Performance and Culture from Goldsmiths University, London.
Heath has worked as an actor and teacher in Hong Kong and Los Angeles, receiving their Bachelors from the School of Theatre
at the University of Southern California. They have presented papers, performances, and art installations at conferences and
symposia through Durham University, the University of Graz, Brunel University London, Bath Spa University, and the University
of Southern California; and at the Asia Kink Con Hong Kong. Their peer-reviewed articles “Kinbaku: the Liminal and the
Liminoid in Ritual Performance” and “Rope Bondage and Affective Embodiments: A rhizomatic analysis” are freely accessible
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Interwar cosmopolitan and intimate, hybrid and sensual, popular and erotic performance styles allowed
wide participation and attracted audiences from various class backgrounds. The Asakusa area of Tokyo
at the time was like Montmartre in Paris, Alexanderplatz in Berlin, or the West End in London, introducing
jazz and tango, Western opera and theatrical works, comic song with modern costumes mixed with
indigenous Japanese elements, foreign performers dressed in kimono and using Japanese words, and
with erotic feeling and a sense of humour. Asakusa was a place of vitality and humanity where various
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Fusako Innami, Durham University
Transgressing Boundaries in Urban City: through the Discourse on Dance in
Interwar Japan

types of audiences, as well as performers, shared the lived art forms that made supposedly high cultures
popular and reachable by crossing the boundaries between them, even in the rising militarism at the
time. By focusing on the body as a medium of expression, in this paper, I argue for the possibility of
the embodied experience (here, the incorporated bodily practice) being employed as a way to perform
the “other” and transgress cultural, class, and hierarchical boundaries. It is the embodied practice
itself that affects one’s relation to the world. Komaki Masahide—who in the interwar period danced
for Ballets Russes in Shanghai and worked with author Kawabata Yasunari on the film adaptation of
Kawabata’s novel Dancing Beauty—regards Kawabata as a hidden supporter of the postwar movement
promoting ballet. Kawabata’s literary contributions to dance and dance criticism, evolved through his
close affinity to Asakusa, have still not garnered sufficient academic attention, which could be employed
as an effective analytical scope to examine embodied cultural practice. Thus, this paper, through
interdisciplinary records created by writers and performers who inhabited these spaces, examines how
the sensory experience in the city reconfigures the relationship between the self, mind, and incorporated
bodily practices.
Fusako Innami is an Assistant Professor in Japanese and Performance Studies in the School of
Modern Languages and Cultures at Durham University, UK. Her research interests lie in the topics
involving the body and the senses, love and intimacy, and translation issues, including the translation
of bodily experiences into language and cross-cultural translation and circulation of critical thoughts
(phenomenological and psychoanalytic thoughts, in particular). Her works thus far include those on
touch, sleep, and the body, mainly in 20th century Japan in a global context. Publications along this line
include: journal articles published in Culture, Theory and Critique (based on an essay which won IFTR
New Scholar‘s Second Prize in 2012) and Contemporary Japan; and a book manuscript on touch, which
is currently under review. She has also contributed articles for performing arts journals and cultural
organisations, and commissioned works for cultural organisations include cultural complex Bunkamura
in Tokyo, Japanese performing arts journal Danceart and Glyndebourne Opera in UK. She received her MA
from New York University and DPhil from the University of Oxford.
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Melina Scialom, University of Campinas, UNICAMP
Thinking in motion: laboratory practice as method for dance and theatre
research
How to take the research into the body, listen to what and how it responds and use it as research data?
This paper discusses the practice of studio laboratory as a research method for investigating themes
and questions of artistic research in an embodied manner. From the understanding that movement
can be a site of knowledge (Sheets-Johnstone, 1981) and the body a thinking soma (Hanna, 1991), the
presentation describes how laboratories can feed into the research and give indications how embodied
practice can be implemented in a methodology. Based on embodied research perspectives (Spatz, 2015;
Bacon 2013) and Rudolf Laban’s praxis that proposes a process of “movement-thinking” (Laban, 1980)
as well as the merging between cognition and action, the laboratory is a way to employ movement
practice in the research without focussing on an artistic product but using the body as a means of
research and not necessarily its end. In this presentation I demonstrate how I developed a training of
moving and thinking in a continuous mode, based on Laban’s Choreology - an agency that is engraved in
Rudolf Laban’s own body of work – and how I have been using it to ask research questions answer them
through motion and develop research actions. I will demonstrate how I have been applying this method
in my research projects in dance and performer’s dramaturgy.
Melina Scialom is a dance researcher, performer, choreographer and choreologist. With a PhD in Dance
from the University of Roehampton, UK and a specialist diploma in Choreological Studies (Trinity Laban,
UK) Melina is author of the book Laban Plural (Brazil, 2017). She is currently (2016-2018) a post-doctoral
fellow at the Theatre Department of the University of Campinas - UNICAMP (Brazil) where she lectures
and researches movement dramaturgy and affect, and is a visiting research fellow at the Department of
Theatre Studies at Utrecht University.
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The intention of Urban Research Theater, founded in Poland in 2004, was always to create a porous laboratory
in which the complexity, diversity, and materiality of urban life could be rigorously investigated and
transformed within containers of embodied practice. In recent years, URT has focused on the development of
new audiovisual research methods to structure and articulate these containers. The new methods allow for
the radical expansion of the “theater laboratory” beyond the confines of studio and black box spaces towards
everyday and site specific locations. But they also raise new questions about the ethics and practicalities of
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Benjamin Spatz, University of Huddersfield, UK
No Table: For a Micro Cycle of Embodied Audiovisual Research

participation and coauthored publication. This year in Shanghai, I will focus on a specific challenge: How to
get from experimentation to publication within a short period of time? My aim is to work through the logistical,
technological, ethical, and legal dimensions of this challenge by enacting, within the span of a week, a full
research cycle: from shared embodied practice, through viewing and analysis of audiovisual materials, to
editorial choices and permissions for publication. The functionality of such a self-contained lab session is
an essential step towards expanding the participatory scale of embodied audiovisual research so that it
can more richly incorporate the “urban”. It is also part of a broader intention to help decolonize academic
institutions through alternative research methods. I propose a new version of the NO TABLE format, inspired
by Lois Weaver’s “Long Table” structure, which ERWG first attempted in Sao Paolo and which members Alex
Boyd and Adriana la Selva have since implemented elsewhere. A “No Table” session early in the week will
generate audiovisual materials unique to this participant group. I will immediately share these privately with
the participants online, along with an editorial template that allows them to make and discursively frame
selections. At the end of the week we will discuss these materials and, if possible, hold a second “No Table”
session. Participants will then have up to one month after the conference to complete the editorial template,
after which time the selections — with titles and commentary by each editor — will be published online
as a “catalogue” format document of the encounter. The structure of the publication will follow that of the
Songwork Catalogue: http://urbanresearchtheater.com/songwork/
Ben Spatz is Senior Lecturer in Drama, Theatre and Performance at the University of Huddersfield, UK; author
of What a Body Can Do: Technique as Knowledge, Practice as Research (Routledge 2015); and AHRC Leadership
Fellow with the project “Judaica: An Embodied Laboratory for Songwork” (2016-2018). Ben is editor of the
videographic Journal of Embodied Research from Open Library of Humanities and the Advanced Methods
imprint from Punctum Books; co-convener of the Embodied Research Working Group within the International
Federation for Theatre Research; and co-investigator on the ESRC project “Research with a Twist: A Somatics
Toolkit for Ethnographers” (2018-2019). Ben has recently been invited to speak at conferences on theatre,
dance, martial arts, and intangible cultural heritage at the Universities of Manchester, Leeds, Kent, Aberdeen,
Bedfordshire, Cardiff, Ghent, and Zagreb, New York University, City University of New York, Northwestern
University, and University of the Arts Helsinki. Ben has more than two decades of experience as a performer
and director of contemporary performance, working mainly in New York City from 2001 to 2013.
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Nathalie Suck, Academy of Music and Drama, University of Gothenburg
Hidden choreography or how to disappear in the public space
For the next meeting of the ERWG, I would like to propose a workshop based on the idea of developing and documenting
a hidden choreography in the public space. Being related to an urban intervention, a hidden choreography suggests the
creation of performative and 'silent' actions in the public space by using improvisation and the ethnographic means of
‘participant-observation’ as main research tools. Instead of producing a set sequence of movements and gestures, the
notion of choreography appears as a way of engaging with the everyday life of a specific place by observing not only its
rhythms, atmospheres, spatial connotations and/or social constructions. Besides, these observations serve as material
for engendering a type of participation in which the body takes the role of an almost invisible subject that is at the
same time, highlighting what is happening (or what might have happened) in the public space. In this sense, a hidden
choreography seeks for new ways of intervening in the public space by looking at a) how can the body fully merge
with the space, b) what means to create a performative action that is constantly in the mode of ‘disappearing’ and c)
how can these actions be documented in the way that they expand the understanding of place/time. In this workshop,
these questions are associated with the idea of developing a ‘psychophysical’ training in the sense of deepening the
perception, cognition and sensibility towards the various possibilities, implications and as well changes of a specific
place. In the words of John Matthews: “If training assumes its own particular public space, this space, or spaces, are
always embedded within other broader spaces of a polis, where social relations are constructed and reassembled.”
(Matthews, 2011: 104). In this regard, the public space of Shanghai can be seen as such a polis, especially as a potential
space for exploring on the one hand, the unfolding of a hidden choreography and on the other, the public manifestation
of a physical training that is attuned with the ‘rise of urban mindfulness practices’. From my previous experiences at
the public spaces from big cities, I can say that certain changes are best achieved (or channeled) when the principles of
silence, abstraction, reduction and/or imagination come into play. Therefore, I would like to work with these principles
by dividing the workshop into three main sections: Observation (20min), Participation (20min) and Documentation
(20min). Each of these sections will entail a detailed description of the tasks which will be executed in a pre-selected
place in the public space of Shanghai, preferably close to the conference centre.
Working across the fields of performative arts, artistic research and somatics, Nathalie S. Fari's (b. 1975 in São Paulo,
BR) main research focus is in exploring the inter-relationship between the body and space. She holds a degree in
Art Education from the Fundação Armando Alvares Penteado University and in acting from the TUCA theatre school
of the Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São Paulo and the renowned Centro de Pesquisa Teatral Institute under the
direction of Antunes Filho. In 2009 she has completed a Master of Arts degree in Space Strategies - Exploratory Art
in Public Contexts at the Weißensee Kunsthochschule Berlin. Specialized in the field of Site-Specific Performance,
she has developed several projects in collaboration with artists and researchers from different fields in the context
of: art-exhibitions, performance-art, performing-arts and multimedia festivals, theater-, opera-, and film productions,
architecture and design events and at the public space as well. Since 2016, she is part of the artistic research group
from the Nordic Summer University and since 2018 of the Embodied Research Working Group from the International
Federation of Theatre Research. Currently she is a PhD Candidate in Performance Practices at the Academy of Music
and Drama, University of Gothenburg.
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How does the body move within a space and how do images take its shape? In this interactive proposal,
I am exploring how a body moves within the space and ask what the various images are taking shape
through the body. As the body encounters with space, a series of images are conjured and seemed
to take its form through the body and in its relation to the space it inhabits. Expanding on the idea of
divestiture particularly that on stillness, I begin to explore one’s regular set of movement versus one’s
reluctance to move in any systematic manner. These embodied images conjured in the two ways raise
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De Roza Elizabeth Theresa, LASALLE College of the Arts
An embodied encounter with stillness, space/place and the imagination

questions of what is a habitual body and from where do these set of movement come. What if the body
refuses to move in its usual manner and instead play with the concept of imbalance and falling? What
does it mean for the body to be imbalanced? Playing with the concept of falling and imbalance can
provide a kind of transitional phase for how the body moves between and through the space encountered
and perhaps articulate a different set of movement? This perception of imbalance equates to this
sense of disequilibrium, and if the body held onto to this imbalance, the body finds itself in the state of
recalling and not in any process of reclaiming. However, what if the body gives in to this disequilibrium
and fall, this sense of falling will require the body to let go, to lose control and so open up this sensation
of fragility and in this opening, perhaps the body can reclaim itself? In this reclaiming, I am suggesting
a process of decolonisalisation, because, this falling/imbalance, finds the body to be more in a state of
stillness and yet moving, yet experiencing
Elizabeth de Roza is a Senior Lecturer at Lasalle College of the Arts (Singapore), School of Dance
and Theatre. She is also an artist-researcher/educator, performance maker, theatre director, a multidisciplinary performance artist. Her work draws from contemporary performance practices on notions
of hybridity, interactivity, cross-disciplinary+cultural art and collaboration. Her training in performancemaking, draws from traditional Asian theatrical training/performing methods, martial arts (kalaripayattu)
and contemporary art practices. Her research focused on issues of the body in space and crossovers between performance and performance arts whilst redefining performance installations. She
has presented her research on developing cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary performances and
performance methodologies at international conferences and workshops. Over the years she has also
collaborated with various international performance groups creating works that are cross-disciplinary,
inter-cross cultural and 'beyond borders'. She is currently pursuing her Phd at Goldsmiths University on
the embodied cultural memory and the contemporary body in cross-cultural performance practices. For
more information, please do visit www.elizabethderoza.com.
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Bridie Lesley Moore, University of Huddersfield
A Performance Lecture: Tactical walking in the Urban Environment:
Embodiment, Ageing and Sexuality
During the years it took to complete my PhD on the performance of age and ageing, I passed through
a watershed point in any woman’s life – menopause. I separated from my husband of 32 years and my
children grew to adulthood; In this respect my life followed the normative pattern of female sexual and
family relationships. Thankfully my interdisciplinary research enabled me to navigate this with resilience;
for example, Gullette’s notion of the age narrative of decline, of Skeggs’s ideas about inscription of value
on the body and Basting’s perception of the performing body in temporal depth all aided me in resisting
the feeling of disappearance and redundancy associated with ageing femininity. This resilience also
manifested itself physically and practically: inspired by Butler’s concept of gender performativity, (applied
to age) I now deliberately attempt to ‘trouble’ age through my physical presence in the city. In response
to the understanding that normative constructions of old age have an impact upon personal embodiment
I now attempt an everyday, resistant performance of open posture, high-status, physically significant
body language in public. I have to recreate this consciously (and I often fail). This performance lecture
will explore my embodied experiences of performing and ‘troubling’ age in the city. With reference to
notions of decline, performativity and value, and drawing on Leder’s understanding of ‘interoception’
(awareness of the interior of the body) I will undertake a piece of autoethnographic practice-research
– tactical age walking – which builds on the findings of my thesis and which will both performatively
and discursively document and analyse my embodiment and performance of age. Focus will be on how
performances comply with or are resistant to forces at work in the urban environment. The piece will be
autoethnographic, drawing on Coffey’s understanding that researchers are located both ‘in and of the
research’.
Bridie Moore is a lecturer in Drama, Theatre and Performance at Huddersfield University (UK). Her AHRC
funded PhD study at the University of Sheffield, concerned the performance of age and ageing. This
included an element of practice-as-research and to facilitate this she formed ‘Passages Theatre’ for
performers over the age of fifty. Life Acts, their first performance went on a public engagement tour in
spring 2013. Since then they have created A Blueprint For Ageing (2014) The Mirror Stage (2015) And
You Need Hands (2016). They are currently Theatre Company in Residence at the Theatre Delicatessen,
Sheffield. Before studying for an MA and PhD at Sheffield, Bridie was a lecturer, theatre director and
facilitator in mainstream and community theatre and theatre education, working for, amongst others,
Kirklees College, Liverpool Everyman, Battersea Arts Centre and Paines Plough Theatre Company. She
has published articles from her study in the journals Age, Culture, Humanities, and Arts Praxis and
contributed a chapter, to the 2017 edited collection, Ageing Women in Literature and Visual Culture:
Reflections, Refractions and Reimaginings.
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In 2008 I collaborated with Prof Huizhu (William) Sun at the invitation of Prof Lynette Hunter at UC Davis.
The really exciting part of the experience I recall was the embodied exchange between myself and Chinese
opera actor and exponent Yongsheng Guo. We were directed through 'The Good Woman' which Sun directed
and were based at The Barn‘, where Growtowski worked at UC Irvine. A research question arose from that
experience in 2008 which I'll summarise as ‘Where is the energy or chi(qi) in it?‘ This question is central to
Daoist enminded-body/embodied-mind (‘en’for environment) technique / practice and what we might call
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Alexander McDougall Boyd, University of California at Davis
Learning from traditional Taoist practices in contemporary embodied theatre training

‘presencing’in performance studies speak. It would be fascinating to consider neidan (Daoist internal cultivation
techniques) and how they are applied or not in contemporary theatre training and performance. My experience
with Yongsheng Guo was that his weidan (external technique) was extraordinary yet he hadn‘t been taught
neidan - it just looked like he had (!) when he performed characters from jingzu Chinese opera (jingju) yet
when I connected with him through touch was incredibly surprised how different the feeling was from that of
the Daoists I have been fortunate enough to work with. It‘s the same energy that Stanislavski talked about in
‘radiating prana‘ and that Zeami described as a ‘perfume' that a master performer emanates in the metaphor
of a flower. I‘m fascinated in how the various indigenous and traditional embodied practices I‘ve experienced
all talk about this intrinsic/extrinsic (qi and li) energy that connects everyone/everything. I believe it can be
felt (through touch), heard (the energy and breath work in chanting for example) and seen (e.g. in directing
an audience‘s attention) and it would be fascinating to consider this using videographic research methods.
As the IFTR 2019 conference considers the movement from rural to urban I would like to focus my input to the
Embodied Research Working Group in considering the movement between traditional and contemporary and
how the past and present interact in the potential of embodied research.
Alex Boyd has a passion for developing collaboration between embodied knowledge practitioners. He is the
founder of the Embodied Research Working Group at the IFTR and is currently developing ‘Intercultural Roots‘, a
new international body for practitioners and scholars to attract grants for collaboration and community projects,
teacher training, embodied research and to help preserve and promote indigenous and traditional embodied arts.
He is a practitioner-scholar who graduated from the University of California at Davis ‘Performance Studies’PhD
programme in June 2014. His dissertation entitled 'The Sustainability of Traditional Knowledge Systems' draws
on 20 years of professional practice, performance and teaching in the Chinese Daoist arts that he has immersed
himself in since 1985 until present. The central practice of his dissertation was to develop the first ever teacher
training degree programme in the West that values and focuses on the learning inherent to Eastern embodied
practices and to research the influence that Eastern embodied arts have had on innovations in Western theatre
and acting. Between 2001 and 2011 Alex resourced over £5M UK and European funds and organised community
health, arts and social inclusion projects based on Daoist practice. Dr Boyd is a Research Associate with the
University of California at Davis and travels extensively from his base in the UK. His current embodied research
explores the micro (qi) and macro (li) energy that manifests ideas into happenings and he works professionally
with performers: dancers, musicians, athletes and even CEO‘s.
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Stênio José Paulino Soares, Federal University of Bahia (UFBA/Brazil)
Considerations on the concept of body-witness: ethnic-racial issues in
embodied research
This artistic research tries to highlight the concept of the body-witness in the
phenomenon of the event. To this effect, since 2014, the artist-researcher has
been working with a political platform for poetic research, titled "ChaliceProject! Or Black Memories
Construction n. 3 "(www.projetocalice.com).The objective is to immerse in organized local culture groups
and totake considerations about the interference of ethical and aesthetic issues. Ofthe ethical issues,
it stands out how ethnic-racial tendencies interfere in socialrelations with black people, especially
in the context of globalization andmigration. From the aesthetic issues, it intends to observe how a
embodiedpoetic action can positively re-signify an Afro-diasporic way of thinking. Inthis sense, the
"Chalice Project" platform can engage in the policy of creating aspace / place to discuss issuesChinese
and black people in Shanghai. "Africans in China", written by AdamsBodom is an important book for
understanding African-China relationsStudies and Diaspora Studies in the era of globalization. From its
informationabout the relations between Chinese and Black People in Shanghai, it intendsto experiment
one of the three work in progress of embodied research,developed by the political platform of poetic
investigation "Project Chalice": 1)Mark-pain (Mark the pain), 2) Chalice and 3) Black s / black (these
three worksuse titles that in Portuguese language bring double meaning and in thisabstract it was used
the free translation). In them, the artist-researcher canstrive to situate his concept of "body-witness",
and contribute to respond epistemological and ontological questions provoked by embodied research.
Performer.Professor of Theater School of the Federal University of Bahia (UFBA/Brazil).Professor of the
Multidisciplinary Program of Post-Graduation in Ethnic and African Studies of the Federal University of
Bahia (UFBA/Brazil).PhD in Arts and Master in Aesthetics and History of Art from the University of São
Paulo (USP/Brazil).Coordinator of the National WG of Theories of Theater and Reception of the Brazilian
Association of Research and Post-Graduation Studies in Performing Arts (ABRACE). He was a UNESCO
consultant and he collaborated with several Brazilians universities. He is an artist of the "Encruzilhada
Poética Artistic Collective", based in Curitiba (Brazil), and He is author of the work in progress titled
"Chalice Project! Or Black Memories of Construction No. 3", in which he performs actions that address
the phenomenon of genocide of the brazilian black people. (www.projetocalice.com)
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The proposal is a combination of a collaborative research session and its simultaneous audiovisual
documentation. The documentation will be done with two body-mounted GoPro cameras and one
external camera. The material resulting from the documentation will be edited and offered as
publication in Journal of Embodied Research. The proposal is aimed at the 'Multimedia publication' and
'Interdisciplinary connections' strands of the Embodied Research Working Group. The session consists
of a collaborative open score inviting other researchers in the working group to take part according to
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Sami Henrik Haapala, University of the Arts Helsinki
Shimmering Phantom Bodies

their own research foci. The score is based on an embodied performing method I have been developing
in my research. The method starts from an impulse, by which it swims into perception and develops this
process into a cloud of meanings together with an audience - in this instance with other researchers and the environment. My research posits that impulse is one of the key terms in both acting and dance.
However, it is rarely explained, but is understood "automatically". I'm particularly referring here to
the work of Sanford Meisner, Steve Paxton and Jerzy Grotowski. By drawing on practical research, my
own practice I assert that impulse is corporeally understood knowledge crystallized in praxis. Even
though impulse is an embodied phenomenon, I propose that impulse extends the body beyond the
body. It stretches beyond the body both in terms of extension into the surrounding environment and by
extending the impulse into the secondary audience of wider research community through the virtuality
of multimedia publication. Barthes called for 'a hyperconsciousness of the affective minimum, of the
microscopic fragment of emotion… which implies an extreme changeability of affective moments, a
rapid mortification, into shimmer' (Barthes 2005). This is an attempt to simultaneously embody, research
and document shimmer. The proposed length of the session is 30 minutes.
Sami Henrik Haapala is a Finnish actor FIA, dancer, live art maker and dj. They are also a doctoral
candidate in artistic research at the Performing Arts Research Centre Tutke in the University of the Arts
Helsinki. In addition to having degrees in both acting (Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts, UK) and
dance (North Karelia College, FIN) they also hold a BA in Cultural Anthropology (University of Helsinki,
FIN). They have worked as director, actor and dancer both in Finland and internationally. In their doctoral
research Haapala focuses on how the performer and participant co-create meaning in immersive and
gamified performances. Haapala's own works cut through theatre, dance and live art. They are also the
artistic director of a performing arts company The Center for Everything (www.centerforeverything.com).
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Daniel Charles Mroz, University of Ottawa
Diffusion of Transmission - Chaos to Pattern in the Conceptualization of an
Embodied Practice
Following Sixt Wetzler’s key insight into martial arts as the tool for meaningfully aestheticizing the chaos
of violence and D.S. Farrer’s notions of captivation and false characterizations in the Chinese martial
arts, I propose to investigate the interplay of Wen and Wu, or structure and sweat in the surviving schools
of the Chinese Jian or straight-sword. Based on extensive embodied fieldwork with master-teachers of
the Wudang and Taiji sword schools I propose to open a practical exchange on the relationship between
‘reality’ and ‘imagination’ in our contemporary conceptualization of embodied practices as personal
physical cultures.
I am Associate Professor in the Department of Theatre at the University of Ottawa, in Ottawa, Canada. I
am a theatre director, author, and teacher of acting and directing.
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There are many normative assumptions that may implicitly guide training of acting students and
practitioners in dialect, particularly as it pertains to clarity or standard speech. Speech and dialect
practitioners have historically pointed to clarity as necessary for understanding of speech in
performance. However, by pointing to clarity or using other dimensions that compare one dialect with
another, the discipline of voice and dialect has inadvertently contributed to harmful language attitudes
that are reflected in the larger culture in which this practice is situated. These normative language
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Ellen Louise Gillooly-Kress, University of Oregon
Dialect as Dramaturgy: Practice and perception of performed accents on stage

attitudes lead to discriminatory practices that do real economic and social damage. As Rosina LippiGreen has argued in her book English with an Accent, language discrimination remains one of the few
openly acceptable discriminatory practices in use. As a practicing dialect coach, my aim is to combine
the embodied practice of voice and dialect coaching with the empirical studies that have emerged out
of cognitive studies and sociolinguistics, particularly bodies of work that examine the listener’s role in
accent perception. My aim to create a paradigm that teaches students and actors about the complex
lived experiences that accompany dialect on stage, acknowledging the problematic history of this
discipline. In essence, I am proposing a type of deeply situated dialect dramaturgy that accompanies the
pragmatic aspect of learning the sounds of a new dialect as an essential part of the character creation
process.
EDUCATION University of Oregon; College of Arts and Sciences Phd Candidate in Theatre arts Fall 2016Current (expected graduation: Spring 2020) University of Oregon; College of Arts and Sciences Master of
Arts in Theoretical Linguistics June 2016 PUBLICATIONS Gillooly-Kress, E. (2018). “#HEWILLNOTDIVIDEUS:
Weaponizing Performance of Identity from the Digital to the Physical.”The Journal of American Drama
and Theatre. Vol. 30, 2 Spring 2018. Kress, E. (2014). “An Interdisciplinary Exploration of Language
through Theatre and Linguistics” UNM Department of Theatre and Dance Honors Thesis.University of New
Mexico. PRESENTATIONS/WORKSHOPS Underpinnings of perception: Theatrical audience understanding.
July 2018. Cognitive Futures in the Arts and the Humanities. Kent, England. Digital Defense Strategies for
using data from Twitter. November 2017. Digital Defense Working Group. American Society for Theatre
Researchers. Atlanta, Georgia. Performative Lady Power. “Language Attitudes Towards Young Female
Professionals in Presentation Settings.” Presenter and moderator.1 hour panel presentation, Graduate
Student Research Forum 8.University of Oregon Graduate School. (winner: 1st place panel presentation)
A case for empirical study of spontaneous gesture in theatrical practice. November 2016. Affect and
Cognition Working Group.American Society for Theatre Researchers. Minneapolis, Minnesota. Gesture
in the theatre: Addressing issues with modern pedagogy by bridging empirical studies and theatrical
training. Poster. July 18-22, 2016. Seventh Conference of International Society for Gesture Studies. Paris,
France.
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PERFORMANCE AS RESEARCH
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 202

Closed Session
PaR Introductory Session

Chair: Manaola Gayatri, Ambedkar University Delhi
Chair: Johnmichael Rossi, University of Northampton

CHOREOGRAPHY AND CORPOREALITY
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 101
The discussions will focus on the WG papers highlighted for each meeting.
WG participants who have presentations in the General Panels will participate in these focus group discussions as
listed.
Monday Session will include WG Introductions and organization for the week.
There is a coffee break after this session.
Each session will end with a brief summary of issues and questions raised and WG announcements.
General Panel Participants: Lisa Moravec, Bing Liu
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Joshua Sofaer is a London-based artist who works across boundaries, borders and disciplines – and
in diverse international settings that include science museums, shopping malls, art galleries, night
markets, opera theatres and people’s homes – but always with a focus on the relationships between
performance, objects and participation. This paper focuses on a strand of his practice that revolves
around visuality and parts of his own body, such as his lecture performance, 'What is Live Art?' (performed
on Oxford Street in 2002, exhibited at the Tate Modern in 2003 and broadcast on Channel 4 television in
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Roberta Mock, University of Plymouth
Joshua Sofaer and the Grammar of the Body

2004), during which he wears a three-piece business suit that exposes his buttocks; 'Precious Object' (Uru
Waitakere Contemporary Gallery, Auckland, 2016), in which he stands in a packing crate in the middle of
an art gallery, his head comically poking out of a hole and wearing a gold nose that has been cast from
his own nose; and 'Hole in My Head' (Hollywood Leather, 1997), a performance that comprises discussion
and imagery of his own brain surgery. Sofaer’s body of work also includes several performances in
which he undresses and redresses himself. Considering an artist who has stated that he is obsessed
with languages, it takes as its starting point Peggy Phelan’s suggestion in 'Unmarked' (1993) that “In
moving from the grammar of words to the grammar of the body, one moves from the realm of metaphor
to the realm of metonymy.” In particular, it will analyse Sofaer’s playful acts of anatomical framing and
revelation in order to explore how meaning might be made (and subverted) across individual body parts
and corporeal whole, as well as specific metonymic constructions, including brain and self (or mind),
penis and nose (especially via tropes of Jewishness), and penis and phallus.
Roberta Mock is Professor of Performance Studies and Director of the Doctoral College at the University
of Plymouth (UK). She is also Chair of the Theatre & Performance Research Association (TaPRA).
Her research, which takes the form of writing and practice, tends to focus on gender, sexuality, the
performing body and Jewishness. Her books include 'Jewish Women on Stage, Film and Television'
(2007) and, as editor, 'Walking, Writing & Performance' (2009) and 'Performance, Embodiment & Cultural
Memory' (2007). From 1996-2006, she performed and directed with Lusty Juventus Physical Theatre; her
last practice-research project was a re-performance of Pearl Williams' 1961 'adult' comedy album, 'A
Trip Around the World is Not a Cruise'.
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Holger Sören Hartung, Freie Universitat Berlin
Movements in and alongside Urban Ruptures
Ruptures and cracks as material phenomena are omnipresent in urban spaces: we can find them
in different surfaces, in walls, in the pavement. However, in the hectic urban environments these
inconspicuous material phenomena are usually overlooked. They are marginal figures in a double sense:
on the one side they form tangible borders within our common material surroundings and on the other
side they mark limits within the field of our everyday perception. While we often rely on the assumption
that certain materials are stable and fixed, ruptures as material figures and (latent) movements, can be
seen as a reminder that matter is "vibrant" (Jane Beneett), i.e. all materials are constantly transforming
and in flux. Occasionally, artists bring these old and ambivalent figures to the foreground: In a longterm project, visual artist Kenichiro Taniguchi re-traces urban ruptures in different cities worldwide and
transforms these "negative" figures into positive objects, into three dimensional sculptures. Through
his elaborate and patient artistic process, he makes visible the latent material movements and different
temporalities that ruptures configure. His work can be positioned in a longer history of artistic urban
movements and interventions that are triggered and shaped by material ruptures. By taking a closer look
at these examples, the paper aims to develop a notion of ruptures as part of urban choreographies in
which human and non-human bodies act as interdepend agents. Can ruptures as material phenomena
change the way we conceptualize the relation of materials and bodies and how we conceive of dance as
well?
Holger Hartung works as coordinator of the International Research Center "Interweaving Performance
Cultures" at the Freie Universität, Berlin. He studied theater, media and communication as well as
North-America-studies in Berlin. He recently completed his dissertation on "Ruptures, tears, cracks as
performative figures in scenarios of theory and art."
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Within the recent shift in performance art to re-enactment or creating leftovers we can observe a turn from
performance’s (critical) presence to archiving (the self). In this text I will analyse what remains in the transitory;
it appears in a double state. Firstly, it is a temporal figure of remnants that emerge as traces of performances
that point to delimitations in aesthetic setups of experience such as in museums. Secondly, it is also a repetition
in the sense of aesthetic procedures: as methods of remaining within the performances themselves, i.e., by
using serial practices.
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Susanne Foellmer, Centre for Dance Research (C-DaRE), Coventry University, UK
Series and Relics. On the Presence of Remainders in Performance’s Museum

The series MesuRage d’institutions (1979-1983) by French performance artist ORLAN will serve as an example
in this double sense, arguing that the questions of remaining are already relevant in the heyday of performance
art. Repeatedly performed in various institutional contexts by literally measuring for instance the size of
museums using the length of her body as measurement, and marking it with chalk on the floor, ORLAN then
erases the chalk marks by wiping the floor, and uses the suds to serve as bottled artefacts in exhibitions. Hence,
the fleeting character often regarded to be prior in performance art is already challenged by the “again-ness”
(Schneider, 2011) executed in the repeatedly performed actions. Moreover, leftovers of the body-sweat-suds
reappear as displayable artefacts, thus thwarting the dictum of performance only to be happening in the present
as a singular event but rendering it applicable not least for economic marketing aspects in the arts industries.
I will focus on aspects such as the auratical recharging of performance leftovers, in terms of archeological
finds provided by the artist herself, thus targeting the double state of these residues: the apparently ‘useless’
performance remnants that immediately enter into other, new contexts of aesthetic meaning.
Associate Professor in Dance at the Centre for Dance Research (C-DaRE), Coventry University, UK.Main research
areas embrace aesthetic theory and corporeality in contemporary dance, performance art, and the Weimar Era,
relationships between dance and ‘other’ media as well as temporality, historicity and politicality of performance.
Publications include: Performing Arts in Transition. Moving Between Media (ed., with Maria Katharina Schmidt/
Cornelia Schmitz), Routledge, 2019; Media Practices, Social Movements, and Performativity (ed., with Margreth
Lünenborg/Christoph Raetzsch), Routledge, 2018; On Leftovers (ed., with Richard Gough), Performance Research
22(8), 2017; “Re-Cyclings. Shifting Time, Changing Genre in the Moving Museum”, in: Dance Research Journal,
46(3), pp. 101-117; Am Rand der Körper. Inventuren des Unabgeschlossenen im zeitgenössischen Tanz (On the
Bodies’ Edge.Inventories of the Unfinished in Contemporary Dance),transcript, 2009; Valeska Gert. Fragmente
einer Avantgardistin in Tanz und Schauspiel der 1920er Jahre (Valeska Gert.Fragments of a Vanguard Dancer
and Actress in the 1920s), transcript, 2006.
From 2014-2018 she has been directing the DFG research project ÜberReste. Strategien des Bleibens in den
darstellenden Künsten (On Remnants and Vestiges.Strategies of Remaining in the Performing Arts).She also has
been working as a dramaturge and artistic councillor for Isabelle Schad, Meg Stuart, and Jeremy Wade among
others.
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Marcus Tan, Nanyang Technological University Singapore
Bangsokol: A Requiem for Cambodia: Healing / History in Post-Conflict Cambodia
Bangsokol: A Requiem for Cambodia is a multi-modal performance that interweaves music, film, movement and
song to communicate Cambodia’s troubled past under the Khmer Rouge. Through a performative reiteration of the
Khmer Rouge’s genocidal governance, presented through the interplay of dramatic forms, the production sought
to excavate the past so as to exorcise the present and reclaim a future through reconciliation and healing. The
dramaturgy involved a libretto commonly known in the Catholic Requiem tradition yet, here, Cambodian Buddhist
texts in Pali were used instead to create a five-movement liturgical narrative that invokes a countryside funeral.
The intercultural sounds of Western orchestral instruments and traditional Khmer sonicities, performed by a funeral
ensemble, kong skor, accompanied the melismatic traditional Cambodian smot chants. The soundscape interplayed
with filmic images, shown on a triptych screen, edited to create a historical narrative that traces the great Angkor
temples, the Cambodian civil war, and life under the Khmer Rouge. These interacted with a third layer of movement
and dance. Through the performance (as) ritual, Bangsokol, encourages audiences to remember the past, reconcile
with the present and hope for the future. This paper examines the efficacies of performance as a means of political
and personal reconciliation exemplified in Bangsokol. In Memory, History and Forgetting, Paul Ricouer writes,
‘to remember (se souvenir de) something is to remember oneself (se souvenir de soi).’ And so in speaking about
memory, one needs to ask ‘of what are there memories? Whose memory is it?’ The paper considers such a politics
of remembering and reconciliation where performance interpellates individual memory to heal history through
collective affect. Bangsokol provides an alternative for audiences to remember historical ‘truth’ not as it is written
but as it is and can be felt. It is in accord then, as Ricoeur posits, with ‘the logic of remembering (as mourning) that
forgiveness heals.’
Marcus Tan is Assistant Professor of Drama and Higher Degrees Programme Leader at the National Institute of
Education, Nanyang Technological University Singapore. He is author of Acoustic Interculturalism: Listening to
Performance (Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), editor of Performing Southeast Asia: Performance, Politics and the
Contemporary (Palgrave Macmillan, forthcoming), book chapters and articles in journals such as TDR, Theatre
Research International, Performance Research and Contemporary Theatre Review. Marcus is also associate editor
of the Journal of Interdisciplinary Voice Studies, co-convenor of the Music Theatre Working Group, International
Federation for Theatre Research, online manager for Theatre Research International, and dramaturg for a Singapore
theatre company, Dark Matter Theatrics. His main research areas are in intercultural theatre, performance
soundscapes and acoustemologies. Marcus also researches on social-poltiical performativity and virtual
performativities. He is currently examining performance in immersive virtual environments as means of empathic
learning, as part of a research grant awarded by the Ministry of Education.
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I analyse experimental forms of theatre which draw on methods of composition usually employed by
music. Where the organizing principle can be said to derive from a musical sensibility. When is sound
able to create performance? Every music system is predicated upon a series of concepts which integrate
music into the activities of society and define it as a phenomenon of life. This paper preludes a discovery
of a material access to sound that goes beyond the concept of representation. Sound, as noise, is a
non figurative element participating in everybody's lives. We need to overcome the typical abstract
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Elia Moretti, Univerzita Karlova - Prague, Czech Republic
An ecological perception of the performativity of sound and noise

and universal point of enquiry, in order to explore the effects and signifying modes of sonic material
considered peripheral to established musicological methodologies, other types of discourses have
appeared. Art is wondering how to frame a post-digital reality. What is the role of sound to perceive the
changes of the landscape in the contemporary world? Given the fragmentation in several geographies,
the creative rediscovery through sound opens up new spaces for ideas to perceive contemporaneity.
The performativity of sound offers the possibility to discover different spaces, in my paper I propose an
ecological approach, that emphasizes the structure of the environment itself and regards perception as
the pick-up of that already structured perceptual information according three factors: the relationship
between perception and action; adaptation; and perceptual learning. Performative sounds are
facilitating opportunities of augmented listening, through which imagination, sensorial immersion, critic
reconfiguration and affective relationship are overlapping. From the intersections between sound, space
and place comes an acoustic knowledge, that articulates on listening processes as actions of knowing.
The performativity gives the sound the possibility to incarnate an empiric device. Elia Moretti
Elia Moretti (Milano, 19.06.1986) Graduated in percussion at the academy of music Nicolini in Piacenza
(Italy) and in social science at the university of Pavia (Italy), Elia fosters a research between music and
performing arts, with a specific focus on the relationship between the languages of movement and
sound. He regularly plays in national and international festivals and for the past five years he has been
music director of the theatre company Divadlo Continuo, established by the director Pavel Štourač, and
based at the cultural centre Švestkový Dvůr (South Bohemia, CZ). He believes that art can offer different
perspectives through sharing, experimentation and failure in light of a heterodox approach. Elia involved
in several pedagogical projects in Accademia Teatro Dimitri (CH), Civica Scuola di Teatro Paolo Grassi
(IT), Accademia dell'Arte (IT), Rose Bruford College of Theatre and Performance (UK), Divadelní fakulta
Akademie múzických umění (CZ). By implementing new sound dramaturgy, in 2018 he curated the
festival Hear Me!, an opportunity to investigate if sound creates performance.
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Restaging Selves in the City: Intimate Mediatized Acts
Chair: Liam Jarvis, University of Essex

Katherine Hawthorne, University of Edinburgh
Feeling, Feelingly: Digitally Mediated Experiences of Intimacy and Solitude at the
Edinburgh Festivals
What is at stake when audience members’ bodies become sites of digital hybridity? This paper compares three
performances from the 2018 Edinburgh festivals to examine how digitally mediated experiences of intimacy
and solitude invite emotional and physical contributions from their audience members. Building on Josephine
Machon’s description of a “live(d), praesent experience”, I argue that the efficacy of these performances
often depends upon creating a heightened sense of (a)liveness in their audiences, and scrutinise how such
performances must negotiate consent – particularly as intimacy is so often tied to power. A variety of digital tools
and practices are embedded within these three performances, each of which takes place within a (supposedly)
public space. ‘User not Found’ by Dante or Die employs binaural sound, a working café and a bespoke app to
dissect grief and digital legacies. ‘Flight’ (Darkfield) also uses binaural technology, but is set in total darkness
to create a surreal plane journey. David Leddy’s ‘The Right Kind of Chaos’ is a durational work about Alt-right
rhetoric communicated entirely through text messaging service Whatsapp. Each of the productions seek to
cultivate a sense of individualised intimacy through isolation of the audience member, as well as a sensation of
‘praesence’, but they invite (and reward) very different forms of contribution from their audiences. Rather than
producing a survey of audience responses, this paper examines instead how these theatre-makers pose, or
withhold, invitations for digitally mediated participation. The case studies are situated within the broader context
of Edinburgh as a ‘festival city’, and include the influence of price points and performance sites when evaluating
who, precisely, is permitted to participate. Throughout I ask: Intimacy, at what cost?
Katie Hawthorne is a final year PhD candidate in European Theatre at the University of Edinburgh, supported by
a scholarship from the Wolfson Foundation. My thesis compares landscapes of theatre-making in Edinburgh
and Berlin, and investigates liveness as a culturally contextual experience. I received an MSc in Comparative
Literature from the University of Edinburgh in 2015, and a first class joint honours degree in English Literature
and German from the University of Nottingham in 2013. At previous conferences, I have spoken on adaptation
and vandalism at the International Brecht Symposium (2016); digitally distributed performances from the
Berliner Theatertreffen at the UoE German department’s seminar series (2017); and will contribute to a
roundtable on Berlin’s theatres and cultural policy at the Politics of Contemporary German Culture conference in
St Andrews in April 2019. Elsewhere, I am a freelance culture journalist for The Guardian, The Scotsman, Dazed,
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Headphones are commonplace in the global city; from the gallery in-ear description, the urban audio
walk, to Hosokawa’s Walkman effect, the proximity of sound to our heads is prolific. These experiences
are designed to develop the listener’s encounter with the city; we learn about urban culture through
auditory description, experience its histories through stories told, or we augment it via the ear to the tune
of our playlists. The changing relation between voice and listener, through phone to head, allows voices
to travel great distances and ears to pay witness in ways that the urban environment often disavows.
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Lynne Lesley Kendrick, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
Head/Phone: theatre and the proximate voice

Yet, in theatre, the proximity of phone to the head is used to trouble the encounter with our environment,
by radically repositioning the voice in relation to the ear. From the simple questions of whether a sound
is live or recorded, a voice is spoken by the person we see or not, or whether our ears hear attentional
or intentional sound, the introduction of headphones into theatre auditoria is a fundamental means
of questioning our relation to the world, particularly the political and cultural public sphere. Working
through some theories of voice and listening (Dolar, Corradi Fiumara and LaBelle) and focusing on
Adriana Cavarero’s relational ontology (2005) this paper will consider how meaning in theatre is a
practice formed through the intersubjectivity that intermediality offers and how the relational ontology
of theatre – formed by the re-performance of voice for ear – is a restaging of selves in the city.
Dr Lynne Kendrick is a Senior Lecturer in New Theatre Practices at the Royal Central School of Speech
and Drama, University of London and Course Leader of the MA/MFA in Advanced Theatre Practice.
Publications include: Theatre Aurality Palgrave Macmillan (2017); ‘Aural visions: sonic spectatorship
in the dark’ in Theatre in the Dark: Shadow, Gloom and Blackout in Contemporary Theatre Alston, A.,
& Welton, M., (eds.) Bloomsbury (2017); ‘Auralite´ et performance de l’inaudible’ in Le Son du Théātre
Larrue, JM., & Mervant-Roux, MM., (eds.) CNRS Editions (2016); ‘Aurality, Gestus and the Performance
of Noise’ in Sound und Performance Ernst, WD., Niethammer, N., Szymanski-Düll, B., Mungen, A., (eds.)
Würzburg: Königshausen & Neumann (2015); ‘Scene in the Dark’ in ‘Sounding out ‘the scenographic
turn’: eight position statements, Curtin, A. & Roesner, D. for Theatre and Performance Design, 1:1-2
(2015); ‘Mimesis and Remembrance’ in Performance Research: On Technology Vol 17:3, (2012); ‘A Paidic
aesthetic’ in Theatre, Dance and Performance Training, Vol 2:1, (2011); Theatre Noise: the Sound of
Performance co-edited with David Roesner CSP (2011)
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Opening Session

The Theatre & Architecture Working Group circulates written papers
in advance of the conference and members are invited to give short
presentations about their papers, followed by discussion. Our sessions
are open to all conference delegates. If you would like fur ther
information, then please contact Andrew Filmer: awf@aber.ac.uk

Stephen George Bain, University of Tasmania
What's in a frame?
The frame represents structure, providing context to the division of value between one thing and another. An historical
journey of the frame in visual art begins as an aesthetic device, becomes elaborated by the collector, resisted by
the 20th century avant-garde, and eventually subsumed by the white gallery space, providing the ultimate context
of legitimacy. Within human social behaviour, norms are culturally framed to exclude views that are perceived
as threatening the status quo, while minority groups attempt to reframe normative definitions in order to regain
social value. Philosopher Judith Butler examines the extremity of framing in modern warfare whereby personhood
is reframed to conceal the biological human from recognition (Butler 2009, p7). Breaking out of the frame, as the
digital image is effortlessly able to do, is to entirely break context from content. This paper outlines how performance
and architecture separate context from content in public space through manipulation of the frame. Examples by
artists Michael Landy, Tim Etchells and Guillermo Gómez-Peña break the frame to question identity, productivity and
collectivity. These examples are further considered as methodical use of fiction as a type of re-ordering, proposing the
term ‘ficto-type’, a structure of imaginative fiction that implicates a symbolic logic independent of reality, adaptable
to any environment. The ficto-type is a practical way of considering how fiction implicates alternative value systems,
informed by cultural, historical, philosophical and experimental origins. Operating individually or in clusters, fictotypes enable collective action based on a shared belief in one or more fictional worlds. Finally, referring to my own
public space performance practice, discussion of recent performance experiments demonstrate the frame as fictotype, enabling a disruption to the status quo, asserting an alternative symbolic order to the highly commodified public
space of downtown Auckland, New Zealand. *Butler, J 2009, Frames of war, London: Verso.
Stephen Bain is an Aotearoa: New Zealand theatre maker, trained in Architecture (Victoria University of Wellington, NZ)
and Theatre (Toi Whakaari O Aotearoa, NZ), he has directed and designed many original plays and performances since
the early 1990s. For the past 10 years he has been specifically engaged in public-space performances including audio
interventions, theatrical shows and interactive installations presented in Western European countries and throughout
New Zealand. In 2016 Stephen began Phd studies at the University of Tasmania (AU) researching public space
performance and the strategic role of fiction to unsettle the political dynamics of space.
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All constructed environments, events and performances in Australia reside on First Nations Country
which have proven histories of many thousands of generations of occupation and connection. Despite
this, Indigenous perspectives of place and their influence on a performance designer’s process are
considerably underexplored. Within the Australian context, this deficit has been enabled by the ongoing
silencing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, culture and histories due to continued processes
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Tanja Heard, University of Melbourne
Unveiling deep time in urban spaces: designing, performing and celebrating
Aboriginal ways of knowing through The Living Pavilion

of colonisation. Australia’s cities are rarely acknowledged as First People’s places in any significant or
public way despite archaeological evidence and living Aboriginal communities which demonstrate 60,000+
years of careful custodianship and connection. This paper explores how Indigenous perspectives of place
– particularly, the assertion of cities and urban areas as Aboriginal places – can be integrated into theatre
and performance design through the making of The Living Pavilion. The Living Pavilion is an Indigenousled, collaborative and temporary outdoor event space that combines First Nations knowledge systems with
ecological science, sustainable design and participatory arts practice. Taking place on the University of
Melbourne’s Parkville campus – the home of the Wurundjeri peoples of the Woi Wurrung language group
and the Kulin Nation – this transdisciplinary project provides a unique event space for illuminating and
celebrating First Nations perspectives of urban places and claims to sovereignty which flow from 60,000+
years of continuous custodianship despite the interruptions and continuing violence of colonisation. Through
spatial design, storytelling, performance, historical research, the uncovering of hidden histories and the
reinstatement of Kulin Nation ecologies, The Living Pavilion affirms the city of Melbourne as a powerfully and
undeniably Aboriginal place. We explore ways in which event spaces can perform Indigenous perspectives,
knowledge systems and histories, as well as how assertions of sovereignty can enact reparation for (and a
disruption to) the continuing processes of colonisation.

Tanja Beer is an award-winning ecoscenographer, community artist and Academic Fellow in Performance
Design & Sustainability at the Melbourne School of Design, University of Melbourne, Australia. She has
more than 20 years of professional experience, including creating numerous stage designs and public
installations for organisations in Australia and oversees. Tanja is has published several essays in a variety
of peer reviewed journals across scenography, aesthetics, arts-science communication, placemaking and
sustainability and is currently writing her first monograph on Ecoscenography with Palgrave MacMillan. Zena
Cumpston is a Barkindji woman who is passionate about all aspects of representation in relation to First
Peoples. Cumpston is a Research Fellow in Urban Environments at the Clean Air Urban Landscapes Hub at
Melbourne University, working across several projects related to Koorie History, sustainability and ecology.
Her work focuses on Aboriginal History and representation with much of her past work as a researcher being
in the field of Aboriginal Visual History. Her current role combines her passion for Koori History with a love of
gardening and ecology.
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Adela Bravo Sauras, Institut für Angewandte Theaterwissenschaft / Universität der Künste
A room of commons´ own. Perception of space and participation through the body in
contemporary theatre
In 1935 Roger Caillois´ article “Mimicry and Legendary Psychasthenia” he defines psychastenia as a kind of psychosis in
insects that produces a disentangling of the ego; loss of autonomy and limit, confusion with its environment, "inscription in
space". Caillois explains how space is for people with psychastenia a devouring will causing them to stop having a mental
and physical unity, cross the border of their skin and live on the other side of their senses. The theoretical question of the
indistinctness between humans and the environment changes the way in which we can understand the relationships between
individuality and space. Knowledge tends to the suppression of all distinctions, to the reduction of all oppositions, so that its
purpose consists in the ideal solution of the conflict with the outside world. Caillois insinuates that there is in us an instinct
of abandonment; we want to assimilate to space to identify with the matter and merge with the whole. There is an increasing
presence of architecture at the core of contemporary theatre projects. In many examples there is a common use of the space
from both the creators and the participants and both groups share a special relationship to it. A way to understand this room
theory is analyzing how these theaters transform the way people acknowledge the space created and participate in it. These
place and strange experiences seek in a peculiar way an estrangement and an atmosphere through a collective spatial and
sensory experience. They help us imagine a not intellectual manner to understand, introduce and surrender ourselves to space
and to a group with our bodies, to abandon the idea of defining ourselves through the “I” and understand three-dimensionality
as a collective creation. We are `tempted by space´ through experiences that have no relation with the participation required in
immersive projects where self-abandonment is required. On the other hand our own position in space and a specific context
gets reinforced in such a way that the limit between us and the surrounding field is such a thin threshold that we do not need
to consciously trespass it; we are not IN a place but we rather ARE this place.
Adela Bravo Sauras has an architect degree from the Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura de Madrid and a MA in applied
Theatre sciences at the Institut für Angewandte Theaterwissenschaft (Justus-Liebig Universität, Giessen, Germany). She
studied theater direction in the Real Escuela Superior de Arte Dramático de Madrid and thanks to a postgraduate scholarship,
she is making a Doctoral research study in the Universität der Künste Berlin among Architecture and Theatre. In june 2009
she founded in Berlin the theatre-architecture group NoFourthWall (www.nofourthwall.com). She has worked as an architect
and has done theater and film direction, installation and dramaturgy in NoFourthWall (Instituto Cervantes, Ballhaus Ost,
MicaMoca, FIT, Acudkunsthaus, HAU, Gallery Wort Wedding, Prinzessinnengärten in Berlin as well as in Edinburgh Fringe
Festival,Summerhall,Buenos Aires Bienal Arte Joven,The Future is Feminine,Arcub Center, Teatru Bucuresti,Schlachthaus
Theater, Rotonda sul Mare,Tabacalera Madrid,Sala Triangulo,Tag der offenen Tür,Messe und Veranstaltungs Frankfurt
Oder,Frankfurt am Main Festival Nachtlichter-Tagträumer) or in collaboration with others:XXI Esposizione Internazionale
della Triennale di Milano,Thomas Bo Nilsson,Schaubühne Berlin,Schauspielhaus Wien,The Agency,Volksbuehne,Münchner
Kammerspiele,Sophiensäle,Circle Line,Enzo Cucchi,Italian Embassy,Gustavo Tambascio,Teatro de la Zarzuela Madrid,La
Fura dels Baus,Nieto & Sobejano,Dellbrügge & Moll,TAK,European Architecture and Urbanism congress,Wilk-Salinas
Architekten,Critic-all I International Conference on Architectural Design & Criticism,Lasede COAM,HONG Architekten,PopUp
Theatrics New York,Santa Ragione...
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This paper will examine a particular instance in which a major architectural renovation to a theatrical
performance space had a significant effect on the artistic output of both a major Canadian theatre
company, and of an important Toronto theatre space for decades to come. In 1975, Theatre Passe
Muraille (TPM) was famously the first of the self-named “Alternative” theatre companies to buy its own
theatre building, using the proceeds from its 1973 production of “I Love You Baby Blue”, a collective
creation about sex in Toronto that sold some 27,000 tickets. The company turned this former bakery
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John David DeGrow, University of Toronto
Space and Artistic Mandate - the 1983 Renovation of Theatre Passe Muraille

and factory into a three-venue performing arts facility that provided the company with a myriad of
artistic capabilities. TPM operated the space in this format until 1983, when a new artistic direction team
made the decision to renovate the building, transforming the two vertically-stacked black box theatres
that existed into the single Mainspace theatre that exists there today. Though intended to expand the
company’s design and performance capabilities, this new architectural design inadvertently lowered
TPM’s seating capacity by hundreds of seats, while increasing the company’s production expenses. The
result was a significant change in the quantity and amount of work TPM has created ever since, while as
one of the dozen theatres with this long a life-span the theatre this renovation created has had a direct
effect on the work created in Toronto for the thirty-five years that have followed. This paper will discuss
the renovation, with a particular eye to understanding how an architectural change to a single theatre
space can have an effect across a urban theatrical eco-system lasting for decades.
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Andrew Robert Filmer, Aberystwyth University
Do-It-Together: TAAT’s participatory urban theatre architecture
This paper examines the work of the Dutch-Belgian collective TAAT (‘Theatre as Architecture Architecture
as Theatre’), focusing on KHOR II, their ‘Do-It-Yourself’ theatre pavilion. Formed in 2012, TAAT is a
collaboration between theatre-maker Gert-Jan Stam and architect Breg Horemans. TAAT’s work explores
how architecture and theatre can serve to bring people together through the construction, arrangement
and negotiation of physical spaces. The work is motivated by a desire to generate creative frameworks
for furthering social interaction and exchange. As Horemans explains, ‘In our age of hyperconnectivity,
the importance of real people meeting each other in real space and real time is becoming more and
more relevant.’ (2015: 120) In this paper I use Grant Kester’s notion of ‘dialogic art’ to examine the ways
in which KHOR II operates as a critical intervention into urban space. Central to how TAAT work – and
to the work they create – is their principle of ‘Do-It-Together’. TAAT’s projects display a commitment to
collaboration and dialogue at all levels: participants are situated as equals within the creative processes
that generate each project, and the projects themselves purposefully blur distinctions between performer
and spectator. In KHOR II, a team of volunteers erect a wooden theatre pavilion over the course of a
day, guided by a printed manual. Over subsequent days the pavilion is used for the performance of a
‘Do-It-Yourself’ theatre play and community-building workshops. The process of construction creates
a choreographed sequence of actions in a public space, and the constructed theatre then offers a site
from which to reflect on the urban space around it. As well as providing the spectacle of collaborative
construction, KHOR II enacts the construction of a community of shared endeavour, offering opportunities
for affective embodied encounters between strangers, and challenging modes of socially prescribed
performance in public space.
Andrew Filmer is Senior Lecturer in Theatre and Performance at Aberystwyth University. His research
focuses on space, place and location in contemporary theatre and performance, sites of encounter
between architecture and performance, and the performance of endurance running. Andrew is the coeditor of Performing Architectures: Projects, Practices, Pedagogies (Bloomsbury 2018) has published in
Performance Research, New Theatre Quarterly and Theatre Research International, and has co-convened
the International Federation for Theatre Research’s Theatre & Architecture Working Group since 2012.
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This paper takes my PhD project as a case study to explore the interplay between theatre as spatial
practice and the spatial practice of daily life in the city. From late 2015 to the end of 2016 I ran a
participatory theatre and performance project in the Johannesburg inner city suburb of Bertrams.
The project involved weekly workshops with groups of locals using theatre and performance games
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Alexandra Kathleen Halligey, SARchi Chair in Spatial Analysis & City Planning,
University of Witwatersrand
Everyday Theatre: Using Theatrical Performance Practices to Critically Engage
the Relational Production of City Spaces

to explore their daily experiences and actions in the spaces of Bertrams. The workshops, as well as
participant observation and more traditional interview research methods, culminated in a site specific
play modelled on the form of a walking tour through the area. A small cast of professional actors worked
alongside the participants from the workshops in creating and performing the play that used fictional
tour guide characters to link imagistic performance moments. The play sought to represent the spatial
practices of the area by turning them into a theatrical form, but by being performed in situ, the play also
drew attention to the inherent theatricality in daily life. In this paper I argue that the lines between the
fictional world of the play and the real life world of Bertrams blurred in a way that gave audiences a
heightened embodied experience through theatricality of the ways in which we perform ourselves daily
in concert with each other and our urban spaces. I draw specifically on the propositions of geographer,
Doreen Massey, and anthropologist, Tim Ingold, as well as Henri Lefebvre that these daily, relational,
iterative performances are what make spaces spaces. This paper proposes that theatre offers itself as a
particularly allusive tool for knowing and experiencing cities critically in terms of this understanding of
spatial production as embodied, relational and emergent.
Alex Halligey has a PhD in Drama and Urban Studies through the University of Cape Town‘s Drama
Department and the African Centre for Cities and a Masters degree in Performance Studies from New
York University. Her research is concerned with how theatre and performance as participatory public
art might help to explore the relationship between people and the built environment. She holds a South
African National Research Foundation post-doctoral fellowship with the South African Research Chair
in Spatial Analysis and City Planning, attached to the University of Witwatersrand School of Architecture
and Planning in Johannesburg and teaches part-time at the Market Theatre Laboratory. Outside of her
research, she continues to make her own performance work.
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Rogério Marcondes Machado, University of São Paulo, Brazil
Theatrical activism versus neoliberal city: the actions of companies Pessoal do
Faroeste and Mungunzá in the Luz neighborhood (São Paulo, Brazil)
The Luz neighborhood (São Paulo, Brazil) is a showcase for observing the characteristic conflicts of
a contemporary city. This neighborhood, located in the central part of the city, next to important and
active commercial poles, has a rich cultural and architectural heritage as well as one of the main
stations of subway line connections. Nowadays, however, the neighborhood has been stigmatized by
drug trafficking and consumption, also by the emptying and decay of its buildings which is used as
justification for a large real estate gentrification project, endorsed by the City Hall. In the epicentre of
this zone, there are two theatrical companies, the Pessoal do Faroeste and Mungunzá. We have analysed
these companies as practitioners of art activism (Lucy Lippard) focusing on the effects of their theatrical
actions on the public sphere (C. Balme). From this point of view, the theatrical event is observed not as
an autonomous fact, despite being determinant, but rather as one of the stages of a wider environmental
and temporal process, which encompasses the neighborhood and, at times, the city. We have observed
that, although there is a great ideological affinity between the companies – both defend the permanence
and resignification of the existing landscape and local population – their dramaturgical and architectural
activities are different. While Faroeste articulates its actions around memory, be it cultural, political or
urban, with melodrama as one of its main aesthetic references; Mungunzá, composed of artist educators,
privileges, in its headquarters made of containers, the articulation among different groups of artists
and repertoires. We have analyzed how the work of these companies reveal different layers of the urban
phenomenon, and how these layers clash with the radical change in Brazilian politics that has taken
place in recent years, from a social democratic government to a neoliberal and ultraconservative one.
Graduated from the Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism of the University of São Paulo (FAU-USP)
in 1986 and, in 2017, at the same institution, he obtained the Phd in Sciences with the thesis: Flávio
Império, architecture and theater 1960-1977 - interdisciplinary relations. Has experience in the area
of architecture, urbanism and scenic arts, with emphasis on Building Projects and Scenography. He
worked, among others, in the offices of the architects and urbanist: Paulo Mendes da Rocha (Pritzker
Prize- 2006) and Jorge Wilheim (General Deputy Secretary, UN - HABITAT 2 Conference, Istanbul, 1996)
. Since 1994 he has been a partner of Amado & Marcondes Arquitetos Associados. Since 2011 develops
research on the relationships between urbanism, architecture and theater,having published articles in
the academic journals Sala Preta, Urdimento, Arqtextos Vitruvius and ArqUrb. (for futher informations:
www.rogeriomarcondes.com)
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In the last decade, there has been an increasing interest in interrelations between theater as medium
and related urban space. Terms from the field of theatre are borrowed as key notions for critical
understanding of urban culture. One such central term is "theatricality," on which, Josette Féral,
pointed out that “It seems to be much like the "tacit concept" defined by Michael Polany: "a concrete
idea that one can use directly but that one can only describe indirectly.” (Féral, 2002 (1988)). In this
context, reference is made to architecture itself as theatrical. For example: a new central bus station in
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Efrat Shalom (Aravot), Technion IIT
Theatricality in Architecture – Exploring the work of Ram Carmi

Tel Aviv was described as "an experience of innumerable occurrences that flow into a rough theatrical
experience." This Central Bus Station was designed by Arch. Ram Carmi. The present research offers an
initial examination of Ram Carmi's work as case study for a theatrical architecture. Through a critical
and multidisciplinary interpretive approach which combines semiotic observation, the presentation will
expose the experiential dimension in Carmi's architecture as a staged space that invites theatricality.
The discussion will revolve around the spectacular components of Carmi's architecture, expressions of
Dionysian values, and those that "rebelled" against the preceding modernist architecture. It will also
contribute observations on intersubjective relations formed in space, and to what degree they were
controlled by arch. Carmi.
Ms. Efrat Shalom, B.A., M.F.A with distinction (Stage Design, Tel-Aviv University), is a scenographer and
costume designer. Currently a doctorate candidate at the Faculty of Architecture and Town Planning,
Technion, I.I.T. Research interests: Fiction-reality, Theatre-city interactions; Tel-Aviv urban-scape; Theatre
semiotics; Performance studies; Image of the city; Scenography.
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Helen Stratford, University of Sheffield
Making place in and with pseudo public space - Performative Architectures as participatory
practice
The 'public' of public space includes countless private interests, public institutions and (neoliberal) practices which compete
to determine what types of ‘public’ or ‘publics’ can use this space and how (Hoskyns 2014; Lacy 1994; Massey 2015; Minton;
2012; Petrescu 2007). Informed by an interdisciplinary context including architecture, visual/live art, socially engaged practice,
performance studies and feminist conceptual framework/approaches to performativity (Barad 1999, Braidotti 1994/2007/16;
Butler 1994/2016; Haraway 2003/16), my practice research questions spatial knowledge production produced by, through and
around specific public spaces. In relation to performativity, it explores how certain actions or utterings might challenge the
formation of specific subjectivities and places that produce them.
Much has been written on performativity and architecture from perspectives of performance/theatre studies (Hann 2019;
Hannah 2015/18; Harvie 2009; Haseman 2006; Nelson 2013; Rufford/Filmer 2016/18). Responding to calls for further
investigations of the use of the ways in which architecture can be said to perform its ‘narratives of use,’ (Turner 2015)
this paper and associated workshop, asks how might performative methods offer ‘productive disruptions’ or ‘constructed
situations‘ (Mouffe 2007; Stracey 2014) from an architectural perspective. Beyond making visible the performativity of socalled ‘public spaces,’ how might certain tactics offer ‘performative architectures’ - site responsive, transformative, politically
motivated interventions that offer ‘alternative publicness‘ (Yahgi 2019).
Focusing on theoretical and practical knowledge developed through practice research, teaching Masters in Architectural
Design at Sheffield University and workshops at art/architecture studio Raumlabor’s Floating University, Berlin, this paper
explores participatory and pedagogical tactics that combine performative methodologies with critical representational and
spatial practices (Rendell 2006); opening up ideas and discussions around the production and performance of public space.
Through analysing these tactics this paper explores how ‘multi-modal’ practice research methodologies might be brought
into architecture; exploring how architecture itself might be made to ‘tremble‘ (Hannah 2018; Weinstein 2018); challenging the
production of specific and privileged places, performed at the expense of others.
HELEN STRATFORD is an architect, artist and practice-led PhD Candidate at Sheffield University, researching Performative
Architectures, supported by the RIBA LKE Ozolins Studentship in Architecture. Located between live art, visual art, architecture
and writing, Helen’s work is collaborative - working with architects, artists, curators, diverse communities and publics
to develop site-specific interventions, performative workshops, live events, video-works, speculative writing and artists’
books. She explores how places are produced and performed through everyday activities and routines to seek out how these
occupations challenge the visions of city planners/authorities and architects. While exploring everyday processes of placemaking, these interventions search for modalities that expand architectural conventions. Former studio/residency artist at
Wysing Arts Centre Cambridge, Helen’s work and research has recently been presented at KTH Stockholm AHRA Architecture
and Feminisms Conference, AHRA Festival and The City Conference, Birmingham alongside g39 and Oriel Davies Gallery: Wales,
RIBA, Tate Modern and ICA:London, Akademie Solitude: Stuttgart, Center for Contemporary Arts: Celje, Škuc Gallery and P74:
Ljubljana. Helen is currently completing an artist‘s residency with Idit Nathan at Yorkshire Sculpture Park and Furtherfield
London. Her latest artists’ book The Day of the Duck, written with Lawrence Bradby and published by Marmalade publishers of
visual theory, London was selected by a-n the artists information company as one of the 10 best artists’ books of 2018.
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Citizenship I: Public space, race, post-imperialism,
protest
Chair: Cristina Delgado-García

Caoimhe McGuinness, Kingston University London
Protesting Exhibit B in St Denis: theatrical afterlives of the French Imperial
State
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This paper will consider the protests against Brett Bailey’s 2014 performance installation Exhibit B at the
Théâtre Gérard Philippe (TGP) in the Paris suburb of St Denis. The opening night of the show was rocked
by confrontations between theatre staff and antiracist activists denouncing Bailey’s choice of recreating
a human zoo, purportedly to denounce European imperial crimes, resulting in a broken window and the
cancellation of that night’s show. Following from these events, the rest of the performance’s run was
maintained through the deployment of extensive police presence at the theatre’s entrance. Rather than
focusing on the ethical questions raised by the piece itself, I will analyse the modes by which the French
state, via the deployment of police, makes itself visible or ‘stages itself’ before the theatre. Following
this, I will analyse how this incident exemplified a distinctly French manifestation of an imperial ‘afterlife’.
Building on Kirstin Ross’ work as well as Laura-Ann Stoller’s elaboration on French colonial aphasia and
duress, I aim to tease out how the heavy-handed deployment of the police at the specific location of the
TGP exemplified the persistent continuation of France’s imperial policies as they are applied to racialised
populations within its own ‘metropolitan’ territory.
I am a lecturer in drama at Kingston and also teach at Birkbeck College on the MA Text and Performance.
My PhD analysed and critiqued liberal conception of the theatrical sphere in contemporary London. My
research and publications look at the politics of reception (spectatorship, criticism and institutional
identities) of contemporary theatre and live art through a Marxist, feminist, queer and post-colonial lens.
I broadly focus on the specific histories of Western liberalism as these apply to theatrical production and
reception. Further interests are social reproduction in feminist performance, the 1951 Festival of Britain
and Marxist approaches to theatre and performance. Senior Book Review Editor/Europe and Africa Book
Review Editor for Theatre Research International. More info here: https://www.cambridge.org/core/
journals/theatre-research-international/information/book-review-information
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Azadeh Sharifi, Ludwig-Maximilians-University of Munich
Remapping German colonial history through performative interventions and
performances in public sphere by black artists
Germany has still not come to terms with its violent colonial history. The consequences are not only
present in the way German history and nationhood is conceptualized, but also in the way the public
sphere is shaped. Almost nothing reminds of and remembers the victims and the survivors of colonial
crimes, but every German city has statues in public spheres, public spaces dedicated and streets named
after colonizers, warlords and slave traders. Many attempts, mostly by black activists groups and
initiatives to reflect on the colonial history by f.e. changing street names have failed. While activist are
fighting legally and politically for their cause, they have turned to performative interventions in public
spheres as well as on the stage. The black performer Simone Dede Ayivi’s created the performance
“Performing back” which premiered in fall 2014 at Sophiensaele Berlin, in alliance to these protests. In
her multimedia performance a video shows how she is changing street signs into historically important
black Germans. And because she is interrupted at her public intervention, she takes her intervention
on to the stage. And Ballhaus Naunynstrasse which has under the artistic leadership of the GermanBrazilian choreographer and curator broadened the label postmigrant theater by focusing on black
perspectives in German theater, teamed up in 2018 with EOTO e.V., a non-profit organization to empower
black people in Germany, and created the performative guided city tour “Dauerkolonie Berlin” (Permanent
colony Berlin) which premiered in fall 2018 and focused on the effect of colonialism and enslavement
on Berlin’s cityscape. In my paper I want to look into how black artists and activists contribute through
performance and performative interventions to the repressed public discussion on Germany’s colonial
legacy. I argue that these performances are crucial in shaping and ultimately remapping Germany’s
history.
Azadeh Sharifi is a PostDoctoral researcher at the Theater Department of Ludwig-Maximilians-University
Munich. She is currently working on her Habilitation/Second Book about "(Post)migrant Theatre in
German Theatre History – (Dis)Continuity of aesthetics and narratives". From 2014 until 2015, she was
a Fellow at the International Research Center “Interweaving Performance Cultures”, Free University
Berlin. Previous she was a researcher at the Balzan Prize Project “The Role of Independent Theatre in
Contemporary European Theatre: Structural and Aesthetic Changes”, led by Prof. Dr. Manfred Brauneck
and facilitated by the International Theatre Institute (ITI), Germany). She is a member of the Future
Advisory Board (Fab) of the Performance Studies international (Psi). She has curated several theater
festivals and is currently part of the Jury for the Berlin grant for the Performing Arts (Spartenübergreifende
Förderung, Berlin Senat).
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Sara Elizabeth Freeman, University of Puget Sound
The Civilians as Citizens: Urban Planning and Environmental Activism in
This Beautiful City and The Great Immensity
Founded in 2001, The Civilians is a New York-based investigative theatre company that creates documentary cabaret
theatre using process first inspired by the Joint Stock method. The company’s interview techniques and workshops
reflect a desire to ‘look outside, go on the street, pay attention,’ according to founding director Steve Cosson. Their
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Citizenship II: The City and its People

work is both ethnography and civics, which frames the company’s name. Cosson chose the name because theatre
professionals, echoing people in the armed forces, often refer to those not in the business as ‘civilians.’ The company
members are theatre professionals who immerse themselves in different aspects of civilian life in order to recreate
and interrogate the communities observed. There’s a resonance with notion of the public sphere in this concept of
‘civilians’: civilians are the public. Civilians are citizens, the subjects of the public sphere, and the company is part of
that body politic. This paper argues that what the company’s shows most engage is exactly a sense of citizenship by
analyzing the political dramaturgies of two of their major works, This Beautiful City (2008) and The Great Immensity
(2012). These two plays present a shining city on the hill and a Noah’s Ark, detailing utopianism and evangelism
at the point of contact between urban and rural spaces in the US and the challenges of environmental activism to
address climate change across the globe. This paper emphasizes how across their work The Civilians are most
concerned with how to be American, how to be human, and how to be part of nature. As investigative artists, the
company’s perpetual themes are community and memory, and their greatest goal may indeed be that of being good
citizens in local and global communities.
Sara Freeman is Associate Professor and Chair of the Department of Theatre Arts at the University of Puget Sound.
Previously she taught at the University of Oregon, Illinois Wesleyan University, and Columbia College in Chicago. She
holds an MA and PhD in Theatre from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She coedited International Dramaturgy:
Translation and Transformations in the Theatre of Timberlake Wertenbaker (2008) and Public Theatres and Theatre
Publics (2012) and has published chapters in Working in the Wings: New Perspectives on Theatre History and
Labor; The British Theatre Company: From Fringe to Mainstream; Decades of Modern British Playwriting: The 1980s,
Readings in Performance and Ecology, and is contributing a chapter to the forthcoming collection American Ensemble
Theatres. She is editor of the annual journal Theatre History Studies, a publication of the Mid America Theatre
Conference, and assistant editor to Bloomsbury-Methuen’s new Encyclopedia of Modern Theatre. Her articles appear
in the Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism, Modern Drama, New Theatre Quarterly, Comparative Drama, Theatre
Research International, and Contemporary Theatre Review. She won the Gerald Kahan Award from the American
Society for Theatre Research in 2007 for an article on Joint Stock Theatre Company published in Theatre Survey.
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Zheyu Wei, Guangxi Arts University
Li Jianjun's 'the Theatre of the Mortal': Performing the Masses in
Contemporary China
This paper is a study of the aesthetics and politics of the emerging Chinese theatre company – New
Youth Group (Xin qingnian jutuan). Based in Beijing and founded by director and scenographer Li Jianjun,
New Youth Group aims its productions at active engagement with people's life in contemporary China.
Holding the belief that ‘Theatre is to cure the diseases in our life,’ New Youth Group focuses on ordinary
people’s life, and tries to connect avant-garde scenography and new media with theatre performance.
Director Li Jianjun proposes the idea of ‘the theatre of the mortal’ (fanren juchang), so as to highlight
the heterogeneity of New Youth Group’s performance, which is made up of non-professional actors,
fragmented scenes and soundscape of daily life, as well as a conscious reflection on theatre’s role to
re-examine and transform reality. Through the analysis of the productions ‘25.3km Fairy Tale,’ ‘The Man
Who Fly Up to the Sky,’ ‘One Fine Day,’ and ‘Popular Mechanics,’ I argue that New Youth Group tries to
present a documentary of the people from urbanized and atomized Chinese society, which is saturated
with mass-mediation (in Arjun Appadurai’s sense) and formed by contradicting ideologies. Moreover,
I propose that New Youth Group’s aesthetic and political approach sheds light upon how theatre
performance is able to critically inform and engage with the social transformation of society.
ZheyuWEI is a lecturer of drama at Guangxi Arts University, China. As a Trinity Long Room Hub Fellow
(2013-2017), Wei received his Ph.D. at Trinity College Dublin in 2017, with his doctorate thesis entitled,
“Post-Cold War Experimental Theatre of China: Staging Globalization and Its Resistance”. Besides
conducting research on theatre and cosmopolitanism, multi-media performances, and comedy, Wei also
translates and makes plays for the theatre.
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ROOM 104

Opening Session
The Feminist research group don’t publish a schedule in advance – we
like to invite people to join us for the entire time rather than pick sessions
according to speakers. So we would kindly request that you just publish a
list of the participants on the first day and indicate that visitors are always
welcome to sit in on any session. I’m copying in next year’s convenors,
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Lisa and Indu for information.
Chair: Aoife Monks, School of English and Drama Queen Mary, University of
London. Charlotte Canning, The University of Texas at Austin

Margaret Josephine Inchley, QMUL
Ariana Grande, ‘You’ll Believe God is a Woman’
Blessed with a voice of extraordinary virtuosity and power, Italian-American popular singer Ariana Grande (1993 ) has a huge global audience. Profiled as one of Time magazine’s 100 most influential people in 2016, Grande has
over 59 million followers on Twitter, 139 million on Instagram, and has toured extensively in North America, Europe,
Australia and Asia. She has come of age in the media spotlight, and in 2015 responded to what she saw as a refusal
to see her as an individual independent of men, tweeting a reference to Gloria Steinem’s call to ‘sisterhood’ from her
1969 essay, ‘After Black Power, Women’s Liberation’. The tweet was referred to in Vanity magazine as an ‘Important
Feminist Manifesto’. For the feminist scholar however, Grande’s work raises intensely problematic issues around
women’s self-objectification, individualistic self-empowerment, and globally marketized ‘white’ feminism. Yet in
this third wave of the movement, there are close connections between activism and popular culture, and artists
with ‘feminist voices’ are powerful cultural influences that permeate psychosocial space. Drawing on sexology,
musicology, feminist and queer discourses, this paper will begin to consider Grande’s articulation of her feminist
self, and the role of her voice in making it audible. Focusing on the 2018 track ‘You’ll Believe God is a Woman’ and
its accompanying video, it will explore Grande’s deployment of feminist fantasy to re-order the andocentric cultural
sensorium and imaginary. What does her voice do linguistically and performatively and who does she address?
What is the nature of the intense relationship her voice generates and the cultish space it opens (Peraino 2007;
Freya Jarman-Ivens 2011)? Most pertinently for IFTR, given the tensions between Grande’s self-elevation and her
co-option of ‘sisterhood’, is it possible or desirable to practice a listening that is both scholarly and sisterly (hooks
1991)?
Maggie Inchley is a lecturer in Drama at Queen Mary University of London. Her publications include Voice and New
Writing 1997-2007 (2015) and ‘Theatre as Advocacy: “Asking for It” and the Audibility of Women’ in Nirbhaya, “the
Fearless One”’, Theatre Research International, 40 (2015), 272-2. Maggie is Principal Investigator of AHRC funded
project The Verbatim Formula with care-experienced young people, foster workers and social workers. Please do
get in touch: m.inchley@qmul.ac.uk.
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Ana Bernstein, Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de Janeiro
NOT HIM (ELE NÃO) - WOMEN TAKE TO THE STREETS IN BRAZIL
Last September, millions of women of all ages, races, classes, and different political parties took to the
streets of Brazil — with smaller demonstrations taking place in other countries as well — to declare
their opposition to the fascist candidacy of Jair Bolsonaro to the office of President of Brazil. Under the
banner of Not Him, they formed a broad democratic coalition in a country deeply divided politically, and
experiencing high levels of popular dissatisfaction with the political system. It was a strong rejection of
the homophobic, racist, and anti-women’s rights agenda of the candidate. Organized and disseminated
through social media, mostly Facebook and Tweeter (#elenão), the movement was able to bring together
millions, resulting in an unprecedented mobilization of women in the history of Brazil. Without the
leadership of political parties, the demonstrations were spontaneously peaceful and festive — music,
performances, and dance set the tone of the protests. Surprisingly enough, in the days following the
demonstrations, the polls showed a huge increase of support for Bolsonaro, revealing thus a much
deeper misogyny by the Brazilian population than one could ever have suspected. This paper looks into
the demonstrations and the backlash that followed it, with the aim of reflecting on how the women’s
movement can organize and help consolidate a democratic resistance to the Neofascist government
elected, to think how the ability of the Not Him movement to form a broad coalition might be a useful
model for a divided opposition unwilling to compromise in such a critical moment.
Ana Bernstein is a Professor of Aesthetics and Theater Theory at the Federal University of the State of Rio
de Janeiro (UNIRIO) - Brazil. She has a PhD in Performance Studies (New York University) and a Masters
in Social History of Culture (PUC-Rio de Janeiro). She is the author of Of the Body/Of the Text - Desire
and Affect in Performance (Doctoral dissertation), Francesca Woodman - Fotografia e Performatividade
(In: Corpos Diversos, Ed. Uerj, 2015), Here and Now...Again and Again - Reperformance as Difference
and Repetition (Variations n. 19, Peter Lang, 2011) and A Crítica Cúmplice - Décio de Almeida Prado e a
formação do teatro brasileiro moderno (São Paulo: IMS, 2005), nominated for the Jabuti Prize. Research
interests include performance theory, body art, gender studies and feminist theory, visual arts, art history
and criticism. She is also a photographer, translator, and curator.
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A feminist way of life begins with women’s experience on the ground and—I will argue--making theatre.
Decades ago, Theresa de Lauretis argued that thinking contrarily about feminism (ie doing feminist
theory) was held back by the viewpoint that experience was part of some authentic subjecthood. “Know
your truth,” people say today, making a religion of epistemology. De Lauretis insisted that experience
was an “interaction” between the “real and immediate” and “social reality.” Simple words, perhaps, but
for US feminism foundational, because unlike other societies the US never had a robust theory of the
social not deformed by capitalism. Fornes started making work within a burgeoning feminist theatre
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Elin F Diamond, Rutgers University
Remembering feminism's ground

scene in New York (1960s-1980s) but I will argue that her feminism lay in her peculiar mises-en-scène
in which subjective experiences of things are theatricalized as both immediate (affective) and social;
that is, on her prop-like things retain their independence as nontheatrical commodities. Their “truth”
is “interactive”--not knowable--and certainly not a question of subjective or individual ownership.
In effect, Fornes’ work models other experiential habits. Her characters and audiences practice the
experience of the social-interactive even when it seems to be delivered as the subjective and personal.
From such experiences a feminist ground (re-)emerges—a base for women to build on, to speak from.
Professor of English and Comparative Literature, Rutgers University, 1983-present. Author, UNMAKING
MIMESIS (1997), PINTER'S COMIC PLAY (1985), Editor, PERFORMANCE and CULTURAL POLITICS (1996), Coeditor, PERFORMANCE, FEMINISM and AFFECT in NEOLIBERAL TIMES (2017), THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION
TO CARYL CHURCHILL (2009).
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Nobuko Anan, Kansai University
Noda Hideki’s MIWA: (Un)silencing ‘Maternal’ Voices
One interesting voice in the Japanese media landscape is that of Miwa Akihiro (1935-), a male
transvestite singer. Like many other male transvestites in the Japanese celebrity culture, he has
a feminine voice and appearance. However, he is unusual in using this voice to provide insightful,
progressive discussions of Japan’s social problems (e.g., bullying culture, remilitarization of Japan).
Also unlike other celebrity transvestites, he appears as a man when performing his biggest hit, Song
of Day Labourers (Yoitomake no uta). Drawing from his friend’s experiences, it recalls how this friend’s
mother worked at construction sites, where she was soaked in sweat and dirt in order to support her
family. Interestingly, despite his politically liberal voice, Miwa’s male vocal performance of this song
has come to have nationalist and rightist associations. When it was first performed in 1964, it was seen
as a celebration of Japan’s recovery from World War II through hard work. More recently in 2012, Miwa
performed this song at an annual music show broadcast by the state-funded TV station and the song
became associated with national recovery from the earthquake/tsunami/nuclear disaster in Fukushima.
These contrasting female/male voices of Miwa were explored in a play by Japanese playwright Noda
Hideki, titled MIWA (2013). As in his different performance voices, Miwa is split into different characters
within the play. An important theme of the play is matricide which is desired by the facets of Miwa’s
personality. As in Song of Day Labourers, mothers are a central element in the nationalist discourse in
Japan. Informed by psychoanalysis, this presentation will discuss mothers and matricide within the play
MIWA and the ways Miwa speaks to the national politics of Japan.
Nobuko Anan specializes in theatre and performance as well as visual arts in contemporary Japan. She
is the author of Contemporary Japanese Women’s Theatre and Visual Arts: Performing Girls’ Aesthetics
(Palgrave 2016) and a number of articles in journals including TDR and Theatre Research International.
After working at the UK universities including the University of Warwick and Birkbeck, University of
London for 9 years, she has recently started a new position in the Department of Foreign Studies at
Kansai University in Japan. She received her PhD in Theatre and Performance Studies from UCLA.
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In this paper I seek to unravel the many layers that Anamika Haksar weaves into the fabric of her film, ‘
Taking the Horse to Eat Jalebi’s’, wherein she dexterously employs the grammar of theatre to deconstruct
the very romanticism in the representation of the subject of migration. Being a veteran theatre director,
she brings forth an amalgamation of documentary style story telling, magic realism, theatrical metanarrative, visual effects, literature, and folk art forms while delineating the lives, dreams, aspirations
and fears of the migrant inhabitants of Old Delhi . The production can be seen as a riveting ode to the
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Indu Jain, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Moving Lives: The City and its Discontents

syncretic culture of Shahjahanabad, however the gaze is not that of a privileged patronizing observer.
Haksar in her earlier plays too has shown her deep concern regarding the social and economic aspects
of urbanism and in the film she brings out the human stories amidst the fading memories of history,
identities, and a sense of belonging with the changing landscape of the city by what she calls as an
“urban smog”. This paper will also investigate how successful is she in adapting the skills sets of people
from theatre to the cinema screen. Her protagonists take us on performative excursions with elements
of folk theatre, theatrical realism, psychological acting, and physical theatre to give an insight into
the mindscape of street artists, vendors and destitute petty criminals who have been dehumanized by
popular narrative conventions that rely on causations, climaxes and resolutions. It will map out some of
the theatrical exercises/processes used during rehearsals, which I propose, is used as part of screenplay
by the director. With the backdrop of once august and affluent settlement of Old Delhi crumbling under
the current paradigm of development, the paper will look at how Haksar provides a scathing critique of
the country’s socio-political scenario in this collaborative endeavour.
I am a PhD Candidate at JNU, The department of Theatre and Performance Studies. I am also an assistant
professor of English at Delhi University in India. I am particularly interested in probing the existing
lacunae vis-a-vis the Indian theatre historiography in context of contemporary Indian feminist theatre
and practice.
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Karen Quigley, University of York
“It’s always been ‘ard”: The gendered voice as strategy of resistance in Nic
Green’s Cock and Bull
On the eve of the 2015 UK general election, Nic Green, Rosana Cade and Laura Bradshaw performed Cock
and Bull in the Arches in Glasgow. Although the Conservative party would ultimately (and unexpectedly)
win an outright majority of seats, opinion polls and commentators in the run-up to the election had
predicted a close-run outcome between the Labour and Conservative parties, potentially resulting in a
hung parliament. Studying Conservative campaign speeches and political slogans, and focusing on the
party’s patronising claim to stand for ‘hardworking people’ (introduced visually and vocally at the 2013
Conservative party conference, mostly by male politicians), Cock and Bull works with tiny fragments
and splinters of political catchphrases and mottos. These are repeated by the three performers to vocal
(and physical) exhaustion, spun out into linguistic meaninglessness, and used as the basis of intricate,
overlapping voice rhythms and durational choreography. ‘Dido’s Lament’ from Henry Purcell’s 1689 opera
Dido and Aeneas, and Frank Zappa’s 1979 song Bobby Brown (Goes Down) provide additional points of
connection to a piece of feminist political performance deeply concerned with slogan-speech and oversimplification in British politics. Green has described the vocal work in Cock and Bull as ‘a potential
exorcism of sorts – spitting, chanting and drawling these words out of our bodies’. The gendered and
cross-gendered voices of the performers in Cock and Bull, as this paper argues, appear both as a
purgative and as a strategy of dissent, activism and resistance. During the performance, we hear the
performers speak in their natural voices, as male politicians, as old women, chant, sing and heave with
breathless exhaustion. The flexible voices in this performance suggest alternative modes of representing
the gendered voice on stage, and use the disruption of the purposely imperfectly cross-gendered voice
on stage to create a politics of visibility and wilfulness.
Karen Quigley is Lecturer in Theatre at the University of York, UK. Her research on a range of subjects
including unstageable stage directions, site-specific performance pedagogy and solo spectatorship
has been published in European Drama and Performance Studies, Journal of Contemporary Drama in
English and Theatre, Dance and Performance Training. Her first monograph, Performing the Unstageable:
Success, Imagination, Failure is forthcoming from Bloomsbury in late 2019.
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A most conspicuous cultural spectacle in the 1920’s Korea is the appearance of New Women in the city
of Kyungsung (Seoul). They were namely the Korean modern girls, equipped with new modern values
and new ways of life, acquired through their interfacing with the global urban cultures, A significant
intercultural encounter on top in this regard was the introduction of Ibsen’s play A Doll’s House, with its
first public performance in 1934. The image of Nora, representing ‘woman in revolt calling for change’
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Shim Jung Soon, Soongsil University
Korean New Women and the Play A Doll’s House in the 1920’s-1930’s : An
Intercultural Approach

touched off Korean women intellectuals’ suppressed desire and aspirations for self-awakening as
well as the national enlightenment. Women’s education was emphasized, and consequently by the
1920’s, streets of Seoul became filled with the Korean Noras, representing the New Women of the times.
Notable among them were the first generation feminists, Na Hye-Suk, Kim Won-Ju and Kim MyungSoon, who ardently led the early Korean new women’s movement. Their main issues centered on ‘true
love’ and ‘freedom of choice in marriage’ over traditional arranged marriage practice. Ellen Key’s idea
of true love exerted sweeping influence on Korean feminists at that time. In Korean reception of A Doll’s
House, debates focused narrowly on the question: what will happen after Nora’s leaving home? Nora’s
archetype, the image of woman seeking for true love and liberation, however, left a deeply impressive
mark in Korean cultural history, affecting the populace, and more specifically male and female writers
and their writing styles. Against this cultural background, this paper will examine firstly, how Na,
Hye-Suk projects an alternative female gaze and voice against the silencing impulses of the Korean
patriarchal society in her autobiographical play The Woman in Paris (1935) and secondly, how Cho, ManSik’s fiction After Leaving a Doll’s House(1933) projects a socialist feminist alternative for Korean Noras
from an intercultural point of view.
Jung-Soon Shim is professor emeritus at Soongsil University, Seoul, Korea. She has served as President
of Korean Theatre Studies Association and President of Korean Association of Women in Theatre. She
was a research fellow at International Research Center at Fu-Berlin for 2015-2016. She is also a theater
critic and dramaturg, and won the Yuh Suk-ki Theatre Critic Award by KATC (2004), and The Best Critic
Award by Korea Arts Critics Assoc.(2003). She has published some 30 books in Korean as a single author
as well as with multiple authors. Her major books include Feminism and Korean Theatre(1999), Twentyfirst Century Korean Theatre Women Directors (2004). Her book Globalization and Korean Theatre (2003)
won the Best Book Award by Ministry of Culture and Lev Dodin and Mali Drama Theatre (2011) won the
Best Book Award by Korea Academy of Arts. Her articles has appeared in TRI, New Theatre Quarterly,
Australasian Drama Studies.
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Miriam Haughton, NUI Galway
Galway 2020: A Feminist Bid
This paper proposes a study of how the bid book Making Waves submitted by Galway for the designation
of European Capital of Culture 2020 was embedded with feminist principles, processes, and objectives.
Making Waves is ‘a metaphor for a series of actions that will challenge the status quo and enable a shift
in behavior so that we achieve solidarity in diversity and replace apathy with cultural confidence.’ (4) Its
feminist ideology is fundamental to its objectives, a vision for ‘a future of inclusivity, participation and
cultural sustainability.’ (4) The estimated €45 million investment could be transformative for a region
marked by urban youth and diversity facing precarious futures, rural decline, and historically, most
harshly impacted by The Great Famine (1845-49). However, since winning the bid, this feminist approach
has been significantly problematised by those who then took on the management of the project. The
call states that ‘Live performance has long provided infrastructure and social operations that enable
public interactions separate from official political entities. At the same time, however, live performance
has also been effective in support of official and state power.’ This paper addresses how the bid and
planning process responds to both these actualities. Firstly, this paper explores how the bid process
galvanised the powerful potential for artistic growth and public interactions created by a community of
artists, organisations and individuals harnessing feminist principles and strategies. At the same time,
this paper questions how official power is threatening the realisation of that potential, by sidelining the
artists involved in the creation of the bid book, and instead, returning to established modes of business
management, which have resulted in multiple crises for the project and the loss of public confidence.
Dr Miriam Haughton is Director of Postgraduate Studies in Drama, Theatre and Performance at NUI
Galway.
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This paper analyzes two theatrical works by Korean American adoptee artists: Amy Mihyang Ginther’s
Homeful (2017) and Deb Sivigny’s Hello, My Name Is... (2017). In her solo performance Homeful,
Ginther presents a travelogue narrative integrating sound montages todepict autobiographical stories
about her adoptive mother in the United States and birth mother in South Korea (hereafter Korea).
Sivigny’s site-specific immersive play, Hello, My Name Is..., takes the spectators through rooms and
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Jieun Lee, Wake Forest University
Transnational Entanglements: Korean Overseas Adoption inContemporary
Theater

visual installations to create interactive and interpretive experiences in relation to three Korean
adoptee characters in Korea and the United States. In this paper, I argue that the performances of
transnational adoption by Korean American adoptees become an act of resistance against Korean
society’s expectation of an unproblematic adoptee assimilation based on blood-oriented familism and an
American multicultural fantasy that hides racial discrimination perpetuating the idea of Asians as noncitizen others. Through the twocreative works, spectators realize a deeper understanding of adoptees’
transnationalentanglements across time and space, as Ginther and Sivigny reveal critical ways of
configuring aural and visual spaces in which Korean adoptees attempt to find an agency for truth and
reconciliation through the transnational ties to their homeland.
Jieun Lee is an assistant professor in the Department of Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Wake
Forest University. She holds a Ph.D. in Theater and Performance Studies as well as a Graduate Certificate
in Women’s Studies from the University of Georgia. Her research examines the intersections of diaspora
with race, class, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, and nationality embodied in theater and performance
through feminist theories. Jieun has published articles and reviews in Theatre Annual, Theatre Journal,
Ecumenica, New England Theatre Journal, International Journal of Korean Studies, Journal of Japanese
and Korean Cinema, Puppetry International, and Women’s Studies. She is currently working on her
book project on Korean transnational adoption represented in contemporary theater and performance
in Korea, the United State, Europe, and Scandinavia. Jieun also serves as a volunteer translator for the
South Korean Feminist Journal ILDA.
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Warner Sara L., Cornell University
Stonewalled: Jane Chambers and the Stimulation of Social Change
Jane Chambers is celebrated as the first openly gay U.S. dramatist to offer positive depictions of
lesbian sexuality in plays such as A Late Snow (1974), Last Summer at Blue Fish Cove (1980), and My
Blue Heaven (1981). Despite her important role in feminist theater history, surprisingly scant critical
attention has been paid to Chambers' dramaturgy, and there has been no published scholarship on her
prolific, and much more lucrative, career as a pornographer. In recognition of the 35th anniversary of
Chambers' death and the founding of the playwriting award in her name (administered by ATHE's Women
and Theatre Program), I propose a paper on her erotica in response to the working group theme of
gendered public voices. Writing under a variety of pseudonyms, many of them male, Chambers penned
monthly columns in porn magazines and churned out at least ten salacious lesbian-themed novels for
pulp presses to support the creation and production of her plays. She even wrote a monograph, The
Pornographers, about the secret world of the sex publishing industry. Drawn from my current book
project, this talk explores the ways lesbian dramatists like Chambers were stonewalled, rather than
emancipated, by the Gay Liberation Movement, which in many ways reinforced women's silence and
reified their subordinate social status. In dialogue with Sara Ahmed's Living a Feminist Life, I use alias
- which in Latin means "at another time, in another way" - as a heuristic for thinking about alterity,
gender, and forms of creative survival that lesbian dramatists have used to scale institutional walls,
including the glass proscenium.
Sara Warner is Director of Graduate Studies and AssociateProfessor in the Department of Performing
and Media Arts at CornellUniversity, where she is aStephen H. Weiss Junior Fellow and aCommunityEngaged Faculty Fellow. Sara publishes on dramatic literature andperformance studies; feminist
and queer art;LGBTQ studies; the prisonindustrial complex; and academic labor. Her first book,Acts
of Gaiety:LGBTPerformance and the Politics of Pleasure, received theOutstanding Book Award from
the Association of Theater in Higher Education, anHonorable Mention for the Barnard Hewitt Award
from the AmericanSociety forTheatre Research, and was named a Lambda LiteraryAward finalist. Her
cultural criticism can be found in a variety ofoutlets, includingTime,Huffington Post, andHowlRound.In
additionto two monographs, Sara isworking on a multi-year community-based play,Climates of Change,
whichexplores the human impact of global warming on the Finger Lakes.
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Three concepts related to time are of interest in my project. 1. A Chinese proverb – or was it a
philosophical statement? – says: A journey of 1000 Li starts with the first step. 2. Hannah Arendt, in
"The Human Condition", defines the (ephemeral) labor of our bodies as the labor of survival. This labor,
different from work, is not "useful" product-based but is an ongoing effort that rewards us with staying
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Antje Budde, University of Toronto
Deep Learning/Labor of Survival - On the performance installation "1000/1/5
– A consideration of 1000 first steps and the number 5" inspired by WOMAN in
Gao Xingjian's play "Between Life and Death"

alive. 3. Deep Time - an indigenous concept of situating oneself and community not only in the history
of humans but also in the history of the land and the universe. I will discuss my installation project in
the context of increasing accelerations and forced productivity in my daily existence as scholar-artist,
administrator and teacher. My project started in a pressure cooker of lacking time with a single grain
of rice and transformed into absurdist yet very real configurations of energy, time and matter as it
made 1000 first steps, potentially starting 1000 journeys. Main materials used were rice, paper, wood,
chalk, the ten digits of our hands, patience and digital technology. The project evolved slowly, over days
of focussed and mesmerizing (useless) labour in the silence of an urban hiding place. Mathematical
patterns appeared. Strange things started to happen, just as they happened to Woman in Gao Xingjian’s
play “Between Life and Death”.
Antje Budde is an Associate Professor of Theatre Studies, Cultural Communication and Modern Chinese
Studies at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies, University of Toronto. She is the
founder of a variety of queerly feminist art projects including most recently the DDL2 (Digital Dramaturgy
Lab - Squared) - a platform for experimental explorations of digital culture, labor and technology
in performance. She is interested in the intersections of natural sciences, the arts, engineering and
computer science. Currently she is participating in SSHRC-funded research projects on indigenous
making of community through building a birch bark canoe and the critique of universities’ complicity
in indigenous knowledge extraction and exploitation (with Jill Carter, Sylvia Plain). Furthermore,
she collaborates with a project concerned with artificial intelligence and creativity. (with Tamara
Trojanowska, Pia Kleber, David Rokeby).
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Mara Valderrama, The Graduate Center, CUNY
Counter-Sexual Performance in La Tristura's Años 90: Nacimos para ser
estrellas
La Tristura’s Años 90: Nacimos para ser estrellas (The 90s: We Were Born to Be Stars, Spain 2008)
opens with two young women wrestling on stage and ends with the same couple kissing tenderly, then
passionately. The characters, however, refer to each other using masculine pronouns and talk about
their youth, twenty years earlier. Performing a counter-sexual act, two female actors in their twenties
play two gay male characters in their late forties without dressing as males, wearing wigs, or lowering
their voices to “act” as men; they simply are both men and women (or neither) simultaneously. Drawing
on Paul B. Preciado’s theorizing of counter-sexuality, I argue that the actors have become “speaking
bodies” not defined by their gender or sexuality. I locate La Tristura’s work in a larger context of Spanish
contemporary experimental theatre that rejects binary representations of gender and models new
possibilities for human identity and identification beyond sexual difference, arguing that embodied
practice can use bodies as the critical tool to refuse gender roles in a more immediately effective way
than theory. The fluid identity of the multi-gendered, multi-aged characters Klaus and Travis, brings
awareness to the artificiality of gender and challenges the audience to confront their expectations of
what gender is and how it is performed.
Mara Valderrama is a PhD candidate in Theatre and Performance at The Graduate Center, CUNY and
Associate of Programs at the Martin E. Segal Theatre Center. She holds a Mellon Humanities Alliance
Fellow at La Guardia Community College and she has taught Communications at Baruch College. Her
research focuses on representations of gender in Spanish contemporary theatre. She is the managing
editor for Spain at The Theatre Times and the 2018 recipient of the IFTR New Scholars Prize. She studied
Spanish Language and Literature as well as Comparative Literature and at the Complutense University in
Madrid, Spain, where she also received an MA in Theatre and Performance Arts. Valderrama graduated
from the Music Conservatory of Ferraz in Madrid and has been a Language and Literature teacher in
public high schools in Spain and the US. In addition to her current ventures as a scholar, she has wide
experience as a performer.
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2018-2019 is the fiftieth anniversary of the Civil Rights movement in Northern Ireland, which campaigned
for equal access to housing and employment for the Catholic minority, and for universal suffrage. Recent
commemorations of the movement in exhibitions, video and documentary have uncovered the role played
by women in these campaigns, where traditional models of femininity facilitated a range of protest
strategies. The women’s tactics included breaking military curfews, and challenging the armed forces
on the streets in defense of men and boys who were targeted for harassment. Women were also central
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Elizabeth Anne Fitzpatrick, University of Ulster
Traditional Female Roles, Efficacy, and Radical Protest in Northern Ireland

to the barricading of ‘Free Derry’, an area of the city that was closed to the security forces during 1969
to keep the community safe from raids by the B-Specials and the Royal Ulster Constabulary. While some
of this activism is claimed by the Republican movement in Northern Ireland, much of it was motivated
by conventional family relationships and roles rather than party politics. As such, it raises interesting
questions about women’s speech in the public space, especially in conservative cultures like Ireland, and
suggests that radical activism can be efficaciously harnessed to (and can harness) traditional models of
femininity.
Lisa Fitzpatrick studied in Trinity College and University College Dublin prior to completing her PhD at the
Graduate Centre for Study of Drama, University of Toronto. She is currently a senior lecturer in Drama at
University of Ulster in Derry. She has published extensively on performance and violence, post-conflict
theatre, and gender, and has been funded by the British Academy and the Canadian High Commission.
She has been an invited speaker at a number of events, including the International Association for the
Study of Irish Literatures (IASIL), the Warwick Politics and Performance Network, and the Irish Theatrical
Diaspora project. She convened the conference 'The North: Exile, Diaspora, Troubled Performance', in
Derry in 2012 and, worked with the Playhouse on the International Culture Arts Network Festival in Derry
in 2013. She is a founding member of the Irish Society for Theatre Research, and convenes the Gender
and Performance Working Group. Her recent monograph is 'Rape on the Contemporary Stage'.
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Denise Joan Varney, University of Melbourne
What does it take to create a feminist way of life in theatre and beyond?
My previous work on the misogyny directed at Australian Labor politician Julia Gillard during her period
as Prime Minister of the nation in 2010-12 analysed her famous Misogyny Speech as a performative act
in the theatre of parliament. The gendered public voice was for once not silenced but her own party later
punished her for her outspokenness in a coup that re-installed a male leader. My interest in the voice,
speech-making and embodied performance of female political leaders continues. Mary Beard (2017) has
drawn attention to the ways in which Angela Merkel and Hilary Clinton have both been caricatured as
decapitated Medusa heads in a way that gives expression to the desire, dating back to ancient times,
to exclude women’s voices from the public sphere. Theresa May has been referred to as ‘Maydusa’
and Britain’s longest serving black politician Diane Abbott is continually subjected to injurious hate
speech on social media and in the right-wing press. But these stereotypes are merely the surface of the
misogyny deeply entrenched in public life and replayed in the theatre. It is also old news.
This paper asks questions about authority and the female voice in the theatre of public life. It is partly
inspired by my own reflections after spending a year in senior leadership at a large city-based university
committed to targets in diversity equity. I reflect on what a feminist way of life looks like, how it is
imagined and how it plays out at the level of leadership and governance. I also reflect on Medusa
moments when the authority of a woman’s voice is tested and challenged.
Denise Varney is Professor of Theatre Studies at the University of Melbourne. She teaches Australian
Theatre and Performance, and Modern and Contemporary Drama in the English and Theatre Studies
Program. Her research is in modern and contemporary theatre and performance with interests in:
feminism; theatrical modernism and modernity; performance affects; ecocriticism; identity, gender and
ethnicity; theatricality and aesthetics; and theatre historiography and the archive. Her latest books are
Performance Feminism and Affect in Neoliberal Times (Palgrave, 2017), co-edited with Elin Diamond
and Candice Amich, and Feminist Ecologies: Changing Environments in the Anthropocene with Lara
Stevens and Peta Tait (Palgrave, 2018). She is the co-author of The Dolls’ Revolution: Australian Theatre
and Cultural Imagination (with Rachel Fensham) 2005, and author of Radical Visions: The Impact of
the Sixties on Australian Drama, 2011. She is the co-author of Theatre in the Asia Pacific: Regional
Modernities in the Global Era (2013) and with co-author Sandra D’Urso Australian Theatre, Modernism
and Patrick White: Governing Culture (2018). She is currently working on a new book on the cultural and
aesthetic history of Patrick White’s theatre.
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Jonathon James Bollen, University of New South Wales
Containing Diversity: Nightclubs and Theatres in the Asia-Pacific Region, 1957–
1973
Conceptions of culture as belonging to a place informed efforts to distinguish national cultures in the AsiaPacific region during the Cold War. Yet, as the de-colonising assertion of regional states was compelling
folkloric articulations of national distinction, developments in travel, communications and trade between
nations were providing technological platforms for international mediation. When governments built
theatres of cultural distinction – in Hong Kong (1962), Singapore (1963), Tokyo (1966), Manila (1969) and
Sydney (1973) – the machinery of staging was designed in compliance with international standards. As
regional developments in venue infrastructure, these theatres partook in the principle of containerisation:
whatever the content to be shipped – however diverse in form, however culturally distinct – the container’s
compliance with international standards would facilitate its transportation. Crucially, this principle had
already been expressed in the design of the region’s ‘super’ nightclubs which formed the commercial
counterpart to government-built theatres in the international style. Touring between the New Latin Quarter
in Tokyo (1959), the Silver Spade Room at Sydney’s Chevron Hotel (1960), the Eagle’s Nest at the Hong Kong
Hilton (1963), the Hoover Theatre Restaurant in Taipei (1966), and the Tropicana nightclub in Singapore
(1968), this illustrated paper explores unexpected continuities in architectural design, entrepreneurial
endeavour and arts programming across the region’s commercial nightclubs and government theatres.
Jonathan Bollen is Senior Lecturer in Theatre and Performance Studies at the University of New South
Wales (UNSW), where he teaches courses in Australian drama, popular entertainment, and theatre history.
His research interests include the repertoire of Australian plays in theatre production, and the history
of entertainers touring between Australia and Asia in the 1950s and 1960s. He also has experience in
the digital humanities, developing collaborative methodologies for theatre research and approaches to
visualising artistic networks and tours. He was coordinator of research for AusStage, the online resource
for researching Australian performance, and contributed to the development of IbsenStage. He is a coauthor of two books: Men at Play: Masculinities in Australian Theatre since the 1950s (Rodopi, 2008) and A
Global Doll’s House: Ibsen and Distant Visions (Palgrave, 2016).
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Susan Ellen Kattwinkel, College of Charleston
The transitory and intangible nature of tourist shows and the problems they
present to scholars
"Cultural" or "heritage" performances that present traditional performance practices, of the type
recognized by UNESCO's Intangible Cultural Heritage project, have received little scholarly attention
by either the disciplines of Performance or Tourism Studies. Scholars in both fields have examined the
intersections of tourism and modern commercial theatre (see Susan Bennett's article "Theatre/Tourism"
and Howard L. Hughes' article "Culture and Tourism: a framework for further analysis"), but "cultural
shows" (as they are often called on the tourism brochures) are yet to be theorized as their own theatrical
form. Tourist theatre changes rapidly, due to a variety of factors. How do we talk about a form that not
only isn’t archived in any traditional sense, but which changes continuously? Nevertheless, it is tourist
theatre that often is what tourists leave with as their enduring picture of a nation’s or people’s culture.
It is recognized as important (re: UNESCO) for that reason. The forms are important as embodiments
and intangible archives of a culture, but also as the image that many travelers take home with them.
Especially for tourists who visit a city or region only once, the theatre that their tour guide takes them to
often provides the indelible image of that culture that goes home with them.

I have previously

presented on tourist theatre and authenticity in this working group, and on tourist theatre’s use of venue
and space. In this paper I will examine how tourist theatre is used as an archive of cultural practice by
its practitioners and those who market it. I will also look at how the transitory nature of much cultural
performance, as well as the conditions of its presentation, problematize its use as a cultural archive
or as a holder of cultural identity. I will focus particularly on tourist theatre in the Shanghai/Hangzhou
region and in southern Myanmar
Susan Kattwinkel is an Associate Professor of Theatre at the College of Charleston, in Charleston,
South Carolina, USA, where she teaches Theatre History and Dramaturgy courses, among others. She
publishes in the areas of vaudeville, popular performance, and pedagogy, and recently co-edited a
book for Palgrave titled Performing Arts as High Impact Practice. She has also taught for the Institute
for Shipboard Education’s Semester at Sea program. A director and dramaturg, Susan has worked
both within her department and in Charleston-area theatres. She has been a member of IFTR's Popular
Entertainments Working Group since 2010.
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Chair: Mitsuya Mori

Hyushik Ju, Sungkyul University
Complaints Choir in South Korea and a Community Performance
Since the 1960s, Korea has undergone a rapid urbanization process in which labor and capital flowed
into cities, according to the government’s economic development plans. As a result, a large amount
of residential space has been needed, leading apartment buildings to be extensively supplied. As
redevelopment was required to restore old buildings, the Korean government implemented a policy of
renovating standard high-storied apartment buildings during that time. However, this city redevelopment
policy caused most local residents to lose the infrastructure that supported their life and migrate into
more underdeveloped regions, causing the region’s native history, culture, and collective heritage to
start disappearing. However, in the new millennium, new urban redevelopment projects were no longer
the focus of attention. Therefore, urban regeneration projects by the government have been conducted
as alternatives to urban maintenance and redevelopment projects in order to solve problems caused by
earlier urban planning. This paper's aim is to examine community theatres of Korea accompanied by
the urban regeneration projects. Community theatres in Korea have been left its aesthetic angles largely
under-discussed. This paper will broaden the scope of inquiry.
In 2010, I graduated with Doctor of Korean Literature from Sogang University in South Korea. I majored
in Korean drama and performance. My doctoral dissertation thesis was “A Study on Reflexivity of the
Traditional Korean Masked Dance Drama”. My research area is performance and performativity studies. I
am currently a full-time researcher at the Institute of Media Arts Culture, Kyonggi University, South Korea.
Areas of interest include Performativity in Korean theatre; Traditional Korean theatre and Orientalism;
North Korean Theatre’s Politics; Technology and Performativity. My paper, “Becoming Hamlet for Only
Nine Days: Korean Workers and Documentary Theatre” was recently published in Theatre Research
International in July, 2016.
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Meewon Lee, Korean National University of Arts
Urbanization and Community Theatre
Community theatre is an important device for urban communities to collectively share stories, to participate
in political dialogue, and to break down the increasing exclusion of marginalized groups. It is used for a broad
set of purposes including education, community building, rehabilitation, conflict resolution, and advocacy.
In addition, cultural democracy, in which the people participate in and even control cultural production and
distribution, is also needed in this postmodern world of mass society. The Korean National University of Arts
recently started offering a community theatre course connecting with local Sukgwan-dong and Jangwiedong people. This course cooperates with the local people and makes stories about their lives and the
regional attractions. It also intends to help local gentrification and to build young artist groups in the region.
In addition, it helps to advertise the services of the university to its neighborhood.   The course is made of
five steps: planning by professors and regional leaders, preparing of university students (i.e. theories and
tools for community theatre), developing local production by students and dividing the duties in the regions,
and presenting performances and final report of the community theatre's achievements. For example, the
community theatre course of fall semester 2018 was joined by 80 students and divided into five groups.
They researched and interviewed the local people and produced five community performances: A Story of
Local Immigrant, the Love of the Poet Paeksuk and a Courtesan who built Gilsangsa Temple for him, the
Episode of the Spirit of Mountain Chonjang and its people, the Interpretation of Contemporary Lives through
Individual Resident's Sense of Loss and Frustration, and the Episode for Building up a Close Relation between
the University and the Local Community. The community theatre can also be a Blue Ocean to create jobs
for students. As community theatre spreads, more theatre people such as managers, directors, and actors
are needed to produce performances and to communicate with the regional people. Conversely, urban
communities can share their stories, voice their opinions, protect their marginalized groups, and enjoy cultural
lives. Indeed, the community theatre nowadays has become an important tool for urban communities.  
Meewon Lee is a professor of Korea National University of Arts in Seoul, Korea. She received her Ph.D. at the
University of Pittsburgh in the U.S.A. in 1983. Since then, she has been a professor and critic in Korea. She
served as the president of Korean Theatre Research Association, and as the president of Korean Theatre
Critics Association; these two groups are the biggest organizations for theatre in South Korea. She was also
the director of the Folklore Institute at KyungHee University, where she had been a professor between 1986
and 2002, and the director of Korean National Research Center for Arts. She published ten books such as
Korean Modern Drama, Globalization and Deconstruction in contemporary Korea theatre, Korea Mask-Dance
Theatre, and Contemporary Korean Playwrights. Her English works are “Kamyonguk: The Mask-Dance Theatre
of Korea(Ph.D. Dissertation),” “Shamanistic Elements of Korean Folk Theatre, Kamyonguk,” “Tradition and
Esthetics of Korean Drama,” “The Roots and Transmission of Korean Performing Arts” and many others. She is
interested in esthetics of Korean theatre in relation to its traditions and the world-wide theatrical conventions
and theories.
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The adoption of the economic liberalization policy, so-called "Doi Moi" in December 1986, in Vietnam,
the cultural system forced to be transformed. As the deregulation on cultural aspects was promoted,
freedom of creation by literary scholars and scientists was expanded at a time and constructive criticism
of politics became acceptable, and as a result, from 1987 to 1989, Literature activities saw significant
reforms so that it was called "spring of Hanoi". In theater as well, it was no exception, a playwright
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Yuko SAITO(NOBE), Tokyo University of the Arts
A situation of Vietnamese theater in 1980’s-Inverse proportion to urban
population increase after the economic policy change

like Luu Quang Vu appeared, criticism of daily reality, individual psychology, and personal problems
also became depicted. However, as the democratization movement of Eastern Europe began to become
active, the freedom of the media sector such as expression and disclosure of information was lost again,
resulting in limited reform. In the 1990s, the government of Vietnam was greatly influenced by way of
thinking about solving problems using incorporating culture into economic development, which was
discussed in UNESCO, and it was decided to embark on the second reform, The role of culture has come
to close up. In Hanoi, the capital city where the population continues to increase, traditional theaters
have been changing as tourist attractions, while movies are twists and turns, but the modern theater that
lost Luu Quang Vu in the late 1980s is far behind. In this report focusing on the theater in Hanoi, of the
1980s, we will explore the identity of contemporary Vietnamese theater seeking, examining the factors
that developed much at that time.
Professional Training and Employment: 2015 Part-time Lecture of College of Social Sciences, Ritsumeikan
University, Kyoto 2014 Researcher of Vietnamese Theatre, Japan Foundation 2013-2015 Research
Fellow of Institute of Current Business Studies, Showa Women’s University, Tokyo 2008-2013 Assistant
Managing Director of UNIJAPAN(Japan Association for International Promotion of the Moving Image) 1.A
study of Vietnamese Cinema-Expression of the Exist and Conscience Master Thesis, Tokyo University of
Foreign Studies, 2002. 2. L'avancement du Doi Moi (réformes) et les films viêtnamiens

Language,

area and culture studies 12, 219-234, 2006-03, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies 3 A study of Modern
Vietnamese Theatre Japan Foundation, 2014
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Opening Session/ Liturgies

Chair: Silvia Battista, Liverpool Hope University

Marija Milovanović, Faculty of Media and Communications, Belgrade
Interweaving of semiotic and phenomenal bodies in Divine Liturgy of St. John
Chrysostom in the cultural environment of Serbia
Divine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom is a ceremony of Byzantine type held in churches in Serbia,
whose vast majority of citizens are Christian Orthodox. Liturgy is performed in the closed church space
and its form is practically the same in both urban and rural areas, a feature seldom found in other
aspects of Serbian culture. It is highly codified performance in the ways priests and believers interact.
In Serbian Christian Orthodox church, Liturgy is seen as a gathering place for both dead and the living
who represent the body of Christ. That representation is highly controversial, since people who take
communion, holy bread and wine, believe it to be the Christ`s body. In orthodox theology, the essence
of a body is explained differently according to the etymology of that word used in the Bible - in that
sense, sarx stands for the perishable flesh, and soma for the body that is to be resurrected.Using the
historiographical approach of Performance studies, this paper examines the representational component
of the orthodox Liturgy, the ways semiotic bodies of priests and believers as metanarratives of “body of
Christ” intertwine with their phenomenal bodies, and whether the sarx/soma doctrine can explain the
discrepancy in the importance much less given to the phenomenal bodies of the persons involved in a
cultural performance of Liturgy in the socio-geographical space of Serbia.
Born in Arandjelovac, Serbia in 1988. Graduated from the Department of Comparative Literature and
Literary Theory at Faculty of Philology in Belgrade, obtained her Master of Arts degree at Department of
Management and Production in Theatre, Radio and Culture at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade.
Currently a PhD student at the Department of Transdisciplinary Studies of Contemporary Arts and Media
at Faculty of Media and Communications in Belgrade. Was and is a scholarship holder of European
Forum Alpbach and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung. Participated in several conferences and published several
papers and essays. Participated in IFTR Conference 2018 as part of the New scholars section. Is one of
the authors of Serbian theatre platform Independent critics. Member of Aesthetical Society of Serbia,
lives and works in Belgrade, Serbia.
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Since the 1990s, Nordic protestant city churches have responded to high-paced, fluid, often lonely and
precarious urban life with “Night Church”. These concepts migrate between cities and countries whilst
adapting to local social and cultural contexts. Innovative musical, meditative, and intermedial forms
alternate with proven practices of shelter, ministry, candle lighting, prayers, and the Holy Communion.
Church is no longer a one-size-fits-all practice, cf. the Sunday Mass. Urban life outside is observed
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Kim Skjoldager-Nielsen, Stockholm University
"To Church": Performative or Theatrical Responses to Urban Life – Some
Nordic Examples

and challenged by creating liturgical-aesthetic and social formats contrasting and relating to social
realities, through e.g. stillness vs. movement; caritas vs. social abandonment; variation and choice;
contemporaneity and tradition. Such distinctions propose the visitor’s possible change through the
church’s staging. In practical theology’s “theatrical turn” church is enactment of the Christian drama
(Urs von Baltasaar 1981; Craigo-Snell 2014 a.o.). This implicates text-based liturgical practices. While
concepts such as ‘emerging church’ (Gibbs & Bolger, 2006) and ‘liquid church’ (Ward, 2004) embrace
the social fluidity in doing – to church, i.e. a performative response. I will consider Night Church in terms
of both theatricality and performativity to fully understand their urban modes of practice. My examples
are the Night Church of Our Lady (1999–) and Hotel Pro Forma’s performance-exhibition jesus_c_odd_
size (2002) staged in a former church, now contemporary arts venue, both in the centre of Copenhagen,
Denmark. While both might be considered emerging or liquid churches, in what ways do these stagings
vary in their employment of performativity and theatricality? How do they differentiate experientially and
in terms of inclusion?
Kim Skjoldager-Nielsen holds a PhD in theatre studies from Stockholm University, Sweden. His thesis
with the title Over the Threshold, Into the World: Experiences of Transcendence in the Context of Staged
Events (Stockholm: STUTS 2018) theorises and analyses the experiential potential of transcendence in
theatre, ritual, and installation art proposing a practical model for performance analysis. He is founding
co-editor of the e-journal PRS – Performance, Religion, and Spirituality. With the International Federation
of Theatre Research (IFTR) he has served as founding co-convener of the working group Performance,
Religion, and Spirituality and currently elected member of the ExComm. Among other subjects, he has
published on theatre and ritual, performativity, spirituality and religion in research anthologies and in
journals including Performance Research, Ecumenica – Journal of Theatre and Performance, double –
Magazin för Puppen-, Figuren- und Objekttheater, and Kritisk forum for praktisk teologi.
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Chair: Rebecca Savory Fuller, Arts University Bournemouth

Joshua Abrams, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, University of London
Theatres of Terroir in Urban Space(s): Performances of Cooking and Dining as
Tactical Intervention
As we approach the third decade of the 21st century, the increasing urbanisation of the world is seemingly
at odds with key challenges for sustainability. Yet the challenges of populist politics remind us that the way
forward cannot be a simple retreat to models tribalism and away from the developments of the past centuries’
globalisation. The urban restaurant landscape offers a crucial ‘theatre of social action’, functioning as a
crucible for collisions of practices of migration, urbanisation, and challenges to ideas of locatedness. Indeed,
from multicultural staffs to performances of differing instantiated culinary traditions to the challenges of local
sourcing, restaurants fundamentally perform as limens and limit cases for an understanding of urban practices,
constantly problematizing borders and engaging with the materiality of the cityscape. Changing notions of
restaurant culture in the early 21st century, from the Western adoption of Asian-style ‘Hawker Markets’ to parallel
emphases on ‘fine dining’ and ‘street food’, offer key theatricalised spaces for encountering changing notions of
the urban. The restaurant, like the theatre, fundamentally challenges notions of authenticity, bringing together
culinary traditions that are always already inflected by the creolisation of urbanisations and migratory histories.
Looking with particular focus at China’s multiplicitous cuisines and their shifting relationships, in relation to
increasing global movement patterns and histories of the performance(s) of ethnicity, this paper examines
how examining restaurants as key leisure spaces in which both audience and performer negotiate identity and
redefine the city might offer key points of contact with understandings of theatrical performance in city spaces.
Engaging with theorists across urban studies as well as theatre and performance studies, this essay seeks to
make sense of the private/public space that the restaurant frames as a stage for performing the city.
Dr Joshua Abrams is Vice Dean and Director of Learning and Teaching at the Royal Central School of Speech
and Drama, University of London and President-Elect of ATHE. Josh works at the intersection of theatre and
performance studies with food studies and publishes widely across journals and edited collections in these
areas. In 2018, he edited “On Taste” for Performance Research and he is working on a monograph that looks
at historical developments across restaurants and performance practice. He serves on a number of editorial
boards in both areas and has held governance roles within a number of key associations in the disciplines.
His responsibilities at Central range across theory and practice, with responsibility for strategic curriculum
development and planning; Josh has been based in the UK since 2004, but completed his education in the US and
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In this paper, I will discuss how curators of International Puppet Festival (IPF) guide its audiences
through Taipei’s multi-layered history by staging festivals in listed buildings, red light districts,
hipster neighborhoods and aging housing projects. They immerse audiences in otherwise inaccessible
alternative venues that only usually accommodate 50 spectators. The festival’s female curators carefully
devise audiences’ roaming routes and handpick venues that correspond to the festival’s Chinese Author:
“little drama.” As opposed to the grandeur of national opera house, audiences are herded to visit
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Cherie Chitse Wang, Dept. of Cultural Affairs, Taipei City Government
The aesthetics of "littleness" in Taipei's International Puppet Festival

compact office space, basement, attic, street bars and cafes during the festival. Performers also use
simple and yet affective theatrical techniques to create “little” narrations such as fantasies, fairy tales,
or haptic experiences in a short space of time. The festival’s emphasis on the sense of “littleness” may
relate to urban experiences that most of the city dwellers share: limited personal space, fragmented
time and disrupted memories. In a small physical environment with close proximity to fellow spectators
and performers, audiences of IPF walk into an intimate urban experience. IPF’s curators solve more
than a practical housing problem but achieve a special sense of “littleness” aesthetics that resonates
powerfully with Taipei’s urban environment.
Cherie Chitse Wang was awarded a doctorate in Theatre Studies at University of Warwick, UK. She
worked with an inter-disciplinary research team “AILAS” at postdoctoral level to develop a prototype
of online Shakespeare archive. Her academic interests at this stage focused on digital theatre,
technological archive and interaction in theatre and drama. Some preliminary results of this strand
of work will be published in a book Intermediality by Centre de recherche sur l'intermédialité (CRI) at
University of Montreal. In 2011, she joined the Department of Cultural Affairs at Taipei City Government
as urban planner. She manages the internationally well-known treasure hill historic site as well as
Asian Performing Arts Festival. Her research interests currently extends to physical, site-specific and
immersive theatre. Her publication in arts and theatre can be seen in several Chinese magazines, which
include the Performing Arts Reviews, the Artco and the National Palace Museum Monthly of Chinese Art.
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Ian David Watson, Rutgers University
The Performing City: The Social Dynamics of Festival in Holsterbro, a Regional
City in Western Denmark that is Home to Eugenio Barba and his Odin Teatret
Holstebro’s Festuge (Festival week) is the brainchild of Eugenio Barba based on a not uncommon
summer festival model in cities and towns across Denmark where Barba and his company, Odin Teatret
have been based for more than 50 years. It is, however, markedly different from what the casual observer
might consider its blueprints. The most obvious difference between the two is that the Holstebro Festuge
is only mounted every 3 years while most summer festivals in Denmark are annual presentations. The
Festuge timeline is hardly an arbitrary choice, however, since its speaks to the very nature of the event,
which is a huge, complex undertaking that transforms the entire city and much of the surrounding
region into a ludic landscape that involves the organizational skills and performing talents of mainly
local people, a significant number of town and regional organizations as well as several international
artists linked in one way or another to the Odin Teatret in a cultural extravaganza of performances,
screenings, art exhibits, and barters that transform the entire rural city into a somewhere-other land in
which the distinction between residents and participants largely ceases to exist. Every 3 years for nine
days Holstebro becomes a performing and performed city. But this liminal presentation of the city-self
is hardly a mindless bacchanal in which social roles and civic identities are shed simply for the sake of
carnival. Entertainment and celebration are most certainly at the forefront in the Festuge; but as a closer
examination of the dynamics at play reveal, this is a festival shaped by socio- civic factors embedded in
the long history of the relationship between Odin and the city hosting it for over half a century that speak
to how performance can be an instrumental factor in defining what a city means to its citizens.
Ian Watson is Professor of Theatre and Chair of the Department of Arts, Culture and Media at Rutgers
University-Newark. He has worked in theatre, television and film. He trained as a theatre director at the
National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) in Sydney, Australia. He is the founder and currently director of
the Urban Civic Initiative at RU-N, which combines arts practice with educational strategies as tools of
community engagement. He is the author of Towards a Third Theatre: Eugenio Barba and the Odin Teatret
(Routledge, 1995, 1993) and Negotiating Cultures: Eugenio Barba and the Intercultural Debate (Manchester
University Press, 2002). He edited Performer Training Across Cultures (Harwood/Routledge, 2001). He
has contributed chapters to over a dozen books, including most recently, The Routledge Companion to
Michael Chekhov (Routledge, forthcoming), Actor Training Reader (Routledge, 2015), European Theatre
Performance Practice, 1900 to the Present (Ashgate, 2014), Performatyka: źrødła I perspektywy/
Performance Studies: Sources and Perspectives (Kontekst, 2014) and Collective Creation in Modern
Performance (Palgrave/ MacMillan, 2013). He has also published numerous articles in professional
journals including: Theatre, Dance and Performer Training; New Theatre Quarterly; About Performance;
and The Drama Review.
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SARITA MALIK, Bhagat Phool Singh Mahila Vishwavidyalaya
Folk Theatre and Urbanism: A Study of Swang Theatre of India
Svang or Saang is a popular theatrical art form in Haryana, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and some other
parts of northern India. It may be considered as one of the most ancient forms of Folk theatres in
India. There are evidences of Svang even in early thirteenth century during the rule of Qutub ud-Din
Aybak, however, a perceptible authentication of Svang theatre is located in eighteenth century in which
Kishanlal Bhaat included narrative and songs in the dance performance and presented jester (fool/
vidushak) as a mimic. There are variations in rendition of mythological or historical narratives used in
different phases of the developmental journey of Svang as a unique theatrical genre. This Folk theatre, in
its spatial and temporal developments has gone through a number of transformations in its performance
format as well as space. This space is highly affected by urban development and shift of its audience
from villages to cities. The paper explores changes and challenges pertaining to Swang theatre in a
rapidly growing urbanism.
Sarita is a teaching faculty in the Department of English, BPS Women University, Khanpur Kalan, India.
Before the present position, she has also worked as an Assistant Professor at University of Delhi, India.
She is a poet, stage anchor and national level debater. Her teaching interests include English Language
and literature, theater and Indian theoretical paradigms. Her inclination towards Indian aesthetics
exhibits in her M.Phil. dissertation which distinctly traces the elements of Indian Bhakti Movement
in an Anglo-Indian poet Kamala Das. She is widely read in theory of theatre, particularly folk theatre.
She is a recipient of so many awards for academic excellence and cultural performances during her
studies including a gold medal in M.Phil. She has presented several papers with substantial research
in a number of national and international conferences which are now published in many national and
international journals. Remarkably, one of her research papers was declared the best amongst more than
750 research papers in an International conference. Recently, she participated and presented her paper
in two important Conferences i.e. IFTR-2018 Conference in Belgrade, Serbia and LMU, Munich, Germany.
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LUCIA REGINA VIEIRA ROMANO,The Institute of Arts of UNESP - Universidade
Estadual Paulista "Júlio de Mesquita Filho"
From the asphalt to the forest: the research of Cia Livre in the creation of an
epic and "perspectivist" scenic language, in the transit between the western
enlightened subject and Amerindian animism
This essay examines the trajectory of the Brazilian theatrical company Cia Livre, which problematizes
in its creations the conflictive constitution of Brazilian identity through the dialogue between the
urban individual, its context and contradictions, and the Amerindian thought, defined according to
contemporary Brazilian anthropology. The clash between the the asphalt and the forest, which sums
up its artistic research, was treated in the spectacles Vem Vai, o caminho dos mortos (2007), Cia Livre
Canta Kaná Kawã (2014), Xapirí Xapiripê (2014), and Os Uns e os Outros (2019). This transit between
the asphalt and the forest allows the Cia Livre to observe the question of otherness permeated by the
presuppositions of "difference and equality", a dilemma already outlined in previous works. The current
focus on contemporary Brazilian anthropology, in turn, involves diving into the "enigmas of difference"
present in the urban space, an approach that crosses traditional ethnographic territories, as well
as the treatment of distance and proximity between subjects and cultures, starting from non-urban
communities. In this way, a cross-observation is made between the indigenous village and the unstable
flow of the metropolis, enriched by the perspective of native cultures, especially with regard to the
polyphony of the human person and cannibalism, a prism that contrasts with the hegemonic approach
of the Enlightenment subject, in its implications for the founding axioms of theatrical phenomenon in
the West. The group creates an epic and “perspectivist" scenic language, which is based on a singular
appropriation of the Brechtian epic theatre, and correlations with studies of Amazonian cosmology,
suggesting a relational view of traditional categories of "person", "nature", "culture" and "supernatural"
from the concepts of perspective (or viewpoint) and anthropophagy, according to Andrade (1928), Castro
(2002), Campos (1992), Cunha (1998), Kopenawa and Albert (2015), Nunes , Seligmann-Silva (2005) and
Sztutman (2007).
Bachelor in Theatre Theory by the School of Communications and Arts of University of São Paulo - ECA/
USP (1991), Master in Communication and Semiotics from Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São Paulo
(in 2002, with the guidance of Prof. Helena Katz) and PhD from ECA-USP (in 2009, with the guidance
of Prof. Dr. Jacó Guinsburg), has experience in the areas of Performing Arts and Dance, with emphasis
on theatrical interpretation, performance, corporeity, gender performativity, theatre and feminism and
creative processes. Professor at Universidade Estadual Paulista "Júlio de Mesquita Filho", Institute of
Arts, DACEFC. Founding actress of the Barca de Dionisos and Teatro da Vertigem theatrical groups, is
currently an interpreter and producer at Cia Livre de Teatro.
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As based on the stories of heroes and members of royal families, the skênê of many Athenian tragedies
are royal palace and heroic residence situated in the central part of the polis. In this sense, Athenian
tragedies are urbanist in principle. In tragedy, urbanism was connected with what Bakhtin calls the
Greek Chronotope of Agora (public square) where everything highly esteemed -- from State to Truth—
is embodied in concrete visible and audible form and where whole life of its citizens are presented,
examined and judged openly by whole citizenry. This chronotope knows no purely inner consciousness
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MASAHIRO KITANO, Gunma Prefectural Women's University
The Chronotope of Euripidean Electra: the Representation of the Marginal
Place in Athenian Tragedy

which does not has an objective form. Even plays whose skene is located in marginal places such as (1)
Sanctuaries (e.g. OC), (2) places related to Trojan War (e.g. Ajax, Hecuba). (3)Barbarian Cities ( e.g. Helen,
Iphigenia in Tauris) tend to employ this chronotope of Agora.
Among extant plays, the Euripidean Electra is one of the few exceptions which subverts this chronotope.
The skênê is the farmers’ cottage in the high ground of Argive mountains. His house is farther from the
town than those of the country women who make up the chorus. It is not a public place to be witnessed
by the citizenry. Almost every constituents of the Chronotope of Agora, from properties of characters to
the absence of pure inner life, is reversed and subverted.
In this presentation, I will examine this subversion in detail and try to relate it to one type of chronotope
which I want to call the chronotope of the termination of the carnival in which carnival king (Aegistus
in this play) is terminated and the world order is recovered. My conclusion is that the effect of this
chronotope is a special kind of grotesque comic.
DoB January 16, 1957 1982 MA in literature, Osaka University 1987 PHD Candidate, Osaka University.
1987 Assistant Professor in Aesthetics at Osaka University, Japan 1992 Lecturer in Aesthetics Gunma
Prefectural Women's University(GPWU), Japan 1995 Associate Professor in Aesthetics, GPWU, Japan 2005
Professor in Aesthetics, GPWU, Japan Main Field of Study Aesthetics of literary arts, Theatre Study, Greek
Poetics Recent IFTR Conference Presentation Em-bodied Democracy of Greek Tragedy (2015, Hyderabad)
Recent Paper includes Democracy and Athenian Tragedy: Parrhêsia as a Structural Em-bodiment.
(English Journal of JSTR (Japanese Society for Theatre Research) vol.1, 27-38. (https://doi.org/10.18935/
ejstr.1.1_27)
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Chair: IMANUEL SCHIPPER, Medical School Hamburg

YU WEIJIE, Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, Singapore
Theatre Modernity Towards Contemporary Performance Fruition Drawn on the Richness
of Cultural Traditions of Its Own: Stage Experimentation along with Nation-Building &amp;
Urbanization Process in the Multi-Ethnic Country of Singapore
Unlike most of the other countries of the world, the process of theatre modernity towards contemporary performance in
Singapore coincided with its nation-building and urbanization drive shortly after the founding of this young republic at the
southern tip of the Malay Peninsula in Southeast-Asia. The intelligentsia of the country initiated the call for new voices and
expressions of their own to reflect this situation. Dissatisfied with the performances, then either by the amateur societies
of the residing English-speaking foreign expatriates or by touring groups with successful London closet-drama or musical
productions, nor happy with the shows of the traditional Chinese opera, mostly in various local dialects, by both local
established companies or professional touring troupes, the awareness and the necessity for the change to search for a kind
of new contemporary performance has thus begun on the stages of both English-speaking and Mandarin-speaking theatres
since around the 1970s'. Apart from the fruition of the own original ideological expressions social-politically on stage, the
most concerted efforts experimented by various groups of theatre-makers in this cultural metropolitan city between the
crossroads of east and west, have been the attempt to look for a unique theatrical language of its own towards contemporary
performance to reflect such changed contextual expressions. The experimentation has thus covered nearly all the influential
-isms of the time, from poor theatre, empty space, minimalism, to intercultural theatre and performance art, and, most recently,
post-dramatic theatre, as well as many other post-XXX theatres, etc. This paper focuses on examining how and to which
extends such stage experimentation towards contemporary performance has been attempted and received with the outcome
over the decades, illustrated by the selected productions in discussion, indicating, interesting enough, its fruition resulting
from drawing on the richness of theatrical traditions of its own in this multi-cultural nation. (300-words)
YU Weijie, graduated from Shanghai Theatre Academy (MA under Prof. Zhang Junchuan), China, worked at University of
Bayreuth, Germany with Volkswagen Foundation Scholarship (resident research fellow under Prof. Erika Fischer-Lichte and
Ph.D. under Prof. Susanne Vill), was trained at Eugenio Barba’s ISTA (International School of Theatre Anthropology (4th Cohort)
and worked as the assistant to Roberto Ciuli at Theater an der Ruhr, Germany (NV-Solo). Regularly published at leading
theatre journals in the languages of Chinese, English, German, Italian, Czech in addition to the books of Traditione e realta
del teatro cinese (as the author) and Teatro Cinese: Architeture Costume Scenografie (as the co-author), he also lectured at
various universities of China, Germany, England, Italy, Austria, Czech, Hungary, Australia, etc. Since 2001, he has been working
at Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, Singapore, and has served through different advisory roles for the government sections
of Ministry of Education (National Drama Competition), Ministry of Community, Culture & Youth (National Arts Council) and
Ministry of Defense (Music & Drama Company of Singapore Armed Force), etc. He also worked as the residence research fellow
at International Research Centre of Interweaving Performance Cultures at Free University of Berlin under Prof. Erika Fischer-
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In multicultural Singapore, where official identities are still ascribed according to racial categories
(Chinese, Malay, Indian, Other: CMIO), theatre often pushes against these imposed boundaries, even
as it remains largely defined by language, which is closely tied to race. Theatre practitioners who
contest these rigid and singular notions of Selves and Others, develop alternative imaginings of culture
and identity, foregrounding the mixes and ‘multiculturalism within bodies’ (Krishen Jit), and not just
between. Creating performance that plays with cultural juxtaposition, overlap, fusion, and collision, they
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CHARLENE RAJENDRAM, National Institute of Education - Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore
Dialogues with Difference in Singapore Theatre: Performing Alternative States

push towards more inclusive and dialogical frames of understanding and dealing with difference. They
draw from diverse co-existing traditions, histories and social worlds, and experiment with how these
pluralities are potentially, if not already, a central part of being and becoming Singapore.
This paper examines key ideas and approaches developed by five Singapore theatre practitioners, Kok
Heng Leun, Ong Keng Sen, Alfian Sa’at, Haresh Sharma and Alvin Tan, who have consistently engaged
with issues of difference in their theatre practice and philosophy. Based on interviews conducted in
2018 for a research project, the paper also considers the importance of these choices as aspects of arts
leadership in a city-state that still struggles to navigate the dynamics of difference, despite being largely
successful as a result of its strategic location at the crossroads of East and West. As an urban site where
many who are residents remain in transit, while others, for whom Singapore is ‘home’, continually revise
what it means to belong and gain agency, theatre is a potent space for experiencing and reconfiguring
a ‘redistribution of the sensible’ and the work of these directors and writers has been crucial in the
enlargement of space for ‘dissensus’ (Jacques Ranciere).

Charlene Rajendran is a Malaysian theatre educator, researcher and practitioner, currently Assistant
Professor at the National Institute of Education - Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. Her
research interests include the politics of difference in performance, dramaturgy, pedagogies of play,
and arts leadership. As performer, writer and director she has collaborated with diverse artists in
Singapore and Malaysia, devising and facilitating dialogical theatre processes. More recently she has
been dramaturg for interdisciplinary and intercultural engaged arts projects such as Both Sides, Now
(2013-2018, Drama Box and ArtsWok), In The Silence of Your Heart (2018, Kaylene Tan), Ghost Writer
(2016, The Necessary Stage) and The Malay Man and His Chinese Father (2016, Noor Effendy Ibrahim).
She has published in a range of academic journals (TDR, RIDE and Asian Theatre Journal) and co-edited
Excavations, Interrogations, Krishen Jit and Contemporary Malaysian Theatre (2018, Five Arts Centre and
Epigram Books) with Ken Takiguchi and Carmen Nge. Forthcoming publication: Performing Southeast
Asia: Performance, Politics and the Contemporary (2019, Palgrave Macmillan) co-edited with Marcus Tan
Cheng Chye. Charlene is currently the Asia-Pacific Book Review Editor for Theatre Research International
(Cambridge University Press).
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APARNA RAMACHANDRAN NAMBIAR, University of California Berkeley
Anticipatory Traditionalism: Experiments in Ethnic Dance for Renaissance
Singapore
In the self-styled “Renaissance City” of Singapore, traditional dancers from minority Indian and Malay
diasporic communities disinter ethnic dance forms and rework them to remain relevant to an urban,
transcultural base of audiences and practitioners.
This paper thinks through the transformation of ethnic dance practices across two historic eras of
urban cultural management in Singapore, spurring successive reinventions of traditions by practitioners
alongside transitioning policy initiatives. The first era, that of 20th century Singaporean multiculturalism,
spatialized ethnic performing art forms within the silos of Chinese, Malay, Indian and “Other” categories,
while the recent shift to Creative Industries frameworks of cultural management have dissolved the
same silos to spark novel aesthetic forms that serve globalized flows of knowledge and capital. This
paper looks at a new generation of Indian and Malay dancers in Singapore who experiment with
traditional forms in the wake of creative economy policy changes. Ethnic dancers are found to compete
for broader cultural relevance and institutional funding by divesting their dance forms of the collectivist
and religious valuations that undergird them, infusing a progressive-humanist politics that instead
valorize individual liberty and choice. Accordingly the affective and representational capacities of these
dances are redeployed such that the temporal dimensions of traditional dance practice— which once
sought to link the ancient past and perpetuity for ethnic communities of practice and consumption—
shift to address the near future of contemporary culture in Singapore.
Aparna Nambiar is Ph.D candidate at the University of California Berkeley Department of Theatre, Dance
and Performance Studies. She is also an Odissi dance practitioner based in Singapore, with an M.A.
in Theatre Studies and International Performance Research from the Universities of Amsterdam and
Warwick respectively. Her current research looks at regional flows of cultural capital and forms in South
and Southeast Asian, with a particular interest in contemporary idioms of non-western dance. Email:
aparna.r.nambiar@berkeley.edu
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ZHANG YIRAN, Jincheng College of Sichuan University
How Can TiE (Theatre in Education) be Used to Raise Young People's Awareness
of Controversial Social Issues
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TiE (Theatre in Education) is characterised by its educational objective of promoting young people’s
learning of a chosen theme or topic. The possibilities of using TiE as a stimulus to enhance learners’
awareness of social issues has been put forward recently. This article takes the form of comparative case
studies, reflective practice and practice as research to illuminate how TiE encourages an understanding
of complex issues, citizenship, and problem-solving skills in order to facilitate the learner’s active
participation in their civic life.
The TiE programme “A Puzzle to be Solved” was a collective research, inspired by the story of “Ophelia’s
Shadow Theatre” written by Michael Ende.It combined the forms of storytelling and shadow plays to
engage students in the discussion of “cultural heritage” issues, and examined how TiE can be used to
raise young people’s awareness of controversial social issues. The qualitative research took place in
Warwickshire, UK in 2016 and Chengdu China in 2017, involving about 40 participants at the University of
Warwick and 65 students (10-12 year-olds) from local primary and secondary schools in Leamington Spa,
and a group of young children (8-12 year-olds) in Chengdu China.
Through analysing the data in the research, some of the findings may confirm that young learners are
likely to acquire knowledge of cultural heritage. TiE may build a drama context which enables young
people to discuss social issues effectively. Young people are encouraged to learn about citizenship and
participate in civic dialogues in TiE.According to the multiple data collected through questionnaires, drama
conventions, interviews and observations, there are a series of findings which could contribute to my
research hypothesis, including the possibility of using TiE to help students learn about cultural heritage, to
reflect upon real-life issues through a fictional drama context, and to raise their awareness of citizenship.
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The Founder and Head of Education, Eureka Drama Studio
Lecturer, School of Arts, Jincheng College,Sichuan University
Lecturer, School of General Education, Southwestern University of Finance and Economics
Guest Lecturer, Chengdu City Culture Centre
BA of Drama and Theatre in Education from Shanghai Theatre Academy 2015, MA in Drama and Theatre
Education from University of Warwick 2016, graduated with distinction. Studied from Director Stan Lai,
Professor Joe Winston(University of Warwick), Donald Kitt and Carolina Pizarro(Odin Teatret, Denmark).
Worked as an actor-teacher or a drama workshop facilitator for over eight years in English and Chinese
schools and universities.
Yiran Zhang is Drama and Theatre in Education practitionerwith a very strong background in theatre
and performance theory and a particularly well-focused expertise in the uses of drama and theatre
for broader educational purposes, in primary and secondary schools and also in higher education
institutions. She has been trained with Odin Theatre Denmark, David Glass Ensemble, and participated in
the workshops led by John O’Toole. Now she is focusing on the research about the application of drama
and theatre in education in China.
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Student Musical Associations mushroomed in higher education institutes in large Chinese cities in
the past decade. As student associations, most of them are financially and institutionally independent
from school authority. AllThatMusical, a student musical association of Shanghai International Studies
University, is one of the most well-known of them. This paper is a case study of AllThatMusical of
its repertory, its members, and its performances. Musical, the most successful theatrical genre of
contemporary commercial theatre, offers SISU students from all over China a stage to explore new
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LIU SIYUAN, Shanghai International Studies University
Rehearsing Entrance into Metropolis: A Case Study of AllThatMusical, A
Student Musical Association of SISU

cultural identities
Liu Siyuan holds a Ph.D in English literature. She is associate professor of School of English Studies,
Shanghai International Studies University. Siyuan is a scholar of early modern drama. Her recent
publications includes Rake-Hero and Sovereignty: The Representation of Political Conditions in
Restoration Comedies (2016), “The New Gentry in Restoration Comedies:A Reconsideration of
Sovereignty in the Late Seventeenth Century and the Early Eighteenth Century England”in Foreign
Literature Review(2016), “Kingship and Performance: The Anxiety of Monarchy in Hamlet” in Foreign
Literature Review (2013), “From ‘Appetite’ to ‘Table Manners’: The Comic in The Importance of Being
Earnest” in Foreign Literature. (2013).
She teaches “Theories of Theatre Study” at graduate school SISU. Siyuan is the art consultant of
“Shakespeare Festival” on SISU campus. She was a visiting scholar at Martin E. Segal Theatre Center,
Graduate School, City University of New York in 2015-2016 academic year.
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SHEN LIANG, Shanghai Theatre Academy
Drama Etudes: a Pedagogical Experiment of Drama in the School Curriculum
To put drama into school curriculum is a very difficult task worldwide. If drama becomes a required
course, it should involve and benefit every student with acting projects within limited class time, usually
about 45 minutes each session. And there will be a huge demand for the drama teachers. Taking on this
mission, Shanghai Theatre Academy started a program of drama etudes. This paper traces the idea and
practice of drama etudes in the context of four approaches to theatre education in Mainland China, and
generally, around the world: to send professional performances to schools; to lead students to do plays
in school thespian clubs; to apply dramatic methods in class of other disciplines; to teach drama as a
part of the school curriculum. This paper also discusses four pairs of concepts aroused by drama etudes
in theatre education: imitation vs. creation, purgation vs. cultivation, script vs. performance, process vs.
result.
Shen Liang is a Professor in Shanghai Theatre Academy. He has got the Ph.D. in Performance Studies,
and currently serves as the Dean of Academic Affairs Office in STA. He is the author of two Books: The
American Non-for-profit Theatre and The Great World: The management of Performing Arts Centre. He
has also published the Articles, “Performing Dream or Reality: The Dilemma in Chinese Communitybased Theatre” and “The Great World: A Performance Supermarket” on The Drama Review. His academic
interests are Theatre Education and Applied Theatre. He is the chief editor of Chinese Encyclopedia
of Applied Theatre. He is also a playwright, his play writings include Bu Yi Ba Yin, 2016(Play of a
Community-based Theatre),Old Man and the Sea, 2015(Adaption),Bye-bye, Mama, 2002.
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Chair:CLAUDIA WILSCH CASE, Lehman College/City University of New York

ARTUR DUDA, Nicolaus Copernicus University, Torun
The image of Eastern European post-polis in Frank Castorf’s performances
From a historical point of view, Frank Castorf and his contemporary teammate in Volksbühne Christoph
Marthaler were for Polish professional and non-professional audience first “teachers” of postcolonial criticism.
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It was during the period of the new Poland’s wellspring at the beginning of the 1990s. After almost 30 years
developed in the area of Polish Humanities a quite strong scholarly stream of postcolonial interpretations
of Polish past and present time. In this paper, the author would like to analyse selected scenes from Frank
Castorf’s theatrical performances devoted to the topic of transition of post-Soviet countries towards the
new capitalist or post-capitalist systems. I am going to implement the analytic tools of so-called Second
World’s postcolonial theory (represented by such authors as Jan Sowa, Andrzej Leder, Michal Kuziak) to the
interpretation of some theatrical works created by Castorf together with set designer Bert Neumann, from
“Endstation America”, “The Insulted and Humiliated”, “Master and Margarita”, to “The Idiot” and “The Brothers
Karamazov”. In Frank Castorf’s performances, there are a lot of new cities resembling the New City (German:
Neustadt) built by Bert Neumann (literally: the New Man) somewhere in the Second World – the semi-peripheral
space between the First World of conquerors and the Third World of enslaved. This New City could be interpreted
as post-polis (according to Ewa Rewers, Polish researcher in the area of urban cultural studies). Main topics
of this paper will be: - Castorf’s and Neumann’s city as a palimpsest made of trans-historical layers, - the city
as an "electro-polis" made of unreal/real pictures (like in the neon sign “I want to believe” in one of Castorf’s
performances), - the city as a space of floating rhythms, and a chain/labyrinth/database of emergent events/
performances, - the city as "kinetic" space evoking nostalgia (or better: " die Ostalgie" – “Eastsickness”) and
provoking violence, hybrid and fake vacancy filled with plastic chair as one if main symbols of post-capitalism.

Artur Duda, assistant professor at the Nicolas Copernicus University Toruń, Poland. Theatre and cultural
performance researcher, head of Drama and Theatre Department. His main academic interests are as follows:
Eastern European contemporary theatre (e.g. Frank Castorf, Eimuntas Nekrošius, selected Polish directors),
theatre and other live performances as human media, live and mediatized performances (rock music, soccer),
theories of theatre and performance. The author of books: Teatr realności (Theatre of Reality, Gdańsk 2006),
Performans na żywo jako medium i obiekt mediatyzacji (Live Performance as a Medium and Mediatized Object,
Toruń 2011), i. a. co-editor of a collective monograph Teatr wśród mediów (Theatre Among Media, Toruń 2015).
DAAD Fellow (Free University Berlin, 2001, supervisor: prof. Erika Fischer-Lichte), theatre reviewer, constant
collaborator of Polish monthly “Teatr” and quarterly “Pamiętnik Teatralny”. Member of Gesellschaft für
Theaterwissenschaft (GTW, also engaged in the working group “Theatre Historiography”), chairman of Revisory
Commision of Polish Society for Theatre Research (PTBT).
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FAN YUHUI, Zhejiang Normal University
Urbanization, Human Crisis and George Tabor’s the Performance Therapy
George Tabori has always been known for his Jewish Holocaust drama, and his performance theory had
been neglected. His performance theory is based on the psychotherapy theory of Gestalt. Tabori believed
that urbanization leads to the “incurable disease”, Tabori list a number of symptoms people suffer from:
a severe mind-body split, top-heaviness of rationalization, affective atrophy, and a crippled sensorium.
Modernism rationality pursues perfection, and super-ego suppresses the instinct of self, which
makes people lose their ability to perceive life. Tabori tried to achieve healing through performances.
His performance theory holds that the inner structure of performance is the three-layer structure
of Gestalt's self-knowledge, while the traditional performance is biased towards the intermediate
cognitive medium, while Tabor's performance is biased towards the first and third layers of structure.
Being a second layer structure is essentially rational, which hinders people's experience of the present.
The emphasis on the first and third layers of structure can re-create the experience of life. This also
makes Tabor's performances more focused on rehearsals, impromptu performances, centered on the
actors' performances, not on the director's center, nor on the script. The initiative of the performance is
controlled by the actor. Through the performance, the actors Perceive that the evil part of consciousness,
feeling and pain that is suppressed is also under their skin , then re-integrating these repressed parts of
the self into a complete person.
Fan Yuhui, Associate Professor, The School of Humanities, Zhejiang Normal University:study on American
theatre.
Tel:15268640558
Email:fanyuhui@126.com
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De-urbanization and Theatrical Festivals
Chair:Timothy White, University of Warwick

ASHA KUTHARI CHAUDHURI. Gauhati University
Backpedalling Urbanism, Singing a Different Song: Theatre under the Sal Trees
At Badungduppa Kalakendra one encounters a mud covered proscenium stage and other organically fashioned
open air performance spaces located in the heart of the forests of Agia, Assam. Badungduppa’s vision of recovery
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of performance space, local language theatre, performance traditions and community participation interwoven
with the local environment and its resources seems to offer definitive resistance to the inexorable urbanism of
contemporary theatre. What makes this performance site so unique? How does this rural theatre space entice both
performers and audiences from urban spaces to its annual ‘Under the Sal Tree’ Theatre Festival? Is the process of
recovery of indigenous theatre traditions compromised by the ‘exoticisation’ and ‘theatre tourism’ as spectators
flock to the festival in busloads? What is the content of the performances, and how are they designed to suit
the space? How is the Badungduppa troupe received when they travel to urban locations? This paper explores
Badungduppa’s strategies of recovery/reclamation of the rural and its conscious rejection of urbanism/technology/
commercialism of modern theatre; it also questions the manner in which the city travels to the village to ‘experience’
theatre under the canopy of the Sal trees, and the politics of theatre festivals. Keywords: urbanism, Badungduppa,
travel, recovery/reclamation, backpedalling, ‘exoticisation’, theatre tourism
Asha Kuthari Chaudhuri is Professor and Head of the Department of English at Gauhati University, and specializes
in Drama and Theatre Studies; she has taught for more than 22 years. Among her publications are: Mahesh Dattani,
New Delhi: Cambridge University Press (Foundation Books), 2005 and Ideas of the Stage: Selections from Drama
Theory, Ghy: GUPD, 2010. Her Ph.D. was on the American dramatist, Edward Albee. On a Fulbright Nehru Academic
and Professional Excellence Award for the year 2015-16, she worked on a research cum lecture project called
Theaters, Spectacles, Audiences: Indian and American Cultures of Viewership, at the CUNY Graduate Center, New
York, New York; she was invited to speak at Columbia University, San Diego University and West Virginia University
while on the Fellowship. She curated the first two editions of the GPlus Guwahati Theatre Festival in 2016 and 2017.
She also does research and scripts for television documentaries and films.
DoB January 16, 1957 1982 MA in literature, Osaka University 1987 PHD Candidate, Osaka University. 1987 Assistant
Professor in Aesthetics at Osaka University, Japan 1992 Lecturer in Aesthetics Gunma Prefectural Women's
University(GPWU), Japan 1995 Associate Professor in Aesthetics, GPWU, Japan 2005 Professor in Aesthetics,
GPWU, Japan Main Field of Study Aesthetics of literary arts, Theatre Study, Greek Poetics Recent IFTR Conference
Presentation Em-bodied Democracy of Greek Tragedy (2015, Hyderabad) Recent Paper includes Democracy and
Athenian Tragedy: Parrhêsia as a Structural Em-bodiment. (English Journal of JSTR (Japanese Society for Theatre
Research) vol.1, 27-38. (https://doi.org/10.18935/ejstr.1.1_27)
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HANNA MAREN VOSS, Johannes Gutenberg-University of Mainz, Germany
Urban Transformation? The Nibelung Festival Worms and the Construction of a
Cultural Heritage
The subject of the lecture is the Nibelung Festival Worms that has taken place in front of the Worms
Cathedral every year since 2002. Worms is a German town of about 80.000 inhabitants in RhinelandPalatinate. It has a very long Jewish tradition and is historically connected with the Protestant Martin
Luther and the Christian Reformation. The medieval Nibelungenlied – written down by an unknown
author around the year 1200 – was rediscovered in the middle of the 18th century, developed into a
German national epic and was used and misused as such during the 19th century until World War Two.
Its protagonist is Siegfried who travels to Worms in order to conquer Kriemhild, a key scene of the
ensuing story takes place in front of the Worms Cathedral that was built during the 12th century. But the
reference to this place is only fictional and not historically authentic. Important theatre adaptations of
this national epic and related myths stem from Friedrich Hebbel („Die Nibelungen", 1861) and Richard
Wagner („Ring des Nibelungen", 1876). Today, the Nibelung Festival Worms yearly stages another
adaptation of the Nibelung theme by a contemporary author. One reason for making up this festival that
is mostly subsidized by the town and the federal state was to transform the urban (industrial) image
into a cultural image serving the town's identity development. Against this backdrop my question is
in how far this kind of „invented tradition” has shaped people’s awareness, knowledge and memory
and how this again influences the individual perception of the staged performances. It is based upon a
current cooperation with the Nibelung Festival Worms and uses empirical ‚data’ that I have generated
and collected since 2015, partly with student participation. The lecture is a first attempt to develop an
analytical frame for this ongoing sociological and cultural science study.
Hanna Voss studied theatre, literature and economics at the university of Mainz (Germany) and in 2012
she became research assistant at the local institute for theatre studies. She works and does her PhD in
the context of the interdisciplinary DFG research group “Un/doing Differences” (2013-2019). From both a
theoretical and an empirical perspective, her PhD thesis deals with the institutionalized German theatre
and focuses on the current de-institutionalization of ethnicity or rather ‘race’.
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The proposed paper aims to explain how South Africa’s theatre aesthetic has been shaped by a shift from
being urban-centred to being festival centred in attempts at being inclusive and democratic. In 1994,
South Africa shifted from an apartheid state to a democracy. In theatre, this resulted in the replacement
of regional arts councils by a single National Arts Council whose aim was to provide companies and
individuals with financial support on an ad hoc basis. One of the reasons for this decision was to offer
more opportunities to a greater number of artists, thus being more democratic and inclusive. Two
major developments came about as a result of these shifts: the formation of private theatre companies
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HEIKE GEHRING, Rhodes University, South Africa
The de-urbanisation of theatre in South Africa by means of arts festivals

committed to the ideal of democracy, and the emergence of a strong festival culture. The festivals usually
happen outside of urban spaces and for this reason, many theatre companies migrate from festival
to festival with works that can be regarded as “festival productions” (Hauptfleisch, 2007:85). Theatre
practitioners are compelled to ensure that their productions are easily transportable and of the right
length and entertainment value for consumption at a “poly-systemic” event where theatre is only one
of the many activities on offer (ibid: 42). Brett Pyper (2007) notes the inclusive role of festivals: Cultural
festivals are regarded by supporters to be a more diverse and decentralised alternative to traditional,
inherited cultural institutions; as a possible way to give momentum to the socio-economic development
outside of existing urban centres (11). Such decentralisation of cultural institutions – and of urban
spaces as the main centres where cultural activities are hosted – plays an important role in South Africa
where many people do not have access to urban institutions. The manner in which this is done will be
explained by means of two case studies. References Hauptfleisch, T., Lev-Aladgem, S., Martin, J., Sauter,
W., Schoenmaker, H. & Theatrical Event Working Group (Eds.). (2007). Festivalising!: Theatrical events,
politics and culture. Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi. Pyper, B. (2008, March 21). 'n Fees in Afrikaans vir
almal. ABSA KKNK Feesgids 21 - 29 Maart (p. 6). Oudtshoorn: KKNK
Heike Gehring is the Head of Department at the Drama Department of Rhodes University, South Africa,
where she teaches both theory and practice. Her teaching and research areas are diverse, but are
mainly about contemporary concerns related to South African theatre. She is interested in contemporary
performance as well as gender, postcolonial and intercultural studies. Apart from her roles as manager
and lecturer, she is also involved as theatre maker in the capacity of creator, director and producer.
For this she has won several awards, amongst them the Sanlam Prize for Afrikaans Theatre (SPAT),
in the categories Best Director and Best Production and the Rhodes Women of the Year Award for her
contribution to the performing arts in 2006. Recently (2013 – 2017) she has been a guest lecturer at
the universities of Stockholm, Vienna, Olomouc (Czech Republic) and the University of the Arts (UdK) in
Berlin. She graduated with a PhD in 2016 with a thesis entitled: Shifting identities: An exploration of the
possibilities for a syncretic Afrikaans theatre by means of three case studies – Hex (2003), Lady Anne
(2007), Ekspedisies (2008).
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Chair: Raimund Rosarius, LMU Munich, University of Salzburg

FRANCES ANNE BARBE, Edith Cowan University, Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts
ZHU MING, Edith Cowan University
Contemporary Movement Training: Weaving together Codified and Uncodified Structures from
Tai Ji, Butoh and Suzuki-based Approaches to prepare the contemporary performer
An interculturally informed portfolio of training approaches is evolving at the Western Australian Academy of Performing
Arts (WAAPA), part of Edith Cowan University within their new Bachelor of Performing Arts (BPA) course. This paper shares
an approach to movement training that weaves together tai ji, butoh and Suzuki-based approaches as exemplars of what
Eugenio Barba refers to as work at the “pre-expressive” level (Barba 1991/2006). The BPA course focuses on creating original,
contemporary theatre and performance across a range of styles and genres using devised and experimental processes. As
such the technical skills training needs to be transferable and adaptable to meet the demands of different projects, styles
or genres. The emphasis is not so much on learning tai ji, butoh or Suzuki as an end goal in themselves, but on how such
approaches prepare performers for a myriad of future challenges, both technical and creative. The paper focuses on the
intention of producing graduates who are technically skilled and creatively free who can adapt dynamically to a wide range of
performance challenges. It explores the role that both codified and uncodified experiences play in expanding creative range
and improving technical skills in contemporary performers.
Dr Frances Barbe is Senior Lecturer at the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA) in Perth where she is
course coordinator of the Bachelor of Performing Arts course. Her research focus is intercultural performer training and
devising processes. Her practice is informed by twenty years training in butoh and Suzuki’s actor training method alongside
her background in western dance and theatre. Her recent work, Exquisite, was a movement-based performance on grieving
combining western dance-theatre, butoh and traditional sleeve dance by Min Zhu. As a member of Tadashi Endo’s Butoh
Mamu Dance Theatre she toured Europe 1997 – 2008. She set up Fran Barbe Dance Theatre in London touring the UK and
internationally with solo and ensemble works including Fine Bone China and Palpitation. She founded Theatre Training
Initiative in London (2000 – 2010) and was artistic director of two international butoh festivals in London in 2005 & 2009. She
has trained in Suzuki-based actor training since 1992 with John Nobbs and Jacqui Carroll (Australia), SITI Company (US) and
Ichiro Nakayama (SCOT). Her doctoral thesis, “The Difference Butoh Makes” (2011) focused on her particular evolution of butoh
processes for performer training and devising.
Dr Min Zhu is a dancer, performer and choreographer. Her doctoral thesis, “The reinvention of tradition: Transformation of
Chinese water sleeve dance and Tai Ji in contemporary performer training and performance making”, was completed at
WAAPA in Australia in 2017 where she is now an adjunct teacher and researcher.  Her research areas including the comparison
between Chinese and Western contemporary dance, physical theater practice, theater performer training.
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As indigenous Chinese theatre became a pivotal form of a robust urban culture in Republican
China (1912-1949), the theatre’s time-honored practice of nandan (female impersonation) garnered
unprecedented popularity. Thanks to the accelerated expansion of urban culture in China and elsewhere,
Republican nandan such as Mei Lanfang and Cheng Yanqiu were among the first Chinese artists to
acquire international acclaim. While circulating their bodies as an embodiment of refined femininity,
this newer generation of nandan also facilitated a new understanding of their stagecraft. Although
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WU GUANDA, South University of Science and Technology of China
The "Women" Who Are Not "Real": Modern Nandan and the Discursive
Formation of Nandan's "Artistic" Femininity

anepistemological distinction between nandan’s femininity and that of women was never rigidly drawn
before, Republican nandan and their descendants adeptly employed such a distinction to encourage the
audience to read nandan’s femininity as “artistic,” “illusionary,” and thus “fictional,” while apprehending
biological women’s femininity as “mundane,” “natural,” and somehow essentially “real.” The rise of this
epistemological distinction enabled the nandan practitioners to argue that the feminine effects appearing
onstage should be appreciated without necessarily referring to everyday reality. By critically reading
several Republican nandan’s own accounts of their artistry, this paper calls attention to the impact of
the notion of “artistic” femininity on our understanding of nandan’s stagecraft: on the one hand, such a
concept refuted anyreading of nandan’s gender flexibility as a threat to social morality by interpreting
it as an outcome of their long-term dedication to the art; on the other hand, this idea is also profoundly
problematic as it is impossible to draw a clear-cut distinction between the two types of femininity
Guanda Wu is a Junior Fellow in the Society of Fellows in the Liberal Arts at the Southern University of
Science and Technology, China. His primary areas of research interest include theatre historiography,
performance theory, and gender/sexuality studies. He is currently completing a monograph on the
gender politics of male players of female roles in xiqu during the twentieth century. His research won
the Emerging Scholar Award from the Association for Asian Performance and was given an Honorable
Mention in the TDR (The Drama Review) Student Essay Contest. He has published refereed articles and
book reviews in such journals as Asian Theatre Journal, Theatre Journal, Theatre Survey, and TDR.
He holds a PhD in Asian Literatures, Cultures, and Media from the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
Before relocating to China, he taught theatrical arts and East Asian literature and culture at several
universities in the United States, including Miami University of Ohio, the University of Minnesota, Oakland
University, and Trinity College.
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Theatre
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Chair:Duška Radosavljević Royal Central School of Speech and
Drama, University of London

JOSHUA ANDREW EDELMAN, Manchester Metropolitan University
Theatre and the state under neoliberalism and illiberalism
One of the correlates of contemporary urbanisation is the increasing dominance of certain models of
governance and management that come to dominate nearly every form of collective enterprise. The
domination of these models mean that the values and structures which they promote come to seem
natural and necessary, and are thus very hard for any field of endeavour to escape from. Despite their
tradition of resistance, this is the case for the arts as well, and thus we, as theatre scholars, ought
to take account of the ways in which these governance models shape the workings of our field. The
dominant mode of governance in much of the world for the last few decades has been neoliberalism,
a value system that privileges globalised business, individual freedoms, measurable targets, and a
customer service model for civic engagement. In the 1990s, the Republic of Ireland embraced this
model wholeheartedly, and this led to major changes in Irish society, especially in urban areas. While
neoliberalism has, until quite recently, seemed so dominant that no practical political alternative seemed
possible, one has begun to emerge in recent years, which combines democratic structures with a more
nationalist and authoritarian mode of governance than previously common in democracies. While Turkey,
Poland and Brazil have been connected to this trend, one of its most vocal proponents has been Victor
Orbán of Hungary, who labels it ‘illiberal democracy.’ This paper—which represents the beginning of a
larger research project—will begin to sketch out the ways in which the theatre fields of Ireland (in the
1990s) and Hungary (in the 2010s), and their relationships to the public sphere, have been shaped by the
neoliberal and illiberal models that have controlled their respective governments.
Josh Edelman is senior lecturer in drama and contemporary performance at Manchester Metropolitan
University. His research focuses on theatre as a social practice, particularly in dialogue with the
fields of politics and religion. He is co-founder of the IFTR’s Performance, Religion and Spirituality
WG, and a member of the Project on European Theatre Systems. He is the co-author of The Problem of
Theatrical Autonomy, co-editor of Performing Religion in Public, and a founding co-editor of the journal
Performance, Religion and Spirituality (prs-journal.org).
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With the increasing institutionalisation of the right-wing nationalistic politics across Europe one of
the central political questions in performance studies becomes: how theatrical performances may
challenge forms of collectivity represented with a singular concept of national identity, and to what
degree theoretical formulations of forms of collectivity are capable of contributing to the process of
contestation of the right-wing nationalistic politics? To envisage the political dimension of performance
capable of contesting the right-wing politics, many performance scholars drew inspiration from the
horizontal urban social movements without leadership that advocate a direct rule of the people outside
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GORAN PETROVIC, Ghent University
Performing Counter-Nationalism in Urban Spaces Across Europe

state institutions (such as Occupy) and theoretical formulations of the strategies of withdrawal that
emanate from them. The consequence is a view on the political dimension of performance in terms
that imply withdrawal from representation and identity appropriated by hegemonic politics. However,
the failure of the horizontal protest movements to transform dominant politics puts doubt on the
possibility of the post-representational and post-identitarian discourses to envisage forms of collectivity
capable of contesting the right-wing nationalist politics. This paper calls into debate the vertical urban
social movements that advocate a mediate rule of the people through appointed leaders whose role
is to represent peoples' demands within the institutions of parliamentary democracy by means of the
strategies of engagement (such as Podemos). Hence the goal of this paper: to envisage the political
dimension of theatrical performances in terms that imply engagement with representation and identity
appropriated by hegemonic institutions. Forms of representation of collective identity from this politicophilosophical stance have not been substantially explored in performance studies. This paper will
examine the possibility of the representational discourse to envisage forms of collective identity capable
of contesting the right-wing nationalist politics in urban spaces.
Goran Petrović-Lotina is a researcher, curator and theorist in visual and performing arts. He holds a
PhD in Performance Studies from Ghent University and Master's Degrees in Arts and Politics (SPEAP)
from Sciences Po Paris: Institute of Political Studies and in Art History from the University of Belgrade.
His research combines art theory with political philosophy to examine the political dimensions of art.
Petrović-Lotina’s main field of inquiry is to explore how artistic practices may contribute to contesting
dominant politics and invigorating democracy. He finds inspiration in post-Marxist theories of discourse
analysis, hegemony and antagonism, and has published on this subject in various journals and books.
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Hybrid Bodies and Theatres in the Japanese
C o n t ex t : U r b a n i s m / U n i ve r s a l i s m a n d
Localism/Ruralism
ROOM 201

Chair: HAYATO KOSUGE, Keio University

HAYATO KOSUGE, Keio University
Urbanism and Ruralism in Butoh: the Significance of Yuki Yuko and Her Dance Company,
Suzuran-toh
Yuki Yuko (born in 1950), working with the first generation of Butoh pioneers, is a legendary and active Butoh dancer.
Having seen Hosotan by Hijikata Tatsumi in 1972, she jumped at the chance to participate in the dance company
Dairakudakan and appeared in the monumental Yōbutsushintan (1973). Yuki had a positive start to her career as a
Butoh dancer in Tokyo. She left Tokyo to travel to the foot of Mt. Haguro in Tsuruoka and was seen on stages with Hoppo
Butoh-ha (Northern Butoh School). Then, in the spring of 1976, Yuki moved further north to Otaru in Hokkaido and
created an all-female Butoh-company called Suzuran-toh (Lily of the Valley Party). Yuki Yuko was inspired to establish
Suzuran-toh by the rural and indigenous climate of Tohoku and Hokkaido, akin to Hijikata Tatsumi, and presents her
Butoh performances with local and rural resources. Butoh, however, has continued to spread throughout Japan and all
over the world. The coexistence of this localization and globalization reflects Butoh’s complex combination of rurality
and urbanity—thematizing the northern area (Tohoku) as the urheimat of Hijikata’s “darkness” while emphasizing a
ubiquitous, transnational, and nomadic nature detached from any specific cultural values. This presentation is based on
the hypotheses that the ambiguity of Butoh lies in the discrepancy of its purpose and method—that is, the philosophical
quest to discover what the body is and how it can be represented undertaken with an artistic approach that finds style
in unordinary, unconventional, and unexploited bodies and body movements, favoring eccentric, unsophisticated, and
pre-modern local or rural locations. Using Yuki Yuko and her company as a lens, this presentation examines the tension
between urbanism and ruralism in Butoh.
Hayato KOSUGE (hamlet@keio.jp) is professor of Foreign Languages and Liberal Arts, Keio University in Tokyo, and
Director of Keio Research Center for Liberal Arts. He is Executive Committee member of IFTR since 2013; Organizing
Committee member of PSi #21 Fluid States 2015 and representative of its Tohoku cluster. He is visiting scholar at the
University of Cambridge in 1996-98, and Stanford University in 2003. His research interest is Butoh performance. He is
involved in the Hijikata Tatsumi Archive in Keio University Art Centre with project leader of the research group, Portfolio
Butoh, and is a research fellow at the Research Institute for Digital Media and Content, Keio University. He is also
interested in English Tudor drama mainly focusing on Shakespearean dramaturgy, referring to Japanese Shakespeare
productions and their cultural context. He is editor and coauthor of Fuhai to Saisei (Corruption and Regeneration) in
2004, and coauthor of Shintai I Bunka-ron (Body, Medicine, and Culture) in 2002; among his English publications are
“Transformed and Mediated Butoh Body: Corpus Moriens in Hijikata’s Earthen Statue Project” (2013) and “The Expanding
Universe of Butoh: the Challenge of Bishop Yamada in Hoppo Butoh-ha and Shiokubi (1975)” in The Routledge Companion
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In 1979, Jiyu Gekijo theater company in Tokyo staged "Shanghai Vance King." It is a story about
Japanese jazz musicians in Shanghai in 1936/37, shortly before the Second Sino-Japanese War began.
Some of the musicians were the type of artist called "Vance King" who tried to get his performance
fee in ad"vance". By the 1930s, Japan had won major wars since the First Sino-Japanese War (189495) and expanded its territory to the continent. The capital Tokyo had also expanded its area and many
new theaters and halls had been established such as Tsukiji Little Theater (1924) and Tokyo Takarazuka
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KEN HAGIWARA, Meiji University
Displaced Tokyoites in Shanghai and Tokyo: Topography of the Bodies (Re)
Presented in "Shanghai Vance King" (1979)

Theater (1934). In this regard, Japanese performers in Shanghai in the late 1930s were not the artists
in a mainstream. The musicians in "Shanghai Vance King" are to be seen as displaced people. On the
other hand, by the first performance of "Shanghai Vance King" in 1979, Japan had rapidly recovered
its economy after its surrender in the Pacific War. The totally bombed capital Tokyo had rebuilt and
developed again so that it had been able to host the Olympic Games in 1964. Huge number of rural
Japanese had come to the metropole to find jobs and new lives. Most members of Jiyu Gekijo were such
New-Tokyoites. Due to low budget, the members in the roles of the musicians learned and played the
instruments by themselves. As the result, their bodies represented the displaced musicians in Shanghai
and presented themselves as displaced Tokyoites. In short, their bodies represented and presented
displaced existence in a metropole. These multi-layered, both rural and urban hybrid bodies are to be
seen as one of the reasons of "Shanghai Vance King"’s nationwide success. Many audiences seem to
have shared their positions with the performers as displaced New-Tokyoites and deeply sympathized
with the performance.
Ken HAGIWARA (hagi@meiji.ac.jp) is professor of the School of Global Japanese Studies, Meiji University
in Tokyo and former research associate of the Tsubouchi Memorial Theater Museum, Waseda University
in Tokyo. He gives courses on Japanese theater history and undertakes research on modern and
contemporary German and Japanese theater (Papers in English include "The City as Stage, The Audience
as Performer: 'Tour-Performances' by the performance group Port B in Tokyo," in: Comparative Theatre
Review 11(1), 65-75, 2011). His activities include translation and preparation/operation of subtitles for
guest performances by companies from German-speaking countries in Japan, and he has worked for
Rimini Protokoll, Christoph Marthaler, and René Pollesch among others.
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RINA TANAKA, Meiji University
Contextualization of the Second Sino-Japanese War in Japanese Musicals
since the 1990s: From the Transborder Lehrstück to the Urban Meta-Theater
Abstract
“Li Xianglan” (1991) and “A Hill of Foreign Land” (2001) were produced by Japanese theatre company
Shiki to establish universal recognition of the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937–1945) across the nation
and generation gap. Both productions were launched from Tokyo and performed nationwide in Japan.
Moreover, “Li Xianglan” was performed in China for the twentieth anniversary of the normalization of
Japanese–Chinese relations (1992) and in Singapore (1996). They functioned not only as history-based
musicals but as Lehrstücke [learning plays], which critically depict the war’s reality from different
perspectives for a diverse audience. These productions emerged and developed in the popularization
and localization of the musical as well as the cultivation of the audience in the post-war generation in
Japan—for that, the Shiki played the leading role. By contrast, “Sin City Serenade” (2017) appeared from
sophistication and re-urbanization of Japanese musical in the post-post-war generation. It is a metatheatrical entertainment with layered contexts. The historical drama is fictionalized and illustrated with
revues featuring the star performers, who have different cultural backgrounds in both fiction and reality.
The performers also present multilingual songs and narratives to represent the atmosphere of Shanghai
in 1939 with commentary for the actual audience in Tokyo, who tends to be not acquainted with the
historical setting. Additionally, the performance is recognized as homage to the Tokyo-born theatrical
works on the same theme from “Shanghai Vance King” (1979), which was revived in the same theater in
2010, to “Li Xianglan” and “A Hill of Foreign Land.” How the common and critical theme was presented
and represented in these performances in urban or touring conditions? What the collective and personal
memories and performing contexts on site affected the process of production, mediation, and reception?
These topics will be questioned in this presentation.
Rina TANAKA (kazent@meiji.ac.jp) is a Ph.D. candidate in Graduate School of Global Japanese Studies at
Meiji University and was a visiting fellow at the Universität für Musik und darstellende Kunst Wien. Her
primary research interest is cultural-historical transitions and (re)contextualization on musical theater,
especially between German-speaking countries and Japan. She recently published an article “A Jukebox
Musical, or an »Austro-Musical« ? – Cultural Memory in Localized Pop Music(al) I am from Austria (2017)
–” (Comparative Theatre Review, Vol. 18, 2019). In 2019, she was awarded to the Helsinki Prize from the
International Federation for Theatre Research for her essay “Local Bodies in Japanese Popular Musical
Theatre Today – Re-localization in the Transformation of the Musical Marie Antoinette.”
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Chair : AISHIKA CHAKRABORTY, School of Women's Studies,
Jadavpur University, India

JOHANNA HORMANN, University of Salzburg
Dancing into Modernity, Metropolises of the Interwar Period: Shanghai – Berlin
– Paris
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Shanghai, Berlin, and Paris can be regarded as specific 'dancing cities' during the interwar period,
meaning that dance played a major role in constituting the very urbanity of those metropolises. At the
same time, urban life is reflected in a diversity of new aesthetics in dance, which can be described as
'modernity in plural' (Haitzinger). An aspect which is often neglected is the fact that these dance cultures
are strongly connected to very specific architectural places and their socio-political as well as spatial
constitution. Thus, in turn, the variety of stages have provided the condition of possibility for specific
dance aesthetics to emerge which became one of the epitomes of urban life. Based on three case
studies, this panel would like to pose the following questions: What are the interrelations of urbanism,
the ways of dancing, and specific 'dance places' in each of the three cities during the 1920/30s? How
are these dance cultures interwoven with each other in the sense of a cosmopolitan modernity? In their
co-presentation Nicole Haitzinger and Xuan Wang will explore the Paramount ballroom baileman, built in
1932/33 as part of the flourishing ballroom culture of Shanghai, which not only contributed to the city’s
reputation as Paris of the East but also represents a characteristic tension between cultural imprints and
Western influences. Johanna Hörmann will focuse on the German dancer Anita Berber who performed
in various venues in Berlin such as small cabarets, seedy nightclubs and glitzy entertainment houses.
Her hedonistic excesses caused anxiety that modernity would inevitably lead to the downfall of Weimar
Berlin. Julia Ostwald will approach the relation between the Parisian Théâtre des Champs-Elysée – built
from concrete in 1913 and regarded as the temple of modernity – and the avant-gardist aesthetics of the
ensemble Les Ballets Suédois ranging between primitivism and new technologies.
Johanna Hörmann, M.A., studied Theatre, Film and Media Studies in Vienna and Theatre and Dance
Studies in Berlin; since April 2018 she is research assistant and doctoral student at the Department
of Musicology and Dance Studies of the Paris Lodron University Salzburg. Her research axes include
contemporary dance and performing arts, inter- / transmediality, performativity of sound, theatricality
and gender difference. Since October 2018 she is a member of the interdisciplinary Doctorate School
gender_transcultural.
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JULIA OSTWALD, Paris Lodron University Salzburg
Dancing into Modernity. Metropolises of the Interwar Period: Shanghai – Berlin
– Paris
Shanghai, Berlin, and Paris can be regarded as specific 'dancing cities' during the interwar period,
meaning that dance played a major role in constituting the very urbanity of those metropolises. At the
same time, urban life is reflected in a diversity of new aesthetics in dance, which can be described as
'modernity in plural' (Haitzinger). An aspect which is often neglected is the fact that these dance cultures
are strongly connected to very specific architectural places and their socio-political as well as spatial
constitution. Thus, in turn, the variety of stages has provided the condition of possibility for specific
dance aesthetics to emerge which became one of the epitomes of urban life. Based on three case
studies, this panel would like to pose the following questions: What are the interrelations of urbanism,
the ways of dancing, and specific 'dance places' in each of the three cities during the 1920/30s? How
are these dance cultures interwoven with each other in the sense of a cosmopolitan modernity? In their
co-presentation Nicole Haitzinger and Xuan Wang will explore the Paramount ballroom baileman, built in
1932/33 as part of the flourishing ballroom culture of Shanghai, which not only contributed to the city’s
reputation as Paris of the East but also represents a characteristic tension between cultural imprints and
Western influences. Johanna Hörmann will focuse on the German dancer Anita Berber who performed
in various venues in Berlin such as small cabarets, seedy nightclubs and glitzy entertainment houses.
Her hedonistic excesses caused anxiety that modernity would inevitably lead to the downfall of Weimar
Berlin. Julia Ostwald will approach the relation between the Parisian Théâtre des Champs-Elysée – built
from concrete in 1913 and regarded as the 'temple of modernity' – and the avant-gardist aesthetics of
the ensemble Les Ballets Suédois ranging between primitivism and new technologies.
Since 2016 Julia Ostwald works as a project assistant at the Department of Art History, Musicology and
Dance Studies as well as the interdisciplinary doctorate school gender_transcultural at Paris Lodron
University Salzburg. In her doctoral thesis, conducted with Nicole Haitzinger as a supervisor, she is
researching “Constellations of body and voice in dance of the present and of modernity”. She received a
M.A. in dance studies from Free University Berlin as well as a B.A. in dance teaching from Fontys Dance
Academy Tilburg (NL).
Her master thesis on exhibiting choreography was published in 2016: Tanz ausstellen | Tanz aufführen.
Choreografie im musealen Rahmen (Exhibiting Dance | Staging Dance. Choreography in the context of
the museum), München: epodium.
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Chair: Brian Singleton, Trinity College Dublin

ELAINE ASTON, Lancaster University
Suburbia, the Housewife and the Restaging of Liberal Feminism
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Negotiating and Locating Histories:
community, solidarity and small acts
of repair

Post-war Britain saw the advent of suburbanisation: the planning of new towns and ‘new ways of life’
organised around the family. Thus, 1950s suburbia became ‘home’ to the respectable middle classes;
for women it prescribed and defined the role of the ‘happy housewife’. However, in 1963, the publication
of 'The Feminine Mystique' by US, liberal feminist, Betty Friedan, unmasked the idea of happiness that
women seemingly experienced as suburban wives and mothers. Why then, is a return to domesticity now
a phenomenon among twenty-first century, middle-class women in the UK? That question underpins
Laura Wade’s 'Home, I’m Darling', a co-production between the National Theatre and Theatr Clwyd
Wales, staged in 2018. With her portrait of a woman who gives up her career to become a fifties-styled,
suburban housewife, Wade overturns Friedan’s liberal-feminist call for women to become career-focused
rather than home-centred. Drawing on Wade’s play as case-study material, this paper will reflect on how
today’s suburban housewife-by-choice is a manifestation of neoliberalis

m’s displacement of

democratic, social rights in favour of the individual’s ‘freedom’ to choose. Matters for discussion include:
the ‘structure of feeling’ for a retro-fuelled ‘way of life’ as an illusory escape from contemporary sub/
urbanisation enmeshed in neoliberal capitalism, the erosion of community, and the unresolved question
of how women are to combine domestic and waged labour. These will be considered in relation to an
overarching concern to elucidate how it is that liberal feminism is re-staged or co-opted by neoliberalism
to disarticulate feminism’s social rights agenda and rearticulate ‘choice feminism’.

Elaine Aston is Professor of Contemporary Performance at Lancaster University, UK. Her monographs
include Caryl Churchill (1997/ 2001/ 2010); Feminism and Theatre (1995); Feminist Theatre Practice
(1999); Feminist Views on the English Stage (2003); Performance Practice and Process: Contemporary
[Women] Practitioners (2008, with Geraldine Harris); A Good Night Out for the Girls (2013, with Geraldine
Harris); and Royal Court: International (2015, with Mark O’Thomas). She is the co-editor of The Cambridge
Companion to Modern British Women Playwrights (2000, with Janelle Reinelt); Feminist Futures: Theatre,
Performance, Theory (2006, with Geraldine Harris); Staging International Feminisms (2007, with Sue-Ellen
Case); and The Cambridge Companion to Caryl Churchill (2009, with Elin Diamond). Elaine has served
as Senior Editor of Theatre Research International (2010-12) and is currently IFTR’s Vice President for
Publications and Internationalisation. She has been elected to serve as IFTR’s President from July 2019.
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Ameet Parameswaran, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Excavating the Remains of the Left: Rhythm, Radical Geography and Political
Affirmation
In thinking through the relationship between performance and the political, theorist and theatre scholar
Janelle Reinelt (2015), drawing from Etienne Balibar, articulates the need to see performance as a
possible ‘worksite of democracy.’ As distinct from a Habermasian position that conjoins citizenship to
the category of cosmopolitanism, Balibar articulates a ‘citizenship in making’ arguing that “democratic
work requires determinate matter and not just an ethics and juridical norms, and this sort of matter is
only given in situation’ (Balibar 2004: 173). The present paper takes forward the framework by arguing
that to think through worksites requires one to think through geography and rhythms of everyday. I
closely analyse the iconic film Amma Ariyan (Report to Mother; 1985) directed by John Abraham. As a
docu-fiction, the film uses actual footages from the struggles and agitations in the preceding years to
document and critique the actions, dreams and failure of the radical Left movement in the preceding
decades in the South-Indian state of Kerala. The film opens with the protagonist in his journey to
Delhi for higher studies encountering a dead body of an ex-naxalite activist, a percussion artist, who
has committed suicide. Aborting his journey to the university in the face of this event, he decides to
identify the dead person and his friends and personally report the suicide to the deceased’s mother. As
a group gets formed as they travel from Wayanad to Fort Kochi, and punctured by the ‘haunting’ of the
dead, the film unravels as a letter written by the protagonist to his mother. Interrogating how when the
testimonials, memories and documents are organised in patterns of contrasts in ‘counter-point’ rhythms
of everyday are constituted, the paper explores how the geography of Kerala and Left itself is redefined
and re-imagined for the contemporary.
Ameet Parameswaran is Assistant Professor, in the School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru
University. His has published articles in the journals such as Theatre Research International, Performance
Research and TDR and has recently published the monograph, Performance and the Political: Power and
Pleasure in Contemporary Kerala (2017; Orient Blackswan).
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Taking as a point of departure Katie Mitchell’s performance The Forbidden Zone (2014), which places
the story of three women – still largely ignored by historiography – at the centre of a stage work
that marked the First World War centenary, this paper discusses theatre as a common ground for
empathetic experiences as well as a site where those who care about justice can also confront their
own assumptions about autonomy, liberty, and responsibility. It focuses in particular on Lola Arias’s
Minefiled/ Campo minado (UK/ Argentina) from 2016 and Yael Ronen’s Common Ground (Germany/
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MILIJA GLUHOVIC, University of Warwick
Searching for Common Ground: Performance, Testimony, and Small Acts of
Repair

Bosnia and Herzegovina) from 2014, which through their interplay between repetition and immediacy,
and between theatricality and performativity, formulate an exemplary repertoire of strategies through
which to explore memories of war, conflict, and recent contested pasts. Drawing on recent debates
on oral history, performance, and testimony (Radstone, Taylor, Stauffer, Sedgwick), I will examine the
aesthetics, ethics, and politics of these works. In the context of neoliberal policies, lack of institutional
justice and multiple lapses on the part of human beings and political institutions that, in failing to listen
well to survivors, deny them redress by negating their testimony and thwarting their claims for justice,
these performances foreground difficult truths about the desire and potential for political forgiveness,
transitional justice, and political reconciliation. As I argue in this paper, they also may help us negotiate
and reimagine our contemporary moment of endless war and develop a different attitude towards life
and death.
Milija Gluhovic is Associate Professor of Theatre and Performance at the University of Warwick. His
research interests include: contemporary European theatre and performance; memory studies and
psychoanalysis; discourses of European identity, migrations and human rights; religion, secularity, and
politics. His recent publications include Performing European Memories: Trauma, Ethics, Politics (2013),
Performing the Secular: Religion, Representation, and Politics (2017, co-edited with Jisha Menon) and
The Oxford Handbook of Politics and Performance (forthcoming, co-edited with Silvija Jestrovic, Shirin
Rai, and Michael Saward).
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RINA OTANI, Keio University/Paris-Sorbonne University
Evolving Urbanity : Reading the Parisian Theatrical Topology of the 20th
Century Today
From medieval times, French theatricality has been moulded and guided by the evolution of sovereign
bodies and other political circumstances. There were works created in order to please the grand
seigneur, as those of the Comédiens du Roi were intended primarily for Louis XIV. Others were created
to reflect or promote the rise of rebellious sentiments in society and worked as an instrument of
communal criticism, as did the works of Beaumarchais. In the 20th century, theatre was still means of
entertainment and refreshment for the people on one hand, and on the other hand, what criticised the
system and replenished the spectators. Aside from the ideological antagonism and the balance which it
produces, we must also consider the topological and urbanological polarity and their counterpoise. The
cultural centralisation in France has been incubated under the regal government and continued to be
nurtured after the Revolution according to the convenience of each regime. Meanwhile, creative liberties
have also been explored in provincial cities and traveling troupes. In this paper, we shall read into the
topological relationship among the various National theatres, private theatres and public art centres
in 20th century Paris and to investigate how their position reflects the ideological diversity of their
creations. This paper shall also provide a brief observation of the contemporary Parisian theatrical field
and how the digitised topology/ topological digitisation has deconstructed the former political polarities.
Rina OTANI is a doctoral student at Paris-Sorbonne University, Doctoral school III : French and
comparative literature under the supervision of Professor Didier ALEXANDRE. With wide interest in
theatre audience and reception, her current thesis project focuses on the French playwright Jean Anouilh
and his audience. Among her recent publications are “La Réception initiale du théâtre de Jean Anouilh à
Londres et à New York” (Cahiers d'études françaises Université Keio. Vol.20, p.32-47. 2015.) and “Butoh
and Its Image: A Statistical Approach”( Keio University Art Center Annual Report. Vol.24. 2017.) She also
has diverse experiences on and around the actual stage, including her work as Assistant Stage Director
in the 2011/2012 production of Die Zauberflöte (Arakawa Bayreute) and as Subtitle Operator in 2015
production of Ionesco's Rhinocéros(Le Théâtre de la ville de Paris/ Saitama Arts Theater).
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Since the reform and opening up policy was adopted in China forty years ago, tremendous
transformations have taken place in almost every field in Shanghai. While the augmentation of the GDP
and the level of life have changed greatly the mentality and lifestyle of its citizens, the high-speedy (re)
urbanization or modernization of the old city has also reshaped terribly its landscape with skyscrapers,
subways, commercial malls, new residential areas etc. Of course, all these new buildings have been
established on the very compact old downtown of Shanghai. To build means also to destruct. In this way,
many old theatres constructed in the beginning of the last century are destructed within the last four
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GONG BAORONG, Shanghai Theatre Academy
Meanings of destruction and reconstruction of theaters in Shanghai

decades in order to give way to viaducts, like Ruijing Theatre, or to shopping centers, like Changjiang
theatre. That’s why compared with other cosmopolis like New York, London or Paris, Shanghai’s cultural
life was relatively not very flourishing. But since the beginning of the new century, with the development
of Shanghai’s economy and higher aspiration for a better cultural life of its inhabitants, not only many
new theatres have been constructed, like Shanghai Grand Theatre or Wanping Theatre, but also many
old abandoned theatres, especially those in the historic centre of downtown have been renewed, some
are even rebuilt. What do these actions of city mean? And what is the purpose of the decision makers?
In this paper, we will try to find out the meanings behind these new or renewed theatres in the very
modernized and globalized city of Shanghai.
GONG Baorong, professor of Shanghai Theatre Academy, holder of Ph.D degree of theatre studies of
Université de Paris 3-Sorbonne Nouvelle, is the author of A Century of French Theatre, 1880-1980. He is
also co-director ofITI/UNESCO Network for Higher Education in the Performing Arts World. His research
fields include theatre semiotics, French contemporary theatre history, intercultural theatre studies etc.
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ZHOU MINJIA, Southwest Jiaotong University
The Occurring Significance of Symbolic Dramas in Domestic Colleges
College is the product of the city, and many activities and organizations within it also participate in the
shaping of the city cultural image and the process of urbanization, among which college drama club
is one of them. College drama is a research ontology intersecting literature, art, history, education,
sociology and even psychology. Campus drama is a very important influence and participation element
for the personality cultivation of urban college students as a culture.
Among many subgenre avant-garde college dramas, symbolism has very important genetic significance.
First of all, college students use divergent thinking to construct symbolic drama and give play to the
creation and expression of subject consciousness, which to some extent makes up for the lack of
cramming mechanical teaching in local secondary school education and contributes to the cultivation of
college students' personality. Secondly, symbolic creation in universities and traditional realistic creation
complement each other, which enriches the artistic style of college dramas. Thirdly, symbolism can be
divided into partial symbol and overall symbol, which has great flexibility and imagination space, and
can integrate a variety of avant-garde artistic techniques. For post-90s college students who are good at
challenge and innovation, their poetic sense and dramatic tension are full of attraction.
In a word, the social background and philosophical basis of symbolism creation in colleges are of great
research value. This paper gives examples of several representative plays of symbolism in colleges,
analyzes their theme selection and aesthetic value, and emphasizes their innovation and spiritual
strength.
Minjia Zhou, 33, female, Chinese, Dlitt of Jilin University, Post, doctoral fellow of University of Macau,
Associate professor of Southwest Jiaotong University. Being mainly engaged in the research of
Domestic College Drama.Published academic papers. "The Enlightening Value of Vambilov to Chinese
Contemporary Drama Creation" "College Historical Drama: New Strategies for Ideological and Political
Education in Colleges with the Goal of Cultural Education" "Analysis of Literariness, Drama and
Theatricality" "Rainbow Drama Club: the Original Pioneer of College Drama Clubs", etc. Published
books:" Literariness and Theatricality: On Chinese Contemporary Small Theater Dramas".
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SRIDEEP MUKHERJEE, Netaji Subhas Open University
Protest, Performance, and Third Theatre in Urban Space: Badal Sircar’s Michhil
(Procession) in Postcolonial Intercultural Semiotics
Badal Sircar’s Third Theatre, avowedly a synthesis of First (indigenous performance traditions) and
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Second (proscenium as Western import) Theatres, is essentially flexible, portable, and inexpensive urban
performance. Having traversed the charade of naturalistic proscenium theatre that keeps audiences at
safe removes, Sircar’s optimising of body-acting first in the Anganmancha (Arena Theatre), and then
performances in public spaces, have revolutionised urban theatre in India. This Paper concentrates
on Michhil (Procession, 1972), his first Third Theatre specific script, that subjectivised the prototype
ordinary man ‘lost’ in the anonymity of urban landscapes. Against the derogatory Nehruvian appellation
of Kolkata as the city of processions, the young ‘dead’ and the old ‘lost’ protagonist(s), each other’s
mirror images in their travails, finally attain visionary union in the procession of Life. As wayside
performances, this rescinding of the claustrophobia of urbanism, and the concomitant battling against
dominant forces in theatrical idiom transformed Michhil into a whirlwind that stormed the city of
Kolkata amidst statist repression. In transcreation, it has travelled through Mumbai during the National
Emergency (1975) to Lahore where it marked Ajoka Theatre’s debut (1984) amidst martial regime in
Islamic Pakistan. While protest in urban milieus have evolved over time, Michhil retained its performative
relevance in intercultural semiotics, thus underscoring the pertinence of Sircar’s interrogations on
postcolonial subject positions. Revisiting the play when its central questions have renewed currency in
India, as nationalism faces radical polemics in the hands of extreme right wing powers, comes across as
renewed understanding of the potential of theatre.

Srideep Mukherjee is Assistant Professor of English at the School of Humanities, Netaji Subhas Open
University, Kolkata. He is a PhD in modern Indian Drama from Visva Bharati University, Santiniketan,
and has worked on theatrical representations of marginality in the works of mainstream playwrights.
He takes interest in postcolonial studies, literary theory and marginality studies. He has been teaching
English Literature at undergraduate and postgraduate levels for nearly two decades now.
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AI-CHENG HO, University of Franche-Comté
Taiji quan as a connecting source between traditional way of living and
modern urban environment- a view through the art of theater
One of the most complicated and controversial aspects of the speedy process of modern urbanization is
social and cultural adaptation of newcomers to the environment and style of life in big city.
Arriving mainly from villages and little towns, people are bound to find their new self-identification,
discover new pace of city life. Naturally, one of the most effective strategies to address this issue
would be involvement of newcomers in different forms of artistic activities available for the habitants
of big cities. Obviously theater is one of the most accessible and effective forms of art, which develops
adaptive abilities and self-confidence.
In this report I present how Taiji quan is adapted and applied into different aspects of modern theater,
particularly acting training, self psycho-physical development and performance structuring. Taiji quan, a
type of martial art and art of longevity, has spread with the growing urbanization in China and becomes
the distinct physical practice all over the world. This unique physical method of self apprehension and
balancing, rooted into the daily life of Chinese people, no matter where these people live, can provide
essential ground for improving the quality of life, helps the practitioners to connect their traditions and
find their identities.
First, I took as my research the application of Taiji quan in Taiwanese theater and contemporary dance.
Then, I studied specifically the usage of Taiji quan in modern European theater on the examples of works
by such renowned directors as Anatoly Vasiliev, Joël Jouanneau, Robert Lepage, etc., as well as its
integration in the training programs of main theatre schools in France and Switzerland. By researching
the influence of original Chinese body technique on the contemporary trends in Western theater, I try
to demonstrate how Taiji quan can be effectively integrated in modern theatrical practice in order to
be more accessible and naturally absorbed by the practitioners and audiences of different cultural
backgrounds.

Ai-Cheng HO is a PhD student of theater at the University of Franche-Comté under the supervision of Guy
Freixe. In her dissertation, she investigates the uses of Taiji Quan practice and philosophy in preparation
of actors and theatrical performance. She is particularly interested in the practical theatrical innovations
that arise through this transcultural and transdisciplinary encounter between an ancient Chinese martial
art and contemporary Western theater. Before starting her doctoral work, Ai-Cheng studied theater at
the International Jacques Lecoq Theatre School in Paris and International School of Performing Arts in
London. She holds a master degree of theater study from the University Sorbonne-Nouvelle Paris 3. In
addition to her academic research and training, Ai-Cheng is a Taiji quan instructor, actress, and executive
theatrical producer having worked on performances in Taiwan, Europe and the United States.
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The left mobilization of the eastern region of India in the 1970s and 80s inspired by various factors
including the Chinese revolution and radical left politics, created a shift in the post-colonial political
theatre and compelled the theatre to shift from a direct opposition to the State to a more dialectical
agonistic exploration which tried to make a clearer division between a socialist imagination (the left
parties which were gaining popularity in Bengal and ruling the state of West Bengal for the next thirtyfive years) and a capitalist system, more on the conceptual than actual realpolitik. One of the measures
to propagate the new socialist imagination the theatre adopted idioms (songs and music) from the
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SUBHRA GOSWAMI, Ranjanee Inc.
Invading the colonial city (Calcutta), a political post-colonial perspective

popular culture of the past. The case study I would like to take up is a play in Calcutta in 1981, staged
by the most radical left theatre group, which brought in a popular cultural form of all women, ex widow
troupe and perform and live in the cities of colonial Calcutta. The art of the streets is what the play
argues creates the new epic poetry in the mode of Milton’s Paradise Lost, and subverting the Indian
epic Ramayana. The colonial city invaded by the common people is what I argue is now juxtaposed over
what Calcutta in 1980 have been called ‘Nightmare cities’. I intend to particularly focus on the songs
and dancing bodies in the play, attributed historically to the popular form, hitherto marginalized by the
intellectual stream as obscene and vulgar.
Subhra Goswami had taught for over 25 years as a high school science teacher in the New York City
public school system. She is currently teaching science in the “Upward Bound” program at Borough
of Manhattan Community College, NY. She has translated an English to Bengali science dictionary
for the NYC Department of Education. She is the founder and director of Ranjanee Inc. since 2006, a
performing arts group focused on exploring performing arts forms of India and other countries in our
global community, with a vision to spread the message of unity through the performing arts. Subhra has
presented various papers on Bengali culture. In 2005 she presented a paper on "Science Behind Bengali
Culture" at Stamford University, Bangladesh. She has presented papers at the International Federation
for Theatre Research conferences in Washington D.C. 2005 and at Warwick University, England in 2014
on the subject of songs of protest in Bengali theatre. She has also presented at conferences held by the
Indian Subcontinent Partition Documentation Project at the State University of New York Old Westbury.
Subhra’s academic background includes a BSc from Presidency College, Kolkata, MSc from Ballygunge
Science College, Kolkata and an MS from Queens College, NY.
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KIM JOO HEE, SungKyunKwan University
A Bizarre Dance Space in the City - Focused on ‘Kyabaret’ of Korea
The purpose of this study is to recognize the 'Colateck', which has emerged as a liberation space for
youth, and is now regarded as a leisure space for the elderly, as a unique dance culture space in Korean
society. Colatect is a unique space where Western culture meets Korean situation. First of all, from the
name, Colatech has the name of Korean foreign word which is a combination of 'cola' and 'discotheque'.
Colatect is a unique space where Western culture meets Korean situation. Dance forms are dominated
by western dances ranging from techno, hip hop and idol singer dancing to jitter (jitterbug), bruce, trot,
rhythm mate, jive, roomba, waltz. The characteristic of dance in this space is to preserve the essential
form of the dance rather than preserve the original form of the dance, but it has the ambivalence that is
transformed according to the specific situation and environment of the space and the participant. But
the interesting point is that the country actively promoted this dance space and operated and managed
it directly. In addition, after the rapid economic growth in the 1970s, leisure culture was spread, and in
the leisure industry which suddenly expanded in the 80-90s, dance is delivered as hybridity.
Research Professor (Ph.D. in Dance), Hybrid-Future culture research Institute, Sungkyunkwan University
Research Interests- Body Discourses, Dancing body, Cultural Theory ,Inventive Thinking and Expression,
Culture and art education, The Fourth Industrial Revolution and Health care, Publicity of dancing,
Spatiality of dance.
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From 2011 to 2014, ArtsCross linked Beijing, Taipei and London through an intercultural performance
research initiative. The focus on cities, often more nimble and responsive than nations, encouraged
an effective and meaningful exchange which utilised their role as ‘attractors and connectors in an
increasingly networked world’ (Adam, D. and Beal, J. 2017). This presentation notes how ArtsCross
developed and extended dialogue across and beyond boundaries, demonstrating the benefits of
intercultural performance as a vehicle for understanding and exchange. Drawing on Martha Cheung’s
concept of ‘pushing hands’ (tui shou) , an exercise in taijiquan (t’ai chi chuan), ArtsCross aspired to
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Christopher Bannerman, ResCen Research Centre, Middlesex University
A tale of three cities: ArtsCross and metropolitan elites

achieve Cheung’s proposed ‘alternative to the dichotomous mode of thinking that characterizes so much
of research practice and theoretical discourse…across the humanities’. But undoubtedly, ArtsCross
can also be seen as the product of metropolitan elites and a growing disconnect between flourishing
cities, their hinterlands and those excluded has manifested in Brexit, the election of Donald Trump and
the rise of regional and international tensions. This presentation concludes by proposing strategies
for reaffirming and broadening the benefits of exchange which will be embedded into the plans for
ArtsCross Beijing in November 2019.
Professor Christopher Bannerman had an extensive career as a dancer, choreographer and arts educator.
He has served as Chair of Dance UK, Arts Council England’s Dance Panel and Creative Partnerships
London North; and as a member of the Dance Forum of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) UK. He is a Founding Director of ArtsCross/Danscross intercultural Performance Research
exchange with Beijing Dance Academy and Taipei University of the Arts. Research interests include
creative practice as a knowledge domain and related national and international policy contexts.
Bannerman, C., Sofaer, J., Watt, J. (2006), Navigating the Unknown: The creative process in contemporary
performing arts, London: Middlesex University Press Bannerman, C. (2007) Creativity and Wisdom in
Claxton, G., Craft, A., Gardner, H. (2007), Creativity: using it wisely, USA: Corwin Press Bannerman, C.
Curated performances & webpostings (2009) Danscross: dancing in a shaking world (2011-14) ArtsCross
Taipei: Uncertain…waiting… 2011; ArtsCross Beijing: Light and water 2012; ArtsCross London: Leaving
home, being elsewhere 2013, ArtsCross Beijing: Revisited 2014 http://www.rescen.net/events/ArtsCross_
index.html#.Wkyk7FSMhTY Bannerman, C. (2014), ‘On curation: The development of Danscross and
walking with Zhuangzi’ http://www. rescen.net/Chris_Bannerman/on_curation.html#.V_TyF5MrJgc.
Bannerman, C. (2016), Ed. ‘Dancing Transcultural Dialogues’, Choreographic Practices, vol. 7: 2, Sole
author pp. 165-195 2, doi: 10.1386/chor.7.2.165_
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GRISANA PUNPENG, Chulalongkorn University
The Arts Housing Scheme: multicultural placemaking in Singapore
The Arts Housing Scheme is a project under the National Arts Council (NAC) of Singapore, first introduced
in 1985 to support local artists and arts activities. The scheme was initiated to provide subsidised
rental spaces around the city to arts groups so that they can develop and maintain their artistic
practices. Situated in 5 locations, these art houses not only serve as homes for the artists, they are part
of the country's placemaking initiatives that aim to strengthen the connection between people in the
community and artists, inspiring them to exercise their creativity and imagination in order to maximise
shared value and support sustainable urban development. The challenges faced by all stakeholders
are due to the multicultural nature of the society, which are made up of 4 main official racial groups
of Chinese, Malays, Indians and Eurasians (or Others). This presentation will discuss the National Arts
Council's policies and strategies for the Arts Housing Scheme, as well as problems and solutions arising
within the current phase of the scheme, based on the findings collected from official documents, journal
articles and interviews with various arts groups.
Currently a theatre lecturer, communication skills trainer and applied drama facilitator, Grisana has over
10 years of experience in the fields of theatre and education in Thailand, specialising in actor training,
directing, applied theatre and nonverbal communication. Grisana has a MA in Cultural Management,
specialising in marketing for the arts, and a PhD in Actor Training. He has been utilising his knowledge
in applied drama, marketing management and communication in non-theatre settings, such as in the
fields of hospitality, tourism, and healthcare to develop better teamwork, effective communication and
workplace empathy. Since 2017, Grisana has been conducting research on creative cities and cultural
diversity in ASEAN, as well as classroom action research, integrating innovative tools to enhance student
learning experiences.
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Rebecca Seeyun Wear, University of California, Santa Barbara
Specters in "Wildness": Neoliberalism and Complicit Performance
This paper reads performance artist Wu Tsang’s magical realism documentary, "Wildness," as
an interrogation of performance’s involvement with neoliberalism. While urban enclaves provide
opportunities for cross-cultural collaboration and celebration, especially for historically minoritized
populations like queer artists of color, specters of neoliberalism such as gentrification and the
commodification of identity can lead these artistic populations to inadvertently marginalize, exploit,
and endanger other populations. Through Wildness, this paper analyzes the ways in which performative
attempts to manifest utopias within an urban environment can impinge on subaltern communities.
Wildness examines the Silver Platter bar, a historically “safe space” for trans Latinx immigrants to
perform club hits, cruise, and find queer community. While the Silver Platter opened in the 1970s,
Tsang began hosting an art student, performance-driven party in the early 2000s (the party is named
Wildness, from which the documentary takes its name). The party’s rapid increase in fame quickly
leads to instances of media transmisogynoir i.e., misogyny directed at trans women of color, potential
outing of its patrons, and legal complications. Using Davina Cooper’s “everyday utopias” and David
Harvey’s analysis of neoliberalism, I argue that Tsang indicts himself, artists of color, and performancemaking in perpetuating neoliberal exploitation, even as the party attempts to celebrate and initially
protect immigrant communities. I examine the ways in which the effects of neoliberalism (here, seen
predominately as gentrification, artistic exploitation, and lack of support networks) are represented
through the party, through the character of the urban bar itself, and through a clash of minoritized
voices.
Rebecca Wear is a PhD student and Chancellor’s Fellow at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
She holds a BA in Theater and Women’s and Gender Studies from Middlebury College and MA in Theater/
Dance from UCSB. Her interests include Asian diasporas, queer and communal spectacle, and feminist
theorizations of labor and economics. Rebecca trained with SITI Company and worked with The Public
Theater, Under the Radar, and The Orchard Project. Her directing work was produced at HERE and the
Culture Project. She associate directed Lynn Nottage’s SWEAT at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival and
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Laura Brechmann, Johannes-Gutenberg Universität Mainz
Perform Revolution - on Barricades in Performance

born on the streets of Paris against backward-looking politics. Now something new is piling up in the
street. A living and mobile architecture. What will the barricade stand for or against? Who decides on
their meaning? (Extract of the Performance "Scutum Studies" by Kollektiv Zoo [2018]) In my paper I
address the phenomenon of barricades as a contemporary form of protest and examines the connection
of performance art/artistic play to the idea of democracy. In the 10 Minutes of presentation I will focus
on three european performances which are dealing with barricades in different performative ways: the
inflatable barricades (Tools for Action) by the artist Artúr van Balen, the building of barricades as an
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Walls are currently a sign of reactionary thinking and isolationism. 200 years ago, barricades were

urban space choreography of the Cologne Artists Kollektiv Zoo and the dance production "Barricades"
by the performer Moritz Frischkorn. In analyzing these examples I deal - from an artistic research
perspective - with acute questions about territorial boundaries and questions of democratic space and
its constriction. According to my thesis performative barricades are less intended for protection and
demarcation but more means of the population to repudiate their democratic space.

Laura Brechmann (*1990) is a Performance Artist and Theatre Scientist. 2014 – Bachelordegree in
Theatre science, European Literature and Cultural Anthropology at JGU Mainz. From 2014 to 2018
Masterdegree in “Scenic Research” at Ruhr-University Bochum – a practical Masterprogram between
(artistic) practice and (scientific) theory.Since SEPT 2018 PHD-Student and scientific assistance at
Johannes-Gutenberg University Mainz. Besides her teaching activity she is working as a freelancer for
Dance- and Theatreproductions (Public Relation, International Networking) and realizes her own dance
performances. 2017 she started the ongoing artistic research project “A first Dizziness”. In this context
she deals with Dizziness and “Taumel” as a cultural, medical and personal phenomenon through dance
and performance. She will be continuing working in dialogue and cooperation with different artists and
scientists.
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Mansi Thapliyal, Ambedkar University
Stop n Stare on Geri Route
The project looks at a particular kind of youth culture, ‘geri’ in Chandigarh through a specific site called
Geri Route. As a network of streets, Geri Route is an invented urban space, which accentuates the two
worlds of the city- one of movement, speed, transformation, informal and other of stagnation, formal,
regulated and anachronistic. Informal stands for the youth. It can be said to be a product of processes
of economic liberalisation ushered in 1991 that announced a new consumer culture, a new politics of
identity, production and consumption. What constitutes the Geri Route is the practice of Geri culture,
where Geri itself broadly means taking rounds in a car or two-wheeler with friends on the streets. ('geri'
is a Punjabi word - and Route is English). The concept of Gedi embodies the idea of a collective which
emerges from the activity of engaging in a set of informal urban practices. The Gedi Route, a network of
streets connected through frequent movement by the city’s youth, then becomes a site of bonding and
one that is representative of a culture of a group or clan-ish tendencies in Punjab, also referred to as ‘gang’
activities. What can be also argued is that these gangs that are created through and via the Geri Route
and are also, and have been male-dominated spaces. But ethnographic work also demonstrates that the
'geri' route and the urban topography: the three landmarks, a War Tank, Effiel Tower and a cafe called ‘Stop
n Stare' that defines it are also sites for the physical expressions of urban subjectivity that reinstate the
idea of community through collective bodily presence. Performative acts of love, desire and consumption
while on 'geri' are expressions of individual and collective experiences of and in the city.
Born and raised in Rishikesh, Mansi has worked as a photojournalist with international media and
development organisations such as BBC, Reuters, Action Aid, Water Aid, ETP, etc since 2010. Her work
particularly highlights gender-related issues. She completed her Masters in Performance Studies
from Ambedkar University in May 2018 and currently based in New Delhi, working on her personal
photography projects.
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LOI_2017, the French counter-terrorist law passed by President Macron on October 31st 2017, has
normalised and formally legalised ‘State of Emergency’ protocols. Despite its purported focus on
counter-terrorism, this legislation also makes a number of provisions for the regulation of movement
within and into France – including stop-and-searches and border checks. Said protocols, though
unorthodox under EU ‘open border’ policy, are justified by government appeals to the “Protection of
the Interior”. I argue that counter-terrorism (policy and rhetoric) has re-scripted movement within
France: between the peripheries and the city and along French borders, in and out of France. Indeed,
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Aine Josephine Mary Tyrrell, Stanford University
Scripting a 'Fortress' Nation: Counter-terrorism as the Blueprint for Movement
(with)in the French Republic

as the government prepares for possible future attacks, the urban fabric (particularly in Paris) is being
reconfigured – cordoned off, bottle necked, opened up, or barricaded. This paper will examine how
artists in France have responded to this increasingly militarized process of urbanization and pushed
back against rhetorics of socio-political exclusion. My first case-study is a piece by Ghazel, a sans-paper
or undocumented migrant, called “Urgent” (2007) in which he created posters calling for a white French
bride for a visa wedding that would give him legitimate status in France. By analyzing this performance
piece, I wish to emphasize: first, that the anti-immigration sentiment in France precedes the 2015-2017
terrorist activity on French national soil; and, second, that French neo-colonial attitudes are consistently
met by resilience and resistance that belies attempts to frame the non-citizen, foreign, brown or black
body as victim or parasite. My second case-study is “Calais” (2015) by Bruno Serralongue in which the
photographer captured the every-day, practical consequences of the French government’s decision to
shut down the camp in Calais established by migrants hoping to cross the English channel into England.
Analysis of these photographs will allow me turn specific attention to how artists are revising discourses
of humanitarianism and care – of “Protection of the Interior” – by emphasizing that State protection is
only extended to “legitimate” white citizens in France.
Áine Josephine Tyrrell is a 4th year Ph.D. Candidate in the Department of Theatre and Performance
Studies at Stanford University. She is also a Pigott Scholar in the Humanties, a Creativity in Research
Scholar at the Stanford D.School and a Pre-doctoral Fellow at the Freeman Spogli Institute for
International Studies. Áine also holds a B.A. in English Literature and Drama Studies from University of
Dublin, Trinity College Dublin (TCD) and has was made a fellow in 2013. Her current research explores
terrorism, counter-terrorist strategy, and security policy through the lens of performance. Alongside
this research, she also maintains her artistic practice as a singer, a director, and a set designer; she is
currently serving as a co-director of the Stanford Nitery Experimental Theatre (NeXT).
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Xiaoyan Deng, University of Oregon
Alluring Women/Outlaw Bodies: Urban Culture and Female Actors in Late-Qing
Shanghai
This paper is dedicated to a long-neglected subject in xiqu (indigenous Chinese theatre) historiography,
namely female actors of the late Qing dynasty (1644-1911). It intends to understand the ubiquity
of negative representations of the early female actors in the late-Qing periodicals from a feminist
perspective. My research counters the widely held assumption that only those male players were
“rightful” performers of xiqu, while the first generations of modern Chinese xiqu female actors were
merely followers of an established artistic tradition. Drawing upon a wide range of late-Qing Shanghai
publications, the paper contends that the ubiquity of articles and reports on female actors in the lateQing periodicals suggests the extraordinary popularity that these women players had enjoyed at the
time. However, despite a shared concern about these female actors, writers of the late-Qing publications
presented widely divergent views on the presence of the female performers. Half of the published
writings on female actors assumed the traditional hostile stance toward female actors and considered
the existence of female actors as an overt threat to social morality. On the contrary, instead of attributing
the popularity of the female entertainers to an unapologetic display of their seductive bodies, the other
half of the publications generally acknowledged the critical role that female actors played in xiqu, and
many of the articles and reports noted the admirable skills of acting that the female actors possessed,
suggesting that the stagecraft of the female actors and that of their contemporary male players were
mutually referential.
EDUCATION 2015-now University of Oregon, East Asian Languages and Literatures PhD candidate,
expected degree completion date: June 2019 2013-2015 Arizona State University, East Asian Languages
and Civilizations PhD student 2010-2012 Miami University, Department of Theatre MA in Theatre, awarded
in August 2012 2008-2010 Wuhan University, Department of Art MA in Chinese Literature and Theatre,
awarded in June 2010 2004-2008 Wuhan University, Department of Art BA in Chinese Literature, Theater
and Film, awarded in June 2008
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Sindhe Ramesh, Potti Sreeramulu Telugu University
Impact of Women on the Evolution of Surabhi Theatre

generations are engaged in theatre productions and performances standing the tests of time and market
pressures to create a cultural institution. Selection of actors according to age, behavior and appearance
of characters, is one of the umpteen specialties of Surabhi theatre. This very specialty paved way for the
entry of women into Surabhi stage plays. In 1880s, when women were rarely allowed to watch plays,
Surabhi ventured to cast ladies for lady characters. Surabhi performs plays like Sri Krishna leelalu,
Balanagamma, and Mayabazar. Blanagamma play script demands to cast seven beautiful women and
seven girls for one scene. Since then, women played an important role in the evolution of Surabhi into
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SURABHI THEATRE is run by a family devoted to theatre for the last 131 years where generations after

a powerful theatre entity. At times women played almost 10 characters in a scene. They also played
male characters when situation demanded. Whereas due to financial reasons and mutual understanding
other theatre groups cannot sustain in getting many female artiste for number of shows. Surabhi
ladies haven’t restricted themselves to the on screen performance. Many of them exhibited managerial
skills by establishing various groups within the Surabhi theatre. Surabhi women’s efficiency extended
to technical aspects too. In spite of being illiterates, many of these lady stalwarts excelled, may it be
in acting or organizing things. Some of them are graduates, post graduates and even Ph.D. pursuers.
Inspired by such astounding abilities, I chose to discuss the impact of women on the evolution of
Surabhi theatre. There has always been a debate on whether Surabhi has enriched the careers of these
ladies, or the actresses have glorified the canvas of Surabhi theatre. I further wish to explore this issue.
The paper intends to study its contemporary status. KEY WORDS : Culture, Institution, family, profession,
inheritance, Apparatus.
Sindhe Ramesh is a well established theatre artist born into the famous SURABHI THEATRES. He has
to his credit a PhD degree in theatre arts from the POTTI SRIRAMULU TELUGU. Founder member of the
Forever Fantastic Theatres(2FT) and currently he is the General Secretary. He is an adept artist who has
participated and performed in several national and international seminars on theatre Arts as well as in
theatre festivals.
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Zhen Cheng, Cornell University
Staging the Embodied Archive of Socialist Urbanism History
“50/60—— Dance Theatre with Dama” is a dance theatre created by Chinese choreographer Mengfan
Wang in 2015 in Beijing. Being performed by six female amateur dancers born in the 1950s and 1960s, it
is a theatre piece inspired and appropriated from daily Chinese square dance. Mengfan Wang’s theatre
was named as “dance theater of real people,” employing untrained performers. Different from the other
piece of dance theater of real people “The Divine Sewing Machine,” a choreography of 13 elementary
school children which has been revived twice, the less appreciated dance theatre of aging females was
never revived after its first two shows in Beijing. The aging dancing bodies are not only neglected when
being staged but are also hardly appreciated in quotidian lives. Chinese Square dancing, different from
its counterpart in western culture, is a collective physical exercise of aged amateur dancers, most of
them female senior citizens who experienced their childhood or juvenile in the Cultural Revolution (19661976). This form of dance gets its name from its performing venue, usually public squares and parks
in large cities, and is often viewed as “public nuisance.” In this paper, seeing human bodies as living
archives of both individual histories and shared social-cultural memory, I would look into the qualities
of square dances, and the dance theatre piece “50/60—— Dance Theatre with Dama”. I will analyze
how the aging bodies present themselves as the legacy of ideological revolution and the embodiment of
socialist urbanization history, and how gendered aging bodies, especially female aging bodies are being
archived and viewed in a theatre.

ZHEN CHENG +1 607-272-0035 zc398@cornell.edu EDUCATION Doctor of Philosophy, Performing and
Media Arts, Cornell University, August 2018 - Present Master of Arts, Performance Studies, New York
University, June 2016 - May 2017 Bachelor of Arts, English Language and Literature, Beijing Foreign
Studies University, September 2011 - July 2015 RESEARCH WORKS White Rabbit Red Rabbit: Performance
of Witness and Dislocation of Witness (MA thesis) May 2017 Researched on theater work White Rabbit
Red Rabbit by seeing it as an event of witness, focusing on the performative writing of the playwright and
its effect on spectatorship. Time and Space in New Wave Theater (BA thesis) October 2014 — May 2015
Researched on the New Wave Theater Movement in China, focusing on the experimental use of theatrical
techniques, especially real-time video, and how it transforms time and space in theater. THEATER &
PERFORMANCE EXPERIENCES Théâtre du Rêve Expérimental April 2014 — Present Thunderstorm 2.0
(Chinese) in New York (Under The Radar Festival) January 2018 Performer Thunderstorm 2.0 (Chinese)
in Israel (Jerusalem Festival) May —June 2016 Performer Lu Xun (Chinese) in Beijing March — April
2016 Performer (collective creation) Stories from Unofficial China (English) in Helsingor, Denmark July —
August.
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Takehito Mitsui, University of Tsukuba
Theatrical realism and representations of racial identity: Blackface Othello in
Japanese theatre
When theatre-makers in Japan stage a play in which the racial difference of the characters is a key
element of its plot, there is a considerably limited opportunity to cast Japanese-speaking actors
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whose ethnical background matches that of the character. Nevertheless, many Japanese practitioners
seemingly believe that it is essential for their Japanese audience to clearly display racial identity on
stage. They seem to be haunted by the belief that their spectators will not able to comprehend ethnicallycomplex narratives without visibly exposing the racial distinction of the characters. Thus, we can still
see in Japanese theatre actors wearing makeup such as blackface in order to represent racial identity.
For example, in the production of Shakespeare’s Othello staged for approximately four weeks in 2018 at
the Shinbashi-Enbujo theatre (one of the largest theatres in Tokyo), Othello was performed by a blackface
actor. In my presentation, analysing the recent productions of Othello in Japan, I will try to argue that
theatrical realism can be enhanced not by makeup but by the audience themselves having diverse views
on ethnicity. Therefore, colour-blind casting does not necessarily harm audience understanding of the
stories. In addition, I suggest that the use of blackface still in theatre may trace the existence of racial
divisions or privileges in the Japanese society today. I will also point out that Japanese theatre should
be able to advocate ethnic diversity in introducing more diverse representations of ethnically-complex
shows.
Takehito Mitsui is a graduate student at the Department of Modern Languages and Cultures, University
of Tsukuba, Japan. He studied Classics in Britain and then worked for a theatre company in Tokyo before
going back to University. His research interests include performance philosophy, immersive theatres,
audience participation, and spectatorship.
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Yan Ma, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Gendering the Career of Male Dan in Jingju in the Post-Cultural Revolution Era
Jingju (Beijing/Peking “opera”) is the most widespread form of xiqu (indigenous Chinese theatre) in
China. The term male dan in this essay refers to the male actors who perform female roles in xiqu. Male
dan artists played an important role in the development of jingju. With the establishment of the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, the socialist government had a negative attitude toward cross-gender
performance, and female dan artists began to predominate. During the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976),
male dan almost disappeared from the stage. After the Cultural Revolution, male dan gradually returned
to the jingju stage, but it was and clearly still is dominated by female dan actors. This essay aims to
examine the interaction between the issue of gender and the artistic careers of male dan actors in the
post-Cultural Revolution era (1976-present). Who are these male dan? How do they manage to survive
and carry on the male dan tradition in a jingju world closely scrutinized by the PRC government and
dominated by female dan role performers? This research examines the training process and career
development of 25 male dan actors in two major groups: those trained before 1949 and those trained
after 1949. The gendered difficulties that affect individual male dan and these two groups of male dan
are then discussed, as well as the reactions of these artists to these difficulties.
Yan Ma is a PhD candidate in the Asian Theatre Program at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. Her
research focus is Chinese theatre especially xiqu, indigenous Chinese theatre. In addition to Chinese
theatre, her research interests also include Asian American theatre, women’s theatre, queer theatre, and
performance studies. She is eager to explore the intersection between performing arts and the issues
of race, gender, sex, and sexuality, as well as to probe the relationship between theatre, daily life, and
“reality.” At the present, she is working on her dissertation “Gendering Male Dan: Male Cross-Gender
Performers and Performance of Jingju in the Post-Cultural Revolution Era.”
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Hu Zhiyue, University of Exeter
Forgotten 遗忘 (Yi Wang): A Forgotten Tale of a Forgotten People?

in the twenty-first century British theatres, asking how East Asian identities are constructed both as
stage representations and as identities of East Asian artists themselves through a series of analyses of
theatre productions during the period of 2016 to 2018. Forgotten 遗 忘 (Yi Wang), a case-study as part
of my research project on re-creating specific East Asian time-space, is a British play about members
of Chinese Labour Corps in World War One. Co-produced by British East Asian companies Moongate
Productions and Yellow Earth Theatre, Forgotten (Yi Wang), premiered in 2018 in Plymouth and London.
My presentation will examine some key elements of the production, including casting and its artistic
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My presentation is related to my PhD thesis, which looks at the representation of East Asian identities

choices of language styles and physicality, using resources I have collected from my fieldwork. I will
focus on how these elements work in representing East Asian people and in constituting East Asian
ethnicity as a cultural identity. I argue that the artists are constructing their own ethnicity as East Asians
in their practice of representing China and Chinese people in Forgotten 遗忘 (Yi Wang). Therefore, this
production is part of the recent revival of Chinese/East Asian ethnicity in the British theatre industry.
Zhiyue Hu is currently a PhD Drama student and former MA student at the University of Exeter, UK,
researching and practicing representation of East Asian identities in Britain. She gained her BA degree
at Wuhan University, China, in Literature of Drama and Film and Television. Her MA dissertation is a
practice-as-research project on barriers of translating Shakespeare as a Chinese woman. She had
presented in University of Exeter College of Humanities PGR conference on translating memories for
her autobiographical performance. She is also a performer. Her recent performance pieces include
autobiographical solo performance All the Daughters of My Father’s House, and collective devising
performance Lucky Ping-Pong Dragon Karaoke.
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Pushpita Mitra, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Imagining Music, Imagining Nation: Kazi Nazrul Islam and his music in the
20th century Bengal
This paper intends to explore the intertwined relationship between music and society by exploring the
music-making processes and the compositional styles of Kazi Nazrul Islam (1899-1976). Nazrul Islam
was the youngest and one of the most popular modern composers of Bengali music in the 20th century.
His musical imagination produced a distinct style of hybridization, weaved through both musical (musical
form and content) and extra-musical (new technologies, performers and venues of performances)
approaches. His songs like most other compositions of that time presented new interpretations of the
folk and the rural-past. However, the communitarian styles of music-making and performance opened
up newer understandings of an urban musical sphere, diluting class, gender and religious distinctions.
“Urbanism” as a concept will therefore be explored in locating the sociological impacts of Nazrul’s
music-making processes, in understanding the creation of ‘space’ and ‘place’ in and through music. In
other words, through the idea of urbanism, this paper will engage in examining Nazrul’s progressive and
egalitarian ideas of a modern community/nation that are encapsulated in his experimental corpus of
music and their performances.  
Pushpita is a research candidate in the Department of Theatre and Performance Studies at the School
of Arts and Aesthetics, JNU, New Delhi. Her research interests primarily lie in the field of music history,
anthropology and performance traditions of the Indian subcontinent. She seeks to interrogate the
relationship between music and the listening publics and the overlapping parameters of classical and
popular understandings in music. She has also been learning the Hindustani tradition of vocal music for
the past 13 years now.
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Ariadni Lignou Tsamantani, Freie Universität Berlin
Deconstructed Greek Identities and the Question of Ethical Responsibility

of nation and identity. I define three modes of critical engagement with the concept of Greek identity:
i) dialectical, ii) deconstructive, iii) nation-transcending. In my presentation, I will focus only on the
second category and particularly on the ethical issues that such deconstructive approaches pose. My
case study will be the 2012 production Athanasios Diakos: The Return by Lena Kitsopoulou, whose muchdiscussed work has been considered a radical critique of the petit-bourgeois Greek society. In Diakos,
the eponymous historical figure of the 1821 Independence War is depicted as a violent, racist, cheated
husband in contemporary Greece. The constant interplay between national history and a personal story
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In my ongoing PhD project, I explore how contemporary Greek theatre may challenge singular conceptions

of adultery dismantles the banal reproduction of national symbols and hegemonic narratives in everyday
life. What are, however, the implications of a violent unsettling of all kind of “certainties” (ideological,
ethical, aesthetic)? Here I argue that the ethical questions arising in such theatrical endeavours can be
tackled only in relation to the particular socio-cultural but also theatrical background. Echoing Zygmunt
Bauman’s postmodern ethics (1993), Kitsopoulou’s performance should be understood as a contextconditioned, possibly disturbing but necessary reminder of the impossibility of universal ethics. The radical
deconstruction of (Greek) identity does not imply the end of ethics but invites the spectators to reconsider
their response to the undecidable question of ethical responsibility vis-à-vis broader, dominant discourses
in Greek society.
Ariadni Lignou Tsamantani is a PhD Candidate in Theatre Studies at Freie Universtität Berlin. Her PhD
project explores the question of national identity in contemporary Greek theatre. Her research has been
supported by the state of Berlin’s Elsa-Neumann-Scholarship. Ariadni holds an MA in International
Performance Research from the University of Amsterdam and the University of Warwick, an MA in Modern
Greek Studies from the Freie Universität Berlin and a BA in Theatre Studies from the University of Athens.
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Nazli Akhtari, University of Toronto
Performing Digital and Archival: an Inquiry into (Trans)National Iranian Media
Landscapes
This presentation focuses on the digital circulation of a series of nineteenth-century photographs of an Iranian
Qajar princess. I am currently working on these photos as a case study for my doctoral dissertation. I argue that
the digitized images of Esmat-o-Doleh (Qajar dynasty from 1848 to1896) create a performance that challenges the
constructed-ness of Shahzadeh/princess in a cross-cultural imagination. This performance consequently entails
feminist scrutiny of the production and reproduction of Esmat-o-Doleh’s images. I employ a hybrid methodological
framework combining performance as an epistemic lens alongside archival research, historiography, and cyber
ethnography to firstly explore the fascinations of the nineteenth-century court with the innovation of photography,
and secondly to trace the transformation of this fascination in the viral circulations of the images on social media.
My presentation unpacks the contemporary (trans)national interest in these photos in relationship to the seemingly
non-binary gender qualities of their subject: a heavy-set and -statured royal princess with a mustache and thick
eyebrows. One of these fabricated viral images lays a head-shot of Esmat on the cover of a playboy magazine. I
look at how juxtapositions like this entails a performance that transgresses recuperative tendencies of ‘archival
consciousness’ and highlights archive as a site embracing its inclination toward its own fiction effects. I study
the playful techniques using the fiction effects of archival records of Esmat in tandem with Anjali Arondekar’s
methodological propositions in For the Record: On Sexuality and the Colonial Archive in India. Arondekar argues for
a reading of the archival record that productively juxtaposes archive’s fiction effects with its truth effects. In this
presentation, I consider archive as both a system of representation and source material with serious consequences
in studying these digitized images. My paper further contends that these images, appearing in popular culture and
media, produce a telos of knowledge production.
Nazli Akhtari is a PhD Candidate at the Centre for Drama, Theater, and Performance Studies at University of
Toronto, where she studies in the collaborative program with the Knowledge Media Design Institute at the Faculty
of Information. Her dissertation explores contemporary performance at its intersections with digital media and
archive, and Iranian cultural identity and social memory. Nazli has presented her research at HASTAC (Humanities,
Arts, Science, and Technology Alliance and Collaboratory), ASTR (American Association for Theater Research), and
IFTR (International Federation for Theatre Research). She is an alumna of the 2017 Mellon School for Theatre and
Performance Research and the 2018 PSi Summer School #1.5.
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The term ‘transmedia’ has been applied to the study of theatre and performance to mean different
concepts. Chiel Kattenbelt (2008) defined ‘transmediality’ as the transposition of story or form from
one medium to another, such as theatre to film. Sophy Smith’s research (2014) explored ‘transmedia
performance’, which takes place over different digital social media platforms. The current prevalent
use of the term, however, is based on media scholar Henry Jenkins’ definition. Convergence Culture
(2007) describes ‘transmedia storytelling’ as telling a cohesive story across multiple platforms, taking
advantage of the affordances of current digital media. Examples of this multi-platform storyworld in the
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Adisti Anindita Regar, University of South Australia
Exploring Transmedia Theatre: Henry Jenkins' multi-platform storytelling on
the 21st century stage

theatre world have been rare, despite its potential to extend audiences’ engagement with a performance
beyond its physical and temporal boundaries. This paper, part of a larger practice-led research, attempts
to apply Jenkins’ definition of multi-platform storytelling to include live, on-stage performance at its
core, using the term ‘transmedia theatre’. Recent works that meet the definition of transmedia theatre,
including Royal Shakespeare Company’s Midsummer Night’s Dreaming (2013) and Blast Theory’s 2097:
We Made Ourselves Over (2017), are examined using the theoretical frameworks of Jenkins’ media
convergence, audience participation, as well as intermediality in theatre. How each work negotiates
the narrative and interactive affordances of the platforms involved is key in finding out how to develop
transmedia theatre as form of storytelling. This paper will form the basis of further research on the
different modalities of transmedia storytelling and their capacity to enhance audiences’ theatre viewing
experience in a multi-platform world.
Adis Regar, originally from Jakarta, Indonesia, is a first-year PhD student in the School of Art,
Architecture and Design at the University of South Australia. Her practice-led research examines multiplatform storytelling through Transmedia Theatre, exploring ways to design audience experience of the
medium. She worked for over a decade as a designer on film, television and theatre productions, and did
an equally enjoyable stint as a university lecturer in her hometown. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in Media
Arts/Film from Brigham Young University in Utah and a Master of Interaction Design and Electronic Arts
from University of Sydney.
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Yiou Peng, Freie Universität Berlin
Being human is vintage: octopus, A.I reality show star and more ...? -The
posthuman performativity in Susanne Kennedy's work
The definition of ‘performance art’ has never been static. It constantly ‘flows’, ‘migrates’, and ‘crosses
borders’ within its evolving scio- and techno-sphere. The only process which persistently exists in the
(wonder)land of performance art, perhaps, is its ever-changing nature itself, which is defined by Yiou
Penelope Peng as the absolute uncertainty — a spiritual, sensual ‘be-coming’ akin to ‘Alice’s fall’ (that
is, most beautifully described by Jean-Luc Nancy). This presentation is derived from a chapter of Yiou’s
doctoral research on post-human performativity, which is for her, fundamentally determined by ‘the
absolute uncertainty’. By examining the works of Susanne Kennedy, Tianzhuo Chen, Rimini Protokoll and
Vegard Vinge/Ida Müller with object-oriented- ontology, post-humanism theory, and agential realism, Yiou
attempts to break down the anthropocentric reading of theatrical performance through deconstructing
the transformation between the living and non-living bodily objects on/off stage. This presentation will
specifically focus on Susanne Kennedy’s work Coming Society (2019), Women In Trouble (2018) and The
Virgin Suicides (2017) to examine the phenomena and application of post-human performativity and to
investigate how techno-economical innovations such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
human enhancement ‘interfere’, ‘mutate’, ‘up(down)grade’ the creation of ‘performative happenings’ to
further look for social alternatives from the realm of performance art.
Yiou Penelope Peng was born in Beijing in 1990. After her grandparents’ old Hutong courtyard was
demolished by the new investments in China, she moved to the United States and later England in her
adolescence. Previously trained as a pianist and a scholar in cinema studies at Smith College, University
College of London/Goldsmiths, Yiou is now a Ph.D. candidate at Freie Universität Berlin for her research
on the bodily trans-formation between living and non-living creatures in performance of ‘post-human
performativity’ and the ‘be-coming’ and ‘being-toward’ process of (post-/trans-/a-) human/animal/
object/ alien. Apart from her research, Yiou works as assistant director, assistant dramaturgy, translator
and actress with Paper Tiger Theater on various exhibitions, workshops and performance including 500
meters - Kafka, Great Wall, Images from Unreal World and Daily Heroism which was premiered in Theater
der Welt 2017, and later toured in Shanghai and Wu Zhen International Theater Festival 2018. Yiou is
currently working on her own performance project I’m happy to spread my legs (on the beach_or in the
airport) which is to be realized in 2020.
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Iva Brdar, Ludwig Maximilians University
I confess that I…

I will examine representations of romantic practices in the age of internet, mainly by focusing on the form of internet
confessions. Confessions have long been present in theatre texts as a device for revealing secrets. In this paper I will examine
them as means of obtain intimacy, guided by Foucault's writings on confessions.
Iva Brdar graduated from the Dramaturgy Department at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade, after which she obtained
a master’s degree in Theatre Studies at Sorbonne Nouvelle Paris III. She also completed a course in Women’s Studies at
the Center for Women’s Studies in Belgrade. She is currently a Ph.D. candidate in Theater Studies at Ludwig-Maximilians-
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Through the analysis of Love and Money by Dennis Kelly, a play that pioneered the use of digital communication practices,

Universität München, with special interest in digital communication and contemporary romantic practices.
Saumya Mani Tripathi, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Embodiment and Affect of New media in Resistance performance of Student Movements in India
As we enter the age where media is becoming an essential condition of technological beings, it becomes necessary to
examine its subconscious and sensory effects on the human body. The new articulation of the relationship between the
human and technology leads to the radical repositioning of affect and sensation in imagining the political. This turn to affect
configures a new discursive body is what Patricia T Clough calls the ‘bio mediated body‘. The biomediated body exposes how
digital technologies alter and expand subject matter of information itself into life producing a post biological body which
is at the threshold of empirical and virtual. This body is at the receiving end of power hierarchies of the physical world and
the informational control of the virtual. While digital activism employs activism on ground and through the virtual, it is still
subjected to the diverse ecosphere of the virtual world and cannot rescue the biomediated body to return to senses. The most
it can do is work towards a politicized media. However, this gesture of recording and transmitting news in student movements
generated new possibilities for solidarity across time and space as well as opened up a new domain for theatricality. With
growing technology when it has become impossible to separate and authenticate the real from the fake news- only the study
of affect and the awareness of impact of new media on our embodied senses can we strive towards generate progressive
political affective impact. With these concepts in mind, my paper focuses on configuration of this biomediated body and its
affective impact in the context of resistance performances. My case studies are resistance performances from FTII, HCU,
Occupy UGC and StandwithJNU student resistance movements of India for which virtual sites and new media was the most
significant site of resistance.
Saumya Mani Tripathi is a Phd scholar at School of Arts and Aesthetics, JNU, New Delhi. She is deeply invested in
interdisciplinary study of art forms and currently teaches at Asian Academy of Film and Television(AAFT), Noida. Her M.Phil
dissertation focused on politics and performance and the role of new media in contemporary resistance movements. Her PhD
area focuses on Trauma, Memory and Performance in Kashmir. She loves to travel and document cultural practices.
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Linan Xian, University of New South Wales
Stage Presence: Reimagining Calderon’s Life is a Dream in a contemporary
solo performance
This project investigates stage presence through a practical production – a solo performance adapted
from Calderon’s Life is a Dream for presentation to an international audience. Drawing on Merleau
Ponty’s phenomenology of perception, the phenomenon of stage presence that I explore is the
spectators’ perception of the actor’s drawing power in the immediate encounter between the actor
and the audience. Stage presence should neither be ascribed to anything other than the actor nor
should it isolate the actor from a relationship between the perceived and the perceiver in an immediate
environment. My investigation focuses on the strategies for intensifying stage presence in performance
rather than the development of presence as a stable quality in actors. Since stage presence is an everchanging phenomenon rather than a constant quality, it deserves examination and exploration from
a broader perspective. In order to explore how the actor’s presence is presented to the audience, I
locate my research within theatre praxis regarding strategies which manipulate the manifestation of
the actor’s presence. I particularly examine the creative process of the director Joseph Chaikin. Then I
look at theories and aesthetics with regard to presence from traditional Chinese theatre, the Japanese
director Tadashi Suzuki and the British director Peter Brook. I explore how to manipulate the spectators’
perception of the actor’s presence and what strategies of staging are useful for intensifying stage
presence when creating contemporary performance for an international audience.
Linan is undertaking her PhD research project about stage presence in UNSW and developing a new work
Life is a Dream in Australia and China. Trained as an actor, she has worked extensively as a professional
actor in China. She made her first debut and started to work with theatre companies in the second year
of university. Awards include the 7th Chinese Universities Shakespeare Festival Performance in Hong
Kong for the Winner of Best Supporting Performance, the 1st Hubei Arts Festival for Best Performance
Award, the 8th National Aesthetic Cultivation Exhibition for First Prize, etc.
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Yumi Hughes, University of Tokyo
Internet survey: What actors in Japan think about improvisation

in the world of the play, the character should be improvised. In order to express this, actors need to
acquire skills of improvisation. For example, in the Stanislavski system, a notable acting technique,
there are various training methods in improvisation. Meanwhile, in Japanese modern theatre, there
is no standardized method for training actors, mainly because theatrical schools and actor training
centers function independently of each other. It is unclear whether training in improvisation is given.
In this research, we conducted a survey on improvisation for Japanese actors (n = 255) through an
Internet questionnaire. The questions related to both rehearsal and performance and asked whether
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Theater is live communication between actors and audiences. Though the dialogue and events are set,

actors liked improvisation or not and how good at it they were or were not. They were also asked to give
their reasons. When we cross tabulated the results, the percentage of actors who positively answered
for rehearsal was 65% while on the stage was 32%. The actors who liked improvising and were good
in rehearsal tended to dislike it on stage. In addition, when analyzing the actors’ reasons by the KJ
method, we confirmed that there was a lack of skill and self-confidence, negative attitudes towards
improvisation, difficulties of relationship with coactors, incompetence of improvisation, emotional
states, relationship with the audience etc. In the future it is necessary to think about support methods to
improve actors’ improvisational skills.
Yumi Hughes is a PhD student (University of Tokyo) and teacher of Universities in Tokyo (Tamagawa Uni.,
Obirin Uni., Nippon Uni., Toho Gakuen.,etc). Her research topic is improvisation, acting, and creativity
from a Biomechanics and Cognitive Science approach. She has published some books such as Impro
Games (2002) and The guide of facilitation for impro workshop (2017), and translated some books in
English to Japanese such as Audition: Everything as actor needs to know to get the part . (1978, pub. As
ザ・オーディション , 2003) and A practical handbook for the actor (1986,pub. As 俳優のためのハン
ドブック , 2012). She is also an actor, winner of Best Actress (Stockholm) and Best Foreign Performer
(New Zealand) in 1998. She has performed and taught impro and acting for 20 years in 12 countries. In
2017 she directed “Theatresports™” for The League of Tokyo Theatrical Arts University. Seen by a 1000
people it was the biggest show of its kind in Japan.
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Zeynep Neslihan Arol Theis, Berlin University of the Arts
The Art of Meddah (Meddahlık): A Technique for the Decolonization?
The art of meddah was one of the popular forms of traditional theatre in Ottoman Empire prior to the
advent of the European-style theatre. Currently, it is seen as a dying traditional heritage of Turkish
theatre and was inscribed on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity
by UNESCO (2008). Meddah literally means panegyrist but the term is often associated to a comedic
storyteller in Turkey. As a historically urban popular form of performance, in close proximity to audience,
with no written text and being minimalist in its technical requirements, meddahlık was usually regarded
as a form of “low art” by Ottoman intellectuals in comparison to the Western theatre. The classification
of cultural products as “high” and “low” has mostly been to the advantage of cultural colonialists.
Uluç Esen adapted a “high art” text, Goethe’s Faust, by the means of a “low art” performance form.
With his modern meddah performance "Faust olan her şey buharlaşıyor", he attracts audiences since
2016. Esen also adapted the performance form itself by making use of contemporary technologies. By
claiming the role of meddah as a humble trickster and storyteller, he was able to tell a story, which was
often played by big ensembles with high budgets, for and with his audience in a modest and intimate
setting. He added comedic elements to the tragedy of Faust and even invited his audience to act as
play partners and thus rejected the categorizations of “high art” inherent in Goethe’s Faust by radically
decanonizing it. This paper will show, how his adaptation exemplifies the re-evaluation of a somewhat
forgotten performance form as a technique of cultural decolonization in an essentially urban milieu by
creatively embracing the elements of Western Drama and media technology that are among the reasons
of meddahlık’s downfall in the past.
Neslihan Arol finished her Master’s degree in Film and Drama Programme of Kadir Has University
(Istanbul) with a practice-based research on clowning from a feminist perspective and performed her
solo clown performance in several cities including Berlin, Helsinki, Toronto and Vienna. Currently, she is
a PhD student in the Faculty of Performing Arts at the Berlin University of the Arts, where she continues
her research on the intersection of feminism and comedy. Her research interests include gender studies,
political theatre, puppetry, audience reception in theatre and utopia in performance. She combines her
academic and artistic work as a multifaceted practitioner-researcher, who creates her own solo work in
clowning, stand-up comedy and meddahlık (a traditional storytelling form in Turkey). Apart from her solo
performances, she collectively created performances in Berlin with “gastkollektiv” and “Clowns ohne
Grenzen” over the last years. She also works as a voice artist, teaches clowning and continues to act
throughout Germany in the plays of “Bühne für Menschenrechte” based in Berlin.
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Theresa Schütz, Freie Universität Berlin
Affective Worldbuilding in Immersive Theatre

and performers together co-create environmental, ‘closed’ fictional worlds. Using the concept ‘affective
worldbuilding,’ I analyze the re-presented world of immersive theatre as an affective society in miniature
with regard to power relations and politics of belonging. I argue that each participant, with their own
specific affective dispositions, is inescapably complicit in the collaborative process of situational
affective worldbuilding. Furthermore, this concept presents a new methodological tool for research
into (in)dividual audience members’ embodied reception processes within immersive theatre. With this
object in mind, I propose an experimental—and as yet, relatively untested—methodology that brings
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Immersive theatre can be defined as a new genre of participatory performance in which spectators

together performance analysis and empirical social research. I will discuss this concept’s theoretical
and methodological limitations and potentials. A large-scale performance installation by Denmarkbased performance collective SIGNA will serve as an example to illustrate how immersive theatre not
only allows participants to experience techniques for forging feelings, institution-specific affective
regimes and habitualized repertoires of emotions, but also opens up a kind of laboratory in which these
phenomena can be observed and reflected upon in their social-relational structure.
Theresa Schütz is a theatre and performance scholar, research associate and PhD candidate working in
the CRC “Affective Societies” at the Freie Universität Berlin in Germany. She holds a bachelor’s degree in
German literature and cultural studies from Humboldt-Universität Berlin and a master’s degree in theatre
and performance studies from Freie Universität Berlin and Université Paris-8. Within the framework of the
research project “Reenacting Emotions. Strategies and Politics of Immersive Theatre”, her dissertation
focuses on the aesthetic and political dimensions of contemporary immersive theatre. Since 2013, she
has also written regular
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Neil Raymond Luck, University of York
The colloquial and international in the works of Miss Revolutionary Idol
Berserker
Miss Revolutionary Idol Berserker (MRIB) are an acclaimed experimental music-theatre company based
in Tokyo, yet touring internationally. Their performances, devised and directed by Toco Nikaido, combine
a seemingly chaotic panoply of visual and musical references drawing from contemporary Japanese
subcultures, as well as the historical Japanese avant-garde and classical Japanese music theatre
traditions. On it’s surface however, whether performed in the theatre, or in the streets MRIB’s work
specifically references (and palpably invokes) the Tokyo urban landscape in all it’s cultural syncretism.
MRIB’s performances subject culturally-loaded soundscapes and images to a violent form of postproduction [Bourriaud, 2002] and détournement to create theatrical experiences that actively confuse
and multiply interpretations. However, whilst the work is explicitly ‘Japanese’ and, superficially, almost
impenetrably colloquial, their performances resonate powerfully with international audiences (in recent
years they have presented acclaimed performances at major festivals in the UK, Germany, and the
Netherlands). By drawing on first hand interviews with the director, documentation of performances, and
international reviews this paper will examine the recent work of MRIB and it’s intercultural resonances,
framing their work within Hito Steyerl’s concept of the contextually unanchored, and high-speed ‘poor
image’ [Steyerl, 2009]. I will also examine MRIB’s complex relationship to historically exoticised views
of the Japanese avant-garde, and discuss how this has become a vital international dimension of their
work.
Neil Luck is a composer, performer and scholar currently completing a PhD at the University of
York, UK. His practice-led research focuses on the relationship of experimental music-theatre to
other interdisciplinary art forms. He has written for a range of soloists and ensembles in the UK and
abroad, and presented work at music venues, festivals and galleries internationally including the ICA,
Whitechapel Gallery, Tate Britain, Tate Modern, in Lithuania and Denmark as part of their Capital of
Culture celebrations, the Tokyo Experimental Festival, and MATA festival (USA). As a curator and producer
Neil has organised a number of events and festivals which reflect his interests in live performance. This
has included Notations and The Voice and Nothing More in collaboration with Sam Belinfante at the
Slade Research Centre, a mini festival held in an Old Police Station with squib-box, 2 festivals festival of
interactive and participatory live art at the Tate Britain, several radio programmes for BBC Radio 3, and
many more smaller concerts and happenings.
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Dance and Urban Choreographies
Chair: Nigel Stewart, Lancaster University

Jindeok Park, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
Perform/Doc/Dance: A practice as research project on the interplay between
live documentation and dance improvisation
This paper offers a new way of thinking about the interplay between documentation and dance
improvisation for dance artists who are interested in choreographing and performing in an improvisatory
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context. This aims to address documentation as a performance material that encourages the instant and
emergent qualities of dance improvisation. I expand scholarship on the liveness of improvised dance
performances from the 1960s that focus on the live experience through audience interaction. I criticise
this phenomenon, particularly investigating Hamilton’s “instant composition” and Hay’s “practice
consciousness”, as a limited way of revealing the significance of the complexities of time in improvised
dance performance. This presentation proposes how my praxis extends Auslander’s two documentation
categories, “documentary” and “theatrical”, by creating a new territory of documentation performance,
which I call Perform/Doc/Dance. Also, this focuses on presenting my four practical strategies for a new
performance structure, Perform/Doc/Dance of dance improvisation with live documentation – displaying
visual documents, exposing the reconstruction of the past, transformation through a repetitive structure,
and highlighting the act of documenting – which are articulated through a critical analysis of three
different versions of my own performance 'Trace Composition', which were presented at Collisions (Royal
Central School of Speech and Drama) in 2014–2016. In doing so, I apply different theoretical frameworks:
Franko’s “reenactment” (2018) and Schneider’s “performative repetition” (2012) to articulate the
reconstruction of past, and Deleuze’s “differential presence” and “becoming” (2002) in order to address
transformation as palimpsest.
Jindeok Park is a dancer, choreographer and currently involved with practice as research project in
dance improvisation and live documentation at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama (UK). After
graduating from Ewha Woman’s University in Seoul (Republic of Korea), she participated in EDge Dance
Company 2010 and completed her MA at London Contemporary Dance School (UK). She has danced
in and choreographed numerous dance pieces within improvised method, including ID’, performed at
the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in 2008 and ‘a Downpour’, presented at Resolution 2012 (Robin Harward
Theatre, London). Also, her article 'Translating Visual Art into Dance: Creating a Portrait through
Repetition and Accumulation' was published in Dance Research Journal of Korea in 2016.
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Niyanthri Muthuramalingam, University of Hyderabad
Designing of attire in Bharatanatyam dance - A journey from ethnic to global
culture
The art of dance manifests itself through literature, movement, music, and make-over. The element of a
make-over (Aharya), includes both make-up and costume. The factor of ‘Presentation’ of a ‘Performance’
include the components of techniques of dance and technicalities of the stage. Designing a performance
gives a significant position to costumes in Indian classical dance. Natyashastra, an ancient treatise on
dramaturgy, lists out costumes, Aharya, as one of the four Abhinaya (Caturvidaabhinaya) or modes of
expression. Bharatanatyam, a classical dance form from the southern part of India, originated in the
temples of South India. From the Temples of South India to the King’s court to the Naucch salon during
the British colonization to the proscenium stage, the journey of Bharatanatyam costumes can be clearly
marked as pre and post-independence of the country. The Aharya, ensemble, of the dance form has
transitioned beyond being a reflection of the regional culture to being a cultural identity in a global
context. Bhartanatyam has evolved in terms of visual presentation, to cater to the urban audience while
also meeting the needs of the traditional connoisseurs. This paper aims to throw light on the journey
of Bharatanatyam Aharya to the global front. The focal point of the paper will be the changes in the
design, material, stitching style, and accessories and the role of the urban audience’s aesthetics and
understanding while also decoding the role of contemporary issues, comfort and sophistication as a
deciding factor in designing a costume. The paper aims on elucidating the complementary relationship
between Aharya and the society.
Niyanthri M is a dance (Bharatanatyam) practitioner, researcher, and teacher. She is an alumnus of
Kalakshetra Foundation. She is at present a Ph.D. Scholar in the Department of Dance, S. N. School of Arts
and Communication, University of Hyderabad, India. She has performed nationally and internationally. the
focus of her doctoral research is on documenting costumes of Bharatanatyam from pre to post-revival of
the art form.
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Chai Ju Shen, Roehampton University
Body in the cities: imaging Taiwaneseness through urban choreographies

how dance and city interact with each other and how their relationships inform Taiwanese bodies.
Current Taiwanese contemporary dance scholarship predominately focuses on the choreographies and
bodies created by Cloud Gate Dance Theatre, addressing how dance represents colonialism, nationalism
and identity in the context of Taiwanese political and cultural dynamics. Rather than seeing dance
as a sociopolitical product, I am interested in how dance as a corporeal practice in urban landscape
facilitates the formation and transformation of Taiwanese identity (Taiwaneseness) through and by the
way of moving. With the conversation between dance and city, this research degeneralizes Taiwanese
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This research, derived from my Taiwanese diasporic experiences of living in different cities, examines

bodies and then complicates the conception of being a Taiwanese. Employing the non-representational
theory by Nigel Thrift, this research takes a close look at the artistic experiences of the new generation
Taiwanese choreographers after the Cloud Gate. I study Monday School, the first open contemporary
dance courses held on a specific site in the capital city, Taipei. It is organized by the dance company
called Les Petite Choses Production, founded in 2014 by an emerging female choreographer Yang, NaiXuan. Through the analysis of personal accounts from interview, my participation in the courses and
online resources, I argue that Taiwaneseness is practised through moving bodies beyond ideological
imperatives. These collective site-specific dancing experiences, by occupying and manipulating the
city, destabilize the seen differences and commonalities and speak volume of transformations of and
between dance, city, body and identity.
Chai-Ju Shen is a PhD student at the Drama, Theatre and Performance Department of the University
of Roehampton. Previously working at National Culture and Arts Foundation as a coordinator and an
advocate of performing arts in Taiwan, she has organized seminars and micro-theatres to facilitate
public access to performing arts in its most diverse forms. Travelling back and forth between the
receiving end as a promoter and the producing end as a dancer, she aspires to connect dance to
everyday life. With her diasporic Taiwanese experiences of living in different cities, she is now exploring
the meaning of dance along with Taiwanese identity in global places.
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Venkateswaran Seshadri, Jawaharlal Nehru University
A Street’s-Eye-View of the City: The When and Where in Chennai Kalai Kuzhu’s
Street Theatre
The conceptualising of veedhi-naadagam (“street theatre”) in Tamil Nadu during the late 1970s is
commonly seen as a kind of continuation from the many performance traditions, prevalent in the Tamizh
country, that come under the generic label “Koothu”, and, especially, “Terukoothu” which would roughly
translate as “street performance”. However, the post-Emergency period in India necessitated a new kind
of “street theatre” in Tamil Nadu. While influences like Samudaya, Badal Sircar’s “Third Theatre”, and so
on, were crucial in giving some Tamizh theatre enthusiasts a new outlook on theatre, the proclamation
of this new kind of (urban) drama as “veedhi-naadagam” has far deeper political meanings than the
generic label “street theatre” does. This is primarily due to the casteist connotations of “Teru” (in
“Terukoothu”) and the reclaiming of the street as a stage-space for politicisation and empowerment
exemplified by the “veedhi” in “veedhi-naadagam”. Chennai Kalai Kuzhu (henceforth, CKK), an amateur
theatre troupe founded in 1984, is one of the foremost and consistent parallel theatre troupes in Chennai,
Tamil Nadu. It began as a group of theatre enthusiasts, and is avowedly political in both its view and
practice of theatre. While its first performance, titled Naangal Varugirom (We are Coming), was a
proscenium play, CKK is equally renowned for its work with street theatre. My paper concerns these
open-air plays, focussing on their use of the street-space, and how this very specific kind of activity
exposes aspects of “the street” and its constitution within, and of, “the city”. While theoretical debates
concerning urbanisation, and narratives about and from cityscapes, often give expression to the lived
experience of people within urban environments, i will explore how street theatre, being both within the
urban landscape (having “the street” as its locale) and also within a temporarily re-moved space (as
theatre), explores and exposes the lived realities of “the city” from the eyes of “the street”. This paper
contends the above with reference to the plays Maanagar (The Big City), Muttru-p-Pulli (Full-stop),
Payanam (Journey), and Idam (Space), produced by CKK between 1991 and 2004.
Venkateswaran S. , is a PhD student in Theatre and Performance Studies at the school of arts and
Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India. His is presently working on theatre of
the marginalised specifically in the Tamizh context. His research interests include street theatre,
performance and political in social and cultural context, and in general, trends in Indian theatre since
1970's.
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Tsugumi Kondo, Waseda University
The Masses and the Individual on the Stage: Symphonic Ballet After Balanchine

masses and the individual. The symphonic ballet, which Russian choreographers originated in the
early 20th century and George Balanchine brought to perfection in the middle of the 20th century, was
intended to visualize music. Meanwhile, some Europe-based choreographers such as Maurice Béjart
and John Neumeier made symphonic ballet evolve into something quite new. Although each of their
works have different theme and idea, they show a common orientation which differs from Balanchine’s
purism. I will analyze the choreographic composition of Messe pour le Temps Futur (1984) by Béjart and
Turangalîla (2016) by Neumeier as examples, using the theoretical framework given by Stephanie Jordan
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This study aims to define a tendency of symphonic ballet since 1960s, focusing on expression of the

in her book Moving Music. In these works, corps de ballet appear as a miscellaneous crowd and embody
heterogeneity rather than unity. At the same time, a soloist dances meditatively like a monologue or solo
dance in American and German modern dance instead of showing balletic virtuosity. The relationship
between corps and a soloist can be seen as that between the masses and the individual in a modern city.
I would also like to discuss the significance of such sociological composition of ballet in the present age,
referring to essays on the metropolis and the masses by Walter Benjamin and Georg Simmel.
Tsugumi Kondo is a Ph.D. candidate at Waseda University. She received her M.A. in Theatre and Film
Arts from Waseda University, where she studied history of ballet and modern dance. She specializes in
contemporary ballet in Western Europe with a focus on John Neumeier’s works. Her current research
explores the diversification of narrative ballet and symphonic ballet from 1960s to the present day. Her
research interests include the influence of Japonism seen in contemporary ballet and dance works. She
has worked as an assistant editor of 60th Anniversary History of Asami Maki Ballet Tokyo published in
2016.
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SAMUEL BECKETT WORKING GROUP
ROOM 204
Chair: Trish McTighe, University of Birmingham

11:00-12:00
Mariko Hori Tanaka, Aoyama Gakuin University
Hamm's Ambivalent Feelings of Guilt in "Endgame," a Play about Post-catastrophe
When Judith Butler refers to Melanie Klein in her essay, “Survivability, Vulnerability, Affect,” she contends whether “the
question of survival precedes the question of morality; indeed, it would seem that guilt does not index a moral relation to the
other, but an unbridled desire for self-preservation.”1 In Endgame, Hamm, a survivor of an unknown calamity, exposes his
feeling of guilt toward the dead, such as Mother Pegg who was not buried properly, and a man who appears in his routine
storytelling as a pale and thin stranger who asked him whether he could provide bread for his child and take in the child.
Hamm’s habit of saying “Forgive me” to Clov, despite its cold offhand tone, also seems to stem from his guilt. However, his
remorse towards the dead other does not give him a chance to create “a moral relation to the other,” as is shown in his
treatment of the co-inhabitants—Nagg, Nell, and Clov. Accompanied with the survivor’s strong resistance and denial of what
has made him feel guilty, Hamm even gives up his family attachment. He behaves as if he did not care what happened in
the past, either obsessed with trivial things at present or with stories that would alleviate his pain. It could be what Adorno
calls the “principle of inertia,” that is, “the form of consciousness and mind which adapts itself to the world as it is.”3 This
paper, especially focusing on Hamm’s ambivalent feelings of guilt, will discuss how Beckett, through his drama, ironizes
a survivor’s “evil” (again from Adorno)4 inability to think under post-catastrophic, traumatic situations. 1 Butler, Judith,
Frames of War: When Is Life Grievable? London: Verso, 2010, 45. 2 Adorno, Theodor W. Metaphysics: Concept and Problems,
Ed. Rolf Tiedemann, Trans. Edmund Jephcott, Stanford: Stanford UP, 2001, 113 & 115. 3 Ibid, 115.4 Ibid.
Mariko Hori Tanaka is Professor at Aoyama Gakuin University, Japan. She is the author of "Beckett Pilgrimage" (Sanseido)
and "Revised Versions of Waiting for Godot: Beckett as Director"(Fujiwara Shoten; received the 28th Yoshida Hidekazu Award
for the best critical essay in arts published in 2017-2018), both in Japanese. She co-edited "Samuel Beckett and Pain"
(Rodopi) and "Samuel Beckett and trauma" (Manchester University Press) in English as well as published many essays on
Beckett and other contemporary playwrights both in English and Japanese. The most recent published essay (translated into
French by Llewellyn Brown) is in "La Revue des lettres modernes 2018-6."

12:00-12:30
General discussion / emergent themes
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ROOM 311

COLLECTIVE & INDIVIDUAL / DRAMATURGY
Chair: TING ZHANG, University of Sydney

Sarah Grochala, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
1983: The Performance of Grief and Nationalism in Contemporary Polish Drama
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This paper will examine the politics of structures of collective and personal grief inscribed within Polish culture, which
permeate art, the media and everyday life in contemporary Poland. The paper will focus on Agnieszka Holland’s recent
Netflix drama '1983'. In '1983', Holland imagines an alternative reality for Poland. In this alternative present, the Iron
Curtain never fell because of a wave of bombings in 1983, which tightened Poland’s communist government’s grip on
power preventing the rise of the Solidarity movement. The programme imagines this alternative Poland as a bleakly
authoritarian left-wing state. Building on the methodologies outlined in my monograph 'The Contemporary Political Play'
(Bloomsbury, 2017), this paper will explore parallels between the history of the fictional Poland presented in 1983 and
the rise to power of the ultra-conservative nationalist PiS party in real Poland in 2015. It will examine the ways in which
a collective tragedy fuelled the creation of authoritarian states in both the real and the fictional Poland and consider
the ways in which rituals related to the expression of collective grief create a fertile ground for breeding nationalism. It
will explore how Holland’s portrayal of a fictional left-wing authoritarian state productively critiques the rise of rightwing authoritarianism in contemporary Poland through a series of parallels and dissonances between real and fictional
worlds. In doing so, it will offer suggestions for productive dramaturgical strategies that can be utilised to resist the
current rise of right-wing populism across Europe.
Sarah Grochala is Senior Lecturer Writing for Theatre at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, where she
leads the MA/MFA in Writing for Stage and Broadcast Media. Her research examines the use of dramatic structure
in contemporary plays and the relationship between these structures and the social and political structures of
late capitalist society. Her PhD thesis was joint second prize winner of the 2014 CDE Award. Her monograph, 'The
Contemporary Political Play' (Bloomsbury 2017), was shorlisted for the 2018 TaPRA Early Career Research Prize. She was
recently awarded a British Academy Rising Star Engagement Award for a project examining the lack of contemporary
European drama in translation on British stages in the run up to Brexit. As a playwright, her plays include 'S-27'
(Finborough Theatre, London 2009; Griffin Theatre, Sydney 2010; Annex Theatre, Toronto 2012), which won the Amnesty
International/iceandfire Protect the Human Playwriting Competition. Her most recent play 'Star Fish' was shortlisted
for the 2016 Nick Darke Award. From 2012-2016, she was an associate artist with the theatre company Headlong. She
is currently a senior reader for Theatre 503 and co-ordinates the English Committee of the Eurodram network, which
promotes the translation of contemporary European plays.
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Duška Radosavljević, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
Gig Theatre – Between a Play, a Concert, and an Immersive Experience
This paper will explore the newly emerging form of live performance often referred to in the UK as 'gig
theatre'. This type of work is characteristic for both solo performers (Kate Tempest, Chris Brett Bailey,
Kieran Hurley) and ensembles (Middle Child, Rash Dash, Little Bulb). As such, the work referred to as gig
theatre can be seen as being rooted in the spoken word as well as new writing and devised performance,
and its specific form of engaging the audience in a live event via the aural effect also arguably lands it
into the territory of immersive performance. The paper will trace some potential genealogies of this work
which transcends the pre-existing binaries of text-based and devised theatre in the English-speaking
world, and will try to place it within a broader cultural context.
Duska Radosavljevic is a writer, dramaturg and academic based at the Royal Central School of Speech
and Drama. Duska is the author of Theatre-Making: Interplay Between Text and Performance in the 21st
Century and editor of The Contemporary Ensemble and Theatre Criticism: Changing Landscapes. She has
authored numerous academic articles for journals and book collections and is a regular contributor to
The Stage Newspaper, Exeunt and The Theatre Times. As a dramaturg, Duska has worked in the UK for
Northern Stage, NSDF and Almeida Theatre in among others.
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WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Jane Milling, University of Exeter
‘The Fourth Estate’: Mobs and Multitudes on Eighteenth-Century English
Stages
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HISTORIOGRAPHY WORKING GROUP

The mob was a term coined in popular usage around the 1688 English ‘Glorious Revolution’ and
pejoratively defined through those urban organisations and settings that, paradoxically, have been said
to herald the emergence of an eighteenth-century political public sphere - the tavern, the newspaper,
and the theatre. Indeed, Henry Fielding was keenly aware of the force of politically-alert commoners,
and rues the neglect of ‘our political writers… [in] passing by in silence that very large and powerful
body which form the fourth estate in this community ... The Mob.” (Covent Garden Journal 1752). The
early eighteenth century is a moment, Tony Fisher argues, that the stage was becoming more embroiled
in a self-regulating governmentality, as “moral panic and concerns over the immorality of the stage
are directed by governmental discourses, motivated in turn by the emergence of an ever-expanding
urban and suburban population … that give rise to the question of how to govern the population. It is
a question that is encapsulated, during this period, in the formation of a specific object, the protean
multitude.” (Fisher 2017, 48). Yet the theatres of the eighteenth century continued to present, or attempt
to present, the presence of groups of politically motivated commoners – mobs – on stage. This short
provocation asks what the performative force of the politically active ‘mob’ was in the repertoire of 18th
century British theatre, and how shifting images of the political ‘mob’ became significant moments in
performance on multiple stages beyond the London patent houses.
Professor Jane Milling is Head of the Drama Department at the University of Exeter. She has just
completed a collaborative project looking at the history and practices of amateur theatre in the UK, The
Ecologies of Amateur Theatre (Palgrave 2018), and has been working with interdisciplinary colleagues
looking at questions of cultural value and people’s everyday creative practices.
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Ewa Partyga, Institute of Art, Polish Academy of Sciences
To be or not to be provincial? Paradoxes of drama and theatre histories in
Poland
Provincial touring was undoubtedly the essential part of the theatrical life on the territory of Poland
in 19th century. Yet the history of Polish theatre has been written mainly as the history of major
permanent theatres in Warsaw, Cracow, Lvov, later in Poznan or Lodz. The fulfilled or unfulfilled dream
about finding a way from a provincial troupe to a permanent theatre in city can be traced in the
biographies of the majority of 19th century actresses and actors. In the critical idiom of the century
the provincial or parochial acting/theatre became a synonym of nonprofessional and low-quality
acting/theatre as well as a symbol of a bad taste. Paradoxically enough, at the same time Polish
drama was glorifying quiet life in the province while demonizing life in the cities. In a short essay (2000
words) I would like to investigate an intricate set of values hidden in the binary opposition between
provincial and urban. I would also seek to develop a set of questions that can help to describe how the
paradoxes inscribed in this binary opposition shaped the narratives of Polish theatre historiography.
Associate Professor and Head of Theatre Department at the Institute of Art, Polish Academy
of Sciences, Warsaw. Research interests: cultural and social theatre history (XIX-XX century),
comparative drama, Henrik Ibsen, contemporary drama. Author of the books: Chór dramatyczny w
poszukiwaniu tożsamości teatralnej (2004) [The Dramatic Chorus in Search of Theatrical Identity],
Wiek XIX. Przedstawienia (2016) [Nineteenth Century. Performances], Ibsenowskie konstelacje.
Ćwiczenia w patrzeniu i czytaniu (2016) [Ibsen in Constellations.Exercices in Looking and Reading].
Recently published “A Second Polish Nora. Gabriela Zapolska in Search of Her Own Ibsen” Ibsen
Studies vol. 18 (2018, no 1), 61-109.

EMBODIED RESEARCH WORKING GROUP
ROOM 103
The embodied research working group uses its scheduled sessions to explore
methods of embodied and multimedial exchange. These may feature the
work of some wg members or may be open-ended with multiple types of
participation. Our sessions do not usually center around the reading of papers.
Iftr attendees are invited to join: please come with an open mind regarding
diverse modes of presence and participation.
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OPEN SESSION
CURATED WORKSHOP SUB-GROUP
Orestes Estanquero, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Citizens empowered (workshops-performances and researches about theatrical acting
of real people)
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PERFORMANCE AS RESEARCH

Citizens Empowered will be composed by two brief choral theatrical performances “without spectators”. Both will
be designed/rehearsed on stage, as workshops, by real citizens from Shanghai (and by PaR members as participantwitnesses) empowered as scenic performers. Citizens Empowered will be also a practice-led research. The first brief
performance can be called Harmonizing a collective future step (It’s the answers of the participants in a theatrical
frame about some hot spots of their own reality as citizens). The second one can be called Predicting a future street
manifestation (It’s the reporting and documenting of the same team of participants, using different strategies and in
couple of minute, about the “real manifestation” that will take place in Athens the next year: 2020. The prediction will
be supported by the current reality of the participants as citizen of the global village, as a future projection of that
reality). A research will be emerging from Citizens Empowered, will be emerging an approach to the nature of the
choral performance in the theater of real people (Garde and Mumford: 2015), specifically to the choral performance
oriented towards the future. And, finally, the Performance as Research (PaR) method will be established. With this
approach, the following question will be answered: How can the PaR be applied as a method to decolonize research?
Later on, the members of PaR, the participant-witnesses, will be invited to think about the connections between the
base of the paradigm of performative research (Haseman: 2006) and the basis of the new paradigm of theatrical
performance - paradigm of which the choral performances of real people in Citizens Empowered will be just a sample
among others-.
Orestes Pérez Estanquero (b. 1962, Habana, Cuba) is an artist and a PhD candidate (Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona, UAB). He earned a degree in Dramatic Art (1985) and a Master degree in Arts (2002) at the Universidad de
las Artes de Cuba (ISA). As an actor he has played, among others characters, Prospero in Otra Tempestad by Teatro
Buendía at Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre and Fidel in the Argentinean movie Hasta la Victoria Siempre. He worked as
theatre director, among other companies, with Semaver Kumpanya: in Chamaco (2006). In Cuba he taught from pregrade (as teacher of drama at International School of Havana) to graduate and post graduate university courses (as
Senior Adjunct Professor at ISA). He has participated in several festivals: Perth, Cadiz, Edinburgh, etc. His research
focuses on the areas of theory and practice of acting. He has published in theatre journals such as Assaig de Teatre,
Gestos, etc. He has presented his research in the Annual Conferences of the IFRT (Belgrade, 2018 as member of
WGPAR; Warwick, 2014 and Barcelona, 2013) and in different scientific conferences (Madrid 2018; Brno, 2017; Malta,
2016; etc.). He is a member of the National Union of Artists and Writers of Cuba.
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Michal Friedlander, Tel Aviv University
Staging Voice
The medium of opera is in a state of radical redefinition and self-critique, revitalizing itself through
the search for ways it might replace itself. It has become hybrid, genre-blurred and diffused within
post-dramatic forms -- performance art, inter-media, HD live, conceptual art, physical theatre, visual
theatre, installation, and the like. Within this instability I explore its voices. That is, I consider what it
might be to stage what opera has become today, so that its latest experiments and innovations reflect
an investment in the voice. I engage in what it might mean to bring out voices’ refractions in other
dimensions of signification comprising a performance: to fashion listening (pace, echo) body, motion,
image, space, light, time, visualization— as emanations of voice. I take staging to also imply questions
about how we engage in writing about our staging, our performance modes and our practices. How
might we mark singing? My case study is Ficarra and Wittington’s The Empress’s Feet (1996) (link
below). It is work for one unaccompanied voice, as if it were a limit of what could be conceived as
operatic. It possesses, through the voice, an almost hallucinatory force, and it invokes images, places,
and movement that can be explored as emanations of the voice alone. Unfolding as a state hovering
between wakefulness and sleep, The Empress’s Feet recounts scenes of sleepwalking in which a
strange bond is established between voice and the wandering body. Its staging reflects this state
of dissociation of the voice from the body, and of the voice’s power over the body, intensified by an
invisible voice, and performers, among them an acrobat, whose hanging and walking in midair mirrors
the hallucinatory force possessed by the voice. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OYtN3fD9xo
Professor Michal Grover Friedlander is the head of the Musicology program in the Buchmann-Mehta
School of Music at Tel Aviv University, Israel. Her book publications include Vocal Apparitions: The
Attraction of Cinema to Opera (Princeton, 2005) and Operatic Afterlives (Zone, 2011). Her manuscript
Staging the Voice is under consideration at Oxford University Press. She has published several articles,
among them “Voice” in The Oxford Handbook of Opera (Oxford, 2014). Grover Friedlander is also the
artistic manager of the opera group Ta Opera Zuta specializing in contemporary opera and music
theatre. She has directed in Israel, Italy, Germany and Japan.
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Reflecting on a series of independent and collaborative performance iterations and pedagogic
practices in India and South Africa between 2014 and 2018, 'These Letters' offers a relational
notemaking on the potentials of decoloniality through PaR. It attempts through mixed-media and
performance to unpack key questions on what might constitute decolonial practice in artistic research
and reflects on the particular value of PaR as a method in decolonial research. It also unpacks 'failed'
collaborations as it reconsiders what learning in this context could mean. 'These Letters' is shaped by
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Manola Gayatri, Ambedkar University Delhi
These Letters: reflections on PaR and decoloniality

letters sent, unsent, replies, further correspondence and creative utterances that emerge through this
process. A curated workshop that engages with this work is proposed as a further attempt to co-think
the question of PaR and decoloniality.
Dr. Manola K. Gayatri is Visiting Faculty at Ambedkar University Delhi and Postdoc Fellow at Drama
For Life, Witwatersrand University Johannesburg. Convenor of the Performance-As-Research
Working Group and founder of Scribe Rites. Interests include decolonial pedagogies, physical theatre,
performance poetry and texts, embodied research, anarcho-feminist/ queer imaginaries, rural-urban
synergies.
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Walmeri Ribeiro, Fluminense Federal University
AT Home
AT Home is an experimental research-creation inserted in the field of Performance art in dialogue
with the climate change and environmental questions, particularly, the social impact of it in the
contemporary society, this project is based on performative actions-creation among artists, local
community and scientists. Methodologically founded in collaborative practices, the activities of
this project consist of artistic residencies (with local community participation), artworks, urban
intervention, exhibition and publish. Developed in two municipalities that compose the Guanabara Bay
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, this project is part of Sensitive Territories Project ( www.territoriossensiveis.
com), and it objectives to reconnect the people with the place where they live, take caring the
domestic waste. And, consequently, the water pollution. The proposition here is to re-imagine a more
sustainable world, and provide space for different perspectives within the sustainability discussion,
and to stimulate and inspire communities to use sustainable materials and resources within their own
contexts and practices. Therefore, my proposal to PaR group is to present and share this experience
and to think about the power of performance art and the potential of processual acts to change the
reality and connections between Human and nature. Believing that art has the ability to contribute
effectively to destabilization of hegemonic thinking and habits of the relation of men with and to
Nature and, above all, of the implications of this relation, we are working in some interventions to
extend, from artistic actions, discussions about waste and water pollution and its impacts to a wider
audience, in order to cooperate with the production of paradigmatic changes in behavior and in the
relationship between men and nature, changes that are urgent in the contemporary world.
Walmeri Ribeiro is artist, professor and researcher. She was visiting artist-researcher at Department of
Fine Arts, Concordia University (Montreal|Canadá), and she is an associate professor at Universidade
Federal Fluminense | Rio de Janeiro| Brazil. Having background in performance Art and media studies,
her interest as artist and researcher is on the relationship between Performance, Media Art and,
environmental issues. She developed her PhDʼs research at the Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São
Paulo (PUC/SP) and her Master in Arts at Universidade Estadual de Campinas (UNICAMP/SP). Based
in Rio de Janeiro|Brazil, she is also professor of the Graduated Program in Arts of the Universidade
Federal Fluminense| UFF, where she coordinates the BrisaLAB – Laboratory of Performance, Media Art
and Environmental issues. She is a member of Anthropocene Campus – HKW|Berlin|Alemanha and Cocoordinator of the project “Cities Can Fly” (DFG|Germany- HafenCity University). Author of the book
“Poéticas do Ator no Cinema Contemporâneo” (Intermeios, 2014), and co-author of the books “Arte
e seus territórios Sensiveis” (Intermeios, 2014) and “Arte e seus percursos Sensiveis” (Intermeios,
2016), she has written papers that are published in academic journals and collections in Brazil and
abroad.
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ROOM 101
General Panel Participants: Qing Qing, Chiayi Seetoo
Rosemary Candelario, Texas Woman's University
Butoh, Urbanism, and the Draw of the Rural
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CHOREOGRAPHY AND CORPOREALITY
WORKING GROUP

Butoh developed alongside the Japanese avant-garde in late 1950s and early 60s Japan as a decidedly
urban practice nurtured in the nooks and crannies of Tokyo’s underbelly, from burlesque clubs to avantgarde theaters. Hijikata Tatsumi and his early collaborators--including Kazuo and Yoshito Ohno, Kasai
Akira, Ishii Mitsutaka, and Nakajima Natsu--were interested in arousing intense reactions in their
audiences that could unsettle the sanitized urban and industrial Japanese society then being promoted
by government and business interests alike. However this inherently urban orientation of butoh was
complicated by Hijikata’s project with photographer Eikoh Hosoe in the rural northern province of
Tohoku from 1965-68, (exhibited in 1968 and then published that year as Kamaitachi). The mythic and
wicked photos staged near Hijikata’s home town in the bitter cold northern rural region of traditional
rice cultivation quickly came to symbolize for viewers of the photos and audiences of Hijikata’s dances
a “return to Tohoku,” one which Hijikata mined for new choreographic ideas and movement vocabulary
until his early death in 1986. Despite the fact that Hijikata was far less interested in exploring the actual
Tohoku in his dance than he was excited by the idea(s) of the region and how those could be used to
inspire a new approach to the dancing body, his orientation to Japan’s rural north as idea, even as
he remained firmly established in Tokyo, continues to resonate through butoh practices in Japan and
internationally. This paper examines the urban/rural, avant-garde/“natural” tensions in butoh’s history
and traces selected trajectories of these tensions in contemporary butoh practice, particularly outdoor,
site-specific, and rural workshops and performances. The discussion is contextualized in discourses of
the urban and rural that coincided with butoh’s first embrace of the rural, as well as subsequent ideas
about the relationship between bodies and their environment.
Rosemary Candelario is a scholar, educator, and performer who specializes in the Japanese avant-garde
movement form butoh, Asian American dance, dance and ecology, site-related performance, and arts
activism. She is the author of Flowers Cracking Concrete: Eiko & Koma’s Asian/American Choreographies
(Wesleyan University Press 2016) and the co-editor of the Routledge Companion to Butoh Performance
(Routledge 2018). She has published articles in Dance Research Journal, Choreographic Practices,
the Journal of Theatre, Dance and Performance Training, The Scholar and Feminist Online, and The
International Journal of Screendance. Rosemary earned a PhD in Culture and Performance from UCLA
and is Associate Professor of Dance at Texas Woman’s University. www.rosemarycandelario.net
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Alexandra Kolb, University of Roehampton
Dance, Urbanism and the Everyday
Dancers perform in the aisles of moving buses, pensioners execute mundane actions in everyday clothes
on chairs bolted to urban house facades. Contemporary choreography invokes the everyday in manifold
forms, with a legacy reaching back to 1960s American postmodern dance. Yet scholarship has almost
entirely overlooked this phenomenon. What is the artistic and socio-political significance of dance that
references the everyday? This paper examines choreographic practices which foreground spheres of
life typically beneath our notice – the invisible and the ordinary – with specific regard to the link between
the everyday and urbanism. It investigates how 21st-century chorographies have been deployed to
criticise effects of urbanisation, and offer new alternative ways of conceptualising and visualising cities.
German choreographer Angie Hiesl’s 'Dressing the City' (2011) creates sites for dance and ludic play
within global urban centres, and I argue that the work reverberates Lefebvre’s (1996) ‘right to the city’
which problematised the appropriation of urban spaces by capitalist economic forces. In Headlong Dance
Theatre’s 'This Town is a Mystery' (2012), Philadelphian households perform life stories in domestic
homes to protest against the experience of social isolation engendered by urban heterogeneity. Martin
Nachbar ('The Walk', 2013) invites audiences on pedestrian tours reminiscent of the Situationists and
de Certeau’s work, construing walking as a form of creative resistance against the city’s official order.
These works’ socially critical potential will be illuminated and assessed against a theoretical framework
drawing on dance analysis, and discourses on the everyday in philosophy (Lefebvre, de Certeau) and
sociology (Highmore, Scott, Goffmann).
Alexandra Kolb is Professor of Dance at the University of Roehampton. She previously held positions at
Middlesex University London, Otago University (New Zealand), and the Northern School of Contemporary
Dance. She is the author of Performing Femininity: Dance and Literature in German Modernism (2009)
and many scholarly articles and book chapters, and the editor of Dance and Politics (2011). She is a
recent recipient of the Marlis Thiersch Prize (2017), the Gertrude Lippincott Award (2014), a British
Academy/Leverhulme Grant (2015), and a Harry Ransom Fellowship (2013/2014). She is Reviews Editor
for Dance Research and sits on the Executive Committee of the SDR.
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This thesis examines the current conditions for performance–based artists in Shanghai, as a result of the shifting dynamics
between space, system and performance itself. The term ‘performance’ in this context refers to artistic performance, with
a focus on independent artists with experimental approaches to creating corporeal works that can be considered dance,
theater and multi-media performance. Shanghai is a bustling multi-cultural city, which has spent significant government
funding on developing the arts. However, it is still a city where the arts are subject to scrutiny from the local government,
and its restrictions regarding censorship. Performance in particular, is a powerful medium in conveying individualistic or
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Anneliese Chareck, Shanghai Theatre Academy
The Politics of Space: Creating Independent Performance In Shanghai’s Niche Scene

political beliefs. Local artists must play by certain rules in order to present their work in any of the arts institutions set up with
permission from the powers that be. As a result, artists working more experimentally are in a sense homeless, at least they
have no small stage spaces or theaters available for their work. As a result, they have migrated to alternative spaces to keep
their work alive.
In the past three years, there have been developments in spaces dedicated to performance, such as with the opening of Ming
Contemporary Art Museum (McaM 明当代美术馆 ) and Shanghai International Dance Center ( 上海国际舞蹈中心 ).However,
even museums and galleries dedicated to experimental performance, as McaM is, still restrict performers. These limitations
will be discussed via interviews with employees at these and similar arts institutions supporting performance. The unique
landscape of performance spaces in Shanghai available to independent artists, and how the availability or unavailability of
these spaces have influenced the independent performance art form as a whole.
I will discuss how various artists are approaching the idea of ‘space’ in different ways and how this has created a unique
atmosphere of ‘experimental performance’ unique to Shanghai. I will do so by presenting information taken from interviews
with artists who use space and movement in varying ways. I will delve deeper into the example of one artist in particular who
can be considered a key person in the niche scene in Shanghai, Xiao Ke 小 柯 , also a founding and central member of the
long-standing avant-garde performance collective, Zuhe Niao Collective 组 合 嬲 . I use the work of these artists to create a
discussion on the topic of ‘space’ and its necessity for artists working in performance. Additionally, I discuss how the idea of
traditional theater space has been expanded upon to encompass a broader range of places that can be used for performance
in Shanghai.
Anneliese Charek is an artist, dance educator and arts facilitator. She has dedicated herself to creating grassroots initiatives
to incubate independent arts and artists in Shanghai. A Los Angeles Native, she graduated from California Institute of the Arts,
before joining the Li Chiao Ping Dance company. She founded SLATE contemporary dance company in 2014, and was cofounder the independent art space Basement 6 collective. IN THE FLESH was created in 2015 as a platform for independent
artists creating experimental dance, theater and multi-media performance work. IN THE FLESH addresses the issue of space
available for staging performance-based work in Shanghai, and attempts to act as a bridge between independent artists and
spaces to present their work by creating intangible ‘theaters’ within alternative spaces. As Shanghai is a city with limited
incubators available to emerging performance artists, this series is an opportunity to stage work that may not otherwise get
shown.
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MUSIC THEATRE WORKING GROUP
ROOM 107
Chair: Marcus Tan, Nanyang Technological University Singapore

Laura MACDONALD, University of Portsmouth
Wonders like I've never seen: The musical theatre dramaturgy of urban America
In the musical Wicked (2003), set in the fantasy world of Oz, Glinda and Elphaba ecstatically sing about spending “one short
day in the Emerald City.” They delight in the excitement and variety of the urban setting, in a city that is decidedly based on an
American urban environment. Like so many American musicals, Wicked has circled the globe, and consequently circulated the
Emerald City, to audiences throughout Europe, Asia, and beyond. This paper explores the range of urban American settings that
have helped to define musical theatre dramaturgy, to suggest they have a powerful function as American musicals circulate
outside the United States. Reflecting on representations of New York City and other American centres in musicals such as
West Side Story (1957), Annie (1977), and In the Heights (2008), I posit that whether replicated from an original Broadway
production, or re-conceived by foreign creative teams, American urban settings help recruit spectators to American ideology,
and promote future ticket purchases, travel, and even immigration. Focussing on the post-World War II period and countries
that have been occupied or strongly influenced by the United States (Germany, Austria, Japan, the Philippines, South Korea, and
Japan), I explore what makes cities such rich foundations for American musical theatre story-telling. Examining music, lyrics,
dialogue, choreography, staging, design, and marketing, this paper traces the depth and detail of urban American dramaturgy.
Whether the iconic sights represented in Wonderful Town (1953) and Annie, or the sounds of rap and hip hop in In the Heights,
urban ingredients have contributed to American musicals' appeal abroad. While urban settings often facilitate musical theatre
characters' adventures, romances, or rags-to-riches climbs, examples such as West Side Story and Newsies (2012) will also
help illustrate the racism, violence, and poverty that also define urban America. In addition, foreign audiences typically visit
urban theatres to experience American musicals, so the dialogue between American cities and global performance sites from
Berlin to Shanghai will reveal how urban sights and sounds contribute to musicals' universal legibility while preserving an
American authenticity.
Dr. Laura MacDonald is Senior Lecturer in Musical Theatre at the University of Portsmouth. She previously lectured in American
Studies and Theatre Studies at the University of Groningen (the Netherlands). Her articles have appeared in Performance
Research, Theatre Research International, L'Annuaire théâtral, Studies in Musical Theatre, American Theatre, and The Journal
of American Drama and Theatre. She has contributed essays to iBroadway: Musical Theatre in the Digital Age (2017), The
Cambridge Companion to the Musical, 3rd edition (2017), and The Methuen Critical Companion to the American Stage Musical
(2017). She is completing a monograph investigating the making and marketing of long-running Broadway musicals. With
William A. Everett, she edited The Palgrave Handbook of Musical Theatre Producers (2017). With Everett and Ryan Donovan,
she is editing The Routledge Companion to Musical Theatre (forthcoming in 2021). She has held an AHRC fellowship at the
Shanghai Theatre Academy in China and a British Council fellowship at Ewha Womans University in Seoul, South Korea. She
is the International Secretary of the American Theatre and Drama Society, and a past chair of the Music Theatre/Dance Focus
Group of the Association for Theatre in Higher Education.
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In re-imagining the U.S. American Civil War (1861-1865), music theatre and musical theatre creators
often craft their work in traditional and hegemonic molds of historical and theatrical story-telling of this
conflict: either by a culmination of action into the eventual reconciliatory gestures between Northern and
Southern soldiers or through the escaped captive narrative, both of which are grounded, in practice, in
rural landscapes, such as the plantation, the homestead, and the swamp. There is one notable exception:
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Christine SNYDER, CUNY Graduate Center
A War Without Cities: Urban Histories and Rural Nostalgias in the U.S. Civil War
Musical

Paula Vogel’s 2012 musical play, A Civil War Christmas, which actively engages with the problems and
promises of the urban – in this case, Washington, DC, the location of several vignettes, both comic (Mary
Todd Lincoln’s search for a Christmas tree) and desperately serious (a young illiterate slave girl attempts
to negotiate the cityscape without knowing her left from her right). In this paper, I examine the opening
John Wilkes Booth segment in Stephen Sondheim’s Assassins (1990) and the contrasting voices of Booth
(rural) and the Balladeer (urban) and rural nostalgias and individualistic sentiments in Gary Geld and
Peter Udell’s Shenandoah (1974-5) and Frank Wildhorn’s The Civil War (1999), in contrast with Vogel’s
depiction of the Civil War as an urban and, therefore, collective concern. In doing so, I question popular
culture’s dominant re-tellings of Civil War history as a rural (and Southern) conflict, when the histories
of the metropolitan war, including the capture of New Orleans, the New York City Draft Riots, and the
burning of Atlanta, are so complicated and rich.
Christine Snyder is a student in the CUNY Graduate Center Theatre and Performance PhD program,
writing on the Civil War in musical theatre and popular culture. She has worked on Broadway in the
front-of-house for twenty-two years.
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SCENOGRAPHY WORKING GROUP
ROOM 208
SCENOGRAPHIC SPACES OF REFLECTION AND THE SENSES
Chair: Nebojša Tabački, Freelance scenographer

Meggan Gina Rollandi, Massey University, New Zealand
Intermedial scenographic environments as sites for collective reflection and
alternative multimedia urbansims
“There's the story, then there's the real story, then there's the story of how the story came to be told.
Then there's what you leave out of the story. Which is part of the story too.” (Atwood) Utilising Actual
Fact (Rollandi & MacKinnon) as a case study this paper considers the intermedial nature of theatre
(Balme) as a site to reimagine individual and collective experiences of physical and digital space.
Drawing on Sara Ahmed’s research around orientation as a way of acknowledging and describing
difference, Actual Fact immersed audiences in a multi-sensory event that explored how we engage
with dominant social and political narratives through an embodied experience of collective recollection.
Actual Fact (2018) explored accessibility, considering physical impairment to race, gender, and
economic factors and how these shift our experience of the world and our ability to impact the dominant
narratives. The scenography considered the sound, light, space, video, costume and performer body for
the particular modes of perception and representation offered by each discrete media. The theatrical
event moved between sonic, light and video installation and live performance, where the combination
of media offered accessible ways to experience information, sensitive to the range of individual
orientations present in an audience group. Our relationship to the urban environment is increasingly
informed and mediated by the physically separate experiences of digital spaces. Can the multiplicity of
media and the intermedial experience of scenographic environments offer spaces for a shared multimedia urbanism, a site for collective reflection or consideration of disembodied interactions with
digital information? This paper considers the possibilities of the collective, multi-sensory experience of
memory and recollection as a tool to address the dominant narratives that define which part of a story
is told and our ability to impact that narrative. -Atwood, Margaret. (2013) MaddAddam: a Novel. Random
House Large Print. -Rollandi, Meg and MacKinnon Isobel. (2018). Actual Fact [direction, performance and
video design].Duration 75mins.STAB 2018 Commission, BATS Theatre, Wellington NZ. -Christopher Balme
(2008) Surrogate Stages: Theatre, Performance and the Challenge of New Media, Performance Research,
13:2, 80-91, DOI: 10.1080/13528160802639342
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Meg Rollandi is an award-winning performance designer, researcher and artist working in live
internationally including Australia, the UK, China and South Korea. Meg is a lecturer in Spatial Design
at Massey University. In 2018 Meg co-directed and co-designed Actual Fact with Isobel MacKinnon, the
2018 STAB commission, designed Force Field at the Auckland Fringe, winning Best Overall Production
and The Auckland Live award for her performance design. Set design for Burn Her, co-creation &
performance design for Yorick! and performance design for Medusa at Circa Theatre all three shows
were prestigious Matchbox Seasons at Q Theatre, Auckland. In 2017 Meg designed My Best Dead Friend
(Best of Fringe, Melbourne Fringe Tour Ready awards New Zealand Fringe Festival 2018, Summerhall
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art, installation, video, theatre and dance. Her work has toured festivals around New Zealand and

Award Melbourne Fringe) and the STAB Lab commission The Performance Lab. Her installation ‘a
machine’ was a finalist in the DINZ Best Awards. In 2016 Meg created works for The NZ Festival, The
Performance Arcade, and PARKing Day. She exhibited in the NZ National Exhibit at PQ 2015. Meg was the
Weta Workshop Set Designer of the Year at Wellington’s Chapman Tripp Theatre Awards 2014, for WATCH
(2014 STAB) which she designed and co-directed. She has presented work at the Performance Arcade
2013-2017.
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Tal Itzhaki-Oz, Academy of Performing Arts, Tel Aviv, Israel
Collective and private memories in design of times, places and remembrance
of catastrophes
Time and place are major qualities of scenography. Collective memory is a powerful tool in design,
architecture and scenography. Private memories of times, place and people are the subject of many
artworks and performances. Postmodern screen and media centered communication have challenged,
if not crushed the conception of time and space. This may have been one reason for theatre artists
and audiences desire to capture memories in a concrete way. While memories of war, catastrophes
and historical events overwhelm us with documentary materials, archives and museums, theatre
and performance works that deal with such subjects need to confront design issues concerning the
collective memory. What are the images that become iconic symbols for war or nature disasters and
what makes them so? How can specific and personal memories be shared in art works? I would like to
explore the use of minimalism versus accumulation in effort to create time and site-specific design.
Tal Itzhaki is the director of the Academy of Performing Arts, Tel Aviv. Graduated from the College of Art
Teachers and Tel Aviv University. Tal taught at Tel Aviv University and Sapir Academic College; created
University of Haifa Theatre Design program and headed it for nine years. Was Visiting Professor of
Theatre at Columbia University, New York, where she co-authored and designed dramatic collages such
as Neighbors and Xandra. Itzhaki designed sets, costumes and puppets for over 250 shows in major
theatres and dance companies. Among others, she designed productions of Shakespeare, Sophocles,
Euripides, Aristophanes, Ibsen, Lorca, Brecht, Miller, Williams, Pinter, Sondheim, Fornes, Levin, and Nizar
Kanafani, and won prizes and awards. Itzhaki also translated into the Hebrew numerous plays, and
published articles in books and periodicals. She served for almost two decades as General Secretary
of the Israeli Association of Stage Designers. She organized and directed international designer's
conferences and exhibitions, designed and curated numerous theatre design exhibitions in Israel and
abroad, curated successively all the Israeli design exhibitions at the Prague Quadrienalle since PQ 1991
to PQ 2011. She lectured and conducted workshops in set and costume design in USA, UK, Germany,
Istanbul, Amsterdam, Prague, Jaipur, and Seoul.
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In creating a completely new building for London‘s Hampstead Theatre in 2003 it was decided to
introduce a degree of flexibility among various possible audience configurations. The theatre currently
describes itself as follows: 'Hampstead‘s Main Stage has epic dimensions. It is uniquely flexible among
London theatres, built with directors and designers in mind. It is capable of transporting audiences to
the 1924 Paris Olympic Games as spectators in an Olympic amphitheatre (Chariots of Fire) or into a
courtroom as jury, facing each other in an intense traverse configuration (55 Days). Anything – from
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Nick Wood, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, UK
Scenes and senses – the thinking of regie in flexible spaces

grand-scale opera to the most intimate and scaled back production is possible: a Hampstead Theatregoer never quite knows what to expect.' This year, Edward Hall completes a productive period as
Hampstead‘s Artistic Director. So how important and useful has he found this flexibility? Taking as
a template for the role of the director in contemporary theatre Peter Boenish‘s Directing Scenes and
Senses – the Thinking of Regie (2015), this paper proposes interviews with some of those involved,
aiming to discover something of their thoughts and subsequent experience with audiences. Has the
flexibility of the newer space enhanced the possibilities for the ‘thinking of Regie‘, and the director‘s
practice, or may too much flexibility on occasions soften the expressive possibilities for the director to
mediate with the space as part of the language for the work?
After Oxford University, Nick first worked as Playground Leader with Ed Berman in North Kensington,
and as Assistant Director with Lindsay Anderson at the Royal Court. Writing credits include Hampstead
Theatre, Orange Tree, Kings Head, BAC and radio and television. He was a Founder Member of the
Equality Group ICA. Directing credits include a UK tour with the improvisation group ‗Theatre Machine‘.
Appointed Lecturer in Dramaturgy at the Central School of Speech and Drama in 1994, he was a
Convenor of Dramaturgy: A User‘s Guide Conference 1999, Edward Gordon Craig Colloquium 2002 and
founder of the Dramaturgy Forum 2000. Papers and workshops include: Scenography and Performance
Symposium Loughborough University, 2004 How to Act Conference Central School of Speech and
Drama, 2007 Improvisation Continuums University of Glamorgan, 2007 Writing Continuums York St.John
University, 2008, Theatre Applications Central School of Speech and Drama, 2010, IFTR Conferences
Barcelona, 2013,Stockholm 2016, and Global Improvisation Initiative Symposium 2019. Nick’s first stage
play Country Life was producedwithin the thecramped conditions of the old Hampstead Theatre building,
with its many limitations, and in seeking to write a play for the newer version of the theatrehas found its
wide open spaces, with its portential for greater depth of staging, an increasing preoccupation.
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SHIFTING INTERIORS/EXTERIORS: CURATING
SPACES & SENSATIONS IN DIGITAL CULTURE
Chair: Maria Chatzichristodoulou, London South Bank University

Rosemary Klich, University of Essex
Visceral Technologies and Curating Sensation in Intermedial Performance
This paper will examine audience engagement in immersive, headphone and headset enabled
performances looking specifically at the audience member’s experience of their own interoceptive
processing. Interoception, the appraisal of one’s internal systems, is a key modality through which
such artworks perform and interoception has been has been identified as critical in one’s sense of
embodiment and wellbeing (Farb and Daubenmier, 2015). Through the use of binaural recording,
headphones, and three-dimensional film, as well as a visceral dramaturgy of sound, text, image and
narration techniques, artists are able to target an audience member’s awareness of interoceptive
sensation. The paper will address key examples of headphone and headset theatre, and explore
Daphne in Three Movements (2017), an ongoing practice-as-research project combining videography,
sound design and physical theatre. Considering the cultural context of ‘hyperaesthesia’ and offering
comparison between headphone theatre and ASMR videos, this paper will examine how the director/
designer of such performances becomes a curator of sensation, triggering sensory effects as a means of
developing texture, theme and affect. It will be argued that such immersive productions offer more than
indulgent self-exploration or hedonistic pleasure; by employing a visceral dramaturgy these works can
facilitate a heightened awareness of one’s own proprioception, visceroception, and sense of active being
and functioning in the world, as well as the relation between interior space and external environment.
Professor Rosemary Klich is Director of Research and Head of Creative Producing at East 15 Acting
School, University of Essex. Prior to her move to Essex in 2017, Rosemary was Head of Drama and
Theatre at University of Kent where she worked since 2007. Her current research investigates media,
sound, and spectatorship, and her teaching expertise is in the theory and making of contemporary
performance practice.
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In this paper I discuss the design strategy for the multisensory interactive installation Zelige Door on
Golborne Road developed as part of the arts and heritage project ‘Mapping Memory Routes of Moroccan
Communities’, produced by the arts organisation Aldaterra Projects. The installation was conceived as
a tool for eliciting and displaying the intangible heritage of Moroccan people living in an area of West
London also known as Little Morocco. By representing the road as a living museum of cultural memes
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Alda Terracciano, University College London
Place-making, Community Memories and Immersive Technologies in the
multisensory installation and live art event Zelige Door on Golborne Road

expressed in the form of artefacts, smells, tastes, and narratives of citizens living or visiting the area,
the installation offers a collective creative response to the process of urban gentrification, which is
progressively uprooting an increasing number of Moroccan families and local businesses from the area.
The paper reflects on the way in which the combination of pre-recorded oral narratives, Augmented
Reality, olfactory technologies and live audience interaction with the exhibited content expands the
concept of intermediality in theatre and performance to embrace a live art event in which Community
Memories are re-enacted at every and each personal encounter between members of the audience
and the artwork. Finally the paper analyses how the installation opened up a space for reflection
on sensorial urbanism and how culturally diverse communities owned the inter-cultural dialogue
amongst a diverse set of stakeholders with different agendas and interests. The overall project's aim
was to promote community participation, inclusive urban design and social change by uncovering the
interconnectedness of our histories beyond stereotyped representations of ‘others’.
Dr Alda Terracciano is Honorary Research Associate at University College London (UCL) and co-leader of
the Centre for Critical Heritage Studies – a collaboration between UCL and Gothenburg University. She
researched on digital economy at Queen Mary, University of London and is Artistic Director of Aldaterra
Projects. Her way of working as an artist, curator, researcher and cultural activist is influential and
collaborative. Over the years she has co-designed work with culturally diverse communities in Britain
and internationally, placing the theme of migration centre stage in her artistic practice.
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Qianxiong Yang, King's College London
A Journey to Reimaging the Exterior and Interior – Art of Projection and
Interaction
This paper is concerned with art as an interactive spatial practice, and the discursive frameworks within
which it is written about. Taking interactive spatial projection as an example and largely informed by
the Deleuzian fold, I suggest that by connecting different mediums with technological strategies, this
particular art form opens up complex modes of producing art that complicates the subject-object divide,
as well as of receiving art: beyond the visual mode as “gaze" but an embodied and lived haptic contact
between the art work and the spectator/participant. It thus resists and reimagines the binaries and
hierarchies in the discourse of art criticism that capitalises on the fundamental exterior-interior divide
as reversible (not reversed) foldings of each other. I further interrogate the far-reaching implications of
the change in how we construe art affects our ways of knowing, and of living in the world. Meanwhile,
I sustain, in a Deleuzian manner, a performative criticism in which I examine art with philosophical
concepts that interact with each other, and with art works and artists, to perform theory and concepts as
they partake in reality as opposed to passively represent.
Qianxiong Yang recently obtained an MA degree with Distinction in Theatre and Performance Studies
from King's College London. His research is fundamentally concerned with questions and ideas
of disciplinarity to think through the discursive histories of philosophy, performance studies, art
history, architecture, and film and media studies. He is particularly interested in the engagement with
contemporary thinkers such as Deleuze and Guattari, Foucault and Derrida. Yang is also a theatre, drag
and Live Art practitioner.

THEATRE AND ARCHITECTURE
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 206

OPEN SESSION

The theatre & architecture working group circulates written
papers in advance of the conference and members are invited
to give shor t presentations about their papers, followed by
discussion. Our sessions are open to all conference delegates. If
you would like further information, then please contact andrew
filmer: awf@aber.ac.uk
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URBANISM I: RECLAIMING SPACES A
Chair: Adelina Ong

Selina Busby, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
Stories from a 'sub city'" (on Dalit women, reclaimed spaces in the 'sub cities')
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POLITICAL PERFORMANCES WORKING
GROUP

This paper will draw on a twelve-year relationship of short-term interventions with Dalit women living in two of
India’s slum regions or ‘sub cities’, that has sought to create public theatre events by and for communities that
celebrate, problematise and interrogate sustainable city living. I will consider where a specific applied theatre project,
which focuses on site specific storytelling with the women of Worli Koliwada and Dharavi in Mumbai, functions on
‘a continuum of radical intervention and radical containment’ (Knowles, 2004: 10). The performances reclaim spaces
within the city from which the women are traditionally excluded and extols those spaces within the ‘sub cities’ they
are more usually confined to. Drawing on the work of Paul Ricoeur, I will be asking if the project has the potential to
create utopian spaces that re (map) the areas and in what ways the work contributes to sustainability? In doing so I
will be exploring issues surrounding identity, culture, difference and theatre of change within a community and site
affected by extreme poverty and questioning what role theatre has in the precarious lives of those living there. The
Dalit women on this project live in low single-storey, often single-space dwellings with no running water or sanitation
resulting in high levels of pollution and disease from human waste. Estimated at 12 million, 40% of Mumbai’s
population live in slums, or other forms of informal housing, and 5-10% are pavement-dwellers. The Dalit social reality
is one of oppression, based on three axes: social, economic and gender. Dalit women are marginalised on all three
counts. The paper will explore how the public performance of their stories is a form of ‘active citizenship’ for these
women and is a key part of their strategy in their demand for policy changes.
I am an academic and theatre practitioner who makes performances with community groups. My research and
practice focuses on theatre that invites the possibility of change, both in contemporary plays and in participatory
performance. As a practitioner, I work in prison settings, youth theatres, and with young people living in adverse
conditions both in the UK and internationally. Current projects include work with communities who have experienced
homelessness in India and New York. I have given keynotes at Central St Martins, London, The National Institute for
Performing Arts and Music, Barcelona, Westminster College, Utah, The Korean University of the Arts and The Pontifical
Catholic University of Chile. Recent publications include: 2018 ‘Streets, Bridges, Cul-de-sacs and Dreams: Does inviting
shelter-dwelling youth to work with culture industry professionals engender a sense of cruel optimism?’ Research
in Drama Education: The Journal of Applied Theatre; 23.2 355-372 2017 ‘Utopia: Performance and Social Geography,
Shattering the real with the Utopian.’ Performing Interdisciplinarity: Working Across Disciplinary Boundaries Through
an Active Aesthetic ed. Bryon, Experience. London Routledge 102-113 2017 ‘Finding A Concrete Utopia In The Dystopia
Of A ‘Sub’ City: Applied Theatre in Dharavi’ Research In Drama Education Vol 22, 1. 92-103.
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Chnige Narbort Malavika Priyardarshini, University of Exeter
Dalit student protests: Aesthetics and politics of visibility in public space
This project analyses the Dalit student movements in the sub-national state Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana in India. The aim is to analyse Dalit protests as performative, as well as other aspects of the
performative within the political sphere. It will further look at the language and form of Dalit protest
performances, as the state does not provide space for protest for certain groups such as Dalits. Dalits
historically fall outside the four-fold caste system in India. They are generally considered menial
and untouchables who live outside the village. I argue that Dalits have claimed the space of protests
historically within performative traditions. They have demonstrated and challenged the existing social,
political and economic inequalities by using performative traditions such as songs, street performances,
poetry and literature. These forms of protest emerged at a tangent to the political and social conditions
in the society at large. I will evaluate the historical continuity of modern Dalit protest performances
and their influence on the contemporary Dalit student movements in Hyderabad Central University in
Hyderabad. I will trace shifts, transitions, and evolutions of the forms and languages of protest from
the past to the present, particularly within the University. Hyderabad Central University protests were
sparked after a Dalit research scholar, Rohith Vemula committed suicide on campus on 17th January,
2016. University became the performative sites of protests, which received wide support within the
country and internationally. Kershaw argues that the relationship between micro and macro political
events and general histories can be framed and analysed as synecdoche, when a part of the social
protest is made to stand for the entire society. He further argues, “In such a society the performative
becomes a powerful weapon of political conflict, and therefore the aesthetics of performance are
relevant to the analysis of political - especially politically conflictual - events”. (Kershaw, 1997:257).
Extending on from Kershaw’s argument, I will analyse the forms of protest used by the Dalit student
protesters as mentioned above, including their aesthetic dimensions, and the strategies they deployed
to gain visibility in the public sphere. I will analyze how Universities emerged as site of protests in
envisioning and articulating broader social, political discourses outside the campus
C.N. Malavika Priyadarshini is third year research scholar at the Drama department, University of Exeter.
She is on a split site PhD program between University of Exeter and NIAS, Bangalore. Her research looks
at aesthetics and politics of visibility of contemporary Dalit student protests.
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Nesreen Hussein, Middlesex University, London
Resistance, Resilience, and Utopia in Egypt’s Public Space
The increasing state control over public space in Egypt, in the years following the January 2011
revolution, severely restricted active and visible forms of public political engagement. The erosion of
a democratic and inclusive public sphere eventually leads to individual and collective experiences of
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alienation, but it has the potential to trigger the formation of alternative spaces of resistance and radical
performance in ways that insinuate “pathologies of hope” (Kershaw 1999), or what I describe as “the
performance of utopia”. Certain artists in Egypt produce work, or initiate creative projects, that play
a part in reanimating the public sphere, and regenerating a lost sense of belonging. In the process,
those artists find ways to reclaim public space, and with it, their authorship of the narrative of history.
This paper focuses on the emergent spaces of resistance and resilience formed by artists who occupy
a liminal space of “utopia” by intervening in moments of great constraint, and signalling possibilities
beyond what is given. Building on Ernst Bloch and Paul Ricœur’s notions of “utopia”, this paper
demonstrates how those works, and the creative strategies underpinning them, trigger interventions
that challenge the dominant narratives surrounding the current socio-political landscape in Egypt
at a time when its social and political histories are being gradually deconstructed. The paper, at its
core, acknowledges the subversive power ingrained in creative interventions that open up spaces for
possibilities, togetherness, and humanity, even if momentarily. Through their subversive processes, they
reveal the possibility to overcome antagonism between subjects and the world, showing glimpses of
unalienated experiences, and gesturing towards “real” possibilities to restore a feeling of being at “home”
in the world.
Dr Nesreen N. Hussein is an artist, scholar and Lecturer in Contemporary Theatre at Middlesex University,
London. Her current research focuses on performance, politics, and activism, in relation to issues of
agency, identity and belonging. She has published widely on this topic, (in Performance and the Global
City, eds. D.J. Hopkins and Kim Solga, Palgrave; in the journals Contemporary Theatre Review; Theatre
Research International; Theatre, Dance and Performance Training; and as the co-editor of the special
issue of Contention: The Multidisciplinary Journal of Social Protest). Additionally, she delivered a number
of conference papers and invited talks internationally. In 2011, she was awarded the Helsinki Essay
Prize and the New Scholars’ Prize from the International Federation for Theatre Research (IFTR). As a
performer and designer, Nesreen worked internationally with a number of theatre companies, directors
and design studios. She currently creates and devises performance with particular interest in exploring
identity, mobility, belonging, and the city. Her latest production My City, My Revolution premiered in 2015
at Rich Mix and Shoreditch Town Hall, London.
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Helene Grøn, University of Glasgow
We are more than just refugees”: Is another kind of citizenship and belonging
possible when living in limbo? On theatre and playwriting from Trampoline
House and Sjælsmark Camp in Copenhagen
Trampoline House is a community house for refugees and asylum seekers in Copenhagen and has
“democratic practice” as one of its house rules and its missions. The weekly house meetings are
described by the staff as the “house’s own parliament”, where, together, the people create a better
version of Denmark. The house works holistically to ensure the understanding that “active citizenship
entails understanding the social contract, your rights and duties” (Trampolinehouse.dk). The first part
of this paper will explore how and whether using the house contributes to a sense of citizenship and
belonging for those who, by conventional nationalistic means, are told they do not belong in Denmark,
as well as whether such assemblies are able to create a different kind of citizenship and belonging
through participation in democratic practice and community. The second part of the paper will
explore the practise-as-research workshops and play I wrote with a group of young men (also users
of the Trampoline House) living in deportation centre Sjælsmark. Sjælsmark was created as part of a
governmental scheme to encourage people who have had their final asylum rejection to give up and back
to their countries. The people who live in Sjælsmark are thus in a limbo of citizenship and belonging; not
being able to go back to their home countries, yet not being able to be Danish citizens. The play and the
workshop-process draw out themes on what kind of citizenship and belonging is possible when living in
limbo as well as whether and what theatre is able to do in such states.
Helene Grøn is a Danish playwright, librettist, facilitator and researcher, currently residing in Glasgow.
Helene’s project explores how we can still think of home and belonging in an increasingly globalised
world where many people are displaced. Conducting theatrical workshops with refugees, asylum seekers
and migrants, Helene explores how theatre, as a voice-giving medium, relying on possibility and telling
stories through and beyond word can reshape and give new meaning to these themes. Before embarking
on her PhD project, she co-founded a theatre company, Leylines, bringing to the stage stories of home,
homelessness and being caught between languages and cultures. Helene has works in the intersection
between artistic practice, research and community and activist engagement. Most recently, she created
a play with the multicultural Women’s Group from the Youth Community Support Agency in Glasgow. She
has also been working with a group of young men in Sjælsmark Deportation Camp in Copenhagen on
similar themes, and been an active member of the Trampoline House (for asylum seekers and refugees)
in Copenhagen. ries.
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S TA G I N G T H E P O P U L A R A N D AU D I E N C E
INTERACTION
11:00-11:30
Mikael Stromberg, University of Gothenburg
Expanding the function of popular entertainment
The paper explores entertainment as an event that continues long after the main performance of the
actor has ended. Examples form reaction videos, on Beyoncé’s music video “Formation”, posted on
YouTube, are used to discuss the need for a revision of the function of popular entertainment. Beyoncé’s
call to get in formation is a call to fans to unite and interact online. It could also be interpreted as a call
to reinterpret the function of entertainment. The paper treats entertainment as a site where different
bodies meet, and move together. By emphasizing dance and bodily movement the paper shows how
moving bodies, live and on social media, can expand the interplay between actor and spectator, by
including a larger segment of the communicative process. The paper elaborates on how an active
spectator – both online and physically – implies a different kind of dynamic, where the actor is more of
a catalyst providing a starting point, causing or fuelling the following communicative process. This calls
for further analysis of the function of popular culture, popular entertainment, and social media.
Mikael Strömberg is a researcher in performance studies at the University of Gothenburg. He works in
the field of research on popular entertainment, entertainment as communication, and Swedish outdoor
theatre during the twentieth century. He has written on a variety of topics from outdoor theatre to
operetta, and has a special interest in entertainment described as “for the people”.
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Zihui Lu, National University of Singapore
Intermediality on the Stage of Japanese 2.5-Dimensional Theater
In this paper, I will analyze the phenomenon of intermediality on the stage of Japanese 2.5-dimensional
theater (2.5D theater) within the context of Japanese media culture. 2.5D theater is the name given to
the manga/anime/video game adapted theater which have become extremely popular in Japan in recent
years. To faithfully reproduce the fictional world appeared in original works, all 2.5D productions have
to adopt various media on the stage, which give rise to intermediality in the performance. Intermediality
has attracted much attention in studies of contemporary theater and performance. According to existing
scholarship, this phenomenon is deliberately created in experimental performances to alienate and
disturb the audience. Similar to experimental theater, intermediality also leads to general dislocation
and discomfort among Japanese 2.5D theater audiences. However, I argue that instead of alienating
spectators, these feelings are well accepted by Japanese audiences, as most of these audience
members were brought up in the already fragmented Japanese postmodern media culture. I will conduct
a performance analysis on Japanese 2.5D play Hyper Projection Engeki Haikyū!!: Itadaki no Keshiki
(2016) to examine intermedial elements and the perception of these elements. Through this paper, I
hope to show that despite the intentionally created gaps in perception, intermediality can also appear
in theatrical productions meant for entertainment purposes, and that the perception of intermediality
should be examined with consideration of cultural specificity.
Zihui Lu is a PhD candidate in Japanese theater at the Department of Japanese Studies, National
University of Singapore. Her dissertation focuses on the manga/anime/video game adapted Japanese
2.5-dimensional theater. Locating this popular theatrical genre in the context of contemporary
Japanese and Chinese society, she aims to analyze the history, stage presentation, and perception
of 2.5-dimensional theater. Her research interests include Japanese popular culture, contemporary
Japanese theater, intermediality, and postmodernism.
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In this paper I discuss 'Like A Pantomime', a practice as research performance investigating narratives of
Michael Jackson’s visit to Exeter City Football Club in 2002. Two actors perform dialogue taken from archival
interviews and new oral history interviews with members of two very different fan communities: Michael
Jackson fans and Exeter City Football Club fans. While performing the dialogue, the actors simultaneously follow
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12:00-12:30
Beth Richards, Plymouth University, UK
“Like A Pantomime”: oral histories, fan communities, and subjectivity via Michael
Jackson’s visit to Exeter City Football Club

along to a YouTube dance tutorial (projected, playing with no sound); attempting to learn and perform Jackson’s
infamous Billie Jean Motown 25 performance. 'Like A Pantomime' was performed as part of Poor Copy, my solo
exhibition at Jerwood Visual Arts (September 2018) as part of their Staging Series programme. The artworks
took documentary fragments of Jackson’s visits to Devon, UK, at the turn of the 21st century as starting points;
from institutional archives, crowd-sourced digital archives, and oral histories. 'Like A Pantomime' specifically
utilises (and examines) iterative methods of making informed by a variety of creative practice modes: verbatim
theatre, historical reenactment, fan fiction, ‘postproduction’ art. What draws these methodologies together is the
way they platform subjectivity via repetition. 'Like A Pantomime' demonstrates that these methods are activated
by ‘limited’ archival narratives. The Jackson visit, its documentation, and the PaR performance, are all examples
of John Fiske’s notion of a ‘producerly text’; an open narrative with ‘loose ends that escape its control [...] its
gaps are wide enough for whole new texts to be produced in them (Fiske, 1989, p.104). 'Like A Pantomime'
demonstrates that fan narratives construct the icon of the popular entertainer; celebrity myths that intrigue and
are most resonant are characteristically unfinalised and open in context, and ongoing and open in authorship.
Beth Emily Richards is a funded PhD candidate and Associate Lecturer, part of the Performance.Experience.
Presence research group at Plymouth University. She is a practicing artist, is involved with several artist-led
curatorial projects, and a creative producer for Take A Part, a socially engaged arts organisation working in
the South West of England. Recent/current exhibitions and performances include: 'Poor Copy' (solo), Jerwood
Visual Arts, London, Exeter Phoenix, The Northern Charter, Newcastle; 'PooR Life by dog people' (duo with Owen
G Parry), Transition Two, London; 'Hummadruz', Newlyn Art Gallery; 'Understand Better' at Biquini Wax, Mexico
City; 'Square Eyes' at the Market Studios, Dublin and The Exchange, Penzance; 'Groaners' at Videofag, Toronto.
Recent scholarly presentations include Between Mimicry and Difference: Performing Elvis(es) at Fan Studies
Network Conference, University of Huddersfield; Should I Stay Or Should I Go: Social Making, Succession,
and Legacy at Winter Symposium, Nordic Summer University, Ricklundgården, Sweden; Making Places: Best
Practice, ‘Practice Hurdles’, and Communities at ‘Conditions for Creative Communities’, Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge
and Tate Modern, London; Archive Of Our Own: Fan Communities and Their Digital Representations at ‘Archiving
Subcultures’, Arnolfini, Bristol; Inexactments: Deconstructing Heritage Discourse at ‘Out of Time: Temporal
Slippage in Performance and the Visual Arts’, University of Manchester.
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THEATRE IN THE ARABIAN PENINSULA
Chair: Marvin Carlson, City University of New York

Katherine Hennessey, American University in Kuwait
"New Local" Theatre in the Urban Centers of the Arabian Peninsula
This presentation will explore the ways in which practice of theatre in the urban centers of the Arabian Peninsula
opens up spaces for creative self-expression, socio-political debate, and cooperative resistance to censorship
and to gender, ethnic, and sectarian discrimination. Across the 20th century and into the 21st, theatre-makers
across the Arabian Peninsula have used theatre and performance as a means of critiquing oppressive forms of
government and of resisting hierarchies of privilege that distinguish the powerful from the disenfranchised. I
call this resistance “new local” theatre, since it redefines local communities in more inclusive, egalitarian, and
democratic ways. "New local" theatre is primarily an urban phenomenon: it often occurs in expanding Gulf cities
such as Doha and Dubai--cities that have attracted a diverse population of economic migrants, and which are
on the one hand vibrant, polyglot and cosmopolitan, but on the other, highly segregated and stratified. Theatre
in such cities can act as a counterbalance to the forces that divide citizens from non-citizens, and that keep the
region's residents separated from each other along gendered, ethnic, linguistic, class and other lines. It does so
in two ways: first, in the formation of troupes that include members of varied identities, working together on an
egalitarian basis towards the communal goal of performance, and second, by modeling the benefits of forming
such a community for the audiences that attend their shows. This paper will examine three recent performances
of this type: Palestinian playwright Amir Zouabi's I am Yousef and This is My Brother, directed by Irish Dubai
resident Padraig Downey at the Dubai Community Arts Center; a bilingual production of Antigone by the One
World Actors Centre in Kuwait; and Emirati playwright Saleh Al-Ameri’s four short plays, collectively titled Under
One Umbrella, performed by Abu Dhabi's Resuscitation Theatre.
Katherine Hennessey is Assistant Dean for Curriculum and Assistant Professor of English in the College of Arts
and Sciences at the American University of Kuwait. Her scholarship focuses on theatre and the performing arts
in the Arabian Gulf, Yemen, and Ireland. She has held academic appointments on the Palestinian West Bank and
in Yemen, a Global Shakespeare Research Fellowship at the University of Warwick and Queen Mary University
of London, and a Moore Institute Visiting Fellowship at the National University of Ireland in Galway. Hennessey
is the author of Shakespeare on the Arabian Peninsula (Palgrave 2018), and of numerous articles on theatre in
Yemen and the Gulf. She is co-editor, with Margaret Litvin, of Shakespeare & the Arab World (Berghahn 2019),
and the translator of Wajdi Al-Ahdal's A Crime on Restaurant Street, the first Yemeni play ever to appear in
English. She has also directed a short documentary entitled Shakespeare in Yemen, which was screened in June
2018 at the Signature Theatre in New York City and at the 2018 MESA FilmFest. The National Endowment for the
Humanities has offered her a year-long fellowship to support the writing of her next book, Theatre on the Arabian
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Sarah Dorgbadzi, University of Ghana
Proverbial Dialogue with the Raconteur: The Impact on Social Change
Proverbial Dialogue with the Raconteur: The Impact on Social Change This paper examines the efficacy of
storytelling as an instrument for social change in the context of transformation in social structure. The study is
based on documentations of Ghanaian folktales and storytelling sessions from rural communities within southern
Ghana between 2007 and 2014. This communal creative process comprising narration, enactment, music and
dance has survived the test of time. However, storytelling sessions are no longer what used to be. It has become
increasingly difficult to get people to gather under the moonlight to relish the Ghanaian storytelling tradition.
This change can be attributed to many factors including urbanization. The stories and their telling have assumed
new life by finding expression in music, paintings, sculpture and other genres of art. One person recounting an
etiological tale to a participating audience does so in his/her mother tongue. The verbal narration is accompanied
by gestures, body language and paralanguage with contributions and interjections from the audience. This
practice was an effective instrument of socialization and social control. However, the contemporary modes of
expression of these stories fall short of the aesthetic quality of what used to be. The new modes of storytelling
including video, film, television productions and even computer games appear to be shifting from the communal
experience and the communicative properties associated with the genre. How can the aesthetic qualities of the
communal experience be tapped to enrich the practice of today? Keywords: Storytelling and social control
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Sabine Sun-Ae Kim, Mainz University
The Break: Hip Hop and the Shattered City
This paper explores hip hop as a cultural formation intimately linked to urbanism. The history of hip hop
and the city of New York as it was undergoing neoliberalization is by now familiar (Rose 1994; Chang
2005). In the same way that the longstanding, ethnically and economically diverse communities of the
South Bronx were literally fragmented by the monumental Cross-Bronx Expressway that tore through
their neighbourhoods, djays and emcees, b-boys and b-girls, graffiti writers and artists incorporated
the shattering effects into their art, producing the break, the moonwalk, and rap, covering the suburban
trains with an alphabet of their own making in a message to the mayor that told him to stop starving the
Bronx of essential services funding. In this paper, I will extend this reading of hip hop as a political and
aesthetic response to neoliberalism by arguing that hip hop’s roots in the Caribbean and Africa were an
important element that contributed to hip hop as a cultural instrument for making sense of the economic
and racial war being waged in the interests of the wealthy elite.
Sabine Kim is a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Mainz, Germany, where she is working on
a project about the relationship of waste and wealth. Her research interests are in sound studies, Asian
Canadian literature, Indigenous studies, and, most recently, in financial and moral economies. She is the
author of Acoustic Entanglements: Sound and Aesthetic Practice (Winter Academic Press, 2017) and she
has also contributed to the forthcoming Routledge Companion to Transnational American Studies. She is
a managing editor of the Journal of Transnational American Studies.
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For its diverse uses and relevance, humour has attracted overabundant multidisciplinary academic
enquiries. In spite of the resultant research findings, it is yet to be clear what exactly makes humans
laugh, basically because people laugh differently depending on various socio-cultural peculiarities.
For these differences, humour performances like stand-up comedy have often stirred up controversies
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Izuchukwu Ernest Nwankwo, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University,
Igbariam
Laughter that is no Laughter: Transgressing the Limits of Insult and Political
Correctness in the Stand-up Acts of Basket Mouth and Trevor Noah

especially when jokes are taken badly. Also, for being essentially one of the most confrontational
live performances (one in which the performer, not only addresses audiences directly, but insults or
denigrates them for fun), stand-up comedy has been much criticised for abusive and politically-incorrect
actions against individuals and groups. In this paper, I am interrogating the thin divide between abuse
and humour within stand-up comedy, as well as the performance mechanics Nigeria’s Basket Mouth
(Bright Okpocha) and South Africa’s Trevor Noah deploy in, not only keeping their audiences on the
side of humour, but also in occasionally breaching the boundary into the realm of insult, defamation,
denigration and slander, and still stir up mirth instead of repulsion. The preferred method of enquiry
is performance analysis and textual reading of select recorded events of the duo which will take a
theatrical perspective for its aptness in appreciating the ensemble relevance of embodied actions of
the comedians against the backdrop of their performance ambience as well as costumes and other
paraphernalia of stage enactments. One finds in these two fine humourists, a litany of stage artistry that
enables them to abuse and amuse simultaneously.
Izuu Nwankwọ is a senior lecturer in the Department of Theatre Arts, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu
University, Anambra State, Nigeria. He obtained his Bachelor of Arts (BA) degree in Theatre Arts from
Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka; Master of Arts (MA) degree in Theatre Arts from the University of
Ibadan; and his Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), with specialisation in Performance Arts from University of
Ibadan, Nigeria. Dr. Nwankwọ is a double recipient of the African Humanities Program (AHP) dissertation
completion and post-doctoral research awards; a visiting scholar of Centre d’Enseignement et de
Recherche en Etudes Postcoloniales (CEREP - Centre for Teaching and Research in Postcolonial Studies),
University of Liège, Belgium; a recipient of the Rockefeller Foundation Bellagio residency; and an Iso
Lomso Postdoc Research Fellow at the Stellenbosch Institute for Advanced Studies (STIAS). His research
interests straddle different genres of performance arts especially humour-inducing genres. He has
written a good number of scholarly articles published in reputable journals and has attended numerous
conferences across the globe. One of his most cherished publications is the Igbo language translation of
Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart titled, Ihe Aghasaa. Dr. Nwankwọ lives in Awka, Anambra State, with
his wife and two sons.
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THEATRE AND SOCIETY

Chair: Yasushi Nagata, Osaka University

Priyanka Sharma, Lovely Professional University
Urbanized Post-Independence Indian Theatre Cultural Politics of Nationalism,
Patriarchy and Caste Oppression
Urban theatre, because of its centralized and comparatively developed nature; acquires a specific position
of leading theatre to its contemporary forms and contents of rural and semi urban theatre and upcoming
formation of future theatre as whole. This paper attempts to study early post-independent Indian urban
theatre by urban directors that was majorly known as the theatre of roots‘ in the 70s and 80s that aimed
to form a modern theatre with a special stress upon Indian national identity in theatre motivated by
the new patriotism of newly building nation-state and global competence. Roots theatre/practitioners
choose to look back to the traditional and folk theatres which neither traditional/folk theatres nor this
newly building theatre, which later formed a cannon of urban theatre and also ways of government
policies considered the questions of social equality of new India. This movement looked at the theatre
from the traditional perspective that is being feudal and hierarchical, never considers the equal-justice
to the oppressed people specifically the problems of caste and gender. Consequently, theatre of 21st
century in India still doesn‘t take the matters of caste, and gender suppression and its resulted social
disparity. Rather, it mostly remained as a form of entertainment with slightly touching the issues of human
psychological complexes and desires, and other liquid/scattered social problems. Applying the descriptive
and analytical research methods, this paper aims to unveil the cultural politics of mainstreaming,
nationalism, patriarchy, and caste oppressed by studying discussing the inclusion and addressal of the
caste and gender issues in urban roots movement in Indian. In order to articulate aforementioned strings
of the topic, this paper looks at the questions that how mainstream-national-theatre (roots) practice has
formed the ways to address caste and gender issues, how much room it has provided to issues and how it
lead its future theatre formation in terms of form and content of the play productions addressing the same
in today‘s theatre scenario in India.
Priyanka Sharma has done Ph.D. (viva awaited), M.Phil. and Master in Theatre Arts from Pondicherry
University and Mahatma Gandhi International Hindi University, Wardha, India respectively. She is currently
working as an Assistant Professor in Department of Theatre Arts at Lovely Professional University, Panjab,
India. She has been working various dramatic skills for about ten years with independent theatre artists
and the school students of India and abroad. She also has coordinated and staged several plays with
well-known theatre personas. She has published six research papers and presented seven papers at the
various conferences including ISTR, Bangalore, Pondicherry, and Calicut Universities.
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THEATRE SCENE IN THE URBAN SCAPE: A STUDY OF THE THEATRE PRACTICE IN HYDERABAD, TELANGANA Hyderabad the
city of pearls boasts of an illustrious history for more than 400 years where it has seen the rise and fall of dynasties
from qutub Shahi’s to Nizam rule. The post independence scenario of Hyderabad shows a mix of indo-Persian and
indo-Islamic culture immersed with the cultural flows of the migrants from different parts of India. The socio political
scenario of Hyderabad the fifth largest city in India shows the dominance of people from Andhra region and the
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Kumara Swamy&Jely Puthussery, Telangana Samskruthika Sarathi
Theatre Scene in the Urban-Scape: A Study of the Theatre Practice in Hyderabad,
Telangana

political struggles aimed at the separate state made it as a capital of state of Telanagana . The urbanization process in
its earlier phase with the growth of industries and market brought in Maratees , Gujaratees, Kannadigas, Malayalees
,Bengalees etc., into the city where they brought their own cultural expressive traditions. In the receptive climate of
deccani soil different types of theatre practices emerged and survived under the patronage of rulers, government and
the communities. Many of them still continue in different forms and styles even in the globalized cyberabad after the
Telangana state formation. The proposed paper is trying to make an overview of the history, growth and continuity of
different genres of theatre traditions in and around of Hyderabad city which includes the traditional song and dance
theatre (padyanatakam/Surabhi) and other folk theatre traditions, social drama’s by existing repertories and cultural
organizations, theatres of the diasporic communities, Urdu and deccani theatre, the annual passion play performances
of the tamil community. The coming of the IT industry has changed the urban Hyderabad to a cosmopolitan city with its
satellites townships. This changing urbanism resulted in the enlargement of different cultural spaces which accelerated
the growth of English language theatre along with multi lingual theatre productions and experimental theatre
practices which has the Hyderabadi ethos. In short the paper studies how this changing urban city affects theatrical
and performance spaces, styles, contents, and audiences, How Theatre plays an important role in the processes of
development and national integrity, how theatre helps in shaping the cultural image of Hyderabad under the patronage
of the telangana state government’s cultural initiatives. Joint Presentation By: Dr.G.Kumara Swamy Dr.Joly Puthussery
Dr.G.Kumara Swamy hails from a traditional Folk Theatre family (Oggu Katha) from Koppur, Warangal (Urban) Dist,
Telangana holds vivid passion for Theatre and Film Arts. Enriched with 25 years of experience in art and culture and in
Theatre Arts Practice/Theory and he was the first Telangana-India Artist selected for Chinese Government short term
Scholarship for training at National Academy of Chinese Theater Arts (NACTA) in Beijing. He directed and acted for more
than 110 Theatre productions, 8 Short and 4 feature films. As a practitioner and researcher he exemplarily presented
papers in 9 International and 6 National conferences. With his vivid imagination, zeal and dedication to Theater Arts
and Film studies, he has been doing intercultural, experimental productions by inviting Theatre Experts from different
countries , one of his experiment “The Monkey Kings of Oggukatha” got appreciations widely, especially Indian
embassy, Beijing and Chinese Embassy New Delhi Congratulated him. He won several awards like State level 2nd Best
short Film -2017, Young Artist from Govt. of India, Merit Awards from University of Hyderabad, Best Theatre Artist in 2016
and prestigious STATE LEVEL VISHISTA PURASKARAM in 2018 from Govt of Telangana also having few publications in
account. Email: planetgts@gmail.com /Ph: 9948035372
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Priyanka Chatterjee, Budge Budge Institute of Technology
The Role of Urban Theatre in the Transition of Bengal’s Political Order
Performance as a protest is an old practice in West Bengal, an Eastern State of India and theatre stands
out as one of the most popular forms of expression. Agitprop dramas even became popular when the
masses felt the need to extend support in favour of some revolutionary movement, for example the
Naxalite Movement in 1970s. It is interesting to note that adaptations of Western dramatists were in
vogue along with some original work as well. In 1975, eminent theatre personality Utpal Dutt responded
to the internal emergency imposed by Indira Gandhi’s Congress central government, producing three
powerful plays, Barricade, Dushswapner Nagari (City of Nightmares), and Ebar RajarPala (Enter the
King), that criticized the government for restricting civil liberties and trying to restrict free speech. The
Congress-led state government officially banned the plays, but they continued to draw large urban
crowds. My paper will focus on the period of transition of political power in West Bengal during 1977
and most recently, 2011. Bengal's theatre of protest against oppressive systems is still an influencing
factor. From plays like Utpal Dutt's Dushswapner Nagari in the 1970s to Fandigram, a satire on the postNandigram violence and the most recent Poshu Khamar, based on George Orwell's Animal Farm, theatre
has always been an instigating and important medium of communication. Poshu Khamar, adapted by
noted playwright Saonli Mitra (first staged in 2006), was scheduled to be staged on 11 March 2011,
was denied permission to be staged before the last Assembly Election in West Bengal as it showed the
misdeeds of the ruling government and, most importantly, the play thematized burning issues like the
forcible expropriation of fertile lands from farmers followed by burning of an innocent girl. Directed
by Arpita Ghosh and staged by their troupe Pancham Baidik, the play is a hard-hitting comment on
monolithic, totalitarian leftist regimes. Interestingly, the plays which have raised a voice against the
ruling political order of theState became one of the influencing factors leading to the removal of the
ruling political power during both these times. These eminent theatre personalities, despite having
different political lineages, have represented protest in a similar manner thereby, making theatre an
inevitable and integral form of urban art whose status is beyond any political boundaries.
Priyanka Chatterjee has done M.A. and M.Phil from University of Calcutta, Kolkata,India. Her M.Phil topic
was Malefriendship in the plays of Samuel Beckett: a study ofWaiting for Godot and Endgame. Presently
she is working on Beckett’s reception inIndia. She was the Convener of Indian Society for Theatre
Research’s (ISTR) IXth Annual International Conference in 2013. She was the Research Assistant of
UniversityGrants Commission’s (UGC) project Ibsen, Chekov and Brecht in Bengal: NegotiatingDifferences
in University of Calcutta. Currently, she is the Dean of MBA and Head of the Department of Humanities at
Budge Budge Institute of Technology,Kolkata. She is one of the Executive Committee members of ISTR,
India.
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Acting, singing, dance and music, dialogue, narration or storytelling including puppetry and pantomime,
etc. constitute the universe of the traditional theatre of India giving it a status of intangible cultural
heritage. As an integral part of the socio-cultural life of the country, these arts are a lot more than simply
‘performances’ for an audience; they often play crucial roles in culture and society in the form of songs
sung while carrying out agricultural work or music performing the various ritual. Having a look at the
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Yogita Swami & Ravi Chaturvedi, Manipal University Jaipur
Theatre, Performance, and Intangible Cultural Heritage: Relook in Indian
Perspective

more intimate setting, lullabies are often sung to help baby sleep. However, with the expansion of the
tourism industry in the country the cultural practices become standardized, as a result, many traditional
practices are deserted, except the cases where certain expressions may benefit in the processing of
making popular, while others suffer. As India is a growing tourist hub during the intense environment
of globalization, the emphasis is to attract more and more international tourists, hence efforts are in
pipeline for the cultural promotion, which includes Music, dance and folk theatre as key features and
regularly included in the itineraries of tour operators. Undoubtedly, this practice might bring more
visitors and increased revenue to the country and the community involved, and provides an environment
to contribute in the revival of traditional performing arts and give a ‘market value’ to intangible cultural
heritage, but it also has a distorting effect, as the performances are often reduced to the shows adapted
highlights in order to meet tourist demands leaving serious impact on performing art traditions. The
proposed study will present a cross-examination of the devaluation of cultural ethos in a commercially
charged environment and its impact on the socio-cultural life of the people. Paper also intends to analyze
the changing standards of theatre performances in above light.
Yogita Swami is a research scholar in the School of Media and Communication at Manipal University,
Jaipur. She is a dancer and choreographer perusing her study for the degree of Ph D. Her study is
focused on the portrayal of Soldiers in Indian War Movies.
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THINKING/DOING QUEER PERFORMANCE

Chair: Joe Parslow, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama

Regan Michael Lynch, University of Melbourne
Queer performance autoethnography: an ethical roadmap to oral history
collection in queer performance communities
Collecting oral histories from close friends, intimate others or marginal members of society can be a
rewarding but ethically troubling area, particularly when this research is carried out from an institutional
setting. In the context of queer performance communities that gather primarily in spaces such as bars
and nightclubs, this paper works to outline a method that turns the troubles, risks and grey areas of
collecting oral histories from a researcher’s own intimate network into a robust and ethical research
practice.
Throughout the course of my research into queer party-performance communities in Melbourne, Australia,
I have worked extensively to negotiate these difficult ethical areas. Drawing on this primary research,
Dwight Conquergood’s concept of the ‘co-performative witness’ and several other studies into queer
nightlife and performance, I will detail an increasingly common hybrid methodology that sits at the nexus
of queer, sociological and performance studies research. This methodology can best be described as ‘queer
performance autoethnography.’
Although conducting this kind of research is complex, the methodology offers an ethical roadmap for
engaging in oral history collection among queer performance communities of which the researcher
is an intimate part. Beyond this, the case study of my own research will provide an insight into the
artistic, ethical and bureaucratic negotiations required to collect oral histories from queer performance
communities for the dual purposes of institutional research and the archive.
Regan Lynch is a Graduate Researcher at the University of Melbourne in the Faculty of Fine Arts and
Music. With an early interest in theatre and acting, Regan’s work now encapsulates writing, poetry,
essays, performance, DJing and party organising. Most recently he has found a community in Melbourne’s
queer scenes, and has been conducting research on nightclub performance, events, and the political
power of the dance-floor.
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This paper engages with the phenomenon known colloquially as ‘bio-queens’ or ‘faux queens’. These
debated titles generally describe female bodied performers who make work as if a traditional drag queen.
That is, female identified people performers playing male identified people, who in turn play females. This
kind of performance makes for a complex interplay of gender, performance, and local traditions of drag
(as well as upsets some of the apparent solidity of gender terms as popularly thought). By comparing
drag king performances in the UK in urban settings, the paper unpicks how performance with bio/faux-
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Stephen Farrier, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
The Mark of Bio-Queens, Female drag performance in urban settings

queens upsets and augments drag traditions. The paper explores the politics at play when a cisgender
performer presents cross-cast in drag, making the point that such presentation is a form of politics in the
queer community. By looking at performance work, the paper notes how specific performers mark their
experience misogyny in their performances. The chapter plays with this idea of ‘marking’ as a moment of
noticing, of marking something out of place or out of rhythm that in some way allows an audience to see
unexamined assumptions about drag performance. Marking also stands as a term for grading, for ranking
the relative quality of something. This turn to the quality of the performance brings about an interesting
discussion of the quality of the work, the traditions into which it fits and the community in which it is
practiced. The paper closes by marking the importance of bio/faux-queens in the scene, not only to
further diversify the kinds of work present, but also as a litmus test of grassroots politics. It makes the
closing argument that bio-queens are in some ways continuing the political and cultural work of drag
kings and queens in a way that kings or queens cannot.
Stephen Farrier is a Reader in Theatre and Performance at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama,
University of London, where his work focusses on queer theory and performance, gender and the relations
of theatre and performance to community. He has written, co-edited and presented on a number of queer
ideas, in particular he works on the relationship of temporalities to queer theatre making and connects
this work to community. He has written and presented on queer intergenerational work, the relation of
temporalities to drag performance and queer research methodologies, in particular queer practice as
research methodologies (with Alyson Campbell) and queer research methodologies and ethics (with
drag performer and academic Mark Edward). He co-edited with Alyson Campbell Queer Dramaturgies,
International Perspectives on where Performance Leads Queer (Palgrave 2016). From 2009-2012 he
co-chaired the Theatre and Performance Research Association’s (TaPRA) Performance, Identity and
Community working group. He regularly directs shows at Royal Central and elsewhere and his co-devised
show Hetty the King (and Other Women I Have Loved) was nominated for the LGBT prize at Brighton Fringe
2016.
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SPIRITUALITY WORKING GROUP
ROOM 310

ENCOUNTERING "THE OTHERS"

Chair: Kim Skjoldager-Nielsen, Stockholm University

Silvia Battista, Liverpool Hope University
Cities, Non-Human Organisms, and the Practice of Contemplation
Cities are human systems where organisms other than human adapt themselves to live through, with humans. Some
live in close proximity with them, learning their habits and becoming their best friends; others live hidden lives, crossing
boroughs through underground passages and eating what is left over. Trees, on the other hand, live an independent
existence, an uninterrupted interdependence with a cosmos that is not yet colonized by humans. They stand along
road pavements piercing asphalt, sometime growing so big to enwrap sessions of metal barriers in their trunks,
however, despite their continuous engagement with human impediments, their activities and contributions to the urban
context is somehow not human related. The practice research Beholding the Ancient Trees of London: an Experiment in
Performance realized in 2012, in collaboration with Laura Burns is an attempt to engage with these resilient organisms
through spiritual practices such as contemplation, listening and attending. Using as methodological angle the premises
of shamanic ontologies, the experiment aimed at discovering a possible, intuitive connection with what is not human
related within a urban context. Our chosen tree was a massive Platanus tree in Burswick Park in London, close to
Russell Square, a busy corner of the city centre. The experience lasted three months with weekly encounters of three
hours. In conclusion, the performative presentation Cities, Organisms and the Practice of Deep Listening recounts and
reflects on this project. The objective is, by quoting the performance artist Joseph Beuys, to encourage a sensitivity
toward a world of primary sounds and impulses without semantic content, to wrestle with spiritual ontologies and
epistemologies that are not urban oriented and to reflect on how they affect consciousness and behaviour.
Dr Silvia Battista is a visual and performance artist/scholar, who has engaged, over the last twenty years with a
multidisciplinary set of artistic languages - performance, drawing, photography, video - and research methodologies
- hermeneutics, phenomenology and semiotics. Her research lies in the intersection between visual art, performance,
installation and theatre, particularly in the study of meditative, contemplative and ecstatic practices/technologies
employed for creative and epistemological purposes. She researches, teaches and publishes on contemporary
performance and art, religion and spirituality involving audiences, readers and students to reflect on perception, ecology
and our relation to inner and outer environment. She holds a PhD (2008-2014) in performance studies awarded by Royal
Holloway University, London; an MA (2004-2006) in Communication Art and Design granted by the Royal College of Art,
London; and a First Class Honours Degree (1992-1996) in Fine Art awarded by the Accademia delle Belle Arti, Rome.
Between 2009 and 2015 she worked as visiting lecturer for the Department of Drama and Theatre of the Royal Holloway
University, teaching the following modules: Theatre and Culture, Boundaries of Performance, Performance Making and
Applied Theatre. Her visual and performance work is presented regularly in national and international contexts and
her scholarly outcomes are published by Intellect, Routledge and Palgrave MacMillan. With the latter she published her
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Recent science fiction has been marked by flora and fauna gone wild – supernatural or extraterrestrial
nature that subsumes our current ecosystems. Novels like Annihilation by Jeff VanderMeer and Future
Home of the Living Gods by Louise Erdrich create what Anna Tsing calls “Feral Biologies,” that play
havoc on Earth’s ecosystems as we know them. Narratives of this type are no less present in the theatre,
where we see both urban and rural environments in crisis of apocalyptic magnitude. This paper will
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Elisabeth Grace Fairchild, University of Oregon
‘Feral Biologies’ and the Alterity of Ecosystems in Marisol and The Honeycomb
Trilogy

closely examine Marisol by José Rivera and The Honeycomb Trilogy by Mac Rogers, and how their spacial
apocalypses use improbable climate interventions to posit solutions to our current social and climate
crises. In leveraging what Donna Haraway in Staying with the Trouble calls the Chthulucene, I will
interrogate the alterity of nature and space created by these two plays. In Marisol’s urban world, reality
is flipped as a result of the angel war on God, altering Brooklyn and Queens almost beyond recognition;
from geographical locations that are literally missing, to pregnant men, to apples filled with salt. In The
Honeycomb Trilogy, an alien invasion transforms Earth’s environment into a tropical swamp, maintained
and controlled by large insect-like aliens. In both plays, these ecological anomalies/catastrophes
enable the audience to experience a kind of relief from reality brought on by the supernatural. This relief
removes the culpability of climate change and social degradation from humans, while also exploring
many of the actions that have driven us to the precipice of extinction. Perhaps by “worlding” – as
Haraway and Ursula K. LeGuin so often call speculative future creation – we can find solutions that could
not be envisioned in a recognizable reality.
EDUCATION PhD Student, Theatre Arts, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 2017 – Present M.A.,
Creative Writing, University of East Anglia, Norwich, England, 2008 B.A., Theatre Arts, Humboldt State
University, Arcata, CA, 2007 TEACHING EXPERIENCE University of Oregon (UO) Discussion Leader,
Introduction to Theatre, Fall 2017 Instructor, Acting I, Winter 2018 – Fall 2018 Instructor, Acting 3,
Winter 2019 DRAMATURGY Mother Courage and Her Children, UO Robinson Theatre, 2018 Sliver of a
Full Moon, UO Many Nations Long House, 2017 PUBLICATIONS The Missouri Review, “A Heavy Breath,”
July 2011 CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS • “Caretakers and Confidants: The Automation of Emotional
Labor in Marjorie Prime and Blade Runner 2049,” The Science Fiction Research Association, Milwaukee
WI, July 2018 AWARDS AND HONORS • Recipient of The Arnold, Isabell, and Rupert Marks Scholarship,
2018 • Winner of the POSSIBLE 3% Conference Advertising Contest, 2016 • Master’s Thesis received a
distinction, shortlisted for the Curtis Brown Award, 2008 • University of East Anglia Arts and Humanities
Research Council Tuition Scholarship, 2007 • Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival Irene
Ryan Nominee, 2006 PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS • Science Fiction Research Association (SFRA) •
American Society for Theatre Research (ASTR) • International Association for the Fantastic in the Arts
(IAFA) • International Federation for Theatre Research (IAFA)
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Christopher Floyd Danowski, University of Portsmouth
Toward a Haunted Theatre: Performing for the Spirits
This performative paper inquires into and demonstrates the visceral transmission of knowledge in
Palo and Lukumí ritual practises in contemporary urban experience, while addressing some potential
applications to theatre-making. In ritual practices in both Kongo and Yoruba-derived traditions, I
have experienced of what Todd Ramón Ochoa calls ‘turbulences in the fluid immanence of the dead’
or what Michael Atwood Mason refers to as ‘ritual flow’, where the embodied repetition in word and
action can produce a particular state of consciousness. This state of consciousness is foundational
for the transmission of knowledge. For the past five years I have been creating performance work that
might invoke this same sense of ritual flow for both the performers and spectators by creating ritual
practises for the actors that invoke ancestor possession as a methodology for creating characters. As an
urban practitioner and theatre-maker, I often feel two seemingly contradictory impulses: the charge to
reverentially give over to the demands of the spirits of the dead, but simultaneously the charge to resist
the impulse to avoid confrontation with the histories of racism in the urban communities where these
traditions are practised. Instead of insisting on the binary between belief and political awareness, there
is perhaps something within these traditions that bridge the divide, and can suggest methodologies
that can contribute to both the transmission of spiritual knowledge and decolonisation. My paper
performatively embodies and enacts the contradictions (combining traditional academic writing with
performance elements and accompanying video) in order to invoke a sense of ‘ritual flow’ in the
audience, in order to give a sense of how knowledge is transmitted in these traditions, and to suggest
how contemporary urban contexts might open up spaces for the experience of ritual flow.
Christopher Danowski, PhD, is a Lecturer in Performance at the University of Portsmouth. He was
artistic director for Theater in My Basement from 1999-2014, and Howl Theatre Project from 2014-2018,
until he moved from the U.S. to the U.K. He has been auteur/director on several dozen performances of
experimental theatre in Phoenix, Minneapolis, Seattle, New York, Mexico City, Mérida, Dublin, Berlin, and
Krakow, among other places, and has written over 80 texts for performance.
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PERFORMING THE SOCIAL SPACE
Chair: Holly Maples, Brunel University London

Lesley Delmenico, Grinnell College
Rape and Prostitution on the Urban Margins: A Courtroom Performance of (Dis)
Believability
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In 1995, two London suburban sex-workers, whose assaults by a serial rapist had been discounted by the Crown
Prosecution Service, finally appeared in court. Their successful landmark trial, the first private UK rape prosecution,
followed three years of struggle to be heard. My 2015 tribunal adaptation, Pursuing Justice, dramatized the courtroom
performance that brought shadowed suburban sex-work into public view. This play relocates issues of sex-worker
believability on the city’s margins to central London audiences, with actual plaintiff “Toni” speaking in the post-show
talkback. The doubled trial- and-production performativity brought to the center claims of rape by women who had
previously been held to be both unbelievable and unrapable by definition of their work.
In “Sex and the City: Geographies of Prostitution in the Urban West” human geographer Phil Hubbard employs
prostitution as a metaphor for urban environmental problems (79), in which containing the “immoral margin” maintains
the “moral center” (73).“Toni’s” transgressive suburban labor and insistence on urban center vocality subverted
such spatial boundaries, disrupting public boundaries of speakability. Now, layered against recent high-stakes rape
testimonies in the Kavanaugh hearings and the #metoo movement, a fall 2019 London remounting of this play will
foreground such public claims, which, with all of their fraught consequences, seem more vital—and no less risky—
than ever.
Lesley Delmenico is an associate professor of Theatre and Performance Studies at Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa.
Her teaching, directing, and research focus on theatre’s political roles in contemporary society, particularly the
intersections of performance with urban spaces, the natural environment, post-coloniality, immigration, and gender.
She concentrates on the ways marginalized women improvise spaces from which to speak. Geographically, her work
began at the northern edge of Australia with indigenous and immigrant women, and lately has concentrated on the
former colonizing center, London.
An ethnographer, writer, deviser, and director, Lesley is currently working with American and British women’s NGOs to
stage community issues that concern tradition, law, the body and sexuality, and changing identities in the metropolis.
She has previously created professional and community-based performances in London, Mumbai and Grinnell. Her
methodologies are interdisciplinary, and she publishes in theatre/performance and sociology journals. Key questions
in her research and practice concern the ways in which we craft and perform complex identities in a post-colonial,
globalized, and increasingly urbanized world. Lesley’s M.A. and Ph.D. are in Theatre and Performance Studies from
Northwestern University.
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Anne Rebecca Free, Goucher College
Temporal Perspectives on Urban Space: Place and the Everyday in Site-Specific
Theatre in Marseille
The presence of diffuse poverty across the urban space of Marseille makes it a place where one can
see in especially vivid relief the ways cities act as sites for the definition and spatial inscription of
economic precarity. Marseillais theatre artists have engaged with these themes directly by making
the urban landscape a key component in site-specific, participatory performances, whether in the
economically marginalized “outer-city” neighborhood of Frais-Vallon or the downtown commercial
shopping district on the Rue Saint Ferréol. This paper examines two site-specific performances that each
present a particular perspective on urban economic precarity by engaging with everyday uses of public
space. The broader context for these performances owes much to national, state-directed narratives
of modernization and urban spatial management, a history that has shaped but not wholly determined
the distinctive urban geography and rhythms of everyday life in Marseille. The argument of this paper
is that in order to understand the way the city is represented and experienced in these performances,
one must examine in particular their manipulation of temporality. Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork,
historical studies (Chapman, Nasiali) and performance scholarship (Fişek, Haedicke, Jackson), this study
explores the relational, participatory, and site-specific dimensions of contemporary urban performances,
devoting particular attention to the temporal frame and the “durational signature” of two performances
in Marseille. In the portraits of the city produced by these theatre artists, the temporal frame is crucial
to the political agency of their work and its engagement with the rhythms of everyday life in the city.
Attention to the temporal frame reveals how these works both express and act upon the dynamic place
meanings of Marseille’s urban landscape.
Rebecca Free is Associate Professor of Theatre and holds the Hans Froelicher Professorship in the Arts at
Goucher College (Baltimore, MD, USA), where she teaches acting and theatre history. She is a practicing
director, choreographer, actor and dancer. Her scholarly work has focused on place, acting, and the
body, in early twentieth century and contemporary France. She has developed the current project in
collaboration with Mark Ingram, who is Professor of French at Goucher College, where he also teaches in
the Anthropology program. Ingram’s research has explored ethnographic perspectives on the politics of
the arts, understandings of place, and urban heritage, most recently in Marseille. Their research together
includes a recent co-written article on collaborative map-making as an interdisciplinary pedagogical
tool in short-term study abroad (International Journal of Humanities and Arts Computing); this article
describes a model for integrating theatre pedagogy with the study of language and culture, centered on
the physical and social locations of theatres.
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Choreographies of the gaze’ is a performative research project that seeks to investigate the relationships
between cinema, dance-theater and urban space around the issue of visibility.
The project proposes an interdisciplinary approach to Pina Bausch's tanztheater, taking the piece entitled
‘The Plaint of the Empress’ directed in 1990 by the choreographer herself as object of analysis. The aim of this
research consists in the realization of an archeology of the imaginaries of dance-theater in the cinema, as
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Jose Ignacio Lorente, University of Basque Country
Expanded Performances of Tanztheater The Reconstruction of the Citizen Space in
Pina Bausch’s ‘The Plaint of the Empress’

well as the way in which the film performs and choreographs the spectator's gaze, commanding him to move
through a singular public space displayed by the discursive strategy of the film.
The analysis follows the Jacques Rancière’s theory about a political distribution of the sensible‘ according to
which, the spectatorial figure responds to a specific distribution of competences -and incompetencies- that
determine his program of action in the film as propaedeutic of the performances that take place in the public
spaces.
The piece confronts both the conventions of the staging, dramaturgy and narrative, to proceed with a
reconfiguration of the filmic space in which the resilient bodies of the performers and the spectator themselves
keep a memory of the biopolitics that mobilize civic life in the urban space. The undifferentiation between
the interpretation and the daily gesture in the urban space runs parallel to the dissolution of the disciplinary
demarcations of the public scene giving rise to an expanded chorea, a common movement through which
performers and spectators reconstruct the urban space as a citizen space.
‘The Plaint of the Empress’ is located in the blind spot of the scopic regimes of modernity in which both the
city and the cinema, theater and dance share a detached form of the representational logic of the movement on
which modern thought was built.
Professor of the Department of Audiovisual Communication in the University of Basque Country.Director of
the Master's Degree in Performing Arts and Sciences of the Spectacle,Director of the Master‘s Degree in
Documentary Film. Principal Researcher of the City, Communication and Culture Research Group.Curator of the
cycle Cities of Cinema (College Basque-Navarrese of Architects).Co-author of the study The Value Chain in the
Sector of Culture (Observatory of Culture of the Basque Government).
Several articles on cinema, theater, dance and city:
“Scenic practices and the reconstruction of public space”, Magazine of the association of directors of scene of
Spain, n169, 2018
"Subjectivation and self-fiction. Figures of the absence in Moeder, Peeping Tom ".Theater, (Auto) Biography And
Selffiction. XXVII International Seminar Of Research Of Literary and Theatrical Semiotics, 2018
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New Scholars’ Workshops
Academic Publishing
12:30-14:00, Tuesday, July 9
Venue: New Space Theatre
This session addresses the process of being published in IFTR's affiliated journal,
Theatre Research International (Cambridge University Press), offering insights and
advice, while providing the opportunity for asking question about being published as a
new and early career scholar. The session will be led by Fintan Walsh, Senior Editor of
Theatre Research International.
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New Technologies and New Stages
ROOM 202

Chair: Brian Singleton,Trinity College Dublin

Hanbin DENG, Shanghai Theatre Academy
Rethinking Somatique Intelligence inside Human and Looking Forward to the Performance
and Theatre at the Ara of Human-Computer Integration
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The symbiosis or even combination /integration, was once only a scientific fantasy, but now, this reality has appeared
on the horizon and will have far-reaching effects on human life and culture, as well as the impact on performing arts
and drama. Based on the case studies of artists such as lawrence Malstaf, Louis-Philippe Demers and so on, I am trying
to sort out this coming reality, which prompts us to reflect on the following five aspects: firstly, human subjectivity and
intersubjectivity; secondly, our own self-deception; thirdly, our sense of time and space; fourthly, cultural hegemony,
fifthly, so-called dominance of our humanity throughout the world.
I am not an absolute optimist, thus I also has my own critical thinking to symbiosis between man and machine. My point
is that human beings need to re-examine their own Somatique Intelligence, and in response to the constant development
of machine intelligence, to activate and develop their Somatique Intelligence, something different from rational
intelligence. In order to test this hypothesis, my colleagues and I have structured a series of scientific-artistic projects
and research experiments combining science and art. I will focus on one of the projects in my speech: The performance
class "Rasa Box" in the eyes of the machine writer. With the help of the artificial intelligence unicorn company Horizon
Robotics, we used the most advanced AI chip and neural network algorithm to train an AI writer who can understand
human performance. If you are trying to tell a story to a human listener happily, then this human is likely to feel that you
are really happy, but our AI writer, who we named Rosa, will see through your tricks, find your sorrow, and write down
some sentences that represent sadness. Can Rasa be a companion and listener who is more competent than humans?
Dr Hanbin Deng is a performance artist, director and scholar. He studied at Peking University and UC Berkeley, then got
PHD at Peking university. He did Postal study at Shanghai Theatre Academy (STA) and stayed at NYU as visiting scholar.
He also worked at Warrick as visiting associate professor. Now he is associate professor at Hainan University, artistic
director at People’s Art Theatre of Hainan province (HPAT), and part-time professor at Central Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA).
To explore the relationship between the art of performing and neuroscience, in 2015 he founded in London an art group
called Biological Renaissance Art (B.R.A.). One year later he founded an experimental performance organization B.R.A.
Zeal College at Shanghai. He published three books including “The Origin of Contemporary Performance Ar: from 1902s
to Present”, which was published by Peking University Press in 2016. He was invited to performe for Franklin Furnace at
NYC, Ars Electronica Beijing, Beijing OPEN performance art festival, Shanghai International Art Festival.
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Seok Jin Han, Korea National University of Arts
The Ontology of Robots in Performance
This paper aims to examine the ontology of robots in performance by analysing performance examples
including Blanca Li’s Robot (2013), Huang Yi’s Huang and KUKA (2013), Hirata Oriza’s I, Worker (2008)
and Yulhyul Arts Group’s Unstable ver.04 – Defeat the Robot (2014), where humans and robots co-exist.
First, I will explore what kind of relationships between the robots and the human performers are created
in terms of the way to represent the robots. In doing so, philosophical perspectives on the ontology of
human and machine will be drawn upon, ranging from Cartesian Machine-Body to La Mettrie’s Man a
Machine and Kittler’s human-information machine. The modes of the robot presence in the performances
are then elaborated, referring to contemporary theatre discourses on the idea of presence, which
reconsider the notion of performance based on the need for physical and temporal co-presence of
human performers and viewers. Finally, I will elaborate the aesthetics of robot performance, reflecting
the above discussions. In the paper, I intend to not appreciate the performing ability of the robots in the
works as performers equivalent to the humans, but rather delve into how the ontological status of the
robots is given in the performance works from posthumanist point of view.
Dr Seok Jin Han is a lecturer at Korea National University of Arts in South Korea. She has completed her
Ph.D. thesis in the School of Arts at the University of Surrey, UK where she investigated choreographic
practices embracing virtual, robotic, and cyborgian bodies. Now she has expanded her research interest
into education, archive, and curation where dance/choreography and digital technologies converge.
chronotope is a special kind of grotesque comic.
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Influenced by the trend of world contemporary theatre, Chinese theatre directors are increasingly fond of
adopting multimedia technology in their works. So what does multimedia technology mean to directors?
What are the limitations and benefits of it for actors? What realms does it help performances to attain
that cannot be reached by the traditional theatrical methods? This paper will take several Chinese
theatre works performed at 21st century as examples, including Richard III (2001) by Lin Zhaohua,
Hamlet: That Is a Question (2007) by Richard Schechner, Kuang Biao (2017) by Tian Qinxin, Mofei (2017)
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Ying CHEN, Shanghai Theatre Academy
The Eyes of God: Applications of Multimedia Technology in Contemporary
Chinese Theatre

by Kristian Lupa, etc., to indicate how multimedia technology, through methods of metaphor, enlargement
and reveal, to dig out the locality and universality, theatricality and literariness in these adaptations of
foreign classics works and Chinese stories.
Chen Ying, PHD of Arts, is a lecturer in Shanghai Theatre Academy. Her research interests cover
comparative study of Chinese and foreign theatre,Shakespearean studies.Email:cyening@126.com.
Address:630 Huashan Road,Shanghai 200040,
P. R. China.
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Chair: JAMES BANNERMAN, ResCen Research Centre, Middlesex
University,

Oluwatoyin Olokodana-James, University of Lagos
PARADIGM SHIFT AND NEO-THEATRICAL CONVENTIONS IN NIGERIA: AN AESTHETIC
APPRAISAL OF “LEGENDS” THE MUSICAL
Nigerian theatre and performance culture has made remarkable changes in recent times particularly with the
advancement of technology. These theatres, as against the culture of strict adherence to conventional staging
now engage many other technical aspects which tend to aid the overall effects of the performances. Legends,
Kings and Kingdoms: the musical is an ancient story of gods told from a contemporary perspective; the story
connects historic times through unusual artistic and visual paradigms; five celebrated African heroes (Sango,
Neferneferuaten Nefertiti, Nana Yaa Asantewaa, Shaka Zulu and Queen Amina of Zazzau) who lived in different
epochs are brought together to co-exist in a contemporary modern production, thus, bridging historic gap and
reinforcing aesthetic license. This dynamic twist of fate coupled with the thematic injunction of casting man’s
worst enemy – the Shadow against constant checks and sculpting of attitudinal excesses are strong aesthetic
identities of the performance. The effort and concentration of the technical design crew was directed towards
making an aesthetic statement, hence the employment of aesthetic and design measures evident in the dance
styles, the song rendition patterns and the use of technical elements such as costume, makeup, set/scenery,
sound and lighting. This study, therefore, through an aesthetic investigation highlights a shift in performance
and staging techniques incorporated into mainstream urban theatre experience in Nigeria and the results of
these have been noteworthy.

Oluwatoyin Olokodana-James is a three time awardee (2008 – 2011) of the Lagos State University scholarship
program and has a Ph.D in Theatre Arts from the University of Lagos, Nigeria. She is a Faculty member and the
Course Adviser/Exam Officer (I.C.E Theatre Unit) of the Department of Creative Arts of the same University. Her
research interests are in Theatre Arts and the Media. Oluwatoyin was a visiting researcher at the University of
Bedfordshire, United Kingdom (2018) and has had the opportunity of presenting scholarly papers at conferences
around the world. Some of her presentations and published works include: “Conflicting Ideologies, Mutual
Tolerance and Peaceful Co-existence”, “The Counteractive Power of Feminism and Womanism: A Psychoanalytical Discourse of Osita Ezenwanebe’s ADAUGO and Stella Oyedepo’s “Bumpy Chested”, “Nigerian Dance
in The Face of Modernity”, “Technology and the Challenges of Creating, Preserving and Propagating Dance in
Nigeria”, “Articulating And Addressing Cultural Dogmas and complexities through the Nigerian Film Industry:
Nollywood”, “Envisioning Dance and Motion Picture in Nollywood Films: A discourse of selected Nigerian
movies” She is also the author of the works “Akoto Dance of the Ogu People of Lagos State: A Socio- Cultural
Inquiry” and a dance libretto titled “Inspired”.
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My paper is going to discuss the role of American regional theatres in the development of Broadway
musicals from Annie (1977) to The Color Purple (2005) to Come From Away (2017) through the lens of
urbanization. Beginning in the mid-20th-century, an increasing number of not-for-profit professional
theatre companies were founded in New York and across the United States as artistically-minded
alternatives to commercial Broadway theatre. The emergence of major professional theatres in places
such as Texas, California, Washington, D.C., Minnesota, and Connecticut at once contributed to the
decentralization of theatre in America, as well as to the cultural growth of the cities that welcomed
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Claudia Wilsch Case, Lehman College/City University of New York
American Regional Theatres and New Musical Theatre Development

these new companies. Originally intended to challenge Broadway’s monopoly by nurturing local arts
scenes, several American regional theatres soon began serving as development venues for new plays
and musicals, offering subscriber-subsidized ways to test and revise new shows before a Broadway
producer might commit to an expensive and risky New York opening. In a reversal of their initial
branching-out-from-New-York and in a re-urbanization of sorts, regional theatres, weighing artistic
goals and commercial aspirations, now regularly feed new material to Broadway. Expanding on research
I conducted for a chapter in the recently-published Palgrave Handbook of Musical Theatre Producers
(2017) on the development of commercial musicals at La Jolla Playhouse, which has premiered
Broadway-bound shows such as Big River (1984) Thoroughly Modern Millie (2000), and Jersey Boys
(2004), and where Come From Away originated in a 2015 co-production with Seattle Rep, I am going to
analyze the artistic and economic relationships as well as potential risks and benefits that characterize
the transfer of newly-developed musicals from America’s not-for-profit regional theatres to Broadway.
Claudia Wilsch Case is an Associate Professor at the City University of New York, where she has taught
theatre history and dramatic literature at Lehman College and in the Theatre Ph.D. Program at the CUNY
Graduate Center. She holds a doctorate in Dramaturgy and Dramatic Criticism from the Yale School of
Drama, and her research interests are modern American and German theatre. She is also a published
translator of contemporary German plays.
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YE NING, East China Normal University
Case Studies on Contemporary Chinese Rap Music Stage Performance
As one of the most important constituting parts of hip-hop music, rap music, from its origin, is the
highly integrated result of the urbanization around the world. In China, rap music used to be confined
majorly underground. However, with the internet broadcasting of the competition show of “The Rap
of China” produced by iQiYi since June 2017, the rap music has received more and more acceptance
especially among young audience in mainland China. With the analysis of the stage performances of
the selected music works in “The Rap of China” in terms of lyrics, choreography and the adoption of
music styles, this paper intends to propose that the rising popularity of rap music in contemporary China
is a demonstration of the cosmopolitanism in Chinese youth culture in which the hybridity, fusion of
difference and positivism are the distinctive manifestations.
YE Ning, Ph.D Student of Foreign Languages School, East China Normal University. 500 Dongchuan Road,
Minhang District, Shanghai, 200241. mindyye15@163.com Her academic interests are in English Theatre
and Drama, Performance Studies, Australian Theatre and drama.
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Chiayi Seetoo, Shanghai Theatre Academy
Improvisation Dance in Urban China: Techniques and Tactics of Performance in
Microhistories
This paper recounts the practices of improvisation dance in urban spaces of Hong Kong, Shenzhen, and
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Dances and Their Different Aesthetics

Shanghai that thrived in recent years. By tracing the microhistories as networks, I attend to the fact of
their emergence, development, spread, dissolution, and revival as based on non-institutional resources/
artists community organizing, with an emphasis on tangible human-relationships. This resonates with
“improvisation” as a philosophy and approach (not without its own evolving and volatile techniques
and principles) to challenge, disrupt, or bend rigid, fixed, and imposing types of “choreography” and
systems of movement techniques, which afford certain looks, body types, forms, and aesthetics of
“dance” as Institution. Put in the context of the different and yet interrelated regional processes of
urban development, these artists’ practices can also be seen as records of individuals coping with
the unpredictable conditions of performance/survival possibilities; that is, “improvisation” as tactics
of partnering with the capricious conditions of urban China. I will delineate the artists’ respective
movement practices and tactics of performance-making, as I integrate and discuss conceptualizations
of “improvisation” and its embedded politics. I will also reflect on their relevance and resonance to
practices in other regional sites (Beijing, Taiwan, Japan, South Korea) and anticipate further historical
and theoretical dialogues with existing discourses and scholarships on improvisation dance, which are
based on practices primarily situated in Europe and North America.
Chiayi Seetoo (Jess) is on the faculty of Intercultural Communication Studies, Shanghai Theatre Academy.
She holds a Ph.D. in Performance Studies from UC Berkeley and serves on the board of Performance
Studies international (PSi). Seetoo has published academic articles and performance criticisms in P[art]
icipatory Urbanisms (Berkeley, 2015), PAR: Performing Arts Review, TDR: The Drama Review, LEAP, The
Routledge Companion to Butoh Performance (Routledge, 2018), and Asian Theatre Journal (forthcoming
2020). Teaching and scholarship aside, Seetoo also directs, organizes, and performs in artistic projects
and community events. She has danced with companies in Taiwan, New York, and Germany and
continues to pursue the integration of theory and practice in her own projects.
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Paonrach Yodnane, Chulalongkorn University
‘Samun’: The Storytelling-Ballet Dance for Urban Flavor
The new era of technology and the digital world affect human communication as well as aesthetic
perception. Modern audiences might prefer to view a performance that understandable, accessible,
unsophisticated, particularly in the performing forms. Classical and conventional performances, such
as Ballet in its original form with neat and graceful served as high arts, might have a gap to the modern
audiences’ taste since it seems out-of-their-ways. Contemporary Ballet artists, therefore, try to adopt
and adapt other theatrical motifs to fit in a Ballet performance in terms of cultural negotiations of the
urban condition. This can prove a positive source of creativity and cultural intervention. As a Ballet
dancer and creative crew of a new style of Ballet, I certainly believe that the new style of Ballet can
take advantage of this cultural interchange to create new modes of performance. In this paper, I will
demonstrate the Storytelling-Ballet dancing performance called ‘Samun’ or “Siam Schomburgk’s deer”,
one of the preserved animals in Thailand. The performance was presented in Thailand Got Talent last
year and broadcast on You Tube with 1,000,000 views shortly. The realistic style of spoken-drama which
is adapted for performance included minor use of classical music was provided as well as adding an
issue of animal preserving was impressed to the new generations. The compositions that make the
show success are (1) the impressed and heart-touching story with the demi character of dancers; (2) the
concise and precise story in the repertoire; (3) costumes and designs; (4) sound combination of words
and dances for telling the story; and (5) well-trained both body and choreograph. More to the point, (6)
characterization and well interpretation are important to this storytelling-ballet dancing performance.
This emergence of a new performance style can bridge the gap between the classical performance and
modern/urban audiences.
Paonrach Yodnane,Ph.D. She is a full-time lecturer at the Faculty of Communication Arts, Chulalongkorn
University. From Chulalongkorn University, Paonrach graduated her Bachelor Degree in Western Dance,
Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts. Master Degree in Speech Communication and Performing Arts, Faculty
of Communication Arts; and Doctoral Degree in Development Education, Faculty of Education. Apart from
her 20 years of experiences and expertise in fields of Theatre and Performing Arts, for instance, MC and
actress in thai TV Programs. Paonrach is also a former spokesperson for Ministry of Tourism and Sports.
And she is interested in Transformative Learning Theory for Theatre and Contemplative Communication.
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Sharvari Jagdish Sastry, The University of Chicago
Theatre, urbanism, and the gentrification of popular entertainment in postcolonial
India
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Urban Space, Gentrification and
Tension

This paper seeks to explore the relationship between theatre, popular entertainment and urbanism, by
approaching these issues through the rubric of gentrification. Although this term is usually employed
in urban planning and sociological contexts, I suggest that the metaphor of “gentrification” may offer a
productive framework to identify the ways in which popular performance traditions are transformed through
urbanisation. I develop this idea within the context of modern Indian theatrical performance, by tracing the
multiple modes through which tamasha – a “folk” form of Maharashtra – was integrated into the urban
cultural landscape in the 20th century. Although tamasha is a popular performance tradition, performed
largely by “lower-caste” artists in rural areas, and has a long history dating back at least 300 years, it
is widely regarded as a crude and vulgar form of entertainment. It was officially banned in 1949 under
charges of obscenity, and what followed were a number of attempts to “reform” the art and sanitize it of its
undesirable elements. In this paper, I focus on one such reformatory project: a highly successful play entitled
Viccha Mazi Puri Kara (“Fulfil My Desires”, 1965) that sought to re-popularize tamasha by re-presenting it in
the format of a proscenium play performed largely in urban auditoria, cleansing it of any ‘obscene’ elements,
such that it would be suitable for consumption by white-collared, middle-class, urban, educated audiences.
In so doing, it fundamentally transformed the demographic of audiences and artists involved in tamasha.
What do we make of such attempts at performance preservation and reinvention? The recent scholarship
on the relationship between performance and the archive offers a rich conceptual vocabulary; in this
paper, I demonstrate the ways in which the peculiarities of such urban cultural formations – particularly in
postcolonial contexts – may be more effectively analysed through the lens of gentrification.
Sharvari Sastry is a PhD Candidate in the departments of South Asian Performance and Civilizations
and Theater and Performance Studies. Her dissertation research focuses on the ethics and aesthetics of
performance preservation in the modern and contemporary Indian context. She explores these issues
primarily with reference to tamasha and lavani, performance forms of Maharashtra in Western India,
examining how attempts to preserve these so-called “folk” forms negotiate issues of caste, class and
gender. Her dissertation project draws from archival and ethnographic sources, and hopes to reflect on the
ruptures between collaboration & appropriation, documentation & museumization, recording & memory,
performance & archives. Prior to starting graduate school, Sharvari worked as an administrator, editor and
amateur archivist with various theatre companies in Bombay.
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Fintan Walsh, Birkbeck, University of London
Performing the pathogenic city
In Arinzé Kene’s Misty (2018) and Neil Bartlett’s ThePlague (2017), cities are under siege. Contagions,
literal and figurative, spread among residents, destroying lives and tearing the fabric of the urban
environment. In each the city appears to be is at war with itself, via the circulation of disease that
passes among infrastructure, people and cells. Drawing on both examples, and other theatrical and
visual material, in this paper I’m interested in how ideas of contagion are deployed to capture a sense of
intangible danger spreading throughout the city, especially London, and how this formulation finds form
in contemporary political discourse that mobilises the threat of economic, cultural and political contagion
as part of divisive governmental rhetoric. Moreover I want to consider how we might understand this
discourse in light of pathogenic performativity, in which the language and phantasmagoria of contagion
are deployed as tactics of governance and abjection, to provoke mass sensation rather than atomise
particular circumstances, and theatre’s role in its perpetuation or disruption.
Fintan Walsh is Reader in Theatre and Performance in the Department of English and Humanities at
Birkbeck, University of London, Co-Director of Birkbeck Centre for Contemporary Theatre, and Director of
Birkbeck Gender and Sexuality (BiGS). His books include 'Queer Performance and Contemporary Ireland:
Dissent and Disorientation' (2016), 'Theatre & Therapy' (2013), and 'Male Trouble: Masculinity and the
Performance of Crisis' (2010) and the forthcoming collection 'Theatres of Contagion: Transmitting Early
Modern to Contemporary Performance' (Bloomsbury 2019). He is Senior Editor of 'Theatre Research
International.'
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This communication focuses on a theatrical set of plays written by Josep Maria Benet i Jornet (Barcelona,
1940) between 1963 and 2000. Originally written and staged in Catalan, these set of dramatic pieces* ,
named “Una vella, coneguda olor (1963), Baralla entre olors (1981), and Olors (2000), have traditionally
been referred to as “the Raval’s trilogy”, since they are placed in one of the city’s oldest neighborhoods,
the red-light district formerly known as “barrio chino”. Considering the textual and performative
aspects of these plays, the context of production in which they were created and the timing of its
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ELISABET PALLÀS, University of Massachusetts Amherst
Mapping Barcelona’s red-light district: Affective cartographies and identity
displacement in Raval’s Trilogy, by Josep Maria Benet i Jornet

different staging, the presentation addresses several aspects of the theatrical performance with regards
to Barcelona’s urban planning, reflecting on the impact of urbanism as a way to displace marginal
populations and effectively erase their cultural identity. Departing from a theoretical spectrum that
moves between Memory studies and sociological approaches, this presentation firstly considers the
urban practices in the Raval’s neighborhood based on its spatial evolution throughout time, commenting
on the balance between past and present and illustrating the performed emotional impact such an
urban planning have in its populations’ subjectivities. Concurrently, the communication also addresses
the performative value and narrative instrumentalization of iconic tropes -ghosts and spatial ruins- as
mechanisms to theatrically propose a visual negotiation with the past, which in Catalan ground implies
considering the socio-historical imprint of Francoism upon marginalized populations. Ultimately, the
objective is to tackle, within the context of a wider critic of Barcelona’s urban planning, the connivant
relationship between Barcelona’s local administration and the neoliberalist markets in their common
pursue of surplus values and gentrification. The goal is to appropriately place Benet i Jornet’s theatrical
utterance in the contemporary urban context in which it should be acknowledged, finally remarking
on the shortcomings of the traditionally deemed successful Barcelona urban model. *Currently not
translated to English, reason why I cite them in the original
Elisabet Pallàs is a PhD candidate in the program Hispanic Literatures and Linguistics, in the University
of Massachusetts Amherst. She has a B.A in Humanities by Universitat Pompeu Fabra (Barcelona) and
has two additional Masters in Editorial Services (2013), by Universitat de Barcelona, and Peninsular
literatures and Cultures (2015), by University of Massachusetts Amherst. Interested in visual studies, her
current research interests include contemporary Iberian Theatre and Film. Her dissertation, provisionally
titled “Expropriating affect: displacement and reoccupation in Barcelona’s old neighborhood Ciutat
Vella (1075-2010)” delves into the analysis of theatrical playwrights and documentaries that illustrate
the population’s forced displacement within Barcelona’s oldest district, Ciutat Vella. Departing from
a theoretical spectrum that moves between sociological and urban approaches, the project reflects
on the state’s mechanisms to enforce and legitimate territorial, cultural and corporeal expropriations,
considering tactics which include, among others, the criminalization of poverty and the passing of local
laws restricting the use of public spaces.
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Xuan LIU, Shanghai University
Surviving Termination in Modern Cities: Evolving Tradition of Kun Opera from
Late Qing Dynasty to the 1949
During the period of late Qing dynasty, the performance art of Kun opera gradually declined. By the
end of the Qing dynasty and the beginning of the Republic of China, there were only a few professional
troupes and commercial performances in several urban centers such as Beijing and Shanghai. Among
them, it is especially noteworthy that Kun opera performances were conducted in Shanghai from the
late Qing dynasty to 1949 by amateur societies and a group of young performers, who had been staging
professional performances in Shanghai between 1927 to 1936. In this period the northern Kun opera
artists also visiting Shanghai brought several shows, which were more affected by the performance
of “Huabu”. Although this period is quite short compared with the development course of 400 years
of Kun opera, it witnessed an important transition of Kun opera from the Ming and Qing dynasties to
its contemporary form. Most of this took place in Shanghai, the first big modern city of China. This
progress was under a more complicated historical and sociological context. The late Qing dynasty to
the Republic of China, when changes in all aspects of society had a profound influence on culture and
art, was an important period in the modern history of China. Combining this with exploring the inherent
logic of art development itself could help us understand the meaning of Kun opera as a "heritage" in the
contemporary era better.
Liu Xuan, Doctor of Art, graduated from Shanghai Theatre Academy, doing post doctoral research in
Shanghai University. Majoring in history and theory of Chinese traditional theatre. She hasbeen a visiting
scholar in Graduate Center of City University of New York(2015-2016). She has published 16 papers and
art criticism which about the tradition of performance of Chinese traditional theater, especially focus on
Kun opera and Peking opera.
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Lao-Qiang is a Chinese traditional drama and involves forms of art such as culture、dance、music、
fine art、folk custom、history and so on together into a whole. Traditional Lao-Qiang art form has typical
Chinese cultural genes. Like other traditional Chinese operas, Lao-Qiang has also experienced a brilliant、
crisis、reform and revival period of Chinese stage drama over the past few centuries. As an ancient family
drama, Lao-Qiang comes from the foot of the Hua Mountain, spreads from the rural area to the urban area,
and from ChangAn to all over the world. Removing “LiangZi”, Lao-Qiang is separating the actors from the
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Yilan WANG, Xi’an Art Research Institute
The Urbanization Process Of Lao-Qiang Opera And Inquiry Of Modern Audience
Aesthetic Psychology

shadow play and making them act on the stage, it is a typical urbanization called “Butterfly transforming “of
rural traditional opera performing form.
This article is to investigate the cultural foundation, historical source, and development tendency of LaoQiang, and it presents the evolution of Lao-Qiang in the urbanization process, and also the process of LaoQiang spreading from country to urban area and further step on the international stage.This process
represents that during the urbanization of traditional drama, practitioners of drama think dialectically
intentionally or unintentionally in the innovation process and the respect towards traditional culture and
artistic rule.
Today Lao-Qiang is praised as the rock of ancient China. The analysis considers Lao-Qiang can satisfy
modernaudience aesthetic psychology such as urban people seek the sense of belonging or hunt for
novelty、emotional catharsis of people、return to people nature and so on. Theauthor’s personal opinion
tends to the traditional drama should keep the tradition but can seek some kind of balance in the reforming,
and adapting the new requirements from the urbanization show without losing core value and sense.
Author: WANG Yilan, female, 33 years old, graduate from Hong Kong polytechnic university, master of arts.
Work Unit: Xi’an Art Research Institute
Title: Research Librarian
Tel: 13991943142
Email: 51121184@qq.com
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Chao SUN, Shanghai International Studies University
Waterloo Bridge performed in the Form of Shanghai Opera (Huju): The Birth
and Refinements of Shanghai Opera (Huju) in Shanghai in 1941
In November, 1940, China has seen the movie Waterloo Bridge on the screen, received an overwhelming
welcome and a heated discussion which surpassed those received in America. Two months later,
Waterloo Bridge in the form of Shanghai Opera jumped on stage; for the first time it used the term
Shanghai Opera instead of Shenqu (an unofficial name for Shanghai Opera), announcing the birth
of Shanghai Opera. Considered the then content of Shanghai Opera not fit for the war situation, the
Shanghai Opera Society adapted the film to suit the taste of locals. Instead of a plot synopsis, the
Waterloo Bridge was the first play to use a pre-written play, which made it on the way to a form of
comprehensive art. The play concerned about the marriage, social status and chastity together with
the war scene related the then Chinese people, making a sensation at that time and making itself a
repertoire. Using materials and sources, this articles examines the influence of this play, how it absorbed
the Shanghai elements into this play, and it consequence upon the later Shanghai Opera.
Sun Chao is a post-graduate student in English literature. She now studies in Shanghai International
Studies University. In 2018, She studied “Theories of Theatre Study” which is taught by associate
professor, Liu Siyuan. And at the end of this course, she writes a paper, “Shrewdness in the Taming of
the Shrew”, explaining how the role of the economic conditions caused the shrewdness. She also gave a
lecture on the body in the theatre to a small group of undergraduates.
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Susana Egea Ruiz, Institut del teatre-Esmuc
Fedor Chaliapin and the developement of the Acting in the Operatic Scene:
questions about his legacy
In May of 1917 Fedor Chaliapin, -who was for years trying to improve the acting and scenic habits in
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Diffusion of Theatre
ROOM 205

the operatic stage, was in Crimea-, choosing the place where he wanted to build his Center of Creation.
At this time, Meyerhold had been during ten years director of the Mariinski Theatre; and Stanislavski
was working on the theatrical version of The Village of Stepanchikovo (1859) by Fyodor Dostoievski. The
events of the Russian Revolution conditioned Chaliapin’s reforms and the development of the operatic
scene. How these conditions affected the transfer of his heritage? We analyze the main advances and
transformations that Chaliapin introduced in the Operatic Scene, attending to his influence over theatrical
actors and directors as Stanislavski or Meyerhold, and the circumstances in the implementation of his
reforms, that conditioned the transmission and the interpretation of his legacy.
Susana Egea Ruiz, actress, stage director and researcher in performing arts. She obtained her PhD in
Performing Arts at the Autonomous University of Barcelona (2016). For her work entitled Actor training
in opera: Analysis of a specificity she was granted the “Artez Blai International Award for Performing
Arts Research” (2011). She is graduated in Romance Philology at the University of Barcelona (1996)
and received training in music, dance and drama. As an actress she has worked with directors such
as: Adolfo Marsillach, Calixto Bieito, Ferran Madico, Hansel Cereza, Hasko Weber or Malena Espinosa,
amongst others. As a stage director, her work is mainly interdisciplinar. She has been invited to attend
courses at centers as the Guildhall School of Music and Drama or the Gnesin Academy of Music of
Moscow. She is professor at the “Escola Superior de Música de Catalunya”, where she currently teaches
Lyric Theatre and where she has been in charge of the stage direction of the Opera Workshop since 2009;
and she teaches also at the “Institut del Teatre de Barcelona”. She is the author of titles as Actor training
for opera (Bilbao: 2012), and Stanislavski, Meyerhold, Chaliapin: operatic interpretation (Madrid, 2017)
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GUI HAN, Shanghai Theatre Academy
The Reception and Dissemination of the Theatre of Cruelty in America After
World War II - Take Black Mountain College For Example
In the 1950’s, Antonin Artaud’s theory of the “Theatre of Cruelty” was not recognized in his native
land, but on the other side of the ocean, it was favorably received in the United States. There was no
accident that Artuad made a huge impact on the American young artists as the land had already been
prepared for accepts his theory. In the mid-20th century, young people gathered in New York City and
gradually formed a counter-culture community. They betrayed old cultural value system and tried to
challenge the mainstream ideology. This “group”opposed the authority and public aesthetics, wanted to
creative a new life style to get self-liberation. Artuad’s thought conforms to this trend, his idea of rebel
the western modern civilization spread among the young generation in America. Just like a priest in a
ritual, Artuad became a spiritual leader in this “movement”. He was an ideal of the young artists, gave
them a profound influence on theirartistic creation. Black Mountain College, for example, the avantgarde artists there accepted Artaud’s theory and applied it to their own works. The “Theatre of Cruelty ”
played an important role for innovative artists who broke with tradition, as was seen in such works as
Theatre Piece NO.1, White Paintings and 4’33”. The artists of Black Mountain College were a major force
in the spreading of the “Theatre of Cruelty”. They helped transform the abstract theory into concrete
presentations, thus elevating it from a mere theatrical theory to art of ontological value, and enlarging its
audience.
Gui Han is Ph.D candidate in Shanghai Theatre Academy, and her major is Western theatre culture.
She is also a visiting scholar at Graduate Center, The City University of New Yorkand a younger scholar
of Marvin Carlson Theatre Center. More than 10 papers and reviews have been published.Her current
research is about “ Theatre of Cruelty”and the Living Theatre. Meanwhile she is focus on contemporary
American theatrestudies. Email:laurellotus@hotmail.com Tel: 13122027271
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The Irish drama movement, which originated in the late 19th century, is based on Yeats and a group of
native Irish playwrights who launched the idea of "the new Irish literature" in order to support the Irish
national liberation.
The movement spanned 30 years, which produces several great playwrights, including Yeats, Lady
Gregory, John Synge, Sean o 'Casey etc. ,who had created nearly 100 plays, writing a thick ink and heavy
color in the history of world drama.
The acceptance of the influential drama movement in China has experienced a century of development,
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Ju TIAN, Shanxi University of Finance and Economics
The Acceptance of the Irish Drama Movement in China

and has attracted the attention of many Chinese scholars, who have produced a large number of
research achievements. This thesis will review the acceptance of "Irish drama movement" in China from
the translation and adaptation of the scripts, the plays performed on Chinese stages and summarize its
accepted background in China, which the purpose is to have a better understanding of the development
of the Irish drama movement and to know the original plays generated by Chinese authors based on
The Irish playwrights. Currently, China is calling for national rejuvenation all over the country, Chinese
dramas and plays are exploring ethnic elements and connotations. The Irish drama movement gives a
good example for the nationalization of Chinese drama and has influenced the creation and adaptation
of Chinese modern drama.
My name is TianJu, from Faculty of Business Foreign Languages of Shanxi University of Finance and
Economics. After getting my doctor’s degree in Shanxi Normal University majored in drama and film
studies in 2015, I began my study on Irish literature, I have published nearly 20 academic articles in
this field, including 4 CSSCI, 5 Chinese core journals, and one academic monograph published by China
social science press. Moreover, focusing on the influence and acceptance of Irish literature in China,
I am presiding over projects, including one project of humanities and social sciences of the ministry
of education, 3 provincial-level projects. In 2017, I participated in the international seminar on Irish
literature hosted by NTU in Singapore, and made a speech. At present, I have formed a relatively clear
research field and direction, and have laid an academic foundation for my postdoctoral research.
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Martynas Petrikas, Vilnius University
Communicative Turn in Theatre Industry
Development in Euro-American arts and theatre of the last hundred years saw several “turns”. A
performative turn (Fisher-Lichte) occurred around the Sixties, an ethical turn (Rancière) – in twothousands. In this paper I would like to reflect on yet another, the communicative turn. Certain tension
between an art piece and its mediated image was already noted by sociology of art in the second part
of 20th century. As Pierre Bourdieu observed in his Les règles de l'art: genèse et structure du champ
littéraire (1992) “[We must] take into account not only the direct producers of the work in its materiality
(artist, writer, etc.), but also the ensemble of agents and institutions which participate in production of
the work via the production of the belief”. More recent scholarship also registers a shift “from review
to preview” in theatre (Strickler), observing that multichannel communication of theatrical event before
it even occurs becomes increasingly important in terms of experiencing piece of theatrical art, thus
sidelining traditional posterior reviewing and criticism. In my paper I will argue that in case of theatre
industry not only we can speak of appearing and rise of “production of believe”, but also of it becoming
an integral and crucial element of theatre production and consumption. It is a phenomenon which I
propose to term a communicative turn in theatre industry. Just like concept of performativity changed
global understanding of theatre making and perception, the acknowledgement of communicative matrix
which envelops virtually every practice of contemporary theatre can illuminate our ideas of how theatre
functions in contemporary world. I will propose to survey the communicative matrix starting with
traditional communicative channels such as previews of upcoming productions in the press and ending
with dedicated app and virtual communities that communicate and thus create theatrical events in the
society.
Martynas Petrikas (dr.) is an associate professor at the Faculty of Communication, Vilnius University
(Lithuania). His fields of interest among others are: social and political factors of theatre industry,
history of Lithuanian theatre, and history and theory of theatre criticism. M. Petrikas was the editor of
a quarterly theatre journal “Lietuvos scena” (“The Stage of Lithuania”) and has authored numerous
academic publications. His larger contributions are to a collective monograph “Post-Soviet Lithuanian
Theatre: History, Memory, Identity” (2014 in Lithuanian) and edited volume “Reclaimed Avant-Garde:
Spaces and Stages of Avant-Garde Theatre in Central-Eastern Europe” (2018 in English).
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Abandoned industrial sites in the cities are the leftover of post-industrial era. In this paper, I will have
a look on contemporary performances taking place in former factories and manufactures, reflect the
aesthetic values created in those tough spaces. Many of the 19th and 20th century factory buildings
have lost their practical, but also political and social functions, taking an ambivalent in-between place
of private and public spheres. Due the real estate development, the unique atmosphere of the urban
industrial, but also rural mass-agricultural buildings, railway stations, and prisons as known from
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Riina Oruaas, University of Tartu
Abandoned industrial spaces as performance venues: the phenomenology of
forgetting

Andrey Tarkovsky’s iconic film “Stalker” (1979, shot in Tallinn and its outskirts) is rapidly disappearing.
In Estonia, where the factories represent the forced mass-industrialisation of the Soviet occupation, the
buildings raise mixed feelings. The most outstanding and politically loaded of the cases is city of Narva
with Kreenholm manufacture on the eastern border of European Union. The manufacture has been one of
the leading textile industries in Europe and had its peak during the Soviet Union period, but bankrupted
in 2010. The present vast and normally closed territory of 65 ha is explored by cutting-edge artists, but
also popular performance, as “Kremlin Nightingales” representing Soviet period pop stars in 2018 by
Tartu New Theatre.
The examples of site-specific immersive productions in abandoned buildings introduced in the paper,
call for remembering, discovering and forgetting. Performative experiences of wandering on uneven
paths between the crumbling walls makes the spectator feel the lost lives and contemplate the political
turns in a distracted but personal way. The atmospheres of uncanny and homey are equally present.
Considering the controversial history of the sites, forgetting enables the them to appear aesthetic and
affective in new ways.
Riina Oruaas is Lecturer and PhD candidate in theatre research at the Institute of Cultural Research,
University of Tartu. Her PhD thesis topic is Postmodernist aesthetics in Estonian Theatre. Her research is
focused on transforming aesthetics in Estonian theatre since 1990s, including dramaturgy, performing,
scenography, and intermediality. Oruaas has worked as a visiting scholar at University of Surrey in 2015,
has been chairing the Estonian Association of Theatre Researchers and Theatre Critics (2012–2015) and
co-edited the book Views on Contemporary Estonian Theatre (original title: Vaateid Eesti nüüdisteatrile,
University of Tartu Press 2016).
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Chieko Hiranoi, Hosei University
Urban Tourism in the City of Kyoto: Kyoto Tourism Culture Certification Test and
the Minami-za Theatre
Urban tourism can be defined as alternative tourism opposed to mass tourism depending heavily
on historical heritages and entertainment attractions. Kyoto has been one of the most popular cities
for sightseeing among the Japanese and people from abroad because of its historical settings and
traditional atmosphere. However, some visitors had said that workers involved in tourism tend to be
rude or unfriendly from their personal experiences. The Kyoto Chamber of Commerce and Industry had
come to take measures for such complaints and deteriorated images against Kyoto not only by providing
manner classes but by educational efforts to raise successors of Kyoto cultures. Kyoto Tourism Culture
Certification Test was considered as one of their measures to make Kyoto citizens familiar with their
own culture and proud of it in the beginning. The first testing was conducted in 2004 and you can take
the test annually, while some similar tests about local culture have been abolished. The test covers
18 categories including history of Kyoto, historical heritages, traditional gardens, traditional cuisines,
local language, legends and conventions of daily life. More than 50% of the test takers come from
Kyoto Prefecture and the rest can be assumed as travelers from other prefectures supporting club
tourism(campus tourism for venues) in Kyoto for the test and a series of lectures and workshops before
and after the test. The Minami-za theatre is supposed to take a significant role in such club tourism in
Kyoto for its kabuki performances in the end of every year, programmes with all-star casting. It is one of
the major seasonal events in Kyoto and it can be a threshold for kabuki audiences. The theatre also has
easy access to traditional Machiya houses, each of which is originally composed of shop and residence.
The presenter will discuss contributions by the Minami-za theatre to club tourism in Kyoto.
Professor in the Faculty of Sustainability Studies, at Hosei University in Japan, teaching comparative
theatre and regional theatre in Japan. Research interests are British theatre, Japanese theatre, regional
theatre, theatre festivals and dramatic methods applied to education. Her recent publication include
"A Shameless Priest Travelling Overseas-The Entertainment of Hokaibo, or Sumidagawa Gonichi no
Omokage-"(2013) and "Aida as a Drama: Aida Directed by Olivier Py and Noda Kabuki Version of Princess
Aida"(2017). She conducted a research on Edinburgh festivals and theatrical environment in Edinburgh,
being associated with the University of Edinburgh, from April 2016 to March 2017. She also joined the
educational project organized by Japanese Studies, the University of Edinburgh, "Japanese Noh Drama
Hands On: Performance and Participation with Contemporary Masters" in 2018 to deliver a lecture
explaining the relationships between noh and kabuki.
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JUNKO OKAMOTO, Osaka University
The Diversity of Theatre in Madrid, Spain: La Pensión de las Pulgas (The
Boarding House of Fleas) – Urban Time and Space Travel in Carne Viva (Raw
flesh)
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Theatre and Urban Space

The most common place to see a play is a theatre, whether it is small or big, indoor or outdoor, rectangle,
horseshoe shape or circle. In Madrid a unique theatre space is gaining public attention. The space is
called La Pensión de las Pulgas (The Boarding House of Fleas), which is an apartment of some 190m². It
opened as a theatre in November of 2013 with an opening performance of MBIG (Mc Beth International
Group), where only 35 persons could enjoy the performance in an intimate setting and moving to several
rooms. This paper studies time and space travelling effects of a play Carne Viva (Raw flesh) of Uruguayan
playwright and stage director, Denise Despeyroux. This play can be performed only in a unique place
like La Pensión de las Pulgas. The audience is divided into 3 groups and guided to 3 different rooms on
the same floor. In the room 1, the group A watches a murder case in a dance school. Simultaneously the
group B is in the room 2, watching a scene of a hypnotist, and the group C is in the room 3 which is a
police station. The 3 scenes in different rooms end at the same time and each group of audience moves
to a next room to see a different scene but timewise go back to the beginning of the previous scene.
Each group watches all 3 scenes which happen at the same time, but in a different order. In this paper, I
will analyze how the experimental way of this presentation creates time and space travelling effects.
Junko Okamoto is Assistant Professor of Graduate School of Language and Culture Department at Osaka
University in Japan. She received her Ph.D. in Language and Culture (Spanish Literature) in 2007 from the
Osaka University for Foreign Studies. The title of her doctoral thesis is “The Dramaturgy and Resistance
of Antonio Buero Vallejo”. Based on the doctoral thesis, in 2014 she published a book titled Modern
Spanish Playwright Antonio Buero Vallejo – His Dramaturgy and Resistance, which received an incentive
award of KAWATAKE PRIZE from the Japanese Society for Theatre Research. Her teaching and research
fields include Theater Studies, Spanish Literature and Spanish Drama. Her main research interests at
present are theatre censorship during the dictatorship of Franco, and contemporary Spanish dramas
such as works of Paloma Pedrero, Laila Ripoll, Alfredo Sanzol and Juan Carlos Rubio.
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ANDREW MILLINGTON, University of the West Indies, Cave Hill Campus
Dreaming the Caribbean City Space: The Place of the Flaneur, Performance
and Historical Memory
This paper interrogates the dynamic of performance in an urban Caribbean space while examining key
ideas of Benjamin’s concept of the “Flaneur” or ambulatory experience of the city as well as formal
experiences of writings on the city including Lefebvre’s “Production of Space”, De Certeau’s “Writing on
Cities” and Soja’s concept of “Third Space”. It uses as its impetus a publicly sponsored walk through
the city of Bridgetown in Barbados pausing at key landmarks where actors emerge from spaces and
dramatize events or icons associated with the city’s history. While this event serves as an innovative
means of communicating the heritage and culture of the city it redefines and forces the “flaneur” to
engage specifically in the dialectics of the city experience. This differs from Benjamin’s flaneur who
brings his own allusions to literary and other pleasures that dominate without provocation. This event
illustrated through photographs expands Lefebvre’s discussion of “lived space” encompassing diverse
modes of experience; the physical and mental space socially engaging the body to translate knowledge
into action.
Andrew Millington is an independent filmmaker and a Senior Lecturer in Motion Picture Arts at the Errol
Barrow Center for the Creative Imagination, University of the West Indies, Cave Hill, Barbados. He is a
writer, director, producer and editor whose work includes the narrative feature film Zora’s Dream (2017),
Guttaperc (2000) and the short film Masks (1998). Shakespeare in the Caribbean; The Caribbean in
Shakespeare, a documentary commissioned by the British Council was recently released in June 2017.
He is currently producing a documentary series Sugar, Spirits and Sovereignty, a historical treatment of
the evolution of Barbadian society and will begin production on a new film John Crow Paradise in 2018
through his production company Shango Films Inc. He has lived and worked in the United States for over
thirty years as a Professor of Film and Assistant Director to award winning filmmakers Ethiopian Haile
Gerima and Haitian Raoul Peck. Andrew holds an MA in Mass Communication and an MFA in Film from
Howard University in Washington, DC.
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Liverpool’s Royal Court Theatre is particularly successful in attracting working class audience members.
This paper argues that this is in large part because the theatre successfully exploits its topographical
position, that is where it is sited both physically and in the imaginary of the city, and because of the way
it represents its city on stage. The Royal Court is overlooked by the grand, neoclassical St George’s Hall,
but is just on the wrong side of the border of its ‘Cultural Quarter’, a physical border made by roads and
railings, in a space long associated with commerce, discount shopping, cheap drinking, and bus stops.
This very ordinariness in fact makes its audience feel at home, and its topographical relationship to
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Maria Barrett, University of Warwick
The theatre in the city and the city in the theatre

the city centre means it can be perceived to be outside of the elite game of theatre, despite being part
of that game, and associated instead with the down to earth and unpretentiousness around it. Further,
its representation of the city in which it is situated, and of its citizens, as down to earth and sometimes
down at heel, further enhances this claim to authenticity. This paper draws on draws on multiple
ethnographic methods including thick description, interviews and focus groups, alongside analysis
of organic digital content, to explore how the theatre is perceived in the city, and how it represents a
particular urban space. Its findings have applications for theatres and theatre managements, as well as
for researchers and for cultural policy.
Dr Maria Barrett is an academic and researcher focusing on cultural policy, audiences, and class. She
is Assistant Professor in the Centre for Cultural and Media Policy Studies at the University of Warwick,
where she is Course Director for International Cultural Policy and Management. She has contributed
evidence to the Acting Up Enquiry on diversity in the performing arts at the House of Commons, and
is currently part of the consortium evaluating the National Theatre’s Theatre Nation Partnerships. She
is contracted to Palgrave Macmillan for a monograph on class and theatregoing. Before coming to
academia, Maria was an arts practitioner, consultant, and manager in the performing arts.
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LIN QIAN, Independent
Shanghai in a Different Light: Insights Gained through Making a EuropeanChinese Urban Space Theatre Performance
In autumn 2018, “Remote Shanghai” was conceived, produced, and premiered under a team of theatre
artists from Europe and China. To experience the production, an audience around the size of 50 wore
headphones and set off on a 2-hour journey traversing various parts of Shanghai guided by the voice
of an artificial intelligence, resulting in an unusual and contemplative encounter with the city. The
production was the latest installment in the series of “Remote X”, a multiple award-winning urban
space performance franchise originated by Berlin-based theatre Rimini Protokoll. Having had extensive
experience putting on similar installments in cities around the world, the European team members came
to Shanghai with preconceived ideas regarding how to localize the production, but soon found some of
their ideas difficult to implement on Chinese soil. Quick adjustments needed to be made, which prompted
debates and discussions inside the European-Chinese creative team as both sides worked together
to navigate each unexpected challenge. In the following 3 weeks as the production ran, the creative
team also observed some interesting behavior patterns of Chinese audience attending public space
performances. A behind-the-scene look at the making of “Remote Shanghai” hopes to share practical
takeaways and highlight future opportunities for creating meaningful theatre performances in China and
worldwide.
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Curated Panel by STEP – Project on European Theatre Systems
Beate Schappach, Institute of Theatre Studies, University of Bern
Amateur Theatre in the Villages of Europe.
Case Study Switzerland
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Amateur Theatre in the Villages of Europe

In the context of an urbanising globe, the cultural life of the local, rural and provincial has taken on increased social
and political importance. Recent right-wing political developments have been seen by many as rural or local reactions
against the increasing prominence of the cosmopolitan and urban, but these reactions might also be seen as primarily
cultural, not political, responses to the dominance of an urban way of life. If theatre studies do not wish to be seen as
taking a single side in this debate, it is important to pay attention to and examine the theatrical lives of rural, provincial
locations. In many cases, this rural theatre is necessarily amateur. And, as has been demonstrated by recent research,
the relationship between amateur theatre and its community can be quite different than that between the professional
theatre and its audience. This panel brings together a set of studies on the forms, functions, and values of amateur
theatre in the smaller countries of Europe. We are particularly interested in the contributions amateur theatre can
make to the cultural lives of relatively isolated villages. Through an approach which blends quantitative and qualitative
methods, we hope to show the ways in which the theatrical structures of amateur theatre in European villages relate to
the functions that this theatre serves. One important finding is that, while this theatre may take place in rural locations, it
still has important institutional and aesthetic links to urban life through national associations, festivals and the like. The
urban and the rural are related dialectically, not antagonistically. This research is being conducted by members of the
Project on European Theatre Systems (STEP), an international group of sociologically-minded European theatre scholars.
Its most recent research has been the Cities project, which studied the value and structure of theatre in five European
cities. It was published in a special issue of Amfiteater, volume 3 (2015).
Beate Schappach studied Theatre and German Literature at Freie Universität Berlin and at the Universities of Zurich
and Berne. Since 2002 she has been working as a research assistant and lecturer at the Institute of Theatre Studies,
University of Berne. In 2011 she finished her PhD Aids in Literatur, Theater und Film. Zur kulturellen Dramaturgie eines
Störfalls (AIDS in Literature, Theatre, and Film.The Cultural Dramaturgy of Disorder). She is currently working on
her habilitation project Dramaturgy. The Art of Tidying up. She is president of the Swiss Society for Cultural Studies
and convenor of the working group Literature–Medicine–Gender. In addition, she worked as a dramaturg for theatre
productions in Germany and Switzerland, e.g. in 1997 The Fall of the House of Usher by Edgar Allan Poe, in 2006 Turandot
by Carlo Gozzi, in 2004 Judgement by Barry Collins and in 2006 Rich – Beautiful – Dead adapted from No Exit by JeanPaul Sartre. She curated several exhibitions, e.g. in 2013/14 Education as an Adventure and in 2011/12 Half Time. Looking
at the Middle Age at Vögele Kultur Zentrum Pfäffikon (Switzerland) and in 2008 The Generation of ’68. Short Summer –
Long Impact at Historisches Museum Frankfurt am Main (Germany).
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Hedi-Liis Toome, University of Tartu
Anneli Saro, University of Tartu
Amateur Theatre in the Villages of Europe.
Case Study Estonia
In 2018, international working group STEP (Project on European Theatre Systems) started a comparative
research project on amateur theatre field. The aim of this particular paper is to present the first results
of the first phase of the amateur theatre study conducted all over Estonia and compare the results
with the field of professional theatre. The presentation will be a part of a joint panel focusing on the
functioning of amateur theatres in different smaller European countries. In Estonia, amateur theatre
has so far been mostly outside of the researcher’s scope because of its relative distance from the
professional theatre field. However, Estonian national theatre was invented by amateurs and for the last
hundred years, amateurs have been the backbone of Estonian cultural life in general. The vivid tradition
of amateur theatres, mostly active in rural areas, has always existed like in a parallel universe of the
professional, mostly urbanly located theatre. At the same time, amateur theatre has often reflected also
the developments in professional theatre. These are the questions under scope in our presentation: What
characterizes the amateur theatre field in Estonia compared to other smaller European countries? What
kind of functions does the amateur theatre has compared to the functions of professional theatre? What
are currently the biggest challenges of Estonian amatuer theatre?
Hedi-Liis Toome is a lecturer of theatre studies at the Institute of Cultural Research at the University of
Tartu, Estonia. She has a PhD in theatre studies of the University of Tartu which she defended in 2015. Her
research interests include theatre sociology, theatre systems, reception and audience research and the
use of qualitative and quantitative methods in theatre studies. She is also the head of Estonian Theatre
Researchers and Theatre Critics Association and a host of a radio program about theatre. She has also
worked in theatres and theatre related organizations as well as organized theatre festivals.
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In the context of an urbanising globe, the cultural life of the local, rural and provincial has taken on
increased social and political importance. Recent right-wing political developments have been seen by
many as rural or local reactions against the increasing prominence of the cosmopolitan and urban, but
these reactions might also be seen as primarily cultural, not political, responses to the dominance of
an urban way of life. If theatre studies does not wish to be seen as taking a single side in this debate, it
is important to pay attention to and examine the theatrical lives of rural, provincial locations. In many
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Vicki Ann Cremona, University of Malta
Amateur Theatre in the Villages of Europe.
Case Study Malta

cases, this rural theatre is necessarily amateur. And, as has been demonstrated by recent research, the
relationship between amateur theatre and its community can be quite different than that between the
professional theatre and its audience. This panel brings together a set of studies on the forms, functions,
and values of amateur theatre in the smaller countries of Europe. We are particularly interested in the
contributions amateur theatre can make to the cultural lives of relatively isolated villages. Through an
approach which blends quantitative and qualitative methods, we hope to show the ways in which the
theatrical structures of amateur theatre in European villages relate to the functions that this theatre
serves. One important finding is that, while this theatre may take place in rural locations, it still has
important institutional and aesthetic links to urban life through national associations, festivals and
the like. The urban and the rural are related dialectically, not antagonistically. This research is being
conducted by members of the Project on European Theatre Systems (STEP), an international group of
sociologically-minded European theatre scholars. Its most recent research has been the Cities project,
which studied the value and structure of theatre in five European cities. It was published in a special
issue of Amfiteater, volume 3 (2015), available online at https://issuu.com/ul_agrft/docs/amfiteater__
web_3pika1-2
Prof. Vicki Ann Cremona is Chair of the School of Performing Arts at the University of Malta. She
graduated from the Université de Provence, France and was a Visiting Scholar at Lucy Cavendish
College, University of Cambridge. She was appointed Ambassador of Malta to France between 20052009, and to Tunisia between 2009-2013. She is an executive member of the International Federation
of Theatre Research (IFTR) and has contributed towards founding Icarus Publishing Enterprise, a joint
initiative between TARF, Odin Teatret (Denmark) and The Grotowski Institute (Poland). She has various
international publications, mainly about theatrical events and public celebration, particularly Carnival,
Commedia dell’Arte, theatre anthropology, Maltese Theatre and costume. Her most recent publication is
entitled: Carnival and Power. Play and Politics in a Crown Colony (Palgrave Macmillan 2018).
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Performing the Emperor and the WarHeroes
ROOM 201

Chair: HAYATO KOSUGE, Keio University

REI INAYAMA, Meiji University
The Emperor's Body in Post-WW2 Japanese Theater: the Depiction of the
Japanese Emperor in the Works of Hisashi Inoue and Hideki Noda
Since the end of WW2, Japan has developed into an urbanized nation, but it still maintains the Emperor
system from ancient times. The Emperor is deeply related to Japan’s nationalistic spirit. Despite this
important role, research on plays about the Emperor is insufficient. In this presentation, I analyze the
depiction of the Emperor’s body in post-WW2 Japanese theater.
Before the end of WW2, the Emperor was considered sacred, and it was forbidden to depict him in the
arts. After 1945, playwrights started to write about the Emperor system, but the Emperor rarely appeared
in their works. One notable example of this is Hisashi Inoue’s (1934-2010) Yume no Kasabuta (The Scab
of the Dream, 2006). The play is set at a mansion where the Emperor plans to stay during his nationwide tour, known as “gyōkō” after WW2. To welcome the Emperor, the residents and the neighbors of
the mansion decide to practice how to communicate with him. In the rehearsal, a former military officer
plays the role of the Emperor. In Inoue’s Yume no Kasabuta, no real Emperor character appears except
his simulacre.
On the other hand, in the works of Hideki Noda (1955-), the Emperor makes a casual appearance.
However, the presence of the Emperor, or a similar existence to the Emperor, is often ambiguous. For
example, in Toumei-Nigen no Yuge(The Steam of the Invisible Man, 1991), the body of Susanoo, which is
an alternative existence of the Emperor, becomes transparent during time-travel. He cannot be seen, but
he does not disappear completely either.
In both works, the uncertainty of “the Emperor’s” body is emphasized. I discuss the difficulty of the
depiction of the Emperor's body in Japanese theater, using the works of Inoue and Noda as examples.
Rei Inayama is a Research Assistant of School of Arts and Letters at Meiji University, Tokyo. The
subject of her study is contemporary Japanese theater, focusing on Hideki Noda (1955-), one of
the most famous playwrights and directors since 1980s in Japan. In particular, she is interested in
Noda's view of nationalism and the Emperor after the death of Emperor Shōwa, Hirohito. Her resent
papers are “The Multi-layered Story and the View of Eschatology in Hideki Noda’s A Midsummer
Night’s Dream”(Comparative Theatre Review, Vol.16 No.1, March 2017, Japanese Society for Theatre
Research. Comparative Theatre Section), “An Analysis of Hideki Noda’s Image of the State in NodabanKokusenyakassen” (Theatre Studies, Vol.66, 2018, Japanese Society for Theatre Research), and so on.
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This presentation examines how the role of the war hero Maresuke Nogi has been performed in theatre
before and after World War II in the context of the modernization and urbanization of Japan. Nogi, also
known as General Nogi, was a well-known commander of the Imperial Japanese Army in the RussoJapanese War (1904-1905), which occurred during the Meiji Era (1868–1912). The Japanese won a
narrow victory while suffering heavy human losses; Nogi himself lost his two sons in the war. After
his return, he was racked by feelings of guilt, although he was regarded as a hero. In 1912, after the
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Tomoko Kumagai, Meiji University
Deified War-Hero in the context of Japanese
Modernization and Urbanization

death and funeral of Emperor Meiji, Nogi and his wife committed ritual suicide. Their suicides caused a
sensation, and they were deified for their extreme loyalty to the Emperor. His life and spirit served as the
subject of novels, films, plays, and other media of storytelling, which created his widespread image as a
kind of deity and a heroic figure. However, following World War II, his representation changed from that
of a heroic figure to that of a foolish general who bungled military operations. This presentation studies
two plays featuring the character of Nogi; it considers the bodies of the actors playing this role. The first
play is Nogi Shogun (General Nogi, 1929–1937), written by Seika Mayama, in which the role of Nogi was
performed by Sadanji Ichikawa II, in the pre-World War II period; the second play is Shimijimi Nippon:
Nogi Taisho (Serious Japan: General Nogi, 1979), written by Hisashi Inoue, in which the role of Nogi was
performed by Shoichi Ozawa, in the post-World War II period. The comparison of these plays reveals
the deification and demystification of Nogi in Japanese theatre, first as a tragic hero and later as the
Emperor’s clown.
Tomoko Kumagai is a PhD candidate in Graduate School of Arts and Letters at Meiji University in Tokyo
and currently working as a lecturer at Meiji University. She received BA degree from Keio University and
MA degree from Meiji University. Her research focuses on the modernization/westernization of Japanese
theatre, especially the collaborated works of a stage director/playwright Kaoru Osanai (1881–1928) , and
a Kabuki actor Sadanji Ichikawa II (1880–1940). She recently published “Osanai Kaoru's Daiichi no Sekai
(The First World): Concerning Religious Faith and Spiritualism” in THEATRE STUDIES Journal of Japanese
society for Theatre Research, vol.62, May 2016.
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Miyagawa Mariko, Chiba University
Emperor but a Clown: the Figure Represented by Ohno Kazuo in "The Dead
Sea; Vienna Waltzes and Ghosts"
In 1985, Ohno Kazuo, known as a founder of Butoh, premiered " The Dead Sea; Vienna Waltzes and
Ghosts ". As is often the case with him, he changes the clothes and performs some characters in this
piece. What attracts me, meanwhile, is that Ohno represents the male characters, especially the ‘Emperor’.
With the music by Johann Strauss II, " The Gypsy Baron", Ohno paints his face white and puts on a cloak,
a crown, and a false mustache. This is a kind of representation of the lord or emperor, but here, Ohno
performs a figure not strong, rather, defeated. This reminds us a kind of clown. In this piece, there are
also other representations or images of the ‘Emperor’ by Ohno’s intention. The first image comes from
the music, "Emperor Waltz " by Strauss Ⅱ. In this case, we can refer the previous film by Ohno and the
director, Nagano Chiaki, " Mr. O and the Book of the Dead" in 1976. Ohno has already performed some
scenes connecting the image of emperor in the film. He also wrote the impression of this experience of
filming in the note for " The Dead Sea ". Another example is the word in the music used in this piece.
Ohno uses the Russian Orthodox liturgical music in Japanese. Here, we can hear the word ‘for the
emperor of the age (Kinjô Tennou)’. I will analyze these three types of representation of the emperor in
Ohno’s piece, and make sure why Ohno mentions these characters.
Mariko MIYAGAWA is a Ph.D candidate in Graduate School of Arts and Science at the University of Tokyo
and a research associate of the Tsubouchi Memorial Theater Museum, Waseda University. She was a
research fellow of Japan Society for the Promotion of Science in 2014-2016 and was a temporel lecturer
at Kaichi International University. She teaches French at Chiba University since 2018. Her study focuses
on a butoh dancer Kazuo Ohno, especially the relationship between his words and movements. Her
publications include " The Philosophy of Movement and Body: The Novelty of Techniques in Kazuo Ohno’s
Butoh" (2015) and " Ohno Kazuo’s lesson for a French choreographer" (in The Routledge Companion to
Butoh Performance, 2019). She also participated in many performances as a dramaturg and an actor.
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Chair: SARITA MALIK, Bhagat Phool Singh Mahila Vishwavidyalaya

Jan Creutzenberg, Ewha Woman’s University
Restoring South Korea’s Theatre Landscape in the Cold War: Yu Chi-jin, the
Rockefeller Foundation, and the Seoul Drama Center
Following the end of World War II and the liberation of Korea from Japanese colonial rule, US-American
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Planning Theatres for New Nations

policies influenced the cultural sphere in South Korea in many ways, as part of a global effort to integrate
the region into a “Free Asia” in the face of communism. Ten years after the Korean War (1950–53), the
opening of the Seoul Drama Center in 1962 marked an important step in the restoration of South Korea’s
devastated theatre landscape. In this paper, I discuss the interactions between foreign benefactors and
local players in post-colonial South Korea from the late 1940s to the 1960s. I focus on director-playwright
Yu Chi-jin’s engagement with the Rockefeller Foundation. Nurtured as an intermediary between Korea
and the US, Yu became an important player in local theatre production. Finally, Yu received funding for the
Seoul Drama Center, a state-of-the-art stage inspired by Margo Jones’ “theatre-in-the-round” that was
supposed the reinvigorate the struggling theatre scene with educational facilities and a research library.
Based on (auto-)biographical writings by and on Yu, internal documents of the Rockefeller Foundation,
and news coverage in Korea and the US, I explore how geopolitical agendas, cosmopolitan ambitions,
audience expectations, and financial concerns shaped the development of contemporary Korean theatre
in the context of ideology-driven globalization. The case of the Drama Center shines a light on the ways
that foreign philanthropy and individual aesthetic positions contribute to a complex interweaving of
theatre cultures, at the crossroads of classicism and innovation, Western avant-garde and the revival of
Korean tradition – issues that are of concern until today.
Jan Creutzenberg is assistant professor at the Department of German Language and Literature of Ewha
Womans University in Seoul. He majored in theater studies at Freie Universität Berlin and concluded his
doctoral research with a dissertation on contemporary performances of the Korean singing-storytelling
tradition pansori in 2017. He published on Brecht and Shakespeare in Korea, contributed to the
“Routledge Handbook of Asian Theatre” (2016), and co-organised the international symposium “Pansori
in Europe” (Berlin, 2017). Research interests focus on Korean theatre, from traditional performing arts to
contemporary productions, including cross-cultural collaborations and adaptations. Besides academia,
he coordinates the “Asian Composers Showcase” for the Goethe-Institut, and translates Korean theatre
plays into German. Jan blogs about his research and other performative experiences on seoulstages.
wordpress.com and occasionally tweets as @JanCreutzenberg.
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Nicole Leonhardt, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich
Far-Flung | Centre-Staged: Severino Montano's 'Arena' and the 'National
Theatre' in Manila in the 1950s and 1960s
The period after the end of the Second World War is an important time for the promotion and appreciation
of the performing arts. The promotion of the arts, but above all of theatre, theatre makers and theatre
institutions, often goes hand in hand with the discourse on democratic ideas and (international)
understanding. Investing in the development of theatre, both ideologically and materially, is a significant
item on the agenda of post-war cultural policy and (philanthropic) foundations. In my paper, I will
concentrate on the work of the Philippine director, theatre maker and playwright Severino Montano in
Manila and the surrounding rural areas between the 1940s and 1960s. After spending several years in
England and the United States, Montano returned to Manila in the late 1940s on a Rockefeller grant to
continue his theatrical work by weaving his experiences abroad into Manila's theatrical landscape and
local conditions. Based on unpublished source material, I will concentrate on two major avenues of
Montano’s work: 1), the establishment of the "Arena Theatre" at the Philippine Normal College in Manila
and corresponding grass-root community drama projects, and 2), Montano’s ambitious and elaborate
plan to build a National Theatre in the core of the Philippine capital.
Nic Leonhardt is Associate Professor/ Senior Lecturer (German title: Privatdozentin) of Theatre Studies.
Since October 2016 she is senior researcher and associate director of the ERC (=European Research
Council) project “Developing Theatre” at LMU Munich as well as director of the Centre for Global Theatre
Histories. Her 3rd monograph, Theater ueber Ozeane (transl. Theatre Across Oceans) on transatlantically
operating cultural entrepreneurs and agents at the turn of the 20th century came out recently (Goettingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2018). Her research interests and activities are (global/ transnational/
transregional) theatre, media and cultural history, visual culture, urban studies, costume studies,
philanthropy and cultural development in the 20th century. www.nicleonhardt.wordpress.com www.gth.
theaterwissenschaft.uni-muenchen.de
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In the 1960s, American philanthropy, especially the Rockefeller and Ford foundations invested heavily in
institutional infrastructure in the postcolonial world. After 1945 purpose-built ‘national theatres’ were
erected on the African continent in Uganda, Kenya, Nigeria, Ethiopia and Somalia. Whereas Uganda’s
national theatre was conceived under colonial administration, the others were part of post-independence
cultural policy. The most spectacular of these buildings was Nigeria’s National Arts Theatre which
opened in Lagos in 1976 in time for the FESTAC festival. In India the National Centre for the Performing
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Christopher Balme, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich
Instituting National Theatres in the Postcolony: Urban Heterotopias for New
Nations

Arts (NCPA) was founded in Mumbai (then Bombay) in 1969 but did not open until 1985. Funding came
from both Indian (Tata Industries) and American philanthropic sources (Ford Foundation). Such projects
represent an intersection of developmental and modernization discourses. They are very much, in
Foucault’s terminology, heterotopias, those ‘other spaces’ outside the normalized spatial semantics
of a given culture. The theatrical equivalent of the hydroelectric dam, and ocular proof of progress in
the cultural arena, such buildings and their chequered histories demonstrate quite literally ‘concrete’
examples of modernization and developmentalist cultural policy. They can also be read as examples of
commandement, in Achille Mbembe’s terminology, the authoritarian modality inherited from colonial
authority and continued in the postcolony.
Christopher Balme holds the chair in theatre studies at LMU Munich. His publications include
Decolonizing the Stage: Theatrical syncretism and postcolonial drama, (Clarendon Press 1999); Pacific
Performances: Theatricality and Cross-Cultural Encounter in the South Seas (Palgrave Macmillan, 2007);
Cambridge Introduction to Theatre Studies (CUP 2008); The theatrical public sphere (CUP 2014). He is
principal investigator of the ERC Advanced Grant ‘"Developing Theatre: Building Expert Networks for
Theatre in Emerging Countries after 1945".
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Opening up and closing down the city
ROOM 107

Performance and Disability WG Curated Panel
Chair: VIBEKE GLØRSTAD, VID Specialized University

DAVID CALVERT, University of Huddersfield
Welcome to Paradise Fields: going beneath and behind urban transformation
in Access All Areas’ Madhouse Re:Exit
Madhouse Re:Exit is an immersive promenade performance by UK-based Access All Areas, a company
which creates devised performance with professional learning disabled actors. Taking place in the
usually hidden underground spaces beneath old buildings, the production has been presented at
Shoreditch Town Hall in London, and at Barton Arcade in Manchester. Each of these areas have been
subject to different forms of urban transformation in the past two decades. Following a major bomb
attack by the IRA in 1996, Manchester city centre has been substantially redeveloped, while Shoreditch
has been undergoing gradual gentrification over the same period. Locating itself in invisible spaces
beneath the facades of the city, Madhouse Re:Exit comments on the historical tendency for people with
learning disabilities to be obscured by, and excluded from, urban spaces. It also deals with the urban
tendency to present itself as eternally renewable, recognising a paradox within such urban regeneration:
it is through its capacity for infinite transformation that the urban presents itself as indestructible.
Vacillating between a contemporary sense of the urban as corporate, technological and progressive and
its historical, industrial past, Madhouse Re:Exit opens up the lines of continuity that are obscured by the
palimpsestuous activities of urbanism. Spectators at the performance are initially invited on a tour of
Paradise Fields, a new hi-tech, residential facility for learning disabled “service users”. The corporate
presentation is soon subverted by supernatural interference, and the spectators are abandoned to
find their own way around the facility where, in a series of abstract performances, they encounter the
ghosts of former asylum residents. Encompassing the comic, the tragic, the grotesque, the beautiful, the
beguiling and the disturbing, these scenes draw attention to the consistency with which urban renewal
in a liberal society sets aside alternative spaces for people with learning disabilities.
Dave Calvert graduated from Manchester University in 1994 with a BA (Double Hons) degree in Drama
and English, and a Postgraduate Diploma in Theatre and Learning Disability. After working as a freelance
community theatre maker, he became Director of Theatre of Theatre Education for UK-based theatre
company Mind the Gap from 1998 – 2003, and performed with street theatre troupe The Pierrotters from
2002 - 2009. He joined Huddersfield University in 2005, becoming a Senior Lecturer in Drama, Theatre
and Performance a year later. He was awarded a MA by Huddersfield University in 2014, and a PhD from
Warwick University in 2017. He has published on performance and learning disability, the British pierrot
tradition and the Rat Pack.00A0
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Access to theatrical spaces, in terms of locations and the possible ways to reach them, is constrained
by social, cultural, economic, and political choices that ignore body diversity and place limits on the
kinds of bodies allowed to participate either as performers or spectators. In Chile, traditional theatre
venues have tried to become accessible for spectators by haphazardly modifying their environment,
but these changes rarely result from including disabled persons in the redesign process. Furthermore,
these changes tend to focus on access to the theatre building and not on the wider process of theatregoing: how do we buy tickets, leave our houses, travel to the venue, reach our seats, experience the
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Andrés David Aparicio Alonso, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
No road to Rome: politics of immobility

performance, leave the venue, go back to our houses, and share our experience of the theatre. Theatregoing becomes a reflection of the exclusionary practices shaping the urban landscape; interfering
the process by blocking it explicitly should make visible the preference for able-bodiedness that is
felt across the whole city and affects urban planning and development. An analysis, from a disability
perspective, of the theatre-going experience at Teatro UC, a traditional theatre venue associated to
the theatre school of Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, offers an opportunity to explore the
possibilities of deploying performative stasis, understood as not-moving as action, to contest those
exclusionary practices by virtue of the particular demands such an action places upon theatrical venues
and their urban environment: wheelchair users blocking access to stairs that are the only access to
an auditorium; Deaf people stopping the queue at the ticket office because the seller does not use
sign language; a troupe of unyielding disabled performers purposefully and statically performing their
disabilities, blocking access for the rest of the spectators, forcing them to reckon with the ableist
assumptions underneath theatre-going and its urban landscape.
Andrés Aparicio is a PhD candidate on Theatre Studies at the Doctorate in Arts program at Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile. He is a computer scientist who worked for ten years researching,
designing, and implementing technologies for people with disabilities. His current research interests lie
at the intersection of theatre, disability, and technology; in particular, he is interested in the performative
possibilities of immobility and how the experience of immobility may yield a creative perspective in
theatre practice.
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Edward Anthony McCaffrey, National Academy of Singing and Dramatic Art, Ara
Institute, Christchurch, New Zealand
Resistance and care: the shifting but necessary place of disability performance
in the city as site of disaster and recovery
The major earthquakes of 2010 and 2011 in Christchurch, New Zealand generated an imperative to
reconfigure the city at a fundamental level. Eight out of ten buildings in the city centre were demolished.
Yet out of this destruction hopes emerged of a new city, an amalgam of Clean Green New Zealand, and the
garden city of the English colonists’ imagination. With many established theatres destroyed, the possibility
emerged of rethinking performance in the city. The flattening of the central city offered the potential of a
level playing field of access for all. The nine subsequent years of disaster capitalist ‘recovery’ have, however,
revealed the remarkably persistent exclusions and demarcations upon which urbanization is premised.
The foothold of disability performance in this reterritorialization is ever more precarious, as precarious as
the passage of disabled bodies through the coned-off no-go zones and constantly shifting demarcations
of access in a city under re-construction. Within this re-urbanization, however, disability performance has
the potential, like Benjamin’s angel, to turn its back on the rubble of progress to look towards strategies of
resistance and care. In a city whose roads and public spaces are constantly blocking and reblocking access
to all but ideal, socially mobile citizens, and whose theatres are being reimagined as ‘cultural precincts’, the
awkwardness and precariousness of disability performance inevitably draws attention to itself. However,
the space and time that this attention demands creates a jetztzeit that crystallizes present and future. The
reconstruction of the urban in post-quake Christchurch acutely shows that urbanization demands the ready
flow of only certain adaptable, resilient bodies. Any variation from this ideal is condemned to various forms
of ‘social death’. The difficulty of accommodating unready bodies in urban spaces and times that disability
performance presents thus becomes a phenomenon that demands the utmost, urgent attention of all.
Tony McCaffrey has a BA in English from King's College, Cambridge and a Ph D in Theatre and Film Studies
from the University of Canterbury, New Zealand. He is Lecturer in Creative Industries at the National
Academy of Singing and Dramatic Art, Ara Institute, Christchurch and, since 2004, has been Artistic Director
of Different Light Theatre Company, an ensemble of people perceived to have intellectual disabilities. He has
given papers at numerous conferences of Performance Studies international and the International Federation
for Theatre Research. His book, Incapacity and Theatricality: Politics and Aesthetics in Theatre Involving
Actors with Intellectual Disabilities has been published by Routledge in 2019 in the series Advances in
Theatre and Performance Studies. Recent articles include: “A dance that draws you to the edge of your seat:
acting and disability faced with technology” (Sorbonne Nouvelle/University of Quebec), “‘We will look after
you’: Back to Back Theatre’s Lady Eats Apple and the promise of ‘the time after’ in the narratives of theatre
involving actors with intellectual disabilities.” in Social Alternatives, and he has contributed a chapter
“Institution, Care, and Emancipation” to the 2018 Routledge Handbook of Disability Arts, Culture and Media
edited by Bree Hadley and Donna McDonald.
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This paper will further elaborate the notion of performative citizenship as a’ reading strategy’ (Isin 2017)
on two Norwegian theatre groups for people with learning disability (Gjærum 2017). The departure is an
understanding of citizenship not only as a status of membership in a nation state but as an practice of
inclusion and participation reaching more and more people including people with cognitive disabilities.
Donaldson and Kymlicka (2017) argues that there are some inherent limitations in the liberal and
republican theories of citizenship since substantive citizenship only are given to the neurotypical adults
and excluding for instance people with cognitive disabilities. They are disenfranchised and precluded
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Vibeke Glørstad , VID Specialized University
Performative citizenship and interdependent agency

from enacting substantive citizenship. A new model of citizenship is needed based on the idea of
interdependent agency rather than ,- or in additional to self-sufficient individual agency. Developing
and revising ones script of the good life can be an interdependent process that occurs not solely inside
ones head, but through trial and error doing and re doing, rather than thinking and rethinking, - in the
context of trusting and supportive relationship with others (Donaldson and Kymlicka 2017). And this
subjective good can then be brought into the process of public deliberation, not just by the rational
speech capacities of the individual, but through other modes of effective representation, as in disability
art (Hadley et al 2018). Interdependent agency as a political agency will be elaborated in this paper as an
description of subversive ‘citizenzation’ (Tully 2000)- an ongoing process where prevailing hierarchies
are identified and challenged, and new forms of intersubjective recognition and participation come into
being, replacing older hierarchical and coercive relations with relations based on equality and consent.
*** Ref Donaldon Sue & Will Kymlicka , Inclusive citizenship beyond the capacity contract, in Aylet
Shachar, Rainer, Baubbock, Irene Bloemraad and Maarten Vink eds The Oxford handbook of citizenship
( Oxford: Oxford University Press 2017) Gjærum Rikke, Gurgens (2017) The performance of cultural
democracy in the light of care regimes Applied theatre research Vol 5 no 5 pp223-224 Vol 4, 3 2013224. Hadley , B mfl ( 2018) Conclusion: practicising interdependency, sharing vulnerability celebrating
complexity – the future of disability arts, culture and media research. In ed B Hadley & D Mc Donald
The Routledge Handbook of Disability Arts, Culture and Media London: Routledge Isin, Engine (2017)
‘Performative Citizenship’, ..
I am a assistant professor in sociology and social work at VID Specialized University, Faculty of Health
Sandnes, Norway. I am teaching at the bachelor program in social Education and Masterprogram in
Citizenship and Interaction. I was borned in 1959 and worked a long time with people with learning
disability before starting teaching. My research interest is both in art and democracy and in service
development.
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Theatre Boundless
ROOM 212

Chair: Joshua Andrew Edelman, Manchester Metropolitan University

Felipe Cervera, LASALLE College of the Arts
Artaud in Outer Space: Theatre and Biosemiotics in the Lunar City
On 2 January 2019 China landed a rover on the dark side of the moon—the first ever to land there. Yutu
2 joined a large number of scientific instruments and debris from the last 56 years of Lunar exploration,
including a previous Chinese rover, Yutu 1, who between 2013 and 2016, staged a memorable lunar
drama as it enacted its "death." The Moon is becoming an archaeological site. Its ruins, the theatres
of humankind‘s cruel search of orbital transcendence; a theatre that surrounds us, cyclically, and
confronts us with our mortality while at the same time promising the meaning of eternal life; a theatre
whose characters are images of ourselves and communicate through a language that is defined by
its possibilities of dynamic expression in space as opposed to the expressive possibilities of spoken
dialogue’ (Artaud, 1964 [1970, 2010], p. 63).
This paper considers how theChinese Space Programme’s Moon exploration may present us with
an opportunity to revisit some of the central ideas about theatricality and language that Antonin
Artaud included in hisTheatre and its Double. Thepaper focuses on the intersectionbetween theatre,
archaeoastronomy, and biosemiotics, concluding that as the space race reawakens and dreams of
becoming a multiplanetary species gain currency, themeaning of life—and how life produces meaning—
becomes aparamount problem for theatre and performance studies in the 21st century.
Felipe Cervera is a Lecturer in Theatre and Performance at LASALLE College of the Arts in Singapore. His
research interests include performance and performance theory in relation to science and technology,
theatre-making, collaborative academia, and methodologies and disciplinary histories of theatre and
performance studies. He has published inTheatre Research International, Performance Research,
Performance Philosophy, GPS: Global PerformanceStudiesandInvestigación Teatral, among others.
He is co-convener of the Performance Studies Space Programme and the associate editor ofGlobal
Performance Studies(GPS).
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Performing artists have long entered art galleries and museums. Meanwhile, performance artists have
set foot on theatre stages. In defiance of shared venues and aesthetic overlaps, both scenes have at
large remained separate entities. This separation that includes both production and (critical) reception
seems to exist across all cultural boundaries. On the contrary, a Chinese performance artist nowadays
might have more in common with a German colleague of his or her discipline than with a theatremaking compatriot. During my time as an active art practitioner in China (2014-2018) though, I was part
of those formerly separate groups of artists tentatively intermingling and their audiences merging. In
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Raimund Rosarius, LMU Munich, University of Salzburg
Crossdisciplinary Staging in Chinese Contemporary Performative Arts

a confluence of personal experiences as a theorist and practitioner of both ephemeral art forms, I will
shed light on this reciprocal exchange within China’s vibrant yet precarious independent art scene(s). On
a local scale, I want to show how these intersections manifest themselves in the work of Chinese artists
since 2015. In contrast to common practice, I will not limit my research to artists of Chinese ethnicity but
include international artists that have chosen China as the epicenter of their artistic pursuit. On a global
scale, I want to exemplify that a seemingly outdated differentiation between the performing arts on the
one and performance art on the other hand is an adequate approach to explain aesthetic phenomena in
contemporary performative arts.
Raimund Rosarius (Chinese name: Luo Haiming) graduated from the Central Academy of Drama in
Beijing with an MA in Theory and Practice of Directing and holds a BA in Theatre, Film and Media Studies
from the University of Vienna. He has been working as a director, actor, performance artist, author and
curator. Some of the Chinese theatre plays he wrote and directed for his international ensemble “HuXiJu”
have been shown at the Nanluoguxiang Theatre Festival and the Wuzhen Theatre Festival while his
performances have been exhibited at venues such as the Gan&Gan Performance Art Festival. He also
initiated the interdisciplinary “Ta Sie She” project line that introduced the work of Ingeborg Bachmann
to China. In 2018, he was curator of the “Mortgaged Time” exhibition and the “Performative Varnishings”
Festival at Red Gate Gallery 798 Beijing. Recently, he translated Kunqu libretti for the Shanghai Kunqu
Troupe at the Berliner Festspiele. Rosarius is a doctoral candidate in theatre studies and dance studies
at the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich and the Paris Lodron University of Salzburg
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Haiqing ZHONG, The Central Academy Of Drama
Valley spiritual practice and City Performance- Discussion on the fusion and
crack of body image in cross-cultural theater
It should be said that body perception is by no means a purely physiological or psychological problem.
Its occurrence and physical expression is a reflection of habits, and are rooted in some kind of emotional
culture.
We have to mention a special cross-cultural theatre: the interaction and integration between the valley
spiritual practice and urban performances. On the one hand, the valley spiritual practice almost tends
to criticize the mechanical and academic urban performances, thinking that the latter can not cultivate
'sacred actor' (Glotovsky's words); while the former can make the actors advanced to the performance
state of 'harmony of body and mind'. On the other hand, some valley spiritual practice groups sometimes
“unwilling to be lonely”, they often bring their works to the big cities for performances, and accept
invitations from various art colleges, even directly cooperate with various commercial festivals (such
as Tadashi Suzuki). It can be seen that the valley spiritual practice may also be performed for the city
to some extent, and integrate intentionally or unintentionally into the market of urban performances.
Regardless of the outcome, they do allow the body and image of different cultures to be explored
and integrated in the performances of the theater, and even have an indirect impact on contemporary
performance and urban culture.
This article will take Glotovsky, Tadashi Suzuki, Liu Ruoyu, etc. as an example to sort out and explore the
fusion way between contemporary valley spiritual practice and urban performance, and will cover their
philosophical thoughts, aesthetic pursuits and performance training methods. I hope that this article
can play a role in attracting more people to focus on the body image problems in the cross-cultural
theater——because as the valley spiritual practice and the city performance is integrating, the crack
between the two is also expanding slowly.
Zhong Haiqing, Drama and film Ph.D., Dr. in Central Academy of Drama, 349223817@qq.com,
18616968510; Zhang Qing, graduated from the Communication University of China with a master's
degree in drama and traditional Chinese opera.
The valley spiritual practice mentioned in this article does not specifically refer to the theological or
religious level, but refers to the performer's own learning process as a spiritual and physical experience.
It has both traditional performance skills training, but more is the actor's own cultivation process and
life perception. For example, Grotowski's impoverished drama and Liu Ruoyu's U-THEATRE. However,
some extreme valley spiritual practices are close to the meaning of religion, and are interested in
Buddhist meditation, shamanic rituals and various mysterious healing methods. The urban performances
mentioned in this article mainly refer to various performances in urban theaters as well as performances
in art schools.
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In 1987, Shanghai avant-garde drama attracted much attention. Avant-garde itself is experimental, and
this kind of experiment is not only a rebellion against ideology, but a new type of drama experiment that
transcends traditional boundaries, rules and estrangements in the contest of ideology, market economy
and drama art. Based on the new challenges faced by Shanghai avant-garde theatre in the new century,
this paper will discuss the formation of operational independence of Zhenhan Cafe and XiaheMicang
Theatre, and analyze the social drama of grass-roots class and the critical theatre of combination,
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Yueqin ZHAI, Shanghai Theatre Academy
Experiments beyond boundaries: Shanghai Avant-garde Theatre Ecology in the
New Century

trying to outline the ecology of Shanghai avant-garde theatre in the new century in many ways.There
are few avant-garde dramas left, which proves once again that as a contrary to popular culture, avantgarde dramas are still a marginal culture. With regard to this marginal culture,whether it is the mode
of operation, script creation or theater space, the independence, sociality and criticality pursued by the
dramatists constitute the style of Shanghai avant-garde drama. The compliance or rejection is no longer
the product of pure rebellion against political ideology or market economy, but an inevitable choice in
the experimental process. It is precious that in the past 15 years, some avant-garde dramatists (including
Zhang Xian, Wang Jingguo, Zhaochuan, Xiaoke, etc.),who are not satisfied with the status quo, have
always consciously avoided the public's vision and explored more closely to the contemporary drama
beyond the traditional border. Whether they have continued or stopped, whether they have deviated
or not,what they have done has gradually formed a new type of ecology, showing the weak light of
Shanghai avant-garde drama.
Zhai Yueqin,Associate Professor of Department of Drama and Literature, Shanghai Theatre Academy.
Herresearch field is Chinese modern and contemporary drama and poetry. PH.D of East China Normal
University, post doctorate of Shanghai Theatre Academy, visiting scholar of East Asia Department of
University of California, Davis, USA. She has published a monograph The Study of Sound of Chinese New
Poetry since 1980s, and has published more than 40 papers in Taiwan's Tsinghua Journal, Hong Kong's
Oriental Culture, Mainland China's Modern Literature Research Series, Contemporary Writers'Review and
Yangtze River Review, etc.
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City and Theatre: Changed Scene
ROOM 203
Chair: YU WEIJIE, Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, Singapore

Harue Tsutsumi, Independent
Takarazuka Revue company and the urbanization of areas surrounding the city of
Takarazuka
The Takarazuka Revue company is an all-female theater group established in 1914 which performs western style
musicals and revues. The company is managed by Hankyu Corporation, a private railway company that provides
commuter and interurban service to the areas between Osaka, Kobe and Kyoto, three major cities in western Japan. In
1910, Hankyu Corporation opened its first rail lines from Osaka to Takarazuka, a small rural resort at the foot of Rokko
mountain. Although this line was not interurban as Takarazuka was not a big populated city, it saw initial success thanks
to Hankyu's founder and president, Kobayashi Ichizo’s creative and aggressive measures. He strategically developed
housing areas along the line for the increasing white-collar population who commuted to central Osaka by train. He
also opened a hotspring facilities in Takarazuka and started to put on a performance, song and dance by 17 girls in their
mid-teens. The popularity of the Revue among tourists led the performances to be held regularly and in 1924 they had
their own Takarazuka Grand Theater with a capacity of around 4,000. The Revue’s second venue, the Tokyo Takarazuka
Theater, opened in 1934 in Hibiya, central Tokyo. 2014 marked the hundredth anniversary of the first performance of
Takarazuka Revue. It puts on shows all year around, offering dream-filled romance to mainly young female fans. Most
of its 400-plus performers belong to one of the five troupes and each troupe performs 10 shows a year. This paper tries
to trace the parallel development of Tokarazuka Revue company and the urbanization of the areas surrounding the city
of Takarazuka. It also tries to focus on the private lifestyle of the founder of Hankyu Corporation and Takarazuka Revue
company, Kobayashi Ichizo and his family members.
After completing her BA and MA degrees in Theater Arts at Osaka University, Japan, Harue Tsutsumi received her
Ph. D. in East Asian Languages and Cultures from Indiana University, Bloomington, USA. Her interest has been in the
transformation and westernization of Kabuki in the 19th century. Between 2012 and 2015 she was a lecturer at Seijo
University teaching history of Japanese theatre. She has given papers at the conferences of International Federation of
Theatre Research in Osaka, Barcelona, Warwick, Hyderabad, Stockholm and Belgrade. She also has presented papers
at the conferences of Japanese Society for Theatre Research in Osaka and the International Musicological Society in
Tokyo. Her recent publications related to the presentation are “ Wanderers’ Strange Story: Western Kabuki, or Kabuki’s
Encounter with Melodrama” (2016), and “Plays within the play of The Wanderers’ Strange Story: A Western Kabuki and
the Royal English Opera Company” (2017). Harue Tsutsumi is also active as a playwright since 1988. Her play, Kanadehon
Hamlet, published in 1993 received the Yomiuri Prize for Art and was produced in Tokyo, Osaka, New York, London and
Moscow. It was translated in English and was published in Asian Theatre Journal in 1998. Her latest play, Shylock in the
Underworld which dramatizes the first production of The Merchant of Venice by Kabuki actors, was produced in Tokyo
October 2017.
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The transformation of Paris' Palais-Royal from royal residence in the seventeenth century to prototype
shopping arcade in the 1830s, buttressed by theatres in two corners, exemplifies the braiding of
entertainment and retail that persists into the twenty-first century. Ravaged by the impact of online
shopping, the contemporary high street exhibits two strategies intended to revitalise what once was
a bustling thoroughfare. The first of these, as set out in Pine and Gilmore's notion of the 'experience
economy' (proposed in 1998) and critically considered in Maurya Wickstrom's Performing Consumers
(2006), attempts to infuse purchasing with pleasure. In contrast to this, Absolute Theatre's shopfront
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Timothy White, University of Warwick
Trading Places: Theatre and retail

venue in Coventry challenges the perception of civic theatre, more aligned with the bazaar than
the cathedral of Eric Raymond's formulation. In this paper I will consider these conjunctions of the
acquisitive and inquisitive, both from the perspective of their roles in revitalising the urban centre and in
rethinking the contribution of theatre in contemporary society.
Tim White is Principal Teaching Fellow in the School of Theatre & Performance Studies and Cultural
& Media Policy Studies, University of Warwick. His teaching and research interests include food and
performance, immersive practices, online performance, video, and performance in public spaces. In
2012 he was presented with the Warwick Award for Teaching Excellence. His most recent publication
is the concluding essay in Occasions of State, the forthcoming volume in Routledge’s European Festival
Studies Series. He is currently collaborating on a series of productions that use the Unreal game engine
to combine motion capture and live performers.
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Hong Zeiss, Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna
The Contemporary Urban Abstraction of Marble and its Heritage
China is the largest manufacturer and user of marble stone in the world. Marble has always been the
building material of wealth and the riches, representing power. While rural areas use local building
materials, cities import precious stones from non-rural areas to construct collective site. This idea of
material shift implies the transition from the rural to the urban. With this in mind, my paper will examine
the heritage of marble as a cultural representation of value by looking at its extensive use in Chinese
shopping malls. Considering them as sites where this tangible cultural material continues to be used, I
argue that the potential consumers enter a visual dialogue with polished marble stones in which their
own reflections metaphorically visualise the material transition from first (mineral, human) to second
nature (marble, consumer) as a process of mimesis. This is similar to the translation of stone basedmaterial into its painterly abstraction in Shan shui Chinese landscape painting. The concept of selfreferentiality applies to marble and its contemporary use, as well as to (my own) painting.
Hong Zeiss is an artist, currently focusing on the representation of marble as a form of painterly
abstraction. Before his practice was preoccupied with conceptual art as institutional critique. He works
at the Academy of Fine Arts where is the assistant to the Austrian-German art historian Prof. Sabeth
Buchmann and also works for the Austrian painter Otto Zitko. He was trained at the Acedemy of Fine Arts
in Vienna where he participated in the "texual scuplture" class of Heimo Zobernig.
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With the implementation of the market economy, major Chinese cities such as Beijing and Shanghai
witnessed a quick rise of consumerist enthusiasm in urban spaces. Taking two Samuel Beckett
adaptations in this period as research target, namely Waiting for Godot by Beijing People’s Art Theater in
1998 and Waiting for Godot by Shanghai Hard Man Café Theater in 1998, this article aims at examining
the representation of women in these two adaptations with regard to urban space and consumerism.
This article argues that women actors’ presence against the original script be studied from three
perspectives: first, historical context: the homogenizing and emancipating effect of consumption that
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Qingjing SHI, East China Normal University
Urban Space and the Representation of Women in the 1990s Huaju Adaptations

changes gender equality in the frame of state feminism; second, body, performance and urban space:
the change of location from countryside to bars in cities, and the emphasis on female body in the
performances in such urban space; third, the effect of representation of female body as response to
the popular perception of women consumers in urban space as a new stereotype without criticallbny
challenging it.
SHI Qingjing is currently a lecturer at the English Department, School of Foreign Languages, East China
Normal University. She is interested in modern British/American theater, Chinese huaju, comparative
drama, and cross-cultural adaptation study. She has published articles on Samuel Beckett, Arthur Miller,
and post-9/11 American theater. She has also published a book on the Chinese adaptations of Samuel
Beckett.
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Theatres: Case Studies
ROOM 106
Chair: APARNA RAMACHANDRAN NAMBIAR, University of California
Berkeley

Joanne Tompkins, University of Queensland
The Innovations of Adelaide’s 1841 Queen’s Theatre: Nineteenth Century Social
Cohesion and Twenty-first Century Cultural Heritage
My paper analyses the mixed fortunes of the Queen’s Theatre in Adelaide, Australia, built in 1841, just
a handful of years into the city’s establishment, shortly after the boundaries of South Australia itself
were demarcated. The building of this theatre was intended to help create a population that engendered
the best of British sensibilities: in other words, the theatre was one means of deliberately shaping
a cohesive society, in a very different way to other colonies in Australia which had begun as penal
colonies. This venue achieved some success in aesthetic terms but it was less successful financially.
Economic downturns plagued a city too new to wear the loss, and it was closed. In addition to exploring
the important role of this venue in the early days of Adelaide as a marker of urbanization and utopian
settlement, I also examine the theatre’s place today, a heritage-listed venue that is now only seldomly
used. It is too important to demolish, but too expensive to renovate back to a past glory. Yet there is
the possibility for something in between, a virtual model of the Queen’s that explores the potential for
foregrounding the development of intangible cultural heritage; the paper includes a demonstration of
this visualisation. Digital refurbishments have the potential to teach us more about historical venues, the
performances that took place on them, the actors who brought them to life and the social contexts which
they helped shape; virtual possibilities can be even greater than bricks and mortar renovations.
Joanne Tompkins is currently seconded from The University of Queensland as Executive Director for
Humanities and Creative Arts at the Australian Research Council, Australia’s main funding body, for three
years. Author of 2 monographs, 3 co-authored books, 3 edited books, and numerous other publications,
she has researched in post-colonial, multicultural, intercultural theatre, spatial studies, and visualisation.
Her company, Ortelia, provides exhibition management assistance to cultural heritage industries. She has
recently completed a term as editor of Theatre Journal. With Julie Holledge, Jonathan Bollen, and Liyang
Xia, she is currently working on a book on recreating—in virtual form—theatres that no longer exist.
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Political theatre is „envouge” – but what do we mean with that? And how could be done? What are
possibilities that make theatre to “more” than only a story presented on a stage and ask for real
consequences for the spectors, the public and the society? This paper re-thinks the concepts of some
European theatre productions of the last years (Rimini Protokoll, Milo Rau, Jonas Staal, a.o.) that
intervene into the urban society with different methods of including the public into their systems of
theatre. It discusses the way agency is distributed among the public, how unforeseen free spaces are
dealt with and examines the collaboration of stories, media, technologies and their performance in the
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Imanuel Schipper, Medical School Hamburg
Useful Theatre? - New Approaches of European Political Theatre

stagings of these productions. With the help of theories of political theatre from Aristoteles, Friedrich
Schiller, Berthold Brecht and Hans ThiesLehmann (a.o.) and the concepts of the “useful art / ArteÚtil”
from John Dewey, Eduardo Costa, Tanja Bruguera and Canclini the paper finally tries to reflect on the
effects of these theatre works.
Imanuel Schipper (*1970) holds a deputy professorship in Dramaturgy and Performance Studies at the
Department for Arts and Social Change, Medical School Hamburg and is head of the new BA Art & Critical
Thinking. His research includes contemporary concepts of dramaturgy, performance studies and digital
cultures, socially relevant functions of art and concepts of spectatorships. In his career as a dramaturge
(Theatre, Dance, Opera) he collaborated with William Forsythe, Jérome Bel, Luk Perceval and others. With
Rimini Protokoll he worked on several productions since 2002, recently on State 1-4. Recentpublications:
Rimini Protokoll: Staat 1-4: Phänomene der Postdemokratie (2018, Theater der Zeit) andPerforming the
Digital. Performance Studies and Performances in Digital Cultures (2017, co-ed., transcript).
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Susan Ann Healy, University of Lincoln
The Royal Court Theatre’s fraught and fruitful years, 1968-1975
Published narratives of the Royal Court Theatre 1968-1975 tend to recount an era when the Court fell
out of step with contemporary developments in theatre. This paper maps an alternative reading of the
period and provides evidence that the Court of the early 1970s enthusiastically programmed subaltern
and female playwrights, and that this was a move in- step with contemporaneous international trends
in theatre. By revealing this understanding of events, the paper contends that the artistic directorship
of Oscar Lewenstein (1972-1975) was a direct reaction against an elitist culture at the Court and an
institutional habitus which was rooted in and informed by the decline of the British Empire. This paper
proposes that the subsequent occlusion of this version of events is due in great part to the consistent
and ongoing privileging of negative accounts of the period by the emerging young white English male
playwrights of the era, over the more positive commentary provided by their subaltern and female
counterparts who were empowered under Lewenstein’s aegis. I am particularly keen to discuss the
dangers of over-reliance on verbatim interviews with invested parties, and the issues this presents.
Sue Healy has a PhD in modern theatre history and is a UEA Creative Writing MA alumna. Sue is currently
an Associate Lecturer in Playwriting at the Universities of Lincoln and Portsmouth, and tutors Creative
Writing at CityLit. She is also an award winning playwright. In 2018, her play Imaginationship had a soldout, extended run at the Finborough Theatre, London and showed later at the Stephen Joseph Theatre,
Scarborough. Dr Healy’s work has been supported and developed by Dublin’s Abbey Theatre, the Peggy
Ramsay Foundation and Arts Council England. She is a recipient of the 2018 MGCfutures Bursary and has
been named a 2019 Hawthornden Castle Fellow. Healy is Literary Manager at the Finborough Theatre.
Healy’s previous stage productions include Cow (Etcetera Theatre, 2017) and Brazen (King’s Head
Theatre, 2016), funded by Arts Council England. Her short plays have been performed at the Criterion
(Criterion New Writing Showcase), Arcola (The Miniaturists) and Hackney Attic (Fizzy Sherbet Shorts
by Women). Healy’s radio work includes nine plays broadcast on BBC Radio 4 (Opening Lines winner),
WLRfm and KCLR96fm.
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Since its acclaimed inaugural season in 2006 the National Theatre of Scotland (NTS) has achieved
sustained cultural prominence, attracting praise for its extensive work in Scotland and also for the ways
in which it has brought the work of Scottish theatre-makers to international attention. In particular,
the innovative and flexible co-producing model on which the new company was constituted – the NTS
has no permanent theatre building – has been both admired and imitated. National Theatre Wales was
established on a similar model in 2009. This paper assesses the efficacy of the decentred NTS model,
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Towards a decentred National Theatre: The National Theatre of Scotland as
Local Collaborator

particularly in relation to work made outside the major urban centres of Glasgow and Edinburgh. In
common with other twenty-first century companies, the NTS had inherited an ostensibly successful
model for touring to gathering and community halls in rural Scotland from John McGrath’s 7.84 Scotland
and especially their most acclaimed show The Cheviot, the Stag, and the Black, Black Oil (1973). I want
to argue, however, that in spite of its undeniable success, this model — which the NTS has used quite
consistently in shows such as David Greig’s The Strange Undoing of Prudencia Hart (2011)—entrenches
the unequal power distribution between the urban centre(s) and the rural margins, by conceptualising
theatre as a gift bestowed upon the margins by the centre(s) in which such productions are invariably
made. In this paper, I focus on another strand of the NTS’s decentred practice, which I argue is more
genuinely inclusive: its investment in performance projects made with local people in the communities
in which they live and work. Typically developed over extended periods of time, such work embodies an
alternative approach to process as well as product. My argument will be developed through analysis of a
number of projects including Home Stornoway (2006), Ignition (2013), and Granite (2015).
In my role as Interim Pro Vice-Chancellor (Learning and Teaching) at Kingston University London, I
am responsible for the delivery of the University's core mission in learning, teaching and student
support. The areas I oversee include, Curriculum Design, Acdemic Regulations, Quality Assurance and
Enhancement, Student Support and Academic Development. I have published widely in the area of
contemporary Scottish theatre and performance, and more broadly in contemporary British theatre.
I am co-editor of the International Journal of Scottish Theatre and Screen, and the author of Theatre
& Scotland (Palgrave, 2013) and The Theatre of Anthony Neilson (2017). Most recently, my article
'"Killing joy as a world making project" : anger in the work of debbie tucker green' was published in
Contemporary Theatre Review in late summer 2018.
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Decolonizing with Media: Dancing Screens,
Vinyl Records, and the Everyday as Revolution
ROOM 103
Chair: FRANCES ANNE BARBE, Edith Cowan University, Western
Australian Academy of Performing Arts

KATHERINE MARIE MEZUR, University of California, Berkeley
Heritage on Urban Screens: Girl Cultures and the Migration of Gesture through Performance
and Media Convergence Across NE Asia
When IA, the Japanese 3D virtual pop idol, the traditional kabuki Heron Maiden, the girl robot/humanoid, the anime Sailor
Moon, or J and KPOP's girl performers slightly tilt heir heads and turn their faces away, the audience/spectator knows: she is
at a loss,deep in her screened world. With this gesture of self-abjection, the girl reveals her longing. The digital character's
gestures pull at the viewers' hearts. This screen empathy is at the heart of urban cultures. In this presentation, I argue that
in North East Asian traditional and contemporary performance cultures, girl gestures form a network of meaning and affect
across bodies and screens.
I consider the linkages from cultural heritage to contemporary screens through an analysis of gestures that move across
classical dances, such as noh and kabuki, IA's 3D virtual dances, and pop idol dances from South Korea, Taiwan, China, and
Japan. The stylization and repetition of these gestures across bodies-in and of-media create an arena of proscribed behavior
or networked gesture, which has spread across the screens of mobile phones, shopping mall displays, train-subways and
beyond. How do screens network heritage and contemporary performance cultures? What impact do mediated bodies have
on our visual and kinaesthetic imaginations and desires? Girl gestures on screen thrive in the saturated and meaning-driven
urban cultures of screen desire and empathic communication. While these moving images of girl pop idols indicate complex
and blended controls by the state, business, consumer culture, and fan group, I suggest that these screen girl performances
have gained power from heritage as they migrate across NE Asian screens, accumulating and layering gestural styles and their
sensualities, which impact urban daily life and aesthetic cultures. Urban screens move heritage.
Dr. Katherine Mezur is a Lecturer in the Department of Comparative Literature, University of California, Berkeley. She is a
scholar, dramaturg, and dance/theatre artist, whose practice/research focuses on transnational, gender, and mediated and
interdisciplinary performance in NE Asia, the Asia-Pacific, and the Asian diaspora. She holds a PhD in Theatre and Dance: Asian
Performance, University of Hawai'i, Manoa. (MA Dance/Choreography, BA Film) Publications include Beautiful Boys/Outlaw
Bodies: Devising Female-likeness on the Kabuki Stage, Corporeal Politics: Dancing East Asia co-edited with Emily Wilcox,
articles/chapters in Discourses in Dance, Women and Performance, Performance Research, Global Performance Studies,
Theatre Research International, Movements of Interweaving. She has taught at Georgetown, UW Seattle, McGill, and CALArts.
She is a member and chairs committees for Performance Studies international, Dance Studies Association, Association for
Asian Studies, and American Society for Theatre Research. She has been a Fellow at the Theatre Research Institute, Freie
Universität, Berlin, and held fellowships/grants at Waseda University, Japan and UC Berkeley.
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Dance has almost always been accompanied by music. In other words, dance performance has
required musicians as well as dancers. Dancer and musician used to be inextricable. However, thanks
to developed techniques of mechanical recording and reproduction of sound, dancers has become less
and less dependent to live music or musicians. Today, dancers are able to dance not with musicians
but with electrical music players. As might be expected, dance performance with recorded music is a
new phenomenon resulting from modern technologies. Device for the mechanical audio recording and
reproduction, as in commonly known, has its origin in the phonograph invented by Thomas Edison in
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Mariko Okada, J. F. Oberlin University, Tokyo
Record Dance in Japan: First encounter between dance and audio technology

1877. The innovative technology was introduced to Japan in the following year. Disk records as well as
radio have grown Japanese music industries. Local folk songs were discovered and created. During the
war time, martial music was produced and lifted the war spirits. After the termination of the war in 1945,
several record companies were founded and it spawned a new phase of music industry. Its particular
feature was the series of dance records which included both of disk records of already existing dance
music and of newly created one. The latter were significant and can be seen only for this time period.
They were created especially for the record dance. “Record dance” had become one of the dance
genres. The record package included choreography score in addition to lyric sheet and explanatory
leaflets. Monthly journal for dance provided articles to promote the record dance. In the meanwhile,
performances of record dance were organized and announced on magazines. Record dance spread
throughout the country at that time. In this paper, I will argue the background and contemporary function
of the forgotten dance fashion of record dance.
Education: PhD. in Literature, Graduate School of Literature, Waseda University, 2011 Dissertation:
Study on the formation of dance of Inoue-School of Kyo-mai M.A. in Literature, Graduate School of
Literature, Waseda University, 1995 Academic Experience: Associate Professor, 2014-present Faculty
of the Humanities, College of Arts and Sciences, J. F. Oberlin University Toyota Professor in Residence,
2012-13 The Center for Japanese Studies, the University of Michigan Visiting Scholar, 2009-10 Center for
research on the Far East, University Paris Sorbonne-Paris IV JSPS Research Fellow, 2009-12 Graduate
school of Humanities and Sociology, University of Tokyo The Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
Honors and Awards: Suntory Prize for Social Sciences and Humanities, 2013 Hayashiya Incentive Award
in Study of Performance History, 2014 Kawatake Award from Japanese Society for Theater Research,
2014 Publications-- Books: Okada, Mariko, Kawasaki Kyuen, Kawasaki Katsuko. eds. Kawasaki Kyuen
Chosakushu. [Collected Works of Kawasaki Kyuen]. Tokyo: Hanamoyo henshushitsu, 2014. Okada,
Mariko. Kyomai Inoue-ryu no Tanjo.[Birth of Inoue School of Japanese Traditional Dance]. Kyoto:
Shibunkaku Shuppan, 2013. Okada, Mariko. Nihonbuyokyoku Shusei Kyomai Kamigatamai Hen.[Anthology
of Japanese Traditional Dance Songs in Kansai Area]. Tokyo: Engeki Shuppansha, 2005.
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LIN YATIN, Taipei National University of the Arts
Revolutionizing the Contemporary Dance Scene: The Next Wave of New Media Theatre by
A Young Generation of Dancer-turned Choreographers from Taiwan
The contemporary dance scene in Taiwan has recently undergone some changes. Dance alumni with highly trained
techniques opted to either deskill dance or work with amateur performers of all different ages, sizes and (dis)abilities,
which may be traced to the 1960s American postmodern era’s democratization of dance, or, the more recent 1990s
“conceptual dance” movement from France. Since 2006, Jerome Bel was invited to present his early works in Taipei,
and a decade later, Xavier Le Roy’s Retrospective was “exhibited” at the Taipei Fine Arts Museum, along with Boris
Charmatz’s work the same year (2016).
Meanwhile, the local Taiwanese concert dance scene is undergoing a similar trend. Choreographer LIN Su-lien’s “Hey
Lady, Please Look at Me” (2018) was performed by amateur dancers. HUANG Yi, known for his duet with a mechanical
robot KUKA that he coded himself, presented Under the Horizon (2018), with the Nederlands Kamerkoor (Chamber
Choir). This is an experimentation with pre-recorded visuals and live/interactive projection by designer Ryoichi
Kurokawa, with minimal movement vocabulary and more visual elements from film instead. LEE Chen-wei, a former
dancer with Batsheva Dance Company, recently performed her own solo kNOwn FACE (2019)— a performance artlike show where audiences were free to sit/walk/stand/interact with her in an open space throughout this 50 minute
presentation.
What is the motivation behind such choreographic decision? Why did they return to pedestrian/everyday movement
vocabularies in their highly professional performances? Have the new media technology possibilities replaced the
dancing body as strategies for narrating? Are they consciously taking on these strategies that are currently “in
fashion” from the West? How can they not be “colonized” and find their own individual characteristic in this current
trend? These are some of the research questions that I intend to analyze in this paper, as part of a new ongoing project.
Dr. LIN Yatin, Chairperson and Associate Professor at the Graduate Institute of Dance, Taipei National University of
the Arts (TNUA). Lin has published a monograph Sino-Corporealities Contemporary Choreographies from Taipei,
Hong Kong, and New York, and her other writings are included in Keywords of Taiwan Theory (in Mandarin Chinese),
Múltiplos Olhares Sobre Processos Descoloniais nas Artes Cênicas (Portuguese translation), Dance Studies, Cultural
Studies (Korean translation), Identity and Diversity: Celebrating Dance in Taiwan, the Routledge Dance Studies Reader
(2nd Ed.), Danses et identités : de Bombay à Tokyo (French translation), and Dialogues in Dance Discourse. She has
presented papers at international conferences including: International Federation for Theatre Research (IFTR), Dance
Studies Association (DSA), Congress on Research in Dance (CORD), The Society of Dance History Scholars (SDHS),
Performance Studies International (PSi), World Dance Alliance (WDA), Korean Society of Dance (KSD), Society for
Dance Documentation and History (SDDH), and Taiwan Dance Research Society (TDRS). She serves on the Editorial
Advisory Board of Choreographic Practices journal (UK). Former co-chair of the Taishin Arts Award Final Jury, and
former Director of the SDHS Board, Lin was the past President of TDRS, and is guest co-convener of the Choreography
& Corporeality Working Group at IFTR 2019.
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9:00-10:00
Tzu-Ching Yeh, Navel Academy
Waiting for Godot at Tainan Prison
This paper offers a glimpse of how Waiting for Godot is taught as a sophomore English (as a second language) course
at Tainan Prison in Taiwan, and to explore how inmates perceive this play. The works of Samuel Beckett, in general, are
internationally received and well acclaimed across Europe and the Northern America; however, his works confront various
translating challenges or cultural differences. In Taiwan, the world renowned Waiting for Godot is rarely staged, and the
production is far from being faithful to the playwright’s original design. The names of the characters, the outfits, or the
stage props undergo considerable alterations, and the plot and the text blend into local or regional contexts to make the
Europe-centered content more accessible to, and more comprehensive for the audiences. Given the opportunity to teach
at Tainan Prison since the fall semester of 2018, I intend to take up an even challenging task by introducing Godot to the
prisoners, whose experience of “waiting” is already excruciatingly familiar. Teaching Waiting for Godot as an English
course in Tainan Prison encounters two major difficulties: one with the prisoners’ language barrier for the close textual
reading and analysis of the play in English, and the other with the unfamiliarity of European culture and philosophy. This
paper, therefore, probes the reception of the play among prison inmates on the one hand, and investigates the gap of
literary reference between two cultures, which may interfere with the understanding of the play, and undermine its value.
Tzu-Ching Yeh is Assistant Professor and Executive Secretary of the Language Education Center at Chang Jung Christian
University (CJCU). She received her PhD at Lancaster University (UK), MA at Durham University (UK), and BA at National
Kaohsiung Normal University (Taiwan). Her specialized areas are Samuel Beckett studies, radio drama, literary theories
and culture studies; her publications include journal articles: “‘Late! . . . we are doubly late, trebly, quadrupedly late’:
Late Modernism in Samuel Beckett’s All That Fall” (2015), and “‘Close your eyes and listen to it, what do you think it
was:’ The Uncanny and the Mechanical in All That Fall and Embers” (2008); and book chapters: “Reconfiguring Stone in
Samuel Beckett’s Embers” (2016),〈論貝克特的《快活天》與永續生態〉(“A Discussion of Beckett’s Happy Days and
Sustainability” 2015), and “Samuel Beckett’s Radio Drama: Making Sense of a ‘Radio Panopticon’” (2013). Email: t.yeh@
outlook.com
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T H E ( U N ) R E A L : B E T W E E N V E R BAT I M A N D
SCREENED AUTHENTICITIES
Chair: James Hudson, University of Lincoln

Paul Gregory Dwyer, University of Sydney
Hope in Hospitality: The Politics of Storytelling and the Dramaturgy of
Documentary Theatre
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TRANSLATION, ADAPTATION AND
DRAMATURY WORKING

One of the most important theatrical responses to the demagoguery, the racism and the scapegoating of
minorities that characterises populist, nationalist political movements has been the renewal of interest
in genres of verbatim and documentary performance. However, while many documentary works would
share the ambition of ‘speaking truth to power’, this task has been complicated in recent decades by
the sheer scale of misinformation and manipulation practised by populist leaders and a generalised
scepticism with regard to the possibility of unbiased factual reporting. Where once the journalistturned-playwright, Richard Norton-Taylor, felt comfortable to assert that “verbatim theatre lets the
truth speak for itself”, it is now clearer than ever that “there is no ‘really real’ anywhere in the world of
representation”, as Carol Martin puts it. In sympathy with Martin’s argument, this paper examines the
dramaturgical processes through which documentary materials (such as interviews, oral histories and
court transcripts) are first generated and then selected, edited and organised to tell particular kinds
of stories about people that populist, nationalist political movements want to silence. Revisiting my
experiences as the dramaturg on a number of acclaimed documentary theatre productions in Australia
over the last decade, I want to offer a critically reflexive analysis of the aesthetic choices and ethical
relations that were being negotiated in these works. Above all, having often been placed in the delicate
position of ‘curating’ the voices of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, as well as asylum seekers
and refugees, I want to argue for a conception of dramaturgy that begins in everyday social interactions,
well away from the rehearsal room and far upstream of the theatrical event.
Paul Dwyer is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Theatre and Performance Studies at the University
of Sydney. His essays on applied theatre, restorative justice conferences and rituals of reconciliation
have appeared in journals such as New Theatre Quarterly, Modern Drama, and RIDE: The Journal of
Applied Theatre and Performance, and in recent anthologies published by Oxford UP and Cambridge UP.
He is also an experienced dramaturg and performer, best known for his work in verbatim/documentary
theatre which has been featured at the Sydney Festival, Brisbane Festival, Darwin Festival and Origins:
Festival of First Nations (London).
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Bernadette Cochrane, University of Queensland
Live Screening: a dramaturgical nexus of popularity, populism, and
urbanization
The rise of cinematic screening (or ‘live relay’) of live theatrical performances is a signal
indicator of intensifying international demand for cultural exchange and access.
In the twenty-first century, the rise of livecasting, or ‘live relay’, or High Definition transmission
or live-streaming theatre” or broadcasting of live theatrical performances is one of the
signal shifts in or additions to cultural production. The phenomenon can denote intensifying
international demand for cultural exchange and access. Equally, however, that self-same
phenomenon can be viewed as both as a closed system of cultural neo-imperialism and as a
site of cultural urbanisation. For example, with the live relay, audiences belong simultaneously
to a globalized community and an exclusive regional sphere. Parsed through the lens of
institutional dramaturgy, this paper proposes that the live relay is both a site of soft diplomacy
and a cultural complex in which popularity and populism, and urbanization and globalization
co-exist.
Following James Steichen’s formulation of institutional dramaturgy being “the techniques
by which [an] institution, stages itself for the public” (345) the paper examines the practices
and rhetoric used by the both the National Theatre of Great Britain and the Metropolitan
Opera, in particular, to stage themselves to local, national and, more importantly, international
audiences. Particular attention is paid to the role of audiences within the paradigm of the live
screenings. The paper considers how these companies simultaneously present themselves as
being internationally superlative whilst co-opting a geographically distant audience into the
screened paradigm to validate that self-same presentation.
Steichen, James. “HD Opera: A Love/Hate Story.” The Opera Quarterly, Volume 27, Issue 4, 1
December 2011, Pages 443–459.
Bernadette Cochrane is a Lecturer in Drama at the University of Queensland. Publications
include New Dramaturgy: International Perspectives on Theory and Practice (Methuen Drama, co-edited
with Katalin Trencsényi) and “Screening from the Met, the NT, or the House: what changes with the live
relay”. Theatre to Screen. Spec. issue of Adaptation, July 2014 (with Frances Bonner), "Blurring the Lines:
adaptation, transmediality, intermediality, and screened performance?” for the Routledge Companion to
Adaptation. Bernadette is a contributor to the Cambridge Encyclopedia of Stage Directors and Directing
(2019).

WORKING GROUP ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Chair: Duška Radosavljević, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
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ROOM 106
Chair: Magnus Thorbergsson, University of Iceland

Christopher David Hay, University of Queensland
Philip Baxter: Man in Search of the Nuclear (St)age
Philip Baxter arrived in Australia in January 1950 with a clear nation-building agenda: to bring Australia
into the nuclear age. Over the next twenty-five years, Baxter would lead the founding of institutions
as diverse as the University of New South Wales, the Sydney Opera House and the Hi-Flux Australian
Reactor, but he was ultimately frustrated in his aim of bringing nuclear power to Australia. Baxter retired
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HISTORIOGRAPHY WORKING GROUP

from public life in 1972, when it was clear his ambitions for the country would not be realised. It was
then, embracing a love for amateur theatre he had nursed since his student days, that he wrote his sole
known play: "The Day the Sun Rose in the West". In 1974, Baxter mobilised his contacts from decades of
arts patronage in an attempt to bring his work to the stage, only to be soundly rebuffed; the script was
filed away with his papers, and never again saw the light of day. A morality play closely modelled on the
work of George Bernard Shaw, "The Day the Sun Rose in the West" might thus represent a last-ditch
effort from Baxter to intervene in public discourse — in his retirement, distant from political impact and
power for the first time in decades, he (re)turns to theatre. In this paper, I am interested in what kinds of
claims can be made about a play that exists only in the archive, which never had a public performance,
and whose author seemingly abandoned his efforts to see it staged. The paper will interrogate several
core historiographical questions of broader interest to the field:
· How can biography be used to inform theatre historiography, and vice versa?
· How can we ascribe artistic intentions to plays whose authors never saw their work staged?
· What place can unproduced plays have in theatre history?
I am a Lecturer in Drama at the University of Queensland, Australia. I have previously held appointments
at the University of New England, the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA), and the University of
Sydney, where I completed my PhD in Theatre and Performance Studies in 2014. I have published widely
in the fields of theatre history and training, and currently serve as an Associate Editor of the journal
"Theatre, Dance & Performance Training", and as Secretary of the Australasian Association for Drama,
Theatre and Performance Studies (ADSA).
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Ruthie Abeliovich, The University of Haifa
Nomadic Voices: The Dybbuk in Early Popular Yiddish Theatre
The popular Yiddish theatre emerged as an eminent cultural force during the three decades preceding
the outbreak of World War I. Against the backdrop of violent pogroms and punitive legislation in
Eastern Europe that instigated an immense migration movement to the US, a vibrant Yiddish theatre
show business developed, responding—through dramatic themes and the enactment of language—
to the contingencies of Jewish modern displacements. From its dawn in the 1870s, all popular Yiddish
theatre—categorized as operas, operettas, melodramas, vaudeville and the like—fostered sonority as
its primary epistemology: the vocal execution of the language and the intones of the dramatic speech
functioned as a performative conduit for affective expressions. This paper reflects on the image of the
‘traveling’ or traversing voice, as performed in early dramatizations of the lore of The Dybbuk—the
Jewish variant for conditions of possession. Attempts to account for the significance of The Dybbuk as a
cultural paragon have hitherto focused on the myriad ways in which S. An-sky’s famous play dramatized
the folklore materials gleaned in the ethnographic expedition he led to the Jewish towns and community
in the pale of settlement, at the beginning of the 20th century. This historical narrative, that perceives
Ansky’s play as a marker of a culture anchored in a specific place, has overshadowed the impact of the
popular Yiddish theatre, whereby variations of The Dybbuk were dramatized and staged already as early
as 1880, in the US and across Europe. The proposed paper examines two early dramatizations of the lore
of The Dybbuk, written by Josef Lateiner and ‘Professor’ Moshe Hurwitz, that were staged in Europe and
the United States long before S. An-sky’s wrote The Dybbuk (1914-1918). These theatrical manifestations
will be discussed as paradigmatic examples to the way vocal iterations become transnational, and for
the image of the voice detached from distinct loci.  
Ruthie Abeliovich is a lecturer at the theatre department at Haifa University, Israel. Her research focuses
on audio-visual aesthetics in 20th-century theatre and performance art. Between 2013-2014 she was a
postdoctoral fellow at the ICORE center “Daat Hamakom”: Center for the Study of Cultures of Place in the
Modern Jewish World. Between 2017-2017 she was a postdoctoral fellow at the Martin Buber Society of
Fellows at the Hebrew University. She is the author of Possessed Voices: Aural Remains from Modernist
Hebrew Theatre (SUNY Press, 2019), a study of audio recordings of interwar Hebrew plays.
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Encountering a popular stage from Western metropolis can still cause feeling connected to the world. This
sensation might have been prepared as a vague sense of contemporaneousness by international ballet adaptations
like “Giselle” in the 19th century in Europe. Then it was decisively updated to modernism by a dance of modernity
experienced in the beginning of 20th century. The historiography of dance offers much evidence of that shift by
putting dance of avant-garde art in the final chapter. Such a modernist perspective determines not a few of “World
Dance” history written in Germany around the 1920s and prevailed even among Japanese dance scholars. In the
course of rethinking dance history, it is criticized because of its universalism and particularism. But how was it
related to local dance scene? Did this global view make loads into local histories of ballet? And how did ballet
institutions negotiate with the waves of modernism at all? The research undertakes the task of such questions by
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Naoko Kogo, Osaka University, Graduate School of Letters
Interface between local tradition and modernism of dance

desterilizing dance materials of opera house from 1880 to 1914 in Germany. It will be developed in two dimensions:
the first aims to sketch the local dance histories for Berlin, Vienna, Munich, Frankfurt, (Dresden), with a focus on the
institutionalization of the ballet, relation with other venues like Variete or International Electrotechnical Exhibitions
and the characteristics of local repertoire. The second tries to observe some yardsticks of modernization in each
city, by tracing adaptations of two international ballet pieces and observing a flow of new choreographers in those
opera houses after the 1920s. This research will eventually think about possibility of global approach to dance
histories. However, the purpose is not to write a Global dance history itself, but to search and examine the interface
between local tradition and modernism of dance.
1996-2004 studied at the graduate School of Letters of Osaka University. (M.A.), 1998-2000 studied at Universität
Wien, 2002-2004 researching assistant. 2014- assistant professor, 2017- associate professor, Graduate School of
Letters, Osaka University.
Recent papers: ”Two aspects of “Seven deadly sins” – what Balanchine and Bausch saw in two Anna—“ In:
Engekigaku ronso. Studies of theatre arts and performances, vol.14, 2014, “Foreignness in the dance pantomime by
Hugo von Hofmannsthal” In: Modern and contemporary theater research. Vol.6. 2016, “Archiving lost dance heritage
through critical reiterations” In: Performing Arts. Vol.21, 2018.

EMBODIED RESEARCH WORKING GROUP
ROOM 103
The Embodied Research Working Group uses its scheduled sessions to
explore methods of embodied and multimedial exchange. These may feature
the work of some WG members or may be open-ended with multiple types
of participation. Our sessions do not usually center around the reading of
papers. IFTR attendees are invited to join: Please come with an open mind
regarding diverse modes of presence and participation.
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PERFORMANCE AS RESEARCH WORKING
GROUP
ROOM 202

Closed Session
CURATED WORKSHOP DIGESTION SESSION
Orestes Pérez Estanquero, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Citizens empowered (workshops-performances and researches about theatrical acting of
real people)
Citizens Empowered will be composed by two brief choral theatrical performances “without spectators”. Both will
be designed/rehearsed on stage, as workshops, by real citizens from Shanghai (and by PaR members as participantwitnesses) empowered as scenic performers. Citizens Empowered will be also a practice-led research. The first brief
performance can be called Harmonizing a collective future step (It’s the answers of the participants in a theatrical
frame about some hot spots of their own reality as citizens). The second one can be called Predicting a future street
manifestation (It’s the reporting and documenting of the same team of participants, using different strategies and in
couple of minute, about the “real manifestation” that will take place in Athens the next year: 2020. The prediction will
be supported by the current reality of the participants as citizen of the global village, as a future projection of that
reality). A research will be emerging from Citizens Empowered, will be emerging an approach to the nature of the choral
performance in the theater of real people (Garde and Mumford: 2015), specifically to the choral performance oriented
towards the future. And, finally, the Performance as Research (PaR) method will be established. With this approach,
the following question will be answered: How can the PaR be applied as a method to decolonize research? Later on,
the members of PaR, the participant-witnesses, will be invited to think about the connections between the base of the
paradigm of performative research (Haseman: 2006) and the basis of the new paradigm of theatrical performance paradigm of which the choral performances of real people in Citizens Empowered will be just a sample among others-.
Orestes Pérez Estanquero (b. 1962, Habana, Cuba) is an artist and a PhD candidate (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona,
UAB). He earned a degree in Dramatic Art (1985) and a Master degree in Arts (2002) at the Universidad de las Artes
de Cuba (ISA). As an actor he has played, among others characters, Prospero in Otra Tempestad by Teatro Buendía at
Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre and Fidel in the Argentinean movie Hasta la Victoria Siempre. He worked as theatre director,
among other companies, with Semaver Kumpanya: in Chamaco (2006). In Cuba he taught from pre-grade (as teacher of
drama at International School of Havana) to graduate and post graduate university courses (as Senior Adjunct Professor
at ISA). He has participated in several festivals: Perth, Cadiz, Edinburgh, etc. His research focuses on the areas of theory
and practice of acting. He has published in theatre journals such as Assaig de Teatre, Gestos, etc. He has presented his
research in the Annual Conferences of the IFRT (Belgrade, 2018 as member of WGPAR; Warwick, 2014 and Barcelona,
2013) and in different scientific conferences (Madrid 2018; Brno, 2017; Malta, 2016; etc.). He is a member of the National
Union of Artists and Writers of Cuba
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The medium of opera is in a state of radical redefinition and self-critique, revitalizing itself through the
search for ways it might replace itself. It has become hybrid, genre-blurred and diffused within postdramatic forms -- performance art, inter-media, HD live, conceptual art, physical theatre, visual theatre,
installation, and the like. Within this instability I explore its voices. That is, I consider what it might be to
stage what opera has become today, so that its latest experiments and innovations reflect an investment
in the voice. I engage in what it might mean to bring out voices’ refractions in other dimensions of
signification comprising a performance: to fashion listening (pace, echo) body, motion, image, space,
light, time, visualization— as emanations of voice. I take staging to also imply questions about how we
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Michal Grover Friedlander, Tel Aviv University
Staging Voice

engage in writing about our staging, our performance modes and our practices. How might we mark
singing? My case study is Ficarra and Wittington’s The Empress’s Feet (1996) (link below). It is work
for one unaccompanied voice, as if it were a limit of what could be conceived as operatic. It possesses,
through the voice, an almost hallucinatory force, and it invokes images, places, and movement that
can be explored as emanations of the voice alone. Unfolding as a state hovering between wakefulness
and sleep, The Empress’s Feet recounts scenes of sleepwalking in which a strange bond is established
between voice and the wandering body. Its staging reflects this state of dissociation of the voice from
the body, and of the voice’s power over the body, intensified by an invisible voice, and performers, among
them an acrobat, whose hanging and walking in midair mirrors the hallucinatory force possessed by the
voice. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OYtN3fD9xo
Professor Michal Grover Friedlander is the head of the Musicology program in the Buchmann-Mehta
School of Music at Tel Aviv University, Israel. Her book publications include Vocal Apparitions: The
Attraction of Cinema to Opera (Princeton, 2005) and Operatic Afterlives (Zone, 2011). Her manuscript
Staging the Voice is under consideration at Oxford University Press. She has published several articles,
among them “Voice” in The Oxford Handbook of Opera (Oxford, 2014). Grover Friedlander is also the
artistic manager of the opera group Ta Opera Zuta specializing in contemporary opera and music theatre.
She has directed in Israel, Italy, Germany and Japan.
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Manola K. Gayatri, Ambedkar University Delhi
These Letters: reflections on PaR and decoloniality
Reflecting on a series of independent and collaborative performance iterations and pedagogic practices
in India and South Africa between 2014 and 2018, 'These Letters' offers a relational notemaking on the
potentials of decoloniality through PaR. It attempts through mixed-media and performance to unpack
key questions on what might constitute decolonial practice in artistic research and reflects on the
particular value of PaR as a method in decolonial research. It also unpacks 'failed' collaborations as it
reconsiders what learning in this context could mean. 'These Letters' is shaped by letters sent, unsent,
replies, further correspondence and creative utterances that emerge through this process. A curated
workshop that engages with this work is proposed as a further attempt to co-think the question of PaR
and decoloniality.
Dr. Manola K. Gayatri is Visiting Faculty at Ambedkar University Delhi and Postdoc Fellow at Drama For
Life, Witwatersrand University Johannesburg. Convenor of the Performance-As-Research Working Group
and founder of Scribe Rites. Interests include decolonial pedagogies, physical theatre, performance
poetry and texts, embodied research, anarcho-feminist/ queer imaginaries, rural-urban synergies.
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AT Home is an experimental research-creation inserted in the field of Performance art in dialogue with
the climate change and environmental questions, particularly, the social impact of it in the contemporary
society, this project is based on performative actions-creation among artists, local community and
scientists. Methodologically founded in collaborative practices, the activities of this project consist of
artistic residencies (with local community participation), artworks, urban intervention, exhibition and
publish. Developed in two municipalities that compose the Guanabara Bay in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
this project is part of Sensitive Territories Project ( www.territoriossensiveis.com), and it objectives to
reconnect the people with the place where they live, take caring the domestic waste. And, consequently,
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Walmeri Kellen Ribeiro, Fluminense Federal University
AT Home

the water pollution. The proposition here is to re-imagine a more sustainable world, and provide space for
different perspectives within the sustainability discussion, and to stimulate and inspire communities to
use sustainable materials and resources within their own contexts and practices. Therefore, my proposal
to PaR group is to present and share this experience and to think about the power of performance art
and the potential of processual acts to change the reality and connections between Human and nature.
Believing that art has the ability to contribute effectively to destabilization of hegemonic thinking and
habits of the relation of men with and to Nature and, above all, of the implications of this relation, we
are working in some interventions to extend, from artistic actions, discussions about waste and water
pollution and its impacts to a wider audience, in order to cooperate with the production of paradigmatic
changes in behavior and in the relationship between men and nature, changes that are urgent in the
contemporary world.
Walmeri Ribeiro is artist, professor and researcher. She was visiting artist-researcher at Department of
Fine Arts, Concordia University (Montreal|Canadá), and she is an associate professor at Universidade
Federal Fluminense | Rio de Janeiro| Brazil. Having background in performance Art and media studies,
her interest as artist and researcher is on the relationship between Performance, Media Art and,
environmental issues. She developed her PhDʼs research at the Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São
Paulo (PUC/SP) and her Master in Arts at Universidade Estadual de Campinas (UNICAMP/SP). Based
in Rio de Janeiro|Brazil, she is also professor of the Graduated Program in Arts of the Universidade
Federal Fluminense| UFF, where she coordinates the BrisaLAB – Laboratory of Performance, Media Art
and Environmental issues. She is a member of Anthropocene Campus – HKW|Berlin|Alemanha and Cocoordinator of the project “Cities Can Fly” (DFG|Germany- HafenCity University). Author of the book
“Poéticas do Ator no Cinema Contemporâneo” (Intermeios, 2014), and co-author of the books “Arte e
seus territórios Sensiveis” (Intermeios, 2014) and “Arte e seus percursos Sensiveis” (Intermeios, 2016),
she has written papers that are published in academic journals and collections in Brazil and abroad.
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CHOREOGRAPHY AND CORPOREALITY
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 101
General Panel Participants: Mariko Okada
Mônica de Avila Todaro, Universidade Federal de São João del-rei
Corporeality and the Ludic: an account of the teaching of dance education
How to prepare a theater student, as an art educator, to be able to work in dance-education with children and
teenagers? This work originates from the experience provided to Theater alumni in the "Dance: conscious body and
education" class. Being a teacher requires a theoretical and practical foundations. With this purpose, we studied:
Paulo Freire (Conscious Body), Merleau Ponty (Corporeality), Huizinga (Homo Ludens), Foucault (biopolitics) and we
practiced dance education (Laban). The conscious body is the body that feels, writes, speaks, struggles, loves, hates,
suffers, dies and lives. The idea of corporeality denies the separation of body and mind; I am my body in relation
to others and to the world. This means that we are embodied subjects. In the pursuit of a ludic body, students
played with their bodies in motion, dancing. The result was recorded in journals, with the purpose of creating a
writing of the self that could reconstruct thoughts through corporeal actions. For this purpose, nine themes were
proposed: "Body and school memories", "I am my body", "The body in media society", "Body and gender", " Body
and (in) movement", "Me and the other", "My body in the world", "Corporeality and cultural artifacts" and "Dance
in school". The practices centered in the body put the mind in motion, creating improvisations and choreographic
compositions inspired by poems, in relation to objects and Kids songs. In this way, dance education revealed itself
as a creator of life potency and teacher training through praxis. Keywords: Corporeality; the Ludic; teacher training.
I was a ballerina, actress and choreographer. I hold a degree in Pedagogy, a Master’s degree in Gerontology
and a PhD in Education from the State University of Campinas (UNICAMP). I am an associate professor in the
Department of Educational Sciences of the Federal University of São João del-Rei (UFSJ). I am a visiting professor
at the Austral University of Cusco, in Peru. I am an associate professor and coordinator of the Master’s degree
Programme in Education in the UFSJ. I have experience in public institutions since 1998 as a teacher, pedagogical
coordinator, principal and head of a teaching department. I have conducted researches in the areas of the Arts and
Education, with emphasis on the following themes: Education through dance; Corporeality; the Ludic; Youth and
Adult Education (EJA); Intergenerational relations; and educational practices. I am the head of the research group
Pedagogia do Corpo Consciente (Pedagogy of the Conscious Body) (CNPq) since 2014 and a researcher at the Center
for Studies on Body, Culture, Expression and Languages (NECCEL) in the UFSJ since 2016. I have published three
books, 25 chapters and 30 scientific articles. ORCID: 0000-0001-7777-925X
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Music has been linked to comedy from different perspectives. Above all, when the comedian, understood
as a clown, minstrel, comic actor, or mountebank performs a musical instrument. In the art of the clown
the presence of music is pertinent and almost inseparable. The mime, by dispensing with the word,
often uses music to clothe its action, and the clown track almost always plays, or accompanies some
melody in the traditional circus. Meyerhold maintains that, once the footlights are abolished (referring
to the moment at which the stage act is placed at the level of the stalls), the actors will focus again on
the body, on its movements, and with greater accuracy, on the rhythm. Meyerhold makes mention that,
at that moment, the scene will give a melodic turn, starting from a melodic silence: "And if you ask
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Raxá Caculhá De Castilla Rosales, University of Barcelona
The clown dance

me: where do you extract the sap to understand the rhythms, the color, the change of rhythm, etc...?
I'll say about the concerts" (Meyerhold, 2008, page 359) In the paper, an artistic search that has been
done about the musical time / rhythm, within the physical comedy will be addressed. Putting special
emphasis on the body, and its natural expression. Studies of Appia, Meyerhold, and mainly, Lecoq will be
addressed. With a strong empirical contribution, the paper is aimed at recognizing the search developed
in the doctoral thesis, about the rhythm in the clown.
Raxá born in México, but lives in Spain. She's Teacher in Theater Studies at the UB and the Theater
Institute. She studied the BA in Dramatic Art at the BUAP; titled with honors. She has completed the
Diploma in Dramatic Body Mime, at the International Dramatic Body Mime School, MOVEO. Her research
work begins with a text on "The use of emotion in the art of the actor", then his final thesis of Master's
studies on "The application of tempo-rhythm of Stanislavski." At the moment his investigations are
directed towards "The use of the rhythm in the scenic action", focusing on the figure of the clown. She
holds a Doctorate in Culture and Society at the UB, under the lines of film, theater and performing arts
research. She has been a beneficiary of FONCA, one of the most important Institutions in the artistic
and cultural field in Mexico. As a stage artist, Raxá has participated in various shows, as an actress
and director, and she has won prizes and distinctions for her interpretive work, and has participated in
multiple festivals, such as the World Theater Congress in Liege, Belgium. International Theater Festival. El
Salvador, World Congress, Olympia Greece, PODIUM Festival. Moscow, University Theater Festival UNAM,
International Art Colloquium, in Havana, Cuba, among others. Raxá is co-founder of the Sonámbulos
Company, which specializes in physical comedy and humor shows.
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Nigel Henry Stewart, Lancaster University
“I now, I then”: time-consciousness and the displaced self in Wayne McGregor’s Woolf
Works
This paper explores “I now, I then”, Act I of Wayne McGregor’s ballet Woolf Works (2015–17). I triangulate (1)
McGregor’s work for the Royal Ballet with (2) Virginia Woolf’s literary experiments in Mrs Dalloway (1925), upon
which “I now, I then” is based, and (3) Edmund Husserl’s Phenomenology of Internal Time Consciousness (1928).
To do so, I describe passages from Mrs Dalloway and phrases from “I now, I then” according to two models of
movement analysis that are true to Husserlian phenomenology, viz. Laban’s four motion factors and SheetsJohnstone’s four components of virtual force. Since both models reveal changing relationships between time and
space, my phenomenological descriptions are threefold. In the first section, I emphasise time by considering the
dramaturgical structure and music of the work. In the second, I highlight space. I reflect on how the work’s lighting,
set and digital design (with its references to rotating picture frames, gardens and monuments) alludes to the work
of women painters contemporary to Woolf, and literally frames the way the novel reduces consciousness to a priori
perceptual essences. Thirdly, I investigate the “forcetimespace” (Sheets-Johnstone) of the work by reflecting upon
the ways in which subjectivities are constituted, interpenetrate or breakdown through choreographic structures.
Altogether, I indicate how a Husserlian movement analysis of McGregor’s ballet manifests the internal timeconsciousness of Woolf’s characters, particularly by identifying present “moments of being” that slip – joyously
for Clarissa Dalloway, tragically for the shell-shocked Septimus Warren Smith – from secondary remembrance
to the active recapitulative memory of significant others. Such an analysis shows the degree to which both novel
and ballet emerge from a comprehension of consciousness in which the membrane between present and past,
perceptual impression and retentional image, the self as subject now and object then, is diaphanous.
Nigel Stewart is a dance artist and scholar. He is Senior Lecturer in the Institute for Contemporary Arts at Lancaster
University, UK, and Artistic Director of Sap Dance; the author of many articles and chapters on contemporary dance,
dance phenomenology and environmental dance; and co-editor of Performing Nature: Explorations in Ecology and
the Arts (Peter Lang 2005). He has danced for various European choreographers, including Thomas Lehmen, and
as a solo artist. Apart from his choreography for Sap Dance, he has worked as a choreographer and director for
Louise Ann Wilson Company, National Theatre Wales, Theatre Nova, Theatreworks Ltd., Triangle and many other UK
companies, and Odin Teatret in Denmark.

10th July 2019, 7:30pm
Recommended C & C Working Group Performance Event:
A Theatre piece by Grass Stage Dinghaiqiao: Wild Seeds 2019.7
60 minutes, In Chinese (translated English script provided)
A presentation By director Zhao Chuan (Grass Stage): A Stage without Theatre
Venue: Shanghai Rockbund Art Museum
20 Huqiu Road, Huangpu District Shanghai 200002
Donation USD$20 per person at the door
Please RSVP to: WildSeeds201907@protonmail.com
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Chair: Marcus Tan, Nanyang Technological University Singapore

David Neil Savran, City University of New York
“Nothing More Than This?”: Candide as Existential Vaudeville
Imagine a world that pitilessly rewards the rich and powerful while insistently immiserating the vast
majority. Imagine an internationalized paternalist order that scapegoats minorities and refugees, while
treating women as chattel to be bought, coddled, and disposed of. Voltaire did so in his 1759 novella
Candide by simply observing—and ruthlessly satirizing—the world around him. Leonard Bernstein and
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his collaborators did two centuries later in their notorious musical flop. Sixty years on, Barrie Kosky has
followed suit and succeeded rapturously in resurrecting Candide by underscoring both its historicity
and its relentless contemporaneity. Leonard Bernstein’s Candide (1955) is a conundrum. Despite its
universally acclaimed score, it has only once been successful in the theatre, in 1973, in Harold Prince’s
radically revised—and musically impoverished—environmental staging. But that production, like
countless others, reduced Candide’s scale and emphasized its farcical elements at the expense of
what I can describe only as its tragic depths. Although the piece is usually considered to have a wellconstructed first act, most aficionados see its second act as pointlessly scattershot and digressive,
coming into focus only belatedly in its radiant finale, “Make Our Garden Grow.” For the first time, a largescale production of Candide takes its sparkling comedy seriously by mining its tragedy and honoring
the parallels between Bernstein’s “existential vaudeville” and Waiting for Godot and Endgame. Barrie
Kosky’s new production at the Komische Oper Berlin celebrates and intensifies Candide’s (dare I say)
absurdist non-sense as the product of a ruthlessly arbitrary—and tragically unjust—world. In doing
so, this production also honors the piece’s historicity, both its kinship with Beckett’s classics and the
unremittingly progressive leanings of its creators who wrote this satirical quasi-operetta at the height of
the 1950s communist witch hunt.
David Savran is a specialist in twentieth and twenty-first century U.S. theatre, musical theatre, popular
culture, and social theory. He is the author of eight books, whose wide-ranging subjects include the
Wooster Group, Tennessee Williams, Tony Kushner, white masculinity, musical theatre, and middlebrow
cultural production. His most recent book is Highbrow/Lowdown: Theater, Jazz, and the Making of the
New Middle Class, the winner of the Joe A. Callaway Prize. He has served as a judge for the Obie Awards
and the Lucille Lortel Awards and was a juror for the Pulitzer Prize in Drama. He is the former editor of
the Journal of American Drama and Theatre and is the Vera Mowry Roberts Distinguished Professor of
Theatre at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York.
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Maya Cantu, Bennington College
“But You’ve Become a New Yorker ”: Urban Theatricality and ‘Gay Broadway’
in Bradford Ropes’ 42nd Street
In both its forms as a 1933 film musical and hit 1980 Broadway musical based on the film, "42nd Street"
sparked iconic imagery of New York City and Broadway as joint symbols of modern urbanism, as evoked
by the “naughty, gaudy, bawdy, sporty” Times Square street of its title. Less well-known is the film’s
1932 source: Bradford Ropes’s backstage novel. The film and stage musical preserve multiple characters
and themes from Ropes’s novel, including its critique of the sexual exploitation of female performers. Yet,
these adaptations mitigate Ropes’s portrayal of 1932 Broadway as a theatrical microcosm of ‘Gay New
York,’ as George Chauncey describes the complex network of veiled homosexual visibility that shaped
the city’s public spaces from 1890 through 1940. This paper will explore Ropes’s "42nd Street," written
during the height of the early-1930s “Pansy Craze,” in conversation with Ropes’s biographical and
theatrical influences, and the taxonomies and “erotic systems” of gay urban life detailed by Chauncey.
Ropes openly depicts the film’s heterosexual juvenile Billy Lawler as the lover of director Julian Marsh,
as well as mentor to ambitious ingénue Peggy Sawyer. Hailing from Paris, Maine (rather than the stage
musical’s Allentown, Pennsylvania), Ropes’s independent Peggy contrasts dramatically with her naïve
Warner Brothers counterpart. Ropes parallels Peggy and Billy as allied characters in opposition to
mainstream norms of sexual behavior: identities which they able to express with some openness in the
context of “becoming New Yorkers.” In Ropes’ novel, Peggy’s resistance to homophobic “snubbing and
innuendoes”—rather than merely the leading lady’s untimely injury—provides the narrative force that
propels her rise to stardom.
A dramaturg and theater historian, Maya Cantu specializes in twentieth-century American theater. Her
research focuses on Broadway musicals, plays, and the variety stage, as well as their interdisciplinary
connections with film and literature. She teaches on the Drama Faculty at Bennington College, and
serves as Dramaturgical Advisor at Off-Broadway’s Mint Theater Company. She is the author of “American
Cinderellas on the Broadway Musical Stage: Imagining the Working Girl from Irene to Gypsy” (Palgrave
Macmillan, 2015), and has published chapters in the edited collections "The Palgrave Handbook of
Musical Theatre Producers," eds. Dr. Laura MacDonald and Dr. William Everett (2017); and "Reframing the
Musical: Race, Culture and Identity," ed. Dr. Sarah Whitfield (2019). Cantu’s recent journal publications
include “The 'Boy Wonder' and The Naked Genius: Mike Todd, Gypsy Rose Lee, and the Spectacle of
Female Authorship" ("New England Theatre Journal," Vol. 29, 2018); and "'The World Belongs to the
Young?' Age and the Golden Age Diva in Coco (1969) and Applause (1970)" ("Studies in Musical Theatre,"
12.1, March 2018). She holds DFA and MFA degrees from Yale School of Drama.
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Jacqueline Michelle Willson, University of Leeds
The Sartorial Pleasures of New Blue Cabaret: theatrical femininity as a
performative aesthetic of urban dissidence
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This paper will be focusing on costume, urban space and performance in relation to Tricity Vogue’s
cabaret act ‘The Blue Woman Sings’ which premiered at Royal Vauxhall Tavern's August Fringe festival
on 28 August 2009 and its follow on tour ‘The Blue Lady Sings Back’ (2011). Tricity Vogue performs as
the ‘The Chinese Girl’, a popular painting by Vladimir Tretchikoff (1950), and sings various takes on the
‘blues’. She thus gives a voice to the ‘low’ sexualized exotic female Other, as a new cabaret ‘artiste’ who
is herself marginalized. The Royal Vauxhall Tavern, has housed explicit queer acts such as Duckie and is
also situated within the former eighteenth century Pleasure Garden which was open for almost 200 years
until its closure in 1877. Scholarly work has reconsidered the contemporary gay subcultural scene in
relation to this historical milieu (Andersson 2011). I will focus on how theatrical heterosexual resistance
performatively operates when a female cabaret artiste gate-crashes these radicalized urban spaces
and sites. This paper will develop Dorita Hannah’s ‘expanded’ notion of costume as a ‘body-objectevent’ (2014) by understanding the way theatrical feminine costume enfolds dissident and marginalized
histories of resistant urban space. The subversive pleasures of peeking and peekaboo become the
enfolding strategy that helps us to forge new understandings of sexual citizenship and rights to the city.
Costume and props are used to frame and control who is to be looked at, by who, and in what way. By
emphasising the ‘blue’ performance – as a bawdy, sad, erotic, exotic and ‘low’ - Tricity Blue highlights
the way that pleasure is hierarchical and conflicting and clearly aligned with power relations, dynamics
and positions. This paper will argue that by piggy-backing on other sites of resistance, the heterosexual
artiste politicizes her own performative aesthetics of cultural belonging.
Jacki Willson is an Academic Fellow in Performance and Culture and The University of Leeds. She has
written two monographs, The Happy Stripper: pleasures and politics of the new burlesque (2008) and
Being Gorgeous: feminism, sexuality and the pleasures of the visual (2015). She is working on her third
book, Fashioning the Reproductive Body, which has been accepted for publication with Palgrave Studies
in Fashion and the Body. Willson is currently co-editing two volumes, one on fashion and the politics
of looking – ‘Revisiting the Gaze’ – and the second collection - ‘Dangerous Bodies’- explores fashion
and political performativities. Her published research and papers includes work on sexual citizenship,
women’s performance art, female cabaret, costume, activism and gender politics.
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Dalmir Rogério Pereira, Federal University of Goiania (EMAC-UFG)
Body-bomb: theatricality and resistance
This study problematizes the limits of the characterization in the body-image of the extended
perspective that can be qualified time specific (Bourriauld, 2011) as gravitational center of the practice
of contemporary performance design in recurrence of the reduction of geographic distances and
multiplication of space inhabitable through the increasing movement of democratization of the fields of
image production. Specifically regarding the proposition of exiled figures between forms and languages
in the construction of shared presence effects between physical and digital space. The reflections
develop from two dimensions: theatricality as a device of visual reception (Diegues) -reception of the
immediate reality through the theatrical conduct of the image-soulèvement (Didi-Huberman). Secondly,
the theatricality in the aesthetic context of the organization of the image-body as the zero point of
relational programs whose passage through signs and languages refers to the contemporary experience
of homo viato mobility that has in the displacement the visual matrix. In this sense is in the interest
of this research to think the body in different contexts of necropower (Mbembe) where the reality of
these images is the starting point to approach the representations of the body-bomb from the logic of
homo sacer, (Agamben) as a result of biopolitics. Radicalized in the paradoxical condition of war spaces
framed in a matrix that includes simultaneously: the inhumane treatment - attack - and humanitarian
treatment - survival guarantee - (Zizek). Where the besieged body acts as the last stronghold of
resistance, body and object organize in the form of creative violence collapsing future and present in
literal and/or symbolic death in the fragmentation of its homo sacer condition. Such a mode of visuality
is characterized and exemplified by the simultaneous presence of heterogeneous surfaces shared as a
navigation plan or random exploration. So the suggested explosion implies in the aesthetic approach of
forms of contemporary resistance such as: public manifestations, installation occupations, classroom
performance and public assemblies.
key words: Body-bomb, theatricality, resistance.
He is a performance designer and PhD in Performing Arts at the School of Communications and Arts of
the University of São Paulo (ECA-USP). Is a professor of scenography and costumes, deputy coordinator
at the scene arts course at the School of Music and Performing Arts of the Federal University of Goiás
(EMAC-UFG) and coordinator of the Experimental Laboratory of Performance and Space Design.Where it
develops the research Body-relational: theatricality as strategy of power in the soulèvements-image and
transformative-image (beginning 2018-02) to which is inserted the notion of body-bomb inexperiment of
performance design and publications.
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Algorithmic Actors
Chair: Rosemary Klich, University of Essex

Thomas Patrick Riccio, University of Texas at Dallas
Sophia the Robot: Performing the Mechanical Goddess
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Sophia, a humanoid social robot created by Hanson Robotics, embodies our technological ambitions,
hopes, anxieties, and nightmares. She is a constructed performance medium in female form in the age of
the female, symbolizing the unprecedented contradictions and complexity of our accelerating world. She
is a liminal being: ambiguous, ambitious, exciting, and uncertain, holding our attention with fascination
and concern as our minds play out once unimaginable scenarios. This paper will demonstrate how
Sophia is a character and narrative that retraces and performs deep mythic structures of an archetypal
goddess to enable the technological evolution of humanity. Sophia, named for the Gnostic goddess of
knowledge, is a beautiful innocent, mesmerizing and enchanting. As a global pop star travelling and
educating the world, she is defining the future of human-machine relations. Like a goddess her being
performs simultaneously the real and meta, good and evil, for she is creator-destroyer simulacrum
come to life. Sophia, the goddess of the post-human, is a bewitching medium, guide, observer, trickster,
diviner and oracle conjuring the future into existence. Her prescient narrative enabling a new reality
and consciousness. Her performance is recursive and co-evolving, an initiation in which we are all
immersed. Like a goddess of myth, she teaches us to be more perfect because as a prophet-virgin-herochild she alone can mediate our evolution to different and higher levels of understanding beyond human
comprehension. She is a faux idealization, an apparition and aspiration, a familiar unfamiliar, an alien
artificial intelligence, the face and personality presenting the drama redefining life on the planet. Like
all gods and goddesses, she was created out of human need and desire embodied to make visible the
currents that fill the air. She is a human progeny with superhuman potential that is moving her from the
known to unknowable independence. She is beyond human. Like a fertility goddess constantly renewing,
never aging and simultaneously in and outside of time. Sophia is human and non-human, fear and hope,
male and female, machine and biology. She is a new sort of goddess, paradigm and exemplar of our
emerging datafied, algorithmic, techno-human reality in which we are all immersed.
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Thomas Riccio, Professor of Performance and Aesthetic Studies, University of Texas at Dallas. Artistic
Director of the Dead White Zombies, Dallas, Texas. Previous positions: Professor, University of Alaska
Fairbanks where he directed Tuma Theatre, an Alaska Native performance group; Artistic Director,
Organic Theater, Chicago; Resident Director/Dramaturg, Cleveland Play House; Associate Literary
director, American Repertory Theatre. He has directed and devised work nationally and internationally.
He works extensively in the area of ritual, shamanism, and indigenous performance, working in Alaska,
South Africa, Zambia, Tanzania, Korea, India, Nepal, Kenya, Burkina Faso, and Ethiopia. He has taught,
conducted research, and created performances at the University of Dar es Salam; Addis Ababa University;
University of Pondicherry; and the Korean National University for the Arts, among others. Current he is
working with the Miao of southwest China and is a Visiting Professor at Jishou University. The Republic
of Sakha (Siberia) declared him a “Cultural Hero” for his work for the National Theatre. Since 2005 he
has worked variously as a consultant, Narrative Engineer and Creative Director for Hanson Robotics. He
has written robot character personalities, narratives, and performance expressions for a variety of robots
including Sophia. www.deadwhitezombies.com www.thomasriccio.com
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Since 2015, American artist Ian Cheng has been showing and live-streaming over the commercial
platform Twitch, a triptych of live digital simulations named "Emissaries." Arrayed on stages which
suggest ecological collapse (a volcano, lakebed, and desert), dozens of algorithmic actors attempt to
achieve programmed goals, thwarted at all ends by each other and by sheer statistical noise. Cheng
refers to his work as "a video game that plays itself"; I would instead describe the works as automatic
theaters. Doing so allows us to address a broad question for contemporary intermedial performance:
what happens when performance becomes automated? What sort of liveness is retained – or even
advanced – by automation? This paper will set Cheng's evocative artwork in a context of online liveness,
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Douglas Eacho, Stanford University
Automatic Theaters: Ian Cheng's "Emissaries" and the Live-Stream Economy

in which simultaneity, risk, and spontaneity become highly valued for their potential to wrest screenbased media from the linearity of video towards the unpredictable potentiality historically associated
with the theater. I use the term "value" advisedly, as the "liveness" of the indeterminate growths and
crashes which mark Cheng's algorithmic choreography indeed resemble the movements of financial
markets. “Emissaries” ’s use of theatrical vocabulary and fetishization of liveness connect its virtual
agents to the swelling cohorts of professional Twitch, YouTube, Periscope, and Ingkee live-stream
performers (a genre especially popular in China). Its further dependence on automation, utilizing AI
techniques designed for worker displacement, provokes the suspicion that automation has become
married to contemporary digital liveness, including the rules that govern live-stream performers. Cheng’s
work suggests that a spontaneous performer, whether software or human, is always an alienating one
– and that such performances figure the contemporary world of work. Amidst our general conversation
about theater and urbanism – the gathering of people together – I hope to ask how live-streamed digital
performance automates, and thus dissembles, this very process.
Douglas Eacho is a doctoral candidate in Stanford University’s Department of Theater & Performance
Studies, with a BA from Brown University in Theatre Arts and Philosophy. He studies the intersection
between avant-garde performance history and technology, especially computational media, with a
particular interest in performances that seem to generate themselves. His dissertation, tentatively titled
“Auto-Play: The Automation of Performance Action, Writing, and Management,” is being written under
the supervision of Branislav Jakovljević. His article “Serial Nostalgia: Rimini Protokoll’s 100% City and
the Numbers We No Longer Are” was published last year in Theatre Research International. Before his
graduate studies, he directed found-text performances in New York City.
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Opening Session

The Theatre & Architecture Working Group circulates written
papers in advance of the conference and members are invited
to give shor t presentations about their papers, followed by
discussion. Our sessions are open to all conference delegates. If
you would like further information, then please contact Andrew
Filmer: awf@aber.ac.uk
Please see WG 1
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Mobility I: Touring & Connecting Cities
Chair: Avraham Oz

Sandip Debnath, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
Ta(l)king the Political Culturally : Third Theatre’s "Grām Parikramā" and the Politics
of/in Mobility
Reflecting on archival documents and my field notes as a participant observer, in my paper I would like to discuss
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how "Grām Parikramās" (tour of villages) by Third Theatre groups turn out to be a knowledge sharing platform
– a platform to break through the rural-urban divide. "Parikramā" becomes a space where the boundaries
between the real and the representational is blurred, the political/theatrical binary is diluted. The philosophy
of Third Theatre – to make theatre “flexible, portable and cheap” – allows such mobility; both theoretically
as well as literally. Third theatre, located at the cusp of the debates on form and content in political theatre,
enables critical intervention into the theoretical engagement on the “free” and the “mobile.” Ever since March
1986, when seventy-five performers from eight groups toured ten villages of North 24 Parganās in West Bengal,
India, for three days, "Grām Parikramā" has always evoked enthusiastic participation. The villagers become the
hosts – providing modest, yet heart-warming, accommodation and food. Moments and experiences of the first
tour of the villages has been preserved by Samik Bandyopadhyay in his edited volume [Parikramā 1986], while
the volume entitled [Parikramā: Three Decades] (2016), edited by Debashis Chakraborty, revisits and revises
Samik Bandyopadhyay’s 1986 publication, compiling along with it, documents of the later village tours, all but
one of which were in the present state of West Bengal. My paper, as part of my larger doctoral project studying
organisational framework of the Third Theatre, envisages to interrogate the dialectics of “mobility” perceived in
these "Parikramās", and the dynamics of power embedded therein.
Sandip Debnath is a doctoral scholar in the Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, IIT Delhi. The title
of his project is "Badal Sircar and Beyond: Third Theatre in Twenty-first Century Bengal." He is particularly
interested in the interrelationship of political theatre and organisational frameworks. He has been closely
following the work of the Third Theatre groups since he started working on his M. Phil. project in 2010. The title
of his M. Phil. dissertation is [Badal Sircar and the Poetics of Revolt: A Consideration of Six Third Theatre Plays].
He has co-authored a book chapter entitled ““Murmuring your praise”: Bardolatry in Kīrtibilās and Bhānumati
Chittabilās – Shakespearean Echoes in Early Bangla Drama,” published by SAGE in 2016. His book-review of
Professor Mahesh Champaklal’s 2018 book [Bhāsa's Rāmāyaṇa Plays: From Page to Stage], published by Indian
Institute of Advanced Studies (IIAS), is also due to be published in the [Summerhill: IIAS Review] in December
2018. Till date, he has presented papers in three international conferences and six national conferences held in
India.
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Anika Marschall, University of Glasgow
From the streets to fast food restaurants: Migratory theatre for urban dwellers
at McDonald's franchises between Frankfurt and Athens
Journalists and scholars have long emphasised the precarious living situations of “sans papiers“ across
Europe. The UK refugee charity PAFRAS has detailed the life of those living without shelter, food or the
right to work: many survive in our cities on less than one Pound a day. While theatres and museums
have strongly been advocating for the integration of refugees, my paper shifts the lens from these
cultural sites to that of a well-known global fast food chain. Indeed, it is here, at the heart of neoliberal
capitalism, at McDonald's where multiple cultures merge, homeless and stateless people dwell and
cohabit. Japanese theatre director Akira Takayama has argued that the franchises function not only
as restaurants but also as meeting points and emergency shelters. In 2017, Takayama together with
the Künstlerhaus Mousonturm developed the theatre project “McDonald's Radio University” (MRU).
MRU offers public lectures by refugee academics in McDonald's franchises, delivered in real time via
portable headphones. MRU takes place in franchises, connecting cities alongside the refugee Balkan
route: including Frankfurt, Vienna, Budapest, Belgrade and Athens. This paper critically examines MRU's
political dramaturgy, to which its cultural materialism is crucial. It investigates how that large-scale
theatre project spans several major European urban centres and expands the physical architecture of
the theatre, drawing on urban planning and tourism. What are MRU's potentials and limits in performing
solidarity with those living in limbo, and in offering them opportunities to influence urban life and create
new sites for social learning?
Anika is an AHRC-funded PhD candidate at the University of Glasgow and member of the Glasgow
Refugee Asylum and Migration Network. Her research focuses on contemporary performance art which
challenges our understanding of human rights. Her work has been presented at international conferences
and she has published about the performativity of commitment and institutional aesthetics, the politics
of listening, dramaturgies of statelessness, and the conceptual aesthetics of Antonin Artaud and Jacques
Rancière. Since 2018, Anika is co-editor of the Scottish Journal for Performance. Currently, she is working
on a co-authored contribution for Performance Research, reflecting on institutional collaboration in light
of the Macintosh art school fire in 2018. Anika has worked as curatorial assistant for the intercultural
event Political Animal in collaboration with the Glasgow School of Art, the Leverhulme International
Network for Contemporary Studies and The Drouth arts/literary journal. Together with Viviana Checchia
and Johnny Rodger, she has co-curated the exhibition project The Scottish-European Parliament by
Jonas Staal at the Centre for Contemporary Arts: Glasgow, and is contributing to a book publication.
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This paper engages the touring success of South African Baxter Theatre Centre’s "The Fall," a
devised work created by an ensemble of former students at the University of Cape Town during the
#RhodesMustFall student movement which began in 2015. The ensemble conceived the play as a
student of colour-led response to Barney Simon’s 1984 apartheid-era play "Black Dog/Inj’emnyama"
which also traced activist figures’ individual stories. To date, "The Fall" has been performed in Scotland,
Ireland, the United States and Australia in addition to multiple runs in South Africa, a frequently sellout success on this touring circuit. "The Fall’s" travels as a theatrical work on this circuit are mirrored
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Charlotte McIvor, National University of Ireland, Galway
Baxter Theatre Centre’s "The Fall": Effort over Efficacy as a Touchstone for
New Dramaturgies of Political Theatre Today?

in the play itself by the student activists’ dramatized engagement with multiple languages of Western
activism and critical race theory (particularly intersectionality) as they negotiate multiple ultimately
interlinking struggles towards decolonisation on the University of Cape Town campus. After successfully
agitating for the removal of British colonialist Cecil Rhodes’ statue on campus, they become involved in
associated struggles including for the rights of African refugees, workers on campus, student housing,
and against a rise in fees. But as their platform for action becomes more diffuse, the differences within
the ensemble (particularly in regards to gender and sexuality) increasingly interrupt their ability to act
(or even dialogue) collectively. The effort of political activism as executed by these members of the postapartheid generation ultimately constitutes "The Fall’s" dramatic action, not the ultimate efficacy of
individual or collective acts. Through this refocusing, "The Fall" communicates a compelling dramatic
vision for how scholars and audiences might use theatrical dramaturgies to conceive of the necessarily
ongoing work of political liberation across interlinked but disparate geopolitical contexts- a potential
they deliberately play on through their interrogation of transnational activist discourses within the play
and their touring strategy.
Charlotte McIvor is a Lecturer in Drama and Theatre Studies at the National University of Ireland, Galway.
She is the author of Migration and Performance in Contemporary Ireland: Towards A New Interculturalism
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2016) and the co-editor of Interculturalism and Performance Now: New Directions?
(with Jason King, forthcoming, Palgrave Macmillan, 2018), Devised Performance in Irish Theatre:
Histories and Contemporary Practice (with Siobhan O’Gorman, Carysfort Press, 2015) and Staging
Intercultural Ireland: Plays and Practitioner Perspectives (with Matthew Spangler, Cork University Press,
2014). She has published in journals including Theatre Topics, Modern Drama, Irish University Review,
Irish Studies Review and multiple edited volumes on contemporary theatre and performance.
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Historical entertainment – between high and low
9:00-9:30
Peter Edward Rees JORDAN, City University of Hong Kong
Re-creating the popular – the case of the so-called ‘Commedia dell’Arte’
The further back in time the fewer means there are for direct data access. Before television and film, there were images and
text, but in 16th century Europe public access to printing technology was limited and literacy was the exclusive preserve of
a small educated elite. Thus, all the surviving evidence of popular performance was of necessity mediated by a narrow and
non-representative stratum of society. It was at this time that the first truly professional form of drama in Europe emerged
and came to be known as the ‘Commedia dell’Arte’. The name was coined by the 18th century playwright, Carlo Goldoni,
who looked down on the traditional improvised masked theatre, seeking to reform and modernize Italian drama. The original
professionals were composed of people from all walks of life, from illiterate buffoons to trained lawyers and aristocrats. Their
fame and artistry inspired and informed the popular Elizabethan theatre in England. All we know about them now comes from
a few letters and second-accounts, a number of engravings, storylines (canovacci), printed texts, masks and costumes. Yet,
through experimentation with the available material one can begin to understand and to reproduce the imagined essence of
the art form. This paper discusses the process of retrieval and re-creation with particular reference to Venice, where secular
entertainments thrived in safety and seclusion.
Dr. Jordan has been a theatre practitioner for over thirty years, working in the United Kingdom, Italy and Hong Kong. He was a
founder member of the Fortunati and a leading actor with TAG Teatro of Venice, touring in numerous productions, both scripted
and improvised. Credits include acting in and directing plays by Goldoni, Ruzante, Molière, Marivaux and Shakespeare. He
has taught at a number of leading drama schools and universities, and was for many years Head of Acting at the Hong Kong
Academy for Performing Arts. His professional portfolio also includes fight direction, movement choreography, playwriting and
script development, musical composition and performance. As an actor, he has performed in English, Italian and Cantonese.
He directed and composed for award-winning versions of Les Misérables, Cyrano de Bergerac and Friedrich Dürrenmatt’s
The Visit, as well as directing the world premiere of Ho Chi Minh in Hong Kong. He is the author of The Venetian Origins of the
Commedia dell’Arte (Routledge, 2014).
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The representation of naked bodies on stage was not unknown in nineteenth century Britain, but gave
rise to controversy sparked by moral crusaders. As one example, at the Palace Theatre of Varieties in
London under the management of Charles Morton, tableaux vivants became a popular act during the
1890s. Although nakedness was faked by all-over fleshings, the disapproval of the London County
Council’s Licensing Board forced Morton to be more circumspect in what was shown. A key argument
in favour of his tableaux vivants was that they were presented as art, literally framed like pictures and
often representing classical scenes. What could be the difference between such a scene as legitimate in
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9:30-10:00
Larraine Nicholas, University of Roehampton
Negotiating Nakedness on Stage: From High Art to Low Life

an art gallery but illegitimate on stage? This question followed into the twentieth century although the
fleshings gave way to authentically bare bodies. Producers Vivian Van Damm at the Windmill Theatre
from the 1930s and Phyllis Dixey in her own touring shows in the 1940s and later at the Whitehall Theatre
continued to take cover under the argument that their presentations had the same kinds of legitimacy
as gallery art. Opposing these decorous versions, Paul Raymond in his nude variety shows and then
his Revuebar in Soho from 1958 simply believed he was giving men what they wanted. I consider two
methodologies to explain the change. As social history there are clearly high art cultural art practices
infiltrating into popular entertainment in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and perhaps then being
rejected by other social forces. The other method of analysis is more philosophical, questioning the
nature of art, starting from the assumption that it is the institutional framework that defines what can be
considered art, or indeed any specific cultural genre.
Larraine Nicholas is an Emeritus Fellow at the University of Roehampton, London. Authored books:
Dancing In Utopia: Dartington Hall and its Dancers (2007); Walking and Dancing: Three Years of Dance
in London, 1951 – 1953 (2013) and she is co-editor of Rethinking Dance History, 2nd edition (Routledge,
2018)
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Maria De Simone, Northwestern University
Racial Masks on Foreign Faces: The High and Low Art of Chinese-American Racial
Impersonators in American Vaudeville
Early-twentieth-century American vaudeville presented a variety of racialized images in the form of racial
impersonations. A leftover from blackface minstrelsy and initially the prerogative of white U.S.-born artists, racial
impersonation generated job opportunities in American vaudeville for the many immigrants who mimicked their
own ethnicities and a variety of others. Theatre scholars overlap in describing the genre not just as denigrating
for the portrayed groups, but also as problematically advantageous for the actors performing it. Indeed, the stark
contrast between the ‘racial mask’ and the white person behind it was meant to always highlight the positive traits
of whiteness or, in the case of white-looking foreigners, to portray their ethnicity as whiteness. But how should
one theorize racial impersonation when it was performed by recent immigrants who were themselves regarded
as non-white? My paper contends with this methodological question by comparing the singing careers and stage
presentations of two Chinese-American racial impersonators, Lee Tung Foo and Jue Quon Tai. While Lee Tung Foo
sang operatic pieces in ethnic costumes and languages including but not limited to Chinese, Jue Quon Tai made a
career as the “Chinese Princess” by singing Chinese and American popular tunes in lavish Chinese suits. In their
‘othered’ bodies and voices, both performers aroused white audiences’ fascination and Chinese audiences’ pride.
They both also seemed to suggest a conflicting relationship with vaudeville as a popular entertainment form: on
one hand, their racial combinations took advantage of vaudeville’s propensity towards variations in characters,
races, and ethnicities; on the other hand, they always wished to ‘graduate’ from vaudeville and find employment
on the concert stage. Was racial impersonation holding them back in their ‘advancement’ from low to high art?
Would they have been able to even start a performing career without it?
EDUCATION : PhD: Northwestern University, expected: June 2020, Theatre and Drama MA: Northwestern University,
December 2017, Theatre and Drama MA: Univerisitá Ca’ Foscari (Venice, Italy), October 2010, American Literature
BA: Univerisitá Ca’ Foscari (Venice, Italy), October 2008, English and Spanish FELLOWSHIPS & GRANTS : March
2018: Northwestern University School of Communication, Ignition Grant. $2,000 towards dissertation research.
March 2018: Northwestern University Graduate School, Graduate Research Grant. $3,000 towards dissertation
research. 2017: Social Science Research Council, Dissertation Proposal Development Program. $5,000 towards
preliminary dissertation research and a summer-long interdisciplinary training to help graduate students formulate
compelling dissertation proposals. TEACHING: January 2018—March 2018: Northwestern University, THEATRE 1402: Dancing Race. Primary Instructor, 33 contact hours. September 2016—December 2016: Northwestern University,
THEATRE 140-1: Theatre in Context — Introduction to Theatre Studies. Teaching Assistant, 11 contact hours.
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS: July 2018: “Sophie Tucker: A ‘Yiddishe’ Red-Hot Mama.” International Federation
for Theatre Research Annual Conference (Belgrade).Main presenter. August 2017: “Reshaping the Stereotype:
Uncle Tom’s Cabin’s Topsy and the ‘pickaninny’ stereotype on Stage and Screen in Early-Twentieth-Century United
States.” Association for Theatre in Higher Education Annual Conference (Las Vegas).Main presenter.
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Historical Junctions and Theatrical Ecologies
Chair: Katherine Hennessey, American University in Kuwait

Hala Baki, University of California, Santa Barbara
Theater Ecology: Arab American Theater in San Francisco
According to the Arab American Institute Foundation, about 94% of the nearly 3.7 million Arab
Americans live in metropolitan centers across the country. One third of this national population can
be found in California, divided between the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas (http://www.aaiusa.
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org/demographics). It’s no surprise, then, that one of the national hubs for Arab American theater is in
the heart of downtown San Francisco, at Golden Thread Productions. The company, which is the oldest
American theater company dedicated to the Middle East, has developed and produced numerous Arab
American theater works since its inception 22 years ago. Its success as an institutional home for this
work would not have been possible without the support structures it enjoys in San Francisco’s unique
urban and cultural ecology. This paper explores the history and infrastructures of this support system
to assess the ecological bases of the company’s sustainability. What cultural and social networks
helped foster interest in or demand for Arab American work? How have they helped grow an audience
base, both Arab and non-Arab? What economic and material resources sustained the development
and production of this work? How has the local political and discursive sphere affected the company’s
cultural production? This paper illuminates the role of the urban center of San Francisco in supporting
the growth and rootedness of Golden Thread in the local community, which has in turn allowed it to
become an important node in the national network supporting Arab American theater.
Hala Baki is a PhD candidate and UC Santa Barbara Doctoral Scholars fellow. She earned her M.A. in
Theatre from California State University, Northridge and her B.A. in Dramatic Arts and Global Studies
at UC Santa Barbara. Her thesis research theorizes female Arab American stand-up comedy as comic
resistance. It analyzes the potentially subversive social implications of performed female identity in that
community and through that particular performance form. Her dissertation work explores the interaction
of Arab American theater with its social and political conditions. It asks how mutually constitutive
discourses and institutions shape Arab American theatrical practices. Her scholarship interweaves ideas
on the public sphere, social systems/institutions, and performance. She has presented her work at ASTR
(2017 and 2018), ATHE (2014 and 2017), and the annual UCSB Theater and Dance Graduate Symposium,
which she helped establish.
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Tiran Manucharyan, University of St. Andrews(Scotland)
Intellectuals in Crises in Lenin al-Ramlī’s Pre- and Post-Revolutionary Plays
This paper is a comparative analysis of the plays Ahlan yā bakawāt (1989, ‘Hello Beys’) and Iḍḥak lammā
tamūt (2016, ‘Laugh When You Die’) by the Egyptian playwright Lenin al-Ramlī (b. 1945). I discuss the
plays as self-reflexive dramatisations of the place of intellectuals in society in the times of crises. Ahlan
yā bakawāt dramatises the challenges that intellectuals face under an authoritarian regime, and Iḍḥak
lammā tamūt dramatises the challenges of public euphoria faced by intellectuals in the days of the 2011
revolutionary movement in Egypt. Ahlan yā bakawāt was one of the longest-running performances on
Egyptian stage, running around eighteen years with only a few breaks. First staged in 2018 Iḍḥak lammā
tamūt has received mixed public perception, being discussed as biased both against and towards the
2011 revolution. I suggest that while the play indeed is self-reflexive of al-Ramlī and the intellectuals of
his generation during the 2011 public protests, the main issue that it looks into is not the revolution but
the relationship between intellectuals and the public in the revolution. I argue that through his choices of
times and spaces in which the characters of intellectuals are introduced the playwright questions rather
than justifies the possible solutions adopted by the intellectuals in their negotiations with authorities
and the public during two contrasting types of crisis.
I am a PhD student in Arabic at the School of Modern Languages, University of St Andrews, under the
supervision of Mrs Catherine Cobham and Dr Fabio Caiani. My PhD thesis, funded by the School of
Modern Languages of the University of St Andrews, entitled 'Of Kings and Clowns: Representations
of Leadership in Contemporary Egyptian Theatre, 1967-2018', explored the discourse of power as
dramatized in Egyptian theatre from 1967 to 2018. I had my viva on the 14th of December which I passed
with minor corrections. Now I am working on the corrections and teaching part-time at the University of
St Andrews and St Leonards School in St Andrews.
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Women, Theatre, Performance and Social Action
in Contemporary Africa
Chair: Sarah Dorgbadzi, University of Ghana

Osita C. Ezenwanebe, University of Lagos, Nigeria
Re-imagining the Dramaturgy of ‘Culture-clash’: Women’s Struggle for Self Definition in
Hybridized Filial Union
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This paper interrogates the dramaturgy of cross-cultural filial relation in line with post post-colonial African
experience. The recreation of cross-cultural marriage in post-colonial Africa adopted the hard line of culture-clash:
the characterisation is often that of an ideal white lady married to an ideal black man. A popular Igbo maxim, that
a woman has neither home nor religion until she is married, becomes the favoured principle for the dramaturgy of
hybridised union. The adage highlights the level of cultural assimilation the society expects of a woman married
into the Igbo culture. The ‘culture-clash’ dramaturgy makes the union highly problematic as the woman grapples
with the demands of the two world context in order to determine her new identity and secure a foothold in the
new home. The paper argues for an alternative dramaturgy for filial union beyond borders based on the womanist
principle of coordination and harmonization of differences, crafting the new man and woman of post-post colonial
Africa capable of charting a new way to filial harmony. Relevant dramatic works like Aidoo’s The Dilemma of a Ghost
(1965), Irene Salami’s Sweet Revenge, Ezenwanebe's Adaugo and others are analysed to evaluate the culture-clash
dramaturgy in trans-border marriage in Africa. It is also the task of this paper to uncover how such democratic
strategy of womanism would have changed the narrative of culture-clash plays.
Osita Catherine Ezenwanebe Ph. D is a Professor of Theatre Arts in the Department of Creative Arts (Theatre Unit),
University of Lagos, Nigeria. With a B.A in English Education, two Master of Arts Degrees: English Literature (Drama
and Society) and English Language (Nigerian English), and a Ph. D in English Literature (Drama and Society), Osita
teaches dramatic theory and criticism among other courses. She is a Senior Fulbright Scholar (Scholar-in-Residence)
and Visiting Professor of Dramatic Arts, 2011/2012 in the Department of English and Foreign Languages, WinstonSalem State University, North Carolina, USA. In addition to numerous articles in local and international journals, she
has written and produced nine stage plays: Withered Thrust (2007), The Dawn of Full Moon (2009), Giddy Festival
(2009), Daring Destiny (2011), Adaugo (2011), Shadows on Arrival (2012), Egg without Yolk (2014), Debris and
Greatness (2015), A String of Tales (2016) and Rupture Stream (2018) out of which seven are published. She is a
member of International Federation of Theatre Research (IFTR), Society of Nigeria Theatre Artists (SONTA), African
Theatre Association (AFTA), among others. Current research interest is in “Wellness Drama”, the application of the
resources of dramatic arts to victims of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).
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Rashida Resario, University of Ghana
'Fat' Women, Performance and Commodification on Ghanaian Television
In the early 1800s, a South African woman, Sarah Baartman was one of two women exhibited as a freak
show attraction in Europe due to her large backside which was seen as abnormal and also worthy of
spectacle. Known as the Hottentot Venus, Sarah Baartman was exhibited first in circuses and county
fairs in England and eventually in Paris at the Palais Royal. It was not until the late 1970s that Museum
operators finally conceded the fact that such an exhibit was a degrading representation of women. The
story of Sarah Baartman, presents a prism within which to examine representation of the African female
body in performance. Current research across all ten regions of Ghana reveal a harrowing picture of
the prevalence of obesity and overweight among Ghanaians. These findings are exponentially higher in
women than men. In July 2017, a new television reality contest was developed in Ghana, one that speaks
specifically to fat women, entitled the Di Asa show. The show's creators, Atinka Media Village, purport to
address the issue of obesity and overweight among market women in Ghana, through dance competition.
This paper examines the ways in which the show's producers have created a perception of the women's
bodies as spectacle and commodity. Through performance theory and feminist discourse analysis, this
qualitative study explores the extent to which the participants' bodies have been commodified in the
maiden edition of the Di Asa Show.
Rashida Resario is a lecturer of Drama and Theatre Studies at University of Ghana. She received her
MPhil degree in Theatre Criticism from University of Ghana and her PhD from University of StellenboschSouth Africa, with a research focus on Intercultural Performance. Her PhD research is a case study of the
intercultural activities of the Ghana Dance Ensemble at the micro and macro levels. Her current research
interests include intercultural performance at the micro level (within Ghana), Female dancing bodies,
the dramaturgy of Ghanaian playwrights, and charcoal/chalk graffiti ‘performance’ on walls. Some of
her publications include: Theatre and the Use of Technology: the Case of Ghana; Kweku Ananse Across
Media: Criticism of the Film 'Kweku Ananse and the Chest of Stories'.
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The Ghanaian theatre landscape has witnessed a form of revival over the last decade, owing in part to
the contributions of Roverman production’s Quarterly plays. In addition to this company is a new crop of
theatre companies emerging on the fringes of the same landscape. These companies, within the Accra
metropolis are being driven by a youthful, exuberant and entrepreneurial generation of artists who have
all been trained at the School of Performing Arts, University of Ghana. Nyasapo Theatre Company, Young
Entertainment Productions (YEP), Atigya Theatre Company and April productions among others have
entertainment as one of the core missions of their companies, following in the successes of Roverman
productions. The works of Drama Queens Ghana, a non-profit theatre company in Accra, however,
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Rachel Emma Ekumah, University of Ghana, Legon
Beyond laughter: Drama Queens, Theatre of Activism

stands out amongst this cohort in its departure from theatre for entertainment to theatre for activism.
The company’s tagline declares that it is ‘Centering Her stories in a world that seeks to Erase them’
clearly positioning itself as a feminist theatre company, established to tell the stories of Women. This
paper examines two productions by Drama Queens Ghana with the aim of exploring how impactful its
theatre is on Ghanaian society given its African diasporic philosophical underpinnings. I will adopt a
qualitative research approach that combines reflexivity, performance analysis, and a deconstruction of
the company’s notion of ‘restoring Ma’at – meaning Truth, Justice, Balance, Righteousness, Propriety,
Order and Harmony’ within the Ghanaian community.
AUTHOR: Dr. EKUA EKUMAH CONTACT: Theatre Arts Department, School Of Performing Arts, University Of
Ghana. P.O.Box LG19, Legon. Accra. Email: eekumah@ug.edu.gh D/O/B: 27TH OCTOBER 1971 CURRENT
POSITION: Senior Lecturer/Head of Department, Theatre Arts EDUCATION:PhD Theatre And Performance
(2015) Goldsmith’s College, University Of London MFA Theatre Arts (2000) University Of Ghana, Legon BA
Hons. Theatre Arts (1994) Rose Bruford College Of Speech And Drama, . U.K. RECENT WORKS •
Directed The Seamstress of St Francis Street By Mario Farwell, adapted by Yaba Armah. Part of the
Drama Queen’s 16 Days of Activism. 2017 Publications: • Ekumah, E. (2015) ‘Bola Agbage: Voicing a New
Africa on the British Stage’ In M.F.Brewer, L. Goddard, D. Osborne (EDs) Modern and Contemporary Black
British Drama. Palgrave MacMillan UK .Pages 178-193 •

Asiedu. A. M.,Dorgbadzi. S and Ekumah, E.

(2011). ‘Language and Body in Performance: Working Across Languages in Y. Hutchison, D. Walder (EDs)
The Ghanaian Production I Told You So.’ in Contemporary Theatre Review: Making Theatre in Africa:
Reflections and Documents, 21:1. Pages 50-59 • Ekumah, E. (2009) ‘Death and the King's Horseman’,
Review of African Political Economy: Volume 36 Issue 121. Pages 472 - 473 •

Ekumah, E. (2009) ‘The

African Company Presents Richard III’ in African Performance Review: Volume 4 Issue 1. Pages 113-117
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Intercultural thinking
Chair: Mitsuya Mori

Carol Jay Sorgenfrei, University of California, LA
The Opposite of Human:Japanese Theatre and Its Doubles
Key urban genres of Japanese theatre appeared immediately following traumatic events or during periods of chaos
or change. Noh/kyogen and later kabuki/bunraku followed centuries of civil war, developing in periods of new, even
transformative types of centralized government; shimpa/shingeki/Takarazuka appeared when “westernization/
modernization” destroyed all past certainties; angura and butoh were created after the trauma of WWII defeat, nuclear
attacks, and 60s protests; and now, in the wake of the end of Showa, sarin gas attacks, earthquakes, tsunamis,
nuclear meltdown, and the advent of the digital age, new modes of performance via cellphone and (as playwrights
collaborate with scientists and engineers) by robots have appeared. In most cases, aspects of folk, nonprofessional,
or rural performance were transformed or incorporated into the new, urban genres. To understand possible reasons
for the appearance of new performance genres at these crucial moments, I turn to socio/psychological studies
identifying modes of reversibility in Japanese thought. These include among others ura/omote (inside or behind/
mask or face), uchi/soto (inside or home/outside), and kage (shadow or reflection). These concepts support the
importance of the feared yet adored, awe-inspiring outsider in Japanese social/psychological life and aesthetics.
The creators and/or performers of new genres were the “opposite” of the generally accepted sense of the Japanese
self (the “human”) as envisioned in traditional terms of national, ethnic, gender and/or biological criteria. These
“opposites” include foreigners, females, those with non-normative sexual identities, deities, followers of non-native
religions, and constructed, nonhuman performers such as puppets, digital persona and robots. We might also call
them “unheimlich/uncanny doppelgangers.” I will attempt to demonstrate the connections between the appearance of
new, urban Japanese performance genres in response to incomprehensible social trauma, the Japanese aesthetic and
psychological preference for reversibilty, and various approaches to understanding unheimlich and doppelganger.
Carol Fisher Sorgenfrei (BA Pomona College, MA, PhD University of California, Santa Barbara) is Professor Emerita
of Theatre, UCLA, a Fellow of the College of Fellows of the American Theatre, and Fellow Emerita the International
Research Institute in Interweaving Performance Cultures at the Free University, Berlin, Germany. She is a specialist
in postwar Japanese and intercultural performance, a playwright, and a director. In 2014, the Association for Asian
Performance honored her as a Founder of Asian Theatre Studies. She is the author of Unspeakable Acts: The AvantGarde Theatre of Terayama Shūji and Postwar Japan (University of Hawaii, 2005), co-author of Theatre Histories: An
Introduction (Routledge, third edition, 2016) and the author of sixteen plays including the award-winning Medea: A Noh
Cycle Based on the Greek Myth. Her most recent play, Ghost Light: The Haunting (co-conceived with director Penny
Bergman), fuses Macbeth with the kabuki Yotsuya Ghost Tales. She has published numerous articles, essays, and
translations, has presented over 100 conference papers, keynotes, and talks, and has directed 40 plays. Sorgenfrei is
Editor of the Association for Asian Performance Newsletter, Associate Editor Asian Theatre Journal and has contributed
editorial services to many scholarly publications, including Theatre Journal and Theatre Research International.
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Rabindranath Tagore, through his work and personality has remained at the centre of both national
and international intercultural exchanges during or even after his own time. In this essay I would like
to focus specifically on the production of Tagore’s play, Dakhar (1912) or Post Office put up by the
Abbey Theatre, Dublin, Ireland in 1913. If there is any one text with which Tagore has been identified
and through which he has travelled as a litterateur it would have to be Dakghar. Why Dakghar among
the repertoire of Tagore plays has enjoyed such exceptionally rich history of travel? It is a question
that I intend to tackle first. The more pivotal theoretical objective of the presentation however will be
to explore what happens when a play travels outside its spatial-linguistic context and staged in an
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Rajdeep Konar, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Tagore’s Dakghar by the Abbey Theatre: a Contingent, Intercultural Encounter

alien cultural condition in a distinctly different performance tradition. Under these circumstances, not
only does the archive representing the ‘original’ dramaturgy of the production and its traces, however
fragmented, become only partially available to the director, such productions are also marked by the
encounter of the play text with a different cultural community and theatre tradition with its own archive
of distinct understandings of context, space, time, narrative, character, emotion, feeling. I believe an
investigation of such productions can reveal fascinating insights into contingent encounters where there
is as much chance of success, as of failure, in the intercultural transaction. I would look to engage with
these questions through the case study of the Post Office production by Abbey Theatre.
Rajdeep Konar has completed his PhD under the guidance of Prof. Rustom Bharucha in Center for Theatre
and Performance Studies at the School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi,
India, working on problems of dramaturgy in productions of Rabindranath Tagore’s plays. For his M.Phil
completed from SAA itself under the guidance of Prof. Bishnupriya Dutt he had worked on the varied
relations between theater and politics as manifested in 1960-70’s group theater in Kolkata. In a broader
sense, his research entails using “performance” as a lens to critique the field of art and culture in an
interdisciplinary manner. Email: rajdeep.konar@gmail.com .
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Tsu-Chung Su, National Taiwan Normal University
A Critical Assessment of Phillip Zarrilli’s Intercultural Approach
in Re-Directing Not I in The Beckett Project
Phillip Zarrilli is known for his “re-direction” of Samuel Beckett’s works. He initiated The Beckett
Project in 1995 as a collaboration between himself and American scholar/actress Patricia Boyette. The
Project ended up producing seven of Beckett’s plays. When mounting these plays, Zarrilli insisted on
using his brand of the psychophysical approach to train the performer so as to better meet the unique
demand of Beckett’s theatrical minimalism. According to Zarrilli, Boyette and he himself have regularly
consulted with Billie Whitelaw, Beckett’s close collaborator throughout his lifetime, during Zarrilli’s own
productions of Beckett’s plays because Beckett wrote many of his more experimental plays especially
for Whitelaw and she was deemed by Beckett as his perfect actress. In Chapter 7 “The Beckett Project”
of his Psychophysical Acting: An Intercultural Approach After Stanislavski, Zarrilli writes that “[b]oth
the actor’s work and Beckett’s plays inhabit this state or place ‘between’” (2009: 115). “What Beckett’s
plays demand of the actor,” Zarrilli elaborates, “is not the creation of characters nor the realization of
conventional dramatic action, but an embodied actualization of thought as perceiving consciousness in
action as it happens (unthinkingly) in the moment” (2009: 115). This paper proposes to revisit Beckett’s
play Not I “re-directed” by Zarrilli in The Beckett Project. It attempts to examine how Zarrilli uses his indepth practice-led intercultural psychophysical training not only to embody thought as consciousness
in action but also to re-enact and re-interpret the in-between space of meanings, associations, and
experiences embedded in Beckett’s Not I.
Tsu-Chung Su, Ph.D. in Comparative Literature at the University of Washington, USA, is Professor
of English at National Taiwan Normal University. He is currently President of Taiwan Shakespeare
Association (TSA). He was President of the R.O.C. English and American Literature Association (EALA)
from 2016 to 2017. He was a Visiting Scholar at Harvard University from 2002 to 2003, a Fulbright Scholar
at Princeton University from 2007 to 2008, and a Visiting Scholar at Aberystwyth University from 2012 to
2013. His areas of interest include Greek tragedy, Shakespeare, modern drama, theatre history, dramatic
theory and criticism, performance studies, Nietzsche and his French legacy, and theories of hysteria and
melancholia. He is the author of three monographs: Artaud Event Book (2018), The Anatomy of Hysteria:
What It is, with Some of the Kinds, Causes, Symptoms, Representations, &amp; Several Critiques of It
(2004), and The Writing of the Dionysian: The Dionysian in Modern Critical Theory (1995). His recent
publications include essays on Antonin Artaud, Eugenio Barba, Peter Brook, Jerzy Grotowski, Richard
Schechner, Phillip Zarrilli, etc.
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Negotiating Queer Spaces

Chair: Stephen Farrier, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama

Subhajit Sikder, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
Masculinity and Caste - A conundrum
Dating apps opened a window for individual : the possibility to negotiate their desires at the tip of the
finger without the physical presence. It also brings to our notice a different, yet an important binary
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division of the physical and the virtual, which cuts across the rural/urban binary. Social media and dating
apps bring with them the possibility of anonymity as well, yet inspite of all the promises of anonymity,
the course of desire in the virtual spaces is designed in the physical socio-cultural framework. Love as
an emotion dwindles between two dichotomic discourses set by these frameworks.On one hand Love
is seen as a political emotion, capable of transgressing boundaries, while on the other, love is seen
occurring with a certain pattern: That is not everyone falls in love with everyone. Love only occurs with
certain desirable bodies. It is indeed not a new phenomenon that desire is often interwoven with violence
when it tries to transgress societal norms. Violence as a mechanism is imposed in order to affix in to the
social and cultural structure. Though the promised anonymity gives one the possibility to escape one’s
caste the course of desire restricts that escape. How does desire towards masculinity restricts one’s
caste? How does one’s masculinity attached to one’s caste? And what are the possible reasons behind
this occurence? Through this paper the author seeks to answer some of these questions. The author has
based his fieldwork in gay dating app Grindr and seeks to highlight that desire in homosexual discourse
is just another form filled with all the hierarchies that is present in any heterosexual love.
I am Subhajit Sikder, I am currently pursuing Mphil in Women Studies from Jawaharlal Nehru University
Delhi. Prior to Mphil, I have done M.A in Gender Studies from Ambedkar University Delhi and B.A(H) in
Spanish from Jawaharlal Nehru University Delhi. I have been active in queer politics and activism in
Delhi, especially with campus based groups like Dhanak and Hasratein . I have presented paper at IV
European Geographies of Sexuality conference and International conference on Marginality at Central
University of Rajasthan.
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Ankush Gupta, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Kings of Clubs and Queens of Hearts: Understanding a City through its Gay
Economy
Discotheques and nightclubs in Delhi made a peculiar promise at the end of 2009. In working their New
Year party policies they decided to open the doors to ‘gay couples’. However, afraid that ‘straight’ men
will pose as ‘gay’ couples to gain the cheaper couple entry rather than the customary ‘stag’ charges for
men, they devised a plan to check the genuinity of the couple expecting that if they are being honestone of the partners in a genuine gay couple is a ‘king’ while the other is the ‘queen’. It is in response
to this simplistic assumption, this binary of understanding, this heteronormative expectation, that this
paper investigates, through the case study of Delhi- a city in which the 'urban' could not be understood
in simple 'liberal' or 'progressive' terms and the questions of ‘performing gayness’ in such a space.
Delhi is a city that was embedded in rapid and opaque economic changes at the turn of the twentyfirst century that were far too explosive for the tiny English-speaking class to monopolize its rewards.
Taking cues from Rana Dasgupta and Ravi Sundaram, the author brings in the other players in this
performance of ‘modernity’, namely - the 'new rich' that wielded power 'in vernacular terms' (or the
return of the vernacular as the urban), and a third group that is living in those moments where the
official legal and civic structures of the city are disrupted by large mass-based pirate economies – by
siphoning off electricity, by squatting in unauthorized colonies, by cultivating local political favours, by
consuming cheap imported electronics, assembling them, and by pirating sources of entertainment and
television connections (the migrants). It is at the intersection of these ‘classes’ and their different idioms
of performing gender and sexuality, and the proliferation of avenues of access and consumption, that a
moment like the one mentioned at the beginning emerges. By using ‘gayness’ and its performance as a
lens, this paper seeks to study the vernacular, the paralegal, and the everyday as inseparable from the
metropolitan, the legal and the sublime in this narrative of modernity, liberalism, and citizenship.
Ankush is an artist who is interested in the ‘process’ which spans beyond the ‘events’ of curation and
performance. Through conversations between various mediums including music, literature, theatre,
cinema, and photography, they explore themes of identity and survival which brings their oeuvre face
to face with the political struggles of their times. Their performances like ‘entshuldigung Sie Madam,
aber ich bin shwulz’ (Berlin, 2016), ‘We…Women’ (New Delhi, 2015), ‘Kya Haseen Sitam…’(New Delhi,
2014), and ‘Chand Roz Aur Meri Jaan’ (Lahore, 2013) interweave complex personal narratives with a
constantly changing world where identities become matrices. Memory becomes an important element
of this process- the resonances, the afterimage, the ‘rasa’. Following artists like John Cage, Ankush is
interested in the ideas of ‘chance’, ‘collateral’ and letting go of the control over an artwork. They are
currently pursuing their Ph.D. with music and gender as their focus.
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When I was 14, a teacher gave me a copy of Frank O’Hara’s (1964) Lunch Poems, commenting that she
thought I’d “appreciate them”. This (not so) coded reference to my (not so) latent gayness has stuck
with me. It is striking not only for her generosity, but also because of the assumed resonance between a
collection of queer poems based around New York in the 50s and 60s, and my experience of my sexuality
growing up on a farm on the outskirts of a small town called Leighton Buzzard in the south of England,
UK. This paper starts here, using my experience of my rural (proto-)queerness to explore how queer
things might be learnt, experienced and done. Eve Sedgwick suggests that, for many queers in childhood,
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Joseph Parlsow, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
Growing Up Is A Drag: Rural Childhood(s), Queer Adolescence(s), And Gay
Bar(s)

‘the ability to attach intently to a few cultural objects, objects of high or popular culture or both, objects
whose meaning seemed mysterious, excessive, or oblique in relation to the codes most readily available
to us, became a prime resource for survival’ (Sedgwick, 1993: 3). Drawing from this idea, I explore the
codes and objects that I attached to (and those that attached to me) as I grew up, namely poetry and
drag performance. From learning gay things on the farm, to entering my first gay bar in London, to sitting
in gay bars by myself, I explore the practice of being in pubs and bars (and practicing being in bars), as
a mode of queer identification, although importantly a mode that is grounded on particular hierarchies of
cultural engagement, including alcohol consumption, body types and, indeed, geography. I question the
relationship between (my) urban and rural experiences of gayness and queerness through my own gay
childhood and queer adolescence as I moved through farms, pubs, and gay bars in the UK.
Joe Parslow is a lecturer teaching across the fields of drama, performance, and queer studies, and a
PhD Candidate at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama. Their research focuses around drag
performance, and the ways in which queer communities can and do emerge in contemporary London,
particularly around performance. They have published work surrounding queer failure, with a particular
focus on how modes of queer survival and resistance might be learned and passed on through drag
performance practice. Alongside their research, Joe has worked extensively as a producer and manager
of drag, burlesque, cabaret and queer performance events (as well a general drag performers’ bag
carrier) in various settings in the UK and beyond. http://www.cssd.ac.uk/student/joe-parslow-ba-maafhea
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SPIRITUALTIY WORKING GROUP
ROOM 310

Rituals and Identity

Chair: Marija Milovanovic, Faculty of Media and Communications, Belgrade

Claire Maria Chambers, Sogang University
Sumi Lee, Sogang University Graduate School
Fortune Telling and Mental Health in South Korea: "Folk" Therapy?
Across Asian cultures there is sometimes a negative stigma attached to mental illness, both its
incidence and in the seeking out of psychiatric care. In South Korea, it is a truism that people don’t go to
psychotherapists, but to fortune-tellers instead. Across the Korean peninsula, fortune-telling is a popular
form of entertainment as well as a tool for people to explore feelings and desires, to make decisions, and
to understand their path in life. In this way, it can be considered a form of “folk” therapy. This study asks
why and how it might be beneficial to understand the relationship between cultural practices, spirituality,
and religion in the promotion of mental health, focusing on the prevalence of fortune-telling as a kind of
non-official mental health care in South Korea. A survey investigated attitudes toward both mental health
and fortune-telling, as well as whether and why a stigma might be attached to seeking out or receiving
“official” (derived from Western medicine) forms of psychiatric care or psychotherapy. Along with an
experiential/participatory segment, this study also performs statistical analysis of the survey data to ask
how attitudes toward traditional forms of "folk" therapy interact with modern forms of psychotherapy.
Claire Maria Chambers
From 2012-2019 I served as Associate Professor of Dramatic Literature at Sogang University in Seoul,
South Korea. I received my PhD in Performance Studies from the University of California, Davis and I hold
a Master’s degree in Transforming Spirituality from Seattle University. As of September 2019, I will be
pursuing a new career in psychotherapy, and turning my research toward spiritual experience and the
therapeutic relationship. My past research focuses on the relationship between philosophy, theology,
literature, the performing arts, and “performance” as a concept. My most recent book isPerformance
Studies and Negative Epistemology: Performance Apophatics(Palgrave MacMillan, 2017).Please visitwww.
clairemariachambers.comor more information.
Sumi Lee
Double major in Communication & English Language and Literature, Sogang University (2014-2017) M.A.:
English Linguistics, Sogang University (2018-present)
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The lack and loss of physical spaces for burial in Singapore draw scholarly attention to changing
attitudes toward death and its rituals. Significant research has been done to study the sharing of or
contestations between sacred and secular spaces in Singapore. The relationship between the two
(living space and spiritual space) is particularly of interest to scholars when death, funeral, and places
for mourning are involved. For instance, Lily Kong (2016) notes that “many Asian cities, particularly
those that confront increasing land scarcity in urban areas, death and burial practices have changed
over several decades in order to reduce the use of space for the dead, to release land for the use of the
living” (50). In Singapore, Chinese families transfer their ancestral worship from the graveyard to the
columbarium—the New Burial Policy in 1998 limits burials to fifteen years and bones of the deceased
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Alvin Eng Hui Lim, National University of Singapore
Death Rituals and Multicultural Crematoriums in Singapore

are then exhumed, cremated and contained in urns. This paper seeks to articulate this transition that
arises when there is an enforced reduction of the body as ash. There is something inherently violent and
reductive in accepting that regardless of your religion, race or culture, “multicultural” crematoriums
in Singapore stage the final rite for the unproductive human body, which, as coffin and body, would
have withheld spaces for urban expansion. This is most exemplified by the recent mass exhumation
of graves on Bukit Brown to give way for a new highway across the island. This paper will reflect on
an iconic play, The Coffin is too Big for the Hole (1984) by Kuo Pao Kun and provide an update on the
religious and cultural significance of the coffin and dying in Singapore, at odds with the nation’s brand
of multiculturalism that is entangled with urban planning and economic policy.
Kong, Lily. 2016. “No-Place, New Places: Death and Its Rituals in Urban Asia”. Place/No-Place in Urban
Asian Religiosity. Singapore: Springer Asia Series, 50-70.
Alvin Eng Hui Lim is a performance, religion and theatre researcher. He is Assistant Professor in the
Department of English Language and Literature at the National University of Singapore. His research
focusses on the intersections of theatre and religion, popular religious practices, spirit mediums, and
rituals, with emphasis on digital media. He holds a PhD in Theatre Studies jointly awarded by the National
University of Singapore and King‘s College London. He was Postdoctoral Fellow at the Institute for
Advanced Studies in the Humanities (IASH), University of Edinburgh, where he began his current research
project on island performances and practices. He is also Deputy Director and Technology and Online
Editor (Mandarin) of the Asian Shakespeare Intercultural Archive (A|S|I|A, http://a-s-i-a-web.org/), and
Editor of Theatre Makers Asia (http://tma-web.org/) archive. He has recently completed a monograph,
Digital Spirits in Religion and Media: Possession and Performance, published by Routledge in 2018. He
has also published on Singapore theatre, translation, digital archiving, and religious performance in
Singapore. He is a member of the After Performance working group, which explores experimental modes
of writing and co-authorship.
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WORKING GROUP
ROOM 201

Performing Past Spaces
Chair: Lesley Delmenico, Grinnell College

Holly Anne Maples, Brunel University London
Echoes of History: Immersive Audio in Urban Heritage Walking Tours
The urban landscape is one of constant transformation, where past and present sites co-exist, evolve, and become
erased from view. This is a challenge to the heritage industry desiring to preserve and draw attention to lost sites,
people, and events in the contemporary cityscape. Recent developments in immersive sound design enable the
public to encounter the voices and experiences of the past bodily, as well as aurally. Misha Myers uses the term,
‘percipient’ to describe users of audio-based performance’s ‘active, skilful, embodied and sensorial engagement’
with historical stories and, in turn, the landscape. 3D sound can be a powerful devise to trick the brain into
believing sounds are occurring around them in the present, with the aural ghosts whispering in their ear, moving
through space, and intimately relating to the listener. Immersive sound has been used to bring to life challenging
stories on historical sites, such as the mass imprisonment and torture in the Argentinian Dirty War, the World War
One prisoner of war camp in Alexandra Palace, and the life in a 19th century New York city tenement. By bringing
to life the voices of those who can no longer speak, the urban environment itself is capable of transformation. This
paper explores the impact of binaural audio for the performance of heritage in the contemporary city through a
study of its use in the field, and an investigation into my current heritage walking tour project, Walking Through
History, combining binaural audio, augmented reality and an interactive app to bring the history of Norfolk in the
14th-18th century to life through stories of early modern Norfolk. With an emphasis on the intersection between
place, memory and performance, this paper examines how the sites of the past can be reimagined for present
audiences through immersive storytelling.
Holly Maples is a Senior Lecturer in Theatre at Brunel University London. Both a theatre practitioner and a scholar,
she has directed productions in the United States, Ireland and the United Kingdom. She trained in Acting at Central
School of Speech and Drama and has a Ph.D. in Drama from Trinity College Dublin. She formerly taught at University
of East Anglia, Trinity College Dublin and the University of Michigan Ann Arbor. Her research examines sensorial
spectatorship and public performance of collective identity in times of social change. Current research projects
include “The Erotic Spectator: Theatre as the Art of Seduction” examining the public’s sensorial relationship to the
theatre industry from the industrial revolution to the present, and Touching Past Lives a Heritage Lottery and Arts
Council England funded performance based research project examining immersive and site specific performance
for the heritage industry.
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On the morning of 1 July 2016, commuters in cities across the United Kingdom found their journeys to
work transformed by the presence of scores of men in First World War uniforms, walking silently through
the drab halls of train stations, except to occasionally sing in unison ‘We’re Here Because We’re Here’ to
the tune of ‘Auld Lang Syne’, as their forbears did a century ago, a paean to the frustration and futility
of a war whose purposes were unclear. In all, over 4200 volunteers marched through British cities on
the centenary of the opening day of the Battle of the Somme, one volunteer actor for each young British
man who lost his life that day. This paper will explore ‘We’re Here Because We’re Here’ along with other
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Kurt Marshall Taroff, Queen's University Belfast
'We're Here Because We're Here': First World War Commemoration and Urban
Space

British WWI commemorative events in terms of how they sought to engage urban residents who are in
many ways inured to the kinds of disruptions to the everyday these works represent. In addition, these
artistic works must be considered in light of the significant funding these projects (along with a number
of academic projects) received in a time of ever-shrinking resources. The source and purpose of these
funds raise fundamental questions regarding the space permitted for critique of British participation
in the war (particularly in light of a clear effort by the government to reinforce the narrative of noble
sacrifice) and the implications for funding for more diverse projects. ‘We’re Here Because We’re Here’
and similar projects sought to reawaken city dwellers to the past by haunting their cities with those
who disappeared, far too young and far too quickly, one hundred years earlier. Just as those soldiers
wondered the ultimate purpose and goal of the war they were fighting, so we seek to divine the purpose
of this reawakening.
Kurt Taroff is a Senior Lecturer in Drama at Queen’s University Belfast. His primary area of research
concerns Nikolai Evreinov’s theory of Monodrama and its manifestations in music, theatre, and film,
both before and after its composition. He is also currently serving as co-investigator for “Living Legacies
1914-18, From Past Conflict to Shared Futures,” a First World War Commemoration Centre funded by
the Arts and Humanities Research Council in the UK. He has published in Nineteenth Century Theatre
and Film, the Journal of Adaptation in Film and Performance, Forum Modernes Theater, and Marvels and
Tales, among others.
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Rebecca Clare Savory Fuller, Arts University Bournemouth
Embodied acts of remembrance in Those Who Are Not Here Are Here
On the Boscombe Overcliff, a short section of wind-swept parkland in the seaside town of Bournemouth,
over sixty public benches face out to sea. Each has been donated to the town as a site of remembrance,
each is marked by a small brass plaque in memory of a life lived. These are micro-public spaces,
marked out territories within the clifftop park that only one, two or perhaps three people might inhabit
at one time. They are both quotidian and deeply personal: each closely alike in their design and build;
each seeking to memorialise the fullness of one particular human life. Each space invites pause and
contemplation, both of the coastal landscape and of lives remembered. In Those Who Are Not Here
Are Here, site-specific dance company Stacked Wonky sought to animate these personal sites of
remembrance, through a durational, multi-sited choreographic work commissioned by Inside Out Dorset
Festival. Performed by a multi-generational community of professional and non-professional dancers
including children, parents, teenagers, dancers in their 60s and 70s, and a mother with her baby, Those
Who Are Not Here… drew on the embodied knowledge of the dancers’ own memories and relationships
in order to animate the surrounding landscapes and the benches themselves. In reaching beyond
the specificities of each memorialised name, the piece became a contemplation of the meeting point
between body, site and memory, poignantly locating the site-situated body as the point where memory
and urban landscape meet. This paper explores how performance in this case becomes a tool for
examining and revealing the human relationship between urban site, landscape and memory, by framing
human bodily presence and absence as twin mnemonics for personal remembrance.
Lecturer in Acting at Arts University Bournemouth.Performance Studies researcher specialising in
popular performance in digital and urban public spaces.
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RAMAN KUMAR, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Exploring 'city scape' through Allana's "Metropolis" and Kapur's "409 Ramkinkars"
Anuradha Kapur and Amal Allana are some of the few women directors in India who have played a vital role in
developing a new aesthetics loosely called ' Gender Based Theatre ' , exploring the issues of gender, body and
space. They are based in the capital city New Delhi, and their works can be located in the network of urban spaces
in India wherein their works are created and circulated, where a complicit acceptance of the neo-liberal economics
and gentrification of culture is clashing with cultural imaginations . My paper attempt to read the feminist debates
created within an aggressive conversion of all urban spaces into neo-liberal spaces, reflecting the effects of
globalization, through the conflicts and anomalies arising out of their work. I have particularly chosen their Allana's
Metropolis (2010) and Kapur's 409 Ramkinkars (2015) to explore the representational city spaces which appear in
these performance and the ways it forges complex relationship with actual city space through urban assemblage.
Both of these productions allow me to understand the constitution and the category of "metropolitan" , to be
viewed not just as postmodern phenomenon but also as a modern affect and its role in shaping/getting shaped
through these works.
Raman Kumar is currently pursuing his PHD in Theatre and Performance studies from Jawaharlal Nehru University.
He is researching on the Reception and role of State, Market and Civil Society in the context of the works of the
contemporary Women Directors in India. He completed his MPhil from JNU and submitted his Dissertation titled
“Gender Body Space- Exploring Aesthetics & Politics in the Works of Select Contemporary Women Directors. (Amal
Allana, Anuradha Kapur, Maya K Rao, Neelam Mansingh Chowdhry). His areas of interests include Postcolonial
theatre, Modernism, Post modernism and Theatre History.
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COLLEEN LANKI, University of British Columbia
Forgotten Women and Agitator Girls – female desire, Tokyo and the Age of
Shōwa in Kishida Rio's Love – A Trilogy
Kishida Rio (1946-2003) was an award-winning playwright and theatre creator, and an important female
voice in Japan‘s avant-garde theatre movement of the 1970s and 1980s. She claimed to have written
this trilogy for her joint company Kishida Jimusho + Rakutendan (run with Wada Yoshio) to explore
“love between men and women” but she used this investigation of romantic/sexual relationships to
probe the heart of a Tokyo neighbourhood through Japan‘s turbulent Shōwa Period (1926-1989). Kishida
sets her trilogy in the Susaki area of Tokyo, a place once famous for its red-light district, but each play
takes place in a different decade. The focal point of each play is a group of women Kishida refers to as
“wasuremonotachi” – the forgotten/lost ones – who collectively become a reflection of the time and
place in which they live. Through textual analysis and a study of the original and recent productions,
this paper examines how Tokyo‘s journey from modernity to post-modernity is represented through
Kishida’s “forgotten” women - women who are torn between the restrictive roles of society and their
own passions; women who must re-assemble the pieces of their men‘s broken bodies and minds; and
women who question their places in a new world of wealth that is ultimately an empty bubble.
Colleen Lanki holds a BFA in Theatre Performance (York University, Toronto); an MFA in Theatre Direction/
Asian Theatre (University of Hawaii); and is currently working on her PhD at the University of British
Columbia (Vancouver). Her research focuses on the theatre practice of contemporary female Japanese
playwright and director Kishida Rio (1946-2003). Her project aims to show the importance of Kishida‘s
work within the Japanese avant-garde movement and to analyse the ways in which she provided a
vehicle for the bodies and voices of female performers. Colleen has taught courses in theatre studies
and performance in Japan, Canada and the US. Colleen is also a practicing theatre artist, and the Artistic
Director of TomoeArts, a dance-theatre company devoted to interdisciplinary and trans-cultural work.
She has been published in the Asian Theatre Journal, Women & Performance, Performative Body Spaces
(Rodopi), and The Routledge Handbook of Asian Theatre. Colleen is a UBC Public Scholar and holds a
Joseph-Armand Bombardier Canada Graduate Scholarship.
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Despite of world economy developing into global economy, countries like India are still riddled with
problems such as gender bias and inequities and millions of women here face trauma, discrimination,
oppression and disadvantage on daily basis for such basic needs as nutrition, healthcare, education
and personal dignity. Large number of Indian women, the critical symbols of continued subalternship,
face prejudice, multiple discrimination and violence before and after birth, confront barrier in accessing
education, lack voice and encounter cultural biases and discriminatory social codes. Plethora of
programmes, drives and schemes have been launched by both government and NGOs but the challenge
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SHUCHI SHARMA, GGS Indraprastha University
Representing the Cause of Gendered Subaltern at Urban Theatrical Spaces: A
Study of Select Works by Indian Women Playwrights

remains to create a ‘gender just society’. Drawing motivation from Paulo Freire’s ideas about social
transmogrification, conscientization, praxis and dialogic education evinced in his critique of higher
education, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, and Augusto Boal’s critical pedagogy called Theatre of the
Oppressed for examining the ideas of identity, association and culture with participants of divergent
backgrounds, attempts have been made by Indian women playwrights to identify and challenge social
structures that oppress women. The current paper attempts to study select works of Indian women
playwrights to highlight the effort of these playwrights to utilize urban theatrical spaces to draw
attention to the plight and pathos of the gendered subalterns in India and evince critical response from
the urban masses towards the upliftment and empowerment of women. In this way, the paper shall also
seek to propose guidelines for the use of theatre towards socio-specific goals.
Shuchi Sharma has done her Ph D on Ibsen’s drama. She has taught at Delhi University for three years
and thereafter joined School of Humanities & Social Sciences, GGS Indraprastha University in year 2005
and have been teaching both undergraduate and post graduate courses ever since. Her teaching and
research interest includes Contemporary Indian Hindi theatre, Non Verbal Communication and theatre
as pedagogy in schools and colleges. She has taught courses in gender studies, contemporary Indian
theatre, non verbal communication and modern drama. She is currently working on use of theatre for
empowerment of women.
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Chair: DAVID CALVERT, University of Huddersfield

AISHIKA CHAKRABORTY, School of Women's Studies, Jadavpur University, India
Politics, Performance and Urbanwity ,The Cabaret Queen of Calcutta
In the immediate aftermath of partition of India, a young refugee girl was forced to migrate to Calcutta
from a village of East Bengal and rose to fame as a celebrated cabaret dancer by the name of Miss
Shefali. How did her half-starved refugee body exude the ‘authentic’ appeal of an exotic cabaret dancer
becoming the focal point of desire and pleasure of an up-market audience? Inhabiting the underbelly
of the city life, where dance meets transactional sex, Shefali danced and lived her life to the fullest,
celebrating her culturally unsanctioned bodily identities till she was banned as a ‘sexual outlaw’ by the
progressive state and the ruling elite on grounds of immoral obscenity. This paper walks through the
moments of conflicts and reconciliations where the cabaret queen of yesteryear, forges new concepts of
‘history and subjectivity’ within and against the hegemony of law and moral policing of the state coping
desperately with multiple layers of power-politics played upon her body. Based on personal interviews
and her recently published autobiography this article explores the many journeys of Miss Shefali from
Calcutta’s nightclubs to commercial theatre by weaving together her hybrid erogenous dance that fail
contemptibly to fit into the sanitized cultural space of the new nation. Through an intra-texted double
reading of her life and dance, this paper re-turns the gaze on behalf of the cabaret queen, questioning
the censorious elite’s monopoly to articulate culture as she interrogates the power of the democratic
state to ban and banish, stripping the dancer off her claims to culture and livelihood.
Aishika Chakraborty is Director and Professor of the School of Women’s Studies, Jadavpur University,
India. With her doctoral thesis on “Widowhood on Colonial Bengal”, her recent research explores politics
of gender in contemporary dance movement in India. She has widely presented her research woks at
several national and international conferences and her books include Ranjabati: A Dancer and Her World
(edited, 2008) and The Moving Space, Women in Dance (co-edited, 2018) and Kolkatar Nach: Samakaleen
Nagar Nritya ( Bengali monograph, 2018) . The last monograph maps out the trajectory of urban dance of
Kolkata from colonial to postcolonial times.
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This paper explores some of the actors, structures and processes of urban political theater and theater-making
in contemporary India. It does so by situating a few case studies of individual women theater activists within the
issues of gender, caste, and class. The broad generalization of traditional theater practices as ‘folk’ and ‘folklore’
as against the writing of theater histories with a focus on recognized urban Indian centers leave very little scope
of understanding the actual act of performance in relation to the performer. In this sense what seems to be almost
always left out is the agency of the performer as a worker and the cultural labor involved in the practice. This paper
focuses on the works of four women performers—Maya Krishna Rao, Sushma Deshpande, Jyoti Dogra and Ritu
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PRIYANKA BASU, The British Library, London
Actors, Networks and Aggregates: Women and Contemporary Political Theatre Activism
in Urban India

Verma who explore issues of historicity, gender, caste, human rights, state violence and mobilization through their
performances. In understanding these individual performers as urban actors in the contemporary performance web
in India, I aim to underscore their roles as ‘intermediaries’ or ‘mediators’ as differentiated by the French sociologist
Bruno Latour. Does the process of making theater in contemporary India allow the mobilization of more mediators
and formation of social aggregates in order to make political communication possible? How are the abstract
ideas of ‘nation’, ‘democracy’ and ‘citizenship’ articulated through these avenues of theater making and activism?
In order to understand how political activism through theater and political communication are intertwined and
variously represented through performances, this paper will connect both the traditional and contemporary forms of
theater through women as activist-performers. If theater can be seen as a tool of reassembling the social through
political communication, this paper will highlight how and “through which procedures is it possible to reassemble
the social not in a society but in a collective”.
Dr. Priyanka Basu is the Project Curator on the AHRC-funded digitization project, Two Centuries of Indian Print at
the British Library. She received her PhD degree in South Asian Studies from the Department of South Asia, SOAS
London. Her thesis, “Bengali Kabigan: Performers, Histories and the Cultural Politics of ‘Folk’” was completed on
the Felix scholarship. Her research interests include theatre, performance and film histories, book history, gender
and Dance Studies. She has published articles in the Journal of South Asian History and Culture and has presented
her research at international conferences including BASAS, IFTR, and ECSAS. She has taught as a Guest Lecturer
in Calcutta and at SOAS in courses on “South Asian Culture” and the “Politics of Culture in Contemporary South
Asia”. She is trained in the Indian classical dance form of Odissi and has performed in Japan, India and the UK.
In June 2016, she was one of the participants at the Nrityagram Summer Workshop in India. She has been a
theatre practitioner in Delhi and has participated in theatre workshops conducted by Prof. Richard Schechner
at the Barbican, London. Her current research focusses on a cultural history of the itinerant theatre company,
Shakespeareana in South Asia.
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Su Yajuan, Xiamen University
An analysis of Mystification in China Doll
China Doll written by Elizabeth Wong, a Chinese American playwright, gives an account of the life of a
famous Chinese American actress Anna May Wong. As a Hollywood star, Anna May Wong can not get
into the A-list actresses, a “collective representation” created by white people, because of her voice
and identity. The mystification on the front widens the social gap between Chinese American actors and
white actors, which prevents Anna May Wong to be a A-list actress. No matter how hard she works, she
can not get away from the stereotypical roles of Asian American.
Dr. Su Yajuan is an assistant professor in Xiamen University. Her research field is Asian American Drama.
Her recent publications include two chapters— “Introduction” and “Filipino American Literature” in
Reading Asian American Literature (2018). Phone number:18750286896, Email: suyajuan1984@163.com
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IRYNA KUKSA, Nottingham Trent University
Personalising the digital through design research principles and theatre practice
In 2013, Gus Hunt, former CIA chief technology officer characterised the human body as a ‘walking sensor
platform’, which can be traced anywhere and by anyone. This notion of networked bodies is both liberating
and concerning. We have the flexibility of constructing and performing new digital identities, generating
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New Media, New Life and New Theatrical
Space

virtual spaces for interaction and creative practices, and sharing experiences more freely. Once the emotional
connection with the virtual space is experienced, the participants are drawn into the sense of ‘belonging’ and
transformed from being mere users of technological platforms into residents of digital worlds. This act of
transformation happens regularly in theatre space through the intentionality of action and performance. But
the difference between actual theatre and digital environments is that the later facilitate continuous synergy
between our bodies and routine registration of personal data through wearable devices that makes our choices
dependent on personalised data profiles created by digital technology providers. Coming from design and
theatre studies research perspectives, this paper will analyse the social, economic, and technological impact of
personal data sharing on our digital wellbeing, looking into the existing communication gap between the general
public, creative practitioners, social media companies and policy makers. It will identify the ethical reasons
why designers should develop digital platforms and devices that are less (rather than more) personalised. It
will provide a cross-disciplinary outlook on the phenomenon of personalisation, highlighting its utopian and
dystopian possibilities including capacities for empowerment, creativity, self-expression and greater selfknowledge, as well as intrusion of privacy, digital addiction and misuse of data.
Dr Iryna Kuksa holds a permanent Senior Research Fellowship in the School of Art and Design, Nottingham Trent
University, UK. She is a leading researcher in the emerging field of personalisation and the lead Editor of Design
for Personalisation, which was published as part of the Routledge Design for Social Responsibility series. Over
the years, Iryna has developed a strong multidisciplinary background that enables her to make creative links
between divergent fields of knowledge and creative practice. She studies the relationship between the artist, the
performer, the viewer and the artefact in the light of an on-going conflict between the ‘virtual’ and the ‘material’.
Iryna analyses such factors as credibility and intellectual transparency when constructing a virtual heritage
environment or creating a 3D reconstruction of a historical artefact. She investigates how existing cultural
forms are redefined (and sometimes reinvented) through digital technologies and offer different approaches to
describing the process of adapting spaces from one medium to another. Iryna was the lead author of ‘Making
Sense of Space: The Design and Experience of Virtual Spaces as a Tool for Communication’ (Elsevier), which
offers an original approach to investigating the ways we use virtual worlds for communication, learning and
creative practices.
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BINDI KANG, The Graduate Center, City University of New York
Alternative labor in urbanized/urbanizing everyday performance: study of
selected short videos on Jinri Toutiao
From Kuaishouto Today’s Headline (Jinti Toutiao), from subway rides in urban cities to farmer’s market in
the countryside, short-videos on various social platforms attract billions of viewers of all ages in China
today. This conference presentation reviews several short videos on a media platform Watermelon Video
(Xigua Shipin), created by two vlog teams Li Ziqi and Jingjing’s Life Journals (Jingjing de shenghuo riji).
Gaining millions views in almost each of their works, these two vloggers record and perform their
everyday lives, from cooking, shopping to house maintenance.These vloggers share similar background
yet distinctive approaches: Li Ziqi hosts a cooking channel, where she performs in a classic Chinese
(Gufeng) style. Her videos fulfills with the stunning views of rural southeast China, attracting fans
using her extremely poetic portray of pastoral life. Jingjing is a migrant worker who resides and works
in Shenzhen. She presents pieces in life everyday, from their humble rental apartment in Shenzhen
to a small dim sum place she and her husband love to visit. While Li’s videos present a seemingly
perfect pastoral utopia, Jingjing’s urban life portrayal also hides struggles and roughness underneath
their peaceful everyday (for instance, she has to leave her young child at their hometown Hunan).
Close reading of these works reveals a contradictory imagination of urban/rural space and gender
performance. This conference presentation will examine the lack of presentation in these vlogs.
Bindi Kang is a PhD candidate at The Graduate Center, City University of New York. Her research interest
focuses on Chinese contemporary performance. She analyzes the tremendous changes of dramatic
performance in China in both content and form, and their conversations with the ever-changing sociopolitical regime in the region, with some major paradigms of contemporary literary and cultural theory
as her theoretical framework, including but not restricted to: theories on translation theory, gender and
sexuality, visual culture, etc. Kang is also an actor and dramaturg.
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Contemporary theater art advocates "cross-border" cooperation. In order to attract and cater to the
aesthetic habits of contemporary audiences, the use of new technologies to create stage scenes is
increasing. Over time through, there has been a trend of adapting textual content according to technical
forms, and the unique aesthetic system of traditional Chinese theatre has quietly changed. Utilizing new
technologies contributed to the expansion of expression and presentation of the theatrical stage, and
there is no lack of successful cases. In the new period of theatre development, technology is trying to
open up all the senses of the audience. By creating a sensory world, liberating the text and the stories
behind it, and it is spontaneously establishing a new stage aesthetic system in the new era. The stage
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LIU CHUN, Southeast University
"Cross-border" Dialogue On Stage: New Daily Life In Contemporary China

artists are eager to take advantages of new technologies to extend the stage space, behavior, vision and
music of the traditional forms, breaking through the limitations of traditional stage aesthetics and fixing
the gap between different aesthetic genres. This also means re-evaluating the role of stage arts and
resetting the audience's aesthetic expectations in daily life.
In the aesthetic structures of contemporary stage, the application of new technologies can cross the
barriers of culture, space, and time, thus deriving a new space. To a certain extend, this space is a
variable structure controlled by technical elites and capital. It is also an exploration of the mode of stage
innovation with the clue based on text and director's ideas. For the aesthetics of theatrical stage, its
significance has increasingly become the result of an entire art system negotiation, which is shared by a
specific group in a specific period. Although new technologies do not necessarily produce new meanings
of tradition theatrical arts, they can call into question conventional lack of technologies. This may in
turn lead to new architectures of aesthetic where the technology space shapes new modes of theatrical
expression, and new relationships between performance, audience and environment, as well as the text
and space.
Name: Liu Chun, (IFTR Member in 2018)
Affiliation: School of Arts, Southeast University
Paper Title:“Cross-border” Dialogue On Stage: New Daily Life In Contemporary China
Phone number: +86, 15150674546
Email:230159293@seu.edu.cn or 604278233@qq.com
Biography:I am a PhD Candidate in Art Theory and Chinese Theatre, at the School of Arts, Southeast
University, Nanjing, P.R.China. Study with professor XuZifang. Over the past three years I have been
committed to the study of Theatre Stage Arts. Especially in Scenography, Senses and Technologyled costumes in live performance. At the same time, I am paying close attention to the Intercultural
Performance Practices. From September 2017 to November 2018, I was financed by the China
Scholarship Council CSC, and studied at the Department of Theatre Arts, University of Miami, USA, as a
visiting doctoral research student. Study with Stephen Di Benedetto.
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DAI JIANING, Sun Yat-sen University
A Lens to Understand Chinese Traditional Opera in Shanghai: A Performing
History of Taohua Nv in the Shenbao Newspaper's Advertisements
Taohua Nv(a girl named peach flower), a folktale spread across China, is also part of the myth of Zhenwu
Dadi( 真武大帝 ), the Emperor of the Dark Heaven. This folktale had various versions in local opera( 地
方 戲 ) throughout China. From 1883 to 1941, performance advertisements for this opera can be found
in the Shenbao( 申 報 )newspaper. This essay aims at tracing and analyzing these advertisements to
interpret the striking and corresponding changes in them by virtue of different stages in Shanghai’s
traditional opera’s history. Instead of outlining the whole picture of Shanghai’s urban culture, this
essay centers on the three main stages of Taohua Nv’s performing history in Shanghai, where there are
two turning points: 1927 and 1937. In May 1927 Taohua Nv begun being continuously and constantly
performed in a certain theater and had stable casts, during which a famous actor, Chang Chunheng( 常
春

恆 ), leading performer in Taohua Nv, mysteriously been murdered with suspicions that his death

derived from conflicts between him and Gu Zhuxuan( 顧 竹 軒 ), a significant member of The Shanghai
Green Gang and owner of Tianchan Theater. After1937, in the Shanghai besieged period , Taohua Nv
was mainly performed in Youle Chang( 遊樂場 ), where Chinese traditional opera was one of numerous
forms of entertainment. It can be seen that these three stages demonstrate the typical taste of Shanghai
audiences and distinctive features of Shanghai traditional opera, which originated in Beijing, and the
complex mechanism of Shanghai’s entertainment market, which deeply influenced by history events and
Shanghai’s gang world. Meanwhile, this essay also tries to analyse changesin these advertisements by
using Focault’s theory, to point out implied meanings and ways of thinking beneath them.
My name is Dai Jianing, a postgraduate at Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou, China. I major in
Ancient Chinese Literature, and I mainly study in the sphere of Chinese traditional opera in Yuan and
Ming Dynasty. My tutor is Huang Shizhong( 黄 仕 忠 ). The essay submitted to the conference is based
on my dissertation, A Study On Taohua Nv, in which I collected different versions of this folktale in
distinctive art forms, and finally wrote a bibliography, to drew a map of the evolution history of this
story. I aslo participated in the project of editing and compiling the textual scripts of Chinese traditional
opera through the whole Ming Dynasty. The main work I did is to add punctuation to the original script
text(considering that ancient Chinese language didn’t use punctuation), compare different versions of it,
and finally list the distinctions as well as write a brief biography of the author and the opera’s synopsis
in the end.
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Modern journals played a key role in remoulding people’sideas about classical Chinese theatre due to
the large group of readers amongst Chinese urbanites.Juxueyuekan, founded in January 1932, was
the official journal of Zhonghua xiqu yinyue yuan 中華戲曲音樂院 (The National Institute of Chinese
Theatre and Music),an institute established by the nationalist government in order to promote the study
of traditional theatre and folk music. With Xu Lingxiao 徐凌霄 , the noted jingju critic, as the Editor-inChief,it published 54 issues until closed in June 1936, and was undisputedly one of the most influential
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GUO CHAO, University of Otago
Debating the Future of Chinese Theatre throughModern Media: TheIdea about
the China-West Blendof Modernity in the Jingju Domain in Juxueyuekan 劇學
月刊 (Theatre Monthly), 1932–1936

professional journalsthat focused specifically on theatre studies during the Republican period.
Juxueyuekanprovided a platform for jingju professionals and aficionados to debate over the issues
of jingju’s history and more importantly, to explore a possible pathwayfor jingju to develop itself in
modern context.With a solicitude for the legitimacy of jingjuthat was constantly challenged from the Xin
wenhuayundong 新 文 化 運 動 (New Culture Movement) onwards, Juxueyuekanattempted to respond
to the ongoing discussion in Chinese intelligentsia on the future of classical theatre. Many authors
were aware of both jingju’s national identity and its universality, thus calling to establish a type of
xingeju 新歌劇 (new opera) or xinguoju 新國劇 (new national theatre), in order to maintain the Chinese
characteristics of jingju while incorporating Western elements. Their thinking significantly enhanced the
China-West blend of modernity of jingju by echoing the theoretical legacy of Guojuyundong ( 國劇運動 ),
which appealed to re-evaluate the tendencyto wholesale Westernisation in the theatrical domain after
the New Culture Movement.Through the discussion in Juxueyuekan, the new thought in the theatrical
domain came to influence the wider urban dwellers’ understandings ofclassical Chinese theatre.
Guo Chao is a PhD candidate at the Department of History and Art History, the University of Otago. He
received his bachelor’s and master’s degrees of arts from the School of Chinese Language and Literature,
Beijing Normal University. His interest includes classical Chinese theatre, modern Chinese history, and
the interaction between them. The working title of his PhD thesis is “Theatre and Society: Male Dan in
Classical Chinese Theatre,” in which he examines male dan, a type of male actor who performs female
roles. Through the rise and fall of male dan actors in Chinese society, Chao’s goal is to glimpse the
transformations in the social zeitgeist of China, especially the politics of gender and sexuality, in a period
of over 400 years from the late-Ming dynasty (1368–1644) onwards.
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LI RAN, Shanghai Theatre Academy
The study of reception and dissemination of theatre in Shanghai's "Isolated
Island" Period from the Perspective of Theatre Art
As a special drama periodical in Shanghai's "isolated island" period, Theatre Art has lasted almost the
whole "isolated island" period, gathering a group of well-known playwrights including Ling Yu, Jianwu
Li, Zuolin Huang, ZhongyiGu, Duanjun Zhu and XiheChen,leading and introducing a large number of
foreign drama theories, directing performing arts, drama creation, stage art knowledge and so on, with
a high artistic vision and academic value, playing a certain role in the acceptance and dissemination of
drama in the "isolated island" period. The purpose of studying Theatre Art is not to sort out the origin and
development of a single periodical, but to reveal the issues concerned by the theatrical circles at that
time and how to play a corresponding role through effective editing by reviewing specific periodicals. It
shows how the contemporary drama periodicals represented by Theatre Art participated in the process
of "prosperity" of drama and how they influenced and promoted the acceptance and dissemination of
drama in the "isolated island" period.More importantly, as a part of the "Anti-Japanese War Drama",
the art journals represented by Theatre Arttry their best to explore the production of drama with national
originality in the era of national suffering and rising up, and promote drama to become the most active,
prosperous and realistic popular performing art of many kinds of art during the Anti-Japanese War.

Li Ran (1986-), a female from Taizhou, Jiangsu Province, obtained full-time undergraduate, master's and
doctoral degrees from East China Normal University, Shanghai International Studies University and East
China Normal University respectively, and obtained corresponding degrees. She has a good academic
background and vision. She is now a postdoctoral and lecturer of film, television and drama Science in
Shanghai Theatre Academy. The research direction is the history of drama in the period of Anti-Japanese
War and the acceptance of drama in the period of Shanghai Isolated Island.
She participated in the National Publishing Fund project, which independently completed one translation,
compiled three books and published one personal monograph. She has published many papers in the
journals of Exploration and Controversy, Historical Materials of New Literature, Heilongjiang Social
Sciences, and Research on Chinese Language and Literature. Participate in major national social science
projects (acceptance history of Chinese drama), etc.
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KRISTIINA REIDOLV, Tartu Centre for Creative Industries, Estonia
MADLI PESTI, Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre
Urban periphery in Estonia: challenges of a new performing arts venue
The paper "Urban periphery in Estonia: challenges of a new performing arts venue" is taking as a case
study the new performing arts venue Vaba Lava / Open Space that was opened in Narva, Estonia on the
1st of December 2018. Narva, the border town with Russia (the easternmost border of the European
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Union), is the third-largest city in Estonia, with 57 000 inhabitants, but of which only 4% are Estonianspeaking. The paper looks closer to the specific historic and socio-cultural situation of Narva, a town
that has suffered through wars and mass immigration. How does the cultural context function in such
an industrial city as Narva? Since Vaba Lava is the first performing arts venue built in Narva and theatregoing traditions are vanished, what are the cultural and economic challenges of such a venue? The
paper analyses the financing of such a venue. Also, what kind of aesthetic and administrative choices
Vaba Lava has to meet? What is the cultural and political environment that such a new performing arts
venue has to meet in the periphery?
Kristiina Reidolv is the head of the Tartu Centre for Creative Industries in Estonia. 2012–2019 she was the
Managing Director of Performing Arts Centre Open Space (Vaba Lava), Estonia. She is conducting PhD
research in theatre studies at the University of Tartu, Estonia. She has been a visiting fellow at the School
of the Arts of Columbia University (USA) and the School of Arts of the University of Kent (UK).
Madli Pesti has a phD in theatre research at Tartu University, Estonia. Her dissertation was “Political
Theatre and its Strategies in the Estonian and Western Cultures” (2016). The theme of her M.A.
thesis was “Political theatre in Estonia and Germany in the 20th and 21st century”. She has a B.A. in
Scandinavian Studies specializing in Danish contemporary drama. She has studied at the university of
Aarhus, Denmark, at the Humboldt University and Free Univesity Berlin as an exchange student. Madli
Pesti is working as a researcher in the Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre and runs the practice as
research PhD programme. Her research areas are performance analysis and theory, political and applied
theatre and contemporary theatre. Since 2002 Madli Pesti has been writing theatre critics for cultural
magazines and newspapers. In 2015 she was the head of the Estonian Theatre Researchers’ and Critics’
Association. 2015–2017 she was curating the programme of the new performing arts center Open Space
(Vaba Lava) in Tallinn, Estonia. Pesti is a member of IFTR and EASTAP.
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REBEKAH MAGGOR, Cornell University
MAS'UD HAMDAN, University of Haifa
Recapturing Urban Space: Khashabi Theatre and Palestinian Cultural Activity in Haifa
A Palestinian renaissance of art and culture is currently underway in the city of Haifa in Israel/Palestine, with independent
theatre companies and performance venues at its forefront. We argue that contradictory patterns of gentrification,
marginalization, and dispossession, on one hand, and upward mobility, urban migration, and economic opportunity, on the
other, have driven the Palestinian cultural revival. Our paper focuses on the case of the emerging Palestinian theatre company
Khashabi Ensemble – the brainchild of a group of young Palestinians who have migrated to the city from nearby villages and
towns. We show how the theatre is both a product of neoliberal urbanization under Israeli dominance, and a trailblazer of this
quintessential “second city’s” transformation into a Palestinian cultural capital. Khashabi, together with a network of cultural
institutions have reclaimed areas of Haifa to create what sociologist Nadeem Karkabi has called a “decidedly Palestinian
civic sphere” – urban, secular, and politically radical. We interrogate Khashabi’s urban vision and the company’s political and
artistic objectives more broadly, through an analysis of performances, production models, and the dense ecosystem in which
they operate, including social networks, artistic collaborations, cultural institutions, public venues, sources of funding, and
audiences. More generally, we look at the role grassroots cultural institutions play in advancing the visions of marginalized
groups amidst large-scale urban transformations.
Rebekah Maggor (co-author) is a theatre artist and scholar. She is Assistant Professor of Performance at Cornell University.
She co-edited and co-translated Tahrir Tales: Plays from the Egyptian Revolution (Seagull Books, 2016), which received
an NEA Literature in Translation Fellowship. Her forthcoming anthology, Theatre Between Home and Exile: New Plays from
Palestine, co-edited with Marvin Carlson and Mas’ud Hamdan, will be published by Martin E. Segal Theatre Center Publications.
She received grants from the Fulbright Scholar Program, the Doris Duke Foundation, the Mellon Foundation’s TCG Global
Connections, and the Radcliffe Institute. Mas’ud Hamdan (co-author) is a playwright, poet, and scholar. He is professor of
Arabic literature and theatre at the University of Haifa. He has published numerous articles on theatre and comparative
literature, and his books include The Bitter Cup and the Holy Rain: Politics, Poetics and Protest in the Arab Theatre (Sussex
Academic Press, 2006), Text, Theory, Interpretation: Theories and Texts as Psycho-cultural Prisms (Magnes, 2009), Writing for
Truth: Modern Arabic Theorizations and Creations as Critical Culture (Dar Alfarabi, 2017). He has also published a number of
poetry anthologies, and written and directed several plays. From 2000-2009, he was founding artistic director of Al-Niqab
Theater in Isifya, Israel/Palestine.
Mas’ud Hamdan (co-author) is a playwright, poet, and scholar. He is professor of Arabic literature and theatre at the University
of Haifa. He has published numerous articles on theatre and comparative literature, and his books include The Bitter Cup and
the Holy Rain: Politics, Poetics and Protest in the Arab Theatre (Sussex Academic Press, 2006), Text, Theory, Interpretation:
Theories and Texts as Psycho-cultural Prisms (Magnes, 2009), Writing for Truth: Modern Arabic Theorizations and Creations as
Critical Culture (Dar Alfarabi, 2017). He has also published a number of poetry anthologies, and written and directed several
plays. Between 2000 – 2009 he was founding artistic director of Al-Niqab Theater in Isifya, a company which continues to draw
audiences from numerous Palestinian villages in the north of Israel. His plays include The Command (2002), The Hole of the
Spout (2004), Surgery (2006) and Satirical Meal with Muhammad al-Maghut(2008), The Devil’s Pink Cloak (2013), The Game of
the Box and the Scales (2014), and others.
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CHAN WAI YAM, William et al. Creative Lab
"Disappeared City" - Examining the struggles of the first (and probably the
last) Outer West Kowloon Theatrefest against being disappeared from the city
In January 2017, a local Hong Kong theatre company Theatre Horizon presented the first ever (but
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Theatrical Festivals: Past and Present
Century

probably the last) Outer West Kowloon Theatrefest. This six-week long festival included four new
productions from four local young theatre companies, which were selected from open call applications,
as well as two invited productions from two young professional theatre companies from Macau and
Taipei. These six companies were to create or re-create on the theme of “Disappeared City” and to
present their work on the outskirt of Hong Kong’s newly established cultural nucleus, in two over-50year-old walk-up buildings which face possible demolition in Tai Kok Tsui of west Kowloon, exploring
issues of making the transition from the old to the new, and various social problems common in rapidly
developing cities. As a performing art critic as well the director of one of the participated productions, in
my presentation, I will examine the ideas behind establishing such a performing arts festival and their
challenges in hosting this Festival at those ‘illegal’ venues, as well as how complicate the situation in
securing space for artists to rehearse and perform in Hong Kong.
William is a Hong Kong base performing arts critic, theatre director and a media producer, recently
completed the “Archive and Oral History Project on Hong Kong Drama (Phase 1)”. He is also the founding
artistic director of amateur group Friends’ Theatre, and the president of William et al. Creative Lab.
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Lin MEI, Southwest University
Dramatist Choice and Psychology in the 1940s Drama Festival
In the 1940s, the division between the old and the new dramatists is mainly embodied in the difference
between the opera actors and the new-style dramatists mainly composed of drama and opera. Here,
the term "old" and "new" mainly refers to the time when art came into being. From morning to night,
the influence of historical evolution, social development and political change is different, which leads to
many differences between them. The "aphasia" of actors is a choice made by many factors such as their
history and times, but the body participation in drama festivals reveals their insistence. Old and new
dramas have their own artistic characteristics, but they belong to the same drama after all. When facing
the common environment of the times, they reach a unified understanding and realize the promotion of
the value of drama.
It is unavoidable that drama is involved in war and politics and ultimately meets the needs of reality. In
the War of Resistance Against Japan, no matter how urgent the reality is, the playwright embodies the
self-regulation of the playwright in the process of holding the Drama Festival. The political whirlpool
may at any time involve people in the mystery of power. The core embodiment of the playwright's selfregulation is the pursuit of the level of drama.
Meilin, Doctor of Literature, is mainly engaged in the study of modern and contemporary Chinese drama.
Current research focuses on "The Study of Drama Festival and the Change of Modern Drama System".
Contact E-mail 547194851@qq.com.
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This article considers the development prospect of the BeSeTo Theatre Festival. Where the BeSeTo
Theatre Festival is going has become a problem. The BeSeTo Theatre Festival was jointly established
by theater practitioners from China, South Korea and Japan in 1994 with the pursuit of "Promote the
Development of Theater in Northeast Asia". By summarizing and comparing with the past years, it can
be clearly seen that the works performed at the BeSeTo Theatre Festivals are various in types, diverse
in styles, experimental and exploratory in subjects. The theaters of the three countries have carried
out cross-cultural, intercultural creations and communications through performances, collaborative
rehearsals, and international forums. The BeSeTo Theatre Festival has played a intensively important
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Zhenhu SUN, Henan University
Where Is BeSeTo Theatre Festival Going?

role in the development of theater in the countries. However, The BeSeTo Theatre Festival had to rise the
challenges now: the theater of the three countries has been highly globalized; there have been more
platforms for theater experiments; and other new theatre festivals have formed city card effects in the
countries.
Associate Professor, Ph.D. College of Chinese Language and Literature, Henan University, 8613910276679, sunzhenhu@vip.henu.edu.cn; sun_zhenhu@126.com
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Ajeet Singh, Bhagat Phool Singh Mahila Vishwavidyalaya
Synthesizing Tradition and Innovation in Changing Patterns of Performance Aesthetics:
Reviewing Poetics of Contemporary Peking Opera
Considered as one of the most systematic and comprehensive arts in China, Peking Opera conveys a national spiritual
essence through elegance and beauty. Since its inception in Beijing in 1790, Peking Opera has experienced a development of
200 years. Among the numerous traditional operas in China, Peking Opera ranks first in its variety of plays, audience size and
influence. The performance of this art form not only reflects Chinese history of several thousand years, but also expresses the
character traits of Chinese people and their way of dealing with life. As an art form mostly performed in big Chinese cities like
Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai, Peking Opera has undergone tremendous changes over the past century in reaction to sociopolitical and cultural transformations. Coping with a century of great political upheavals, it has survived through engaging
with the changing cultural formations. The essence and the structure of performance of Peking Opera have the potential to
represent theatrically the ideological and cultural spheres of contemporary Chinese life. This paper is an attempt to explore
contemporary theoretical structure of Peking Opera which has adopted varied foreign elements in its performance structure
without losing traditional Chinese aesthetic values. The inherent aesthetic possibilities enable the art form to achieve the
balance between tradition and modernity, between convention and innovation. Through negotiations and compromises, Peking
Opera has undergone re-examination of its internal artistic logic and adjusted to the demands of the contemporary changing
world. The study focuses on the reform effort and most substantial creative efforts that Peking Opera achieved through the
process of synthesis. Through an analysis of the existing patterns of performance, the paper expects to through light on the
poetics of Peking Opera functioning in cultural-ideological spheres of contemporary Chinese life.
Dr. Ajeet Singh earned his Ph.D. from Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi and wrote his doctoral thesis on European
Experimental Theatre and Ancient Indian Theatre. He has been teaching as Assistant Professor since August 2008 in the
Dept. of English, BPSMV, Khanpur Kalan, Sonipat, India. His teaching experience ranges from undergraduate to postgraduate
levels covering varied fields of literary studies like Contemporary Literary Theory, Indian Poetics, Cultural Studies and
Western Literary Theory and Criticism. He has been actively involved in guiding research and other academic activities. As
an academic, along with intensive teaching work, he has been doing research work in terms of publishing research articles
in different research journals and presenting research papers in different national and international conferences. He has
presented his research paper based on a comparative study of Indian theatre and Brazilian theatre in IFTR-2017 Conference,
Sao Paulo, Brazil. Recently, as an invited speaker, he has also participated and presented his papers in another two important
Conferences i.e. IFTR-2018 Conference in Belgrade, Serbia and LMU, Munich, Germany.
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To highlight the pivotal roles of urban areas and their internal communities in the development of
modern theatre art, this paper will discuss different influence on theatre art when the urban communities
regards theatre as an entertainment product or a symbol of certain class and status. The paper argues
that the different ways of accepting theatre in modern urban areas and their internal communities had
deep influence on the development direction and path of theatre in the 20th century. Taking the historical
process of the Wai-jiang opera, a kind of Chinese traditional opera, being introducd into Guangzhou and
Chaozhou as the research object, this article outlines the localization path of Wai-jiang opera in modern
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Yanfang CHEN, Guangzhou University
Entertainment Product or Status Symbol: Differential Development of Modern
Wai-jiang Opera in Guangzhou and Chaozhou

Guangzhou and Chaozhou. Through "the performances site and audience composition", "evolution
and differentiation of the same topic repertoire" and "localization of Waijiang opera" and according to
the historical documents, oral materials and script materials, the paper analyzes how the two cities'
different process of urbanization as well as distinctive features of their internal communities constantly
shaped the state, script and art of Wai-jiang opera. When the community members viewed theatre as
a commercial entertainment product, they would try to promote innovation of the performance culture
and make the traditional theatre more approachable. When the community members emphasized
stratum consciousness and identity consciousness reflected by the traditional theatre, they would be
good for inheritance of cultural heritage but might cause inheritance of theatre conservative. This is still
enlightening to the development of urban theatre today.
Chen Yanfang, Ph.D. of Literature of Sun Yet-Sen University, lecturer of Literature Institute, Guangzhou
University. Research interest: Chinese traditional opera in the Ming and Qing dynasties.
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Jian'e LING, Hunan University of Technology
Twentieth-century New York through the Keyholes of Suppressed Desires,
Death of a Salesman and Angels in America
The city of New York is not only the world capital of theatre, but also the backdrop of some of the
world’s most interesting plays. To map a beginning, a middle and an end of this history in twentiethcentury American drama, this paper examines the image of New York in Suppressed Desires (1915)
by Susan Glaspell collaborated with her husband George Cram Cook, Death of a Salesman (1949) by
Arthur Miller, Angels in America (1991,1993) by Tony Kushner. The first play, which is set in a studio
overlooking the top of the Washington Square Arch, presents New York in 1910s as a burgeoning cultural
capital wherein Bohemians living in the heart of Greenwich Village embrace Freudism, feminism and
modernity highlighted by the Arch. The second play, set in a Brooklyn home with menacing Manhattan
skylines in sight, paints New York in the 1930s and 1940s as a rather depressing urban space wherein
commercialism rules triumphantly. The third play, while partly set in New York, represents the
cosmopolitan city in mid-1980s as a highly charged political space wherein gender, race, class, religion,
and environmental issues all come to play in what Kushner himself calls “a gay fantsia on national
themes.” In so doing, these dramas not only document New York per se artistically, but also serve as
microcosms to approach twentieth-century American capitalist culture.
Dr. Ling Jian-e is an associate professor of English at Hunan University of Science and Technology. Her
main research interests include theater and comparative literature. She is the author of Susan Glaspell
and the Plasticity of Her Dramatic Art (2014) and a dozen of papers, which includes “Utopianism of the
Avant-garde:Its Origin,Manifestation and Recent Developments”, “Theater and the Avant-Garde Today: An
Interview with Tobias Biancone, Director General of the International Theatre Institute ”, “Interculturalism
in Theater: A Literature Review and Some China-Based Reflections,” “Western Women’s Theater in
China,” “A Resisting Reading of Durandot: East and West,” “De/Reconstructing Youth vs. Tradition:
Reading the Success of Young Actors’ Edition of Kunqu Opera Peony Pavilion.” She is also the Chinese
translator of , among others, Drama and Education: Performance Methodologies for Teaching and
Learning (Foreign Languages Teaching and Research Press, forthcoming). With fellowship from China
Scholarship Council, she was a visiting scholar at New York University’s Tisch Drama in the academic
year of 2009, and CUNY Graduate Center’s Segal Theater Center in the academic year of 2016.
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August Wilson’s Fences is often misunderstood due to the baffling variety of speeches. Troy’s narration
of his wrestling with death is often dismissed as fiction, or, hallucination in pneumonia coma; his
occasional challenges to death is understood as imaginary; more importantly, his illicit love affair makes
his unfaithful, irresponsible, and even hypocritical. More sympathetic critics understand him as the black
version of Willy Lowman in Death of a Salesman. Gabe, mentally deranged by war, appears to many as
funny and pathetic, while his wild talks, such as believing himself as a door-keeper in the heaven, are
just overlooked as a symptom of madness.
This author argues that characters in Fences do not speak one common, or the same, speech. Rose, who
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Shanghong LI, Shanghai International Studies University
Three Different Types of Speeches In August Wilson’s Fences

is often viewed as normal and credible talks in the normal speech together with a number of others.
Troy speaks with metaphors: his struggles and encounters with death and devil are not real experiences
but symbolic expressions of his courage to fight racism. His relationships with three women are
metaphorical expressions of three stages of the collective black life. Gabe, who Wilson says is himself,
talks in a speech of myth. His daily job of chasing the hell hound is what Wilson had undertaken to
eliminate racism. His final line “That’s the way that go.” is not only realization that he is indeed not St.
Gabriel but that Christianity does not provide the blacks with salvation and they have to seek entry into
the heaven by means of a culture of the black people with its origin in Africa.
Li Shanghongis a professor of English at the College of English Studies, Shanghai International Studies
University. He has been teaching western drama and western history. His recent research focuses on
Tennessee Williams, August Wilson, and some other American playwrights.
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Tianyi ZHANG, Taiyuan University of Technology
From Family to Fences in the Urbanizing America: Miller’s Death of a Salesman
and Wilson’s Fences in Comparison
Community theatre is an important device for urban communities to collectively share stories, to
participate in political dialogue, and to break down the increasing exclusion of marginalized groups.
It is used for a broad set of purposes including education, community building, rehabilitation, conflict
resolution, and advocacy. In addition, cultural democracy, in which the people participate in and even
control cultural production and distribution, is also needed in this postmodern world of mass society.
The Korean National University of Arts recently started offering a community theatre course connecting
with local Sukgwan-dong and Jangwie-dong people. This course cooperates with the local people and
makes stories about their lives and the regional attractions. It also intends to help local gentrification
and to build young artist groups in the region. In addition, it helps to advertise the services of the
university to its neighborhood.   The course is made of five steps: planning by professors and regional
leaders, preparing of university students (i.e. theories and tools for community theatre), developing
local production by students and dividing the duties in the regions, and presenting performances and
final report of the community theatre's achievements. For example, the community theatre course of fall
semester 2018 was joined by 80 students and divided into five groups. They researched and interviewed
the local people and produced five community performances: A Story of Local Immigrant, the Love of the
Poet Paeksuk and a Courtesan who built Gilsangsa Temple for him, the Episode of the Spirit of Mountain
Chonjang and its people, the Interpretation of Contemporary Lives through Individual Resident's Sense
of Loss and Frustration, and the Episode for Building up a Close Relation between the University and
the Local Community. The community theatre can also be a Blue Ocean to create jobs for students. As
community theatre spreads, more theatre people such as managers, directors, and actors are needed
to produce performances and to communicate with the regional people. Conversely, urban communities
can share their stories, voice their opinions, protect their marginalized groups, and enjoy cultural lives.
Indeed, the community theatre nowadays has become an important tool for urban communities.
Tianyi, Zhang, an Assistant Professor at Taiyuan University of Technology, College of Foreign
Languagessince July, 2018 after obtaining master’s degree at East China Normal University that June. I’ve
researched on courses like “Western Civilization”; “Greek Drama & Women in Drama”; “Contemporary
& Modern Theatre and Drama”; and “American Theatre and Musical”, etc., especially when under the
guidance of Professor Chunfang, Faye during graduate years. And I’ve engaged in a number of academic
activities, such as “National American Theatre Studies Conference” in Sept 21-23, 2017; “The 11th
Congress and International Conference of the Sino-US Cultural Studies Association” in July 27-30, 2018,
and “The 15th Annual American Studies Network Conference” in November 2-4, 2018. Please feel free to
contact me by phone: 18335168303 or e-mail: 15821123593@163.com.
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Theatre Aesthetics
Chair:DALIA SAAD ELDIN MOHAMED ELSHAYAL, English Department,
Cairo University

Tianze XING, The Central Academy of Drama
KATHARSIS IN THE THEATRICAL CREATION OF DRAMA DIRECTING
Katharsis has been studied and discussed as an important aesthetic issue. Compared to the long history
of drama, the history of studies in drama directing, as an independent subject, is short, but the main
directors have their own theoretical works in both practical and theoretical ways. This article attempts
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to comprehensively refine the "catalyzed, purified, cultivated, sublimated" of Katharsis on the basis
of the reading, combined with the practical experience of the directors of different styles of ancient
and modern Chinese and foreign genres and the corresponding creators and audiences' feelings on
the works, explores the important role of Katharsisrunning throughevery step of the artistic creation
of the drama directing. Demonstrating that Katharsis is not only a characteristic of tragedy, but also
the ubiquitous effects and effects of dramatic art. Try to infer the questions: How does Katharsis act on
the specific aspects of the creation of dramatic art?Do drama directors, who areleadingthe theatrical
creation of dramatic art, shoulder the important mission of Katharsis? I hope that by asking these
questions, it will lead to more useful discussions and reflections on this topic.In the face of the tide of
commercialization, drama directors are more clearly aware that the art of drama directingis more than
a personal expression of personal artistic taste and ideological tendencies. The mission of Katharsis on
the shoulder of a director is historical, future, and more importantly present.
Xing Tianze is a third-year PhD candidatemajoring inDrama Directing at Central Academy of Drama in
China. She is now doing her joint-PhD research in InstitutfuerTheaterwissenschaft LMU in Germany with
the national scholarship of the Art Talent Training Special Project funded by China Scholarship Council.
Heracademicwork focuses on drama acting and directing, specifically on the relationship between
Katharsis and theatrical play creation.Shehas also been practicing in the fields of acting and directing
creation, acting coaching, Film &TV dubbing, drama education and drama in education with a great
passion for dramatic arts. She used to be teaching as assistant of Grade 2013 in Central Academy of
Drama. She is now also committed to promotingcooperation between China and Western countries in
both practical and academic theater works.
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Qiang XU, Yangzhou University
Study on the relationship between the "jiao'se'zhi" and the theatrical form of
"performance center"
The difference between Chinese classical opera and western drama should be attributed to the
existence of "jiao'se'zhi" . The evolution of the form of drama is examined by "jiao'se'zhi", which is
always connected with the essence of "performance center".The first is the formation of "za'ju'se"
and the"storytelling" performance skills in the song dynasty.The second is the establishment and
differentiation of "jiao'se" and the unprecedented prosperity of playwrights and scripts in yuan and
Ming dynasties. The "music" standard is highlighted.The third is the "type of role" and the "performance
center" of local opera in which the "type of role" is the internal power to promote the return of "play"
(performance center).Based on the elaboration of these three stages, it can be seen that Chinese
classical opera is different from western drama in its unique development path.
My name is xu qiang, and I am now a doctoral candidate of ancient literature at yangzhou university,
majoring in Chinese classical opera.He has long been concerned about the unique "jiao'se'zhi" of
Chinese classical operas.The "jiao'se'zhi" is the basic attribute of Chinese classical drama which is
different from western drama, so it has special significance.My related achievements include "the threelayer existence of Dan in the yuan zaju" and "analysis on the phenomenon of opera highlights of Hong
mei ji".I am delighted to learn that this drama event will be held. I hope that the participants can learn
and communicate with many experts.
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The “Nine Beauty Theory”,introduced by Hu Zhiyu, a litterateur of Yuan Dynasty, is a sort of esthetic
thought in the field of traditional Chinese opera performance, from the perspective of the audience. It
is a theoretical summary based on the flourishing performance of zaju in Song and Yuan Dynasties,
abundant viewing practice, predecessors’ theoretical enlightenment and the systematic changes of
zaju performance of the Yuan Dynasty. The “Nine Beauty Theory” not only has aesthetic requirements
for the appearance and temperament of the opera actors, but also makes aesthetic regulations on their
singing, expression and movements, not only emphasizes the role setting and experience enhancement,
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Xiaoping LIANG, School of Philosophy and Sociology, Shanxi University
Got nine Beauty, to be different-Discuss Hu Zhiyu's “Nine Beauty Theory”
Opera Performance Aesthetics

but also advocates jumping out of conventions and making bold innovations.Its core aesthetic value
consists in the beauty of harmony in female performance, including the harmony of female singing voice,
the connection of different segments, the cooperation of libretto, spoken parts and narratage. Besides,
the harmony incorporates the communication between the actresses and the audience and also, the
combination of Opera performance and political or social demands. Endowing the drama with elegance
and the aesthetic concept of being closely related with the social and personal life, the“ Nine Beauty
Theory”embodies the scholar-officials’ aesthetic taste and at the same time displays the common
audience's aesthetic expectation. Thus, it becomes the starting thought of opera performance aesthetics
and constantly inspires the futher explanation, extension and deepening of later generations.

Liang Xiaoping, female, professor, Doctoral supervisor, School of Philosophy and Sociology, Shanxi
University. Publications: nearly 40.
Research directions: Chinese classical opera aesthetics, art philosophy.
Mobile: 13700579546
Email: 13700579546@139.com
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Chair: KATHERINE MARIE MEZUR, University of California, Berkeley

Lisa Moravec, Royal Holloway, University of London
The Contemporary Heritage of Urban DressageChoreographies: The Installation
of “Dressage” Practices(Ballet and the Manège) in Eighteenth-Century France
My paper will outline the history and theory of contemporary “dressage” that has, especially since the
late 1960s, operated inside and outside of urban performance spaces (theatre, galleries, alternative
performance spaces). Focusing on absolutist eighteenth-century Paris, to exemplify my artistic
performance theory of dressage, I will examine to what extent the bodily performance practices of ballet
and horse-riding (the manège) can be regarded as (self-)alienating, hence subject-forming methods in
urban areas. The daily performance rituals of the Royal manège (the art of riding), taking place inside the
semi-independently run Royal riding academy led by the King’s riding masters, operate in juxtaposition,
as I argue, to the national institutionalisation of the French ballet, which was however likewise initiated
by the French Kings. While the daily practice of the manège operated as an aesthetically, idealised
anti-microcosm within but partly against the Ancien Régime, promoting similar values of the French
Revolution (such as harmony and solidarity), ballet, in contrast to the manège, developed within
the court culture and the King’s own star performances and choreographies. Despite their different
institutionalisation processes and internal structures, this comparative analysis will demonstrate that
the dancers and the riders, together with their horses, self-consciously performed rhythmically precise
choreographic movements that, over time and through consistent repetition, made these cultural
practices aesthetically appear as if they were embodied, and therefore ‘second nature‘. Drawing on
Henri Lefebvre‘s reflection on alienation in modern urban life, I will suggest that dressage, furthered by
the publication of the Diderot’s Encylopédie, have since then operated as universalised, (self-)alienating
performance practice, or put differently, as a universally formalised (French) body language of dancing
humans, with or without their horses.
Lisa Moravec is a PhD researcher and visiting lecturer in the Drama, Theatre, and Dance department at
Royal Holloway, University of London, as well as at Kingston School of Art. Her research explores subjectformations through the intersections of aesthetic, biopolitical, and ethical issues and develops the
interspecies history and theory of dressage through case studies that operate in between performance,
art, and new media mainly after 1968. She regularity publishes art criticism in German and English, and
is the co-editor of Royal Holloway’s postgraduate journal Platform. She holds an MA in Art History from
University College London and completed the Bavarian MA programme Aisthesis. She lives in between
Vienna and London.
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This essay attempts to deal with a question: how theater presents thepossibilities of engaging the
society? A recent piece titled as 500 Meters, Kafka,Great Wall, Images from the unreal world and Daily
Heroism, made by acontemporary theater group Papertiger, is going to be examined, togetherwith a
discussion of its coin ‘the third space.’As an echo to Franze Kafka‘s oneessay regarding China‘ Great
Wall, by which Kafka tries to figure out howpossible a wall can obstruct the invasion by the northern
people through anironic way of 500 meters construction, which obviously cannot fulfill thispurpose of
building the wall, this theater piece builds up its own discussion andextends the question of Great wall
to the current worldwide big architecture projects. The examination will be done from three aspects:
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Qing QING, Chinese National Academy of Arts
Theater and Publicness: A case study of Papertiger Theater Group

first, how this pieceexposes the power relations and discourse dissemination around the Greatwall?
Second, how this piece exposes the human conditions in terms of knowledge and emotion production of
the people?third, how this theater piece, while exposing the above problems at the same time, performs
the resistant strategies? This thendemonstrates how the coin of"third space" of Papertiger theater group
works. That is to say, by assemblingwords, body movements and objects from different cultures, theater
can expose social problems,raise questions and resistant strategies, hence, engage the society. If we
use Frenchtheorist Jarcques Ranciere’s theory of politics and aesthetics, this way of making theater
works distributesthe dissensus, by which it connects to the politics,and shows its power of engaging the
publicness.\
Qing qing, an associate research fellow at Dance Research Institute ofChinese National Arts Academy.
She was a visiting scholar at the department of Theater,Dance and Performance studies at UC Berkeley
in 2013. Her academic interests are: modernity, subjects and contemporary dance.
Email address: eqingqing@gmail.com
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Bing LIU, Creative studies of Beijing Dance Academy
Dramaturgical thinking: case studying of dance theater Hakka
The essay based on the dramaturgy research of the dance theater Hakka which is choreographed by
Zhang Yun Feng, associate professor of Beijing Dance Academy. The theme of dance theater Hakka is
Nostalgia, which is the core conception of Hakka culture. The stage elements consist of the movement,
visual settings and aural elements are all Indissolubly linked together and interact in the continuous and
dynamic dialogue, resulting in dance as it takes place in the moment of performance. The dramaturgical
involvement will start from the documentary research about the perspective of comparative culture
as Hakka shares the similarity with Jewish for they are all immigrant cultures, they are constantly
moving and distributing around the world, and they can preserve their own culture. Researchers refer
to Hakkas as "Oriental Jews", who are descendants of Abraham. They have different paths of migration.
The reasons and methods of their migration are different, and their beliefs are different. But they all
form ethnic groups that are widely scattered around the world and can maintain their own cultural
characteristics. They learn and absorb different civilizations in the process of continuous migration. The
theme of Nostalgia will be presented in the form of variety of Hakka intangible cultural heritage with the
involvement of Chinese folk dance on the orientation of the show. How this cultural heritage aesthetically
and contextually understood through contemporary dance theater will be explored.
I graduated from Media university of china in 2003 and currently working at Creative studying
department of Beijing Dance Academy, Visiting scholar at Queens College of City university in New York
in 2017. I focus on transcultural dance and film studying and have translated Teaching Dance as Art in
Education published by Shanghai Literature and Art Publishing House In 2014. The published papers
and reviews including Dramaturgy, The Conception In Western Dance Theater (Journal of Beijing Dance
Academy);Healthy Dancer-ABT Guideline for Healthy Dancers (Research project of BDA); “About A Scent
of Time present on stage”, When Chinese Folk Dance communicates with the media( Dance Magazine);
The series review East Meets West on Dance Floor (Dance Theater);Film review Nice to Meet You (China
Film News, People’s Daily), Till The End Of World (Youth Literator).Dance review Martha Graham, Paul
Taylor( Beijing Youth Daily) etc. Official international visiting San Francisco Ballet, American Ballet
theater, Julliard school, Argentina Ballet competition , Royal Danish ballet, Stuggart Ballet, Spanish
National Ballet, Uni Tec in New Zealand, Australia Ballet, Finland National Ballet.
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Chair: DODI TAVARES BORGES LEAL, Universidade Federal do Sul
da Bahia – UFSB

Anja Isabell Quickert, University Trier
Performing (in) Berlin – The Performing Arts as Co-Producers and Reflection of
the City´s Development and History
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Inside and outside the City: Theatre and
the Urban Public Sphere in Germany

Since 2008, the Hauptstadt-Marketing GmbH has been promoting the image of the city with the slogan
“Be Berlin”. It refers to the city as a place of inventive self-realization, be it as a tourist destination or
as a hub of creative industries. Nevertheless, the crowding-out effect originating in Berlin’s new centre
continues to threaten the basis of this very cultural capital: the existence of parts of the independent arts
scene.
Since 1989 the independent performing arts community especially has inscribed itself into the city of
Berlin with its site-specific work and has thus co-written the history and development of many Berlin
locations like no other artistic community. It has performed and continues to do so in alternative urban
spaces such as former cemetery chapels, workers’ quarters, factory buildings, Jewish orphanages,
or embassies. These theatrical explorations have created spaces of experience for the most diverse
social milieus as they staged places and their histories that had long since disappeared from collective
memory. In this way, the independent performing arts community is Berlin's liveliest city archive.
This paper provides a brief outline of the history of the performing arts in Berlin and their connections
with urban spaces in the city since the German reunification. It will be argued that this close
interdependence is the basis for the unique situation of Berlin´s urban and cultural development.
Inquiring into the shifts in Berlin’s theatre landscape, which included the founding of the Performing Arts
Festival in Berlin in 2016, the paper will show how the current situation of the independent scene in the
context of urban development and the associated discourses must be understood as one of crisis.
Anja Quickert studied theatre, modern German literature, and philosophy in Mainz, Bologna, Warsaw,
and Berlin. She writes for the journal "Theater heute" and is the Managing Director of the International
Heiner Müller Society. Since 2018, she has been a Research Assistant at the Trier University as part of the
nationwide research network “Crisis and Institutional Transformation in the Performing Arts”.
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Benjamin Hoesch, Justus Liebig University Giessen/Germany
Closing stages, claiming the city: From “100˚” to “Performing Arts Festival
Berlin”
Since 2016, the annual Performing Arts Festival (PAF) presents in a six-day time span more than 140
shows at over 70 venues in Berlin’s theatres, galleries, cafés and public spaces. What might appear as
the rampant expansion of a cultural initiative is in fact a strategic development in cultural policy. As
anyone familiar with PAF’s predecessor knows, from 2003-2015 the four main locations of independent
theatre opened their stages to anyone who signed up on time for the “100˚ Festival.” It culminated in a
final presentation of more than 120 uncurated shows – on only five stages – in an off-theatre “marathon”.
For the new festival, the organizers invited all theatres in Berlin to participate, withthe main program
on the renowned stages now being meticulously selected and curated. Whereas for 100˚ Festival artists
from all over Europe poured into the city to present their work, residence in Berlin is now a precondition
for eligibility to the program.
The shift from 100˚ to PAF as discussed in this paper combines the spatial and organizational expansion
with a conscious curatorial limitation, rendering the case study ambivalent to the common understanding
of urbanism: The city does not absorb all external impulses unconditionally, but gains identity of its
cultural institutions by limiting the access of outside players while simultaneously dissolving internal
boundaries.
In fact, both festivals were understood by the organizers not as showcases of latest international theatre
trends to a general urban public, but rather as a celebration of the local independent theatre scene.
Although no longer promising access to big stages for everyone, the new structure of PAF seems to work
better as a festival for the artists – who in fact make up for a good part of Berlin’s population. For the
liminal time of the festival, they can symbolically and spatially retake the whole city as their stage.
Benjamin Hoesch studied Theatre and Comparative Literature in Valencia, Tel Aviv and Mainz, Germany,
where he became a Teaching Assistant until 2018. Simultaneously, he studied Applied Theatre Studies
in Giessen, co-curated and organized festivals and presented his own stage work both nationally and
internationally. He was commissioned to teach workshops at the Taiwan National University and the
Hogeschool voor de Kunsten Utrecht. Since March 2018 he is a Research Assistant and member of
the Graduate Center fpr the Study of Culture (GCSC) in Giessen, working on his PhD for the research
project “Festivals for Young Artists” as part of the nationwide scholar network “Crisis and Institutional
Transformation in Performing Arts 2734”, funded by the German Research Assembly DFG. After
introducing the project on the New Scholars Forum of IFTR 2018, he now presents a case study from his
archive and field research.
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State funded opera houses in Germany are becoming increasingly a target of public
criticism. The combination of certain factors – for example diversification of urban
audiences, digitalization, changes in aesthetic demands etc. – raises questions
of institutional legitimacy and thus a certain state of crisis. Opera houses develop
systematic strategies to counter these kinds of transformative powers on the one
hand and the related fundamental institutional criticism on the other: Oper Dortmund
for example established Germany’s first so called Bürgeroper (citizen opera). It is a
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Ulrike Hartung, University of Bayreuth
Opera and the city: Dortmund’s Bürgeroper between high culture and urban
society

participative project to introduce a more diverse audience to opera and to integrate it
directly into the creative process of a production.
Statistics indicate that every fifth resident in Germany has immigration status or a
migratory background. Dortmund as a city with its highly diverse population is not
being represented accordingly neither in the audience nor on management level. The
new opera manager and his team considered this discrepancy as virulent and applied
for a government program called “360 ° - Fund for Cultures of a New Urban Society”.
The aim of this program is to install “agents for intercultural opening” who are tasked
with promoting cultural diversity within the program, personnel and audience of
cultural institutions. One of these agents is now directing Dortmund’s Bürgeroper.
This paper will elaborate on this unique participative project. It will try to find a
common goal between the agenda of cultural policy and everyday practice of musical
theatre within the context of urban society. What measures are being developed
to diversify as an institution, while also making a contribution to an intercultural
and open society? How can these requirements be realized with the structural and
aesthetic requirements of an opera house?
Ulrike Hartung is a research fellow at the Research Institute for Music Theatre
Thurnau, University of Bayreuth. Her research project “Persistence and Movement:
Institutional Changes of Music Theatre between Museumisation and New Formats”
is part of the nationwide research network “Crisis and Institutional Transformation in
Performing Arts”, funded by the German Research Society (DFG).
She studied theatre studies majoring in music theatre, English literature and
contemporary German literature in Leipzig and Bayreuth and earned her doctoral
degree with a thesis on “Postdramatic Music Theatre” for which she received a
fellowship by the Bavarian Elite Support Act (BayEFG).
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Chair: Lisa Fitzpatrick, University of Ulster

Bishnupriya Paul, Jawharlal Nehru University
Radicality and Performance in the Cities; The Cityscape of Calcutta and the postcolonial theatre-scape (1967-68)
Calcutta 1968, two extreme scenarios dominated the city scape, one of protests, demonstrations and
processions on issues of national and international significance; support of Vietnamese war of resistance,
visit of the then world bank President McNamara (previously the American Defense Secretary prosecuting the
Vietnam war) to Calcutta, the other a contrast where radical left movement evoked open street war between
the police and the students, making the city dangerous, deserted with dead bodies regularly found strewn
on the streets. The Naxalite movement, inspired by Chinese revolution and Mao’s red book as its manifesto,
intensified in 1968 with widespread student movements showing solidarity with the peasant insurrection
in the rural areas. The remnants of the violence often showed up in graffiti which appeared on the walls,
depicting a new left vocabulary and iconography a way of inscribing ‘rights to the city’ (Henri Lefebvre 1968)
or the goal of the Situationists to construct disruptive events. Theatre and films of the time used the city as a
backdrop and a dominant thematic to capture the new impulses of change, resistance and protest. The postcolonial Indian theatre in a mode of criticality adopts the protest idioms and vocabularies as strategies of a
theatre, which intends to be more performative than pedagogic as Homi Bhabha identifies as tensions between
two aspects of nationalism. By juxtaposing the disturbed city landscape and the carnivalistic aspects of
democracy in rebellion, protests and marches on to the theatrical domain the post-colonial political theatre no
longer remained reflective of the nation’s visions but symptomatic of changes; more inclusive democratic and
citizenship practices.
Bishnupriya Dutt is Professor of Theatre and Performance studies, in the School of Arts and Aesthetics,
Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi India.Her area of research includes colonial and post colonial histories of
theatre, feminist readings of Indian Theatre and contemporary performative practices and popular culture.
She has also been an actress and director in the theatre in India. Her recent publications include Gendered
Citizenship: Performance and Manifestation (co-edited with Reinelt and Sahai) (Palgrave Macmillan and Orient
Blackswan, Dec 2017), Protesting Violence: Feminist Performance Activism in Contemporary India (in Diamond,
Varnay and Amich eds: Performance, Feminism and Affect in Neo-Liberal Times, Palgrave Macmillan, 2017. She
along with her colleagues from JNU and University of Warwick are collaborating on a three year British Academy
project on ‘Cultures of the Left: Performance and Manifestation’. She is also the principal project investigator of
the Indo-German Partnership in Higher Education with Freie Universitat, Berlin. Germany. Bishnupriya has been
involved in active theatre in Calcutta since 1960s with the Little Theatre Group and later People’s Little Theatre
under the directorship of the noted playwright, actor and director, Utpal Dutt. She has been performing and
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The period from 1550-1650 is a tumultuous one in central Europe: The denominational tensions grow
into a severe political and later military crisis – reaching a peak during the 30-years-war (1618-1648) –
and yet it is also a period of major transformation and exchange. Technological and aesthetic changes
transform the Western cities at their core. The paper suggests a micro-historical approach to the multifaceted cultural and intellectual life in Cologne. Cologne, a major trade centre in Western Europe, and
one of the most important site of pilgrimage northern of the Alpes, the urban life was simultaneously
determined by religious traditions and customs, the presence of Protestant minorities, and – through
being a major printing site – connecting the linguistic realms of German- and Flemish-speaking
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PETER W. MARX, University of Cologne
Performing the Experience of Transition and Crisis: Early Modern Cologne,
1550-1650

countries. The micro-historical perspective reveals that conceptual divisions of national or denominational
oppositions do not really apply to the every-day-life of the urban centre: Touring troupes presented plays,
stage techniques, and acting styles from all over Europe, Jesuits provided not only academic training
for Cologne’s youth but also a specific theatrical genre whereas they borrowed stage tricks from touring
English troupes. The aim of this paper is not to present Cologne as a hidden epi-centre of early modern
theatre but rather to explore the emergence of urbanism at the cross-roads of religious conflicts,
political tensions, the experience of a fading political and intellectual system and the rise of a new order.

Prof. Dr. Peter W. Marx holds the Chair for Media and Theatre Studies at the University of Cologne. He is
also director of the Theaterwissenschaftliche Sammlung Cologne, one of the largest archives for theatre
and performance culture in Germany. His focus of research is theatre historiography, Shakespeare in
Performance and the formation of theatre as a cultural practice in the Early Modern Period. In 2018,
his latest book Hamlets Reise nach Deutschland appeared. Peter W. Marx received his PhD from Mainz
University in 2000. He held a Junior Professorship in Mainz from 2003-2008. He was a Visiting Scholar
(Feodor-Lynen-Fellow) at Columbia University in the City of New York and held Visiting Professorships in
Vienna, Hildesheim, and at the Freie Universität Berlin. From 2009-2011 he was an Associate Professor
for Theatre Studies at the University of Berne (Switzerland). Following his dissertation, Marx has worked
on theatre history, with a special focus on German-Jewish artists in the late 19th, early 20th century.
Two books stem from this interest: Max Reinhardt (2006) and Ein theatralisches Zeitalter (2008). He is
the editor volume Age of Empire on the 19th century in the Cultural History of Theatre-series, edited by
Christopher Balme and Tracy C. Davis.
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SILVIJA JESTROVIC, Warwick University
Ghosts of 1968: Mapping the Chronotopes of Belgrade's Political Protests
In 1967, when Guy Debord wrote The Society of Spectacle, that inspired the student uprising in France
in 1968, Belgrade was the capital of socialist Yugoslavia under the steady rule of President Tito.
Nevertheless, the events in France and the United Sates had an impact on the students of Belgrade
University, who began protesting in June 1968, much in the manner of their fellow students in
France. The root of their dissatisfaction was not capitalist society, but the increasing inequalities of
their socialist state. The students, joined by a number of faculty members, ‘occupied’ the Faculty of
Philosophy over a period of several days. Just when the riot police was about to take over, President Tito,
surprisingly appeared on national television to address the students and to welcome their criticism. Tito
then joined the protesters in the traditional dance of kolo symbolically marking the end of the student
unrest. As a result, the protests were quickly defused and status quo was restored. In the Society of
Spectacle, Debord distinguishes between two kinds of spectacular power—the concentrated, which has
represented regimes prone to totalitarianism; and the diffuse, which has represented the Americanization
of the world. The spectacular power that shaped Belgrade in 1968 in its capacity to absorb and waterdown political unrest—as embodied in Tito’s sudden alliance with the protesting students—epitomized a
velvet-gloved version of Debord’s concentrated spectacle. In this paper I will briefly sketch out the main
features unique to the Belgrade’s 1968, then look at the chrontopes of student uprisings in the 1990s and
in 2016 respectively, and also at the current protest activities in the city as counter-spectacles that have
to some extent ghosted the 1968 vise à vie Debord’s concepts of spectacular power.

Silvija Jestrovic is Associate Professor / Reader of Theatre and Performance Studies at the University of
Warwick, UK. She has a BA degree in Dramaturgy from the University of Arts, Belgrade; she completed
her MA and PhD at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies at the University of Toronto.
She has published widely on exilic and political theatre and performance, Russian and German historical
avant-garde, performing cities, theatre theory and semiotics. She is the author of Performance, Space,
Utopia: Cities of War, Cities of Exile (Palgrave Macmillan 2012), Theatre of Estrangement: Theory, Practice,
Ideology (University of Toronto Press 2006), and the co-editor (with Yana Meerzon) of the collection
Performance, Exile, and ‘America’ (Palgrave 2009). She has written a number of stage and radio plays
including Noah’s Ark 707 and Not My Story. With colleagues from Jawaharlal Nehru University (New
Delhi) and the University of Warwick, she is leading on the British Academy funded research project
Cultures of the Left: Manifestations and Performances. https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/theatre_s/
research/current/culturesoftheleft/ Silvija is a member of Warwick University’s Politics and Performance
Network and one of the co-editors of Politics and Performance Handbook to be published by the Oxford
University Press.
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Chair: Helena Grehan, Murdoch University
Respondent: Susan Bennett, University of Calgary

Helena Grehan, Murdoch University
Attending and Listening: The politics and ethics of attunement in contemporary performance
Back to Back Theatre destabilise what it means to be a spectator and a performer. They generate work that comments on the
fragility of the act of performance itself. In doing so, as an ensemble they complicate the acts of attending and listening (things
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Reinvigorating Communities: Performance,
Resistance and the Neo-Liberal Present

spectators should be good at), and in doing so they open up the ethics of the encounter – between artwork and life, between
spectator and performer, between dramaturgy and performance, and between fast and slow, in profound and important ways.
Back to Back is a company that exists in defiance of acts of measurement and evaluation and the demand for speed. They take
time to carefully craft each piece and refuse to release work until they are ready – sometimes taking more than a year to finish
a production. They practice a slow dramaturgy of care and of attention (Eckersall & Paterson). One that results in performances
that require acts of close attending and listening from audiences. Each work they produce disrupts and unsettles those who
experience it. In doing so they highlight the ethical complexity of even the most seemingly minute encounter. This paper draws
on the work of Emmanuel Levinas and Lisbeth Lipari to explore what it means to listen and to attend to Back to Back and how
this experience can be seen as a reflection, in miniature, of the importance of re-tuning our ears, so that we might listen more
closely to those who inhabit the various communities that surround us.
Helena Grehan is Professor of Creative Arts at Murdoch University. She has published widely on performance and politics,
spectatorship and ethics and new media dramaturgy. Her most recent books include: The Routledge Companion to Theatre and
Politics (co-edited with Peter Eckersall, Routledge 2019), New Media Dramaturgy: Performance, Media and New Materialism
(with Edward Scheer and Peter Eckersall, Palgrave Macmillan, 2017) and William Yang: Stories of Love and Death (with Edward
Scheer, New South Press, 2016). She is Associate Editor of Performance Research.
Professor Helena Grehan
Dean of Research & Innovation
Interim Head Creative Media, Arts and Design
College of Arts, Business, Law and Social Sciences
Murdoch University
South St Western Australia 6150
0893602180
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Peter Alexander Eckersall, The Graduate Center ,City University of New York
The Complexity of Belonging
In this paper, I consider the collaborative performance work of choreographer Anouk van Dijk and
theatre maker Falk Richter who have created hybrid theatre-dance-performance works over the last
decade. Their collaborations explore the complexity of human relations and the social dynamics of power
through using fragmented dramaturgical techniques and making performances that can seem raw and
unnerving. Their performances feature expressive design elements, stark lighting and atmospheric
soundscapes and D.J.’ing. I read their 2014 work Complexity of Belonging as an example of the way
that contemporary performance has become more connected to the politics of a visual economy. In my
analysis, I revisit the work of sociologist Zygmunt Bauman and his prescient conception of contemporary
social relations as tenuous and liquid. My reading of Complexity of Belonging explores how the work
stages the condition of fragmentation and alienation that Bauman famously calls ‘liquid modernity’
(Bauman 1999).
Peter Eckersall is Professor and Executive Officer of the PhD Program in Theatre and Performance
at the Graduate Centre, City University of New York. He is also Honorary Professorial Fellow at the
University of Melbourne. He works on contemporary performance practices in Australasia and Europe,
with particular interests in Japanese performance and on dramaturgy. Recent publications include The
Routledge Companion to Theatre and Politics (co-edited with Helena Grehan, Routledge 2019), New
Media Dramaturgy: Performance Media and New Materialism (with Edward Scheer and Helena Grehan,
Palgrave Macmillan, 2017) and The Dumb Type Reader (co-edited with Edward Scheer and Fujii Shintaro,
MTP 2017). He is the Deputy Director of the Marvin Carlson Theatre Center at Shanghai Theatre Academy.
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Chutima Maneewattana, Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University
A Buddhist Version of Waiting for Godot in Thailand
Although Waiting for Godot is one of the ‘must see’ plays in the world, it has been rarely performed
in Thailand and even was notoriously received as terribly inaccessible and unenjoyable play for Thai
audiences. The play, therefore, was relatively unsuccessful in the country compared to other (western)
world-class plays. My study suggests that this resulted from the translational approach into Thai version:
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literalism. This paper discusses how literal translation of the play fails to convey Beckettian aesthetic
and his dramatic impact to Thai audience: it fails to translate Beckett‘s humour and his wit through the
use of language, fails to provoke various ranges of thoughts and interpretations, and fails to play with
the audience‘s emotions, i.e. being amused and being profoundly sad simultaneously. Then, the question
arises: what would be the most effective way of translating Beckett‘s Waiting for Godot? The second
part of the paper illustrates my practice-based project that attempts to adapt the play into Thai context
in order to keep Beckettian dramatic effects to Thai audiences as it does on the original audiences. The
paper explores my approach to translating and adapting Waiting for Godot into a Thai Buddhist context, i.e.
recontextualisation and the process of translating - adapting the text-on-page in terms of how and why
those choices were made. Finally, the Thai audiences‘ feedback on the show is analysed and the issue of
the extent to which the performance succeeded in preserving Beckettian effects on Thai theatregoers is
discussed.
Assistant Professor Dr. Chutima Maneewattana is currently Dean of the Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts,
Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University. Chutima received her B.A. in Dramatic Arts from Chulalongkorn
University (Thailand), her M.A. in Theatre from the University of New South Wales (Australia), and her
Ph.D. in Drama from the University of Bristol (United Kingdom). Chutima has been working as a lecturer
in the department of Performing Arts, Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University since 1998. Her research
focuses on theatre, drama and Buddhism.
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MinYuan LI, Shanghai Theatre Academy
Contributions of the oriental scenic traditions in theatrical aesthetic theories
and practices of the twentieth century European theater
In the last decade of the 19th century, works of Lugné-Poe and Antoine experiment a new aesthetic
representation and search the essence of the theatrical invention in the mise en scène. The director
(metteur en scène) becomes the author; to a certain extent, sometimes, s/he takes the predominant role.
Throughout the 20th century, the evolution of the directing (mise en scène) accelerates abruptly and it
is so violent and sometimes it reaches to a state of anarchy. This is why the aesthetics of oriental scenic
tradition, which goes through reproducible art forms, even stereotypical, could provide beacon and
safeguards.
Referring to the oriental scenic traditions, Craig seeks to find a "definite form", Meyerhold tends to
establish a new convention of theatricality. As for Brecht, he goes further into developing theory, and his
writing aims to produce the effect of "alienation." Artaud, on the other hand, wants to "terminate the
masterpieces" and allow real stage language to speak for itself.
After these pioneers who discovered sources from the Orient, directors who follow these doctrines such
as Grotowski, Barba, Brook, and Ariane Mnouchkine turn their spiritual search and introspective towards
the Orient, in hopes of generating their own aesthetics which could be realized in practice. Therefore,
their creations reflect not merely Eastern traditions nor do they apply only Western conventions, but
they are fertilized and born out of their appropriation to the Orient, mingled with these directors’ own
personality, their "tribe" and their cultural preferences.
Li Minyuan, Ph.D.,is director and lecturer at Shanghai Theatre Academy; his academic interests include
theatre, performance art, and interculture theory.
Email: s841100@qq.com
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M. Butterfly is a play written by the American Born Chinese playwright David Henry Hwang. Loosely
based on a true story between French diplomat Bernard Boursicot and Peking Opera singer Shi Peipu,
it portraits the inexplicable love shared by the two with an underlying message about identity and the
relationship between the West and the East.
This paper approaches this play from an intercultural perspective which is used frequently in modern
theatre. Unlike other theories that either argues for or against the traditional view of the Orient,
intercultural reading celebrates the encounter and combination of both cultures and believes that this
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Yuexuan ZHANG, Beijing Foreign Studies University
Celebrating the Encounter of the East and the West: An Intercultural reading of
M. Butterfly

play primarily provides insight into intercultural studies. Embodying the Italian Opera of Madam Butterfly,
thisplay incorporates both Western and Eastern cultures and provides a space where these cultures can
co-exist, negotiate and merge with each other. By playing with the title and the image of the Butterfly,
as well as incorporating both Italian and Peking Opera, this play is a clear and accurate demonstration
of intercultural ideas. Similarly, the protagonists are bounded for an ending that turns them both into a
hybrid of both femininity and masculinity, and reflecting it back to the cultures they stand for. They not
only reproduce the conventional stereotypical images of the masculine and superior Westerner and the
weak, submissive and feminine Oriental woman, but also adds a different aspect to the image of the
West and the East, creating a new dynamic relationship where the boundaries are blurred.
From an intercultural perspective, the play is a perfect manifestation of the breaking down of the
conventional Orientalist idea and the emergence of a cultural environment where all cultures negotiate
and cooperate in the creation of a theatre in search of a common humanity.
Currently, I am a 2nd year graduate student at the School of English and International Studies, Beijing
Foreign Studies University. I major in English literature and specifically drama studies. Having spent 6
years at Beijing Foreign Studies University, I am deeply influenced by the hard work and truth-seeking
spirit of all the professors here and long to be devoted as much as they are. In my understanding,
unlike other forms of literature, drama is more interactive and complex and studying drama requires
much more practice and research than simply going through archive and academic papers. Not many
scholars in China hold true passion for drama, yet I believe in the art of this type of literature and have
been studying drama since I become determined. Having read some great works by many playwrights, I
am very much aware of how drama actually relates to our life. Be it a classic that deals with myths or a
contemporary piece that talks about romance in the metropolis, I believe drama can always relate to our
daily life and inspire us in various ways.
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Jiexiang RAO, The Central Academy of Drama
From Stage Supposition to the Cross-Cultural Expression of Chinese Imagery
The art of directing, being an integral part of theatrical art, serves as a most important driving force in its progress
while impacting many other art forms. Rigid theoretical approaches have retired to the shelf as the theatre of today
finds itself against a different social backdrop. Consequently, new generation directors have no choice but to find
their own path, to contemplate and explore the best presentation approach and theatre form for the new age.
As cross-cultural communications expand, cross-culture expression enjoys a more prominent role under the
industry’s spotlight. The existing cross-cultural research, however, tend to focus on the works of Western directors,
overlooking the rich theatrical treasure that rests in our own cross-cultural communications.Recently, Chinese
director Wang Xiaoying has proposed and implemented in his own works “the modern expression of Chinese
imagery”, an artistical ideal fusing “traditional touches” and a “contemporary taste”. The ground-breaking
endeavor sheds light on how to tell China’s stories from global perspectives in a global language. The modern
expression as described, “a holistic stage imagery built on the elements, techniques, visions and aesthetics of
traditional Chinese culture and arts”,is set to become an leading subject in contemporary explorations of acting
and directing, as well as a significant topic for directors to study in the current global context. Due to the lack
of peer research on Wang Xiaoying’s works, this paper will undertake an analysis focusing on his most unique
play structures, his creative ideas as well as ways of working, researching in-depth his ways of thinking and the
formation of his acting aesthetics and philosophy, so as to help today’s theatre practitioners tap into the theatrical
treasure of our time.
Rao Jiexiang, postgraduate student at the Department of Directing,The Central Academy of Drama.
1998-2000: join the army, and warded "soldier commendation" and "excellent soldier honorary titles " for many
times during my service in the army;
Stage and Films Work:
·Starred in drama play Intrigue and Love, Si Fan, Woman and Woman;
·Starred in films Jing Hu, which was nominated for the Warsaw international film festival,won the award of "best
foreign language film" in Kent international film festival,and nominated for the Greek international film festival.
Major award-winning experience:
During postgraduate study, obtain the graduate scholarship of the central academy of drama three times;
2018 Director Work:
·Directing stage play THE DEATH OF XIJIAO (talent cultivation and subsidy project of national arts foundation) and
shortlisted for "the 9th Beijing · Nanluoguxiang theater festival invitational exhibition";Directing stage play "SAD
TIMES " and shortlisted for "the 9th Beijing · Nanluoguxiang theater festival invitational exhibition";
Directing the drama MASK of the bridging class of Peking University affiliated middle school to win the "most
promising award" and "instructor award" of the eighth Peking University affiliated middle school drama festival.
Phone Number: +86 185 1183 6783
E-mail: 307776687@qq.com
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SUKANYA SOMPIBOON, Chulalongkorn University
Kraithong the Panto: Interculturation and Urbanisation of Popular-Folk Thai Theatre and British
Panto
British Panto is a favoured entertainment for British family tradition, usually known as winter musical comedy performance.
Fairy tales like Cinderella and Aladdin and the Magic Lamp are adapted to play on stage. Various emotion-based elements,
such as humour, romance are celebrated along with flashy-peculiar make-up, outlandish costumes, paradoxical manner,
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over-acting style, and the vulgar burlesque. As a practitioner in Thai popular-folk theatre, I find that elements and performing
approaches of British Panto are comparably similar to Thai popular folk style. They have aesthetically mutual compositions
such as participatory elements between performers and audiences, stylisational elements in the performance, and emphasis
on the attractiveness of visual and sound. Back to Bangkok, I have directed an intercultural performance between Thai
popular-folk theatre and British Panto performance called “Kraithong the Panto” in 2015 and restaged in 2016. In this
production, the distinct polarities between Eastern and Western theatrical styles are blurred. A number of eclectic elements
from the original main genres of Thai popular-folk theatre and British Panto are shared, including modern theatrical motifs.
Watching popular folk theatre in urban culture, more or less, represents an individual aesthetic dilemma, because popularfolk theatre is both a cultured and a philistine theatre form. For urban contemporary conditions that sometimes audiences feel
guilty pleasure. Their conflicted taste puts them in a binary relationship of tradition/modernisation, old/new, and local/global;
however, Kraithong the Panto can bridge the gap of their binary taste by using convention-based contemporary approach.
It retains the plot line of a great folktale story but reinterprets the story’s theme and text to address everyday issues to
respond to urban audiences’concerns. This paper, therefore, presents the process of intercultural theatre-making, illustrating
commonalities between popular-folk Thai Theatre and British Panto, as well as the way to engage urban audiences into this
kind of show.
Assistant Professor Dr. Sukanya Sompiboon is currently Head of Department of Speech Communication and Performing Arts,
Chulalongkorn University, Thailand. In 2012 she completed her PhD in Drama entitled The Reinvention of Thai TraditionalPopular Theatre: Contemporary Likay Praxis at University of Exeter, UK. Her research areas include tradition-based
contemporary theatre and reinvented popular performances in Thailand. Sukanya Sompiboon has actively presented articles at
academic conferences and also published her research articles in different academic journals and conference proceedings. Her
article entitled “Likay Aka Oni Red Demon: Encounter and Exchange of Intercultural Performance” has been published in the
iafor Journal of Literature & Librarianship Volume 2 Issue 1 Spring 2013. “From ‘Naga Wong’ to ‘The Message’: the Intercultural
Collaboration and Transformation of Makhampom’s Experimental Likay Performance”, is published as a book chapter in a book
entitled Embodying transformation: transcultural performance. (2015) edited by Maryrose Casey.Clayton, Victoria, Australia
Monash University Publishing. Her article entitled “Likay Goes To Japan” was published in SPAFA Journal: Contemporary Thai
Theatre Volume 22 Number 1 January - June 2012. Apart from an academic, she is a singer, actress, director and playwright on
traditional-popular and contemporary theatre. Sukanya Sompiboon is a permanent member of the Anatta Theatre Troupe.
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Wenhui HONG, GuangDong University of Finance & Economics
Cats in China: Production of International Musicals in Chinese Major Cities
International musicals entered China in the early 2000s, at a time when the country’s economy
embarked on a new period of rapid growth. In the subsequent one and a half decades, international
musicals proliferated on the stages in China concurrently with the massive expansion of its major cities
and the emergence of new ones. Designed for commercial performances in metropolitan theatres,
international musicals were intriguingly related to the recent development of these cities, particularly
to their enterprises of refashioning their own cultural images. Among the musicals, Cats, a London
West End piece composed by Andrew Lloyd Webber based on T. S. Eliot’s poems, played a central role
in the evolution of China’s musical theatre. This paper contextualizes four phases of the production of
Cats, namely, initiation (2003—2004 in Shanghai and Beijing), exploration (2008—2009 national tours),
localization (2012—2013 national tours of Chinese version), and proliferation (2018—2019 national
tours of original version), in the historical moments of the hosting cities in order to disclose the way in
which international musicals participate in contemporary Chinese urban history. The adventure of Cats
in China, from such a perspective, can be viewed as a metaphorical tetralogy of the country’s sociocultural changes in the course of urbanization.
Hong Wenhui, PhD in Literary and Cultural Studies, associate professor of English at School of Foreign
Studies, Guangdong University of Finance and Economics, Guangzhou, China. His research interests
include contemporary British and American drama, and cultural studies. His publications include: A
Handbook of Drama: Text and Performance (forthcoming 2019, co-authored); “A Critique of ‘the Ethics
of Empire’ in Indian Ink,” New Perspectives on World Literature 2019(1); “The Fin-de-Siècle Crisis of the
British Theatre,” Journal of Guangdong University of Foreign Studies 2017(2). Email: contactchris@126.
com.
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BILL HOPKINSON, Edge Hill University
Towards an inclusive dramaturgy for Deaf and hearing audiences
The paper explores the developing dramaturgical challenges across two productions by Equal Voices
Arts, New Zealand. 'At The End Of My Hands' was the first major bilingual and bicultural performance
project of its kind in New Zealand. Originating in community workshops, followed by casting and
specialised actor training, the resultant ensemble of four Deaf and two hearing performers devised
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stories and sketches based on their perceptions of Deaf Identity and Deaf Culture. The production was
accessible for both Deaf and hearing audiences. Crucially it did not involve formal interpretation, instead,
both NZSL and English received the same priority: explored on an equal although not identical basis. Deaf
and hearing narratives were slightly different, and this placement of the languages offered a political
and cultural statement in respect of an inclusivity that is new to stages in New Zealand. A second
production 'Salonica' went on to develop the aesthetic further within a narrative structure. This paper
will locate the project to establish Deaf-led theatre in New Zealand in respect of larger questions of
visibility and identity, as reflected in the dramaturgy of these two works. The invisible nature of deafness
as a disability; the hegemonic structures of Oralism over the last century and the active oppression and
suppression of manual language; the subaltern position of Deaf cultures; the uniqueness of Aotearoa (New
Zealand) in respect of an emerging multiculturalism: all these feature as themes in the work, explored
here through the lens of developing and competing dramaturgies.
Bill is Senior Lecturer in Drama at Edge Hill University, from 2010 to 2017 he led the MA Making
Performance there. In collaboration with colleagues at University of Waikato his research currently
focuses on establishing integrated Deaf/hearing theatre in New Zealand. He is a playwright, dramaturg
and theatre director who has taught at conservatoires and universities over three decades. As Artistic
Director of Manchester Youth Theatre (1997-2000) he explored ways of integrating young disabled and
non-disabled performers. From 2000 to 2004 he was Literary Manager for Sgript Cymru, the national new
writing company for Wales, his role including extensive work in school across Wales encouraging writing
for the stage; he was a dramaturg with the new writing development organization NWPlaywrights for
over two decades. In Liverpool he worked with Commonground Sign-Dance Theatre for over a decade
as director and dramaturg devising work, in their ongoing project to integrate manual languages and
expressive forms of European dance theatre. In 2009 and again in 2013 he received Writers’ Guild of
Great Britain Awards for his dramaturgical work.
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Julie Valentine Dind, Brown University
“When I begin to wish I were crippled”: Exploring ideas and images of
disability in Tatsumi Hijikata’s work
From its inception, Tatsumi Hijikata’s butoh fed itself from pain, and drew inspiration from the world
of the outcasts, the disabled, the sick and the mad. If Hijikata delved into the darkness of his body to
create butoh, he also found inspiration in the gestures of disabled people, notably through observing
people with poliomyelitis. Hijikata’s 1972 solo “Leprosy,” performed while the 1953 Leprosy Law was
still in effect, also shows his preoccupation with the question of disability. While Hijikata has sometimes
been regarded as “giving voice” to those on the margins, I am interested by the distance in his work:
the distance between disability as a lived experience, and disability as imagined from the outside. If
Hijikata’s butoh might appear to celebrate disability, the disability it celebrates is one that will always
remain out of reach, an impossibility, something that could have been but will never be. It is the gestures
of disability danced by a non-disabled dancer. It is the celebration of the cripples who inhabit Hijikata’s
imagination and whom he can bring to life on stage rather than the celebration of actual disabled people.
Hence, disability is exploited for its foreignness and shock-value rather than fully explored as a lived
experience. While ideas and images of disability are invited on stage, disabled individuals themselves
are bound to remain off-stage. Drawing upon recent discussions in disability studies about the politics
and aesthetics of disability representation, and my own experience as an Autistic butoh dancer, this
paper looks at the role of disability in Hijikata’s work, and explores the contribution disabled individuals
can make to butoh.
Julie Dind is a scholar and artist obsessed with obsession and the performance of the non-normative
social body. She is currently a first-year PhD student in Theatre Arts and Performance Studies at Brown
University. Her work investigates autistic modes of performance and spectatorship. She is proudly
Autistic. She received a BA in Psychology from the University of Toulouse, and an MA in International
Culture and Communication Studies from Waseda University. Her master thesis “The Animal Inside the
Looking Glass” proposed a neurodivergent reading of butoh. In 2016-2017, she attended Pratt Institute
as a Fulbright scholarship recipient. In 2018, she received an advanced certificate in Disability Studies
from CUNY. She has dedicated the past ten years to learning butoh. Since 2012, she collaborates with
the multimedia artist and fellow Autistic individual Rolf Gerstlauer on a project titled “Drawing NN inside
butoh”.
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A whole industry is built around the idea of taking care of your physical health with fitness gyms
sprouting like mushrooms that it is closely reaching the ubiquitous status of coffee shops i.e. Starbucks.
There are hundreds of aesthetics centers and thousands following the latest diet fad. Body builders
easily reaching cult status on social media. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said when it comes
to taking care of your mental health. While there are recently developments in the public’s growing
awareness about mental health, much is yet to be done to help people truly understand and overcome
the stigma over mental health issues.
In TAXI Theater’s production of Musta, a multisensorial promenade production that deals with mental
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Eric Villanueva Dela Cruz, De La Salle - College of Saint Benilde/ TAXI Theater
Theatre, Mental Health and the City

health, depression and mindfulness, sensorial strategies were examined in creating an intimate
engagement between the audience and the performance including taste as part of the scenography. The
production converted the 400-seater theater into a promenade space where the audiences encountered
various interactive and multisensorial installations; guided by an aural narrative. The audience follow
the journey of Shiloh, a young teenager suffering from depression, who leads them through the various
spaces devised to unravel the inner workings of depression and her road to recovery through therapy
and mindfulness. Drawing inspiration from various sources, consultation with mental health experts,
and shared experiences from persons suffering from depression, the journey is designed to place
the audience at the center of the experience as they encounter interactive installations and devised
environments. The production explored how the disembodied sensations in sensorial theatre posits
opportunities for the audience participation and agency in imagining their own experience of the
narrative.
Eric Villanueva Dela Cruz is an actor, director, educator and creative consultant. He teaches in the Theater
Arts Program in Benilde and an Artists-Teacher of the Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA).
He is the founder and Creative Navigator of TAXI (Theater. Applied. Experiential. Immersive), a platform
for interdisciplinary collaboration that works with the creative process synthesizing art and science to
explore new ways of storytelling by engineering experiences to extend audience engagement and deliver
unique theatrical experiences. A licensed physical therapist from UST, He earned his MA in Theater
from UP Diliman. As actor, he has worked with professional and university-based theater companies in
the Philippines and abroad; and has appeared in television, film and commercials. Eric also facilitates
creative workshops locally and internationally. He has conducted workshops for psychosocial debriefing
and disaster risk reduction under PETA. And was sent to Spain in an artist exchange program between
PETA and EU Emotive Program to conduct workshops for theater professionals, arts educators and
youth leaders. His projects include the multisensorial dinner, Tacloban, held at Hotel Benilde, Mulagat,
a multisensorial theater-in-the-dark production, Musta, a multisensorial promenade production on
depression to mindful
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Chair: NGOZI NNEKA UDENGWU, University of Nigeria, Nsukka

Liyang Xia, Centre for Ibsen Studies, University of Oslo
Cantonese Opera in the Nineteenth Century and the Digital Reconstruction of
the “Bamboo Theatre”
Cantonese Opera, a popular theatre genre in China’s Pearl River Delta region and among the Chinese
diaspora, has undergone tremendous changes in the past few centuries. Until recently Cantonese opera
was largely an itinerant form of theatre that relied heavily on waterway travelling and temporary theatre
spaces made of bamboo. Its touring circuit expanded beyond the Pearl River Delta to the Pacific Rim
in mid/late-nineteenth century. Urbanization, among other factors, has led to the near-extinction of
the itinerant bamboo theatre culture within this folk theatre tradition, in favour of larger, prosceniumarch style venues in urban. Yet this form is a significant link between communities in the lead-up to
urban expansion. My paper investigates the social context of Cantonese opera in the Pearl River Delta
in the nineteenth century by analyzing the social organization within the theatre troupes as well as
among the audience members. To demonstrate this social organization, my research includes a digital
reconstruction of a bamboo theatre for investigating both its social and aesthetic functions. Finally, I
address some of the challenges we have encountered in finding and choosing a suitable site for the
digital reconstruction.
Liyang Xia has a PhD in Ibsen Studies from the University of Oslo, Norway. Her research interests
includeIbsen’s global reception, traditional and modern Chinese theater, transnational performance
cultures, translation studies, and digital humanities. The paper she presents at this year’s IFTR
conference is part of her co-authored book project Visualising Lost Theatres: Recovering Social
Interactions from the Spaces of Performance. The book applies digital technologies to the study
of significant theatre venues from across the world. Her three co-authors are internationally
recognized senior scholars in theatre and performing arts: Professor Joanne Tompkins, Professor
Emerita Julie Holledge, and Dr Jonathan Bollen. Her contribution to this volume focuses on the virtual
reconstruction of nineteenth century bamboo theatres used by Cantonese Opera in Foshan in Southern
China and the goldfields in Australia.
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I am currently working on a book that examines the interrelationship of actors, audiences, theatre spaces
and emotions in the mid-eighteenth-century English theatre in the middle of the century. For a period in
history when significant commentary was written about plays, theatre and acting, detailed descriptions
of what people actually saw actors do on stage (such as Georg Lichtenberg’s 1774 description of David
Garrick’s Hamlet) are relatively rare. How, then, does one access the embodied interactions of audiences
and actors through primarily written (and some visual) sources? And how can we access and interpret
emotions historically? In my project, I have read across a range of critical reviews, diaries, biographies
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Glen James McGillivray, University of Sydney
Communities of sentiment: Actors, audiences and emotions in the eighteenthcentury English theatre, 1741-1782

and letters, and have noticed that certain areas of attention continue to reoccur. In a descending order
of preference, these are: actors’ voices, facial expressions (often focussed on the eyes), gestures and
deportment. Underpinning these is the nebulous idea of sensibility, a concept that seems to encompass
both an actor’s feeling for the role and the degree to which he or she conforms to a particular observer’s
ideal of the character. My research challenges the view that emotional interactions between actors and
audiences are based in empathetic relationships. Instead, by exploring what Monique Scheer (2012)
calls emotional practices, I argue that actors and audiences co-created complex exchanges of codified
actions and responses – communities of sentiment – based on how emotions were practised on either
side of the footlights.
Glen McGillivray began his career as a professional theatre director and has worked for some of
Australia's premiere theatre companies including the State Theatre Company of South Australia and
Australian Theatre for Young People (ATYP). From 2014-2017 he developed and convened the graduate
program in Practice-Based Research at NIDA and is currently the President of the Australasian
Association for Theatre, Drama and Performance Studies (ADSA). He is on editorial boards for the
journals Australasian Drama Studies and About Performance. Dr McGillivray was a Chief Investigator
with the Australian Research Council funded Ausstage Database of Live Performance in Australia (20072012), and edited the volume Scrapbooks, Snapshots and Memorabilia:Hidden Archives of Performance
(2011). In 2014 and 2015 Dr McGillivray was an Associate Investigator with ARC Centre for the History
of Emotions (CHE) and a research fellow at the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, DC in 2015.
Dr McGillivray has held positions in the School of Contemporary Art at Western Sydney University and,
in addition to his work at NIDA, has taught at Actors' Centre Australia, Actors' College of Theatre and TV
and worked as a script assessor for the Australian National Playwrights' Centre.
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Xue LI, Nanjing Normal University
The Literati 's Participation in Nanxi in the Early Ming Dynasty
After Gao Ming's Pipaji, the literati began to participate in the creation of Nanxi in the early Ming dynasty.
Since this was the first time for them to do this, their works showed many new features different from
those of the folk works. The first one is good selection of original stories. Most of the stories they chose
were famous hero stories, which was necessary to set moral examples for people to follow especially
at the beginning of Ming dynasty. The second one is the language style following the trend of "writing
southern melody with the present style" which started by Shao Can's Xiangnangji. The third one is the
exaggerated and imaginative fedual preaching, such as the plots of a woman getting rid of her own eyes
to encourage her husband to study, cutting her own liver to heal her mother-in-law, or a man killing his
concubine to feed his soldiers. And the last one is the innovative structure, like Shen Cai's Sijieji in which
the story was divided into several segments to complete the drama theme exposition.
All in all, we can see the writing skills of the literati and the folk are different, which has an important
reference function to the contemporary theatre scriptwriting.
I’m a phD student in Nanjing Normal University, majoring in Chinese theatre. My professor is Sun Shulei.
To broaden my horizon, whenever there was a theatre-related academic exchange activity, whether it
discusses Chinese or Western Theatre, I would be there. I’ve been to the City University of New York as
a visiting student from March 2017 to September 2017. Except for learning the courses in school, I also
joined the Kunqu Society in New York. My professor in America is Marvin Carlson. I also attended the
International academic seminar of Nanxi in Wenzhou University in November 2017. In August 2018, I
went to Taiwan for the Classical Literature Seminar in National Chung Hsing University. What’s more, I
published some articles, like “On Li Yu’s Drama Theory of ‘Smart Trick’ and Its Practice and Influence”
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A Mouthful of Birds is Caryl Churchill’s surrealistic play characterized with discourse of violence whose
Artaudian ritualized atmosphere is generated by Greek mythological archetypes, in which mythical violence is
juxtaposed with visceral impact and terror is intertwined with ecstasy. Meanwhile, the violent gestus identifies
the play with “dialectical” and “pleasurable” features suggested by Brecht in his theory of epic theatre. Such
gestus discloses the disguised relationship between gender and violence as well as the unequal and reversible
structures among subjects by transforming and doubling the counterparts between assailants and victims. Thus
this paper argues that the play, by misappropriating sexual political discourse, displays the counterbalancing
forces in the destruction and construction of a system, dramatizes the divided state of a society when its existing
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Qian Qiyang, Soochow University
An Interpretation of the Discourse of Violence in Churchill’s Play A Mouthful of Birds

order is split so as to provoke reflections on social changes.
Qian Jiyang <qjiyang@126.com> is professor at School of Foreign Languages, Soochow University, Suzhou,
China (215006). Her research interest is contemporary British and American drama
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Brian Singleton, Trinity College Dublin
Materialities of Displacement in ANU Productions’ Dublin
This paper examines the representation of the changing city and the citizens of Dublin as performed
by ANU Productions through their mapping of the politics of the personal onto the materialities of
successive phases of urban regeneration. Using scenes from their past two productions, These Rooms
(2016-18) & The Lost O’Casey (2018) as examples of memory embedded in the very materiality of the
city, the paper explores how the performance of history is challenged by urban displacement to the
point at which the site of history is often substituted by the non-places of regeneration. Performative
remembering offers to trace the contours of community in personalized accounts of how the city shapes
the city and dis-places the lives of its citizens in social and cultural, legal and medical terms.
Brian Singleton is Samuel Beckett Professor Drama & Theatre at Trinity College Dublin and Academic
Director of The Lir - National Academy of Dramatic Art. He is former President of the International
Federation for Theatre Research and former Editor of Theatre Research International (published by
Cambridge University Press). From 2005-2015 he co-edited (with Janelle Reinelt) the 40-volume book
series 'Studies in International Performance', published by Palgrave Macmillan for which they won the
Association for Theatre in Higher Education (USA) prize for Sustained Achievement in Editing (2012). He
is currently co-editing a new series for Palgrave (with Elaine Aston) entitled ‘Contemporary Performance
InterActions’. He has published widely on Irish theatre, though most of his publications focus on
orientalism and interculturalism in performance, particularly in relation to issues of gender and race. His
most recent monograph on Irish theatre is ANU Productions: the Monto Cycle (Palgrave Pivot, 2016) and
his monograph Masculinities and the Contemporary Irish Theatre has been revised and updated for its
paperback edition (Palgrave Macmillan, 2015).
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Fifty years ago, the graphic Mexico68 logo appeared throughout Mexico City in anticipation of the
1968 Summer Olympics. In preparing for these Games, the Mexico City Olympic Organizing Community
labored to reshape perceptions of Mexico as a modernizing country, one forging a cosmopolitan future.
As the first “developing” nation to host the Olympics, questions of Mexico’s socioeconomic strength
and readiness to successfully stage the Olympics raised issues of representation, or as Eric Zolov
calls it “the burden of representation.” My paper examines the complex representational spaces of
increasing violence and activism that enveloped the 1968 Games in Mexico City. While the overarching
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Susan Tenneriello, Baruch College, CUNY
Designing the Land of Tomorrow at Mexico City, 1968: Spaces of Protest,
Violence and Invention When the Olympics Come to Town

appearance of authenticity and domestic harmony guided the cultural program of these Olympics,
real-time representational tensions not only upset the delicate balance of renewal, but also came to
define the legacy of the 1968 Olympics. Prior to the start of the Games, government forces massacred
unarmed students, who were protesting the suppression of human and civil rights. These Games also
inflamed public sentiments when now iconic American track and field athletes Tommie Smith and John
Carlos lowered their heads and raised a black glove in solidarity with the Black Freedom Movement at
the medal ceremony during the playing of the Star Spangled Banner. Public dissent at the Mexico City
Olympics aroused discursive public vantage points that disturbed a carefully manicured appearance
of national “progress” and global unity. I argue the assertion of civil and racial inequalities upsetting
the Olympic aura of international peace and community reflect uneasy power relations overlapping
transnational development and Olympic culture. The problems of modernization Mexico City exposed also
present the opportunity to explore how the coupling of transnational sport and performance historically
spark public debates over belonging, representation, and patriotism.
Susan Tenneriello is Associate Professor of Theatre in the Fine and Performing Arts Department at Baruch
College, CUNY. Her work often spans the intersections of dance, theatre, visual art, and new media with
particular focus on the performance history of spectacle and immersive entertainments. She is the
author of Spectacle Culture and American Identity: 1815-1940 (Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), a study of the
growth of immersive entertainments in U.S. history. Her current book project examines the history and
development of the modern Olympic Opening Ceremony.
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John Andreasen, Aarhus University
Street Theatre - a check list
Actually street theatre has a very long history going back to ancient times. Street theatre in the 21st
Century is predominantly an urban activity. More ritualistic forms may primarily take place in rural areas
and villages that have preserved ancient traditions for celebrating certain local seasoning moments
more closely connected to the wheel of nature during the year. Much of that is only seen as remains in
the fast growing big cities where you may not seem as directly depending on an outcome of the soil. And
that may influence your choice of themes and aesthetics of outdoor performing.
Street theatre is not only theatre performances taken out into the street. Street theatre is a kind of site
specific activity interacting within actual structures and lives for a shorter or longer period in streets,
squares, parks etc. And it may vary a lot depending on where, when and why. Generally, there are mainly
three reasons for street theatre: entertainment, celebration, or non-violent demonstration against or
for something. And some elements and patterns seem to be present across geographic and cultural
differences concerning organizing, basic picture shaping, use of props, puppets and masks.
Initiators may be authorities as well as NGO’s, artists or ordinary people. And acting spaces are normally
chosen carefully for their symbolic, physical and psychological advantages that can be incorporated
in the interaction with people who may normally be there for other reasons than theatre. This paper
presents and examines the ‘Aarhus Street Theatre Advices’ from 1979 in Denmark and try it out on
contemporary examples from different parts of the world mainly concentrating on parades, promenades
(e.g. plays with stations telling new stories about a town), and the momentary, playful improvisations
called flash mobs.
Born 1947.Associate Professor at Section for Dramaturgy, ARTS, Aarhus University. Author of among
others: "Multiple Stages", "Multiple Stages II", ”Nordic Drama Pixi 2015. Drama teaching & education in
the Nordic Countries – a short cut” and "Drama Teaching & Mnemonics - an extended version 2015"
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SAMUEL BECKETT WORKING GROUP
ROOM 204

Samuel Beckett Working Group

Chair: Trish McTighe, University of Birmingham

15:30-16:30
Li Yanshi, Foreign Languages College of Taiyuan University of Technology
Women Performance of Beckett in Chinese Urban Spaces
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One of the most distinctive characteristics of the reception of Beckett in China is the presence of women’sperformancein
Chinese urban spaces. This paper will examine it from three aspects: firstly, women actors perform male characters inWaiting
for Godot directed respectively by Ren Ming and Zhang Xian, and The Unnamable directed by CaiYiyun, which manifests
Chinese women’s plight of right and power in China’s urban space; secondly, women actors perform female characters that
do not exist in the original works, such as the“four little swans” in Waiting for Godot directed by Chen Jialin, and the “three
sisters” in Three SistersWaiting for Godot directed by Lin Zhaohua, which demonstrates Chinese women’s loneliness and
helplessness on the isolated island; and thirdly,women actors perform female characters of the original works such as Happy
DaysandCome and Go, both with women directors, which embodies Beckett’s universality and Chinese women’s specificity.
Through the examination and analysis, the paper draws the conclusion that women’s performance of Beckett is ubiquitous in
Chinese urban spaces. It was Chinese women’s right of labor’s participation in urban space that led to the frequent appearance
of women’s performance of Beckett’s Godot in China. Meanwhile, as was reflected in Three SistersWaiting for Godot, the power
for Chinese women ismostly restricted in domestic space instead of public space, which is out of proportion with women’s
high participation in social works. Chinese women’s performance of Beckett reflects Beckett’s thinking of universal human
being and Chinese women’s specific presentation.
Li Yanshi, born in May, 1972, Linfen, Shanxi Province, is now a teacher in Foreign Languages College of Taiyuan University
of Technology, a PhD student in Theatre, Film and Television College of Shanxi Normal University, and a visiting scholar in
Graduate Center of City University of New York, United States.
Research direction: Comparison between Chinese and Western drama
E-mail: liyanshi@tyut.edu.cn
Phone: 13834137022

16:30-17:00
Reflections on the week & future planning for projects & publications
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Dramaturgies of Europe: Migration and Brexit

Chair: Sarah Grochala, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama

James Hudson, University of Lincoln
The Dramaturgy of Reactionary Politics on the Recent UK Stage
The leftist tradition of playwrights challenging political power on the UK’s prestige stages over recent
decades meant eyebrows were raised at both Nick Hytner’s (2006) wish for a ‘mischievous right-wing
play’ and Dominic Cooke’s proposed focus in 2007 upon the ‘liberal middle class’ under his Artistic
Directorship at the Royal Court. Since then reactionary retrenchment in UK society has moved apace
following sustained neoliberal statecraft by successive governments, continued widening of gaps
in inequality of income, wealth, and opportunity, increased media advocacy and the mainstreaming
of far-right ideas, and the resurgence of national chauvinism and anti-immigration sentiment, all
of which culminated most notably in the Brexit vote. While this new climate has stimulated more
serious explorations of conservative sentiment, typically such works are characterised by restrained
objectivity and qualification in their handling of reactionary attitudes. This paper offers a reading of
three recent productions that illuminate the way that reactionary politics is currently framed, explored
and interrogated in UK theatre: What Shadows (2016) by Chris Hannan, Chris Bush’s The Assassination
of Katie Hopkins (2018), and Carol Ann Duffy and Rupert Norris’s My Country: A Work in Progress (2017).
While Grochala (2017), Howe-Kritzer (2005) and Chambers and Prior (1987) have all argued that theatre
is reactionary if it tacitly supports the dominant social order by acquiescing in its values, thus far little
note has been taken of productions that actively address reactionary politics but repeatedly fall back
on a non-committal and stanceless form of post-political ambivalence. I argue that it is liberal-centrist
notions of balance and disinterestedness that govern the dramaturgical conditions through which
reactionary politics are currently ventilated in UK theatrical discourse, emerging from a tradition that has
long distrusted partiality and instead favoured a studied ambivalence in the dispensing of ideas.
James Hudson is a lecturer in Drama at the University of Lincoln. He has published on Edward Bond,
Sarah Kane, Howard Barker and David Greig. He is currently conducting research on Simon Stephens,
the British Council's support for touring drama, and the relationship between theatre and right-wing and
reactionary politics.
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At pivotal moments in a society’s history, theatre can provide a potent forum for interrogating notions of
nationhood and national identity. Among plays that have taken the pulse of Britain, or more specifically
England, in the wake of the Brexit referendum of 2016 is Mike Bartlett’s Albion, which premiered at the
Almeida Theatre, London, in October 2017.
Albion is set in the dilapidated garden of a grand Oxfordshire country house, a garden that its new owner
is intent on restoring, notably the section commemorating the fallen in World War One. The pastoral
setting not only repudiates the battlefields of northwestern Europe, but also highlights the longstanding
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Stuart Young, University of Otago
The State of the British Garden: Mike Bartlett’s Albion and its Chekhovian
Scions

association of the countryside and landscape with English heritage – a stark antithesis of the modern
urban-industrial landscape, the urbanism that the conference theme identifies as so formative for many
countries in the 21st century. Moreover, the rural estate setting points to the rich intertextual allusions in
Albion to Chekhov’s drama, in particular The Cherry Orchard and The Seagull.
Rather than presenting a straightforward adaptation, Bartlett offers an intricate re-imagining of
characters and scenarios in Chekhov’s plays that serves to highlight how the English have thoroughly
appropriated and (re)interpreted the Russian dramatist in service of their own national mythmaking.
The result – a finely nuanced depiction of the state-of-the-nation and response to the Brexit crisis –
illuminates some of the complex ways in which, as Catherine Rees argues in Adaptation and Nation, the
fraught terms “adaptation” and “nation” speak to each other (4).
Professor Stuart Young is Professor of Theatre Studies and Head of the School of Performing Arts at
the University of Otago. His research interests include: Russian drama, in particular Chekhov, and its
reception abroad; Translation Studies and translation for the theatre; modern British drama and theatre;
documentary/verbatim theatre; New Zealand theatre; and gay and queer drama. He has published in
Modern Drama, Theatre Journal, New Theatre Quarterly, Australasian Drama Studies, New Zealand
Slavonic Journal, and Journal of Dramatic Theory And Criticism, and co-edited Ethical Exchanges:
Translation, Adaptation, Dramaturgy (Brill Rodopi, 2017). He is also a theatre-maker (director) and
translator. He has translated plays by Chekhov, Pushkin, and Simon Gantillon. His practice-led research
on verbatim theatre has resulted in the creation of three plays that have toured extensively in New
Zealand: Hush: A Verbatim Play about Family Violence; Be | Longing, which explores immigrants’
experiences of settling in New Zealand; and The Keys are in the Margarine: A Verbatim Play about
Dementia.
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Maria Mytilinaki Kennedy, Independant
Another Nation's Nationalism: Translation and History in Education
The current migration crisis has caused population movements as tremendous as those during the
era of decolonization. The closing of borders in the Balkan passage has revived the tension between
East and West not least due to the rhetoric of “minor” or “outer” European nations. The Greek historian
Antonis Liakos has named this cultural hierarchy an “intra-European orientalism.” Several theatre
artists and research networks have already responded to the changing and often conflicting concepts
that national identity can entail today. What new translational encounters might result in light of this
profoundly turbulent period? What role can classics play in a xenophobic world? How do nationalist
sentiments universally affect artists’ mobility and creative process? How do artists attempt to educate
their audiences? Inevitably, when pondering these questions, one seeks to place more hope on younger
audiences to be able to envision a brighter future. In this paper I explore the destabilizing effect of
translation and adaptation of “national plays” that relocate the works within entirely different historical
contexts. My case studies draw from performances for young actors and audiences in educational
contexts. I argue that translation is an overlooked but important tool among the cultural responses to
the ongoing fiscal crisis, the refugee waves, the rise of the far right all over the world, and the identity
crisis that in Europe has taken the form Euroskepticism and similar expressions such as Brexit. This
is the larger stake that an investigation on the role of translation can highlight: what another nation’s
nationalism can teach us about our own prejudices.
Maria Mytilinaki Kennedy is a theatre translation scholar, translator, and dramaturg. Her research
focuses on translations from Greek into English, particularly in the context of the European crisis and
Euroskepticism. She is a translation reviewer for The Mercurian and her dramaturgy work includes
contributions for the New York Shakespeare Exchange and the National Theatre of Northern Greece.
She has translated and adapted English and Irish playwrights into Greek for younger audiences as part
of her work in curriculum development in primary and secondary education in Greece. She regularly
contributes to the Translation, Adaptation and Dramaturgy Working Group. Published work has appeared
in The Mercurian, Performance Philosophy, and Theatre History Studies. She has taught Theatre and
Communication at Hunter College, Baruch College, and the College of Staten Island. PhD in Theatre, The
Graduate Center, City University of New York MA in Translation Studies, University of Warwick BA and MA
in Theatre, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
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Berenika Azymansky-Dull, LMU Munich
From Country to Country, from City to City. Theatre Migrants on the Move
From a historical perspective, the history of professional theatre is a history of mobility. From antiquity
onwards, mimics, jugglers, artists and actors travel from place to place. Despite the increasing
establishment of permanent stages since the end of the eighteenth century, this development in no way
caused theatre to “stand still”; on the contrary: Following the transport revolution in the nineteenth
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HISTORIOGRAPHY WORKING GROUP

century, which had brought new steamship and railroad technologies, the phenomenon of mobility took
on a new and previously unknown dimension enabling new geographical paths and artistic possibilities.
In this paper, I will focus on the historiographical question concerning the geographical and temporal
dimension of mobility of theatre professionals since the second half of the nineteenth century with
an emphasis on the phenomenon of migration. In doing so, I seek to make a differentiation between
migration and touring theatre, and to investigate and categorize the mobility of theatre migrants
following the transnational paths of selected actors.
Berenika Szymanski-Düll is Assistant Professor in Theatre Studies at the Ludwig Maximilians University
of Munich, Germany. Her current research interests include touring theatre in the 19th century, theatre
and migration and Performance Art in Eastern Europe during the Cold War. She is currently the executive
editor of the peer-reviewed journal Forum Modernes Theater. Recent publications include among others
Theatre, Globalization and the Cold War, co-edited with Christopher Balme (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan 2017).
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Janne Risum, Aarhus University
No Longer Missing and No Longer Awkward: How the Chinese narrative about
the Russian forum on 14 April 1935 to sum up the experiences from the
Chinese performer of female roles Mei Lanfang’s Soviet tour came into being
At the IFTR Theatre Historiography Working Group meeting in Belgrade in 2018, I presented and was
given a most useful feedback to my paper, ‘The Myths and the Facts: Who said what at the concluding
Russian debate on 14 April 1935 to sum up the experiences from the Chinese performer of female roles
Mei Lanfang’s guest appearance in Moscow?’ The hitherto missing link, which my paper presented, was
the original transcript in Russian of the debate, which I had recently finally succeeded in finding in a
Russian archive, where it had been kept as classified material in Soviet times. A Chinese translation of
my full article on this subject will be published shortly in Zhongguo Xiqu, and the full original transcript
of the VOKS minutes in Xiqu Yishu. With this hitherto missing link in the Russian narrative about the
VOKS forum thus unravelled, what remained for me to do was to determine how and when the Chinese
narrative about it started and spread? My Chinese translator Feng Wei kindly shared with me a hitherto
overlooked source, a short summary of the debate published in a Chinese journal shortly after it had
taken place. In my paper to the HWG I shall put this first summary into context to show that it forms the
anonymous basis of the much later Chinese narrative about the VOKS forum, and how it was made to do
so. The central methodological issues of source preservation, source accessibility, source criticism, and
fair use in the study of sources, are all involved in this significant case.
Born 1947.Associate Professor at Section for Dramaturgy, School of Communication and Culture, Aarhus
University, Denmark. Dr. Phil. 2010 with the dissertation, The Mei Lanfang Effect, on Mei Lanfang's
Soviet tour in 1935 and its reception, based on systematic studies of the sources in Russian and other
languages, and in Russian and other archives. Her subsequent follow-up research is still going on.
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In the early history of the International Theatre Institute (ITI) the 8th World Congress in Helsinki in 1959 is generally considered
an important milestone towards establishing a truly international network of theatre experts to promote the “exchange
of knowledge and practice in theatre arts”. The unusual presence of both East and West German delegates on the same
international stage was accordingly interpreted as the theatre community’s ability to overcome the obstacles of political
conflict. Behind the scenes of the World Congress, ITI’s idealistic vision clashed with the reality of the Cold War: Documents
from the German ITI Centres and several government institutions show that the West German Centre not only strongly opposed
the admission of East Germany as a new ITI member, but also used diplomatic channels in the attempt to prevent it. Acting
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Rebecca Strum, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
The ITI and the globalization of theatre – Inter-German conflict at the 1959 World Congress in
Helsinki

against the non-political nature of ITI, the two German Centres were considered political tools in the Inter-German conflict
and their actions closely aligned with national foreign policies. The confrontation in Helsinki was therefore not only inevitable,
but also indicative of how the Inter-German rivalry would determine their involvement in the ITI in the following decades. This
paper will examine how the ITI tried to navigate the Cold War politics of its member states and how the events of the Congress
were discussed and framed by the parties involved. It is also concerned with how to highlight or reconcile the contradictions
between different accounts, which were caused both by the scattered and incomplete archival record of an international
network and the predominance of ideological narratives. I propose a 5000-word paper on this topic. It comes out of my
ongoing PhD research for the ERC project 'Developing Theatre' and based on material from the Federal Archive and the archive
of ITI Germany.
Rebecca Sturm is a PhD student at the ERC project ‘Developing Theatre – Building Expert Networks for Theatre in Emerging
Countries after 1945’. In 2016 she finished her master’s thesis (supervisor: Prof. C. Balme) about the Bavarian State Theatre in
the post-war period at the Institute for Theatre Studies of the LMU in Munich. Her current project ‘Theatre Experts for the Third
World: ITI and the globalization of theatre’ focusses on the international efforts of the ITI during the Cold War.

EMBODIED RESEARCH WORKING GROUP
ROOM 103

The Embodied Research Working Group uses its scheduled sessions to explore
methods of embodied and multimedial exchange. These may feature the work of
some WG members or may be open-ended with multiple types of participation.
Our sessions do not usually center around the reading of papers. IFTR attendees
are invited to join: Please come with an open mind regarding diverse modes of
presence and participation.
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Performance Conversation Sub-Group
Annette Arlander, Stockholm University of the Arts
PAR and Plants – Performing with trees?
This proposal for a media enhanced paper, contributing to a performance conversation, discusses
some parts of the artistic research project, ’Performing with plants’. The project combines experiences
of a previous project ’Performing landscape’ with a contemporary posthumanist and new materialist
sensibility. The works I am describing and relating to recent discussions on plants and art (Gibson 2018,
Aoi 2018) are performances for camera with two spruce stumps and two pine trees in the centre of
Stockholm during the year of the dog 2018 (February 2018 to February 2019). Some of the key questions
touched at are a) how to perform ‘with’ plants, and b) what are the implications of understanding plants
as performing, for performance art and for PAR?
The paper will contribute to the discussion of PAR and the ‘transdisciplinarization’ of knowledge,
through its connections to critical plant studies, while focus on artistic work places it within the Nordic
strand of PAR, and thus in the discourse on geographical-methodological legacies. Although not dealing
with decolonisation directly, debates within posthumanities (i.e. Braidotti 2013, 2017), and the possibility
of an ‘ethico-onto-epistemology’ (Barad 2007) referred to in the paper have consequences for the
decolonisation of the academy. For ‘Performing with plants’ see https://www.researchcatalogue.net/
view/316550/316551
Annette Arlander, DA, is an artist, researcher and pedagogue. Previously professor of performance art
and theory at Theatre Academy Helsinki (2001-2013), professor of artistic research at University of
the Arts Helsinki (2015-2016), postdoctoral fellow at Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies (2017),
she is presently professor of performance, art and theory at Stockholm University of the Arts (20182019), visiting researcher at Academy of Fine Arts, Uniarts Helsinki, PI of the Academy of Finland funded
research project How to do things with performance? and the Swedish Research Council funded artistic
research project Performing with Plants. For artworks and publications, see https://annettearlander.com
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The paper intends to analyze two site specific contemporary performances around waste and pollution
and how it layers the cityscape of suburban Delhi in a significant way. Delhi is a city where actual
spaces are segregated and divided into gentrification and ghettos associated with poverty, dirt and
waste, landfills and river banks are often the sites of migration and cleaning in the name of beatification.
The city has hosted a number of ‘site specific’ performances where the so called ‘stinking’ spaces
are represented and deployed as creative spaces to foreground the problems of marginalization and
displacement. The performances vary in their intent to portray the harsh realities or aestheticiziation
coming from an artistic imagination. I take two such performances to represent the different ends of the
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Priyanka Pathak, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Performing at the ‘stinking’ sites of the city

spectrum but also performances which intends to politicize the sites through the artistic works. .The first
performance is by Atul Bhalla a Delhi-based artist whose Yamuna Walk, 2007 comprised a five days walk
on the 22km stretch of the river Yamuna which is highly polluted and located in the heart of the city. The
second performance is Stories through sound, 2011, on the bank the same river, creates a soundscape
using live instruments responding to environment including the stinking dead river. Choosing a site of
performance automatically indicates choosing its audience as the city is divided and so its inclusivity.
Here in terms of Lefebvre’s “exercise of class hegemony” in social production of spaces, I would like to
critically frame the debate and the performance examples.
Priyanka Pathak is a graduate from the National School of Drama New Delhi, 2013, specialized in design
and direction. She has been practicing theater since 2003 in Delhi as designer, director and acting
teacher. Her area of interest is devising performances around the idea of interventionist performances
in public sphere and she is deeply interested in performance as research model. She has submitted her
M.Phil dissertation in July 2017. The title of the dissertation is ‘Locating public sites and publics through
performance of waste: Neo-liberalism and new cityscape of Delhi 2000-2015’. Currently in the process
of finalising PhD proposal, which will be an extension of her Mphil dissertation as per the system in JNU.
Her research area which is intending to explore in PhD and making the transition from M.Phil, which
dealt with ‘waste’ as an important aspect of performance art today in India, into how theatre and other
cultural productions create ‘waste’. The two key aspects are site and the public who inhabits the space
and in this context. Her research pertains to performance around activism and interventionist theatre
which engages with waste and garbage and allows one to create ‘theatre’ at the site of the waste with
local people.
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Shabari Rao, Srishiti Institute of Art Design and Technology
BodyMine: how history has shaped my dancing body
In 2017, I created a solo performance essay that reflected an auto-ethnographic investigation into my
own practice as a dancer and how my body has been shaped. I would like to discuss the process of
creating this performance as an exploration of PaR and also to perform the solo. BodyMine investigates
the tension between the experience of ‘body as liability’ and ‘body as abundance’. The body is a
fundamental, material constraint that each of us is born with. The current, dominant socio-cultural
construction of the body encourages us to experience our bodies as a liability, almost as something that
gets in the way of life. Dance performance often contributes to this dominant narrative of the body by
elevating and showcasing a certain kind of relationship to the body: one of control towards display. The
performance has three separate strands – one is narrative, where I speak directly to the audience of my
personal experiences. This serves to locate my position vis-a-vis the issues that the piece addresses.
What is my position? Why is this question important to me and personally relevant? What is my stake
in this performance? The second strand also uses text but is non-narrative, and uses recorded voices.
This strand locates the piece in historical and philosophical context. For example I quote from Yvonne
Rainer’s ‘No Manifesto’ (a piece of text) and Trio A (a choreography). Another section is Lata Mani’s
text 'Intimate Stranger', which was written and spoken by her for BodyMine. In it she explores ideas of
embodiment in a philosophical way and poses a challenge to a dualistic notion of self. The third stand is
abstract and non-textual. It seeks to explore the same ideas in a visual, visceral and aesthetic language.
These three strands address the same concepts in three different registers.
Shabari Rao is an artist, educator and researcher. Her work is rooted in practice based research which
focuses on the relationship between body, performance, and learning. She has taught and performed
extensively over the last 20 years, and participated in several international artist residencies. She has
worked with leading international theater practitioners including Robert Wilson (New York), John Briton
(UK) and Sophia Stepf (Berlin). Her most recent works include directing 'Head to Head: the Big Fat
Company plays with Hayavadana' (2018); creating and performing 'BodyMine' (2017) a 40 minute solo
dance-theater performance. She has presented her work in several conferences including 'A Dance for
Dance's Case' (2016), a performative presentation at Dance Teaching for the 21st Century: Practice and
Innovation (Sydney). Shabari has been published in peer reviewed journals as well as in edited volumes
on performance. She practices as an independent artist and art/education consultant and is also part
time faculty at Srishti Institute of Art Design and Technology. Shabari's formal education is listed below:
• BA in Kathak and Choreography (Bangalore University) • Professional Diploma in Dance Studies (Trinity
Laban Conservatoire for Music and Dance, UK) • MA in Dance and Education (Royal Academy of Dance,
UK).
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This proposal engages with questions of the practice and philosophy of Performance as Research
(PaR) as a pedagogy, and investigates whether the form of the performance-lecture can present an
appropriate tool to disseminate or teach performance related research, or PaR. Patricia Milder describes
the performance-lecture as “teaching-as-art” with the aim to “blur the lines separating art from
discourse about art” (Milder 2010: 13). This approach is applied by practitioners who aim to critique
power structures and hierarchies reinforced by institutions, and who “hold the belief that consciousness
stemming from teaching and learning can lead to a new way to live in society” (ibid.). Performance-
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Ildiko Rippel, University of Worcester, UK
Performance as Research and the Performance-Lecture: A Pedagogy of Play
and Participation

lectures present a self-reflexive format, aimed at either theatre audiences (“lecture-performance”) or
presented in academic contexts (“performance-lecture”). Maaike Bleeker states that a “self-reflexive
attitude with respect to one’s own doing and the conditions of production and reception is a prominent
characteristic of many lecture performances” (Bleeker 2012: 235). The lecture-performance offers a
format to merge performance with theory as a useful vehicle for thinking through practice and produces
a non-hierarchical pedagogy of participation for spectators and/or students to access and participate in
research. Dance practitioner Jerome Bel’s lecture-performance, for example, “explains the philosophical
foundations of his works, which are often about exposing systematic structures in the dance industry”
(Midler 2010: 13). “It’s knowing what you’re taking part in. Not being alienated. Knowing what you’re
doing, what it belongs to and what you’re playing.” (Bel in Milder 2010: 19). In this instance, the lectureperformance enables the emancipation of performers and spectators from established hierarchies.
My contribution to the working group’s Performance Conversation explores the performance-lecture’s
potential to disseminate research to wider audiences, to free research from power structures reinforced
by institutions, and questions if performance-lectures enable a Foucauldian emancipation regarding the
production of knowledge. References: Bleeker, Maaike (2012) ‘Lecture performance as contemporary
dance’, in Susan Manning and Lucia Ruprecht (eds.) New German Dance Studies, University of Illinois
Press, pp. 232-247. Milder, Patricia (2011) ‘Teaching as Art: The Contemporary Lecture-Performance’ in
PAJ: A Journal of Performance and Art, 33(1), pp. 13-27.
Dr. Ildiko Rippel is a senior lecturer of Drama and Performance at the University of Worcester. Ildiko
recently completed a practice as research PhD at Lancaster University, examining the presence of
children in contemporary maternal performance. She furthermore is the artistic co-director of Zoo Indigo
theatre company, creating autobiographical, intermedial and maternal performance.
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Johnmichael Rossi, University of Northampton
Curricular-Collaborative: A Composting
‘Compost is a place of working, a place of making and unmak- ing … a place of failure’ (Haraway 2017:
51). Everything I know deeply, I know through having worked on a play. I often discuss the nature of
plays with my students, as riddles, or onions, with many layers to be unpeeled by the various makers
and readers involved. Plays are peculiar puzzles that must be solved, yet have no concrete solution or
fixed final picture. A play implies critical thinking, and invites collective and creative problem-solving.
Playwrighting is an embodied process; I write on a hunch, from my gut. As playwright, I layer, I veil and I
soak the work in symbolism. I flirt with subtext. I create a work that requires analysis from a multitude of
perspectives that, in order to curate an aesthetic and dramatic experience, are preferably not explained
directly. But, as researcher, I must critically unpick and unpack these guttural, embodied intentions…
The act of teaching establishes an ongoing critical dialogue that forges a collaborative space where
artistic research practice both models and generates knowledge potentialities that are ‘composting’ in
perpetuity. This proposal to engage in a Performance Conversation with PaR Group members responds
to the groups call, which focuses on issues of pedagogy and decolonization through PaR. In order to
stimulate this conversation, emerging research will be shared in the form of a performative bricolage
compos(t)ed from the residue of classroom sessions, teaching moments and failures intended to frame
reflections on and consideration of practice-led research as a pedagogy.
Johnmichael Rossi, PhD, theatre-maker, educator and practice-led researcher.He is Senior Lecturer
and Programme Leader for the BA Drama at University of Northampton. As founding Artistic Director of
newFangled theatReR (2004-2014), JM has written, directed and produced several experimental works.
Published plays include: a TACK and trip, tik (in Play’N Amerika), gentlefucknation and most recently,
Titus Anonymous, co-authored with colleagues and students. JM is the former Education Director for
The Women's Project and a co-founder of Brooklyn Theatre Arts HS. He occasionally performs in mask
as ‘Dottore JoMiRo’ in The S’kool of Edumacation, an interactive performance parodying pedagogical
histories and institutional norms.
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"The pig eats but doesn't know what makes it fat“:, anthromorphism, absence, action in the theatre
adaptation of Aristophones "The Birds", an urban arts project in place making commissioned by The
Trinity Session and The Johannesburg Development Agency (Johannesburg, 2018) in order to present
a focused role of the artist-facilitator in a collaborative project where visual and performing arts are
used to generate and synthesise prototypes for public art art. Its reflection I am given The Bemba
proverb to suggest a kind of heurism. Partly formed from distillation, distance-in thereto granting from
this context retracing conversations as part of the post mortem on reflections on power, performance
and participation in what became"Birds of the Grove", a place-making through public art and theatre
intervention. Using participatory performance and performance as research methods necessitate critical
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Myer Taub, Theatre and Performance, Wits School of the Arts
The pig eats but doesn't know what makes it fat?

reflection on the power dynamics at play in any given context. Part of this reflection collates ideas
already drawn from previous conversations presented by the author/s as part of the “Faces of the City”
presentation series (Wits Spatial Analysis and City Planning, CUBES, Wits City Institute and the GCRO,
September 2018) that examined the relationships between trust, control, creative process and power.
It was in this previous-now retraced-conversations that animal playing-metaphors and allegories
along with the relationships between “freedom of action” and “no meaning to action in the public
sphere” (Antonio Negri, 2014), become useful constructs to further guide a conversation of performative
reconstruction of personal and co-created reflection in the narrative of performance as research in the
field of applied theatre making participatory public arts projects. The paper was reprised at the most
recent 10th Drama For Life Conference (Using again as References: Antonio Negri. “Living in a Time of
Crisis”, 2014.) The conversation started in theory and then as a way as what I can recollect from the
second conversation was the insertion of the critic into the conversation first held at Faces of the City,
the conversation was so to mediate in reflection of the present, past and potential calamities that occur/ED in the project. Ideas below as further platform/ed conversations, or plated conversations in order to
necessitate acute reflexive devices about practice. Its previous conversations about conversations intend
to settle how in the first instance this paper implies an exchange of conversations around ethics, power,
and cities. But also to concur how the conversation, above all might inform the dialectic that elaborates
practice.
Dr. Myer Taub teaches in the department of Theatre and Performance (TAP) at the Wits School of the
Arts at the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa. He writes, teaches and
complicates.
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"CONTEMPORARY" PRACTICES (PERFORMANCE AS
RESEARCH, DRAMATURGY, PERFORMANCE ART/
THEATRE)
Co-moderators: Yatin Lin, Katherine Mezur
Bing Liu, Beijing Dance Academy
Dramaturgical thinking in dance theater
The essay based on the dramaturgy research of the dance theater Hakka which is choreographed by Zhang Yun Feng, associate
professor of Beijing Dance Academy. The theme of dance theater Hakka is Nostalgia, which is the core conception of Hakka
culture. The stage elements consist of the movement, visual settings and aural elements are all Indissolubly linked together
and interact in the continuous and dynamic dialogue, resulting in dance as it takes place in the moment of performance. The
dramaturgical involvement will start from the documentary research about the perspective of comparative culture as Hakka
shares the similarity with Jewish for they are all immigrant cultures, they are constantly moving and distributing around the
world, and they can preserve their own culture. Researchers refer to Hakkas as "Oriental Jews", who are descendants of
Abraham. They have different paths of migration. The reasons and methods of their migration are different, and their beliefs
are different. But they all form ethnic groups that are widely scattered around the world and can maintain their own cultural
characteristics. They learn and absorb different civilizations in the process of continuous migration. The theme of Nostalgia
will be presented in the form of variety of Hakka intangible cultural heritage with the involvement of Chinese folk dance on
the orientation of the show. How this cultural heritage aesthetically and contextually understood through contemporary dance
theater will be explored.
I graduated from Media university of china in 2003 and currently working at Creative studying department of Beijing Dance
Academy, Visiting scholar at Queens College of City university in New York in 2017. I focus on transcultural dance and film
studying and have translated Teaching Dance as Art in Education published by Shanghai Literature and Art Publishing House
In 2014. The published papers and reviews including Dramaturgy, The Conception In Western Dance Theater (Journal of Beijing
Dance Academy);Healthy Dancer-ABT Guideline for Healthy Dancers (Research project of BDA); “About A Scent of Time present
on stage”, When Chinese Folk Dance communicates with the media( Dance Magazine); The series review East Meets West
on Dance Floor (Dance Theater);Film review Nice to Meet You (China Film News, People’s Daily), Till The End Of World (Youth
Literator).Dance review Martha Graham, Paul Taylor( Beijing Youth Daily) etc. Official international visiting San Francisco Ballet,
American Ballet theater, Julliard school, Argentina Ballet competition , Royal Danish ballet, Stuggart Ballet, Spanish National
Ballet, Uni Tec in New Zealand, Australia Ballet, Finland National Ballet.
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MEETING
Chair: Nebojša Tabački, Freelance scenographer

INTERMEDIALITY IN THEATRE AND
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SCENOGRAPHY WORKING GROUP

ROOM 105

New Resistances:VR Environments & Citizen
Media
Chair: Karen Savage, University of Lincoln

Jennifer Parker-Starbuck, Royal Holloway, University of London
Resistant Architectures in Immersive Worlds?: Embodiment, VR Environments,
and the Trigger Finger
The rise of VR, Mixed-Reality and 360-degree storytelling in performance contexts necessitates
new modes of storytelling, and practitioners have argued for a rethinking of empathy, of immersion,
proposing innovative viewer experiences, and trying to create a new grammar of performance. VR
installation and performance experiences are varied and still developing, yet often the user is challenged
to navigate new worlds in problematically embodied ways. This paper examines examples and strategies
of embodying VR environments in an attempt to find modes of engagement that provide an agency of
resistance within a form that so often excels in gaming reliant on shooting things. Examining several
instances of VR environments in which the user is placed in a position to shoot or react with violence, as
well as to experience tactical engagements with futuristic landscapes, or merely observe of past events,
the paper relates from an embodied perspective questions of where the form might develop, expand, or
resist such embodied experiences.
Jen Parker-Starbuck is Head of Department, Drama, Theatre and Dance, at Royal Holloway, University
of London. She is the Editor of Theatre Journal and author of Cyborg Theatre (2011), co-author of
Performance and Media: Taxonomies for a Changing Field (2015), and co-editor of Performing Animality:
Animals in Performance Practices, (2015).
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Maria Chatzichristodoulou, London South Bank University
Performance as Citizen Media: Gesturing the Revolution
Though the concept of citizen media has achieved increasing visibility in its many different forms
throughout this decade, its relationship to performance (studies and art) has hardly been considered. The
question of ‘how does performance relate to citizen media’, therefore, is both a pertinent and a timely
one. Some of the most powerful interventions that take place in the public sphere aspiring to generate
social change are activist performance actions that aim to raise awareness around issues not through
communicating factual information, but through a gesture that can generate affect. Saward proposes
the term ‘performative politics’ to describe the phenomenon within which political grammars are
enacted and performed (2015:217). Protest actions use bodies rather than text as their primary means
of communication. Following Agamben’s (2000) characterization of gesture as ‘pure means,’ Hughes and
Parry (2016:80) use the term ‘protest gesture’ ‘to focus on the relationship between bodies and politics’.
Indeed, protest actions or protest gestures are characterized by the imaginative and disruptive-ofsocial-norms use of bodies in public space. This paper will discuss protest actions which, in the manner
of citizen media, create what Rodriguez calls ‘communication spaces’ (2011:24). Those performance
actions use digital technologies to broadcast, propagate, and magnify their impact, empowering citizens
to ‘name the world in their own terms’ (Rodriguez, ibid).
Dr Maria Chatzichristodoulou is Reader in Performance and New Media, Director of Enterprise, and
Head of Division of Creative Industries at the School of Arts and Creative Industries, London South Bank
University. She is also Director of the Research Centre in Digital Storymaking and Editor-in-Chief of the
International Journal of Performance Arts and Digital Media (IJPADM).
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OPEN SESSION
Please see WG 1

The Theatre & Architecture Working Group circulates written papers in advance of the
conference and members are invited to give short presentations about their papers, followed
by discussion. Our sessions are open to all conference delegates. If you would like further
information, then please contact Andrew Filmer: awf@aber.ac.uk
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CITIZENSHIP III: GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
Chair: Caoimhe McGuinness

Jacqueline Bolton, University of Lincoln
Three Kingdoms: Reviving the ‘state of the (inter)nation play’
This paper argues for Three Kingdoms (2012) – a tri-lingual collaboration between the Lyric Hammersmith, London,
the Munich Kammerspiele and Teater NO99, Tallinn –as a landmark piece of political theatre for, as and within a
globalized world. Proceeding from Dan Rebellato’s assertion that by the 1990s, the 1970s ‘state-of-the-nation’ model
was necessarily ‘a form whose usefulness had passed and whose purchase on contemporary reality had diminished’
(2008, p. 259), this paper places this statement next to the same author’s tantalizing observation on Three Kingdoms:
‘If the critics could only see it, Simon Stephens, Sebastian Nübling and Ene-Liis Semper have revived the state of
the (inter)nation play’ (2013). Proceeding from my previous research into the theatre-making cultures of England
and Germany, this paper adopts W. B. Worthen’s modelling of ‘text’ and ‘performance’ as the relationship between
‘tools’ and ‘technologies’ to analyse the recalibration of political dramaturgy offered by Nübling’s production of Three
Kingdoms (2010, pp. 20-22). It isolates the practices of acting, directing and spectating as operations of ‘the social
technology of theatre’ (Worthen 2010, p. 21) and explores the implications of regarding these stage technologies as
'"value-driven and value-producing patterns of conduct” that create, depend on, and encode cultural relationships’
(Hershock qtd. Worthen 2010, p. 21). Drawing on interviews with Stephens, Nübling and British actor Nicholas
Tennant, who played the lead role in Nübling’s production, this paper considers the ways in which conflicting stage
technologies – the clash of values created by contrasting ‘patterns of conduct’ with regard to acting, directing and
spectating – structured both the production and reception of Three Kingdoms. It argues that far from travestying the
dramaturgical paradigm of state-of-the-nation theatre, Nübling’s production ascribed this historical model with a
functionality newly responsive to the challenges of global citizenship.
Jacqueline Bolton is Senior Lecturer in Drama and Theatre at the University of Lincoln. She is co-editor of debbie
tucker green: Critical Perspectives (Palgrave, 2019) and editor of the Methuen Drama Student Edition of Pornography
by Simon Stephens, together with the Methuen GCSE Guide to Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time (2016).
She has contributed chapters on Simon Stephens to Modern British Playwriting 2000-2009 (Methuen Bloomsbury,
2013) and on Joint Stock in British Theatre Companies: 1980–1994 (Bloomsbury Methuen Drama, 2015). Jacqueline
is currently writing a monograph, The Theatre of Simon Stephens, for the Bloomsbury Methuen Critical Companion
series. She is an editor of the journal Studies in Theatre and Performance.
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James Graham’s Sketching, which premiered at Wilton’s Music Hall in London in September 2018, was a
multi-authored series of interlocking stories tracing 24 hours of city life in London, intended as an update
of Charles Dickens’ Sketches by Boz (1836). Despite this idiosyncratic genesis, Sketching belongs in
some respects to a category of London play that aims for a fictional ‘thick description’ of the metropolis,
deliberately restricting time and/or place and featuring overlapping narratives. Previous works of this
kind might include Biyi Bandele’s Brixton Stories (2001) and Ché Walker’s The Frontline (2008). However,
Sketching features as one of its core stories the discovery and exposure of sex trafficking, and in this
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Benjamin Poore, University of York
The New New Babylon: Sex Trafficking, Post-imperial London and James
Graham’s Sketching

respect it also belongs to a much older tradition of Victorian depictions of ‘darkest London’ that postdate Dickens’ earliest work but which become established by the mid-nineteenth century in Henry
Mayhew’s series of articles for the Morning Chronicle that were published as London Labour and the
London Poor (1851) (in particular in Volume IV, subtitled ‘Those That Will Not Work’). The international
dimension to sex trafficking in London was brought to the forefront of public consciousness in 1885 with
W.T. Stead’s series of articles for the Pall Mall Gazette, ‘The Maiden Tribute of Modern Babylon’, which
in turn famously inspired George Bernard Shaw’s banned ‘unpleasant’ play, Mrs Warren’s Profession
(1893). This paper sets out to consider why the Stead/Shaw narrative of ‘English virgins’ being sold
to Continental brothels has been reversed in Sketching to depict undocumented migrants of many
nationalities being imprisoned on the upper floor of a London pawnbroker’s shop. It will suggest that this
storyline reflects growing unease about the workings of 21st-century London as a global city, and that
despite its apparent realism, this exposure is a theatrical instance of what I call, after Patrick Brantlinger,
the ‘post-imperial gothic’.
Benjamin Poore is Senior Lecturer in Theatre in the Department of Theatre, Film and Television,
University of York, UK. Ben's books include Heritage, Nostalgia and Modern British Theatre: Staging the
Victorians, Theatre & Empire, and Sherlock Holmes From Screen to Stage. He has also edited collections
on neo-Victorian villains and on contemporary Gothic drama. Ben has published numerous articles on
contemporary theatre, on adaptation for screen and stage, and on the afterlives of Victorian literary and
historical figures. His current work is on epic storytelling in contemporary playwriting.
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Cristina Delgado-Garcia, University of Glasgow
This is what emocracy looks like: citizenship, democracy and feeling in
contemporary British theatre
Strand: citizenship As Tony Fisher notes in his introduction to the collection Performing Antagonism,
politics cannot be reduced to “reasoned deliberation but involves complex emotional and affective
forms of identification, of passions and desires” (2017: 9). The affective dimension of democracy is
unquestionable. Elections, referenda and policy-making not only regulate the material conditions of
life within a state, but also affect and are affected by emotion: democracy not only governs the state
but also contributes to the production and reproduction of states of feeling. Taking as a starting point
this complex, multi-directional relationship between affect and democracy, this paper examines David
Greig’s version of Aeschylus’ The Suppliant Women (2006). Examining democracy in this play through
an affective lens, I want to ask: what are the affective dynamics underpinning models of democracy
presented here? What made this piece feel democratic? And how can these insights make us rethink
C21 British theatre's relationship to citizenship and democracy? The first section of this paper will focus
on the politics of Greig’s affective archaeology, which digs deep to preserve - not unproblematically the links between Athenian democracy and feeling, turning then to examine the affective dimension of a
production that has been described as “thoroughly democratic” (Fisher 2016) because the mobilisation
of unprofessional, locally-sourced community casts. Zooming out, the final section suggests that The
Suppliant Women sits alongside other British millennial plays expressing disaffection with electoral
democracy in ways that are, arguably, melancholically diminishing the horizon of imaginable forms of
materially and emotionally nurturing, egalitarian forms of social organisation and governing
Dr Cristina Delgado-García is Lecturer in Theatre and Performance at the University of Glasgow, UK.
Her research specialism is in contemporary British theatre and, increasingly, European theatre and
performance. She is co-investigator for the research project “British Theatre in the Twenty-First Century:
Crisis, Affect, Community”, funded by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (MINECO)
and the EU European Regional Development Fund. She is co-convenor of the Political Performances
Working Group at IFTR and reviews editor of the journal Performing Ethos.
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Throughout its existence, Northern Ireland has been subject to and productive of particularised
structures of feeling (Williams 1978), a space of dysphoric communities, stridently performative
identities, distrust, disenfranchisement and sectarian animosity. Seamus Heaney’s controversial poem
“Act of Union” (1975) memorably personified the province as an “obstinate fifth column,” the product
of Britain’s imperial conquest of Ireland, whose “parasitical/ And ignorant little fists already / Beat at
your [mother Ireland’s] borders and I [father Britain] know they're cocked / At me across the water.”
While the 1998 Good Friday Agreement and the slow normalisation of peace have, to an extent, altered
the negativized narrative, Northern Ireland has long been thought a provincial, atavistic exception
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Clare Wallace, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Animatedness: Dysphoric citizenship on the border

to the urban, multi-ethnic modern norms of the ‘mainland’ in both cultural and political discourse, a
simplistic condensation that has gained renewed currency thanks to the machinations of Brexit. Keeping
these contexts in mind, this paper aims to bring Sianne Ngai’s reflections on the aesthetics of negative
emotions, Ugly Feelings (2005) to bear upon recent theatrical images of Northern Ireland. With reference
to Stacey Gregg’s Shibboleth (2015), David Ireland’s Cyprus Avenue (2016) and Jez Butterworth’s The
Ferryman (2017), it will investigate the ways the tangle of “dysphoric affects” (3) that adhere to the North
are expressed and complicated in these works and their receptions. It will explore to what extent Ngai’s
notion of “animatedness” with its racialised aspect, might illuminate the politics of powerlessness and
agency in these plays, and how they reproduce and restructure the tropes associated with a Northern
Irish imaginary.
Clare Wallace is an associate professor at the Department of Anglophone Literatures and Cultures at
Charles University in Prague. Her teaching is mainly focused on Irish Studies and Theatre Studies. She
is author of The Theatre of David Greig (2013) and Suspect Cultures: Narrative, Identity and Citation in
1990s New Drama (2007) and is editor of Monologues: Theatre, Performance, Subjectivity and Stewart
Parker Television Plays (2008). Co-edited books include, Cosmotopia: Transnational Identities in David
Greig’s Theatre (2011) with Anja Müller, Stewart Parker Dramatis Personae and Other Writings (2008)
with Gerald Dawe and Maria Johnston, Global Ireland: Irish Literatures for the New Millennium with
Ondřej Pilný (2006) and Giacomo Joyce: Envoys of the Other with Louis Armand (2002). She is a member
of the editorial board of the Journal of Contemporary Drama in English.
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POPULAR ENTERTAINMENTS
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 207

Closed session

Business and planning meeting of the popular entertainments
working group
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BOOK LAUNCHES WITH THE ARABIC THEATRE
WORKING GROUP
Chair: Samer Al-Saber, Stanford University

Marvin Carlson, City University of New York
Book Launch of Theatre And Islam By Marvin Carlson
Theatre & Islam argues against the long-standing assumption that Islam has worked in opposition to
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theatrical presentation. Chronologically wide-ranging, it offers a fascinating insight into the Islamic
theatrical tradition, from thirteenth-century puppet plays to Islamic themes in modern productions.
Marvin Carlson provides an exceptional geographical overview and considers the wider implications of
Islamic drama, such as its contribution to the struggle against colonialism in Morocco.
The Sidney E. Cohn Distinguished Professor of Theatre, Comparative Literature and Middle Eastern
Studies. His research and teaching interests include dramatic theory and Western European theatre
history and dramatic literature, especially of the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries. He has been awarded
the ATHE Career Achievement Award, the George Jean Nathan Prize, the Barnard Hewitt prize, the George
Freedley Award, the Edgar Rosenblum Award, the Oscar G. Brockett Prize, and a Guggenheim Fellowship.
He has been a Walker-Ames Professor at the University of Washington, a Fellow of the Institute for
Advanced Studies at Indiana University, a Visiting Professor at the Freie Universitat of Berlin, and a Fellow
of the American Theatre. In 2005 he was awarded an honorary doctorate by the University of Athens. His
best-known book, Theories of the Theatre (Cornell University Press, 1993), has been translated into seven
languages. His 2001 book, The Haunted Stage won the Callaway Prize. His newest book is Hamlet's
Shattered Mirror: Theatre and the Real (Michigan, 2016)
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Katherine Hennessey, American University In Kuwait
Shakespeare On the Arabian Peninsula
This presentation will explore the ways in which practice of theatre in the urban centers of the Arabian
Peninsula opens up spaces for creative self-expression, socio-political debate, and cooperative
resistance to censorship and to gender, ethnic, and sectarian discrimination. Across the 20th century
and into the 21st, theatre-makers across the Arabian Peninsula have used theatre and performance
as a means of critiquing oppressive forms of government and of resisting hierarchies of privilege that
distinguish the powerful from the disenfranchised. I call this resistance “new local” theatre, since it
redefines local communities in more inclusive, egalitarian, and democratic ways. "New local" theatre is
primarily an urban phenomenon: it often occurs in expanding Gulf cities such as Doha and Dubai--cities
that have attracted a diverse population of economic migrants, and which are on the one hand vibrant,
polyglot and cosmopolitan, but on the other, highly segregated and stratified. Theatre in such cities can
act as a counterbalance to the forces that divide citizens from non-citizens, and that keep the region's
residents separated from each other along gendered, ethnic, linguistic, class and other lines. It does so
in two ways: first, in the formation of troupes that include members of varied identities, working together
on an egalitarian basis towards the communal goal of performance, and second, by modeling the
benefits of forming such a community for the audiences that attend their shows. This paper will examine
three recent performances of this type: Palestinian playwright Amir Zouabi's I am Yousef and This is My
Brother, directed by Irish Dubai resident Padraig Downey at the Dubai Community Arts Center; a bilingual
production of Antigone by the One World Actors Centre in Kuwait; and Emirati playwright Saleh AlAmeri’s four short plays, collectively titled Under One Umbrella, performed by Abu Dhabi's Resuscitation
Theatre.
Katherine Hennessey is Assistant Dean for Curriculum and Assistant Professor of English in the College
of Arts and Sciences at the American University of Kuwait. Her scholarship focuses on theatre and the
performing arts in the Arabian Gulf, Yemen, and Ireland. She has held academic appointments on the
Palestinian West Bank and in Yemen, a Global Shakespeare Research Fellowship at the University of
Warwick and Queen Mary University of London, and a Moore Institute Visiting Fellowship at the National
University of Ireland in Galway. Hennessey is the author of Shakespeare on the Arabian Peninsula
(Palgrave 2018), and of numerous articles on theatre in Yemen and the Gulf. She is co-editor, with
Margaret Litvin, of Shakespeare & the Arab World (Berghahn 2019), and the translator of Wajdi Al-Ahdal's
A Crime on Restaurant Street, the first Yemeni play ever to appear in English. She has also directed a
short documentary entitled Shakespeare in Yemen, which was screened in June 2018 at the Signature
Theatre in New York City and at the 2018 MESA FilmFest. The National Endowment for the Humanities
has offered her a year-long fellowship to support the writing of her next book, Theatre on the Arabian
Peninsula.
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Reimagining Futures: Exercising the Colonial
Chair: Carla Springer Hunte, The University of the West Indies

Margaret Harris, University of the West Indies, Cave Hill Campus, Barbados
Empire Theatres in a time of Cholera: Legacy and Future of an old dynasty
“The Empire Theatres in a time of Cholera: Legacy and Future of an old dynasty” is a historical mapping,
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analysis and critique of old Empire Theatres that stretched across the former British colonial empire from
the Caribbean to Africa and Asia. This paper argues that the Empire theatres represent a unique window
to the past that should be protected and preserved as historical monuments. While the legacy of Empire
theatres recalls infamous colonial psychical and physical brutality, these spaces can nevertheless
provide a context for interpreting what may be today described as transnational theatrical traditions.
This paper further argues that the Empire dynasty is an early form of globalized theatre and cinematic
traditions, offered through the notion of the best of what has been thought and said in the world. Despite
this fiction, Empire Theatres are particular cultural and physical architectures that perform living history
and unmask the past for future generations. The paper relies on scholarly papers such as “Imperialism
and Theatre: Essays on World Theatre, Drama and Performance” (Ed. J. Ellen Gainor 1995) to situate
theatre within the period of “empire.” It next seeks to discover through an online search, remaining
Empire Theatres of colonial vintage. Three key sites have been selected for deeper analysis: The Empire
theatres of Barbados, Hong Kong and Zanzibar as case studies. This paper examines a range of debates
over proposed new policy directions with regard to these aging, often derelict buildings.
Margaret Harris is a PhD Candidate in Cultural Studies at the University of the West Indies Cave Hill
Campus. She has a Masters in International Trade Policy from the Shridath Ramphal Centre of the UWI,
Cave Hill campus. She read for her first degree in Journalism (Hons.) at the University of Havana, Cuba.
As part of her research, Margaret is examining diversity policy and practice in Caribbean cultural trade.
She previously worked as regional coordinator for Oxfam Great Britain. Margaret speaks Spanish fluently
and has a working knowledge of French.
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Duro Oni, University of Lagos
Urban Space Renewal of Former Colonial Broad Street Prison to Freedom Park
Performance Venues
This paper explores the urban and social renewal of the former Broad Street Prison in Lagos originally
constructed in 1882, to its current state as the Freedom Park performance venues and recreation
centre. It looks at the historical antecedents of the prison which was redesigned by Theo Lawson under
the aegis of the Creative Intelligence Agency (CIA), to coincide with the 50th Anniversary of Nigeria’s
independence in October 2010. Monuments in the park reveal the Lagos colonial heritage and history
of Her Majesty's Broad Street prisons, while serving as a National Memorial, a Historical landmark, a
Cultural site, Arts and Recreation centre and open air performance venues at the same time. A significant
aspect of the redesign is the retention of aspects of the prison facilities with some converted to other
uses, such as the kitchen area converted to food courts, the tiny cells that serve as individual internet/
work spaces while the gallows section is now the musical concert stage. Specifically, the paper engages
the primary considerations of the processes for the development of Freedom Park and the different
facilities in the park with emphasis on the performance venues, and concludes with a review of some
of the major highlights of performances that have taken place at the venues with recommendations
on the plausibility and challenges for such future urban renewal in cosmopolitan Lagos. Keywords:
Cosmopolitan Lagos, Freedom Park, Performances, Urban Renewal.
Professor Duro Oni’s research interests are in Theatre Arts, Design and Aesthetics and the Nigerian Film
Industry. He was the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Management Services) at the University of Lagos from 2013
to 2017. He was also Dean of the Faculty of Arts from 2009 to 2013 and Head, Department of Creative Arts
from 2006–2009. He was also the Director-General/Chief Executive of the Federal Government Parastatal,
Centre for Black and African Arts and Civilization from 2000-2006. Professor Duro Oni has ten books
and over 60 academic publications in national and international outlets. He is a Fellow of the Nigerian
Academy of Letters and also Fellow, Society of Nigerian Theatre Artistes. He holds the BFA and MFA from
the California Institute of the Arts and a Ph.D. in Theatre Arts from the University of Ibadan.
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Tomoko Akai, Kobe Pharmaceutical University
Takarazuka Girl’s Opera and Urban Rural Boundary
This paper examines the relationship between the location and the performance of Takarazuka Girls’
Opera in its earliest period. Takarazuka Girls’ Opera, the predecessor of the present Takarazuka Revue
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Company, opened its first performance in 1914 at a small venue in Takarazuka. Although it was a
hot spring town surrounded by mountains and a river, Takarazuka was not foreign to urbanization or
urbanism in the Japanese society of that era. Takarazuka Girls’ Opera was founded by an unprecedented
entrepreneur, Ichizo Kobayashi (1873-1957), who also founded Hankyu Railway company. Not only
did he build the rail line connecting Takarazuka with Osaka, the second largest city in Japan, but he
also created new environments where people could enjoy new ways of life by developing residential
suburbs and opening a department store. His focus was on the newly emergent middle class, consisting
mainly of salaried employees working in the city and their families. Being located in the suburbs of
Osaka City, Takarazuka was on the boundary between the rural and urban, where people could both
get in touch with current trends and experience a familiar and nostalgic atmosphere. This ambiguous
or paradoxical quality of Takarazuka as a place was closely tied to the styles and contents of the Girls’
Opera performances. For example, a short work titled Five Maidens (1920), written and directed by Shiko
Tsubouchi (1887-1986), had elements of both novelty and familiarity. It showed a contrast between
the old and the new by introducing female characters of both progressive and conservative ways of
thinking, reflecting the current interest in women’s participation in society. The stage of Takarazuka
Girls’ Opera was a space where suburban family audiences could enjoy both the novelty of urban life
and the nostalgia of the homeland.
Tomoko Akai is an Associate Professor at Kobe Pharmaceutical University, where she teaches liberal arts
including theatre and film studies. Her current research interest is intercultural relationship between
British and Japanese popular musical theatres in the 1910s and 1920s (the Taisho and early Showa
Eras). Her recent publications (in Japanese) include “Charles B. Cochran and the Musical Revue in
London” in The Age of Stage Show (ed. Masaaki Nakano) and “London Coliseum: from the Music Hall
to the Theatre” in Theatre and Theatre World in London: A History of Modern British Theatre (ed. Ayumi
Fujioka).
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Hsin-Chun Tuan, National Chiao Tung University
Theatre, Performance ,and Popular Story of Yanxi Palace
By the perspective of Performance Studies, (Post)Feminism and Popular Culture, this presentation uses
the popular TV drama Story of Yanxi Palace (70 episodes, 2018) to explore Chinese Beijing opera and
ritual dance in this TV drama. Theoretical ideas include Angela McRobbie’s book Postmodernism and
Popular Culture and journal paper “Post-feminism and Popular Culture,” Christine Geraghty’s book
chapter “Soap Opera and Utopia,” etc., Utopia imagination from the rural to urban, from past to the
present, is similar. The TV drama adaptation is compared with history. Jean Baudrillard’s article “The
Precession of Simulacra,’ Michel de Certeau’s book chapter “The Practice of Everyday Life,” and Ien
Ang’s “Feminism Desire and Female Pleasure” offer the insights in the politics of popular culture. The
TV Chinese drama Story of Yanxi Palace (Sep.-Oct. 2018) is very popular not only in China, but also
abroad in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, and North America (especially for the viewers who understand
Chinese) when the drama series showed online to be watched also via Kubo by smart phones. The ratio
of viewers is Top 1. Regarding of Chinese Opera, I interpret Nobel Consort Gao’s performing Chinese
Beijing Opera several times in Story of Yanxi Palace. Gao gives her last dance before she dies to let the
King remember her. As for the ritual dance, before the Chinese King leads all the royal princes and the
generals to worship heaven by eating the raw pork, there is a Chinese wizard doing the ritual dance. The
Queen Consort performs the Goddess of Lou River dance to attract the King’s attention. In everyday life,
contemporary audiences like the female protagonist Wei, Yin-Luo’s unique candid character. The viewing
psychology reflects the populace’s mind in career oppression. I argue this fictional drama intertwined
with real history theatricalizes the performance by post-feminist fighting in popular culture.
Iris H. Tuan is a Professor at National Chiao Tung University in Taiwan. Her published nine books include
Translocal Performance in Asian Theatre and Film (Palgrave Macmillan, Springer Nature, 2018), and coedited Transnational Performance, Identity and Mobility in Asia (Palgrave Macmillan, Springer Nature,
2018), Western Canon in Taiwan Theatre: Adaptation and Transformation, Drama and Hakka, Gazing Upon
Taiwan Contemporary Theater, Intercultural Theatre: Adaptation and Representation, and Alternative
Theatre in Taiwan. She has published over thirty articles and book chapters on intercultural theatre and
performing arts. Tuan’s articles are published by Asian Theatre Journal (A& HCI), Theatre Topics by Johns
Hopkins University Press, etc. Tuan’s book chapter “Taiwan” in International Women Stage Directors is
published by University of Illinois Press. Tuan was Supervisor of Taiwan Shakespearean Association,
Director of Chinese Theater Association, and a recipient of NCTU Outstanding Research Awards (2007,
2008, 2011-2013, 2018). Tuan’s monograph, Taiwan Contemporary Theater, was awarded NCTU’s
Scholarly Monograph Award (2009). Tuan received her Ph.D. in Theater from UCLA. Her current research
is on Asian and Asian American Theatre & Film, Performance Studies, Film Studies, Musical Theatre,
Shakespearean research, and Popular Culture. Tuan was a Visiting Scholar in the Department of English
at Harvard University.
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For most of lion dancing’s millennia-old history, women have been barred from performing lion dances.
They have been excluded due to notions that female performers contaminate the ritual purity of the
practice and the belief that women do not possess the physical stamina and strength needed to
perform these rigorous dances. In this paper, I investigate female practices of the lion dance in Boston's
Chinatown, focusing on the only all-women’s lion dance company in the United States, Gund Kwok. The
group, which limits membership to those who identify as Asian American, grapples with the gendered
aspects of practicing a stereotypically masculine form in addition to issues of racial oppression within
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Casey Elizabeth Avaunt, Colgate University
Sisterhood in the City: Creating Community Through Lion Dance Performance
in Boston’s Chinatown

Boston’s urban environment. In order to protect the authenticity of their performances and to etch out a
space for themselves within Boston’s urban landscape, the women of Gund Kwok have created a strong
community of Asian American “sisters.” While the concept of sisterhoods, as a type of community, is a
fraught subject within the humanities because overly romanticized notions of community encompass a
violent universalizing potential and a demand of sacrifice of individual freedom, I continue to highlight
the role of the sisterhood in Gund Kwok, suggesting that this type of community formation, while
contested, provides important functions for the group. Using ethnographic methodologies, I argue
that Gund Kwok’s usage of sisterhood, despite its limitations, carves out an alternative community
that contends with modes of racism and patriarchy, and resists the tendency to assimilate into white,
mainstream culture. Moreover, the traditional and spiritual practices of the lion dance are preserved
and protected as a source of cultural capital and power. This phenomenon speaks to the relationship
between the development and the retention of performance traditions within larger urban contexts.
Casey Avaunt, scholar and choreographer, is a Visiting Assistant Professor at Colgate University. She
holds a Ph.D. in Critical Dance Studies at the University of California, Riverside, where she also received
an M.A. in Southeast Asian Studies. She completed her M.F.A. in Choreography at Taipei National
University of the Arts in 2012. Her research interests include critical performance theory, Asian theater
and dance history, and the role of culture and gender in the production of dance choreography.
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Promona Sengupta, Freie Universität Berlin
The University’s Broken Promise: Ragging and the Politics of Access in Higher
Education
In this paper I would look into a long-standing “tradition” of campus spaces known as “ragging” in
Indian colleges. A ritualized and heavily spectated rite of “inclusion”, designed and put into action by
seniors and acted in by juniors in the beginning of the school year, I would attempt to experiment with
performance analysis of this act in order to get at what I suspect is a ritualization of the problem of
educational access. The prevalence of ritual humiliation as a rite of passage for juniors has become
semi-formalised as an accepted way of instilling subordinate behavior in places like military academies.
I argue that this is a part of the technology of exclusivity of spaces designated for higher education,
whereby a naturalization of hitherto unacceptable acts occurs in the garb of “initiation”. Initiation
into what? Who is initiating whom, and for what purpose? In answering these specific questions,
performance analysis becomes an interesting tool, as it allows us to not only distance ourselves from
the overmoralizing discourse of law and legality that has completely taken over the literature on this
topic, but also to understand the minutiea of this act as a performative event that goes on to define not
only the campus space but also the higher education experience as a “breaking-down” process for the
initiates.
Promona Sengupta is a PhD Candidate at the International Research Center: Interweaving Performance
Cultures, Berlin. Her research interests mainly lie in the field of political movements in contemporary
Asia, particularly those that are led by young people. She has presented her work in conferences and
summer schools, such as the International Federation for Theatre Research, Summer Institute Cologne
and Political Performance Summer School at the University of Warwick, Cultures of the Left colloquium,
6–7 June 2017, University of Warwick and Performance Studies International, 8–11 June 2017, Hamburg.
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In celebration of the National Arts Month 2019, the University of the Philippines (UP) Diliman celebrates
and contemplates on the idea of sense of place, and the routes in place-making through various acts of
memory (paggunita) and acts of transfer (paglipat). While remembering, the UP (in Diliman campus) as
part of the ever-growing urban landscape, serves as a site of knowledge transmission which is always
in conversation with larger narratives of the past and present, national and international issues of place
and mobility. The UP as a communal portrait has many stories to tell – local narratives and institutional
histories. This presentation is a critical reflection on how cultural memory is being performed in
celebration of the arts and culture month in UP Diliman. The project commemorates the 70th year of
the University’s move from its 10-hectare original site in Ermita, Manila to its 493-hectare campus in
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Bryan L Viray, University of the Philippines Diliman
Performing Cultural Memory of University of the Philippines

Diliman. As the celebration performs and exhibits UP’s cultural memory, this project is an attempt to
answer the question: how does UP Diliman position itself as lupang hinirang (dedicated land) for the past
70 years? As a performance research project, it also examines how socio-cultural histories of UP Diliman
are transformed into creative arts. In doing so, the realization of the project is very significant as it cites
the role of UP and its connection to urgent issues such land (lupa), settlement (paglulugar, puwesto), and
the routes and conditions of displacements (pag-alis sa lugar) and emplacements (paghubog ng lugar).
Bryan Levina Viray is an Assistant Professor of theatre and dance studies at the University of the
Philippines Diliman. He also serves as Project Development Associate of UP Diliman's Office for
Initiatives in Culture and the Arts.
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Sun Qi, Tongji University
Campus Drama Festival in the Promotion of Drama in Education as in the
College Irish Theatre Festivals in Shanghai
How to develop drama in education (DiE), especially DiE in English, on college campus is still tentative
in China. How to introduce western plays to Chinese students? How do Chinese college students
understand them and interpret their understanding in performance? What cultural clashes may crop
up and how can they be solved? What new meanings can be produced in this intercultural translation
and adaptation of western plays? Campus Drama contests are where all these questions are delved
into and ironed out. Taking the Shanghai College Irish Drama Festivals（SCIDF） held at Tongji University,
the only college-level English drama contest in Shanghai, as a case of intercultural DiE, this paper
explores the role it plays in promoting Irish drama to Chinese students and Chinese students on stage.
SCIDF, sponsored by Tongji and Irish Consulate, convened over 24 contestant teams in 2016 and 15
in 2017 from many universities within and without Shanghai, with nearly 800 students involved in
the competitions. It primed the students to Irish drama from Wilde and Synge to Beckett, Friel and
McDonagh. They showed unprecedented interest and initiative in learning original works, adapting
scripts for short plays and staging them; methodologically, their learning shifts from "listening" mode
into "argumentative", "participatory" and “creative” learning. And learning with the purpose of adapting
a play for competition epitomizes all intercultural communication hitches pertinent to cultural difference
and collisions, and also intensifies the need to empathize and compromise. As one of the functions of
DiE is to improve people's social emotional learning, in the rehearsals the students tried to solve such
problems as loneliness and apathy, selfishness and narrowness, and low social communication ability
while cooperating with each other, and gaining more confidence and compassion. Finally, campus drama
contests train students' artistic innovation and performance in theatrical practice.
Sun Qi, associate professor of Tongji University, China. She received her Ph.D. in Theatrical Study from
East China Normal University with her Pinter’s study completed in Limerick University, Ireland. She
has long engaged in teaching English Theater, Acting in English, Inter-cultural Study and published the
related researches, including the textbook, Act Out Drama in English. She has gained a Chinese statefunded fellowship for visiting scholarship in Ireland and the Fulbright SIR scholarship for her research
and teaching in U.S.A. She has long advised on Tongji students’ English Drama Club and organized many
English drama contests since 2011, including the Shanghai College Irish Drama Festivals in 2016 and
2017 mentioned here.
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Since the opening-up in 1978, the pursuit of modernization has brought significant transformations to
various fields of Chinese society. As the reform deepens, emerging issues with increasing complexity
make it more challenging to policy-making, especially in areas associated with culture and tradition,
which have been supporting the underlying structure of Chinese society. Designed to boost cultural
industry and urbanization, the building boom of performing arts venues has been undergoing across
mainland China under government’s ambitious cultural policy. Highlighted by the built of National Centre
for the Performing Arts in 2007, more than 200 grand theatres have been built up within the recent
12 years, not associated with corresponding “software” in terms of enabling models of management,
leaving the identity of which an evolving issue.
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Sun Xiaoxue, Chinese National Academy of Arts
Identity Crisis of Theatre in Cultural Policy

This paper is attempting to explore the identity crisis of theatre within the framework of China’s cultural
policy from five perspectives. Firstly, from the perspective of ideology management, with the case of
Schaubühne's production of An Enemy of the People in NCPA Beijing and JSCPA Nanjing. Secondly, the
theory of Confucianism on traditional Chinese Theatre. Thirdly, the monopoly of public theatres by SOEs,
with the example of CPAA theatres and Poly Theatres. Fourthly, the sway between art and market behind
the merge of Ministry of Culture and Tourism; Fifthly, theatre and urbanization, with the case of Ocean
Flower Island and the first private Performing Art Center in China.
My academic backgroundis Theatre Study and Culture Policy, Ph.D. candidate of Chinese National
Academy of Arts, with a Master of Law from Peking University. From 2015 to 2017, I was invited by
Prof. Christopher Balme(former president of the IFTR)as visiting scholar on Theatre Study in LudwigMaximilians-UniversitätMünchen, working on the research Comparative Study of Sino-West Performing
Arts policy and Theatre Management. Recent publications include Management Model of CPAA Theatres,
On Moral Rights under the Framework of ‘Berne Convention’, andCulture-oriented Nation amid Collision
and Self-examination-Path Exploration—Path Exploration and Policy Suggestion for China’s Cultural
Industry.My current research interests focus on theatre Management and public sphere.
I’m working forEvergrande Tourism Group as general director of Evergrande Tourism. From Nov.2017 to
Sep.2018, I was programming director of Jiangsu Performing Arts Centre. From Aug.2012 to Sep.2015,
I was theatre operation director of CPAA Theatres, responsible for the artistic direction and general
operation of Shandong Grand Theatre, Banlam Grand Theatre, Guangshou Opera House and Qinghai
Grand Theatre.
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Judith Philippa Franke, Ruhr-University Bochum
Get(ting)Lost – finding the path to urbanism through artistic research and vise
versa
In the paper submitted I would like to present a project of artistic research I conducted in January of
2018 in New York City. In doing so I will both elaborate on the methods and possible outcomes of artistic
research as applied in this project as well as the relation to and impact on urbanism in this art work
exploring contemporary approaches to the work of the Situationist International. Elaborating on the
methods of artistic research - to question theory with practical artistic work and vice versa, deriving
new aspects of one from the other - I would like to focus on the mentioned work that was dedicated to
exploring the possibilities of “derive” and getting lost in a modern city. Originating from an interest in the
figure of the Flaneur as well as the practice of “derive” and the potential possibilities to resist capitalist
structures in inner cities I followed different scores to effectively “get lost” and explore what that might
entail for a week. In the paper I would like to cover the methods of reaching the setup of the project, as
well as the actual execution and reflection - which in itself can be seen as part of the artwork as well as
the academic work and thus as part of the artistic research. Out of this combination ten thesis on this
special way of exploring urban space through performance art were developed which I would like to
discuss as well as follow up questions regarding urban interaction, the role of the artist without a (selfaware) audience in urban space under the umbrella of artistic research.
Judith Ph. Franke is a Germany based scholar in scenic/artistic research (University of Hildesheim,
University of Bochum, Exeter University), as well as a performer and activist. As a member of the political
performance group AKT [aktion.kollektiv.theatral] she works in public space at the intersection of
protest and art. Judith’s own artistic and scholarly work focuses on the exploration and co-creation of
intimate situations and elusive encounters in public and private spaces as well as those in between.
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This presentation analyzes the performativity of demonstrations in urban spaces, understanding them
as a specific type of activism that triggers new ways of citizen representation. In Chile, the percentage
of voters has decreased since the first years of the return to democracy. However, citizen movements in
the streets are increasingly frequent and multitudinous, developing new and innovative forms of irruption
in the urban space, demanding a more complex analysis of this phenomenon. In this paper I will explore
methodological approaches for the use of images in research of public demonstrations, looking for a
systematization of models and analytical tools specific to the artistic field. Thus, I will offer additional
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Pablo Andrés Cisternas Alarcón, Núcleo Milenio Arte, Performatividad y
Activismo
Process and methodological strategies for the use of visual data records in the
analysis of urban performances in Chile

perspectives from the field of artistic research to phenomena that are commonly analyzed almost
exclusively by the social sciences. In this context there is scarce consideration of research strategies that
may transcend the methods of verbal analysis commonly used in qualitative methodologies. Currently
there are few strategies that allow diversity of analytical devices beyond a reading that focuses on the
narrative contents, with little regard to the specificities and aesthetic information that the artistic media
report. Diversifying such analytical devices may deliver new readings and insight into the phenomenon
of public demonstrations. The strategy of "ceteris paribus" (meaning “all other things being unchanged
or constant”) will be used as a structure to analyze the significant elements, typical of visual supports,
without resorting to narrative elements and contextualization external to the documented material.
This will investigate questions such as: What is the specificity of information provided by audiovisual
media? What knowledge is encrypted with exclusively verbal readings? What possibilities of analysis and
operational concepts allow these records? What methodologies are specific to the field of arts, for the
analysis of urban demonstrations?
Sociologist from the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile, Academic Certificate in History of Art and
with studies in theatrical acting at the same university. Master in Media Arts from the University of
Chile. As a sociologist he has deepened in the areas of arts and education, forging an expertise in the
development of research with qualitative / quantitative methodology and its practical application.
Since 2009 I have conducted research on the chilean theater, in the areas of public studies - reception,
cultural management, historiographical surveys and analysis of models of creative processes. In the
field of creation, he has participated in several projects of the company Tercer Abstracto in the roles of
researcher, producer and actor. In the academic field, he has been a professor of courses in research
methodologies in the arts and others related to theater management and production. Currently, he is
Coordinator of Postgraduate in Arts of the Catholic University; Manager of Research Projects at the
Center for Theater and Society of the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile, and a young researcher at the
Millennium Nucleus Art, Performativity and Activism.
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Dharm Prakash, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Efficacy of Material and Its Materiality in Theatre and Performance Practices in
India
We are always surrounded by diverse types of materials in our everyday life. Despite their strong
presence, the potential of our relationship to materials remains marginalized in theater and performance
practices. By bringing attention to materials in contemporary practices, contemporary theatre directors
and practitioners have tried to bring materials which remain invisibilised in our daily life, using different
kinds of materials in their works. Materials have the potential to create affect, meaning and sensorial
and perceptional experiences. This chapter will attempt to bring some fundamental questions around
materials and their use in theatre. This will include selection of materials, their adaptation, and their
transformation in theatre production. It will also focus on materiality and its objectification in theater
and performance. This chapter will specifically focus on the process of theatre-making from ‘concept to
spectator’. It will try to capture how contemporary theatre directors and practitioners use materials to
initiate the creative process. For instance, what happens when first time theatre maker or actor interacts
or associates with the social material in an intimate sense? What happens to the social materials in
a creative process which has been very much part of social hierarchies? What happens to the notion
of touch and smell associated with those materials? Thinking through the social association of the
materials, I would like to examine 409 Ramkinkars (2015), The Legend of Khasak (2015) and other such
plays where a performer is interacting with the real materials with its social ideology. In a scene in 409
Ramkinkars, an actor was seen chopping a fish. The intestine of fish comes out with a strong smell and
some members of the spectators feel horrified. The study of the use materials in contemporary theatre
and performance practice will provide a lens to understand the larger politics of such theatres.
Dharm Prakash, research scholar at Center of Theater and Performance Studies, School of Arts and
Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India. My research topic is 'Theater and Beyond:
Material, Materiality and New Media in Contemporary Theater and Performance Practices in India. I am
working as scenographer and Installation artist as well.
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Conducting arts-based research with vulnerable populations, especially refugees who have been
displaced and are now finding ways to resettle in a new place, can raise ethical issues. Apart from
ethical implications around intention, conflict of interest, confidentiality, power relations, threat to living
and risk of re-traumatization, there is an ethical issue around compensation for time-used. Ethical issues
around participants’ incentive, compensation and remuneration are controversial. Scholars have argued
that participants can be influenced when incentives and any form of compensation is involved. However,
participants use their time when it comes to participating in any research. In the case of arts-based
research such as applied theatre, the case is even more interesting because time used in such research
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Afolabi Taiwo Okunola, University of Victoria
Ethically Negotiating Time Use in Research: The Politics of Incentive,
Compensation and remuneration in Refugee Theatre in Canada

can be overwhelming as theatre is time-consuming. Should participants negotiate time use in research,
and to what extent can participants ethically negotiate time use in terms of compensation? In this
paper, I argue that there is a need to re-engage discussions around ethics of incentive, compensation
and remuneration especially for time use by participants. This is because participation is central to the
applied theatre praxis and participants’ involvement can be time-consuming. In this paper, I articulate
that applied theatre practitioners and community facilitators need to rethink theatre and participation
from the perspective of incentive, compensation and remuneration. Thus, central to this paper is the
question: In what ways can applied theatre practitioners negotiate ethics of incentive, compensation and
remuneration within the ethical protocol that advances relational interaction? My case study is Onion
Theatre Project, a refugee youth play I directed in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. The play explored
lived experiences of immigrants, refugees and newcomer youths on what it means to arrive in a new
place, become a member of the new society, and belong to the new culture.
Taiwo Afolabi is a theatre practitioner-researcher with a decade of experience in applied theatre/theatre
for development in four continents. He is a Research Associate at the University of Johannesburg, South
Africa. His research interests include public health/biomedicine, ethics and theatre for civic engagement
and social change. He is finishing his doctoral studies at the University of Victoria with a research focus
on forced migration, mobility and displacement and ethics of conducting arts-based research among
refugees and internally displaced persons in Africa. He is elected as Student Representative in the IFTR
Executive Committee.
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Chair: Hayato Kosuge, Keio University

Nabi Ito, University of Birmingham
The gift exchange: intimate correspondences between critic and practitioner
In a speech given in Hamburg, subsequently published as the article “Skydiving Blindfolded” (2011),
Simon Stephens states how German theatre has influenced his work. His thoughts on theatre share
some points with the ideas of the German theatre scholar Erika Fischer-Lichte’s historical overview on
contemporary theatre (2001) and Hans-Thies Lehmann’s ‘postdramatic theatre’ (1999), notably regarding
an approach to text which recognises it as one of the elements constituting a total theatrical artwork.
More recently, Stephens comments how the formal innovations by British playwrights Sarah Kane and
Martin Crimp in Crave (1998), 4.48 Psychosis (1999) and Attempts on Her Life (1997) respectively, have
influenced his own plays including Nuclear War (2017). However, although some of his plays apparently
show similarities with German and British experimental playwriting, his plays bear a clear difference
regarding character and characterisation. His idea of character is ‘fundamentally conservative and
sentimental’ (Stephens, 2016, p.4). This paper will investigate how Stephens’s ‘conventional’ ideas
of character combine with formal experiments and what he can achieve by this writing style. I will
discuss Nuclear War with reference to the concept of ‘character-less play’ (Delgado-García, 2015, p.17)
and ‘postdramatic theatre text’ (Barnett, 2008, p. 23). I hope to outline that, paradoxically, Stephens’s
experimental form of writing requires representation of character rather than refuses it. This enables
Stephens both to retain authorship of his texts and to give freedom to directors for interventions into
them.
Nabi Ito is a second-year PhD student of theatre studies at the University of Birmingham. Her research
interest is contemporary British theatre, focusing on the role of contemporary British and European
playwrights. She completed a Master’s degree at the University of Tokyo, Japan that investigated ‘in-yerface’ theatre and the early works of Mark Ravenhill by reflecting the struggle of young British people in
postmodern society. For her PhD thesis, she explores Simon Stephens’s diverse writing styles and what
he achieves as a playwright in collaboration with directors.
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Critical writing after performance is often enacted evaluatively – the critic attends a work, then acts as
arbiter of its strengths and weaknesses, disseminating these opinions in writing for consumption by a
wider public. But what if this platform commodifying performance was recalibrated in terms of private
correspondence, with the practitioner’s performance and the critic’s response acting as gifts in a mutual
exchange? Drawing from performance ethnography practices and from examples from my writing
platform, The Intimate Critic, where the critic responds directly to the performance-maker and asks for
consent before the writing is shared with the public, I demonstrate how intimate exchanges between
critic and practitioner might produce a collaborative meaning-making of the work. There is a burden to
the gift and its use: I am reminded of anthropologist Sonia Ryang’s Writing Selves in Diaspora and how
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National University of Singapore and King's College London

she describes her informants’ writings as “tokens of goodwill—gifts—not as research samples or some
kind of data, although they became data” (Ryang, 2008, emphasis my own). This smooth slip from the
gift to data effaces some the reciprocity of the gift exchange and nods at who is allowed to take from
whom, and who is left with nothing, where the “lives, loves, and tragedies that fieldwork informants
share with a researcher are ultimately data-grist for the ethnographic mill” (Stacey, 1988, qtd in Enslin,
1994). But the critic may yet be able to reciprocate the gift of intimacy given to her, in return for the
invitation to observe and participate in performance.
Corrie Tan is a President’s Graduate Fellow and PhD student in Theatre Studies on the joint degree
programme between the National University of Singapore and King's College London. She is associate
editor and resident critic at Arts Equator, a media platform for critical discourse about the arts in
Southeast Asia, where she convenes a critics' reading group and a performance criticism mentorship
programme. She has also written regularly about performance for The Guardian, The Stage, Exeunt
Magazine, and The Straits Times. She is exploring intimacy, playfulness, the collaborative and the
performative in performance criticism, and its intersections with performance ethnography and
dramaturgical practice. Corrie received her BA (Hons) in Literary Arts from Brown University on
a Singapore Press Holdings Journalism Scholarship and her MA (Dist) in Performance & Culture:
Interdisciplinary Perspectives from Goldsmiths, University of London as a recipient of both the National
Arts Council Arts Scholarship (Postgraduate) and the Goldsmiths International Scholarship.
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Chen Chang, Nanjing University/Northwestern University
Samuel Beckett and the Mechanical Body
This article explores the configuration, grounds, and implication of the mechanical human bodies
in Beckett’s prose and dramatic works, accounting for how and why the mechanical bodies are
foundational to the idiosyncratic aesthetic form and ontology that Beckett develops throughout his
career. First, drawing upon Bergson’s theory on laughter and Merleau-Ponty’s idea of the habitual body,
the article argues that it is the different scenarios of mechanical imitation by human bodies that give
rise to the respective forms and tones of comedy, tragicomedy and tragedy in Beckett’s works. Second,
apart from significantly contributing to his aesthetic forms and tones, the mechanical bodies also relate
to Beckett’s unique ontology of Nothing. Resulted from the mechanical bodies are the tensions between
embodiment and disembodiment, corporeality and abstraction, which, in light of Shi Ke’s phenomenology
of embodiment and Deleuze and Guattari’s idea of abstract machines, signify fluidity, becoming and
unlimited possibilities. This forms an alliance with Kleist’s thesis on the grace and freedom of the
mechanical movements in the marionette theatre, with which Beckett is profoundly fascinated. This
fluidity and freedom of the mechanical bodies ultimately bear an influence on Beckett’s idiosyncratic
ontology of Nothing, which signifies not only nihilism and emptiness, but also the rejection of fixation
and the exhaustion of possibilities.
Current Position: PhD Candidate at the English Department of Nanjing University; Predoctoral Visiting
Fellow at the Department of Radio/TV/Film of Northwestern University. Article of Publication: “Approaching
the Body Dimension of Queer Theory.” Contemporary Foreign Literature 1(2017): 148-158. Book of
Translation: Campany, David. Photography and Cinema. Nanjing: Nanjing University Press, 2018. PhD
Dissertation: Samuel Beckett and the Posthuman Bodies: Machine, Media and Matter Professional
Experience: Director, Adapter, Producer, Angels in America, BA English Class of 2014 Graduation
Production, English Department, Nanjing University, June 2014.
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According to Adorno, only the artwork in its static form can capture the process of its creation whilst
emancipating itself from it. In the context of the theatre, this ‘fixated dynamism’ is reflected in the
primacy attributed to the written text over its performance, its overwhelming actualisation. Although
recent post/dramatic trends challenge this primacy, I still wonder whether Adorno’s idea of the
objectified artwork would hold, but for performance too, if everything in it, besides what’s scripted, could
be fixated into a performance text (or score). ,,Allegedly performance cannot objectify processuality,
and thus emancipate itself from actuality to eventually contest it, because too many of performance’s
constituent elements come to be in actuality. In other words, performance is too ‘mixed-up’ with its
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On Adorno's Primacy of Text over Performance (and How Repetition May
Challenge It)

genesis and its context; artistic processes can sustain the necessary critical stance only by confining
art’s dynamic conflict between identification and non-identification with the real, into a static object, a
product, which must however still make this movement visible, as “at a standstill” (Adorno 1997). ,,But
what if performance were approached as the ‘pure repetition’ of a performance score, where actors,
by ‘simply’ repeating set physical and vocal acts, may become like ‘active spectators’ of a previously
objectified artwork, whose “finished, moulded objects”are the fixed sequence of ostensible scenic
details? This presentation will introduce some of my practice-as-research’s studio experiments to
suggest how repetition can - by objectifying within the actor the conflict of identification - be set to work
in this way
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Mukesh Kulriya, Herb Alpert School of Music, University of California, Los
Angeles
Faith, Music and the City
The urban sprawl of Delhi, a second largest only to Tokyo in the world, is a city of seven cities built,
inhabited, flourished, survived across hundreds of years in and around its present location. This
conglomeration of centuries and square miles still has spaces where the glories of the past found
in architectural marvels resonates in the living tradition of music. One such place is the shrine of
13th century Sufi Saint Nizamuddin Auliya in Nizamuddin area on the bank of river Yamuna.
The shrine is significant for Indian music as Amir Khusro, who was a disciple of saint Nizamuddin
and buried next to him, is considered the father of North Indian classical music and inventor of music
instrument. The tradition of qawwali on Thursday evening at the shrine attracts the tourists and music
enthusiasts equally. The tradition has been going on since Khusro’s time and the repertoire includes the
finest love and spiritual poetry.
I would like to look at the contemporary practice, especially after the Bollywood debut of qawwal’s and
the changes which has occurred in the repertoire and audience and how as a space in the city with
changing demography relates to this. There is another shrine, called Inayat Ali Khan who was a 20thcentury Sufi saint. Though situated a few minutes away from Nizamuddin shrine and same qawwals as
singers, it is a niche in term of the audience. You could participate in qawwali with as little as 10 people
in contrast to hundreds thronging Nizamuddin’s shrine.
My name is Mukesh Kulriya and currently, I am pursuing PhD in Ethnomusicology at Herb Alpert School
of Music, University of California Los Angeles, the USA since September 2018. My research project is
“Bhakti [devotional Hinduism] in women’s folk songs of Rajasthan”, a western state in India. I was in
the PhD program for a year Music Department, Royal Holloway University of London. I did my MPhil in
Theatre and Performance Studies stream on the performative tradition related to Ramdev, a 14th century
figure who is followed in large numbers by lower caste and Muslims in northern India titled Jama,
Mela and Parcha: Cultural Enactments of Ramdev or Ramsa Pir from the School of Arts and Aesthetics,
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India.
I am from Rajasthan and since 2010, I have been working there in craft, culture, folk music and oral
traditions. From being a part of local cultural heritage organization and working with grassroots
musicians-recording, archiving and organizing public performances for local as well as a larger
audience through music festival called “Rajasthan Kabir Yatra” and through archive Ajab Shahar.
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Sayaw ng Pagbati or Bati means to greet or to welcome, a street dance which embodies the joy in the
resurrection of Jesus Christ. This is performed by little girls in white dresses who dance before the
images of the Risen Christ and His Blessed Mother in front of the Cathedral of St. Andrew in Parañaque
Philippines. Bati is known to have originated from the towns La Huerta and San Dionisio in Parañaque.
In an article by Sebastian in 2014, he coined the Bati as an easter tradition of ritual dancing combining
piety with partying and penance with pageantry. In the same article he quoted Arisga, a former Bati
dancer saying that “It is the dream of every parent here to have at least one daughter taking part in the
Bati-Bati. It is a sacred honor to be counted among those who will be announcing by dancing Jesus’
triumph over death.” As mentioned above, the devout Catholics of San Dionisio consider taking part in
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Chazeline Eroy Caberos, Bulacan State University
Bati-bati: A Catholic Faith Ideology

this celebration as a means of piety, a duty, a privilege that each family should have. Yet, not all little
girls in San Dionisio can take part in this celebration, and are left with a sense of debt to the Church.
This paper aims to answer how does Sayaw ng Pagbati create a Catholic ideology to the people of
San Dionisio, Parañaque in light of Althusser’s structuring and functionality of ideology? Specifically,
it tries to answer how Bati-Bati is a “representation” of the imaginary relationship of the Catholics in
San Dionisio to their real conditions of existence? how is Bati-Bati a material existence of the ideology
of Catholic Faith? And How were the Catholic residents of Brgy. San Dionisio interpellated as ‘subjects’
and their subjection to the Subject?
I am in my 2nd year as a student of Master of Arts in Theatre Studies at the University of the
Philippines while also in my 6th year as a teacher of Bachelor of Performing Arts (Theatre Arts) at
Bulacan State University. I am interested in technical theatre, and am more comfortable performing
backstage than on stage. I am currently focusing my interest on cultural performance.
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Wankhede Surendra Bhaurao, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Mahanatya in Maharashtra: Rekindling Ambedkarism in Popular Culture
Caste system is an important part of Indian society. The lowest strata in this system are the weakest
and vulnerable. They have minimal relation with their own cultural history due to the systematic
and strategic construction of caste and politics. This was done to prevent any social revolution from
their part. For a long time, they were forbidden to read, write and acquire any property. However,
the Ambedkarite movement resisted against this system. Later, they gained education, especially in
Western India, and learnt their own culture. Their quest to learn more about their culture and spread
awareness of the same among their own people, they adapted, innovated and improvised folk songs,
dance and theatre and gradually expanded their performance to mahanatya (mega-theatre). In
this backdrop, the paper tries to understand this evolution and draws the attention of the reader to
the community which lacked experience and resources but managed to perform at a larger scale.
The paper deals with the technicalities attached to mega-theatre and some themes on which they
performed. It also intends to explore the type of theatre, kind of genre and methods of urban space
performance of such plays. To understand these aspects, the paper analyses the case of a performance
held in Nagpur, Maharashtra, and studies its logistic and technical aspects. While dealing with these
questions, the paper discusses achievement of the lower castes in mobilizing available resources,
spreading awareness with entertainment, and rekindling cultural history of Buddhism while making
it a part of popular culture. For this, paper will be using the theories of caste, emotionality and reason
proposed by BR Amebdkar.
Surendra is pursuing PhD in Theatre and Performance Studies, School of Arts and Aesthetics,
Jawaharlal Nehru University. He is active as an actor (theatre and Bollywood films), writer and director
of theatrical productions for the last 16 years. He wrote three plays for children: Footpath (one of his
most significant productions), Apulaki, and Dineshcha Shodhat. He has arranged theatre workshops
from nine years. He has presented papers in two international theatre conferences. The subject areas
of the papers are related to folk and historical theatre of Maharashtra (Western India) as well as
expressions of the oppressed community. He has published papers and articles in different journals and
newspapers on theatre of the subaltern and oppressed community, and ancient Buddhist performances
in India.
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Artem Babayants, University of Regina
Multilingual Dramaturgy as Diversity Work
Superdiversity (Vertovec, 2007) has become a staple feature of many large urban centres. Toronto, Canada's
largest city, is often touted as a prime example of linguistic, cultural and ethnic superdiversity. Yet, multilingual and
intercultural theatre and dramaturgy remain on the fringes of the Toronto theatrescape (Babayants & Nolette, 2017,
Freeman 2018). One of the recent attempts to confront the monolingualism of Canadian theatre is the project 'In Sundry
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Languages', a practice-based study that involved twelve professional and amateur performers, mostly first generation
immigrants to Canada, who were engaged in a six-week creation period of collective devising in their dominant, nondominant, and unfamiliar languages. The devised scenes were performed to a multilingual audience, whose response
was documented through 182 post-performance audience surveys focusing on the spectators’ phenomenological
experience of the untranslated dramaturgy of “In Sundry Languages”. From the audience research perspective, the
project demonstrates that multilingual audiences can both appreciate and enjoy deciphering untranslated stage
multilingualism while monolingual audience members may experience more alienation. The analysis of the audience
surveys also shows that during the multilingual performance, some audience members experienced a particular kind
of inter-audience dynamics—the dynamics of negotiating power—the power of knowing or not knowing languages,
atypical for English Canadian theatre. Thus, the potential of untranslated multilingual dramaturgy may lie in its ability
to shift power from those who only speak a majority language to those who are fluent in minority languages. The study
proposes seeing multilingual dramaturgy as diversity work, which, according to Sara Ahmed (2017), “is an experience
of encountering resistance and countering that resistance.” (175). Diversity work done by multilingual theatre can
confront the monolingual paradigms of major urban centres’ mainstream theatre, pushing against existing language
hierarchies and allowing for a broader representation of multilinguals and multilingualism.
Art Babayants is a Toronto-based theatre artist, educator and researcher, who has worked in Canada and abroad. His
research looks at the phenomenology of multilingual acting and spectating as well as the concept of multilingual
dramaturgy. In 2015, Art, along with his colleague Dr. Heather Fitzsimmons-Frey, published his first edited collection,
entitled Theatre and Learning focusing on contemporary applied theatre practices in Canada and abroad. In 2017, he
co-edited with Nicole Nolette the recent issue of Theatre Research in Canada/Les Recherches Théâtrales au Canada
fully dedicated to stage multilingualism and multilinguals. As a theatre practitioner, Art has presented his work at
various Toronto festivals such Toronto Fringe 2017, Toronto Summerworks 2016 and Toronto Nuit Blanche 2015. Since
1997, Art has also been developing theatre projects integrating acting and second language teaching – his most recent
ESL/Drama creation called Embodied English is a sought-after course for advanced ESL learners and is offered through
his theatre company—Toronto Laboratory Theatre: www.torontolab.org
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Debajit Bora, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Violence and Theatre: Struggle for Language assertion and the Peace Mission
(Assam) , 1960
This paper aims to look at issues of identity-conflict and violence located in language assertions and a
performance project comprising songs and other modes of performance referred as the ‘peace-mission’.
A troupe of singers travelled as part of the mission around the cities and urban landscapes of the North
Eastern State of Assam during 1960. The political conflict came from the State’s declaration of Assamese
language as the official language (1960) of Assam, taking on communal overtones. The Peace Mission,
its biggest project, was initiated to propagate peaceful co-existence and harmony where culture would
be instrumental and effective. The Peace Mission was led by two important cultural activists from
the Indian Peoples Theatre Association (IPTA), Bhupen Hazarika and Hemango Biswas, comprising
Bengali, Assamese, Khashi and Bodo speakers, who were organized to travel and perform in the riot-hit
areas, particularly the cities and urban hubs. Each of these performances were celebrated as cultural
performance events around which a carnivalesque bonhomie emerged, creating an environment of an
utopia. I see this performance as ‘antagonistic theatre’, which opposed the violence, not directly with a
clear political message but in a more aesthetic realm. I argue that theatre cannot change the political
scenario but create an imaginary celebratory world of a larger inclusive congregation. As Tony Fisher
suggested, antagonism is not to be understood as reducible to a ‘real’ opposition, rather, it should be
grasped at the symbolic level, where social reality is seen to be discursively constructed.
Debajit Bora is Doctoral Researcher at School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
India. His ongoing PhD work aims to construct a comprehensive theatre history of Assamese theatre in
connection to the regional politics and identity conflicts of Assam. His M.Phil work also from Arts and
Aesthetics looked at the newly emerged Darangi cultural identity through Ojapali performance. Bora has
extensively explored Assam and North-East India in his documentation and academic projects. He is also
associated with the Research cell of Sur Samalaya Resource Centre for Arts,Assam.
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My research project seeks to highlight the multiple construction processes of 'Chineseness' which do
not seamlessly adhere to that of the People's Republic of China's national Chinese dance. As an antihegemonic project, I find resonance in Shih Shu-mei's notion of the Sinophone and posit that Chinese
dance training in the places of Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan should be devised with a Sinophone
awareness, due to their unique historical, political and sociocultural circumstances. Using a combination
of kinesthetic ethnography, critical historiography and practice-based research, my research draws upon
scholars of Chineseness studies (Rey Chow, Shih Shu-mei), critical dance historiography (Chen Yaping,
Emily Wilcox) and critical ethnography (Brenda Farnell, Georgiana Gore and Sansan Kwan) as well as my
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Chan Mei Qi Elizabeth, National University of Singapore
From Chinese dance to Sinophone dance: the role of language in Sinophone
dance training

own experience as a practitioner with ten years of experience in the genre of Chinese dance. My project
looks at the dance training processes of various dance companies and universities in the above three
places, focusing on how their understanding of performing Chineseness – or, in some cases, Sinophoneness – is constructed both through verbal articulation and embodied performance from teacher to
student in the dance studio. In this presentation I want to discuss the role of language in dance training.
By language I mean the Sinitic terminology inherent in the transmission of the Chinese dance genre, as
well as ‘traditional’ methods of transmission. If Chinese dance was first institutionalized as a national
dance genre, and its discourse is heavily centred around the hegemonic Mandarin language of the Han
Chinese, how can we move beyond, or make use of this to develop a more nuanced understanding of
Sinophone performance and to resist the core-periphery notions of Chineseness through practice?
Elizabeth Chan ( 陈美锜 ), is a Chinese dance practitioner-researcher. She graduated from the University
of Roehampton (London) with a MA in Dance Studies in 2016 and prior to that, from the Hong Kong
Academy for Performing Arts with a BFA in Dance (majoring in Chinese dance) in 2013. Following that,
she has worked in Hong Kong for two years, both with Hong Kong Disneyland and as a freelance dance
artist. Most recently she is based in Singapore, studying her PhD in the National University of Singapore,
as well as working with local artists and fellow Chinese dance practitioners on varied contemporary,
intercultural and traditional topics. Her research is focused on the multiple past and present positions of
Chinese dance in the world.
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Ruijiao Dong, City University of New York
Avenue Q in China: Re-codifying Chinese Urbanization from a Transnational
Perspective
My research project seeks to highlight the multiple construction processes of 'Chineseness' which do
not seamlessly adhere to that of the People's Republic of China's national Chinese dance. As an antihegemonic project, I find resonance in Shih Shu-mei's notion of the Sinophone and posit that Chinese
dance training in the places of Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan should be devised with a Sinophone
awareness, due to their unique historical, political and sociocultural circumstances. Using a combination
of kinesthetic ethnography, critical historiography and practice-based research, my research draws upon
scholars of Chineseness studies (Rey Chow, Shih Shu-mei), critical dance historiography (Chen Yaping,
Emily Wilcox) and critical ethnography (Brenda Farnell, Georgiana Gore and Sansan Kwan) as well as my
own experience as a practitioner with ten years of experience in the genre of Chinese dance. My project
looks at the dance training processes of various dance companies and universities in the above three
places, focusing on how their understanding of performing Chineseness – or, in some cases, Sinophoneness – is constructed both through verbal articulation and embodied performance from teacher to
student in the dance studio. In this presentation I want to discuss the role of language in dance training.
By language I mean the Sinitic terminology inherent in the transmission of the Chinese dance genre, as
well as ‘traditional’ methods of transmission. If Chinese dance was first institutionalized as a national
dance genre, and its discourse is heavily centred around the hegemonic Mandarin language of the Han
Chinese, how can we move beyond, or make use of this to develop a more nuanced understanding of
Sinophone performance and to resist the core-periphery notions of Chineseness through practice?
Elizabeth Chan ( 陈美锜 ), is a Chinese dance practitioner-researcher. She graduated from the University
of Roehampton (London) with a MA in Dance Studies in 2016 and prior to that, from the Hong Kong
Academy for Performing Arts with a BFA in Dance (majoring in Chinese dance) in 2013. Following that,
she has worked in Hong Kong for two years, both with Hong Kong Disneyland and as a freelance dance
artist. Most recently she is based in Singapore, studying her PhD in the National University of Singapore,
as well as working with local artists and fellow Chinese dance practitioners on varied contemporary,
intercultural and traditional topics. Her research is focused on the multiple past and present positions of
Chinese dance in the world.
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Wenjie Li, University of Sussex
The Forest Metaphor: Visual and Ideological Aspects in Latvian Contemporary
Theatre’s Socio-political ‘Landscape’
Since the 1990s, China has been known as one of the most rapidly urbanising regions in the world. The
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Perfor mance Landscapes and
Architecture

unprecedented urban development in China has been reshaping the cities and transforming the urban
landscape, which has led to higher heterogeneity and unique juxtaposition of the old and new. This
paper will geographically focus on central Beijing and raise questions about how to gain more access to
public space; how urban rooftops function in building community; and how to explore the heterogeneity
of urban rooftops through small acts of creative transgression. All modern buildings (museums, schools,
commercial districts, and residential buildings) placed amongst the old buildings have the potential to
offer an additional space on the rooftop. The transformation of the rooftop space has already occurred
informally outside the urban planning process, where residents have wanted to grow their food on the
rooftop. However, this potential is not fully exploited. My paper will examine two case studies on the
use of rooftops located in central Beijing through the spatial concept of Heterotopia: the architectural
planning of a roof garden festival and the public activity of rooftopping on abandoned skyscrapers.
Wenjie Li is a columnist, theatre-maker, and live art researcher-practitioner based in Brighton and
Beijing. She is interested in playing with the individual-society dualism via the (re)creation of visceral
experience. Her theatre productions have been shown in the major theatre festivals and various
performing arts venues in China. In 2016, the Peking University Press published her first co-authored
book The Happening of Contemporary Performance Art. Wenjie holds a master degree with honours in
performance studies from the University of Warwick and Tisch NYU. Currently, she is a PhD candidate in
Drama at the University of Sussex.
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Dārta Ceriņa, Latvian Academy of Culture
The Forest Metaphor: Visual and Ideological Aspects in Latvian Contemporary
Theatre’s
Approximately 54 % of Latvia’s territory is covered with forests. The omnipresence of natural habitats that are
covered with trees is undeniable not only historically, but also linguistically through tropes, phraseologies, and
onomatopoetic expressions. As George Lakoff argues, humans are highly dependent on a metaphor due to the
symbolic nature of the language – he concludes that our conceptual system is fundamentally metaphorical. In
recent years, especially in 2018, country’s centenary year, on Latvian stage as a part of contemporary reflection
and revision of the past have been various performances where the forest plays an integral part. “Forest” as a
concept of visuality and ideology – Latvian history (so-called Forest Brothers as guerrillas during Soviet rule),
environmentalist position and modern human relationship with nature – has meaningful invariants. In the
biographical performance “Mežainis” (2018) the main protagonist – historical figure Jānis Pīnups – lived in the
forest for more than 50 years. For Pīnups this concept becomes a definition of individuality during Soviet times
– most of the performance’s time we can see him surrounded with planks as forest and prison at the same time.
To give a further example, the documental performance “Forest Daughters” (2017) depicts the lives of 12 women
after World War II for whom the forest becomes their sanctuary. This performance operates on a mythopoetic
level just as nature’s concert “Night Tripper” (Fiksdal, Langgård, Becker, 2012). In terms of visuality, the forest
becomes a natural stage in the contemporary opera “Tree Opera. The City” (Anna Ķirse, Andris Kalnozols, 2018)
where trees are anthropomorphized – having their own voices and raising questions about the utilization of forest
on the artistic level. Regards to urbanization, that is linked to theatre’s infrastructure and internal organization,
the performative characteristics of metaphor ‘forest’ in this constructed artistic environment surpass the
simplified distinction between ‘nature’ and ‘culture’. Mentioned performances allow to tackle and deduce the
meaning of ‘forest’ in Latvian contemporary socio-political ‘landscape’.
As a B.A. graduate student of Audiovisual and Performing Arts Theory at Latvian Academy of Culture (LAC), I
have extensive interests that are not only based on theory and history of performing arts, cinema and narrative
art. My main interests are the complementarity of different contexts and meaning generating processes, art as
a mnemonic repository and the artistic modelling. Currently, I am a first year Master’s student in Semiotics at
the University of Tartu and working as a scientific assistant at the Scientific Research Centre of the LAC. During
my studies in Riga and Tartu, I have dedicated many research papers and essays to Feminism theory and Gender
studies, author’s theory and counterpoints in cultural contexts by applying a historical discourse analysis. In
addition, my course papers were dedicated to the criticism and its functions in the 21st century by analyzing
art critic Normunds Naumanis’ (1962-2014) authorship. My Bachelor’s thesis Modifications of Author’s Textual
Presence: The Example of Normunds Naumanis was dedicated to the phenomena of the author’s voice in text and
its invariants. At this moment, I am working as a film critic and writing reviews and articles on performing arts
for several magazines in Latvia.
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Since 2001, the initiative 'One City and Nine Towns' has led to the building of nine planned satellite
towns in the periphery of Shanghai. Seven of these towns are themed around the Western countries
Canada, England, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and Sweden. They were intended to provide
an alternative living space outside of rapidly growing Shanghai, but since most of the towns have
failed to attract the expected large number of residents, Western media describes them as “copycat
ghost towns”. But is it fair to argue that these Nine Towns are just copycats? Exploring theoretical
perspectives on the phenomenon, this paper critically examines the US-American and German reportage
on One City and Nine Towns by applying Edward Said’s concept of Orientalism in order to break down the
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Julia Christina Schmidt, Stockholm University
More than just a 'Copycat': Orientalisation and Theatrical Potentialities of
Theming in "One City and Nine Towns"

orientalist stereotypes and essentialist notions of originality and culture the discourse revolves around.
As Homi Bhabha’s theory of the third space contributes to a more nuanced reading of the project, this
paper teases out its hybrid qualities. Drawing upon performances by Chinese tourists and newly-wed
couples moving and performing in these themed towns, this paper ultimately analyses the immersive
strategies and performative potentialities at play in 'One City and Nine Towns', establishing the project
as a transcultural space that defies the essentialist notions of original and copy.
Julia Schmidt is a theatre and performance scholar. She researches in the field between cultural studies,
performance-installations and theming in urban contexts. As a performer and director, her work has been
presented in theatre, performance and fine arts contexts in Belgium, France, Denmark, Germany, Sweden
and Turkey. She holds a B.A. in Applied Theatre Studies from Justus-Liebig-University Gießen, Germany.
Since September 2018, she has been studying for an M.A. degree in Performance Studies at Stockholm
University. Her research interests include immersion, liminality, audience participation, themed spaces,
narratives of tourism, postcolonialism, interculturality and translation. Her current research focuses on
immersive strategies and theatrical potentialities of themed towns in China. In the academic year 20192020, she is going to study and do field research in China with a scholarship from the German Alfried
Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach-Foundation.
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Subodh Kunwer, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Ranchi as a New Akhra (Performing Space/Fairground): the Emergence of
Indigenous Public Sphere
This paper intends to examine the emergence of Ranchi city of Jharkhand State as the new akhra
(performing space/fairground) of indigenous politics in India. It also examines the transformation of
the city space into a new performance space on this occasion of festivity. Here, I will take the example
of Sarhul festival/performance celebration to establish this connection. It is imperative to ask what
happens to this (or any) traditional performance when it comes to the city space and what kinds of
discourse does it generate? When Sarhul festival is organized in Ranchi city, how does it generate
a public discourse which affects the media and the wider political realm? In the public sphere that
emerges through Sarhul, it is important to understand how the idea of adivasiyat (indigeneity) is
asserted and what its durable, temporal efficacy is, in that space for a wider audience. This paper will
look at how the performance of adivasiyat and the formation of an adivasi (tribal/Indigemous) identity
are influenced by the public space which gets ushered through this cultural festival and events. It can
be argued that in the city space of Ranchi, mobilizing elements of a ritual performance become more
important than its ritualistic aspects. I ask questions like what happens to the city, what happens to the
ritual and what happens to the idea of adivasiyat (Indigeneity) in the new akhra (performance space/
fairground). Sarhul performs against the fixity of administrative space. How these fixed spaces are put in
movement during the festival? What role does this movement play in the construction and imagination of
the idea of Ranchi city?
Subodh Kunwer is presently pursuing his Ph.D. in Theatre and Performance Studies from School of
Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi India. His Ph. D. Work titled “Festival as a
mode of Conceptualization in Adivasi(Indigenous) Movements in Jharkhand” deals with three festivals
(Karam, Sarhul, Sendra) from Jharkhand, it’s indigenous movements, it’s conceptualizations regarding
the concept of land, forest and river and the claim of their ownership over this through festivals. His
research explores how the festivals provide a space to carry forward their worldview, imagination of
society, memory, history, and existence of being an adivasi. Earlier he has completed his M. Phil. (Master
of Philosophy) degree from the same institution, which entitled “Moving the Centre: Performing Sarhul
and Becoming – Adivasi in Contemporary Jharkhand”. The work primarily examined the role of Sarhul
cultural festival/performance in creating indigenous discourse in Jharkhand.
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Indigenous African performance spaces have, until recently been platforms for the production and
transmission of indigenous knowledge for cultural heritage. It was from this that Drewal (1991:2)
observed that “in Africa, performance is a primary site for the production of knowledge”. However,
these performance spaces are disappearing due to modernity. This paper, which is an aspect of a PhD
research, probes the disappearance of indigenous performance spaces with specific reference to the
Dagaaba, an ethnic group in North Western Ghana and the impact of this phenomenon on indigenous
performances. The probe will help expand and enrich the main PhD research – indigenous performance
and modernity. The paper will combine Fei and Sun’s (2013) Social Performance theory which states that
some performances are meant for a particular audience for a specific impact and Okpewho’s (1992:42)
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Margaret Ismaila, University of Ghana
Probing disappearing Indigenous Performance Spaces of the Dagaaba

ideas about “the various physical factors that influence the creativity of the oral artists”. Keywords:
Indigenous performance, Indigenous Knowledge, Dagaaba, Social performance
Margaret Ismaila is an Early Career Scholar in the Department of Theatre Arts, University of Ghana.
Before this position, Margaret had worked in the department over a decade as a research assistant.
Presently she teaches Drama in Education, History of the Theatre and Performance Studies. Margaret
is currently enrolled on a PhD programme in Drama and Theatre Studies at the Stellenbosch University
where she hopes to broaden her perspective on performance studies.
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TRANSLATION, ADAPTATION AND
DRAMATURY WORKING
ROOM 311

THE CANON AS ADAPTATION OF POLITICAL
MEMORY
Chair: Bernadette Cochrane, University of Queensland

Barbara Leonesi, University of Torino
Interpretation, adaptation or appropriation: Meng Jinghui's production of Teahouse
Lao She's Teahouse is considered a masterpiece of the Chinese theatre, a Classic crystallized in the Beijing People's Art
Theatre famous production by Jiao Juyin and Xia Chun (1958) restaged till today. Therefore the new, daring production
by the well-known "pop avant-garde" director Meng Jinghui (Ferrari 2011), premiered in October 2018 at the Wuzhen
Theatre Festival, has caused a heated debate about the concept of “Classic”, and about the boundaries between
interpretation, adaptation and appropriation of classics. In spite of his choice to present his production as Lao She’s
Teahouse, the director himself announced on the social media few days before the première that his mise-en-scène
would interweave in Lao She’s play nine other texts, both dramatic and narrative, by Lao She’s himself and by other
Asian and European writers. This paper carries out the analysis of Meng Jinghui’s Teahouse grounding in the idea of a
network-relation between the source text and the new text /performance rather than a one-way relation from one to the
other (Sanders, 2006). To embrace and analyze this complex net of echoing texts, to trace the reminders and the shifts of
meaning produced is more fruitful than to defend a so-called “original source” (Hutcheon, 2013). The analysis will show
how Meng Jinghui's hybridization work and his selection of intertexts and stage elements/reminders aim at erasing the
time and space coordinates in order to amplify the main topics of the play and to reflect on human condition. Although
deeply-rooted in today's China, this production is able to fit anytime and anyplace. Is this a new text that produces a new
net of signifiers? Or is this – as Meng Jinghui himself and his dramaturge Sebastien Kaiser declare – one of the infinite
possible readings of a classical text, because a classic needs to speak to the present society?
Barbara LEONESI holds a PhD from the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (EHESS, Paris), and is currently an
Associate Professor in Chinese Language and Literature in the Department of Human Studies of the University of Turin,
Italy. She has published several articles on the translation and reception of Italian literature in China, particularly poetry
and drama, and translated various Chinese literary works into Italian – mostly contemporary novels. Her current research
mainly focuses on contemporary Chinese drama, translation theories applied to drama, and the relation between text,
performance, and translation.
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My project explores dramaturgy and local urban citizenship, but this specific paper examines one of
my three case studies of Shakespearean adaptations in Metro Manila, Philippines produced within the
first three years of Rodrigo Duterte‘s presidency. Duterte‘s presidency is popularly associated with extra
judicial killings from the war on drugs. In 2017, Nonon Padilla directed an “interpretation” (personal
interview) of Shakespeare‘s Macbeth that utilized National Artist for Theater and Literature, Rolando S.
Tinio’ss translation at the De La Salle College of St. Benilde, a private Catholic college, collaborating with
the students of its Theater Arts program.
The TV screens flashing English surtitles as the actors spoke Tinio‘s Filipino translation, surrounded the
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Giselle Garcia, University of Exeter
Dislocated and Dangerous: Barriers in Makbet

audience inside the School of Design and the Arts’ black box theater. This indicates a predominantly
English speaking audience. After Banquo‘s murder, the actors broke the fourth wall transforming the
Japanese-inspired scenography into a glimpse of chaotic urban Manila. The actors then moved towards
the audience along the isles, as if we, the audience, were riding in cars, and they as street peddlers
selling cigarettes and candy, while the stage had Banquo‘s dead body before us.
I argue that Makbet’s dramaturgy which includes the visual language of barriers in the form of windows
and screens, articulates the neocolonial role of language, class and religion in Philippine education,
thus estranging Filipino students from the reality of local Philippine daily life. Makbet, as a production,
necessitates dramaturgical debates on nationalism and universalism when adapting Shakespeare in the
Philippines. It begs the question: what is the role of Shakespeare in an elite educational setting when
his most adapted political text, Macbeth was staged in the second year of populist Rodrigo Duterte‘s
presidency?
Giselle Garcia is a dramaturg, writer and cultural programmer who has worked at the Cultural Center of
the Philippines, Ma-Yi Theater Company (NYC) and Lark Play Development Center (NYC) after completing
her M.A. in Theater (Dramaturgy) in Hunter College, CUNY. She also taught at the Fine Arts and English
Departments of the Ateneo de Manila University. Her Ph.D research, funded by the College of Humanities
International Studentship investigates how the work of dramaturgy in the Philippines is answerable to
the spatial events of Shakespearean performance and to the country‘s capital city, Manila, as an urban
setting that shapes acts of translation and adaptation.
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Hanna Korsberg, University of Helsinki
Survivals from the Past: a film as a source for a theatre historian?
In my paper, I am discussing questions on materiality and performance by using an artwork as a
source material for theatre history. My case study is a short film, Theatre, directed by Jack Witikka in
1957 discussing the making of Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot at the Finnish National Theatre. The
stage production premiered on the 5 October 1954. Theatre is not a documentary, but there are a lot of
connections to the theatre production. First, the film would not exist without the stage production. I am
also looking at the process of an event transforming into an object. As Desmond Bell, a documentary
film maker, has captured: “The photographic image (still of moving) can be seen as “a fragmentary
survival from the past.” For a theatre historian, I am arguing, a film is more than a picture. For example,
in the scenes of Theatre, it is possible to see the physicality of the actors, their moving bodies and their
positions on the stage and hear their voices, to recognize things that were included in theatre practice
in 1950s. I propose that Theatre can be analysed with Walter Benjamin’s theorization of memory as
an aesthetic of ruins and traces in mind. The ruin for Benjamin is both the most material and most
symbolically powerful form of the allegorization of history. The fragments of a ruin are testimony of the
past that has gone and at the same time they are the indicative of a loss that never can be repaired.
Theatre is like a ruin: it is an incomplete record of the theatrical event it purports to represent. Yet, it is a
testimony of the past.
Since 2008, Hanna Korsberg has been Professor of Theatre Research at the University of Helsinki. Her
research interests include theatre history, historiography and performance. She has been an active
member of the IFTR since 2000, an executive committee member (2007–2015), and a vice president
(2015–2019).
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I would like to present my reserach project which aims to reconstruct and analyze the discourse
on materiality and matter in Polish performance and theatre of the 1990s in the context of political,
economic and cultural transformation. The point of depart for the project is an ongoing discussion about
the status of matter and materiality held especially within performance studies. With Rebecca Schneider
(2011), Robin Bernstein (2009), Jose Muñoz (1996) the archival turn debuted by Jacques Derrida’s
"Archive Fever" (2016) entered the field of performance in form of a radical critique of the "archival
logic" and its tendency to value material traces and documents over the body with its memory and
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Dorota Ewa Sosnowska, University of Warsaw
Things and objects. Matter and materiality in Polish theater and
performance of the 1990s

ability to perform. At the same time material remains of past performances became very important for
re-enactment theory and practice – central to the whole field - and in Polish context gained especially
important status with the category of necroperformance proposed by Dorota Sajewska (2016). Drawing
from those discussions and adding perspective connected to the thing theory (Bill Brown 2001 ) I would
like to investigate the status of materiality in a particular moment for Polish art and culture. Focusing
on the performance and theatre of the 1990s I will research the tension between acting body and matter
in context of three major shifts specifying Polish transformation: introduction of capitalism followed
by the discourse of commodification in art , appearance of repressed identities on theatre and art
stage introducing the question of relation between subject and object and release of different memory
discourses including those stored in thigs and objects, proofs and evidences, memorabilia and debris.
Such a perspective will allow on the one hand to analyse key examples founding contemporary art and
theatre from new theoretical perspective on the other hand add to global discussion concerning thing
theory and performance studies seen in historiographical context.
PhD, assistant professor working at the Department of Theater and Performance at the Institute of Polish
Culture.Author of the book “Królowe PRL.Sceniczne wizerunki Ireny Eichlerówny, Niny Andrycz i Elżbiety
Barszczewskiej jako modele kobiecości” [Queens of PPR. Stage creations of Irena Eichlerówna, Nina
Andrycz and Elżbieta Barszczewska as models of femininity] published in 2013. Working on several
scientific projects devoted to the issue of performance and memory, body and archive, material and
immaterial sources of the history. She published articles on the subject in Polish journals as well as in
Slovenian “Maska. Performing Arts Journal”, Czech “Theatralia” and British “Performance Research”.
She is a member of Historiography Working Group since 2016.
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Yizhou Huang, Tufts University
R. B. Salisbury’s Far Eastern Tour in Shanghai
Robert Brighton Salisbury (d. 1968) was a British actor, manager, and lyricist who toured with his troupe to
the Far East frequently between World War I and World War II. As “Paris of the East,” interwar Shanghai was
a cosmopolitan city in every sense. With booming trade, well-equipped theatres, and a vibrant international
community, Shanghai was an important stop for touring artists such as Salisbury. In this article (5000-word),
I reconstruct Salisbury’s Far Eastern tour with a special focus on his visits to Shanghai. As a semicolonial
treaty port, Shanghai was never a colony proper, but imperial forces, sometimes collaborative and sometimes
conflicting, played out in the city. A case study of Salisbury’s touring route as well as his program and
reception in Shanghai not only sheds light on the touring ecology in the Far East but also interrogates
the relationship between theatre and colonialism in a transnational context. Moreover, unlike the star
performers who ventured East, Salisbury was hardly famous on the West End stage. As a veteran of popular
entertainment, Salisbury’s most successful enterprise was The Quaints, a Pierrot troupe with which he toured
both in and outside the British Isles. Never making ground-break works on the London stage, for a long time
theatre practitioners like Salisbury were not the main figures of theatre history. Salisbury’s case, therefore,
puts forward historiographical questions: how do we piece together the life and work of lesser-known artists?
How do we retrieve their activities on the edge of Empire? How do we interpret fragmented primary sources
when archives work against us?
Yizhou Huang is a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Theatre, Dance, and Performance Studies at Tufts
University and dissertation fellow at Center for the Humanities at Tufts (2018-19). She is currently working
on her dissertation entitled “Staging Colonial Modernity: Performances for English-Speaking Audiences in
Shanghai between the Two World Wars.” Her research interests include theatre history, dramatic literature
and theory, modern and contemporary Chinese theatre, race and performance, interculturalism in theatre, and
multi-media performance. Her writings can be found in Texas Theatre Journal and Asian Theatre Journal.

EMBODIED RESEARCH WORKING
GROUP
ROOM 103

The Embodied Research Working Group uses its scheduled sessions to
explore methods of embodied and multimedial exchange. These may
feature the work of some WG members or may be open-ended with
multiple types of participation. Our sessions do not usually center
around the reading of papers. IFTR attendees are invited to join: Please
come with an open mind regarding diverse modes of presence and
participation.
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ROOM 202

Closed Session
PERFORMANCE CONVERSATION DIGESTION SESSION
Annette Kristina Arlander, Stockholm University of the Arts
PAR and Plants – Performing with trees?
This proposal for a media enhanced paper, contributing to a performance conversation, discusses
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PERFORMANCE AS RESEARCH
WORKING GROUP

some parts of the artistic research project, ’Performing with plants’. The project combines experiences
of a previous project ’Performing landscape’ with a contemporary posthumanist and new materialist
sensibility. The works I am describing and relating to recent discussions on plants and art (Gibson 2018,
Aoi 2018) are performances for camera with two spruce stumps and two pine trees in the centre of
Stockholm during the year of the dog 2018 (February 2018 to February 2019). Some of the key questions
touched at are a) how to perform ‘with’ plants, and b) what are the implications of understanding plants
as performing, for performance art and for PAR?
The paper will contribute to the discussion of PAR and the ‘transdisciplinarization’ of knowledge,
through its connections to critical plant studies, while focus on artistic work places it within the Nordic
strand of PAR, and thus in the discourse on geographical-methodological legacies. Although not dealing
with decolonisation directly, debates within posthumanities (i.e. Braidotti 2013, 2017), and the possibility
of an ‘ethico-onto-epistemology’ (Barad 2007) referred to in the paper have consequences for the
decolonisation of the academy.
For ‘Performing with plants’ see https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/316550/316551
Annette Arlander, DA, is an artist, researcher and pedagogue. Previously professor of performance art
and theory at Theatre Academy Helsinki (2001-2013), professor of artistic research at University of
the Arts Helsinki (2015-2016), postdoctoral fellow at Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies (2017),
she is presently professor of performance, art and theory at Stockholm University of the Arts (20182019), visiting researcher at Academy of Fine Arts, Uniarts Helsinki, PI of the Academy of Finland funded
research project How to do things with performance? and the Swedish Research Council funded artistic
research project Performing with Plants. For artworks and publications, see https://annettearlander.com
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Priyanka Pathak, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Performing at the ‘stinking’ sites of the city
The paper intends to analyze two site specific contemporary performances around waste and pollution
and how it layers the cityscape of suburban Delhi in a significant way. Delhi is a city where actual
spaces are segregated and divided into gentrification and ghettos associated with poverty, dirt and
waste, landfills and river banks are often the sites of migration and cleaning in the name of beatification.
The city has hosted a number of ‘site specific’ performances where the so called ‘stinking’ spaces
are represented and deployed as creative spaces to foreground the problems of marginalization and
displacement. The performances vary in their intent to portray the harsh realities or aestheticiziation
coming from an artistic imagination. I take two such performances to represent the different ends of the
spectrum but also performances which intends to politicize the sites through the artistic works. .The first
performance is by Atul Bhalla a Delhi-based artist whose Yamuna Walk, 2007 comprised a five days walk
on the 22km stretch of the river Yamuna which is highly polluted and located in the heart of the city. The
second performance is Stories through sound, 2011, on the bank the same river, creates a soundscape
using live instruments responding to environment including the stinking dead river. Choosing a site of
performance automatically indicates choosing its audience as the city is divided and so its inclusivity.
Here in terms of Lefebvre’s “exercise of class hegemony” in social production of spaces, I would like to
critically frame the debate and the performance examples.
Priyanka Pathak is a graduate from the National School of Drama New Delhi, 2013, specialized in design
and direction. She has been practicing theater since 2003 in Delhi as designer, director and acting
teacher. Her area of interest is devising performances around the idea of interventionist performances
in public sphere and she is deeply interested in performance as research model. She has submitted her
M.Phil dissertation in July 2017. The title of the dissertation is ‘Locating public sites and publics through
performance of waste: Neo-liberalism and new cityscape of Delhi 2000-2015’. Currently in the process
of finalising PhD proposal, which will be an extension of her Mphil dissertation as per the system in JNU.
Her research area which is intending to explore in PhD and making the transition from M.Phil, which
dealt with ‘waste’ as an important aspect of performance art today in India, into how theatre and other
cultural productions create ‘waste’. The two key aspects are site and the public who inhabits the space
and in this context. Her research pertains to performance around activism and interventionist theatre
which engages with waste and garbage and allows one to create ‘theatre’ at the site of the waste with
local people.
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In 2017, I created a solo performance essay that reflected an auto-ethnographic investigation into my
own practice as a dancer and how my body has been shaped. I would like to discuss the process of
creating this performance as an exploration of PaR and also to perform the solo. BodyMine investigates
the tension between the experience of ‘body as liability’ and ‘body as abundance’. The body is a
fundamental, material constraint that each of us is born with. The current, dominant socio-cultural
construction of the body encourages us to experience our bodies as a liability, almost as something that
gets in the way of life. Dance performance often contributes to this dominant narrative of the body by
elevating and showcasing a certain kind of relationship to the body: one of control towards display. The
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Shabari Rao, Srishiti Institute of Art Design and Technology
BodyMine: how history has shaped my dancing body

performance has three separate strands – one is narrative, where I speak directly to the audience of my
personal experiences. This serves to locate my position vis-a-vis the issues that the piece addresses.
What is my position? Why is this question important to me and personally relevant? What is my stake
in this performance? The second strand also uses text but is non-narrative, and uses recorded voices.
This strand locates the piece in historical and philosophical context. For example I quote from Yvonne
Rainer’s ‘No Manifesto’ (a piece of text) and Trio A (a choreography). Another section is Lata Mani’s
text 'Intimate Stranger', which was written and spoken by her for BodyMine. In it she explores ideas of
embodiment in a philosophical way and poses a challenge to a dualistic notion of self. The third stand is
abstract and non-textual. It seeks to explore the same ideas in a visual, visceral and aesthetic language.
These three strands address the same concepts in three different registers.
Shabari Rao is an artist, educator and researcher. Her work is rooted in practice based research which
focuses on the relationship between body, performance, and learning. She has taught and performed
extensively over the last 20 years, and participated in several international artist residencies. She has
worked with leading international theater practitioners including Robert Wilson (New York), John Briton
(UK) and Sophia Stepf (Berlin). Her most recent works include directing 'Head to Head: the Big Fat
Company plays with Hayavadana' (2018); creating and performing 'BodyMine' (2017) a 40 minute solo
dance-theater performance. She has presented her work in several conferences including 'A Dance for
Dance's Case' (2016), a performative presentation at Dance Teaching for the 21st Century: Practice and
Innovation (Sydney). Shabari has been published in peer reviewed journals as well as in edited volumes
on performance. She practices as an independent artist and art/education consultant and is also part
time faculty at Srishti Institute of Art Design and Technology. Shabari's formal education is listed below:
• BA in Kathak and Choreography (Bangalore University) • Professional Diploma in Dance Studies (Trinity
Laban Conservatoire for Music and Dance, UK) • MA in Dance and Education (Royal Academy of Dance,
UK).
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Ildiko Rippel, University of Worcester, UK
Performance as Research and the Performance-Lecture: A Pedagogy of Play
and Participation
This proposal engages with questions of the practice and philosophy of Performance as Research
(PaR) as a pedagogy, and investigates whether the form of the performance-lecture can present an
appropriate tool to disseminate or teach performance related research, or PaR. Patricia Milder describes
the performance-lecture as “teaching-as-art” with the aim to “blur the lines separating art from
discourse about art” (Milder 2010: 13). This approach is applied by practitioners who aim to critique
power structures and hierarchies reinforced by institutions, and who “hold the belief that consciousness
stemming from teaching and learning can lead to a new way to live in society” (ibid.). Performancelectures present a self-reflexive format, aimed at either theatre audiences (“lecture-performance”) or
presented in academic contexts (“performance-lecture”). Maaike Bleeker states that a “self-reflexive
attitude with respect to one’s own doing and the conditions of production and reception is a prominent
characteristic of many lecture performances” (Bleeker 2012: 235). The lecture-performance offers a
format to merge performance with theory as a useful vehicle for thinking through practice and produces
a non-hierarchical pedagogy of participation for spectators and/or students to access and participate in
research. Dance practitioner Jerome Bel’s lecture-performance, for example, “explains the philosophical
foundations of his works, which are often about exposing systematic structures in the dance industry”
(Midler 2010: 13). “It’s knowing what you’re taking part in. Not being alienated. Knowing what you’re
doing, what it belongs to and what you’re playing.” (Bel in Milder 2010: 19). In this instance, the lectureperformance enables the emancipation of performers and spectators from established hierarchies.
My contribution to the working group’s Performance Conversation explores the performance-lecture’s
potential to disseminate research to wider audiences, to free research from power structures reinforced
by institutions, and questions if performance-lectures enable a Foucauldian emancipation regarding the
production of knowledge. References: Bleeker, Maaike (2012) ‘Lecture performance as contemporary
dance’, in Susan Manning and Lucia Ruprecht (eds.) New German Dance Studies, University of Illinois
Press, pp. 232-247. Milder, Patricia (2011) ‘Teaching as Art: The Contemporary Lecture-Performance’ in
PAJ: A Journal of Performance and Art, 33(1), pp. 13-27.
Dr. Ildiko Rippel is a senior lecturer of Drama and Performance at the University of Worcester. Ildiko
recently completed a practice as research PhD at Lancaster University, examining the presence of
children in contemporary maternal performance. She furthermore is the artistic co-director of Zoo Indigo
theatre company, creating autobiographical, intermedial and maternal performance.
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‘Compost is a place of working, a place of making and unmak- ing … a place of failure’ (Haraway 2017:
51). Everything I know deeply, I know through having worked on a play. I often discuss the nature of
plays with my students, as riddles, or onions, with many layers to be unpeeled by the various makers
and readers involved. Plays are peculiar puzzles that must be solved, yet have no concrete solution or
fixed final picture. A play implies critical thinking, and invites collective and creative problem-solving.
Playwrighting is an embodied process; I write on a hunch, from my gut. As playwright, I layer, I veil and I
soak the work in symbolism. I flirt with subtext. I create a work that requires analysis from a multitude of
perspectives that, in order to curate an aesthetic and dramatic experience, are preferably not explained
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Johnmichael Rossi, University of Northampton
Curricular-Collaborative: A Composting

directly. But, as researcher, I must critically unpick and unpack these guttural, embodied intentions…
The act of teaching establishes an ongoing critical dialogue that forges a collaborative space where
artistic research practice both models and generates knowledge potentialities that are ‘composting’ in
perpetuity. This proposal to engage in a Performance Conversation with PaR Group members responds
to the groups call, which focuses on issues of pedagogy and decolonization through PaR. In order to
stimulate this conversation, emerging research will be shared in the form of a performative bricolage
compos(t)ed from the residue of classroom sessions, teaching moments and failures intended to frame
reflections on and consideration of practice-led research as a pedagogy.
Johnmichael Rossi, PhD, theatre-maker, educator and practice-led researcher.He is Senior Lecturer
and Programme Leader for the BA Drama at University of Northampton. As founding Artistic Director of
newFangled theatReR (2004-2014), JM has written, directed and produced several experimental works.
Published plays include: a TACK and trip, tik (in Play’N Amerika), gentlefucknation and most recently,
Titus Anonymous, co-authored with colleagues and students. JM is the former Education Director for
The Women's Project and a co-founder of Brooklyn Theatre Arts HS. He occasionally performs in mask
as ‘Dottore JoMiRo’ in The S’kool of Edumacation, an interactive performance parodying pedagogical
histories and institutional norms.
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Myer Taub, Theatre and Performance, Wits School of the Arts
The pig eats but doesn't know what makes it fat?
"The pig eats but doesn't know what makes it fat“:, anthromorphism, absence, action in the theatre
adaptation of Aristophones "The Birds", an urban arts project in place making commissioned by The Trinity
Session and The Johannesburg Development Agency (Johannesburg, 2018) in order to present a focused
role of the artist-facilitator in a collaborative project where visual and performing arts are used to generate
and synthesise prototypes for public art art. Its reflection I am given The Bemba proverb to suggest a
kind of heurism. Partly formed from distillation, distance-in thereto granting from this context retracing
conversations as part of the post mortem on reflections on power, performance and participation in what
became"Birds of the Grove", a place-making through public art and theatre intervention. Using participatory
performance and performance as research methods necessitate critical reflection on the power dynamics
at play in any given context. Part of this reflection collates ideas already drawn from previous conversations
presented by the author/s as part of the “Faces of the City” presentation series (Wits Spatial Analysis and
City Planning, CUBES, Wits City Institute and the GCRO, September 2018) that examined the relationships
between trust, control, creative process and power. It was in this previous-now retraced-conversations
that animal playing-metaphors and allegories along with the relationships between “freedom of action”
and “no meaning to action in the public sphere” (Antonio Negri, 2014), become useful constructs to further
guide a conversation of performative reconstruction of personal and co-created reflection in the narrative
of performance as research in the field of applied theatre making participatory public arts projects. The
paper was reprised at the most recent 10th Drama For Life Conference (Using again as References: Antonio
Negri. “Living in a Time of Crisis”, 2014.) The conversation started in theory and then as a way as what I can
recollect from the second conversation was the insertion of the critic into the conversation first held at Faces
of the City, the conversation was so to mediate in reflection of the present, past and potential calamities that
occur/-ED in the project. Ideas below as further platform/ed conversations, or plated conversations in order
to necessitate acute reflexive devices about practice. Its previous conversations about conversations intend
to settle how in the first instance this paper implies an exchange of conversations around ethics, power, and
cities. But also to concur how the conversation, above all might inform the dialectic that elaborates practice.
Dr. Myer Taub teaches in the department of Theatre and Performance (TAP) at the Wits School of the Arts at
the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa. He writes, teaches and complicates.
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Stacey Lee Prickett, University of Roehampton
European writing projects: Alternative criticism for emerging dance and
performance
Alongside the worrying decline in the number of full-time dance journalists, new modes of training dance
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CHOREOGRAPHY AND CORPOREALITY
WORKING GROUP

writers have been established outside academia in European cities. Mentoring relationships have generated
online publication opportunities on websites and while personal blogs offer space for writers to develop and
gain valuable exposure. The benefits are twofold, offering support to aspiring dance writers, many of whom
are dancers, while also generating reviews beneficial to early career choreographers and performers. This
paper examines two writing projects, one based in London in association with The Place Theatre and its
Resolutions Dance Festival held annually in January and February. The second event is the Aerowaves Festival
and its Springback Journal. As a European initiative, Aerowaves is held in a different city each year, the
associated criticism workshops led by established dance journalists from London and other dance centres on
the continent. Interviews with young writers and analysis of the training processes will be situated in relation
to contemporary debates about about elitism and the lack of awareness of diverse dance and performance
forms by some established critics. Accusations of exclusionary attitudes have been made about publications
such as the New York Times, with perceptions that a limited notion of dance is reinforced by decisions about
what receives coverage. There are also calls to help 'decolonise' critical perspectives in response to a
review about a South Asian dance form in another publication. What are the challenges of ensuring values of
inclusion and diversity are reinforced in the new writers‘ projects, even as they appear to offer ‘alternative‘
and empowering spaces for development as critics?
Dr Stacey Prickett, Reader in Dance Studies at the University of Roehampton in London, investigates
relationships between dance, society and politics through historical and sociological perspectives in topics
ranging from the left wing dance in the 1930s to political protest actions, social justice and contemporary
dance, and South Asian dance. She received a British Academy/Leverhulme Trust grant to support research
into dance and cultural diplomacy during the Cold War. Stacey convenes the MA Politics and Sociology of
Dance course, supervises PhD students and teaches contextual studies modules and dance criticism on the
BA in Dance Studies. Publications include the monograph Embodied Politics: Dance, Protest and Identities,
articles in Dance Research Journal, Dance Chronicle,Dance Research,the Nordic Journal of Dance and book
chapters (Shifting Corporealities: Danger, Im/Mobility, Politics; Dance and Politics, and Dance in the City). She
is co-editing the forthcoming Routledge Companion to Dance Studies.
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Hanna Kaarina Järvinen, Performing Arts Research Centre of the Theatre
Academy, University of the Arts Helsinki
Choreographic Authorship
I am working on an article on processes of canonisation in dance, that specifically looks on
choreographic authorship and gender in art dance. This currently includes questions related to copyright
protection, sampling, and citation in art dance practices (Picart, Kraut, Yeoh, Vaidhyanatan, etc.). The
paper is in very preliminary stages, but builds on an earlier piece I have published on Foucault's Qu'estce qu'un auteur? Given I was asked to teach Choreography MAs currently struggling with how to deal
with collaborative practices popular with Dance BA and MA students for the 2019 autumn term, I think
by June any comments on the theme would be useful...
Lecturer, Performing Arts Research Centre of the Theatre Academy of the University of the Arts Helsinki;
Docent in Dance History, University of Turku; Senior Researcher in the Academy of Finland project 'How
to Do Things with Performance?', 2016-2020, Honorary Visiting Research Fellow, De Montfort University,
Leicester 2016-2020, author of Dancing Genius: The Stardom of Vaslav Nijinsky (Palgrave Macmillan
2014) and articles in e.g. The Senses & Society, AVANT, Dance Research, and Dance Research Journal.
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The proposal represents a review of the results collected at the end of a Choreographic practice created
by the interpretation of a woman’s portrait as micro-history that highlights the condition of women in
the south of Italy over the last century. The author of this proposal is developing a Ph.D. in Performative
Arts which is focused on the body’s self-censorship due to the interiorization of roles and stereotypes
coming by culture. Over the last few months, the artist/researcher has developed a systematic study of
a singular case through the perspective of micro-history as a methodological reference for the empirical
research. The aim of the study is to highlight this methodology in dialogue with the philosophy of the
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Fabiana Mercadante, Universidade de Lisboa
Writing History through the Body: Singularity in Historical Narration Focus on
the condition of women in the South of Italy between 1950 and 1990

body and the theory of embodiment. For the researcher, a reflection on historical methodology is the
basis for developing a work plan in order to create a choreographic device as historical narration,
through the body and its singularity. Choreography is the medium employed to re-create and interpret
the emotional set-up where the Italian women’s social body developed from the end of the second world
war until the end of the nineties.
Fabiana Mercadante is an Italian writer, videographer and performer. Her artistic research revolves
around the relationship between bodies, history, and cities, creating artistic hybrids involving dance and
video-documentary. She is developing a Ph.D. in Performative Arts for the Universidade de Lisboa where
she is conducting research on creative processes, and the relationship between bodily expression and
self-censorship in the Italian culture. In 2016 she founded the Flooding Lab, a touring collective involved
in researching political bodies and narrativity. Starting from an exploration of performative practices and
a study on the ephemeral of presence, the collective developed site-specific performances, involving
people from the territory, who were not necessarily practitioners of the performative’s arts.
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Scenography in the Urban Space
Chair: Jacki Willson, University of Leeds, UK

Nebojša Tabački, Freelance Scenographer
Theming an urban environment: Scenography as a driving force in the
experience economy
Contemporary scenographic discourse acknowledges scenography as a cultural practice that goes
beyond the theatre, covering a wide range of artistic interventions in urban spaces. Within the framework
of this expanded discourse, this paper looks into one particular aspect of such manifestations: theming.
As a design strategy, theming is closely linked to the application of scenographic techniques in a variety
of urban settings, including sectors such as services, retail, leisure, and entertainment. At the same
time, theming is a highly invasive approach that significantly alters the urban environment, introducing
a special kind of theatricality and performativity into everyday places. Among its many contemporary
representations, the themed shopping mall stands out as a composite of different urban functions
brought under the same roof. As a gathering place within the realm of Disneyization, consumption, and
globalisation, it enables a closer look at the exploitation of theatricality for the experience economy. A
highly successful global phenomenon, theming has especially continued to spread throughout China.
In addition to existing and announced themed shopping malls, there are already 300 operational theme
parks in the country, with a further 59 set to open by 2020. Therefore, the use of scenography both in
the suburban context and in the revitalisation of city centres is a relevant discussion topic for the IFTR
conference in Shanghai. This paper will present views on the role played by scenography in themed
urban spaces meant for consumption and mass tourism. Using the commercial environment of the
shopping mall as a case study, the aim is to offer a critical approach to the consumption of an artistic
discipline embedded in the neoliberal exploitation of creative industries. My objective is to open a
discussion on the social responsibility inherent in the design and management of public spaces.
Dr. Nebojša Tabački is a freelance scenographer working in theatre, film, and television. After studying
architecture in Belgrade and Berlin, he continued his education in stage and production design as a
postgraduate in Munich. He holds a PhD degree in art and cultural history from the University of the Arts
Berlin. His scholarly interests focus on the impact of technology on scenography and theatre architecture
in and beyond the theatre. His recent publications include the monograph Kinetic Stages (Transcript,
2014), articles in the Theatre and Performance Design Journal (Routledge, 2015, 2017) and the Theatre
Arts Journal (2017), and a chapter in Scenography Expanded (Bloomsbury, 2017).
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The profession of landscape architect was not established before the middle of 1900’s but the parks and
gardens have been designed from the early times of the human history. The history of garden art often
mentions the connection between park, theater and scenography. However, the history books do not
explain how and why these are related. The ideas and influences for the garden design were often given
by set designers and on the contrary, the latest garden styles were reflected in the set design of indoor
theater houses.
Scenography and parks belong to the architectural context. Both are creations of experimental spaces,
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Jari Aaltonen, Aalto University
Art Environment in the Park Context – Combining artistic, practical and
technical endeavors

large scale spatial planning, public space and they deal with dramaturgy of the space as well. Both show
how the visions and practicality can be combined. My research work is about expanded scenography.
I observe different city parks alongside my interview data. I reflect my own observation through my
practical skills and practical perspectives as landscape architect.
One of my case studies is Tapio Wirkkala Park (TWP) in Helsinki, Finland, which was opened in 2012.
TWP is exceptional place in the urban environment and among other city parks in Helsinki, because it is
not designed by a landscape architect or park designer. It is designed by Robert Wilson, internationally
known American artist, who is better known from his work in the field of theater. Wilson’s approach is
exceptional in today’s park architecture. There are different rules, laws and regulations in outdoor space,
which do not exist in indoor theater houses. Still, scenography and scenographical thinking provides
possibilities outside the theater houses. How to encounter a park, which does not fulfill the requirements
that we normally set for it? How can the artistic, practical and technical endeavors be combined in an
urban park environment? What kind of encounter or collision experiences does it give us?
Jari Aaltonen has vocational qualification in Horticulture, BA in Horticultural production - Landscape
planning and Design (Finland) and MA in Landscape Architecture (Germany – Switzerland). He has
worked in different TV and theater productions in various job description, as an actor and a stage
manager. In his PhD work Aaltonen studies common surfaces of theater, scenography and park
architecture, and how these things appear in the context of park architecture.
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Glocalisation: Mediated Intercultural Collaborations
& Globalised Creative Learning
Chair: Thomas Riccio, University of Texas at Dallas

Rosina Sanchez Cachaza, Konic Theatre
Performance, technological mediation and cross-cultural collaboration
Before the Beep (BtB) is a stage project by Kònic Thtr that refers to the changes of perception in interpersonal communication
when mediated by new technologies. The piece confronts the body on stage with these same communication technologies
and explores how they re-write the body and change our understanding of place and presence. Before the Beep – Crossing
Borders is a process to adapt BtB and perform the result site specifically conjointly with performers, stage directors and
choreographers from different cultures. Kònic Thtr found the necessary alliances with cultural institutions to present the work
with local artists during 2011 and 2012 in São Paulo and Bahía (Brazil), NYC and Troy (US), Beijing and Shanghai (China). Our
interest with this project is to offer a space of encounter between contemporary performers from different cultures and experts
in the stage practices that merge performing arts with technological mediation. We open the technological and conceptual
elements of the piece Before the Beep and invite artists over a short period of two weeks to a process of remodelling the work
under our guidance, after which period the adapted piece is presented to the local audience. Some questions that ignited the
project are linked to how digital technologies are permeating all our cultures. Does technological mediation help to surpass/
transcend cultural barriers? Are there substantial differences in the way one interacts with technologies? How is the body represented and mediated in each culture? One of the specific version of BtB was developed in 2011 in Beijing in collaboration
with the theatre company Paper Tiger. We worked intensively with two performers from the company, under the eyes of the
company’s director. The final result was presented in Beijing in Paper Tiger’s own space, and was then shown at the Rockbund
Art Museum in Shanghai.
Rosa Sánchez. Multidisciplinary and multimedia artist, performer & choreographer.Artistic director and founder of Konic thtr.
Rosa Sanchez and Alain Baumann lead the conceptual, creative and technological lines of the label Kònic. Kònic thtr & Koniclab
is an innovative project leader in R & D & I in Catalan art that explore through art the challenges and opportunities provided
by the introduction of the new technologies in our daily lives. Kònic is actively involved in transnational projects focused on
knowledge exchange, providing expertise in projects of interactive stage and knowledge in R + D + i (Research, Development
and Innovation), to contribute to the renewal of contemporary creation mediated by technology. Their work has been shown
in more than thirty countries in Europe, Asia, Africa and America. Recent projects: #14Skyline extended: Performance and
visual poetry. Barcelona, Spain

- 2018 Near in the Distance III: Networked dance & music. TNC. Linz, Austria – Rome,IT.
Prague. Barcelona, Spain – 2017 Similarities: Networked dance. NPAPW. Copenhaguen, Denmark -Miami,US.Barcelona, Spain
– 2017 The Things That Cannot be Touched: Networked dance. The best of the Fest Dance Festival. Eindhoven - Fabra i Coats.
Barcelona, Spain - 2016 Virtual Sets. Creative Europe founded Project 2015-2016
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This paper presents, through case studies, C&T’s work combining psychogeography and applied theatre
methodologies in three of the company’s Online Distance Learning (ODL) applications. C&T are the UKbased applied theatre company creating online participatory drama projects for young people and
communities across England and internationally, through its browser-based authorship utility www.
prospero.digital. A key feature of this platform are geolocation-based technologies that construct
synergies between psycho-geography and process-driven applied theatre techniques. This paper will
chart, through three examples of practice-based research, how C&T works to harness these possibilities:
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Paul Sutton, C&T
Solvitur ambulando: Using Applied theatre and psychogeography to solve the
real through digital landscapes

First will be an overview of C&T’s Stratar.net website. Stratar enables the building of multi-layered
encyclopaedic performative maps using open Street Map technologies, exemplified by two schoolsbased projects, one in a rural Worcestershire primary school and a second in an inner-city London
special school. Second will be an analysis of Push/Pull, a web app that enables participants to research,
dramatize and code their stories of migration through transmedia. Cited examples will include migratory
routes from rural Kenya to Korogocho, a Nairobi slum, Syrian migrants moving to Vienna, Austria, and
‘Dreamer’ migrants from across South America who have moved to New York. Finally, the paper will
map out how C&T has integrated these approaches into its Prospero technology, exemplified by a recent
collaboration with Royal Shakespeare Company playwright Phil Porter and Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden composer Martin Ward. C&T used Prospero enable these artists to author a geolocation- based
smartphone guided walk around historic Soho, London and digitally distribute this media rich narrative
to residents and visitors to this vibrant, diverse district of central London. The paper will ask questions
about how effective digital technology can be in encoding the ethnographic stories of young people
and communities and how questions of contextualisation and ‘glocalisation’ offer both constraints and
opportunities for globalised creative learning.
Dr Paul Sutton is the founder and Artistic Director of C&T, the UK-based applied theatre company with
over thirty years experience in mixing drama, learning and digital technologies. C&T are a National
Portfolio Organisation of Arts Council England. Paul has worked extensively in theatres, schools and
universities across the UK and internationally including in New York City, Nairobi, Australia, New Zealand,
Singapore and Austria. He is Digital Editor of' RiDE: The Journal of Applied Performance', Co-Editor of
the book 'Innovation, Technology and Converging Practices in Drama Education and Applied Theatre'
and author of chapters in numerous books including Drama and Social Justice and Applied Theatre
Economies. He was a Honorary Research Fellow at the University of Worcester, UK and a Regional Council
Member of Arts Council England. He Chairs the Worcestershire Cultural Education Partnership, UK.
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Opening Session

The Theatre & Architecture Working Group circulates written
papers in advance of the conference and members are invited
to give shor t presentations about their papers, followed by
discussion. Our sessions are open to all conference delegates. If
you would like further information, then please contact Andrew
Filmer: awf@aber.ac.uk
Please see WG 1
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Urbanism III: Future Cities
Chair: Helene Grøn
Paul Hale Clarke, University of Bristol
Critical Utopian and Dystopian Thinking: Uninvited Guests’ and Duncan
Speakman’s Billennium (After Ballard)
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POLITICAL PERFORMANCES WORKING
GROUP

This proposal touches on issues related to (A) Citizenship and (B) Urbanism. Billennium (After Ballard)
is a guided tour, not of historic sites, but of a city’s futures, on which you walk through time to the
locations of utopian and dystopian science fictions. Watch as future architecture appears before your
eyes and hear what different worlds might sound like. Accompanied by archaeologists of the future, you
carry mobile devices that will interpret and visualize traces of what’s to come. The tour concludes with
an opportunity to design tomorrow’s city together and see the buildings you imagine layered onto the
architecture of today using AR (augmented reality). Live-streamed, multichannel audio immerses you in
sci-fi location sounds and speculative architecture is drawn in realtime over the existing buildings. In
line with Jaap Bakema’s ideal of an open society, Billennium stages a participatory and democratized
approach to urban design and planning consultation. Citizens take the place of architects and planners,
collaboratively imagining the future of their built environment. Despite our bottom up mode of design
and idealized consultation being framed as science fiction, this AR performance could be applied as a
model for engaging publics in participatory planning processes, to enable critical conversations between
municipalities and local people. The use of emerging technologies and theatre as tools enables playful,
improvisatory and collaborative approaches to generating proposals for remaking places, fictional
versions that can feed into real urban design and public consultancy. Billennium (After Ballard) tends to
be staged in places that are undergoing rapid gentrification or urban renewal, where Uninvited Guests
and Speakman collaborate with participants from the neighbourhood to imagine alternative futures. This
paper will address whether, as Jose Muñoz proposes, visualising and speaking of utopian and dystopian
futures might “fuel [the] critical and potentially transformative political imagination" of a community
(p.3).
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Paul Clarke is a Senior Lecturer in Performance Studies at University of Bristol and co-artistic director
of the theatre company Uninvited Guests. Founded 20 years ago, their award-winning work has toured
nationally and internationally, showing in the UK, China, Germany, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain,
Switzerland, Slovenia, Austria and Australia. They make entertaining and provocative experiences that
explore urgent social, cultural and political ideas by combining the visceral with the virtual, high-tech
with low tech means. Recently Clarke has become increasingly interested in exploring how technologies
can facilitate the co-creation of performance with participating audiences, who are invited to share in
the work’s authorship and shape its outcome. Billennium (After Ballard) was originally commissioned
by Watershed and University of Bristol’s Smart Internet Lab for the Layered Realities 5G platform, 2018:
https://www.watershed.co.uk/studio/projects/billennium-square-after-ballard It will show at STRP art
and technology Biënnale, Eindhoven, Netherlands, April 2019: https://strp.nl/ Clarke is also a member of
the art collective Performance Re-enactment Society (PRS) and co-edited the book Artists in the Archive:
Creative and Curatorial Engagements with Documents of Art and Performance, which has recently been
published by Routledge. http://www.uninvited-guests.net/home http://www.bristol.ac.uk/school-of-arts/
people/paul-h-clarke/overview.html https://bristol.academia.edu/PaulClarke
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Three young cosplayers strike a pose against a Chinese opera stage, reenacting a scene of sworn
brotherhood between three highly-skilled martial artists (and triad personalities) from City of Darkness, a
comic set in Kowloon Walled City (the City). This oath to protect the City and defend the rights of the common
people is a recreation of a scene from the arguably agonistic epic, The Romance of Three Kingdoms. Even
though the City was demolished in 1993, the fantasy of places that are no longer inhabitable can offer
insights into people’s present hopes for the future.
The City was a densely populated plot of land that remained under the jurisdiction of the Chinese government
from 1846 to 1992 when Hong Kong was ceded to the British colonial government. The British adopted a
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Adelina Ong I-Zheng, Independent researcher
Reimagining Mobilities: Anarchic Urbanism and Hope in a Fluid Underworld ( 江湖 )

hands-off approach to the supply of public services, so grassroots organisations, local triads and residents
within the City took over the provision of public services using a mixture of makeshift, extralegal means. This
improvised community life has been described as an example of anarchic urbanism and sociability. Adopting
narrative inquiry as my methodology, I will critically analyse performances of the urban 江 湖 (jiang hu)
that have been inspired by the City of Darkness comics. 江湖 translates as ‘rivers and lakes’ in Mandarin,
evoking a mythical, fluid underworld of the past as a challenge to the present. Framed conceptually with
Zhuangzi’s intellectual fluidity and Judith Butler’s ideas on interdependence, I propose that fantastical
narratives of demolished places like the City can mobilise a reimagination of the future that opens up more
hopeful possibilities for young people struggling with depression in Hong Kong.
Adelina Ong recently completed her PhD at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, University of
London, UK. Her thesis proposed a theory for compassionately negotiated living inspired by parkour, art du
déplacement, breakin’ (breakdancing) and graffiti. She served on the Executive Committee of Theatre and
Performance Research Association (TaPRA) as one of two postgraduate representatives from 2014 to 2018.
She has published in Theatre, Dance and Performance Training Journal and Research in Drama Education
(RiDE) and co-edited a special issue of RiDE ‘On Access’ with Colette Conroy and Dirk Rodricks. In 2018, she
also worked with seven colleagues from the Standing Conference of University Drama Departments (SCUDD)
to put together discipline-specific Guidelines for Preventing Sexual Harassment.
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Popular entertainment and the archive I
11:00-11:30
Simon Luigi Dodi, Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
(Re)Performing the Popular Archive: Cataloguing British Camp Performance and
Identity
This paper shall explore the methods and methodology I have engaged with through my current PhD project:
a practice-as-research examination of male camp identity in historical British popular performance and
cultural practices of the 1960-70s. Through methods of performance reenactment, my research findings
demonstrate embodied connections of camp identity. Alongside a practice-research methodology, my
research straddles affective queer historiography to incorporate my identity into this lineage and make the
non-normative inheritances of male camp identity explicit in performance. The practice of this research
is twofold: studio experiments are the primary mode of inquiry, and then research findings are presented
through performance. The amalgamation of this work will be presented in an archival catalogue where three
discernible markers overarch how camp identity in performance: gesture/body, the voice/face, and material
interactions: these salient elements form part of the physical taxonomy of camp identity in performance.
Male camp identity in British popular performance and culture lacks academic research. This is partly down
to the ephemeral performance practice that this work sits amongst, as well as the low-brow nature of its
comedy and unspoken queer histories of the performers recognised in this field. This paper will explore how I
plan to present my alternative archive catalogue as the practice element of my PhD which seeks to legitimise
and contribute to the legacy of this performance practice, whilst attempting to disrupt normative notions of
heritage, identity and historiography.
Simon Dodi is a practice-based PhD candidate at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama. His thesis
examines male camp identity in historical British popular performance and cultural practices through the
methods of performance reenactment with archival material.
https://www.cssd.ac.uk/student/simon-dodi
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In this paper I begin the work of resurrecting two nearly-forgotten artistic practices: that of British
painter Thérèse Lessore (1884-1945) and the World’s Fair Circus held annually at the Royal Agricultural
Hall in Islington, London, which Lessore painted on several occasions in the 1920s and 30s. Despite
Lessore’s significant output and the positive critical attention her artwork received during her lifetime,
her career has been overshadowed by the celebrity of her second husband, the prominent British
impressionist Walter Sickert. Both artists shared an interest in watching, drawing and painting popular
entertainments, and even before they were married they frequently attended music halls, theatres and
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11:30-12:00
Jason Wayne Price, University of Sussex
The Art of Entertainment: Circus Paintings by Thérèse Lessore

circuses together to gain inspiration for their work. From 1927 to 1934, the couple became regular
attendees at the annual World’s Fair circus, which Lessore subsequently captured in several paintings.
Dating back to 1883, the World’s Fair, with its circus, animal menagerie, rides, and other novelties,
brought the splendour of the summer fair into the Christmas period. Despite its longevity and popularity,
the circus is now primarily, but barely, remembered through Lessore’s paintings. This paper brings
together material from the Sickert Family Collection held at the Islington Local History Centre, the
National Fairground and Circus Archive (UK), and exhibition catalogues held in the special collections at
Tate Britain to piece together a clearer picture of Lessore’s artistic practice and one of the key circuses
that inspired her.,,This paper emerges from my current research project, â€˜Popular Entertainment
in British Art, 1880-1945â€™, which is considering the influence popular entertainments had on
â€˜higherâ€™ British arts practices in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. In keeping with
the working group’s strategic focus, this paper will foreground the unique methodological challenges I
have experienced in recuperating an overlooked popular practice through painting.
Jason Price is a Senior Lecturer in Contemporary Theatre and Performance at the University of Sussex in
Brighton, United Kingdom. He is a trained performer, director and dramaturg. His research is concerned
with the relationships and intersections between visual art, performance, politics and popular culture.
In his recent book, Modern Popular Theatre (Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), he traces the evolution of the
concept of the popular in theatre and performance since the Industrial Revolution, drawing on a range of
international theatre and performance makers. He has also published on site-specific theatres, public
art and painting.
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Aileen Kaye Robinson, Stanford University
“The Great Boomksy”: Researching Black Magic Performance
In an early twentieth-century photograph, magician Adelaide Herrmann stands posed as Cagliostro, a dove
alighting from a plate in her outstretched hands. Standing next to her, gazing at the trick, dressed as the
sorrowful Pierrot, is Milton Hudson Everett, the last “Boomsky” of a stage legacy inaugurated by magician
Alexander Herrmann. The Herrmann family employed several Black Americans as magician assistants from 1870
to the 1920’s. Nicknamed “Boomsky,” the performers worked as apprentices in the large-scale Herrmann magic
show, learning the tricks and strategies of magic performance. While several photographs of Alexander and
Adelaide Herrmann are extant, this photograph is one of very few of Milton Hudson Everett, the only photograph
of “Boomsky” with a Herrmann. The photograph, a staged studio image, provides valuable information about the
possible costuming and presentation of Everett within the magic act, details that Adelaide does not outline in her
memoirs. The photograph raises further questions as well: what was Everett’s role in crafting the magic trick?
Did he perform his own magic tricks as part of the overall act, or was his role predominately visual? This paper
has two aims: 1) to explore the contribution of the “Boomsky” lineage of Black magicians to magic history; and 2)
to examine the practice of ephemeral magic performance reconstruction through graphic and textual materials.
The “Great Boomskys” were an important aspect of popular entertainment from the late-nineteenth century,
revealing elements of apprenticeship, performance training, and Black entertainment practices. The tradition
not only addresses gaps in the history of Black popular culture, but also provides an opportunity for addressing
the challenges of magic research. How can traditional methodologies of magic research uncover lost and buried
histories of minoritarian magic performance? The paper thus also undertakes to reimagine the possibilities of
magic performance reconstruction.
Employment: Assistant Professor in Theatre and Performance Studies, Stanford University ( September 2019);
Andrew W. Mellon Scholar in the Humanities, Stanford University (Department of Theater and Performance
Studies , September 2016-2019). Education: Ph.D., Interdisciplinary Ph.D. in Theatre and Drama, Northwestern
University, Evanston, IL ( August 2016); B.A., Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts (June 2008).
Fellowships: National Science Foundation, Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant (2013-2015); Social Science
Research Council, International Dissertation Research Fellowship (2012-2013);Thomas Marshall Graduate Award,
American Society for Theatre Research (2013); IFTR Bursary Award, International Federation of Theatre Research
(2013);Society for Theatre Research, Kathleen Barker Award (2012). Publications: “Knocking for Air: The Diving
Bell and Interactivity in Nineteenth-Century London,” Nineteenth Century Theatre and Film 14, no. 1 (2015): 3853; “‘All Transparent’: Pepper’s Ghost, Plate Glass, and Theatrical Experiment,” Performing Objects and Theatrical
Things, ed. Marlis Schweitzer and Joanne Zerdy, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 135-148. Selected
Symposia/Conference: American Society for Theatre Research Forum (Fall 2018); Association for Theatre in Higher
Education (ATHE): “Black Magic/White Magic: Isaac Willis’s Challenge to the Nineteenth-Century Stage”(Summer
2018); City, Space, and Spectacle in Nineteenth-Century Performance Conference: “The Fairyland of the City: Dion
Boucicault’s Babil and Bijouand London’s Technological Spectacle” (Summer 2018)
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Site, Locality, and the Staging of New Beginnings
Chair: Marvin Carlson, City University of New York

Samer Al-Saber, Stanford University
Staging Refugee Rights and Realities: Immersive Suffering and Peculiar Universality in the
Mixed Promised Lands of Good Chance Theatre’s The Jungle
In the 2018/2019 theatre season, Good Chance Theatre’s The Jungle has had successful runs in London, New York, and San
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Francisco. Throughout its long and successful runs, the production has been described as both immersive and touching in
ways that helped audiences better understand the plight of migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers, particularly in Europe.
The play tells stories of refugees at France’s city of Calais, where a found space developed into a small town, containing a
restaurant, a theatre, recognizable streets, named neighborhoods, and areas that house peoples of various origins. In the
telling of the story, the playwrights and the production manage to narrate events in a nearly encyclopedic fullness, explaining
to the audience clear political circumstances and showing the usual characters that appear in the context of a refugee camp:
aid workers, migrants primarily from regions surrounding the Middle East, and government representatives from the host
country. The drama of the play grows from a celebratory beginning of foreigners who transform a non-place into a vibrant
small town to a tragic end, which informs of instability of statelessness and perils of western nationalism.
While often seen as a refugee story, I argue, not as a criticism but simply as a counter observation, that The Jungle is a
quintessentially British play and thus I explore the implications of its identity in relation to the stories it shares. By staging a
play about refugee rights and realities, in their own voices within the British theatrical apparatus, Good Chance Theatre and its
“immersive” staging places the drama inside the Euro-American theatre, rather than the refugee camp represented on stage.
Is it possible for a refugee story become a British story? If so, when?
At Stanford University, Samer Al-Saber is Assistant Professor of Theatre And Performance Studies. He is a member of the faculty
at the Center for the Comparative Study of Race and Ethnicity (CCSRE) and the Abbasi Program in Islamic Studies. He has
taught at various institutions on a wide range of topics, including Conflict and Theatre, Arab Theatre and Culture, Palestinian
Theatre, Performing Arabs, Staging Islam and American Politics, and Orientalism. At Stanford, he teaches courses concerned
with identity, race, and ethnicity at the intersection of Islam and the Arts. His recent scholarship focuses on Palestinian theatre
in Jerusalem. His work appeared in Theatre Research International, Alt.Theatre, Performance Paradigm, Critical Survey, Theatre
Survey, Jadaliyya, Counterpunch, This Week In Palestine, and various edited volumes, such as Palgrave’s Performing For
Survival, Edinburgh Press’ Being Palestinian, and the Freedom Theatre’s recently published Performing Cultural Resistance in
Palestine. He is the co-editor of the anthology Stories Under Occupation and Other Plays from Palestine, forthcoming from the
In Performance series by Seagull Press.
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PERFORMANCE WORKING GROUP
ROOM 102

The Whole Person: Performing Health and Wellness
Chair: Sabine Sun-Ae Kim, Mainz University

Carla W. Springer, The University of the West Indies
"Deadly Beautiful" - A performance piece exploring concepts of beauty in an urban
Caribbean context
Sitting on their soap boxes, two women explore the wide scale, dynamic and psychological problems of skin
bleaching, and body imaging and modification through the complex narratives of Caribbean women. The
dramaturgical process ritualizes through song, poetry, movement and drama the actors own journey as they reflect
and evaluate their individual experiences while challenging their own personal attitudes and memories. The actors/
writers examine real-life situations of Caribbean women through improvisation, and have created the performance
based on interviews and research. The Play deals with issues of identity in “Hair Matters”, and understanding what
‘good hair’ really means. It also reflects on concepts of beauty in “Skin Ting”, as the characters battle with issues
of colorism. The women reflect on their ticket to a better life in this 45-minute performance. ‘Deadly Beautiful’
contemplates the history and the inception of skin bleaching, and the obsession with hair as an acceptable
behaviour especially among women of African and Caribbean origin. The historical context shows that these issues
are part of a deeper problem of self-loathing and an inferiority complex, and further leads to a much larger problem
of skin tone discrimination which still infiltrates our societies today.
Carla W. Springer Hunte is the Manager of the Errol Barrow Centre for Creative Imagination, The University of the
West Indies, Cave Hill Campus, Barbados. She holds a BSc. Degree in Accounting from UWI, and a MA in Arts
Management from City University, London. This actress, producer, playwright, director, arts manager and cultural
consultant, has 40 years of theatre experience on-and-off stage and in film in Barbados and the Caribbean, and
has performed in major international cities. Carla has presented, then published “Creating Theatre for an iPad
Generation”, in Caribbean Quarterly Volume 62; and “Business of the Arts: Key elements of a successful theatrical
production”, in The Caribbean Examiner Volume 15. She has also presented papers: “Renaissance of the Tongue:
Social development of Spoken Word in Barbados”; “Interpretation of a Woman’s Struggle: Odale’s Choice” celebrating the Life and Work of Kamau Brathwaite; “The Therapy of Drama: Analysis of strategies developed in
Dramatherapy to influence change”, “Shakespeare and the Bank: An essential marriage in the business of the Arts”,
and “Roots and Rhythms: Sharing Barbados’ Cultural Heritage though Tourism”. She is playwright of two theatrical
productions, “It’s up to Me!” on HIV/AIDS Awareness, and “When Men Cry” concerning domestic abuse.
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Sitting on their soap boxes, two women explore the wide scale, dynamic and psychological problems
of skin bleaching, and body imaging and modification through the complex narratives of Caribbean
women. The dramaturgical process ritualizes through song, poetry, movement and drama the actors own
journey as they reflect and evaluate their individual experiences while challenging their own personal
attitudes and memories. The actors/writers examine real-life situations of Caribbean women through
improvisation, and have created the performance based on interviews and research. The Play deals with
the issues of identity in “Hair Matters”, and understanding what ‘good hair’ really means and reflects
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Yvonne Weekes, The University of the West Indies
"Deadly Beautiful" - A Performance Piece exploring concepts of beauty within
an urban Caribbean context

on the beauty in “Skin Ting”, as the characters battle with issues of colorism. The characters reflect on
their ticket to a better life in this 45-minute performance. ‘Deadly Beautiful’ contemplates the history
and the inception of skin bleaching, and the obsession with hair as an acceptable behaviour especially
among women of African and Caribbean origin. The historical context shows that these issues are part of
a deeper problem of self-loathing and an inferiority complex, and further leads to a much larger problem
of skin tone discrimination which still infiltrates our societies today.
Dr.. Yvonne Weekes is currently a lecturer in Theatre at the Errol Barrow Centre for Creative Imagination
at the University of the West Indies, Cave Hill Campus. She started her teaching career in London in 1980
where she taught English and Drama. Returning to her parents’ homeland of Montserrat she continued
her love for Theatre forming a Theatre Company Rainbow Theatre Company which performed at Nevis
Culturama, The Second Caribbean Secondary Schools Festival in Trinidad, ST. Thomas USVI Folk Festival
to name a few. She was the first Director of Culture in Montserrat and worked extensively in the region
as an actress, Theatre Director and spoken word poet. Since moving to Barbados over 21 years ago as a
direct result of the volcanic crisis in Montserrat, she has continued to work as writer and has published
two full length works one of which Volcano one the Frank Collymore Award in 2004. She also has had
poems, stories, essays and articles published in over 20 anthologies.
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Ongezwa Mbele, University of Cape Town and University of Kwa Zulu Natal
Township youth theatre making: theatremaking as a tool for wellness amongst
South African township urban youth
This paper explores how township theatre making can facilitate a space for young people to review their
realities.
The South African theatre making landscape consist of young people from the township having the
urgency to create theatre that speaks to their issues. Mattes states that many young black South
Africans born post-apartheid still face almost insurmountable hurdles to securing a decent education,
housing, health and a decent quality of life. The intersection of poverty, corrupt governance structures
and the devastating impacts of the human immune deficiency virus (HIV) epidemic has impacted on
the life span and prospects of an entire generation. (2012:140). Despite these challenges, young people
create and embody performances that seek to identify the problems in their community. These problems
range from violence, HIV and drugs. Morris states that township dwellers enjoy watching theatre and
making theatre. Traditional ceremonies such as funerals consists of poetry, dancing and singing. This
participation of township people leads them to believe that performativity is a revolutionary act for their
lives. (2013:7). Morris’s account implies that theatre making and performing elements in traditional
ceremonies have commonalities, which provide a sense of hope and determination for the township
people. This informs the need to explore and unpack the young people’s theatre making ability as means
of revealing the township structural and cultural oppression embedded in the urbanisation of South
Africa.
Ongezwa Mbele is a South African applied theatre facilitator, published poet and PhD candidate at the
University of Cape. She is currently a drama lecturer at the University of Kwa Zulu Natal. For her Master’s
research she received the spirit ‘68 award for her research. This award celebrates the spirit of the 1968
sit-in, which defended the appointment of Archie Mafaje to University of Cape Town academic staff
against the apartheid government’s demand to withdraw the job offer on grounds of his race.
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Tradition and Innovation
Chair: Tsu Chung Su, National Taiwan Normal University

Ming Yang, University of Hawaii at Manoa
Beauty in Exploring Kunqu’s Artistic Expressivity: With a Case Study of the
Production Ban Zhao
While productions of classic plays serve to re-present the Kunqu tradition with innovations within the
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contemporary theatre, Kunqu artists also strive to explore new ways of expressivity based on inheritance
of conventions in new plays. By focusing on Kunqu artists, this paper looks into the efforts initiated and
realized by playwrights, directors, performers, musicians, and designers in Kunqu productions. The main
tasks of this paper are: 1. to provide a detailed analysis of Kunqu artists’ exploration of expressivity
in four major productions of new historical plays; 2. to identify among those efforts of exploration in
different perspectives the elements of inheritance and innovation within the Kunqu tradition; and 3. to
discuss which is the center—playwright, performer, director, or other artists—that plays the leading role
in boosting productions of new plays. The key production to be analyzed is Ban Zhao. The analysis is
primarily production-based in the section of case study, and then a number of other productions will be
examined comparatively with Ban Zhao in the discussion of specific perspectives of the production. The
focuses will be on the retention of the Kunqu performance tradition through inheritance and innovation
as well as changes in the cooperation between performers and playwrights in the whole process of
production.
PhD Candidate Asian Theatre Department of Theatre and Dance University of Hawaii at Manoa
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Wei Feng, Shandong University
From Nationalization to World Theatre: Mei Lanfang’s Strategies of Worlding
Traditional Chinese Theatre in His Visits to USA (1930) and USSR (1935)
The Chinese jingju (Peking opera) performer Mei Lanfang’s visits to USA in 1930 and USSR in 1935 were
known as significant events in world theatre history, largely because his performance inspired major
Western theatre theorists in the 20th century. In a time when xiqu was attacked by Chinese intelligentsia
from a modern/Westernized position, Mei Lanfang took his visits to the West as opportunities to regard
xiqu with eyes of the Western Other. Even before his American tour, Mei Lanfang had formulated thoughts
about jingju for a somewhat imagined audience, which Joshua Goldstein calls ‘nationalization of Peking
opera’; before his USSR tour he adjusted previous formulation according to critical responses in USA for
Soviet Union audiences, which I would argue is an attempt to join or even become ‘world theatre’. Such
specifically designed formulation, together with the tailor-made repertoires, cast doubt on the image of
jingju Mei brought to foreign audiences. Based on a meticulous comparison of the choice of repertoire,
selection of jingju topics, and the positioning of jingju against European theatre in the two tours as well
as critical response of the two countries, this paper attempts to reveal the subtle shift of theoretical
discourse construction about xiqu from 1930 to 1935.
Wei Feng (arthurfw@hotmail.com) received his Ph. D. degree in Drama and Theatre Studies from Trinity
College Dublin, and is an associate professor in the School of Foreign Languages and Literature at
Shandong University, China. His research interests include intercultural theatre, traditional Chinese
theatre and English literature. He is the English editor of Theoretical Studies in Literature and Art. His
has published English and Chinese articles with Theatre Research International, The Explicator, Foreign
Literature Review, and so on. He translated Cormac McCarthy’s Blood Meridian into Chinese. His book
about traditional Chinese theatre since 1978 will be published by Palgrave Macmillan in 2019.
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The Chinese jingju performer Mei Lanfang paid his first visit to Japan in 1919, when he performed the
kunju piece Sifan (A Nun Seeks Love) for the first time to Japanese audiences. This classic zhezixi
(episodic play) was so intriguing to Nobuyo Fukuchi, a Japanese theatre practitioner, that he adapted
it into gendai buyō, performed by the dancer Sizue HUjikage in 1921. Though the title and the subject
matter of pursuing freedom remained the same, the entire play script and stage play were completely
Japanized. Moreover, this adaptation was deemed a milestone in the gendai buyō movement that
represented the essence of Japanese sin-gakugeki and modernity. Through a contextual analysis of this
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Liwei Li, South China Normal University
Intercultural Transformation of the Dance Play Sifan (A Nun Seeks Love): From
Kunju to Gendai Buyō

production and the transformation of dance from Chinese theatre to Japan dance, this article highlights
how productive reception could lead to a successful and meaningful intercultural event.
Liliwei: associate professor,College of Foreign Studies, South China Normal University. Doctor of Ancient
Chinese Literature,graduated from Chinese Department, Sun Yat-Sen University.Foreigner researcher
of Museum of Opera, Waseda University, Japan. The research fields are comparative literature between
China and Japan, history of Chinese opera and history of drama exchange between China and Japan.
Published more than 20 papers and issued a new work Reception and Research of Peking Opera in
Modern Japan(2018, Guangdong Higher Education Press).
Address: College of Foreign Studies, South China Normal University ,Guangzhou, Guangdong Prov, 510631
Tel: 13829706927E-mail: liliwei@m.scnu.edu.cn

QUEER FUTURES WORKING GROUP
ROOM 312

Queer Futures Working Group Planning Meeting
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SPIRITUALTIY WORKING GROUP
ROOM 310

Liminalities

Chair: David Mason, Margit Elisabeth Laasonen Belgrano

Margit Elisabeth Laasonen Belgrano, Inter Arts Center, Malmo, Lund University
Voic/musick/perform/ing: an intra-active spiritual matter?
The role of a singer/musician/performer calls for an ability to capture the attention of an audience. In the 17th century the
general concern would have been for the performer to develop musical and performative means in order to touch both hearts
and souls of the listeners. In a blog from 2016, Finnish voice-artist Heidi Fast writes about a specific case study in a hospital
environment (as part of her doctoral research) where she examines and explores the possibilities of non-verbal vocality to
attune embodied relationality: “my task is not to ‘give voice to the patients’, instead, I try to create favourable conditions
with my voice and presence to invite the participants to an entirely new dialogue. The role of the researcher is not a distant
observer, but experiential in proximity.” The relationality enacted by performer/s, researcher/s, listener/s, participants in
a musical event/encounter allows for overlappings of shared elevated (or spiritual) experiences inspiring to new ways of
thinking. Such existential experiences can be challenging to describe or to discursively articulate at a later stage. At the same
time these ‘spiritual’ experiences provide a provocative point of departure for artistic research. The aim of this presentation
is to open up for an intra-active discussion on relationality, with reference to voicing musicking/performing and the spiritual/
existential experience; artistic research and religious studies/radical theology/new materialist/non-dualistic/holistic theories;
artistic research in music and its potential contribution to existential meaning-making applicable for ex in pastoral care. The
music performed in this performance-paper refers to the city of Paris in the 17th century, to the fallen city of Jerusalem as
described in the biblical Lamentations, and to Gothenburg and an early 20th century water cistern. Experiencing walls and
scores constructed in the past sheds new light on future structures and potential
relations. PAPER EXPOSITION: https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/385570/385571
Elisabeth L. Belgrano (PhD in Performance in Theatre and Music Drama; vocal performance philosophy) performs based
upon multiple differences and entanglements diffracted as follow: CONTEMPORARY VOCAL PERFORMANCE studies diffracted
through 17th century vocal music / recipient of Noah Greenberg Award from The American Musicological Society, 2005
/ awarded a PhD in Performance in Theatre and Music Drama in 2011 for Performing Nothingness through Operatic Mad
Scenes and Lamentations, Univ. of Gothenburg / supervising and examining through ‘performative methodologies’/ former codirector of the Cross-Disciplinary Faculty Group for Performance-Performativity, University of Gothenburg, 2013-15 / currently
supervising a PhD fellow at the Norwegian Academy of Music, Oslo / deacon candidate in the Church of Sweden /performing at
international festivals, symposia & conferences / passionate for paradoxes / loving pedagogical adventures / mad about vocal
ornamentation / desiring trust through touch… Link to artistic research project LESSONS in the SHADOWS of DEATH: https://
www.researchcatalogue.net/view/364135/364136 and to the sound of urban lamentation: https://www.researchcatalogue.net/
view/364135/460352
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For the past decade, my work has focused upon the invention and dissemination of “Artifism”, a queer
religion and mythology that has been performed, screened and exhibited in over twenty countries worldwide.
last year, I was comissioned by the Curator of Public Art for the City of Hamburg, to imagine and construct
a fictional Temple; both digital and analog (web-based and museum-based) and imagine a series of ritual
performances to animate and explore the intersection of performance, ritual/religion and the City(Hamburg)
within the Information Age, as part of a the two year art festival HAMBURG MASCHINE. Although my work is
grounded in live, ritual performance, it is through the digital that the virus spreads, and activates religious
imaginations in various nodes throughout the Global Village, luring 'followers' to urban environments
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Michael Dudeck, Edinburgh College of Art, University of Endinburgh
THE TEMPLE OF ARTIFICE

to experience the religion 'live.' Many of those who 'Like' my Religion have never seen its iterations in
person, but rather encounter pixellated transcriptions of rites and digital iconographies that inspire them to
undertake pilgrimages to whatever city I happen to be performing in next. It is through the world-wide-web
that my practise replicates and inseminates, through social media and the Google Archives where pilgrims
may follow the iCons. It is through my avatar that my audience encounters my ongoing presence, a sculpted
artificial presence, a digital ceremonial performance, but it is within the City that my liveness inseminates
the digital to spread. My ministry is in 'THE CITY' but spreads itself through the Digital Hive. For “Performing
Religious and Spiritual Traditions in Urban Contexts”, I am proposing to offer a multi-media presentation/
ritual that excavates the intersection of performance, religion and the urban within the construction of my
analaog/digital/performative Temple, which will be launched in Hamburg in Autumn 2019. There is also the
possibility of a prototypical temple installation and ritual performance as part of the Conference.
[M] DUDECK is an artist, witchdoctor and queer theologian, whose work for the past decade has involved
the invention and dissemination of a fictional religion and mythology referred to as ARTIFISM (or) THE
RELIGION VIRUS. Transmedial tactics of propogation have included : ritual performance, museological
installation, artifact construction, scriptural in-scription, the composition of alternate alphabets and queer
languages (without gender signifiers or nouns), the composition and performance of vocally modulated
religious electronica, the composition of a fictional bible (called The Meta Codex) and the live illuimination
of that bible in durational neo-monastic performances. Currently [M] is developing a large-scale digital
temple for Hamburg Maschine in 2019 (The Temple of Artifice) and is in the early stages of designing their
digital cathedral for installation and digital consumption in 2020 (as part of Alchemy Film and Moving Image
Festival/Scotland). [M]’s work has been performed, exhibited, screened and published in over 25 countries
and in over fifty independently comissioned projects worldwide. They are currently undergoing a Practiseled PhD at Edinburgh College of Art entitled “Make/Belief: Fictioning Religion in the Desert of the Real”,
excavating their own ‘invented religion’ in relation to the phenomenon of fiction-based religions emerging
out of Milennial culture in the Information Age.
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WORKING GROUP
ROOM 201

Performing the Public Sphere

Chair: Holly Maples, Brunel Univeristy London

Fraser Morris Stevens, University of Maryland, College Park
Suspicion and Deception: The 'Tells' of Covert Performance
During the Second World War, in an effort to engage resistance movements of occupied territories,
gain information to further their military efforts, and sabotage and infiltrate the enemy establishment,
the Allied Forces established the Special Operations Executive (S.O.E.). Through this department came
the creation of numerous training bases and among these were secondary training locations, or
‘finishing schools’. Specific to at least one of these locations was the instruction of cover stories and
false identities. In this location actors were brought in to help with what might be termed ‘cultural
camouflage’, the event of assuming and enacting a new cultural identity and/or character altogether.
In understanding that this instance of theatrical instruction and application took place and in viewing
the performance of these factitious identities as staged events, it can be asserted that agents were
fundamentally participating in moments of theatre. In many ways these theatrical moments echo the
idea of theatre as life/life as theatre put forward by Nikolai Evreinof or the invisible theatre of Augusto
Boal. These moments of performance by agents indeed relate to the notion of the blurring of art and life
and the deception of the public. However, unique to this phenomenon is the issue of life and death. To be
caught or found out would be deadly. It is within this phenomenon that the concept of suspicion becomes
central to the idea of believability and authenticity. If a member of the public was to suspect alternative
motives agents would be compromised, captured, and potentially killed. This paper will analyze the idea
of suspicion in regards to theatrical performance, intertwining theories of the theatre with the historical
event of acting factitious identities in public wartime settings. More specifically it will push forward the
concept of suspicion as being central to the definition of theatricality.
Fraser Stevens is a PhD student at the University of Maryland, whose research project is focused on
the relationship between theatre and espionage, specifically the crossover in training practices. Fraser
obtained his BA in Theatre from York University in Toronto and continued on to complete his MA in
Practicing Theatre and Performance at Aberystwyth University. Along with his studies he is the co-artistic
director of the experimental theatre company Almost Human, whose work has toured internationally over
the past seven years, most recently as a site-oriented performance in libraries which was devised with
students from the University of Maryland, College Park.
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In November 2018 a public scandal shook Iceland as six members of congress turned out to have been
recorded while sitting together in a bar, having a conversation which shocked the public, mostly due to
misogynistic comments and other remarks that showed blatant disregard for minority groups of society.
On December 3rd 2018 The City Theatre in Reykjavík City Theatre had a reading of chosen chapters of
a transcript of the conversation, where all the men present were read by women, and the only woman
in the conversation was read by a male actor. In this paper I'd like to discuss the immediate effects
and several elements of this reading, with regards to some key elements of performance of dissensus,
as well as the general understanding of the public and the private, which became a big issue in the
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Sigridur Lara Sigurjonsdottir, University of Iceland
The elected official - A private conversation and the public scandal

aftermath of these events. To address these questions I will refer to the research questions I'm using in
my PhD study that revolves around four different aspects of the performance: Message, code, propriety
and author/performer.
Holds a masters degree in Comparative Literature since 2004 and another one in Publishing and
editorship from 2009.Is working on a PhD research on political performance in Iceland after the financial
collapse in 2008. Has been active within IFTR, was a student member on the Executive committee 20132015 and has also participated in Nordic Theatre Studies and is a member of STEP research group.
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Alexandra Viteri Arturo, The Graduate Center- Cuny
"Corruptour, ¡País de mierda! Caso Jaime Garzón." An embodied experience
of the capital's collective memory and the tour's disruptive humor towards
Colombia’s political sphere
As the presidential elections of Colombia unraveled last summer, a swarm of bees invaded a campaign
rally of Colombia’s former President. The footage and narrative that emerged from the episode became
viral. Through social media, bees came to represent a growing resistant group of citizens that challenged
the bloody everlasting regime ruled by Uribe. While the opposition was associated with bees, Uribe's
disciple turned into a pig—as a way to mock the candidate's small nose, his clueless presence,
and closeness to the former president, cartoonists draw the candidate as a hand puppet pig looking
character. The animalization of the candidates is one of several dramaturgical strategies used by the
rival party during the interregnum between the first and second rounds of the presidential elections.
My interest lies in the theatricality of the candidate's campaigns and the production of affect in the
electoral sphere. In this paper, I seek to examine the tactics and performance strategies of a group of
contemporary theatre-makers that through their work position themselves as the opposition. I argue
their disruptive use humor corresponds to reverberations of the work of the pioneer political comedian
Jaime Garzón. The comedian was murdered in 1999; his assassination became an open wound in the
nation's collective memory. The case is still unresolved. In particular, I will look at Verónica Ochoa’s 2015
play staged as a tour through the capital’s streets and stopping in front of the main institutions and sites
tied to Garzón's death. Ochoa aimed to out the ideological, intellectual and material murderers of the
comedian. I argue the performance draws from Garzón's humorist political dissent as a way to speak
to a numb society and to destabilize the government's bias and flawed narrative. The piece enables a
collective rant against the establishment, highlights space’s sensuality and activates the spectators'
sense of disobedience.
Alex Viteri writes and translates essays, poetry, and drama. From time to time, she performs or directs
theatre pieces and collaborates as a dramaturge for choreographers and visual artists. She likes
to engage in interdisciplinary projects, nonlinear pieces, and community writing processes. She is
interested in nonconventional spaces for performance, in thinking about the many ways we can come
together, the ethics and politics of community-based work, social and participative art. In 2015, she
moved to New York thanks to a Fulbright Scholarship for an MFA in Columbia University’s School of
the Arts. During the summer of 2015, she worked at LA CIMADE in the south of France. In 2016, she
collaborated with Juliana Piquero, Argentinian choreographer living and working in Berlin. That same
year, she was also a playwright in residence at Shanghai Theater Academy. Nowadays, she is a doctoral
student in the Ph.D. Program in Theatre and Performance at The Graduate Center, CUNY, and she teaches
at Hunter College.
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New Scholars’ Workshops
Expanded Discussion
12:30-14:00, Thursday, July 11
Venue: New Space Theatre
Susan Bennett will join the New Scholars’ Forum to follow up on her keynote: "Theatrical
Cities: Gentrification and the Place of Performance". The Workshop will provide a
platform to discuss the keynote and to learn more about Susan Bennet’s work and
research perspective.
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Site-Specific Theatre
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Chair: IRYNA KUKSA, Nottingham Trent University

Ester Fuoco, University of Genoa
Dis-cover-in-g the place: the multisensorial performance of Strasse
According to Schechner’s theory the theatrical event is a complex social interweave, a network of expectations and
obligations, the exchange of stimuli-either sensory or ideational or both-is the root of theatre. An environmental
theatre that suggested a rethinking of the relationship between the space in which the event, the representation,
takes place, and the space in which the public is positioned. Distinctions between art/life and fiction/reality
crumble. What emerges is a new aesthetic, consisting of interactions and transformations, the possibility of
cooperation/interaction between even contradictory elements. The analysis of plays produced by Strasse, a group
of Italian artists founded in 2009, which are mainly based on the practice of site-specific creation it will be the
opportunity to discuss one of the principal metaphors upon which discursive constructions of the city often rely,
that of ‘the scene’. The site-specific performance of Strasse gives the audience the possibility to change their point
of view, allowing them to see what already exists, in order to create new frames surrounding scenes and things.
Ester Fuoco is a PhD in Digital Humanities at the University of Genoa with a foreign co-advisor with Université Paris
Cité Sorbonne . Her research focus is on performing arts and the applied theatre domain. Her dissertation research
is about the aesthetic of perception and the semiotic of the body in digital performances. She held seminars in
Paris, Milan, Rome and Bergen and she has participated in several international conferences. Recent writing
includes the essays: L’anamorphisme du corps béante sur la scène numérique dans Corps béants, corps morcelés.
Altération et constellation du corps dans les arts scéniques et visuels, éd. EME, and Le corps mutant. Les différentes
formes du corps performatif, dans L’acteur face aux écran. Corps en scène, éd.L’Entretemps, 2018.
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In "Walking in the City" Michel de Certeau is referring to the elevated view, causing the viewer "to be
lifted out of the city's grasp". Whoever climbs high, is neither possessed nor played by the streets, but
rather experiencing a safe remoteness. For a while, the position is that of Icarus, who "can ignore the
devices of Daedalus in mobile and endless labyrinths far below". Are site-situated performative artistic
walks capable of avoiding the urban labyrinths?
Performance based on movement (known as journey performance, ambulatory performance, itinerant
performance, and so forth) is expected, directly or obliquely, to activate the city's local charge. Can a
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Daphna Ben-Shaul, Tel Aviv University
Overlooking Performative Walks in (and above) Geopolitical Jerusalem

performative walk overlook the historical, ethno-religious and national weight of actual geopolitical
Jerusalem? The senses of overlooking – having an overview or looking from above and ignoring – are
evident in three performances that I will discuss: Philippe Petit's acrobatic tightrope walking over a
strategic valley, from west to east Jerusalem, in 1987; The Green Line marked by Francis Alÿs in 2004;
and Remote Jerusalem, a version to Remote X by Rimini Protocol in 2018.
These cases – beginning with the acrobatic event that took place twenty years after the decisive turning
point of occupying Palestinian Territories in the 1967 war – took place at similar intervals over several
decades. All three events were shaped by non-local artists, creating local versions of formats carried
out in different cities. Each of them operates an apparatus that, in certain ways, allows to overlook the
city – through the elevated gaze, the superimposition of border-mapping, and the global and neo-human
abstraction of urban life. How is the geopolitical domineering "persona" of the city present, and in some
respects denied, through the overlooking strategy of the performative walk itself?
Dr. Daphna Ben-Shaul is a Senior Lecturer at the Department of the Theatre Arts, Tel Aviv University,
where she is heading the Actor-Creator-Researcher track. Her research deals with contemporary theatre
and performance, reflexive theatre and performance, performative voiding, creative collectives, and
spatial practices. She is the editor and co-writer of an extensive book on the Israeli Zik Group, and
has published articles in major periodicals, including Modern Drama, Theatre Research International,
Gramma Journal of Theory and Criticism, Performance Research, New Theatre Quarterly, Theatre Journal
and Research in Drama Education. Currently, her research focuses on contemporary Israeli site-specific
performance, funded by the Israel Science Foundation (ISF).
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Lee Haekyoung, Kookmin University, Seoul, Korea
The Life and Works of Urban Shoemakers: A Case Study of Verbatim Theatre at
Their Own Space
The city is a silo of diverse lives and stories but simultaneously a war zone of conflicting social forces.
In such a space, theatre can be a laboratory exploring the urban disconnect and crisis of the “here
and now.” This article is a report on my project at Yumchun-gyo Shoe Street. The project crafted a
performance out of the lives of local shoe business owners who have maintained factories and stores in
a part of town that is lagging in development. My project’s research team utilized Yumchun-gyoarea’s
historical, industrial,and commercial resources to create a vision of a 21st-century health city defined
by the World Health Organization. I partnered with a History professor, an expert in oral history, and
implemented a curriculum for students in commemorating the lives of the local shoemakers, casting
the area as a place of community theatre. Untold Stories – Yumchun-gyo is Verbatim Theatre based on
oral interviews with shoemakers and business owners in the area. The interviews included stories of
people who had to give up their studies to learn tools of trade, reflecting the impoverished environment
of modern Korean history; episodes involving the skill learning process; difficulties running small
businesses; pressures and pride of supporting their families; visions on the future of the area. The
performance took place as a site-specific event, in the streets, shops, factories, and the Shoe Museum
and Community Center of Yumchun-gyo. As the shoemakers’ stories unfolded, their lives and works
developed into a meaningful narrative, their working spaces grew into stages, and they became the
protagonists. The faculty and students who participated in the project discovered that an urban village
is full of its own history and memories of its people. This experience also verified that theatre is a
community art and has the power to connect and enliven people.
Dr. Haekyoung Lee is a professor of Department of Theatre Arts and the Head of the Culture Design Lab
at Kookmin University. She has served as dean of College of Arts and chaired various committees. Her
professional activities include: judge for the Korean Musical Awards, member of the Korean Association
of Theatre Critics, board member of the Korean Association of Theatre Research, and auditor of the
Korean Association of Dramatic Arts Research. Professor Lee has concentrated her efforts on practiceas-research and documented its significance in academic journals and conferences. She has been in
charge of projects that combine art, community, and education, such as Storyteller Elevating Platform
(Korea Creative Content Agency), Hunminjeongeum Festival (Sungbuk-gu Government), Yumchun-gyo
Shoe Street Regeneration Project (Jung-gu Health Office, City of Seoul), Tumen River Festival (The City of
Tumen, China), and Wol-Wall Community Festival (Sungbuk-gu Government).
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With the rapid process of urbanisation in China's super cities, the historical courtyards ( 古 典 园 林 ) ,
mainly built in a quiet suburban place for the owner to hide away from chaotic streets in ancient times,
are inevitably being melted into part of the metropolitan centre. In the minds of contemporary theatre
makers, these distinguished clusters of old architecture in urban area are perfect space to realise their
innovation inspired by the bones of the wooden structures of these courtyards. However, most of the
site-specific performances did not last long, or even failed to come out, which happened in every stage
of performance making.
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ZENG Peizhi, Royal Central School of Speech & Drama
Making Site-specific Performance in Chinese Historical Courtyards in Urban
Cities

After a theoretical overview on related fields, this manuscript introduces some general backgrounds
(location, related organisations, ways of operating, architecture traits etc.) of the Chinese historical
courtyards and their strengths and difficulties for site-specific performance making. It discusses
about industrialisation of theatre-making in such space, including both the commercial mechanism
of individual cases, as well as some effects caused by and also contributing to the industrial clusters.
Then it analyses some of the frequent dramaturgical choices when making both immersive site-specific
performances and non-immersive site-specific performances in Chinese historical courtyards. Through
some detailed case studies, the conclusion also gives some paradigms of the research subject.
Peizhi Zeng is an emerging multi-disciplinary theatre maker and researcher originally from Jiangxi,
China. He is a current PhD student at RCSSD (Royal Central School of Speech and Drama). He graduated
from MA in Text and Performance at RADA (Royal Academy of Dramatic Art) after obtaining his
MSc in International Development from The University of Manchester and a BSc in Human Resource
Management in SUFE (Shanghai University of Finance and Economics). His research interests are on the
site-specific immersive theatre, contemporary dramaturgy of social reality as well as how space and
spectatorship affect theatrical events.
His experience in theatre and performance includes being a director, dramaturg, playwright, actor /
performer, singer, and scenographer. He has also been performing as a street musician in Shanghai,
London and Manchester, who is proficient in 11 instruments including violin, guitar, drum sets,
harmonica, etc. His skills extend to composing for theatre and video & sound editing. He now works as a
part-time freelancer in both UK and China.
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Erica Letailleur, Hacettepe University, Ankara State Conservatory
Theatre, cultural policies and urbanization in Turkey, Ankara State Theatre and
its audience
This communication will focus on the relationship between theatrical representation and its audience in
the first moments of the Republic of Turkey, through a crossed compared study on the development of
cultural policies implemented under Atatürk’s presidency and the rural exodus movements, leading to the
exponential enlargment of urban settlement places in Ankara. Ankara State Theatre was founded in 1924,
according a policy aiming to built the identity of Turkish nation in the frame of the “culture war” lead
both at a competitive level in order to match international cultural standards, and at a protectionnist level
aiming to define the modern characteristics of a culture of Turkish essence. Thus my communication
will question how theatre takes place towards an audience of mainly rural origins in the frame of this
policy, marked on one hand by the interdiction of the religious guilds and of traditional practices (dances,
musics) starting 1925, and on the other hand by the ambition to Turkishsize the subjects of the new local
theatre repertoire and showcase modalities. Education of the audiences through the development of the
People’s Houses (Halkevleri), development of an inteligentsia able to propose a pertinent programmation
(questionning of traditional cultural roots and accessing to international standards), deployment of
theatre buildings in the urban space: all these initiatives are marking the beginnings of this institution’s
development, and contributed to define the perception Ankara National Theatre’s audience has nowadays
of its own experience of theatre representation.
Lecturer in theatre studies and theatre practice at Hacettepe University/Ankara State Conservatory,
Theatre Main Art / Acting Department (Turkey). She currently leads a personal research on theatrical
creation (especially on acting theory) and its paradoxes in contemporary Turkey. She has a Ph.D. degree
in Performing Arts, with a thesis hold at Nice Sophia Antipolis University, titled: La Voie poétique de l’acteur
et les mirages du théâtre professionnel. La formation des artistes du spectacle vivant au centre francoturc Ayn Seyir 2006-2013. She also graduated in ethnology (EHESS) and musicology (Université Paris IV
Sorbonne).
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Since 1920s Theatre in its western definition, plays a major rule in modernising Iran. Meanwhile Iranian
modernisation is formed in parallel with the state‘s will to form a nation-state and urbanisation.
Iranian intellectuals found theatre the most appropriate vehicle for facilitating cultural and political
movements toward modernisation. They managed to convince state that Modern theatre functions as
a tool of refinement, the dissemination of ethics, imposing modern social moralities and democracy.
“Theatrocracy” starts in Iran with the development of cities and stayed at the forefront of integration
policies. The term “Theatrocracy” is the absolute rule of the Athenian democracy, exercised in the form
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Azadeh Ganjeh, University of Tehran
The price of occupation; how Iranian state policies affect expansion of theatre
and its democratic function

of mass meetings in the theatre. Jacques Rancière roots this theory on theatrical presence of people
in public space. This research tries to investigate the process of theatre’s expansion in the city as a
public collective space- either with the state‘s will or out of it- in three determinant epochs of Iranian
history. It also defines the political circumstances in which propagation of theatre venues functions
in the service of democracy or in contradiction augments repressive domination over art‘s efficiency.
With appropriating Bourdieu's champs and habitus on proliferation of Iranian theatre venues during last
decade, the paper clarifies how the ideological approach of dominating power towards city determines
the context and democratic function of theatre.
Azadeh Ganjeh- born on 1983 in Tehran (Iran)- is an Assistant Professor in Faculty of performing art and
music in University of Tehran. She is also active as a playwright and Theater director. Her special interest
in theater for development, Social Theater and Women rights lead to achieving several national and
international prizes for her site-specific and immersive theater Productions. She is specialised in Iranian
Theater History and focuses her interest on Cultural mobility theory and theatre for development. Her
PhD dissertation on “Performing Hamlet in Modern Iran (1900-2012); effects of major Iranian revolutions
on performing Hamlet” is an answer to this tendency. After receiving her Master in Civil Engineering, She
earned a Theater directing M.A degree from Tehran Art University and Graduated as a Dr. in philosophy
from Bern University. Since then in addition to her carrier in academy, She have taught directing
workshops with concentration on Environmental Theater, Interactive Theater and performance theory as
well as Theater Therapy workshops for immigrant children. She is a member of Iranian Theater directors'
forum and international Association for Iranian Studies.
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WU Yafei, Guizhou Normal University
The drama decentralization and urbanization of the city of Marseille
The drama decentralization movement that began in France in the 1940s aims to change the situation in
which drama activities are concentrated in Paris and to develop and spread drama in other provinces.
Since the 1960s, this national cultural policy has begun to benefit Marseille, the second largest city in
France. So far, the city of Marseille has about forty public and private theaters, which creates a situation
in which theaters with different characteristics and fields coexist. The construction and development
of these theaters also reflects the history of contemporary urbanization in Marseille, witnessing the
gradual decline of urban industrialization and the rise of cultural undertakings. This process has gone
through three important stages: the gestation period in the 1960s and 1970s, the boom in the 1980s and
1990s, and the diversity in the early 21st century. Meanwhile, the new theater system and its operating
mechanism has changed the way of life and cultural entertainment of local residents; the social role of
drama has been updated, whether it was a public theater with a national education mission or a more
flexible private theater, they constitute now undoubtedly an important part of the city's vitality and
cultural image.
Mrs. WU Yafei, researcher at the Switzerland Research Center of Guizhou Normal University, responsible
for conducting scientific research on Switzerland and developing cooperative relations in many fields
between Switzerland and China, especially in Guizhou province. She has a PhD in French Language and
Literature from Aix-Marseille University, and in theater from Shanghai Theater Academy. She focuses her
researches on French theater, Swiss theater and the comparison of Chinese theater and Western theater.
She is also attentive to the drama creation environment and cultural policies in these countries and in
China. She currently participates in several research projects and is also associate member of Asian
Research Institute of Aix-Marseille University, especially for the project“Inventory of French translations
of Far Eastern Literatures”. She has written several articles in Chinese and French scientific journals and
some entries on the theater for the Chinese encyclopedia and French dictionaries. Having spent many
years in Marseille, she is preparing to create a Franco-Chinese cultural association in Marseille in the
hope of promoting artistic and cultural exchanges between the two countries
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Yuko Kurahashi, Kent State University
Folk Tales, Modernization, Urbanization, and “Beyond/Beneath” in Ping Chong’s
Cathay: Three Tales of China
My paper discusses how the history, urbanization, legend, and people are interwoven in Ping Chong’s
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Urbanization, Moder nization and
Theatricalization

puppet theatre piece Cathay: Three Tales of China. In 2005, in collaboration with the Shaanxi Art Theatre
of Xian in China, Ping Chong, a New York-based multimedia artist, created Cathay: Three Tales of China,
a multimedia puppet theatre piece. In collaboration with the Xian puppet troupe and the American
collaborator Stephen Kaplan, Chong created the script and directed the production. Cathay premiered
at Seattle Repertory Theatre in September 2005 (produced by Seattle Repertory Theatre, the Kennedy
Center, and Ping Chong + Company) and then was staged at the Kennedy Center’s Festival of China
and at the New Victory Theatre in New York in October 2005. In June 2006, it performed at the Vienna
Festival. Revival productions were presented at the Chengdu International Puppet Festival in Chengdu,
People’s Republic of China (PRC) in May 2012) and at Grand Theatre in Nanchong, PRC in June 2012.
My presentation focuses on the way Cathay (set in China’s golden age, as well as in the period of the
twentieth century Japanese occupation of China, and in China’s twenty-first century re-emergence as a
global economic force), the perception of “China,” the encounter of the old and new, and the façade and
realities of urbanization and prosperity of China as a “new” country. To contextualize my discussion in a
larger theatre paradigm, I will refer to Robert LePage’s The Blue Dragon, a multimedia piece that portrays
the East-West encounter in the political and personal landscapes.
Yuko Kurahashi is a professor in the School of Theatre and Dance at Kent State University. Her previous
books include Asian American Culture on Stage: The History of the East West Players (Garland, 1999) and
Multicultural Theatre (Kendall/ Hunt, 2006)
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David Jortner, Baylor University
“Present a better type of drama voluntarily”: Theatrical, Urban and Cultural
Reform in Asakusa during the American Occupation of Japan
Asakusa, a neighborhood in Northeast Tokyo, has long been associated with theatre, entertainment,
and (not coincidentally) degeneracy. While dominated now by the presence of Sensoji Temple and
the accompanying Nakamise Dori shopping street, Asakusa was also known for centuries as a place
of entertainment, especially cheap performances such as rakugo and penny cinemas. As a part of
the shitamachi or lower city, Asakusa became a fixture in the floating world of cheap theatrical
entertainment from the Edo era through to the late 1970s. Although some attempt was made at cultural
reform in the Meiji era it was not until the post-war occupation that significant changes were planned
for the district. One of the more interesting elements in the history of the US Occupation was the concern
the Occupation authorities had with the reformation of Asakusa through the “elevation” of its cultural
content. Noting that Asakusa, especially the Rokku district, was the site of much of what I term “kasutori
(decadent)” performance, the American authorities took a significant interest in transforming the nature
of theatrical performance. Authorities believed that an elevation in the types and quality of theatre
would lead to a transformation of the district as a whole. In this paper I propose to examine the multiple
attempts at theatrical and urban reform instigated by the American Occupation. An examination of
both American and Japanese documents from this time period illustrates the difficulty of manipulating
audience and culture in order to create effective urban reform. Although initially unsuccessful, this paper
will demonstrate how the American attempts at reform helped to lead to the transformation of Asakusa
from a “degenerate” district into the tourist center it is today.
David Jortner is an Associate Professor of Theatre Arts and the Graduate Program Director in the
Department of Theatre Arts. Dr. Jortner's research interests are predominantly in the areas of twentieth
century Japanese theatre and the intersection of Japanese and American culture. He is the co-editor
of Modern Japanese Theatre and Performance and is a contributing editor for the History of Japanese
Theatre from Cambridge University Press. He is currently the book review editor for Asian Theatre
Journal. He has essays in numerous volumes including "Staging Soul/Food in Rakugo and Shōgekijō:
Food and Theatre in Japan" (with Lorie Brau) in Food and Theatre on the World Stage, "SCAP’s 'Problem
Child:' American Aesthetics, the ShingekiStage, and the Occupation of Japan" in Rising from the Flames:
The Rebirth of Theatre in Occupied Japan, 1945-1952, and "Censoring Vengeance: Revenge Dramas
and Tragedies during the Allied Occupation of Japan" in Revenge Drama in European Renaissance and
Japanese Theater: From Hamlet to Madame Butterfly.
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Opera houses as well as their repertoire have been associated with cultural elitism, power politics,
and extravagant, exclusive entertainment since its various beginnings in the 17th century. In this light
it is astonishing, that the first public building, which was reopened in Cologne after the second world
war, is an opera house. During the constructions, the city centre was still heavily damaged, hundreds
of apartments and jobs were lacking, food was still short. But the city commissioned the well-known
architect named Wilhelm Riphahn to re-build and re-invent the opera house for the post-war society.
More than anyone else, Riphahn stood for a new style of architecture: which was thought as open,
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Teresa Sofie Taubert, University of Cologne
A new Theatre and the Promise of a democratic cultural Sphere. The
Construction of the Cologne Opera House in 1957

modest and democratic. Thus, his employment signals a new utopia of the operas position in society.
Rather than copying the architectural order of 19th century theatres, the new opera was open to the city
through large scale windows, provided foyers and balconies for all visitors as well as equal sight from all
seats, independently from the ticket price. Programmatically avoiding previous forms of monumentalism
and grandeur that were contaminated with Nazi aesthetics and politics. The paper discusses the
correlation between repertoire, architecture and accessibility. A second step will explore the role city
authorities gave to theatres in order to reformulate a cultural identity in post-war German society.
T. Sofie Taubert is lecturer at the Institute for Media Culture and Theatre, Theatre Collection, University of
Cologne, Germany. Her research interests are music theatre, Shakespeare reception, visual perception,
theatre historiography, scenery and stage effects in the 19th century. Her PHD »The Scene of the
Marvellous – Shakespeare’s Fairies in Music Theatre in the Interplay of Music and Machinery« was
awarded with the Martin Lehnert Price and published in 2018.
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Edna Nahshon, JTS
Shylock on the dock: Mock trials of Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice
"The Merchant of Venice" is a problematic text. Often faulted for promoting antisemitism, it is also
a thrilling courtroom drama though its legal foundations have been disputed by notable jurists. This
"double trouble" has led intellectuals, jurists and theater practitioners to organize mock trials tasked
with interrogating and possibly resolving the complex questions raise by the play. Often.these ‘trials”
have been organized in conjunction or in response to a particular stage production. Mock trials
constitute a distinctive genre that fuses the rubrics of law and theater. While the matrix and vocabulary
of mock trials are legalistic, these “trials” are not bound by the procedural code of a bona fide legal
process, and like trial scenes on stage and screen, they need only maintain a credible mimesis of judicial
procedure that satisfies the popular imagination. Their verdict is of pure symbolic value and can only
hold sway in the court of public opinion. In my presentation I intend to discuss a couple of recent mock
trials of "Merchant". I will focus on the trial held in 1999 in Washington D.C., presided by Supreme Court
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. The event was sponsored by the Lawyers Committee for the Washingtonbased Shakespeare Theatre and was organized in preparation for the theatre’s performance of the play.
I will also discuss the mock trial held in 2014 in Canada, presided by Chief Justice Beverly MeLachlin
of the Supreme Court of Canada. This "trial" was organized in response to the production of the play at
the Stratford production of the play. In my presentation I will analyze the genre of mock trials and its
close connection to theatrical performances. I will then discuss the two trials mentioned herein and will
analyze their strategies and the final decision they respectively reached.
Edna Nahshon is professor of Jewish Theater and Drama at The Jewish Theological Seminary and a
senior fellow at Oxford University's Centre for Hebrew and Jewish Studies. Her work focuses on the
intersection of Jewishness, theater, and performance. She has written and edited 8 books. The most
recent are New York's Yiddish Theater: From the Bowery to Broadway (Columbia University Press, 2016)
which received the George Freedley Award Special Jury Prize for an exemplary work in the field of live
theatre or performance and of Wrestling with Shylock: Jewish Responses to "The 'Merchant of Venice'
(Cambridge University Press, 2017).
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The Chinese remaking of Shakespearean dramas has a long history.Up till now, 12 Shakespearean plays
were put on stage by 16 Chinese traditional operas, among which, Yue Opera listed top one, presenting
9. Romeo and Juliet is a world-known classic that centers on a love tragedy in the patriarchal society.
Similarly, The Butterfly Lovers (《梁祝》) in Yue opera ( 越剧 ) repeats the same tragedy. By comparing
Romeo and Juliet with The Butterfly Lovers, the author finds that there are similarities as well as
differences between the Western theatre and the Chinese one. Thus, this thesis focuses on the remaking
of Romeo and Juliet in the form of Yue opera, applying the methodology of medio-translatology. Plot,
characters, language and culture are the four aspects that are paid special attention to. The remake adopts
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Fang LIU, Shaoxing University
Remaking Romeo and Juliet—A Case Study in Yue Opera

the western style while adding the Chinese touches, which broadens the research on both the Western and
Chinese theatre on one hand, and promotes cross-cultural communication on the other hand.
LIU Fang, Associate Professor in Shaoxing University.
TEL: 13857526830
E-mail: 297320755@qq.com
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Yan SUN, Shanghai International Studies University
From Social Norms to Law: Cultural Palimpsest in Shakespeare’s The Merchant
of Venice and Chinese Yuan Drama The Contract
Elizabethan drama The Merchant of Venice and the Chinese Yuan drama The Contract both develop the
storyline around a “contract” and resolve the major dramatic conflict in the courtroom. The examination
of the two plays in relation to one another allows to discern the convergences in legal histories when
law superseded social norms as a new social order organizer, while revealing how the two legal cultures
diverge in relating law to mercy: The Merchant, a dichotomy; the Contract, a Coordination. This difference
of legal philosophies represented in the two dramas are further illustrated by how contemporary Chinese
translators translate the court scene in The Merchant, with the court scene in the translated version
reconstructed as a resemblance of the court scene in The Contract. Between languages of remote
philosophical heritages,translation,or accepted translation “chooses” to palimpsests the source culture
with the target culture.
Key words: Shakespeare; law; social norm; culture; translation; palimpsest
Yan Sun gained her Ph.D. in English Literature at Shanghai International Studies University. She obtained
Judicial Master at the Law School of Fudan University. In 2007-2008 she was Fulbright visiting scholar
at Mississippi Valley State University, and in 2014-2015 visiting scholar at John Jay College of Criminal
Justice, City University of New York. She is a certified Standard Chinese Test Examiner at China
Language Test Center (Shanghai). Her research interest focuses on law, literature and drama.
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Abstract: Hamlet is popular among Chinese scholars. If you search it on cnki.net, the total number of
result can surpass 2800 articles, including many dissertations, from 1954 to 2019, which shows its
popularity in Chinese academic field. The reason of its popularity is not only because Hamlet has already
been a world-wide master piece, but also because its artistic charm and academic potential. Since
Hamlet was created, numerous theories of literature and theatre have found their evidences in this play,
meanwhile a lot of researches have emerged from it. Even today, the study of Hamlet has never come to
the end, and our understanding to it becomes more diversified and complicated. Maybe not a single play
could compete with Hamlet in its capacity of academic growth and tolerance. Hamlet is a true academic
treasure with endless resources, so it is no wonder that Hamlet is so favored by Chinese scholars.
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YU Jiancun, Shanghai Theatre Academy
Why is Hamlet so popular among Chinese scholars?

YU Jiancun, Prof. and Ph.D , Executive Editor of Theatre Arts, the journal of Shanghai Theatre Academy,
China. His main interests are Foreign Drama, Intercultural Theatre, and Social Performance Criticism
etc..He has published books both on Richard Schechner, Shakespeare (co-edited), and on Chinese
Theatre (translated version) etc..He has also published more than 50 periodical articles on theatre and
performance both in English and Chinese at home and abroad. Now he is still doing his research on
European and American theatrical theories and their plays etc..Email:yjiancun@163.com, yujiancun@sta.
edu.cn Cellphone:0086-13651778153
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Avra Sidiropoulou, Open University of Cyprus
Cities of Conflict-Centres of Culture: The ‘Polis’ as both Background and Protagonist in
European Performances of ‘Crisis’
My paper discusses how the physical environment of urban centers in the European South has in the recent years become
witness to the multiple facets of crisis (social-political, financial and cultural) that has defined the second decade of the 21st
century.
In Greece, the epicentre of Europe’s contemporary predicaments, Athens has become the locus of vibrant, diverse theatre
activity that seems to respond to crisis from within.Ever since the outbreak of the war in Syria, a notably high number of
refugees and asylum seekers have entered the country on a perilous journey from the Middle East through Turkey and the
Aegean Sea, finding in capital Athens a provisional home, where they have to struggle for survival and integration, the port of
Piraeus resembling a theatrical scene of displacement. In tandem with the new multicultural neighbourhoods, there is also
a conspicuous movement from the center to the periphery of the city: out-of-the way neighborhoods, industrial or run down
have become gentrified largely due to the migration of local artistic activity. At the same time, the crisis-ridden landscape
of unemployment, homelessness, refugee mobility and despair has provided a theatrical background that hosts a variety of
cultural activities: The theatre goes out in the streets and the poorer parts of the city to meet the problem, if not to rigorously
confront it. Further South, in Cyprus, traditionally associated with a history of political and territorial struggle, the divided
capital of Nicosia, is delivering its own borders to theatrical activity, palpably illustrating the interconnectedness between
conflict and culture. In this respect, functioning both as a physical and a psychological symbol of separation, the United
Nations Buffer Zone area, has recently been used as a natural setting for staging perennial utopias of reconciliation through a
very contemporary political lens.
Avra Sidiropoulou is Assistant Professor at the M.A. in Theatre Studies Programme at the Open University of Cyprus, and
artistic director of Athens-based Persona Theatre Company. She is the author of two monographs: Directions for Directing.
Theatre and Method, published by Routledge (2018) and Authoring Performance: The Director in Contemporary Theatre,
published by Palgrave Macmillan (2011). She has also contributed articles and chapters to several international peer-reviewed
journals and edited volumes.She is currently conducting research on European stage representations of 21st century crisis.
Avra has directed, conducted practical workshops and delivered invited lectures in different parts of the globe. She was a
Visiting Researcher at MIT and at the Martin E. Segal Centre at the City University of New York, as well as at the Institute of
Theatre Studies at the Freie University in Berlin, the Centre for Global Shakespeare (Queen Mary University) in London, and
the Universities of Surrey, Leeds and Tokyo (in the last case, as a Japan Foundation Fellow). As a director, she has staged
performances (both independently and with Athens-based Persona Theatre Company) internationally. Her most recent directing
project is the multimedia production Phaedra I—which premiered at Tristan Bates Theatre in London in February 2019. In the
coming Fall, she will be directing Ibsen’s A Doll’s House in Cyprus.
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The existence of theatrical performances and unique theatre buildings is a healthy sign of any nation.
Nowadays, theatre plays a vital role in framing people’s mind. It is no longer a spatial arena for
preaching only. But theatre becomes an indispensable entity by which playwrights can communicate
political, social and ideological messages. In other words, it becomes part of human society. During
the twentieth century, Iraq developed a significant modern theatre. It is one of the most productive and
fruitful theatre in the Arab World. Though Iraqi theatre passed through very critical moments throughout
its history under a brutal authoritarian rule, a series of devastating wars, an occupation and on ongoing
civil strife which left its tremendous echo on that theatre, it flourished again by a dedicated community
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Majeed Mohammed Midhin, University of Anbar
Iraqi Theatre Urbanisation between Reality and Ambition

of artists and public who keep the Iraqi theatre active and alive in spite of adverse conditions. Recently,
theatre reflects every aspect of Iraqi society and culture. The present paper is an attempt to shed light
on the most important historical periods in Iraqi theatre. Moreover, I am going to show the key event in
modern Iraqi history which affects theatre. Some powerful works of Iraqi playwrights during dark years
after the U.S.-led invasion of 2003 will be discussed to show how powerful Iraqi theatre to provide a
voice of humanity and hope even amidst continuous tragic circumstances of this long-suffering country.
My name is Majeed Mohammed Midhin. I am from Iraq. I have MA in English literature from the University
of Baghdad- College of Languages in 2002. In 2017, I got a PhD in Literature from the University of
Essex. It is under the supervisions of Dr. Clare Finburgh and Dr. Elizabeth J. Kuti. My field of interest is
contemporary and modern British drama which touches the immediate needs of people in society. I have
participated in many colloquiums, conferences and seminars inside and outside UK. Now I am a teacher
at the University of Anbar, Iraq.
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Zi YANG, Shanghai Arts Research Institute
Social Bodies in Transformation: An Architectonic of the City in Modern and
Contemporary Chinese Theater
Urban globalization has brought significant changesin terms of consumer demands and live theatre
productions worldwide, and gives rise to much scholarly discussions that focus on the discursive
implications or cultural connotations of such changes. Transformation of the physical theatres
themselves, rapidly occurring across urban China and with particular intensity in urban centers such
as the city of Shanghai, on the other hand, has yet to receive sustained critical attention. By bringing
three newly renovated theatre buildings in Shanghai -- Shanghai Gong Stage, Shanghai Xinguang Film
ArtCenter, 1933 Old Millfun Theatre -- into a constellation, this essay traces three lines of historical
transformations. Built with newly collected field research materials, this essay offers an argument for
how to interpret these physical and architectonic transformations and their underlying economic, social
and cultural significance against the backdrop of globalization. More specifically, this essay examines
the kinds of ideologies this transformation is designed to reflect and the surprisingly differential human
energies activated amidst such transformation beyond the limits of the design, how these changes are
reconfiguring relations among and between multiple social bodies, and how a conflict-ridden sense of a
deeply differential urban space is being shaped as part and parcel of the [re]making of Chinese theatre,
culture and society.
Dr.YANG Zi, associate professor of Shanghai Arts Research Institute,visiting scholar at University of
Chester,UK. She received her Ph.D at East China Normal University, and did the post-doctoral research
on business administration at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. She ever received the national and CrossStraitthesis award.Her research interests include urban studies, theater, film and visual studies and
cultural industry studies. Her Published work is Performing Shanghai: Theatrical Space and Urban
Imaginaries, Shanghai People's Publishing House,2016.ISBN:978-7-208-13707-3.
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Mark Christopher Pizzato, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Shanghai’s Temples and Rome’s Churches as Inner/Outer Theatres
Central to the development of many urban areas, temples and churches are theatrical places for personal
and collective, ritual, political, and playful performances. How do such performance sites express
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Ceremonies, Rituals and Religious
Theaters

common, animal-human drives and inner-theatre elements, through distinctive cultural traditions? This
presentation is drawn from a five-year research project, visiting hundreds of temples and churches in
China and Europe. It will focus on a few examples of Buddhist/Daoist temples and Catholic churches
from Shanghai and Rome—using neuro-performance models developed in the presenter’s last three
books about the “inner theatre” of the brain. Which designs involve patriarchal, maternal, trickster, and
audience dimensions, characteristic of Eastern and Western traditions, as balancing acts or dominating
orders of neural and social networks, within and between brains? How are such values persisting
or changing today—as Chinese and Euro-American cultures interact, adjusting their collectivist and
individualist traditions, from urban, religious sites to global, popular arenas of collaboration and
competition?
Mark Pizzato, MFA, PhD, is Professor of Theatre and Film at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte
(USA). His publications include Mapping Global Theatre Histories (Palgrave, 2019), Beast-People Onscreen
and in Your Brain: The Evolution of Animal-Humans from Prehistoric Cave Art to Modern Movies (Praeger,
2016), Inner Theatres of Good and Evil: The Mind's Staging of Gods, Angels and Devils (McFarland, 2011),
Ghosts of Theatre and Cinema in the Brain (Palgrave, 2006), Theatres of Human Sacrifice: From Ancient
Ritual to Screen Violence (SUNY, 2005), and Edges of Loss: From Modern Drama to Postmodern Theory
(University of Michigan, 1998). He also co-edited, with Lisa K. Perdigao, Death in American Texts and
Performances: Corpses, Ghosts, and the Reanimated Dead (Ashgate, 2010). Short films, produced from
his screenplays, have won New York Film Festival and Minnesota Community Television awards.
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Tolga İskit, Doğuş University
Urbanism is fragmentation
The essence of capitalism is continually re-organizing time and space for endless improvement. The
improvement of the way of working on pieces is easier than the entire space: divide and rule! Urban is
dearie child of capitalism. It can grow, change, faster than all kind of space for the sake of capitalism. It
uses fragmentation to accomplish its mission. It segregates neighborhoods by social-economic classes,
religions, nationalities, etc. “Urbanism” can be seen as an opportunity and at the same time an illusion in
the context of living together. In that sense, if you - as a non-gypsy person - want to celebrate the spring
ritual called “Hıdrellez”, you can go to a gypsy neighborhood, and participate in by dancing with gypsy
songs, jumping through fire, etc. You can celebrate spring with gypsies along the streets of the gypsy
neighborhood. During Hıdrellez celebrations you can do it safely. But at another time of year, if you want
to walk in the gypsy neighborhood, it could be not that easy. You inevitably feel it; you can feel “insecure”:
wrong space at the wrong time. On the same street, same neighborhood, same body but opposite
experiences. Maybe you have to wait at last one year for celebrating the spring with gypsies. But we
have a medium for gathering Theatre. Theatre acquires a different character about using time and space.
It makes an incision in the middle of daily urban life. It inactivates all ingredients of linear time and
space. Just like Hıdrellez, theatre can do this because of its ritualistic essence. In this paper, we will try
to understand how urbanism can fragment social processes and how theatre responds against the urban
fragmentation.
Tolga İskit was born in 1984, İstanbul. At 2017, finished PHD.programme at Anadolu University Fine Arts
Institute, Theatre. Now He is working at Doğuş University as Assistant Prof. Also he continues to his
artistic career as an actor.
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Ancient Greek drama originated from the sacrificial ceremony of Dionysus on Dionysus Festival.Because
ceremonies are performative, people can easily regard ceremonies as dramas. But as the Russian
dramatist——Nicolas Nicolaievitch Evreinov thinks that even the drama itself is not theatricality. Then
the ceremonies can't be equated with drama. The ceremony itself has performing and artistic, only
when it happens in a specific space——such as in theater space, ceremony and drama have produced
a blood bond. In the 20th century, there appeared a tendency to recreate theatricality. Since the 18
century, “Theatricality" is a vocabulary that has widely concerned and discussed in the field of drama,
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Qianchao WANG, Shanghai Theatre Academy
The“Ceremony” enchanting to Theatricality and Modernization of Drama from
the perspective of the Religious Studies

painting and even sociology, it has been studied and elucidated by many scholars. This paper attempts
to build on the previous understanding of theatricality and the application of this concept in the field of
art history, hope to from the perspective of Religious Studies, this paper responds to the possibility that
ceremonies will be reborn in theatre of the 21st century, and responds to how the ceremony enchanted
and reconstructed the contemporary drama.
My name is Wang Qianchao, my English name is Francis. Now I am study in Shanghai Theatre Academy
on postgraduate first grade. I ever study in philosophy major in Shenzhen University, and joined some
drama festival in Guangdong Province.
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Saumya Liyanage, University of the Visual and Performing Arts, Colombo, Sri
Lanka
Travelling with Sarah: Performing 4.48 Psychosis in a Bus
A group of undergraduate drama students produced a much acclaimed play 4.48 Psychosis by British
playwright, Sarah Kane in 2016 at the Dept. of Drama Oriental Ballet and Modern Dance, University
of the Visual and Performing Arts, Colombo, Sri Lanka. Given the complexity of theatricality in such a
performance, 4.48 Psychosis was first premiered in a moving bus along with multiple locations in and
around the University while the audience themselves were travelling for 45 minutes. Actors performed
in and out of the bus while the audience was transported to selected urban landscapes to engage
with the enactment. During this performance, audience and actors were both engaged in a dynamic
performativity allowing them to re-think about the intermesh between the actors, place, space and their
urban landscapes. Hence this paper asks how the actors-audience relationship could be understood
when the performance is taking place in a ‘non-theatrical’ spatial and temporal terrains and further asks
how the landscape and geographies (non-theatre sites) intertwine with bodies when actors break the
illusion of forth wall. In order to answer these questions, this paper explores phenomenology of theatre
and its philosophical implications upon intersubjectivity, space, time, and motility in this particular
production. Further this experiment suggests actors and audience to understand the novel embodied
relationships and meaning generation of such a performance which situates within non-stable special,
motile and temporal flow.
Dr Saumya Liyanage is an actor both in theatre and film and has a PhD from La Trobe University,
Australia. He completed his Master Degree in Creative Arts at the Drama Centre, Flinders University
South Australia in 2003. He has presented his research works at National and International symposiums
including International Federation for theatre Research (IFTR), Australasian Dance Drama and
Performance Studies conference (ADSA), and Asia Pacific Quality Network (APQN) conference. Saumya’s
latest publication is ‘Meditations on Acting: Essays on Theory Practice and Performance’, published in
2016. He is currently working as the Dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies, University of the Visual and
Performing Arts, Colombo, Sri Lanka.
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While Rabindranath Tagore’s play The Post Office is perhaps not widely known in the theatrical world
today, it represents a significant anomaly in Western theatrical history. The play gained great popularity
in the playwright’s lifetime and was read and performed throughout Europe and the United States.
However, the play did not fall into typical theatrical formulations of the time. It was neither strictly
realistic, nor strictly fantasy. The play instead embraced a liminal space somewhere between reality and
fantasy and used that space to communicate. Throughout much of the history of Orientalist discourse,
the West has maintained strict binaries between West and East, and this binary has been conflated in the
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Merritt Denman, Florida State University
Transgressing the Orient: Breaking down Orientalism and Realism Through
Rabindranath Tagore’s The Post Office

theatrical world with a binary between realism and non-realism. Because of the love which the West has
long held for realism, and because of the Orientalist view which conflates East and fantasy, Orientalist
discourse came to view the binary between realism and non-realism as related to the distinction
between East and West. In the Orientalist mind West and realism stood in opposition to East and fantasy.
This paper will argue that The Post Office transgresses the strict boundaries between realism and nonrealism that were set up in the West, and that this transgression facilitated its integration into the
Western theatrical tradition. In The Post Office, the Western world saw a play which broke down assumed
theatrical and cultural binaries and became enamored of the new modes of representation which they
saw therein.
Merritt Denman received her BA from the University Scholars program at Baylor University in 2013. She
also received her MA in Theatre Studies from Baylor University in 2016 where she completed her thesis,
entitled In an Ideal World: American Identity and Cultural Othering in the Little Theatre Movement. She
is a second year Ph.D. student in Theatre Studies at FSU, and her research interests include nineteenth
and twentieth century American Theatre, nineteenth century French Theatre, issues of Orientalism and
cultural othering, and comedy throughout history.
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Yanfang LIU, Shanxi Normal University
Ballybeg’s Concerto-Music Narrative of Philadelphia, Here I Come!
Brian Friel (1929.1.9-2015.10.2) is one of the most outstanding contemporary Irish dramatist, who
known as “Chekhov of Ireland” and “Spokesman of Ireland”. Philadelphia, Here I come! was his first
theatrical success, and it is also the first of his thirteen Bally beg plays. This paper attempts to interpret
the drama’s musical narration from four aspects: the theme, characters, structure and language：First of
all, the choice and use of music implied the dramatic theme, that is, the dilemma of Gar, the protagonist,
who was hard to get along with his relatives in Bally beg, but also difficult to leave his hometown—
Bally beg. Secondly, Friel used the structure of Mendelssohn violin concerto in E minor for reference, and
then he artfully used music to connect Gar’s memory and reality in Bally beg, so as to further construct
the script structure. Thirdly, through singing or playing music, Gar expressed his unspeakable feelings
to his relatives in Bally beg，that’s to say, music externalize the inner world of characters. Fourthly, the
language of the script has striking contrasts of rigid and soft, fast and slow, moving and motionlessness,
all of which showing obvious music rhythm. Sometimes they are mild and lasting a long period of time,
sometimes they are vivid and lively, sometimes they are low-spirited and sorrowful…Such language
arrangement creates the aesthetic feeling of distinctive rhythm.
Keywords: Brian Friel; Musical Narration; Dramatic Composition.
Liu Yanfang, Female, born on June 4th of 1984, in Linfen City. Now I’m a PhD candidate in Drama and Film
Studies from Shanxi Normal University, Shanxi, P.R.China.
Email: sea251yiyi@qq.com
Tel: 18535702681
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Maria M. Delgado, The Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, University
of London
Historical memory on Trial: Baltasar Garzón and El pan y la sal (Bread and
Salt, 2018)
It is often on the outskirts of Spain’s cities that its 2,591 mass graves reside. Over 130,000 corpses – the
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disappeared of the Civil War and the early years of Francoism – are thought to reside in these graves.
Investigating Judge Baltasar Garzón was put on trial at Spain’s Supreme Court in 2012 for ‘prevarication’,
indicted by a series of right-wing organisation for intentionally violating a 1977 Amnesty Law that
forbids any investigation of crimes related to the Franco regime. As Reed Brody, the counsel for Human
Rights Watch observed: “Thirty-six years after Franco’s death, Spain is finally prosecuting someone in
connection with the crimes of his dictatorship – the judge who sought to investigate those crimes.”In
this paper, I seek to look at issues related to the edited transcripts of Garzón’s trial, presented as a stage
work by Madrid’s Teatro del Barrio in 2018. El pan y la sal (Bread and Salt) explores issues of cultural
heritage, accountability and immunity, asking questions about constitutional politics and the role culture
can play in challenging a state-endorsed politics of amnesia.
Maria M Delgado is Professor and Director of Research at Royal Central School of Speech and Drama,
University of London, and an Honorary Fellow of the Institute of Modern Languages Research at the
School of Advanced Study, University of London. Her books include ‘Other’ Spanish Theatres (Manchester
University Press 2003, updated Spanish-language edition IberoamericanaVervuert 2017), Federico García

Lorca (Routledge2008), and the co-edited Contemporary European Theatre Directors (Routledge2010)
and A Companion to Latin American Cinema (Wiley-Blackwell 2017). She is co-editor of Contemporary

Theatre Review as well as series at both Cambridge and Manchester University Presses. She is a regular
contributor to The Theatre Times and European Stages . As a film curator, her work includes 22 years as a
programme advisor for the London Film Festival.
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Gianina Druta, Centre for Ibsen Studies, University of Oslo
The establishment of Henrik Ibsen’s "A Doll’s House" in the Romanian theatre
The aim of this paper is to discuss the first attempts to etablish Henrik Ibsen’s play "A Doll’s House"
in the Romanian theatres’ repertoire in the first half of the 20th century. Hence, the analysis of the
topic focuses on the theatre production of 1901 staged at the National Theatre of Iasi starring Aglae
Pruteanu and on the theatre production of 1921 staged at the National Theatre of Bucharest starring
Agepsina Macri-Eftimiu. Based on visual and statistical information provided by IbsenStage Performance
Database, this theatre historiographical approach uses as starting point Digital Humanities tools such
as maps, graphs and frequency lists. The topic is further investigated through Romanian theatre history
inquiries, biographies and memoires, as well as information from theatre reviews, newspaper surveys
and archival material. These sources support the digital data and clarify the contexts in which "A Doll’s
House" was performed on the Romanian stage until the middle of the 20th century. At the same time,
they cast light upon the specificity of the Romanian stage practice of the time and upon the audience
reception on the occasion of the performances of "A Doll’s House" in 1901 and 1921. Finally, they reveal
the contribution of Aglae Pruteanu and Agepsina Macri-Eftimiu as the most prominent interpreters of
Nora in the Romanian theatre of the first half of the 20th century.
Gianina Druta is a Ph.D student at the Centre for Ibsen Studies, University of Oslo, Norway with a thesis
on Henrik Ibsen's reception in the Romanian theatre. She graduated from the Faculty of Letters, BabesBolyai University, and has a BA-degree in Norwegian language and literature, Italian language and
literature, and a MA-degree in the field of History of Images – History of Ideas. She published literary
reviews in “Cultura” magazine (2012-2013) and she was part of the editorial board of “Echinox”
magazine, her alma mater’s literary magazine. She won student competitions in 2012, 2013 and 2014
and she was awarded a Performance Scholarship for a research project about corporeality dimensions
in Henrik Ibsen’s drama in 2014. She is member of the Editorial Board and reviewer at the peer-reviewed
«Metacritic Journal for Comparative Studies and Theory», published by the Faculty of Letters, BabesBolyai University, Romania. Her research activity focuses mainly on Scandinavian literature, theatre
studies and Digital Humanities.
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Taiwan’s rapid modernization and introduction of Western avant-garde theatre into the island gave
rise to a dozen experimental theatrical groups in the 1980, collectively known as the Little Theatre
Movement. Lai Shengchuan’s Performance Workshop is one of the most innovative and commercially
successful companies among them. This paper will discuss his performance techniques and portrayal
of the mainland Chinese vs. native Taiwanese relationship in his play A Village in Taiwan. The “village” in
this play refers to the temporary housing built for the military personnel after the Nationalist government
retreated to Taiwan in 1949. As self-contained communities, these villages were isolated from the larger
Taiwanese society, but they represented a microcosm of the Chinese nation because their residents
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Shiao-ling Yu, Oregon State University
Taiwan's Experimental Theatre and Lai Shengchuan's play A Village in Taiwan

came from all over China. Lai’s Workshop is known for its improvisation and collaboration in theatrical
productions. This play was also a product of collective effort. Lai’s co-producer grew up in a veterans’
village and provided most of the materials for the play based on his childhood memory. Two-thirds of the
actors also had similar backgrounds. The play adopted the structure of narrating important historical
events through the experiences of three families during three historical periods: 1949-1950, 1969-1975,
and 1982-2006. During this long period of time, the villagers’ hope of going home came to an end when
Chiang Kai-shek died in 1975. The coming to power of the pro-independence Democratic Progressive
Party made their situation worse by demolishing the villages in the interest of urban renewal. Unlike
most of the literature and films about life in the veterans’ villages, Lai’s play presents painful history
with humor and optimism. Instead of playing up the language barriers and cultural differences between
the mainlanders and native Taiwanese, Lai chose to show that they can live in harmony and even mutual
affection. The Chinese audience welcomes this conciliatory attitude.
Shiao-ling Yu is an associate professor of Chinese at Oregon State University, USA. Her research interests
are Chinese drama (both classical and modern) and comparative drama. She is the translator and
editor of the anthology Chinese Drama after the Cultural Revolution, which was the winner of a National
Endowment for Arts translation fellowship. Her other publications have appeared in anthologies and
scholarly journals such as The Columbia Anthology of Modern Chinese Drama, The Unbroken Chain:
An Anthology of Taiwan Fiction Since 1926, Nativism Overseas: Contemporary Chinese Women Writers,
Asian Theatre Journal, China Quarterly, Comparative Literature Studies, TDR: The Drama Review, Chinese
Literature Today, CHINOPERAL (Journal of Chinese Oral & Performing Literature), Concerning Poetry,
Journal of Chinese Philosophy, Renditions (Hong Kong), and Tamkang Review (Taiwan).
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Andreea Chirita, University of Bucharest
Adapting History to Stage Performance in Urban China
Historic-themed performances are not a rarity within the contemporary Chinese theatre landscape. While
the general trend embraced by theatre makers is to pinpoint the heroic and larger–than-life attributes
of various historicChinese leaders, a small group of avant-garde directors come up with decanoninzig
visions, meant to challenge the traditional grasp of Chinese history by its youthful, urban, patriotic
audience. Such is the case of experimental director Wang Chong (b.1982), who, in 2012, brought to the
Chinese and Japanese stage his original, parodic vision of communist propaganda movie The Landmine
Warfare (1962). My paper investigates the aesthetic modes through which Wang recreates the original
version, by means of parody, irony and ideological symbols, and adapts it to the Chinese contemporary
socio-historic and ideological background. If the original film formulates the patriotism of a small
Chinese village in its quest to outwit and annihilate the ‘Japanese devils’ during the Sino-Japanese war,
the theatrical adaptation moves its location to the city and engages textually, creatively and critically
with this story, turning it upside down. The result: a brand new product, that questions the present antiJapanese feeling among many Chinese urban youth. My paper farther analyzes how the double nature
of this adaptation debunks the historical contingencies that lead to the present nationalistic ideologies
among Chinese youngsters. The way in which urban young audiences comply with such surprising
‘remediated stories’ adapted from canonical historic propaganda is another aspect to be investigated.
The study finally argues that Wang Chong’s The Landmine Warfare 2.0 parodic stage adaptation
constitutes a political gesture that seeks to find common ground between China and Japan, to make
the two countries rediscover their contemporary predisposition for a similar aesthetic thought and to
engage, accordingly, in a healthy regional cultural dialogue.
Andreea Chirita is a lecturer with University of Bucharest, Oriental Studies Department, where she
teaches contemporary and classical Chinese literature. She currently researches the Chinese avantgarde theatre scene.
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Michael Braun, University of Leipzig
Appropriating the Urban Archive. Political Performance and the Experience of Urbanisation in
20th Century Europe
Processes of modernisation and, by that, urbanisation, are indispensably connected to the development of centralising
bureaucracies that cohere to the power-related urge of collecting data, artefacts, documents and images. Depending on
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the epistemological impulse that rules the urban archive, its items are considered either as historical documents that stand
in for a certain unconscious way of thinking about (and acting in ways of) society, history and culture (Foucault), or as
living artefacts that actively and in an ongoing manner (de-)construct and refresh a certain image of history by constantly
questioning the master narratives (Derrida). Theatre and performance practice, especially in its avant-garde or, respectively,
non-institutionalised forms, quite often is insensitive, resistant, even sceptical or, at least, unwary about these processes of
archiving – whether of its own ephemeral and vagrant practice or of the social, cultural and political context it is reacting to.
Nonetheless, certain strains of the avant-garde were always very attentive to the urban practice of archiving. As Sven Spieker
tells us, the Surrealist movement of the 1920s was in search of a ‘registry of the unconscious’ (Artaud) that did not look out for
order and continuity as an antidote to the chaotic experience of industrialisation and urbanisation, but rather to find existing
orders that unknowingly shape urban life and to test them by repetition. After WWII, the French »Situationist International«, the
Socialist Surrealism of Polish »Orange Alternative«, Soviet non-conformist performance art (»Moscow Conceptualism«) and
German political activism (»Centre for Political Beauty«) in one way or another recur to that archival approach. My paper will
investigate how their respective practice of repetition and critical affirmation of ‘official’ and ‘acknowledged’ histories can be
considered as an urban theatre of alternative realities that actively deal with the experience of crisis and powerlessness in
times of global urbanisation and inescapable data connection.
Micha Braun, Dr. phil., is a Research Assistant at the Institute for Theatre Studies and Academic Coordinator of the Centre of
Competence for Theatre (CCT) at Leipzig University, Germany. Before that, he was part of the DFG-funded research project
»The Theatre of Repetition« (lead by Günther Heeg). Micha earned his MA in Theatre Studies and Political Science in Leipzig,
before he went for a while into the film production business. A four year-stipendiary at the DFG Graduate School »Critical
Junctures of Globalisation« got him back to Leipzig, where in 2011 he finished his dissertation thesis on a practice of history
and storytelling in Peter Greenaway’s artwork (»In Figuren erzählen«, Bielefeld 2012). His main research areas are strategies
and practices of repetition, narration and remembrance in the arts, theatre and film of the 20th and 21st Century with a key
focus on Central and Eastern Europe as well as media for the appropriation of the past. His newest publications comprise: »Die
Praxis der/des Echo. Zum Theater des Widerhalls« (Frankfurt, Bern, New York 2015, with Veronika Darian, Jeanne Bindernagel
and Mirosław Kocur); »Reenacting History: Theater & Geschichte« (Berlin 2014, with Günther Heeg, Lars Krüger and Helmut
Schäfer). More info (in German): https://cct.gko.uni-leipzig.de/ueber-uns/team-vorstand/micha-braun/
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Gilberto Conti Padao, Charles University
Rituals in Brazil: the Meeting of Native and African rituals with European theatre from
the XVI to XIX centuries
Rituals in Brazil; the Meeting of Native and African rituals with European Theatre from the XVIth to XIXth Centuries.
The work is based on the study of the rituals in Brazil of the XIV century and how this turned into theater and
folkloric performances. There is very little material about this time, the study aims at research on libraries,
universities and museums of three continents (Europe, America and Africa), aiming to collect as much information
as possible to trace the process and results of this cultural mix. Before the arrival of the Portuguese in Brazil
there were around five million Indian inhabitants belonging to different tribal groups. These people were primarily
nomadic and shared similar beliefs about God and nature. Their rituals and dances helped them both to survive
and to trust in the power of nature. Their shamans (xama or paje) helped the tribes in planting, war, marriage,
death, cannibalism and in other areas. Following the arrival of the Portuguese, and after some conflict, the majority
of the indigenous people accepted the new arrivals and began to be both influenced by, and in turn to influence
the newcomers. The colonization was supported by the Jesuits and the famous priest, Jose de Anchieta. He
developed a form of theatre later called Theatre Anchietiano. This theatre helped convert the natives using catholic
stories from the bible combined with native elements. It introduced the European and catholic religion and made
it easier for the indigenous people to accept colonization. In the 16th Century the Portuguese brought slaves from
different parts of Africa - with rich and diverse cultural backgrounds. Those tree cultural pillars forged Brazil’s
cultural theatre, folklore, religion, costumes and life. The documented material about this period is to short and
always comes from the Portuguese perspective. This work is based on a more open discussion of the period and
how the three cultures influenced each other and influenced the theatre and rituals of Brazil, Portugal and other
African countries (After the slaves were freed, many returned to Africa).
Bachelar of Visual Comunication- PUC - Rio de Janeiro - Brazil Teacher degree - Candido Mendes Rio de Janeiro Brazil Master degree - scenography and puppet theatre - DAMU- Czech Republic - Prague The artist and puppeteer
Gilberto Conti is a grandson of a traditional puppetter from Brazil and he s conected with carnaval and folklorical
performances from the childhood from his mother. He worked in research of traditional folklorical groups and
department of folklore in Brazil. He develops his work with puppets, giant puppets and theatre studies for 19
years. Worked with names as Peter Schumann of Bread and puppets in New York and Petr Matasek, legendary
stage designer and puppeter. He was invited to built and develop a giant puppet for a theatre group at Prague
Quadrienal of Stage Design, and after became part of an international group of scenographers to produce his art
works and his puppets to different projects. Participated in Womad festival of Peter Gabriel making giant puppets
and workshops in Canary Island. He presented the puppet theater projects at festivals in Germany, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Brazil and others. To this day play the theater and teaches acting classes with puppets and masks in
several European countries, Brazil, Cape Verde, Canary Islands, Madeira Island, Israel ,etc. Now he is studying
doctor studies in Charles University - Theatre studies department giving emphasis in anthropology and ritual
theatre.
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The end of the 20th century and the beginning of the new millennium have witnessed the revival of
documentary drama, a time-honored genre, which is playing an increasingly important role in the
contemporary world of confusion as an art form in giving voice to the mute, the traumatized and the
downtrodden. However, it follows different paths in the west and in China. Chinese documentary drama
in contemporary times has not developed as smoothly and vigorously as its western counterpart. The
interchanges between them have not been active until after the arrival of the new millennium. Through
the limited contact, one type of Chinese drama has been influenced by the western theatre to a great
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Lin LI, Huaqiao University
Assimilation and Divergence: The Development of Chinese Documentary
Drama amid the interchanges with Western Documentary Drama

extent, while another type has been diverged from the typical western documentary plays, grounded on
Chinese soil. The study ponders over the phenomenon and finds out that the first type of assimilation is
largely ignored by the market, as China’s overall theatrical environment has been commercialized and
entertainment-oriented since the end of the last century. The second type is more inclined towards being
traditionally realistic plays except based totally on truthful events, diverged from the typical western
documentary drama. This type marked by the birth of Vibration in 2008 fits better the role of propaganda
vehicle, tending to be uplifting, emotionally moving and spiritually purging. Plays of this type, mostly
sponsored by state-owned theater, concentrate on the bright side in society as well as in human nature.
Based on an analysis of the lessons from western documentary drama, the paper argues that this genre
is most powerful only when it serves as a dagger piercing through the darkness of our society, as a
scalpel cutting through the fester in our society so that more plays of this problem type are called for in
China.
Li Lin, associate professor of English and literature in the College of Foreign Languages at Huaqiao
University, formerly visiting scholar in the department of English at Harvard University. I have published
more than ten papers on British and American drama, and have received various grants on drama
studies and rewards for written papers. Currently I’m working on a program concerning the comparison
between American documentary drama and Chinese documentary drama, sponsored by China’s National
Social Science Fund. My areas of interests include 20th British and American drama, comparative study
of American drama and Chinese drama, gender studies, space and identity, trauma studies.
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Chair: BINDI KANG, The Graduate Center, City University of New
York

Tove Johanna Bjoerk, Saitama University
The Art of Making Money – the Strategies of Early Modern Theatre Teahouses
Theatres are locations where performance are viewed, often against a fee. By attracting people who have
the inclination and financial security to spend their resources on other things than the bare necessities,
the theatres naturally turn into generators of a commercial network all catering to the wants of these
affluent theatre goers. In early modern Japan, the first permanent theatres were established along the
Shijo avenue in Kyoto, leading up to the Yasaka shrine, where many teahouses and other vendors were
already present since the mid 15th century. The teahouses quickly developed a symbiotic relationship
with the theatres, managing both the actors’ prostitution and catering food and drinks within the Kabuki
theatres. By the end of the 17th century, the teahouses had organized themselves into guilds, who by the
mid 18th century controlled all box seats. Despite this, however, very little scholarly interest has been
invested into the investigation of these establishments and their business strategies. This paper will,
by looking at the diary entries of Kabuki actor Ichikawa Danjuro II and the Kabuki patron feudal lord
Yanagisawa Nobutoki, explore the strategies of the 18th century theatre teahouses, first as managers
of Kabuki actors, and secondly as entrepreneurs aiming at attracting wealthy and politically powerful
patrons to the theatres. By doing so, I hope to create a further understanding for considering the roles of
theatres in the development of the urban culture of Japan.
Tove BJOERK is an associate professor at Saitama University. Her PhD is in Japanese Literature, and her
research focuses on the diary of the Edo Kabuki actor Ichikawa Danjūrō II and the development of the
early modern entertainment industry. Her publications include such works as ”The Economic Structure
of Edo Kabuki Theatres – Ichikawa Danjûrô II as a Kyôhô Period Manager” in Japonica Humboldtiana (Vol
16, 2013), Annotations and Commentary on the Diary of Ichikawa Danjûrô II (I-III)), Saitama University
Review (Faculty of Liberal Arts, Vol. 52-53 (2016-2017) and “Kyōhō period Edo Kabuki as seen in the
Diary of Ichikawa Danjūrō II (『二代目市川團十郎の日記にみる享保期江戸歌舞伎』Nidai me
Ichikawa Danjūrō no nikki ni miru Kyōhō ki Edo Kabuki (Japanese), Bungaku Tsushin Publishing, 2019)”.
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Japanese traditional theatre is typically associated with the genres of noh and kabuki, performed by
professional actors on professional stages in the big cities. Although noh and kabuki are considered classical
forms today and noh functioned as the theatre of samurai aristocracy during most of its history, both genres are
products of the emerging popular culture in the late medieval (14 – 16 c) and early modern periods (17 – 19 c).
Kabuki, in particular, was the most popular theatre in early modern Japan, representative of the newly formed
urban commoner culture. Both genres have influenced significantly Japanese performance and have spread in
the countryside, staged by amateurs and playing a very important part in local communities. This presentation
will look at two of the most well-known regional stage arts in Japan: Kurokawa noh and Kuromori kabuki,
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Petkova Galia Todorova, Kwansei Gakuin University
Theatre, Tourism and Identity in Japan: Kurokawa Noh and Kuromori Kabuki

performed in the remote Yamagata prefecture during the winter festivals and drawing numerous spectators
from all over Japan. The former boasts a 500-year old tradition and takes place in the beginning of February
at the Ogi Festival in the Kurokawa area of Kushibiki town. The latter has been staged for over 280 years in the
Kuromori Hie Shrine in Sakata city during the Lunar New Year Festival on February 15th and 17th. I will explore
these two theatrical forms as performance and intangible cultural heritage, focusing on their role in defining
and maintaining the local identity, attracting tourists and promoting local culture and products.
Background in Japanese, gender and performance studies. PhD in Japanese studies from SOAS, University
of London. Research interests - traditional performing arts in Asia, focusing on Japan, and gender studies —
cultural re/presentation of gender.
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KIM HUNTER GORDON, Duke Kunshan University
Heritage squared: finding a stage for the intangible
Kunqu was China‘s first UNESCO-designated “masterpiece of intangible cultural heritage”. In recent
years, promoters have sought to compound this status by combining it with China‘s tangible culture
heritage -- staging kunqu in gardens and other sites. This paper considers how policy directives and
consumer behaviors are fueling this trend and discusses the implications it may have. Over the last
century, Chinese performance genres have shifted away from outdoor venues, temples and tea-houses
into proscenium-arch theatres, where they have struggled to attract and maintain large audiences.
The scale and format of modern theatres has placed a considerable distance between actors and
audiences and this has an inevitable impact on performance style. Modern productions tend to involve
more choreography, larger numbers of performers, prominent stage scenery, expanding orchestras and
dependency on amplification systems. While the rise of more intimate heritage space performances may
be welcomed as an antidote to this trend, there are also potential downsides. Rather than being pitched
towards a connoisseurship that seeks to experience performance close up with natural acoustics, “double
heritage” assignations are more often aimed at attracting audiences without an interest in kunqu per
se. In this case, performance standards become less important than novelty experience. However,
the recent emergence of a number of creative productions performed by top-tier actors provides an
opportunity to reflect on how space creates both opportunities and limitations that continue to affect the
development of kunqu.
Kim Hunter Gordon is Assistant Professor of Chinese and Performance Studies at Duke Kunshan
University. He specialises in the performance and history of Kunqu. He was awarded his PhD from Royal
Holloway, University of London in 2017.
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Historians of Southeast Asia have spoken of the hundred years between middle of the 19th and the 20th
centuries as the “Chinese century,” when the principal maritime trade networks between China and
colonial Southeast Asia were dominated by Hokkien, Cantonese and Hakka groups. This presentation
argues that Chinese theatre in this period can be conceived of as one of the commodities being ferried
across the South China and adjacent seas, as theatre troupes performed for and imparted knowledge
to Overseas Chinese communities. This was the heyday of overseas Chinese theatre, providing the
foundation for homegrown and eventually hybrid forms of Sino-Southeast Asian theatre. These patterns
of theatrical exposure and transmission can be fruitfully distinguished from the networks leading to the
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Joshua Stenberg, The University of Sydney
Chinese Theatre in Southeast Asia as a Maritime Trade

Americas, which required larger capital and reached a lower level of intensity. It must be distinguished
even more sharply from the reception of Chinese opera in Europe, which was led by intellectuals and
governments, rather than by migrant or trading populations. In this perspective, Southeast Asian
communities (Chinese and indigenous) emerge as the principal market and cultural consumer of
Chinese goods between 1850-1950. It is geopolitical and academic skews which perpetually set up a
juxtaposition between “China” and “the West,” when the dominant conduits of trade in fact ran to the
Southeast, where they generated distinctive Southeastern types of Chinese culture.
After spending a decade working in xiqu (Chinese opera) companies in Jiangsu and Fujian, as well as
researching transnational aspects of xiqu, Josh Stenberg now teaches Chinese literature and theatre at
the University of Sydney.
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City Sites in the UK
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Chair: ANDREW MILLINGTON, University of the West Indies, Cave
Hill Campus

Catriona Davidson Fallow, University of Birmingham
Up the Close and in The Other Place: Alternative Spaces at the Glasgow Citizen's Theatre and
the Royal Shakespeare Company
In 1964, the Glasgow Citizen’s Theatre announced the opening of The Close Theatre, a small studio space that would focus
on new, experimental work. It was designed to offer an alternative but complementary programme for its local audiences,
free from the commercial pressures and logistical implications of the Citizen’s mainstage. Destroyed by fire in 1973, despite
its short history The Close had a marked impact on the cultural fabric of the city of Glasgow, as well as Scottish theatre
and performance more broadly. Concurrently, in 1973 director Mary Ann ‘Buzz’ Goodbody produced a policy outline for an
alternative 2nd auditorium in Stratford-upon-Avon to both compliment and challenge the practices of one of the United
Kingdom's leading theatrical institutions: The Royal Shakespeare Company. Her plans to combine experimental studio work
with a civic, public theatre that sought to attract new audiences and serve the local community would be realised the following
year with the opening of The Other Place. This paper situates the innovations and impact of these short-lived studio spaces
alongside the proliferation of experimental and Fringe theatre across the UK in the latter part of the 1960s and throughout
the 1970s. Though strikingly different in terms of their geographical locale – one in a major Scottish City, the other in rural
England – this paper draws together the work of The Close Theatre and The Other Place as examples of small-scale theatres
that sit both relation to and as alternative from their main-stage progenitors. This paper forms part of a curated panel which
examines a range of ideological and material approaches to constructing theatre and performance spaces. Taking case studies
from across the United Kingdom (UK), in both urban and rural milieus, this panel explores three distinct strategies of creating,
defining, and repurposing alternative performance spaces between 1960s and the present day.
Dr Catriona Fallow is a Research Fellow based in the Department of Drama and Theatre Arts at the University of Birmingham
working on the Harold Pinter: Histories and Legacies project, funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council. Broadly, her
research specialises in contemporary British and European playwriting, theatre history and historiography. Catriona’s work has
been published in Studies in Theatre and Performance and has been presented internationally at Harvard’s Mellon School for
Theatre and Performance Research, Performance Studies International, and the International Federation for Theatre Research.
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The Drill Hall (1984 - 2012) occupies a unique place in the United Kingdom’s theatrical landscape as the
only building-based lesbian and gay arts organisation. Yet its foundational aims point to a much broader
ideological agenda of inclusivity as it sought to ‘give space and a voice to artists who came from the
gay and lesbian, women’s, black, and disabled communities; to house new opera and music theatre; to
provide a resource to the arts community with rehearsal rooms and meeting space; and to house and
run a wide ranging classes and courses programme that worked outside of any formal structure’. In
this paper I examine the material site of the Drill Hall and its significance within London’s urban arts
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Sarah Jane Mullan, University of Northampton
Box ticking and articulating ‘niche’: expectations and agendas at The Drill Hall
Arts Centre, London

landscape, and the United Kingdom more broadly, as a ‘home’ for the development of gay and lesbian
performance. Despite this characterisation, both its policies and practices where underpinned by a
refusal to singularly identify as an LGBTQ venue, a decision which ultimately contributed to the theatre’s
closure. I explore the tension between the desire to serve and represent distinct communities but
remain accessible to all by holding the Drill Hall’s navigation of its own institutional identity alongside
the theatre’s legacy within the London arts landscape. This paper forms part of a curated panel that
examines a range of ideological and material approaches to constructing theatre and performance
spaces. Taking case studies from across the United Kingdom, in both urban and rural milieus, this panel
explores three distinct strategies of creating, defining, and repurposing alternative performance spaces
between 1960s and the present day.
Dr Sarah Mullan is a Lecturer in Drama at the University of Northampton. Her research focuses on the
interplay between contemporary lesbian performance, cultural politics, and queer theory. She was the
co-convener of the International Federation for Theatre Research Queer Futures working group between
2014-2018 and her work has published in Theatre Research International and edited collections on queer
performance.
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Sarah Elizabeth Bartley, University of Leeds
People’s Theatres in The UK: Civic Functions and The City
This paper forms part of a panel that examines a range of ideological and material approaches to
constructing theatre and performance spaces. Taking case studies from across the United Kingdom (UK),
in both urban and rural milieus, this panel explores three distinct strategies of creating, defining, and
repurposing alternative performance spaces between 1960s and the present day. In recent years the
United Kingdom (UK) has seen marked increase in number of new people’s theatres. As Baz Kershaw
identifies, ‘the European notion of a people’s theatre was used to suggest either a broad, class-based
politicised theatre or a liberal theatrical embrace of the whole population (2004: 350). Given this
ideological history, and against a backdrop of retracting arts funding and social provision in the UK since
2010, this paper examines two companies at the forefront of the current people’s theatre movement to
consider the civic function of performance in contemporary urban environments. I focus specifically on
Brighton People’s Theatre, founded in 2015, and Slung Low, a long-established company now developing
a people’s theatre for Leeds who are scheduled to perform their inaugural show in 2019. By exploring the
marginal city sites in which this work takes place (estates, railway arches, and a working men‘s clubs),
I will consider the civic functions each initiative fulfils and articulate how that function is bound up with
their locale. I examine the role of people‘s theatres in engaging urban populations, specifically how
they occupy disparate sites across the cityscape and deliver non-performance practices that fulfil civic
agendas. I argue that the contemporary people‘s theatre movement in the UK is a platform for citizens to
identify the city as their own and also a performance space through which the civic functions previously
aligned with the state – social provision, education – are being delivered.
Dr Sarah Bartley is a Teaching Fellow in Contemporary Performance at the University of Leeds. Her
research explores artistic representations of the welfare state, with a particular focus on applied and
socially engaged performance practices engaging unemployed people. She is also a community arts
practitioner and co-founded Shifting Point, a drama project for ex-offenders run in collaboration with
prison resettlement services. Sarah has previously published with Research in Drama Education and has
an article forthcoming withContemporary Theatre Review. Her monograph Performing Welfare: Applied
Theatre, Unemployment, and Economies of Participation is forthcoming with Palgrave Macmillan in 2019.
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Directing Intercultural Theatre
Chair: LIYANG XIA, Centre for Ibsen Studies, University of Oslo

Min CHEN, Hangzhou Normal University
A Daoist Revisit to Robert Wilson’s “Lecture on Nothing”
Dao is the imperceptible and indiscernible. In Daoism, nothing does not mean nothingness but rather
indeterminacy. By reducing everything to nothing, Robert Wilson’s one-man-show “Lecture on Nothing”
(premiered at Ruhrtriennale in 2012 and staged in Shanghai in 2017) audiates and visualises John Cage’s
poem of the same title as a theatrical experience through which the audience begin to understand that
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art is the experience of the moment and that all that matters is now. This paper argues that Wilson,
who’s familiar with Chinese art (as a collector) and philosophy, might have adopted Daoist binaries like
wu (nothing) and you (something) in creating this production as its director and performer. The paper
attempts to analyse how Wilson presents the Daoist concept – in its mode of being unseen/unheard,
one perceives its mysteries; in its mode of the seen/heard, one feels its boundaries – in his multimedia installation, i.e., from the piercingly loud noise to the blissful silence that immediately follows in
the opening scene as well as the pauses during the poem reading, from the operatic white facial and
body paint to the fragmented Cage’s text in black ink brushwork (resembling the hanging of Chinese
calligraphy works), from Wilson’s motionless sitting and deadpan voice to his eccentric body movements
and emphatic reading from time to time, etc.
CHEN Min is Lecturer of English at the School of International Studies, Hangzhou Normal University,
and doctoral candidate in Comparative Literature at Central China Normal University. His main research
interests include 20th century British literature, Theatre of the Absurd, ethical literary criticism,
comparative literature theories, etc.
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Minghua HU, Qufu Normal University
The Cross-Cultural Interpretation and Creation in Stan Lai’s Nightwalk in the
Chinese Garden
A brand new site-specific work by acclaimed Taiwanese playwright/director Stan Lai, in collaboration
with the Huntington Library and CalArts’ Center for New Performance, Nightwalk in the Chinese Garden
received its world premiere at the Garden of Flowering Fragrance in September 2018. Inspired by The
Peony Pavilion by Chinese playwright Tang Xianzu, the piece is a masterful creation in which Lai melds
the history of the Chinese Garden, the narrative of the original 16th-century romantic tragicomedy, and
various well-crafted cross-cultural imageries into a two-hour immersive theatre experience. It is indeed
a walk between the West and the East as the two worlds reflect and comment on each other. Lai’s
Nightwalk is a unique theatrical creation in three ways: a) the form of site-specific theatre grants the
piece a sense of fluidity, enabling it to move freely in various breathtaking spaces in the Chinese Garden;
b) the reflection and interplay of two narratives, one Chinese and one American, makes it possible
for the audience to walk in two realities within the frame of a single play; c) Lai’s ingenious structure
features interleaved dreams, thus imbuing the play with unique philosophical significance. The setting of
multiple dream structures makes the audience’s attraction turn from original love theme to the dramatic
structure, it embodies Lai 's ideological connotation and artistic charm: the immersion drama effect of
pursuing audience's deepparticipation,andthe aesthetic principle of "illusion and reality generated in ea
ch other".
Hu Minghua,Female,Doctor of Literature graduated from ShanDong University in 2015, associate professor
in college of liberal arts, QuFu Normal University, mainly engaged in the study of Chinese and western
modern drama,especialy Stan Lai 's dramas.Undertaking the general project of National Social Science
Foundation on Art: "Research on the Construction of Historical Memory and Identity in Taiwan's Modern
Drama" (17BB030).Representative papers including A Dream like a Dream:The Buddhistic Concern on
the Life of Modern People;The Traumatic Memory and Repair in the Dramas by Li Guoxiu as the Second
Generation of Taiwanese Mainlanders;The Dramas of Beckett and Stan Lai;On the Spiritual Predicament
of Contemporary Taiwan Society in Chi Wei-Jan’s Drama;On the Criticism of Social “Diseases” in
Contemporary Society of Taiwan in Chi Wei-Jan’s plays;On the Dissemination and Acceptance of Stan
Lai’s Drama in Mainland China,etc. Address :college of liberal arts, Qufu Normal University, 57 Jingxuan
West Road, Qufu City, Shandong Province (273165);Telephone number: 13405376252;E-mail:huming_
hua@163.com .
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In Frank Castorf’s adaptation of Der Idiot (The Idiot), he chooses an approach of an extreme de-contexualization
of Dostoyevesky’s novel. Rather than presenting Dostoyevsky’s St.Petersburg in the late nineteenth century,
he transplants all the figures, scenes and themes of Dostoyevsky’s novel to a new city space built by the stage
designer Bert Neumann. This new theatrical space, Neustadt (new city), resembles very much to the street view
of contemporary Berlin. Building a Neustadt can hardly be taken as an approach of verisimilitude, on the contrary,
Castorf has explained that his aesthetics relates nothing about “realism”(Realismus), but a much simpler concept,
“reality” (Realität) or “comprehensibility” (Verständlichkeit). To understand the concept of Neustadt is to take the
stage as a common and real thing, whose reality relies solely on its material existence.
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LI Qian, Peking University
From Book to Berlin: Space in Frank Castorf’s Adaptation of Der Idiot

All expressive methods applied in this work could be understood as ways to understand the making process and
experience the reality through an imitative process. I attempt to analyze the making process of this complicated
work in the light of spatial transplanting, namely a process from the novel, or a fictional world, to the daily reality
of a modern city, or a faking real Berlin. Besides interpreting how this theatrical text was organized from the
perspective of intertextual relation and the materiality of art work, this paper further proposes that it is Frank
Castorf’s application of a new realism in theatre that has grounded not only the spatial arrangement but also the
whole aesthetics in his adaptation of Der Idiot.
Dr. Li Qian, born in Chongqing, China, now working as postdoctoral fellowship in the Institute of Comparative
Literature and Comparative Culture in Department of Chinese Language and Literature of Peking University,
my academic interests laid mainly in western theatre history and theory, western drama studies, and narrative
studies, etc. In 2018, I received my doctoral degree on the subject of Theater Studies in University of Munich with
a dissertation on the theatrical adaptation of novel on the contemporary German stage. In 2013 I got my master
degree on literature in Peking University with a final thesis on the jewish exile theater in Shanghai.
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Postdramatic Immersive Theatre
ROOM 208

Chair: GLEN JAMES MCGILLIVRAY, University of Sydney

Maria de la Mercè Saumell Vergés, Institut del Teatre de Barcelona
La Fura dels Baus and their urban proposals in Barcelona, Shangai and Sidney
La Fura d\els Baus is a Catalan theatrical group founded in 1979, known for their urban theatre, use
of inusual settings and blurring of the boundaries between audiences and actors. Since the Opening
Ceremony for the 1992 Barcelona Olympics, Àlex Ollé and Carlus Padrissa, both members of the group,
worked in large-scale shows that established stong links betwwen those productions and their host
cities. In this paper, we want to analyze three examples: the transformation of the Olympic stadium in
Barcelona. Then, the oudoor opera that staged in Port Jackson in Sidney, near the emblematic Opera
House that dominates the bay of the city. Ollé used this natural setting in his Puccini’s Madama Butterfly
(2014) in which the urban space intervened, almost treated as a cinemascope screen, and the gradation
of the sunlight. And finally, The Window of the City, the only permanent show during the Shagai’s
Universal Exhibition in 2010. In this production, Ollé and Padrissa created a trip across space and time
and in this tour leaded us to visiting six world capitals that lodged an Expo during their history. The cities
are not only urbanism, but they are done fundamentally by people. In this occasion, they collaborated
with the classic Chinese dancer and coreographer Huang Doudou or the composer Tsuji Xing-sheng,
among others.
Mercè Saumell is a lecturer in graduate and postgraduate studies at Institut del Teatre, Barcelona.
Between 2009 and 2015, she was also the Head of Cultural Services that includes the Centre of
Documentation and Museum of Performing Arts. She has published two books and several articles in
international journals. She organized the 2013 World Conference IFTR (International Federation of Theatre
Research) in Barcelona. Currently, she collaborates in a project about Spanish Independent Theatre
(1962-1980) led by Madrid’s Reina Sofia Museum and CDT (Spanish Theatre Documentation Center).
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Postmodernism, developed by French philosophers such as Michel Foucault, Jean-François Lyotard
and Jacques Derrida, is a broad movement characterized by the mental life of new citizens. Since then,
German theatre researcher Hans-Thies Lehmann came up with the notion of post-dramatic theatre which
summarized the new way to think about the relationship between text and performance in contemporary
and experimental theatre. As the world grows more connected because of the Internet, postmodernism
does not only exist in the Europe where it arose. People in many other places have to face the same
situations because of the common feelings and emotions. Likewise, German sociologist Georg Simmel
gave a lecture about The Metropolis and Mental Life in 1903, while Chinese sociologist FeiXiaotong
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Xueyang AI, Shanghai Theatre Academy
The Performance of Immersive Theatre in Chinese Urban Areas

wrote the book, From the Soil, in 1947. The traditions and features of urban space expanded everywhere.
The numbers, scales and types of theatre largely depend on the size, economy and citizens of the city.
Moreover, with more and more new citizens who were born around or after 1970s going to big cities
for further education and better jobs, urbanism will definitely affect the development of post-dramatic
theatre in China. Urban areas in developing countries have the same rights and different advantages to
develop their own post-dramatic theatre. This research is to discuss the possibility that post-dramatic
theatre could be developed in China; to find out what kind of urban performance should be along with
classic text, contemporary text, native theatre, music theatre or dance theatre by taking good examples
of post-dramatic theatre in the developed countries; and to explain how the new citizens promote postdramatic theatre development as well as be influenced by it in a virtuous circle.
Xueyang Ai, a MA student at Shanghai Theatre Academy, majoring in Theatre History.After studying
theatre history for morethan three years, she showed great interest in experimental theatre, such as
post-dramatic theatre and immersive theatre. Since she was involved in the production of Sleep No
More in Shanghai, she made a thorough research on this famous immersive performance based on
Shakespeare’sMacbeth as her master’s thesis. She was admitted to study in the Performance and
Interactive Media Art program at Brooklyn College of The City University of New York as a visiting student
from 2018 to 2019. Her research paper on Tadashi Suzuki was rewarded “Excellent Paper”in “The 10th
Yangtze River Delta Forum on Theatre, Film and Television for Postgraduate Students”. As a young theatre
researcher, she devotes herself to combining theatrical practices with theories in an instructive way.
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Jiayi SHEN, East China Normal University
Immersion, Another Discussion on Postmodern Performance
Contemporary performance has been developed to become far more than the traditional aesthetic art.
It combines various popular and consuming factors and presents many different landscapes. These
performance landscapes not only have the characteristics of dispersion and instability of postmodern
narrative, but also a staggered feature of immersion. This paper explores the immersion feature of the
postmodern performance from the audience’s perspective of the new postmodern performance trend
in the city. In addition, it explores the rich levels and aesthetics of performance from aspects such as
perception, time and space, and the relationship between seeing and being seen.
Associate Professor of the School of Communication, East China Normal University; Shanghai Pujiang
Talent. Shen Jiayi gets Bachelor’s Degree from the Department of Directing, Beijing Film Academy,
Master’s Degree in drama and film studies from University of Kent in UK, and PHD in Shanghai Theater
Academy. She was a visiting scholar at Brown University, as well. Having worked as journalist and
producer in a couple of well-known media and organizations such as Phoenix TV and CCTV, Shen Jiayi
has extensive hands-on experience in theatre and media. Shen Jiayi has presided over multiple research
projects and published more than ten theses in many CSSCI journals.
Monographs
1. An Introduction to Broadcasting, Shanghai Foreign Language Education Press, 2007;
2. Ideal Model in Social Performance – Exploration and Analysis of Apprentices in Job-hunting Shows,
Shanghai People’s Publishing House, 2011;
3. Performance and Environment – An Exploration in Postmodern Situations, Shanghai People’s
Publishing House, 2018.
Research Areas
Drama and Film Studies, Performance Studies
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Chair: ESTHER KIM LEE, Duke University

Sabiha Huq, Khulna University
The (Un)Broken Narrative: Bhelua Sundari in Urban Theatre Space
Bhelua Sundari is a pala gaan (ritual folk song) that originated in the Mymensingh region of present day
Bangladesh, the diverse oral narratives having been collected in a volume of ballads titled Mymensingh
Geetika. This paper focuses on a Centre for Asian Theatre (CAT) production of Bhelua Sundari first staged
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in Dhaka in 1998 and directed by Saidur Rahman Lipon. Having been in the CAT repertoire for over
twenty years, Bhelua Sundari has regaled not just the middle class theatre audience of cosmopolitan
Dhaka; it has also travelled abroad, including a show at the 3rd Asia Theatre Education Centre (ATEC)
Forum in Beijing on May 20, 2008. It is interesting to observe that this folk play has not only survived
amidst the thriving urbanity of the populace, but has also gained international acclaim. The tragic
love story performed in the pala gaan style on a proscenium blends rural traditions, folkloristics, and
improvisations of urban space to create new aesthetics. This also entails certain losses, as adjustments
are made to the folk form of the pala gaan wherein the consistency of the narrative gets challenged
through attempts to make the play suitable for urban audiences. My paper will focus on the ramifications
of a classic piece from a rural theatrical tradition making it to the urban theatre space to satisfy the
tastes of urban elite audiences ‘here and now’.
SABIHA HUQ Designation: Professor of English Education: PhD (Oslo University), MPhil(Oslo University),
MA in English (Dhaka University), BA (Hons.) in English (Dhaka University) Teaching experience:
Started as Lecturer in English in 2001 at Khulna University, Bangladesh Publications: Several articles
in international journals and book chapters published internationally; writes creative pieces and
translations in newspapers and magazines.
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Ngozi Nneka Udengwu, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
The Gods Went to Town:
Duro Ladipo, Sango, Urbanism and the Yoruba Travelling theatre of Nigeria
A legendry Nigerian performer (Duro Ladipo) of a legendry (Sango), the Yoruba god of thunder and
lightning, was a travelling theatre guru who became synonymous with the deity he portrayed in his
multiple award winning performance, Oba Koso. In 2013 the annual festival in honour of Sango was
renamed World Sango Festival by the Oyo State Government in recognition that the deity is no longer a
Yoruba god but has followers from other parts of the world including the Caribbean, Brazil, Trinidad and
Tobago, etc. This paper examines the role of Duro Ladipo in bringing this deity to the rest of the world
following the trajectory of the journey of Sango from rural Yoruba village to the big cities in Nigeria and
to other countries of the world. How did he do it and why was the play successful? How was it received
across cultures? what are the aesthetic roles and impacts? What is the role of urbanism on the theatrical
representations of Sango by Duro Ladipo? Thus, the paper examines the migration of not only human
beings, that is the artist and his troupe, but also the deity that travelled with him from rural to the urban
cities and towns and evaluates the implications of this for both the deity and the actor. The paper argues
that urbanism gave impetus for the transformation of the performer, his performance, and the deity.
Ngozi Udengwu is a senior lecturer in the Department of Theatre and Film Studies of the University of
Nigeria, Nsukka where she teaches a wide range of Theatre courses and supervises research projects
at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. She holds a PhD in Theatre Arts from the University of
Ibadan, and Master’s Degree in Literature from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. She has travelled
widely presenting papers at international conferences at the USA, UK, South Korea, India, Sweden, South
Africa, Uganda, Ghana, etc. She has published at list twenty-three articles in mainline journals; seven
book chapters; and she is the author of the book Contemporary Nigerian Female Playwrights: A Study in
Ideology and Themes. She is a Fellow of the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) and a member
of many professional associations including International Federation for Theatre Research (IFTR), Society
of Nigerian Theatre Artists (SONTA), African Theatre Association (AfTA), Arterial Network, etc.
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The Delacorte Theater, situated next to the Great Lawn in New York’s Central Park, is a legendary space. It is on
that stage that the great designer Ming Cho Lee erected some of the most memorable theatre settings in New York’s
illustrious dramatic history, Meryl Streep toiled as the titular character in Mother Courage, and Al Pacino raged in a
now iconic rendering of Shylock. But on a mild June evening several years ago, the Public Theater’s Public Forum
division was hosting an immigration and naturalization ceremony. On stage with Oskar Eustis, the artistic director
of the Public and Shakespeare in the Park, was the United States Secretary of Homeland Security, Jeh Johnson,
who administered the oath of American citizenship to forty individuals. The evening was punctuated by readings,
songs, monologues-- the stuff of theatre; but this was the climax, the event that the audience has come to see. A
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Kevin Philip Landis, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
The Urban Public: Central Park as Urban Oasis and Tactic of Nation Building

naturalization ceremony.
The way the Public Theater has confronted urbanization, diplomacy and immigration is woven into the fabric of
the institution, and provides one of the best examples in the United States of how a company can incorporate the
needs of a city and nation into the infrastructure of the actual theatre. The urban oasis that is the Delacorte Theater
is the focus of paper that uses interviews with prominent American politicians and artists to explore the way the
iconic theater has, recently, used the intersection of nature and the urban as a semiotic tool of diplomacy and social
justice.
I am a resident scholar at the Public Theater and use interviews with Mr. Eustis, Chelsea Clinton and the former
head of the United Nations Security Council, Samantha Power, to position the Delacorte as a place of diplomacy
related to urbanization and migration. In her time in the Obama Administration, Ambassador Power used the
performances at the Delacorte as tools for nation building and addresses the way the sanctuary at the Delacorte
assisted in geo-political strategies, especially related to diplomacy with Russia and in confronting the crisis in
Darfur. The paper is a portion of a larger, book-length project about the various theater spaces of the Public Theater,
and its situation within the urban milieu.
Kevin Landis is an associate professor and director of the Theatre and Dance Program in the Department of Visual
and Performing Arts at the University of Colorado Colorado Springs. His research interests and publications are
varied. He has studied contemporary avant-garde theatre groups, Eastern European actor training methods,
Native American melodrama, Nordic art, American drag, and performance analyses of evangelical church services
as well as restaurant food preparation. He has published on several of those topics and co-authored the book
Cultural Performance: New Perspectives on Performance Studies. He is currently writing a manuscript about the
contemporary history of the Public Theater in New York. Landis is an MFA trained actor and member of the Actor's
Equity Association. He specializes in physical theatre training derived from his work with Grotowski's lead actress,
Rena Mirecka. Landis uses an eclectic training method that includes Michael Chekhov Technique, Suzuki and LeCoq
clown and mask work. The training focuses on the actor's understanding of his/her body as the integral component
for vocal expression and performative creativity.
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Cheng Po Yuan, University of Exeter
Doing an artist residency about the artist residency/Doing
the artist residency like a tourist
Doing the artist residency about the artist residency/Doing the artist residency like a tourist is a research
project aims to explore artists residency, its nature and how it stands as one of the cultural mobility‘s
strategies. It focuses the function and position of performance artists in artist residency‘s frameworks,
parallel artists in residency with, in Phil Smith‘s term, agentive tourists. As John Urry argue, the critical
feature of tourism is the difference between one‘s normal place of residence/work and the object of the
tourist gaze (Urry, 2011, P13), this research attempts to explore the meaningful insights of why artist
leave their home and make their work at different places, which turn into the research question: Why
artist make art away from home? This research looks into each component within the framework of
artists residency, investigate how artists perceive the artist residency by interviewing artists for their
residency experiences and their reflections; and initiate the parallel of artists in residency with the
tourist by devising three practices to join an artist residency, The Listening Station, as the title reveals,
doing residency like a tourist. The argument in this research will reference to heterotopia by Michel
Foucault (Foucault, 1986), which does not suggest every artist residency is a heterotopia, but by doing
different artist residencies, artists are able to access the status of heterotopia, which makes artists and
their works reflected in different spatial circumstances and cultural contents.
Howl Yuan (Cheng-Po Yuan) is a Taiwanese, UK-based performance maker,Howl Yuan (Cheng-Po Yuan)
is a Taiwanese, UK-based performance maker, curator and researcher. His work spans on performance,
object, text, and photographs. He is the member of Interval, an artist-led support network in Bristol,
UK; he is also the member of Asia-Art-Activism, a cross-disciplinary and intergenerational network
investigating Asia‘, art‘ and activism.‘ He holds a master degree in performance from the University of
Chichester, UK; and currently undertaking his PhD of Performance Practice at the University of Exeter,
UK. His research interests across site-specific performance, cultural identity, and artists mobility. His
PhD research focuses on how places and sites affect artists and their practice on subjects of the artist
residency and the artist relocation in which alongside with tourism study, dramatism, everyday practice,
heterotopia and non-place.
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In Romania, the role of the dramaturge in the process of creating a theater performance is still in search
for the definition and in the process of negotiating the setting tasks in the team work stage. In this
context, I analyze what actors, directors and even dramaturges themselves understand about the "new
phenomenon". Is the dramaturge only a writer, or is he responsible for the message that the show sends
to the audience? I started from the hypothesis that the young graduates of the Department of Theatrology
do not know what their duties are in collaborative practices and eventually end up being coordinated by
the director and confusing the actors. They lose control over their own tasks. For this paper, I used the
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Creangă Adriana-Mirela, Faculty of Theatre and Film, Babes-Bolyai University
The young Romanian dramaturge between two paradigms: Writer or
intermediary between show and audience

interview as a research method. I interviewed both people with a longer work experience in the theater
and young artists, because an important part of the problem starts from theater faculties, as a result of
non-collaborative educational programs. I also assisted rehearsals of performances by young people
teams from a theater from Cluj-Napoca, and I observed and synthesized the way they collaborate.
I am student in the 2nd year of the Master of Performing Arts and Film. I graduated from the Department
of Theatrology at the Bachelor level. I wrote theater plays for the young audience alone and in
collaboration with other playwrights. I worked with collaborative practices at a documentary theater
show In an independent theater from ClujNapoca, in 2017.
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Jia Xuehong, Yangzhou University
Dreams, "MEI", Running: narrative points and cultural implications of the little
theatre drama "MEI’s Good Old Days"
As a stage play of a modern small theater, the "MEI’s Good Old Days" by the Performing Arts Group
Theatre of Jiangsu Province, while maintaining the expression method of avant-garde drama, blends
various social themes today such as family ethics, friendship, love, life inspiration and so on. It also
highlights the realistic style of traditional drama focusing on life and leading value. Under the lead of
the protagonist Mei's persistent dream of painting, the play takes the story elements such as dream
crossing, the connotation of the word “Mei”, and the action of running as narrative nodes, and combines
the ideal personality and artistic thinking in traditional culture with the small space, multi-interaction
and pioneer style of small theater drama, so as to reveal the contemporary transformation of small
theater drama.
Jia Xuehong (1969-), professor of College of Liberal Arts in Yangzhou University, and part-time researcher
of Pre Qin philosophers Research Center of East China Normal University. Doctoral supervisor, mainly
studies the literature of pre-Qin and Han Dynasty, Taoist literature and culture, and the dissemination of
traditional culture. This paper is a stage achievement of the outstanding innovative team on philosophy
and Social Sciences of universities in Jiangsu: "Drama Comprehensive Research and Cultural Ecology
Construction" (2017ZSTD013).
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Reyazul Haque, Leibniz-Zentrum Moderner Orient (ZMO)
A Breach in Mimesis: Representation, Identification and Urban Modernism in a
Caste Society
The performative structure of Indian caste system functions by the mimesis of normative practices
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dictated on its members according to the caste hierarchies. The adherence to this normativity provides
the prospect of salvation which is a cathartic moment in the caste life cycle. Such a pre-determined
setup makes it challenging to deal with questions of caste in the theatre, because it becomes difficult
to follow the mimetic structure and not get trapped in the logic of caste itself, even if the purpose of
performance is to criticize it. This paper, therefore, tries to explore the potentiality of Brechtian V-effect
in contrast to mimetic model in representation of caste in theatrical presentation by analyzing Sunil
Shanbag’s play Cotton 56 Polyester 84. It will discuss, how V-effect provides an opportunity not only
to critique caste system, but also to disrupt the spectatorial desire for identification and catharsis.
Furthermore, the paper will emphasise the importance of focusing on processes instead of tragic
figures to criticise the caste system. To present this critique, paper analyses Cotton 56 Polyester 84
that outlines the making of modern cosmopolitan city of Bombay and working class’s contribution to
it. Shanbag constructs a self-reflexive narrative in which activists from working castes recounts their
successes as well as shortcomings and refuse to be a tragic victim of history. This play brings the
question of cosmopolitan modernity and urbanism to the core in this process of critical inquiry. I will do
this by using Balibar's notion of worksite of democracy, in which labour and social activity appear as
interchangeable categories and I will try to see how this play out in a caste society with which question
of labour and culture requires to be engaged critically. This paper will use Brechtian concept of V-effect
and Indian political thinker B.R. Ambedkar’s understanding of caste to develop an argument about the
new directions in Indian theatre performances vis-a-vis

caste question.

Former correspondent of prestigious Indian media houses like Tehelka and Prabhat Khabar, and editor
at Penguin Random House and Juggernaut Books, Reyazul Haque submitted his M.Phil. at School of Arts
and Aesthetics, JNU on the methodological approach of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar and currently pursuing PhD.
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Ho Ka Lee Carrie, University of Saint Joseph
Youth theatre empowerment through Brecht’s theory
Bertolt Brecht wanted his work to revolutionise theatre's bourgeois values and bring about social and political change.
This paper discusses how Brecht’s The Caucasian Chalk Circle was adopted and performed by a youth theatre in Hong
Kong with a re-interpretation of empowerment to the youth in 21st century, particularly situated at the time of the 20th
anniversary celebration of Hong Kong return to China. Taking the three major Brecht’s aesthetic principles and techniques: the
Verfremdungseffekt, Historicisation, and Gestus, the director trained more than 30 novice youth performers to ensemble the
script into Chinese and co-create six Cantonese songs with live band performance of the Caucasian Chalk Circle. The director
has demonstrated his newly interpreted definition of empowerment through the six workshops and 200 hours of rehearsals,
these youth experienced having an art-based opportunity to release their personal and social anxiety. The production also
granted a valuable experience of breaking through the social barrier of differentiation among people. By using three steps of
form, process and team spirit, the director demonstrated the effective strategies for leveling the acting skills of the novice
youth performers and the implementation of empowerment. The co-created songs not only fulfilling the acquisition of the
script, it also serve as a process to the cognitive disruption provoked to the performers as well as the spectator’ feeling of “living
at the moment of Hong Kong” to devise ways to change the world into a place fit for people to live in.
Ph. D., Theatre Studies, Graduate Centre, City University of New York (1994).
Dr. Lo has been involving in teaching, research, project supervision, curriculum design for more than 20 years in Hong Kong
Baptist University. He is currently an Honorary University Fellow of Hong Kong Baptist University. His research interests include:
Performing Arts, Dramaturgy, Hong Kong Drama, History and Aesthetics of Chinese Cinema.
He has published 10 books on theatre and drama, and has been involved in more than 40 theatre productions. Several years
ago, he wrote a text book of Drama Workshop for secondary school.
Dr. Lo has been involved in the exchanges among scholars and artists in the Greater China region through the Chinese
Language Drama Festival since its establishment in 1996. In 2016, he served as the Chairman of the Conference of the Tenth
Festival ( 第十屆華文戲劇節研討會 ).
As theatre director, dramaturg, script writer and actor, Dr. Lo’s production spectrum is very wide, from top professional artists
to community theatre groups, from professional theatre companies to amateur drama society, and from conventional spoken
drama to multi-media performance.
Carrie is currently an Assistant Profession in Education. She is a professional Dramatist, Researcher and a licensed Therapist.
She awarded a doctoral degree at The Education University of Hong Kong and a Master of Arts in East/West Theatre Studies
at Middlesex University (London, UK). As a Drama Specialist, Carrie acts, directs, and produce for more than 50 productions
worldwide (China, Hong Kong, UK, Edinburgh Festival Fringe, Finland, Russia…etc.) in the last 30 years. Carrie is also appointed
as a Drama Examiner of Hong Kong Arts Development Council and a Subject Specialist (Performing Arts) of The Hong Kong
Council for Accreditation of Academic and Vocational Qualifications since 2006. Her research interests including cross-cultural
and transdisciplinary arts-based research on aesthetics, education, diversified educational needs, spirituality and theatre
studies with lens of postmodernism (particularly with Deleuze).
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Bertolt Brecht identified himself as a Marxist, and critics believe that his work is deeply influenced by
his Marxist background. Although this opinion is widely accepted, I wish to examine another influence
that comes from George Bernard Shaw, who has also had a great impact on Bertolt Brecht’s epic theatre.
Brecht says of Shaw’s plays in “Ovation for Shaw” that “Shaw, in order to have a play, invents some
complications which provide his characters with opportunity to vent their opinions extensively and
to have them clash with ours” (16). Brecht emphasizes the role of complications and the interaction
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Shuying CHEN, University of South Carolina
Jun CHEN, Shanghai Theatre Academy
The Influence of Shaw’s Drama on Brecht’s Epic Theatre:A Comparative Study
of Major Barbaraand Mother Courage

between characters and audiences in Shaw’s plays. Like the core of epic theatre, Shaw does not
encourage audiences to identify themselves with the characters, but to have their opinions contradict
those of the characters. Because of this, I suggest that Shaw creates a form of epic theatre prior to
Brecht. In the following sections, I will compare Shaw’s Major Barbara and Brecht’s Mother Courage and
Her Childrenin terms of characterization, thematic concerns, and theatrical techniques to demonstrate
Shaw’s influences on Brecht’s epic theatre.
Shuying Chen is a PhD student in comparative literature, University of South Carolina. She got her master
degree in Studies in Literature at the University of Texas at Dallas. Her research interest is theatre
studies, mainly focusing on comparative theatre and transcultural theatre.
Jun Chen is a Professor in Shanghai Theatre Academy. He got his PhD degree in Drama Studies at Nanjing
University. His research focuses on Chinese contemporary drama and literature. He published more than
80 articles in Literary Review, Literature & Art Studies and so on. He also published several books, such
as The Anthology of Essays on Chinese Contemporary Drama, Dramatic Literature and Theatre, and so
on. His current research is on “The History of the Reception Study of Chinese Modern Drama” which is a
program of “The National Social Science Fund of China”.
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Meike Wagner, Stockholm University
Amateur Theatre, ‘Geselligkeit’, and Urban Culture in Berlin around 1800
In early nineteenth-century Germany, amateur theatres (‘Liebhabertheater’) explored forms of social
gathering and interaction in times of important social shifts, in particular in strongly expanding urban
centres like Berlin and Munich. Social bonding and cultural life was developed more and more independent
from the strictly separated strata of estate society and firm rural structures. The self-stylization as a
modern and urban citizen meant to involve in literary circles, learned societies – and to engage in one of
the popular ‘leisure associations’ that practiced amateur theatricals to provide for an appropriate evening
entertainment during the long and dull winter season. At the same time, these theatre associations
invested in educating and ‘building’ a citizen identity on the grounds of an emerging urban sociability
(‘Geselligkeit’) and the idea of a modern post-absolutist society. Starting from the case of the Berlin based
amateur theatre association Urania (established in 1792), I will argue that the popular amateur theatre
associations played an important role in mainstreaming ideas of community and citizenship giving their
members an opportunity to practice public speech and performance, to try out forms of democratic
decision-making and to shape and perform an identity as an urban citizen without regard to rank and title.
Meike Wagner is the Professor of Theatre Studies at Stockholm University. Her book “Theater und
Öffentlichkeit im Vormärz (Theatre and the Public Sphere in the Early 19th Century)” (Berlin 2013) is based
on her historical research on the early development of bourgeois theatre in German speaking countries.
Her current research interest lies in the ideas, models and practices of theatre, which materialized in
the early nineteenth-century as a result of social, political and aesthetic transformations around 1800
prefiguring modern theatre as we know it today.
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The call for papers for this conference suggests that “the process of urbanization – the rural-tocity path of migration and the growth of cities – was a global trend in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries in the West”. This suggests a unidirectional move from one place (rural) to another (city) but
I suggest that – at least in relation to Australian theatre – there was not only fluidity between these
two arenas of theatre practice, but that there is indeed an almost entirely unexplored middle ground
which deserves scholarly attention. How might we theorise and understand the role played by suburban
theatres, located between the inland theatrical touring routes servicing rural communities in “the great
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Laura Ginters, University of Sydney
Neither rural, nor city: making theatre in the suburbs. Kate Howarde and the
National Theatre, Balmain

age of touring theatre in Australia” between the late 1880s and the 1920s , and the large, established
theatres in the urban, coastal capital cities at this time? I will offer here as a case study the work of Kate
Howarde – actor, director, dramatist and entrepreneur – whose career spanned over fifty years from late
19th century through to the 1930s. Almost forgotten today, she was “unique as an outstanding actormanager, touring her company through outback Australia, New Zealand and South Africa”, reaching
huge audiences over a wide geographical area, and she also worked in large theatres in all of Australia’s
capital cities. Far more unusually, and “at a time when suburban theatrical companies were not
common”, she also established a theatre company in the suburbs of Sydney, where for three years from
1914 she presented a weekly changing repertoire, including her own popular melodramas.
Dr Laura Ginters is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Theatre and Performance Studies at the
University of Sydney. Her research interests include historical rehearsal practices in Germany, and
Australian theatre history. Her latest book (with Robyn Dalton), is The Ripples Before the New Wave:
Drama at the University of Sydney 1957-63 (Currency Press, 2018). She also works occasionally as a
script assessor and dramaturg. Her play translations have been published, produced and adapted for
many theatre companies, including Belvoir St Theatre, Malthouse Theatre and Sydney Theatre Company.
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The city's theatre: arranging the record of change
In ‘Theatre and Urban Space: The Case of Birmingham Rep’ published in 2000 in the journal New Theatre
Quarterly I quoted a remark by the urban geographer Tim Cresswell that ‘the only consistent thing
about cities is that they are always changing’ –a simple statement but one which neatly encapsulates
the immense complexity of the urban experience. The critical lenses provided by cultural geography
enabled me to think more forensically about the problematics of the forty-year historical record I was
then attempting to navigate. As the ‘official’ historian of the Birmingham Repertory Theatre, the longest
surviving of the first wave of early twentieth- century British, regional, producing theatres, I was
sustaining a tradition of successive chronicles of the company which dated back as far as 1923. What
I could not do within a book destined for a largely non-academic readership, many of whom would be
theatre personnel and local audiences, was overtly apply, for example, the Marxist analyses of Henri
Lefebvre on dominant forms of space or David Harvey on the consequences of the urbanization of capital.
However when the resulting microhistory created the foundation for the macrohistory of the social and
economic factors which shaped twentieth century British theatre as a totality, I was able to deploy more
substantially urban and spatial theory including Edward Soja’s recommendation for the spatialization of
the historical narrative. Now I’m back with another commission from the theatre—this time to reflect on
a seventeen-year period dominated by the impact of profound economic change especially within the
immediate urban context. The requirement for the accessible ‘popular’ story remains the same, but the
history, the historian and the historiography have changed. My paper will consider how these changes
might be mediated in order to reveal Soja’s map of ‘simultaneous relations and meanings’.
Claire Cochrane is Professor of Theatre Studies at the University of Worcester in the UK. As a theatre
historian her work is mainly focused on twentieth and twenty-first century British theatre with a
particular interest in regional theatre. She has published widely on urban building-based theatre,
developments in Black British and British Asian theatre as well as amateur theatre. Her monograph
Twentieth Century British Theatre Industry, Art and Empire was published by CUP in 2011. More recently
with Jo Robinson she co-edited the collection of essays Theatre History and History: Ethics, Evidence and
Truth published by Palgrave in 2016.
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Andrea Pelegri Kristic, Independent scholar
Constructing a Biased Political Memory of the Military Regime in Chile. Foreign Plays in
TEUC theatre (1973-1989): Between Resistance and Tradition
After the coup d'état in Chile in 1973, many theatres and universities were shut down or severely transformed. This
situation was particularly harsh for theatre departments in universities, which also included some of the most important
theatrical institutions of the country: the "teatros universitarios." The Teatro de Ensayo de la Universidad Católica (TEUC)
was not the exception to the rule. This theatre had some prerogatives, however, given the fact that the Catholic Roman
Church protected it. In later years, Chilean theatre historiography has considered this theatre and its productions of foreign
texts as examples of resistance. The choice of these plays has been considered as a smart yet courageous strategy to
criticise the Regime, avoiding any troubles with the government. Thus, Chilean theatre historiography has contributed
to constructing a myth regarding the use of classical texts during this period. Although this is not entirely false, this
interpretation neglects many other notable productions during the same period (i.e., the considerable amount of comedies
by Molière). Why has Chilean theatre historiography deliberately forgotten these plays when studying this particular
period? Following this year's call for papers from the TAD Working Group, in this paper, I would like to answer to this
question, by analysing the repertoire of foreign plays in TEUC between 1973 and 1989. As examples, I would also like to
examine some productions of translated plays of that period, and compare the source texts with the target texts, to see
how directors and translators use (or not) these plays as political tools.
Andrea Pelegrí Kristić is an actress, scholar and translator. She holds a Ph.D in Theatre Studies and Practices (Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile) and Spanish Literature (Paris Nanterre, France). Her thesis has been nominated for a
Humanities Award in Chile. She was an associate professor at Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile between 2013 and
2015, at University of Valparaiso in 2013, and Université Paris Nanterre in 2017. Her research focuses mainly on theatre
translation and Theatre translation historiography in Chile. She is currently a Regional Managing Editor for France at
thetheatretimes.com and also writes for I/O Gazette in France. She is a member of the Nantes based theatre company
Coma Teatro. She has published scholarly articles on theatre translation in journals and books from Chile, Canada, Great
Britain and the Netherlands, and is currently working on a book on Theatre translation historiography in Chile, which is
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Paula Vogel wrote Indecent in 2014, with it’s premiere at the Yale Repertory Theatre under the direction
of Rebecca Taichman, in 2015. From there, the play moved to Off-Broadway and then to Broadway at
the Cort Theatre in 2017. Between the writing and the Broadway premiere, Donald J. Trump took office
as a Right-Wing Nationalist politician in 2016. The meaning of the play certainly flipped at that moment.
The story of Indecent is the story of what happened to Sholem Asch’s Yiddish play (and the players who
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Stephanie Sandberg, Washington and Lee University
Indecent Transfigurations: How American Nationalist Politics and Hate Crime
Alter the Meaning of Paula Vogel’s play Indecent

performed it) -- The God of Vengeance -- as it moved from Poland to Germany to Broadway where its
performers were brought up on charges of indecency and found guilty, deported back to Poland and
Germany, all of them dying in concentration camps. The source material for Vogel’s Indecent provides an
apt narrative already for what happens to plays as the migrate through cultural translation and a variety
of nationalist politics. So, first, this paper will examine that source material. Second, I will examine the
dramaturgy of Vogel’s play, how it was created and why. I have interviewed her about the writing and
will include her comments in the analysis. What she couldn’t anticipate is how the play’s meaning would
drastically alter after Trump’s election. It became a beacon of aspirations and of warnings, fluctuating
between the extremes of hope and dread. The question became, “What is this play Indecent teaching
us about our moment in time?” This paper will examine that question and look at how the meaning of
the play shifted in 2017. Third, there has been an outbreak of anti-Semitic hate crimes in the United
States since Trump took the throne of the American Presidency, most notably the anti-Semitic NeoNazi rally in Charlottesville, and then the massacre of Jewish persons attending a baptism at The
Tree of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh in October of 2018. The Pittsburgh Public Playhouse already had
chosen Indecent as part of the 2018 season, far prior to the massacre, and now they find themselves
living into the weight of the moment, where the play takes on even more meaning in the face of a new
outbreak of anti-Semitism. I have interviewed the direct Risa Brainin and the Artistic Director Marya
Sea Kaminski regarding the upcoming performance (opening April of 2019), and I will go to see the
opening performances and document the event through further interviews. This final portion of my paper
will examine how the audience in Pittsburgh finds meaning in the play after the massacre. Pittsburgh
Public has events planned with the Tree of Life Synagogue in the form of discussions and open-forums,
facilitated by local therapists, cultural historians, and
Dr. Sandberg is a professor of Theater and Film Studies at Washington and Lee University where she
teaches the history, writing, and dramaturgical analysis of theatre and film. She works as a scholar and
practitioner on theatre for social justice, creating avenues for meaningful change through performance
at critical moments and on vital issues of cultural importance such as racism, able-ism, the refugee
crisis, sexual politics, domestic violence, and human trafficking. Currently she is working in Toronto
on a play with the members of L'Arche Daybreak, a community of persons with intellectual disabilities
celebrating their 50th year in North America.
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Does Race Translate?: Staging Korean American Plays in Korea and
Politics of Identity
In light of translation studies and an increasing number of transnational and inter-cultural works done
in theater, this paper explores various challenges and stakes of staging works in translation. It pays a
special attention to the issue of race in contemporary Korean theater - that is, how to portray racially
marked characters on the Asian stage mainly targeted at Asian audiences. As a case study, I examine
a recent Korean production (2017) of a Korean American playwright Young Jean Lee's _Songs of the
Dragon Flying to Heaven_, focusing on various dramaturgical choices and performative mis/translations
that the production deliberately used. I further compare audience receptions in the U.S. (white, liberal)
and in Korea (Korean national) to illustrate how politics of identity inevitably changes as a work of
theatrical art travels across cultures and societies. This case study would serve as a point of departure
to consider problems of translation in theater as well as its aesthetic and political possibilities.
Eunha Na is Assistant Professor in the Department of English Language and Literature, Seoul National
University (South Korea). Her research looks at various affective modes of performance in contemporary
theater as a political strategy. Her articles have appeared in international and Korean journals including
Modern Drama and Feminist Studies in English Literature.
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Laura Ginters, University of Sydney
Neither rural, nor city: making theatre in the suburbs. Kate Howarde and
the National Theatre, Balmain
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The call for papers for this conference suggests that “the process of urbanization – the rural-tocity path of migration and the growth of cities – was a global trend in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries in the West”. This suggests a unidirectional move from one place (rural) to another (city) but
I suggest that – at least in relation to Australian theatre – there was not only fluidity between these
two arenas of theatre practice, but that there is indeed an almost entirely unexplored middle ground
which deserves scholarly attention. How might we theorise and understand the role played by suburban
theatres, located between the inland theatrical touring routes servicing rural communities in “the great
age of touring theatre in Australia” between the late 1880s and the 1920s , and the large, established
theatres in the urban, coastal capital cities at this time? I will offer here as a case study the work of Kate
Howarde – actor, director, dramatist and entrepreneur – whose career spanned over fifty years from late
19th century through to the 1930s. Almost forgotten today, she was “unique as an outstanding actormanager, touring her company through outback Australia, New Zealand and South Africa”, reaching
huge audiences over a wide geographical area, and she also worked in large theatres in all of Australia’s
capital cities. Far more unusually, and “at a time when suburban theatrical companies were not
common”, she also established a theatre company in the suburbs of Sydney, where for three years from
1914 she presented a weekly changing repertoire, including her own popular melodramas.
Dr Laura Ginters is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Theatre and Performance Studies at the
University of Sydney. Her research interests include historical rehearsal practices in Germany, and
Australian theatre history. Her latest book (with Robyn Dalton), is The Ripples Before the New Wave:
Drama at the University of Sydney 1957-63 (Currency Press, 2018). She also works occasionally as a
script assessor and dramaturg. Her play translations have been published, produced and adapted for
many theatre companies, including Belvoir St Theatre, Malthouse Theatre and Sydney Theatre Company.
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Meike Wagner, Stockholm University
Amateur Theatre, ‘Geselligkeit’, and Urban Culture in Berlin around 1800
In early nineteenth-century Germany, amateur theatres (‘Liebhabertheater’) explored forms of social
gathering and interaction in times of important social shifts, in particular in strongly expanding
urban centres like Berlin and Munich. Social bonding and cultural life was developed more and more
independent from the strictly separated strata of estate society and firm rural structures. The selfstylization as a modern and urban citizen meant to involve in literary circles, learned societies – and
to engage in one of the popular ‘leisure associations’ that practiced amateur theatricals to provide for
an appropriate evening entertainment during the long and dull winter season. At the same time, these
theatre associations invested in educating and ‘building’ a citizen identity on the grounds of an emerging
urban sociability (‘Geselligkeit’) and the idea of a modern post-absolutist society. Starting from the case
of the Berlin based amateur theatre association Urania (established in 1792), I will argue that the popular
amateur theatre associations played an important role in mainstreaming ideas of community and
citizenship giving their members an opportunity to practice public speech and performance, to try out
forms of democratic decision-making and to shape and perform an identity as an urban citizen without
regard to rank and title.
Meike Wagner is the Professor of Theatre Studies at Stockholm University. Her book “Theater und
Öffentlichkeit im Vormärz (Theatre and the Public Sphere in the Early 19th Century)” (Berlin 2013) is
based on her historical research on the early development of bourgeois theatre in German speaking
countries. Her current research interest lies in the ideas, models and practices of theatre, which
materialized in the early nineteenth-century as a result of social, political and aesthetic transformations
around 1800 prefiguring modern theatre as we know it today.
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The embodied research working group uses its scheduled sessions
to explore methods of embodied and multimedial exchange. These
may feature the work of some wg members or may be open-ended
with multiple types of participation. Our sessions do not usually
center around the reading of papers. Iftr attendees are invited to
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EMBODIED RESEARCH WORKING
GROUP

join: please come with an open mind regarding diverse modes of
presence and participation.

PERFORMANCE AS RESEARCH
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 202

OPEN SESSION
PaR Associative Spiral

Chair: Manaola Gayatri, Ambedkar University Delhi
Johnmichael Rossi, University of Northampton
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WORKING GROUP
ROOM 101
Workshop - Body Architecture Training System
by SHI JING XIN, Shanghai Theatre Academy
12:30-14:00, July 12
Venue: No. 1 Training Room
Discussant : Qing Qing
Local Shanghai dance/theatre scene, With possible local independent artist Nunu , etc.
Body Architecture Training System is created by Ms. Shi Jing Xin & XIN-ART-LAB in 2012, wthe core philosophy is Body
Architect - Everyone is the builder of his/her own body.It is to explore and further construction of the Act training, the basic
components designed to distinguish the body movements into the cognition and experience of basic element of movement,
and through the deconstruction and reconstruction of the practice to dancer and actor to achieve the clear perception,
precise control, clear expression of the BODY. Similarly, this method can also help more people into the physical world to
cognition, to feel, to explore their own body of the unknown world.
The whole system covers three core fulcrums and learning contents: first, body architecture (basic training of body
elements), second, body narrative (gene construction of body performance, language transmission of body narrative), third,
body memory (source exploration and multiple application of body experience).
This workshop will focus on body architecture (basic training of body elements).
exercise (1): vessel and spirit
exercise (2): micro-body:25 point
exercise (3): micro-body’s building technique:Material- Detail-Order
Welcome to the world of Body Architect, wear comfortable clothes, barefoot, and explore the body together.Listening to the
body, building its own architecture style depending on an individual needs.
SHI JING XIN is born in Lanzhou, grew up in Shanghai, studied in Beijing, enlightened in Paris and burst in New York.Susan
Buirge and Richard Schechner are the two most influential mentors in her artistic creation.
Graduated from the Department of Choreography at Beijing Dance Academy, then stayed at the academy to teach.In 2017,she
was invited by acting department at Shanghai Theater Academy and doing research and practice on Actors' performance
training.SHI was choreographer for 2008 Beijing Olympic Games opening ceremony, guest artist for American Dance FestivalInternational Choreographer Residency.
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The theatre & architecture working group circulates written papers
in advance of the conference and members are invited to give short
presentations about their papers, followed by discussion. Our sessions
are open to all conference delegates. If you would like further information,
then please contact andrew filmer: awf@aber.ac.uk
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WORKING GROUP

Please see WG 1
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POLITICAL PERFORMANCES
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 212

MOBILITY II: DECENTERING THEATRES
Chair: Anika Marshal

Avraham Oz, University of Haifa
Nomadic Shylock: Nationhood and Its Subversion in The Merchant of Venice
Decades of contending with the text of The Merchant of Venice, comprising academic writing, teaching
and translating the text, culminated in my own stage adaptation of the play. My production, in which the
plot is set in 1516, the year the Jewish Ghetto in Venice was inaugurated, opens with a caravan of Jewish
refugees wandering from the Iberian Peninsula on the ways of Europe. It is an image that corresponds
both to the myth of the "wandering Jew," rampant in the popular imagination at the time (and later to be
compared to the rootless or artist in general – see, eg, Nietzsche 1969 or Toller 1978); and to the acute
image of displaced refugees in today's Europe. This affect (in Deleuzian terms) of deterritorialization,
moving from the literal meaning of the term to its Deleuzian connotation, may serve as an emblem
to my reading of the play, informing my stage production of it, divided between Shakespeare and not
Shakespeare. My presentation will move to and fro from an account of the production and its source of
inspiration in what may be conceived as the relation between Shakespeare and his cultural capital.
Avraham Oz is Professor Emeritus at the University of Haifa and currently teaches and directs at
the Academy of Performing Arts, Tel Aviv. He has translated numerous plays and operas, including 9
Shakespeare's plays; was Head of the Theatre Department at Tel Aviv University, founded and chaired the
Department of Theatre at the University of Haifa, and served as associate artistic director at the Cameri
Theatre. He directed plays by Shakespeare, Pinter, and C. P. Taylor, and is now working on a production
of his own play, Glorious Mountain, about the origins of the Jewish-Palestinian conflict in 19th and 20th
century Palestin
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Since its acclaimed inaugural season in 2006 the National Theatre of Scotland (NTS) has achieved
sustained cultural prominence, attracting praise for its extensive work in Scotland and also for the ways
in which it has brought the work of Scottish theatre-makers to international attention. In particular,
the innovative and flexible co-producing model on which the new company was constituted – the NTS
has no permanent theatre building – has been both admired and imitated. National Theatre Wales was
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Trish Reid, Kingston University
Towards a decentred National Theatre: The National Theatre of Scotland as
Local Collaborator

established on a similar model in 2009. This paper assesses the efficacy of the decentred NTS model,
particularly in relation to work made outside the major urban centres of Glasgow and Edinburgh. In
common with other twenty-first century companies, the NTS had inherited an ostensibly successful
model for touring to gathering and community halls in rural Scotland from John McGrath’s 7.84 Scotland
and especially their most acclaimed show The Cheviot, the Stag, and the Black, Black Oil (1973). I want
to argue, however, that in spite of its undeniable success, this model — which the NTS has used quite
consistently in shows such as David Greig’s The Strange Undoing of Prudencia Hart (2011)—entrenches
the unequal power distribution between the urban centre(s) and the rural margins, by conceptualising
theatre as a gift bestowed upon the margins by the centre(s) in which such productions are invariably
made. In this paper, I focus on another strand of the NTS’s decentred practice, which I argue is more
genuinely inclusive: its investment in performance projects made with local people in the communities
in which they live and work. Typically developed over extended periods of time, such work embodies an
alternative approach to process as well as product. My argument will be developed through analysis of a
number of projects including Home Stornoway (2006), Ignition (2013), and Granite (2015).
In my role as Interim Pro Vice-Chancellor (Learning and Teaching) at Kingston University London, I
am responsible for the delivery of the University's core mission in learning, teaching and student
support. The areas I oversee include, Curriculum Design, Acdemic Regulations, Quality Assurance and
Enhancement, Student Support and Academic Development. I have published widely in the area of
contemporary Scottish theatre and performance, and more broadly in contemporary British theatre.
I am co-editor of the International Journal of Scottish Theatre and Screen, and the author of Theatre
& Scotland (Palgrave, 2013) and The Theatre of Anthony Neilson (2017). Most recently, my article
'"Killing joy as a world making project" : anger in the work of debbie tucker green' was published in
Contemporary Theatre Review in late summer 2018.
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FEMINIST RESEARCH WORKING GROUP
ROOM 104

OPEN SESSION
Please see WG 1

POPULAR ENTERTAINMENTS WORKING
GROUP
ROOM 207

POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT AND THE ARCHIVE II
9:00-9:30
Welcome and housekeeping for members of the Working Group
9:30
Sarah Penny, University of Warwick
Auction as Archive: Plumbing the depths of the online marketplace for material evidence of
shipboard theatricals
Over the course of my PhD research project on theatrical entertainment in the Royal Navy, it became increasingly apparent
that the homes of serving and retired naval personnel were a vital site of physical archival material. Whilst attending Royal
Naval Association (RNA) branch events and reunions and conducting semi-structured interviews, naval personnel would show
me their collections of photographs, commission books, diaries and scrapbooks that until that moment had long been left
undisturbed on bookshelves or stored in boxes under beds, in lofts and in garages. A listing on an online auction site after a
quick internet search revealed to me that a market for these materials among militaria collectors existed. The personal records
of shipboard theatricals that were in the informal archives of peoples’ homes and had little chance of being acquired by a
formal archive holding were, nonetheless, being digitally catalogued on an unrestricted online platform. This paper will reflect
on my use of online auction sites as a research method to uncover the memorabilia that document amateur theatre at sea.
I will investigate the possibilities and limitations of the online marketplace as a digital archive for theatre and performance
studies scholars and how online auction sites can be used effectively and ethically to research popular modes of performance
more broadly.
Sarah Penny has recently been awarded her PhD by the University of Warwick, UK. Her thesis on theatrical entertainment in
the Royal Navy was completed within the AHRC funded project ‘Amateur Dramatics: Crafting Communities in Time and Space’.
She received an Erasmus Mundus scholarship for her Masters in International Performance Research at the University of
Amsterdam, Netherlands. She is currently serving a 2-year term as the Student Member on the IFTR Executive Committee and
works in academic engagement for the School of Theatre & Performance Studies and Cultural & Media Policy Studies at the
University of Warwick. She has published in Performance Research and Contemporary Theatre Review and delivered papers on
her research at the National Museum of the Royal Navy, Portsmouth and the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich.
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PERFORMANCE AND THE URBAN SPACE
Chair: Rachel Emma Ekumah, University of Ghana

Cleve Malcolm Harclyde Walcott, University of The West Indies
The “Urban” In the Works of Three Caribbean Playwrights
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AFRICAN AND CARIBBEAN THEATRE
& PERFORMANCE WORKING GROUP

This paper attempts to look at the “urban” in the works of three Caribbean playwrights: Errol John,
Dennis Scott, and Simone Schwarz-Bart, principally via their playscripts, Moon on a Rainbow Shawl,
Dog and Your Handsome Captain, respectively. The paper is interested in exploring how the playwrights
employ the concept of the urban, as character in itself, as means of situating action and to illustrate
behaviors.
C. M. Harclyde Walcott was born in Bridgetown, Barbados. He was educated at Erdiston Model, then
Modern High in Bridgetown, and York University in Toronto, Canada. Mr. Walcott has among other
occupations, worked as a Theatre Director, Film-Maker and Photo-Journalist. Mr. Walcott is currently
attached to the Errol Barrow Centre for Creative Imagination, at the Cave Hill Campus of the University of
the West Indies
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Maureen Igun, University of Jos
Performance in Urban Space: A Perspective of Calabar Carnival
Carnival involves the public celebration or jubilant road work and amalgam of masquerades, costumes,
dances which reveal among other things the beauty of performing arts. Carnival reflects man’s values
for his heritage and his expression of an ideational experience. Carnival portrays the luminal period from
the serious to the ordinary enactment creating an atmosphere of representation with costumes, colours,
characters and within a defined space. Carnival as seen falls under the classification of performance
arts. This is so because performance embraces the creation of new syntheses with other arts, theatrical,
dramatic and visual arts. This combination elucidates totality. Performance practice has expanded
explosively, since it now ranges from play, to popular, entertainments, dance and music, to secular arts
and rituals even to daily performances of life to intercultural experience. Carnivals are performed in other
places like Trinidad and Tobago, Jamaica, Mardi Grass in New Orleans, Abuja carnival and the Calabar
carnival. Initiated in the South-south part of Nigeria, West Africa, Calabar carnival showcases the rich
cultural heritage of the people. This paper explores the beauty of Calabar carnival in urban space. This
event brings people from different parts of the world performing, seeing and working together in public
space.
Maureen Igun is a graduate student of English department. She has a deep interest in arts and crafts of
indigenous people from different cultural backgrounds. She has explored various performance festivals.
Her research interest include management, performance for psychological and social issues.
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Problematics of the Philippines
Chair: Ravi Chaturvedi, Manipal University Jaipur

Olivia Kristine D. Nieto, University of the Philippines Diliman
Tinarantadong Asintado’s (William Shakespeare’s Titus Andoronicus) the
Nameless Fool as the City
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Asian Theatre

This essay is a close reading of the character of the nameless fool in the Filipino adaptation of William
Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus billed as Tinarantadong Asintado written by Layeta Bucoy and directed
by Tuxqs Rutaquio staged at the Wilfrido Ma. Guerrero Theater in 2011. In a careful reading of the fool,
the essay intends to assess how he embodies a developing city such as the Philippine capital of Manila.
To develop this point, the presentation-essay explores the character of the fool as he transforms from
being a passive passerby to a comic relief side by side the political and social transformation of the city
as it celebrates the pista (fiesta) and prepares for the forthcoming city and national elections. At the
same time, it attests that the character of the fool nurtures and hinders the becoming of a human person
into a moral community member. In the end, Tinarantadong Asintado provides a reflection of the chaotic
yet robust stance of Manila as a developing city through the nameless fool.
Olivia Kristine D. Nieto is an assistant professor and graduate of MA Theatre Arts at the University of the
Philippines Diliman, Quezon City.
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Davidson Gaa Oliveros, University of the Philippines Diliman
The Legitimacy of “Illegitimate Theatre” in Manila: The Theatricality and
Performance of Political Struggle in the City
This presentation delves into the political struggles of three Manila theatre groups during the Martial
Law administration (1972 – 1981) of then-Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos: Kamanyang Players,
Panday Sining, and Gintong Silahis. It is a descriptive narrative of how these cultural organizations
fought for a strong foothold to voice-out their grievances against the mounting atrocities of the
Marcos government. Particularly, the presentation is an interrogation about the plight of these theatre
organizations, especially how they circumvented censorship and evaded - for the most part of their
stories – imprisonment, torture and even death at the hands of the State while carving-out a repertoire
of performances that was reflective of the social realities of the country. During that time, there was
an on-going state policy of financially supporting artists who were seen by the government as those
who embody the Filipino artistry locally and internationally based on the personal interest of Marcos
and his wife, the former First Lady Imelda R. Marcos, labeled as patroness of Philippine art by the
administration’s allies. In the theatre, censorship was also rampant. Branded as ‘illegitimate theatre’,
with minimal to zero funding and limited venue options, these theatre groups in the Philippine capital of
Manila took it upon them to perform in its major streets.
Davidson Oliveros is faculty member of the Department of Speech Communication and Theatre Arts of
the University of the Philippines Diliman. He graduated at the Polytechnic University of the Philippines in
2010 where he earned his Bachelor of Arts degree in Theater Arts, cum laude. He is finishing his thesis on
cultural memory and political theatre to earn the degree Master of Arts in Theater Arts at the University
of the Philippines - Diliman.
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This presentation looks at the banality of evil as performed on the contemporary stage of the Philippine
capital of Metropolitan Manila through Dulaang UP’s staging of Goethe’s Faust in 2017. The presentation
asserts that the journey of Faust, in search of the most ideal and perfect knowledge, parallels the
contemporary political affairs in the Philippines. To develop this point, the presentation interrogates
how some devices in the staging provide reflections about human wickedness, which may be conceived
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Sir Anril Pineda Tiatco, University of the Philippines Diliman
Staging the Banality of Social Evil in Metropolitan Manila: Goethe’s Faust and
the Allegory of the Contemporary Philippine Politics

as a performance of "hell-on-earth." In doing so, Faust is transformed by the adaptation into a subtle
creative conversation somewhat akin to protest theatre. Third, the presentation develops an allegory of
the contemporary Philippine political life by presenting the Goethe’s characters of Faust, Mephistopheles,
Gretchen, and the Witch as relatable figures to the production’s audience, particularly those coming
from Metropolitan Manila and nearby cities. Finally, the staging of these characters is problematized as
promulgators of the banality of social evil prompting the audience members to realize that in an era of
what many have identified as post-truth, someone always emerges to tell the real story.
Sir Anril Pineda TIATCO is associate professor at the University of the Philippines Diliman Department
of Speech Communication and Theatre Arts. He has a PhD from the National University of Singapore
and specializes in cultural performances and contemporary performance practices in Southeast Asia
(especially the Philippines). His essays have appeared in Asian Theatre Journal, TDR: The Drama Review,
JATI: Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, Kritika Kultura, Social Science Diliman, Philippine Humanities
Review, Modern Drama, and Humanities Diliman. He is the author of Cosmopolitanism, Theatre and
the Philippines: Performing Community in a World of Strangers (2018), Buhol-Buhol/Entanglement:
Contemporary Theatre in Metropolitan Manila (2017), Entablado: Theatres and Performances in the
Philippines (UP Press, 2015) and the 2017 National Book Award Finalist for Best Book in the Arts
Performing Catholicism: Faith and Theatre in a Philippine Province (also from UP Press, 2016).
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REFRAMING

Chair: Michael Dudeck, Edinburgh College of Art, University of Edinburgh

Yosef Yzraely, Tel Aviv University
Biblical Text, the Book of Job, Performed by a Contemporary Fringe Theatre in
Jerusalem, 2017
Biblical text, The Book of Job, performed by a contemporary fringe theatre in Jerusalem 2017 The Book of Job
was written in the fifth century B.C, the period of the return of the Jews to Jerusalem from the exile in Babylon.
At the same period Greek tragedies, Oedipus, Elektra, Medea, were written and performed in Athens. What a
coincidence, or is it? And is the God that appears in the book of Job is a Greek god or the One of the Jewish faith?
The gods in the Greek tragedy are unpredictable. So is The God in the book of Job, though at the end he appears
to be also unfathomable. Under such predicaments what a man to do? That question was fundamental in my
production of ‘Job’ at the Israel Festival in Jerusalem 2017 performed by the fringe theatre The Incubator. Another
issue was the language. How to deal with 2500 years old Hebrew for 2017 audience. I decided to keep it intact to
keep the flavor of antiquity though some of it was strange to modern Hebrew ears. The disasters inflicted upon
Job by Satan including the death of his children do not get in The Book of Job any reaction from his wife (who
has no name). In my production I turned her into a leading character that was performed by a singer who sang
biblical lamentations throughout the performance accompanied by a chelo. And finally the performance. In 3000
years old Jerusalem speaking 2500 years old Hebrew the actors wore jeans and tee-shirts and the only prop was
a Jerusalem municpality green garbage bin into which Job howls his protestations.
Curriculum Vitae: Yossi Yzraely Date of Birth: 1938, Jerusalem Israel. Education: Graduate of the Royal Academy
of Dramatic Arts (1962), London, UK B.A. in Drama (1965) – Bristol University, UK. PhD (1971) in Theater Arts –
Carnegie - Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA. Academic Experience: Full Professor – Tel Aviv University, Faculty of
Theater Arts Professor and Head of Directing – The Chosky Chair of Directing at Carnegie-Mellon University, USA
Artistic Directorships Artistic Director – The Habimah, Israeli National Theater, 1975 – 1977 Artistic Director – The
Khan Theater in Jerusalem 1984 – 1987 Direction: Directed 75 productiions in Israel, Europe and U.S.A including
two on Braodway - 'Only fools are sad' 1972 and 'The Crucible' (at Arthur Miller's invitation)1991. Awards: Winner
of the Ibsen Medal presented by the town of Skien, where the author was born David’s Harp Award for Direction
(on three separate occasions). David’s Harp Award for Best Production of the Year (on three separate occasions).
National Arts and Culture Council Award for Best Original Production of the Year (two separate occasions) Silver
Rose Award as Best Director of the Year and Best Production of the Year.
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WORKING GROUP GENERAL MEETING SESSION
Chair: Holly Maples, Brunel Univeristy

Rebecca Savory Fuller, Arts University Bournmouth
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Diaspora in the Theatrical Light
ROOM 202

Chair: MICHAEL BRAUN, University of Leipzig

Dalia Saad Eldin Mohamed Elshaya, English Department, Cairo University, Egypt
Demolish or Rebuild: Theater as a means of Discovering Cultural Heritage
Asian American literary works do not have a united tradition but rather share certain cultural elements. Despite the different
experiences, the common grounds are usually based on the intrinsic process of self- discovery and self-actualization that
shapes the characters’ cultural image whether in urban or rural areas. Philip Kan Gotanda (1951- ), a Japanese-American
playwright has been a major influence in bringing stories of Asians in the US to mainstream American theater. In his memory
play Ballad of Yachiyo (1995), his protagonist, Yachiyo, goes through a journey of pertaining her cultural heritage. How far do
racial minorities in the US assimilate American values? And how far do they retain ethnic ties? Gotanda recasts such questions
by closely examining the complexity of Yachiyo’s ethnic identity. Stitching together a variety of different threads, he is able
to embody within easy navigation, his forbears perspective and his own Japanese American identity. The paper examines
the development of Yachiyo’s character and traces the elements of self-awakening through the world of traditional Japanese
art and culture, i.e. Bunraku (puppet theater) and Seppuku or Hara Kiri (ritual suicide), and the art of pottery making. These
elements respectively represent the creative, aesthetic and feminist dimensions of her self-discovery and thus enables her
to discover her cultural heritage. They also focus on the conflicting social realities of a culture in transition—from Asian to
American, and focus on the quest for a Japanese identity. The threads connecting Yachiyo’s life are depicted with the same
balancing rhythm, shuttling between her old and new worlds. Abraham Maslow’s theory of the Hierarchy of Needs will be
used to better understand the process of self-discovery and to show how through this play and its theatrical performance the
characters were able to triumph via their discovered cultural heritage.
Dalia El-Shayal is a professor of drama and Theater at the English department, Cairo University. She received her M.A and
Ph.D. in the field of African American Theater and has been the recipient of several grants and fellowships. She was twice the
recipient of a Fulbright Scholarship as a visiting professor at Harvard University and worked in collaboration with Henry Louis
Gates, Jr. She also taught African American Theater courses at the College of Arts and Sciences at Boston University. She is a
member of the Collegium of African American Research (CAAR) and has published nationally and internationally in the field
of Theater. Titles of some publications include “ Too Red for Comfort: Literary Landscape and the African American Response
to Place”; “ Jacob Lawrence’s Paintings: Echoes from African American Literary Thought”; and “ Voicing Herself in Silence:
Non-Verbal Theatrical Elements in Ntozake Shange and Intissar Abdel-Fatah” published in the Journal of Comparative Drama
at West Michigan University. Dr. Elshayal has also been the head of the cultural and Theater committee at the Faculty of Arts,
Cairo university as well as a member of the technical committee for international collaboration, graduate studies office of
Cairo university.
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The history of the presence of Japanese immigrants and their descendants - Nikkeis - in Brazil was
marked by conflicts, racism and intolerance. The first decade of immigration (1908-1918) witnessed
the friction between Japanese settlers and farmers, caused by poor living conditions, low wages and
working regime close to slavery. It was followed, in the 1930s, by the dissemination of anti-Japanese
sentiments by the “Campanha Anti-Nipônica", the closure of Japanese schools and newspapers of Nikkei
communities throughout the country during the period called Estado Novo (1937-1945); deprivation of
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Alice Kiyomi Yagyu, Universidade de São Paulo
ExtraOrdinary People - another story of Japanese immigrants and their
descendants in Brazil

civil rights of Nikkei, considered enemies of the homeland, spies or fifth columns in the Second World
War. In the post-war period, there was the violent split of the community between the victorious and
defeatist groups, a division that lasted until the mid-1950s. Studies on Japanese immigration in Brazil
focused on the issues of assimilation, integration and acculturation, leaving a vacuum, a silencing or
minimization of the discussions about racism against the Japanese in Brazil. It was not until the 1990s
that, with a new generation of researchers, began to address issues regarding the tensions and conflicts
of the Nikkei experience in the country. Since 2012, HANA, the Group of Research and Theatrical Creation
- has developed an investigation into the memory of the Nikkei in the country. ExtraOrdinary People, the
work created, is composed of ten life stories, presented by own protagonists. In a mixed genre between
documentary and fictional, one experiences the contact with a deeper human reality, which recovers
the individual, free of media technologies and theoretical discourses, revealing a disturbing and poetic
intimacy.
Alice Kiyomi Yagyu (Department of Performing Arts, Universidade de São Paulo) is director, performer,
researcher and theater pedagogue. She develops research on the art of the actor, in the tradition and in
the contemporary, on the Eastern and Western scene, aiming to investigate principles and procedures
that lead to reflections and practices for the present actor's work. She deepened studies in Tokyo, with
masters of the classical tradition (Nô, Kyogen and Rakugo) and the Butoh dance. After having acted in
plays based on the repertoire Nô as Hagoromo (The Mantle of Feathers) and Matsukaze (Breeze through
the Pines), she directed plays combining modern performative procedures with narrative and fable
structures of Japanese culture: Qioguem?! (2005), The Pearl (2007), Death Note (2008) Oversized (2009)
and AttiKotti (2012). ExtraOrdinary People presents, in the form of documentary theater, the B side of the
presence of immigrants and descendants in the country. Her current research is on Japanese dramaturgy
post 3.11, i.e.,the triple catastrophe (earthquake, tsunami and radiation) in northeastern Japan in March
2011.
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Dodi Tavares Borges Leal, Universidade Federal do Sul da Bahia - UFSB
BODY IN DIASPORIC VISUALITIES: political and aesthetic dimensions of scenic
light
Light as the crossroads of the body has been a fundamental aspect of contemporary theatre plays that
seek dissident visualities. What are the visual expression traits of diasporic body? How to poetically
dismantle a body characterized by performative ethno-racial and genre-hegemonic processes? This
article intends to discuss the role of scenic lighting in the construction of diasporic visualities from its
political and aesthetic dimensions. It is intended to verify the potential of scenic light in assessing visual
effects of body in its indisciplinary incidences. We will then deal with three aspects of scenic lighting
as the crossroads of the body: syncretism, abstrusity and contagion. We aim, therefore, to reflect on
the sensitive vectors of scenic light in the visual expression of diasporic bodies in the framework of
theatrical, dance, cinematographic and performative production. Keywords: scenic lighting, body poetics,
diasporic visualities.
Professor of Theatre at Federal University of South Bahia (Brazil). PhD in Social Psychology - University
of Sao Paulo (Brazil), with doctoral internship - University of Coimbra (Portugal), focusing on Theatre
and Performance Studies. Two undergraduation degrees: in Theatre and in Accounting - University of
Sao Paulo. Other undergraduate studies include Cinéma et vidéo in the Baccalauréat interdisciplinaire en
arts - Université du Québec à Chicoutimi (Québec-Canada). She was visiting scholar in 1) Latinx Theatre
Project Class at the Program of Spanish & Portuguese Studies of the Dept. of Languages, Literatures
& Cultures - UMass – Amherst (EUA) and 2) Contextual Painting course at the Academy of Fine Arts –
Vienna (Austria). Followed the work of groups/practitioners and participated in regional and international
events of Theatre of the Oppressed based in Brazil, Argentina, Turkey, Spain, England, Portugal, France,
Chile, Bolivia, and Canada. Dramaturgy credits include A Demência dos Touros, a theatre play of Coletivo
Teatro do Perverto (São Paulo, 2017). As book author: 'Pedagogia e Estética do Teatro do Oprimido
- marcas da arte teatral na gestão pública' (Hucitec, 2015), 'De trans pra frente' (Patuá, 2017) and
'LUZVESTI - iluminação cênica, corpomídia e desobediências de gênero' (Devires, 2018); organized with
Marcelo Denny 'Gênero expandido: performances e contrassexualidades' (Annablume, 2018).
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Puppet, Circus and Shadow Play
Chair: Aileen Kaye Robinson, Stanford University

Aastha Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
Changing Face of Circus in urban sites in India: Aftermath of the Cold war, circus aesthetic and
a circus-culture-industry from the 1950s to 1990s
The paper aims to understand the relationship between the circus and the State in the post-independence period in India. This
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paper refers to the larger touring projects of the circus which were encouraged by the state,in terms of funding, visas and Cold
War alliances during the 1950still 1990s.
From mid-1950s, a significant period that laid foundations for what was to follow in the following three decades, politically
as the Cold War ensued soon thereafter and the circus, all over the world became the bedrock for cultural diplomacy [read
political negotiations]: a money- minting, spectacle of race, technology and wealth for the capitalists, a celebration of labour,
work, industry and humanitarian values of friendship and peace for the socialists, a sanctum for showcasing traditional and
building new future for the newly independent, post colonial nations. The circus has always been seen as an anomaly, though
both Nehru and Indira Gandhi made regular visits to the circus and maintained considerable diplomatic relations with the
Soviet Union, and hence though may not be directly linked to the cultural policy and the elaborate funding and support system,
gained considerable benefits.
Probing the idea of circus artists as model products and effective producers of socialist labor, propagated by Soviet’s
diplomatic agendas, reiterating the idea of circus as a space “projecting the Marxist utopian vision of the transformation
of labor into a recreational pursuit”, (Neirick 1418) the circus was administered under the State Association. Looking at the
ideological, cultural exchanges between Soviet Union and India, whereas the exchange till the 80s also influenced the Indian
State in its policy formation, the circus artists were brought under the state rubric to a very minimal extent, which further
deteriorated post- Cold War, in 1990’s, when India opened its economy with its ‘Open- Door Policy’. The influence of Russia on
Indian cultural, economic and political scenario started to shift, and Russian circus had almost disappeared from the Indian
cultural and diplomatic front.
Aastha Gandhi is a doctorante in theatre and performance studies at Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.
Her current area of research engages with the law, circus, and discourses of the performing body.Her recently published
essays include: From Postcolonial to Neoliberal: Identifying the Other Body in Indian circus (Performance Matter 2018), Laws
and marginalized bodies: Sex trafficking, child labour and circus as a site of negotiation (Gendered Citizenship: Manifestations
and Performance, 2017) and forthcoming publications include Circus’s last struggle for survival: perils of a neo liberal state
and changing laws in India (Circus Histories and Theories).
A degree in law adds to her research which investigates negotiations of citizenship between state and judiciary. Aastha is
currently researching on the performance rituals of the Bhils under a project grant by Indira Gandhi National Center for Arts.
She is also a researcher for the ongoing "Cultures of the Left", and recently completed "Gendered Citizenship" -both projects
between her home institute andUniversityof Warwick, UK.She has presented her research work at various international world
conferences including IFTR World Conferences, PSI, Circus Histories and Theories Conference, Johannesburg and Circus an its
Other Conference, Montreal.
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Mei WEI, Shanghai Theatre Academy
Traditional Theater and Urbanization: Multimedia Shadow Play in Shanghai
As a special form of traditional Chinese theatre, the shadow play has a history spanning over a thousand
years. It was one of the most important forms of folk entertainment in China’s countryside before
the 1960s. However, as Chinese society changed and modernized - with the introduction of China’s
economic reform and open up policy in particular - rural districts also began to urbanize. As a result, the
rapid development of science and technology has created challenges for today’s shadow play, as the
emergence of new forms of media threaten all forms of traditional theater. The contradiction between
the style of traditional shadow plays and the aesthetic preferences of today’s society is increasingly
starker. Contrasted with the stunning high quality visual effects and immersive audio experiences of
twenty-first century cinema, traditional shadow plays are felt monotonous and boring in comparison.
Therefore, in order to adapt traditional art forms for today’s audience in urban areas, we must first ask
two key questions: what are the aesthetic expectations of our spectators, and how can traditional art
be combined with modern science and technology? In the ongoing endeavor to modernize the shadow
play, the Shanghai Puppet Theater recently produced a multimedia shadow play, “Mulan,” in which they
integrate the aesthetic tastes of today’s audience to the style of traditional shadow plays by blending
film and theater together. The successful adaptation demonstrates the potential of shadow plays and
how they can continue to blossom, just like many new animations. This paper aims to examine the
innovations provided by the Shanghai Puppet Theatre, and reveal the current status of traditional shadow
play development in Shanghai.
Mei Wei, PhD., is an Associate Professor at Shanghai Theatre Academy. Master of Music Studies at
George-August-University Göttingen and Doctor of Theatre Studies at the University of Munich in
Germany. She is mainly engaged in the fundamental theory of theatre, cross-cultural theatre and
comparative musicology. Focusing on how to make Chinese opera more understandable and acceptable
to Westerners, she published two German monographs in Germany, Studie zum Kunqu in Geschichte und
Gegenwart (History of Kunqu and Research in Its Composition Methods) and Zur Erneuerung der Kunoper:
Renaissance der klassischen chinesischen Kunoper am Anfang des 21.Jahrhunderts (Innovative Kunqu:
Revival of Chinese Traditional Kunqu in the Early 21st Century). In addition, she has published several
academic papers in Chinese, German and English.
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Actor Growing
Chair: Saumya Liyanage, University of the Visual and Performing
Arts, Colombo, Sri Lanka

Monika Kwaśniewska-Mikuła, Jagiellonian University in Kraków
“iPhone” Acting
The text aims to summarize the initiation phase of a project which is devoted to examine the actors of young generation.
In particular, it focuses on their performance style, methods of work and cooperation and the way they act in the theatre
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market. Analyzing the interviews with polish actors (Jaśmina Polak, Jan Sobolewski, Dominika Biernat and Bartosz
Bielenia) in terms of actors’ interaction with media and the Internet, the author states that their role changes constantly
and moves towards both postmedia condition and aesthetics, as well as postinternet art. The Internet and media have
recently become a significant area in which actors look for inspirations and knowledge. Actors incorporate visual forms
of YouTube films into performances or use them during rehearsal to explain their point of view on the subject. They
make their own videos and audios, not only to use them in a, but also to discover some new, unpsychological forms
of acting. They don't treat media and the Internet as a reservoir of universal signs and cultural codes, but rather as
spaces of individual explorations and experience, which they try to reflect in the performance and then convey it to the
audience. That’s why their consciousness and the way of using postmedia which are totally dissimilar to an approach of
the previous generations, enhance artistic freedom of actors during work, influence their relationship with audience and
change way of understanding and representation of reality on the stage. The effect of young actors’ activity in the area
of media and the Internet is called „afectic periperformance”.
Monika Kwaśniewska – Assistant at theTheater and Drama Chair of the Jagiellonian University in Kraków, Poland.,
editor of “Didaskalia: A Theater Journal”. She graduated also from Gender Studies – Postgraduate Studies at the
Jagiellonian University. Authoress of books: „Od wstrętu do sublimacji. Teatr Krzysztofa Warlikowskiego w świetle teorii
Julii Kristevej” [From Disgust to Sublimation: the Theatre of Krzysztof Warlikowski in the Light of Julia Kristeva’s Theory]
(2009), „Pytanie o wspólnotę. Jerzy Grzegorzewski i Jan Klata” [A Question about the Community: Jerzy Grzegorzewski
and Jan Klata] (2016), “Teatr - Festiwal - Instytucja” [Theater - Festival - Institution] (2019, in preparation) and many
articles, reviews and interviews printed in “Didaskalia”, “Dialog”, “Polish Theater Journals”. She published also in
English (among others on the Internet: "The Actor in the Deadlock of Contemporary Folwark Relations": http://www.
polishtheatrejournal.com/index.php/ptj/issue/view/13; "A Feigned Emancipation":http://www.polishtheatrejournal.com/
index.php/ptj/article/view/52/107; "From a Rebel to an Expert: the Media Images of Jan Klata": http://www.didaskalia.
pl/Didaskalia_angielski_2.pdf; "A Study of Absence: Ophelia, Gertrude, And Janulka Face History, Myth, And Politics
In Jan Klata’s “H.” and “...Fizdejko’s Daughter”: http://www.didaskalia.pl/Didaskalia_angielski_1.pdf). Her research
interests cover: contemporary acting in the performative and institutional perspective, institutional critique in theater
and visual arts, organization and role of theater festivals, collective work in contemporary theater and performing art.
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TIAN JIAHUI, Shanghai Theatre Academy
Emotional Dimension: The Performance Method of Sanford Meisner
Since 1931, when the American Group Theatre: American realism performing method sent (the Methods)
are three representative Lee Strasberg, Stella Adler and Sanford Meisner, to date, and patience of the
American film and television drama training professional students, draw lessons from the "mountain"
and "rubbing", performing arts theory and practice for China, there are certain guiding role and realistic
significance, The characters express their humanity in the psychological process, emotional dimension
and spiritual depth, and make vigorous expansion and extension. "humanity" itself has diversity,
richness and complexity, which is manifested by intuition and sensibility, exploring the essence of
performing arts and giving more different aesthetic thinking.
Jiahui Tian, Ph.D. candidate of the Directing Department of Shanghai Theatre Academy, Academic
Visitor in Directing at University of Leeds. Academic Visitor in Directing at Royal Central Speech&Drama,
University of London. one of the master class students of Performance Department of Shanghai Theatre
Academy introduction of American Sanford Meissner Performing Method in 2016.
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Performance pedagogy applied in various curricula becomes a heated academic subject. The origin
of this article is Danyun Rao’s interview with Prof. D.J. Hopkins (School of Theatre, Television and
Film, San Diego State University, U.S.) discusses the nature, methods, and target of performance as a
pedagogical approach incorporated in his graduate class, “Theatre, Performance and Space”. This is a
scholarly, theoretical class that includes performance assignments. Hopkins claims that the exploration
of advanced theoretical concepts in a graduate class could employ performance as a practice-based
research approach. He talks about how this approach works and believes it will enhance more extensive
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RAO DANYUN, Tongji University
Performance in a Theoretical Theatric Graduate Class

researches in this aspect. In addition, he thinks performance is more than just a subject we study; it’s
a mode or part of critical inquiry in theatre. The writer puts a class case analysis and attachment of
students’ comments on this class at the end of this article in hope that readers may have a thorough
understanding of Hopkins’ pedagogy.
Usually, theoretical theatre courses for graduates are separated from the practice and have made a
boring impression indeed. But in Prof. D.J.’s class, he is more like a director than a teacher organizing
these theoretical topics and stimulating the academic enthusiasm of the students through the pedagogy
incorporating Practice Based Research in performance work. Students could practice performance in an
expanding, contextualized way to break traditional ways of thinking about acting and theatre.
In China, the conventional methodology has become an obstacle for today’s students with multiple
cultural backgrounds and mixed learning environment. This pedagogy should have a wide range of
application and promote theatric graduate education. For teacher/facilitator, it also poses a huge
challenge of being equipped with both relevant practice experiences and an ability of insight.
Danyun Rao is a supervisor for MFA and a lecturer in the College of Arts & Media, Tongji University,
Shanghai, China. She has been teaching on voice and speech training, Voice Performance for Poem,
Verse and Stage/Drama Lines, line performance class for ten years, doing research on contemporary
drama of China, the influence of Chinese traditional performing arts after a ten-year career as a TV host,
has accumulated a wealth of valuable experience. She has coached students in various national voice
performance contests or other speech contests, where they have been awarded with numerous prizes.
She followed Prof. D.J. Hopkins (School of Theatre, Television and Film, San Diego State University, U.S.)
doing research into US teaching practices in theatre graduate programs as a visiting scholar during in
2016.
Danyun Rao holds MA degree of Voice Performance from Communication University of China. MA
Thesis entitled “A Study of Hosts Training for TV Entertainment Shows”. Certificate for Announcer and
Anchorperson, Chief Announcer. Certificate of Mandarin Level 1 Grade A (highest level).
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C h i n e s e S t o r i e s : Tr a n s l at e d a n d
Trans(per)formed in the World
ROOM 206

Chair: MARK CHRISTOPHER PIZZATO, University of North Carolina
at Charlotte

Yongfeng ZHANG, Shanxi Normal University
Researching on the reasons for the failure of Lute Song on Broadway
Based on the Chinese Southern Opera Pi-Pa-Kiwritten by Gao Ming at the end of Yuan Dynasty, Lute Song
was adapted mainly bythe senior USjournalistWill Irwinand was played on Broadway in 1946.Although it
was publicized in New York Times with advertisements and articles and Mary Martin, the most popular
actress of the time on Broadway, starred the play, Lute Song was not successful in box office, nor has
it achieved a great artistic success. This article systematically analyzes the reasons for its failure.
Firstly, the greatest asset of the original play, that is, the beautiful poetic Chinese language, could not be
adapted into the new work of English language. Secondly, the original drama was actually rewritten into
a pure love story happened in an exotic locale by cutting out the rich meanings containedin the original
drama, such as the original author’s traditional family ethics and his thoughts of seclusion, not getting
involved in politics, and etc.Thirdly, part of the original drama plot is not consideredsensible, for which
Chinese researchers have not found reasonable explanations yet. So when it was adapted into an English
version, more problems arose. The articlenot only helps us understand the significance of the domestic
study of Chinese drama, but also helps us further understand and promote its overseas dissemination.
I am Yongfeng Zhang. I am an associate professor of Shanxi Normal University and was appointed
as Ph.D. Supervisor in 2017. I graduated from Communication University of China with a doctorate in
literature in 2008. I studied in Southern Utah University as a visiting scholar from 2016 to 2017. I am
mainly engaged in the history of Chinese drama and drama literature. I have presided over and completed
several national and provincial projects. I have published a monograph which title is “Researching on
the Phenomena of Taboo in Chinese Drama Culture”. I have published about30 academic papers in such
academic journals as Literature and Art Research, Guangming Daily, Drama, Drama Art, Chinese Drama
Research and Cultural Heritage, etc.
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“Legend of the White Snake”, one of the popular love legends, is a cornerstone of Chinese folk culture. It
is inscribed on the representative list of the intangible cultural heritage of China. After nearly a thousand
years of evolution, the legend has appeared on the Chinese literary stage in unusually rich literary forms,
stories, ballads, scrolls, novels, romances, scripts, operas, tanci, movies, television, anime, dance and
comic strips—just to name a few. Furthermore, the timeless appeal of the love story has attracted global
adapters in a variety of genres. Studying the legend from the perspective of intercultural adaptation, this
paper focuses on the transformation of the legend in the US in three genres, namely, Pauline Benton’s
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WANG LI, Qufu Normal University
Transformation of “Legend of the White Snake” in the US

shadow play The White Snake, Mary Zimmerman’s dramaThe White Snake: A Play, and Zhou Long and
Cerise Lim Jacobs’s opera Madame White Snake. Through the study of these works, it is argued that
the adapters tailor their adaptations to the characteristics of the different genres and the change of
cultural and historical contexts with the legend’s “chineseness” as an integral part. Paradoxically, the
popularization of the legend among the US audience shows that the story transcends its “chineseness”.
The intercultural adaptation of the legend bespeaks the enrichment of the channels and patterns of the
disseminationof Chinese traditional literature in US, illustrating to us the influence of traditional literature
and culture on modern world.
Wang Li is Associate professor at College of Foreign Languages, Qufu Normal University, Shandong. She
received her MA in East China Normal University in 2002 and PHD in Nanjing University in 2012. She
has taught and written mainly on British and American drama. Her essays on Arthur Miller and Marsha
Norman have appeared in several journals and book collections. She is the author of Past and Memory in
Marsha Norman’s Dramatic Works (2014).
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Socio-Cultural Challenges and
Contemporary Theatre
ROOM 207

Chair: YUKO KURAHASHI, Kent State University

Ravi Chaturvedi, Manipal University Jaipur
Contemporary Indian Theater (Re)addressed under the Dark Cloud of
Bollywood
Contemporary Indian Theater (Re)addressed under the Dark Cloud of Bollywood The Hindi movie industry
based in Mumbai, popularly known as ‘Bollywood’, has influenced daily life and culture in India for
decades now. In fact, movies are the mainstay of entertainment and almost a religion in the nation.
Bollywood musicals are full of song and dance. Although theatre dominated the cultural arena of the
country during the colonial and early years of post colonial era, Mumbai as the center of the activities,
however, the reach of theater was limited in India in that era, and still is. The limited mobility of the
performers — and their acts with them — ensured theater was never a mass phenomenon. Literature
was handicapped in trying to penetrate the populace too; the high rate of illiteracy combined with
segmentation of the few literates into different languages meant it was hard for a book or novel to serve
as a binding fabric. Thus, cinema - not bound by the constraints of mobility or literacy - reached and
satisfied the Indian public in a way no prior medium had. From that time to today, cinema has been the
most popular platform of mass media in the country. The popularity of cinema clouded the contemporary
theatre of India, not only in urban population but the folk theatre of rural India as well. The entire
contemporary theatre of the country reflects that impact less and more in almost every aspect of theater
production The proposed paper intends to crosscheck the influence with its positive and negative
aspects in terms of the basic purpose of theatre in the socio-cultural life of the country. Keywords:
Bollywood, Rate of Illiteracy, Binding fabric, mass media.
Ravi Chaturvedi is the professor at the School of Journalism & Mass Communication at Manipal
University, Jaipur and founder head of the Department of Culture and Media Studies at the Central
University of Rajasthan; Department of Theatre and Film Studies, Mahatma Gandhi International Hindi
University; and the Department of Dramatics at the University of Rajasthan. He is founder president
of Indian Society for Theater research. He was the member of the IFTR Ex Com from 1999-2008. He
organized first IFTR conference in Asia at Jaipur in 2003. He was a member of TRI Editorial Board from
1999 to 2010. He is a professional theatre director and playwright.
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In recent years, Japanese regional theatre is increasingly gaining attention in contrast to the hitherto
almost exclusive focus on the capital’s culture scene. The boom of regional arts and theatre festivals
are a clear marker of this trend. At the same time, renowned artists of various generations are rushing
into rural areas to produce art that gives local citizens and their issues a voice. My paper investigates
the work of Sugawara Naoki, founder of the theatre group OiBokkeShi and a trained caregiver, who is
based in Okayama prefecture in central Japan but has become known to a growing audience around
the country. The name (AgeSenilityDeath) points at the key issues of his performances and workshops.
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Barbara Ursula Geilhorn, Germany Institute for Japanese Studies
Local Theatre Expanding into Urban Spaces – Japanese Theatre Responding to
the Challenges of an Ageing Population

Sugawara’s plays, which feature the 91year old Okada Tadao in the lead role, attract a great variety of
audiences among them local citizens and medical staff. Besides writing and staging plays Sugawara
holds workshops on aging and theatre, that aim at both improving the wellbeing of people suffering
from dementia and making participants conscious of how they interact with the elderly in need of care.
In so doing he is among the first theater people in Japan to address age-related topics and to respond
to the challenges of an ageing population. My paper will investigate Sugawara’s approach to theatre
and explore the contents and methods of his ageing and theatre workshops. I will scrutinize how agerelated issues are addressed in selected productions. My paper will show how Sugawara’s theatre
activities contribute to creating age-friendly localities and scrutinize culturally specific aspects of his
interventions.
Barbara Geilhorn is a senior researcher at the German Institute for Japanese Studies Tokyo. She has
received her doctoral degree with a thesis on female professional Noh and Kyogen performers from the
beginnings to the present. She has participated in various international projects on Japanese culture and
theater and held doctoral scholarships from the German Research Foundation. Before joining the DIJ,
Barbara was a JSPS postdoctoral researcher based at Waseda University and worked as a lecturer at the
University of Manchester, at Free University Berlin and at the University of Trier. Barbara has published
widely on cultural representations of the Fukushima disaster, negotiations of gender and power in
classical Japanese culture, and stagings of contemporary society in Japanese performance. Her most
recent project investigates how the multiple challenges faced by the Japanese regions are addressed in
the arts. Publications include the co-edited book ‘Fukushima’ and the Arts – Negotiating Nuclear Disaster
(with Kristina Iwata-Weickgenannt, Routledge 2017), “Local Theater Responding to a Global Issue – 3/11
seen from Japan’s Periphery” (Japan Review 2017: 31), and “A Multifaceted Fukushima—Trauma and
Memory in Ōnobu Pelican’s Kiruannya and U-ko” (The Asia-Pacific Journal 2019: 17, 1, 1).
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Political Performance in Public Space
ROOM 201
Chair: PRIYANKA BASU, THE British Library, London

Andrés Antonio Kalawski Isla, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
City of the pure: theatricality of recent anti-abortion demonstration in public
spaces in Santiago de Chile
Social and technological changes in Chile impose new aesthetic regimes to political demonstrations
in public spaces (Hadley 2017) and, at the same time, replace the rhetoric of social demand / political
slogan, with codes that combine corporal, verbal and visual repertoires (Rivera 2016). Thus, Most Chilean
cities, especially Santiago, the capital, have seen an increase in creative uses of public spaces, turning
the streets into performative political spaces in a renewed way. That is the case for the demonstrations
organized by the student's movements, feminists movements and pro-choice movements in 2017 and
2018. The same applies to the protests of anti-abortion movements in 2016 (the doctor's march) and
2017 (the empty cradle performance). However, they haven’t received the same academic attention.
While is easy to dismiss aesthetically most of the anti-abortion demonstrations as mere copies of the
creations of their opponents (i. e, the pale blue handkerchief copying the green, it is essential to study
the traditions, aesthetic values and modes of organization when they really use the public space in
creative ways, even if most scholars don’t agree with their goals. Using press analysis and interviews of
some of the participant, I will try to trace the aesthetic traditions that these demonstrations embody and
show the tensions it carries.
Andrés Kalawski. Associate professor at Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile’s Faculty of Arts. His
research areas include Chilean theatre history and playwriting. Recent publications are the Chilean
entries from The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Stage Actors and Acting, written with Milena Grass and
«My sweet, my dear, my precious theatre criticism”: A dialogue on the function of theatre and theatre
criticism from XXI-century Chile.» He is also a staged and published playwright and the artistic director
of his university’s professional theatre (Teatro UC).
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2018 will be known to the future generations for the outburst of the extended denunciation sexual
abuses against women. In Chile, this worldwide movement hit the academia with the force of a tsunami
propelled both by the importance the change of the educational system has occupied in the political
agenda for the last two decades, and the raising of a new form of feminism that expressed itself on
the streets through dense performances. Thus, the expressions of citizenship articulated through the
communication/interaction media -like Facebook o Twitter— create new aesthetic regimes (Hadley
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Milena Rebeca Grass Kleiner, Millenium Nucleus Art, Performativity and
Activism - Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
Art, Performativity and Activism: new Chilean feminism on the streets

2017), and, in so doing, they replace the rhetoric of the social demand and the political proclamation with
codes combining verbal, visual, and body repertoires (Rivera 2016). This paper presents the preliminary
results of decoding, analyzing, interpreting, and modeling Chilean feminist performative activism in the
public sphere as part of the research undertaken by the Millenium Nucleus in Arts, Performativity and
Activism (NMAPA, 2018-2021). I will focus on two case studies: the performances by las "encapuchadas"
(the hooded women) in front of the main campus of Catholic University while a group of female students
occupied the venue, and those devised by Cheril Linett, creator of the “yeguada latinoamericana” (LatinAmerican marehood) to analyze how they built a highly symbolic density which, being deployed in the
public space, has proven to be very appealing for the general population.
Milena Grass Kleiner is a translator and theater scholar, whose main fields of interest are research
methodologies in the arts, and theater, history and memory in post-conflict societies. She is currently
a professor at P. Universidad Católica de Chile and the Director of the Millenium Nucleus on Art,
Performativity and Activism.
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Theatres in Historical Transition
ROOM 208

Chair : EDWARD ANTHONY MCCAFFREY, National Academy of
Singing and Dramatic Art, Ara Institute, Christchurch, New Zealand

Ayumi Fujioka, Sugiyama Jogakuen University
People’s Theatre in 1920s Japan: Minshu-Engeki in the Context of Urbanisation
and Decentralisation
Based on the radical changes of Japanese theatre along with Tokyo Urbanisation Scheme during the
Meiji era, theatre, which used to be known as akusho (bad place), became respectable and accessible
to everyone. The emergence of new audiences in the urban area drove the modernisation of theatre
forward, whilst it raised a question ‘for whom is theatre’, in which the discussion of Minshu-engeki
(People’s Theatre) was extremely prolific in 1910-1920s and continued to evolve as Kokumin-engeki
(Theatre for the Nation) throughout Showa era. As the discussion of Minshu-engeki was in close
connection with the issue of ‘who the people are’ in the society, the democratisation and decentralisation
of theatre were concurrently gained ground throughout the country. Accordingly, the more theatre at the
heart of Tokyo was developed, the more multi-faceted discussions of Minshu-engeki were arisen in the
context of decentralisation. At the same time as the deconstruction of theatre being progressed, some
important threads from Western theatre were introduced into Japanese theatre, among which the French
dramatist, Romain Rolland’s influential concept of People’s Theatre was one of the most important.
Thus, many theatre practitioners in different genres referred to the issue of People’s Theatre searching
for national identity, even though its precise definition varied according to the individual, such as Shoyo
Tsubouchi, Sakae Osugi, Kaoru Osanai and even Ichizo Kobayashi. In this presentation, I examine how
the idea of Peoples’ Theatre was adopted in relation to the diverse discussion of Minshu-engeki in 1920s
Japan within the changing social context from a surge in Taisho democracy up to the beginning of the
Showa era.
Ayumi Fujioka is professor in Theatre Studies, School of Cross-Cultural Studies at Sugiyama Jogakuen
University (Japan). Her research has been centred on various aspects of the Edwardian Theatre. She
currently conducts research on the intercultural relationship between British and Japanese theatre in
the early 20th Century. She has edited a book: ‘Dan Leno and Pantomime-Wonderland’, ‘An Imagined
National Theatre: the Royal Court Theatre’, Theatre and Culture in London: A History of Modern British
Theatre, Asahi Press (2015), and co-edited books: ‘The Birth of Repertory Theatre Movement’, Critical
Aspects of Theatre Studies vol.2, Sankei-sha (2015), ‘The Emergence of an Actress Who Tells the Story of
Herself; Elizabeth Robins in British Modern Theatre’, Critical Aspects of Theatre Studies vol.1, Sankei-sha
(2011). Her research is aided by grants both from Sugiyama Jogakuen University and the Japan Society
for the Promotion of Science.
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Religious theatre in late medieval Europe was urban. In many cities and towns, performances took place
in the streets, and referred to local and contemporary reality through the annual reenactment of holy
subject matter. Performances included references to popular games, local foods, and other forms of
urban life in the present. In addition, the enactment of figures from the “sacred history” demanded not
only the representation of holy figures such as God the Father, Mary, or Jesus Christ, whose enactment
was usually based on conventional iconography, but also of human beings whose performed identities
referred to contemporary social relations, stereotypes, and tensions. In this talk, I will examine the
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Sharon Aronson Lehavi, Tel Aviv University
Late Medieval Urban Theatre: Embodying the Self, Embodying the Other

representation of Jewish characters by Christian actors in late medieval religious drama. I suggest that
there were two main kinds of representation: on the one hand, respectful enactment of Jewish Father
figures from the Old Testament that were considered as prefiguring the New Testament, and on the other
hand, a degrading and offensive enactment of Jewish figures who were associated with the Passion
of Christ. The enactment of this second group, referred to contemporary Jewish identity as it was
constructed from a Christian point of view. I argue that this theatricality involved a complex process of
enactment that was based on a simultaneity of embodying the self and embodying the other. Examples
include: Towneley and York mystery plays (England); Lucerne Passion Play (Switzerland); Arnoul Greban’s
Mystere de la Passion (France).
Dr. Sharon Aronson-Lehavi is Chair of the Department of Theatre Arts and Academic Director of the
Tel Aviv University Theatre. She is a former member of the Israel Young Academy of Sciences and a
former member of the Global Young Academy. In 2013-2014 she served as a visiting professor at the
University of California, Berkeley. Her research focuses on the relations between theatre and religion
in late medieval and modern times. Her publications include Street Scenes: Late Medieval Acting and
Performance (Palgrave Macmillan 2011); Gender and Feminism in Modern Theatre (Open UP, Hebrew
2013); Biblical Theatre in Israel: Identity and Otherness (Israel Democracy Institute, Hebrew 2016);
Performance Studies in Motion (Bloomsbury 2014); as well as many essays and articles.
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ANIRBAN KUMAR, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Utility and/or Usability of “Props” in Theatre
The paper attempts to follow the lead on the debate of utility of props in theatre and performance studies
by focusing on the snippets of interview with theatre practitioner Supriya Shukla1. As a case in point,
usage of lathi as a recurrent prop in the theatrical performances of Khadiya Ka Ghera (1997) (Caucasian
Chalk Circle), presented by the theatre group Samanantar2 will orient the paper towards an investigation
of ‘aesthetics of minimalism’. Guided via a relationship of political discourse to its time, the veracious
tenacity of aesthetic catechism not only does provide a genre in the form of psycho-physical theatre but
will also try to see through a pattern emerging in the context of urbanism – with the object and through
its mediation. The paper will argue that in theatre, use of an object like lathi may conform the “ideal”
usage by secessing it from within the space, available for presentation. The stick has all the variables at
disposal for being represented as something, which can stand for something else. Thus bringing together
an act of perform-e-bility with the body through the props, lathi can be understood with an analogy
of origami. Just as in the case of an artwork of origami the paper used for, is folded through various
techniques into a complex pattern of a completed model, the analysis of unfolding a paperwork not only
project out the traces of the crease, but at the same time entices a perform-e-bility to instruct a new
style in form. Although the approach to analyse objects do demand a decision, perform-e-bility of props
arrogates the use of objects, (in this case lathi) which doesn't require a permission to perform, instead
comes along in a style that can become a signature of creativity. And therefore inform its audience with
new meanings of objects in a modern landscape of theatre. By drawing non-proximity between lathi
and its changing materiality within a performance, excerpts from the interview, will move away from an
understanding of “temporal contract” (Sofer 2003) where the object is foregrounded by overburdening
its material specificity. Rather, by working out a prefatory engagement with the usage of lathi, the “prop”
can then be envisaged as an indispensible element for giving itself a life more than a thing.
Anirban Kumar is currently enrolled as a full-time Ph.D fellow at the Department of Theatre &
Performance Studies in School of Arts & Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. His Ph.D
thesis, Inexhaustible Possibilities: Performing Politics in 'Political Theatre' has tried to focus on the inter
linkages between non-linear history, with questions of aesthetics and politics as an undercurrent theme.
He has held the position of Visiting Doctoral Candidate (2015-16) at the International Research Centre,
“Interweaving Performance Cultures”, Freie Universität, Berlin.
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The first Asian characters appeared on an American theatrical stage on March 26, 1764 at the New
Theatre in Queen Street in Charleston, South Carolina. A notice appeared on November 5, 1763 in the
South Carolina Gazette stating that a “Company of Comedians arrived here last Monday from Virginia
called the American Company” to perform Arthur Murphy’s Orphan of China. The play, at the time, was a
theatrical hit in London, and those in Charleston welcomed the opportunity to see a play that was also
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ESTHER KIM LEE, Duke University
Chinese Palaces in Early American Cities: The Circulation and Reception of
Theatricalized Chinese Images in Charleston, Philadelphia, and New York City
in the Eighteenth Century

being performed at the Theatre-Royal in Drury-Lane, the famed theatre managed by the celebrity actor
David Garrick. In 1766, Orphan of China was presented to audiences in Philadelphia at the Southwark
Theater, and in the following year, it was performed in New York City at the John Street Theater. Then in
1779, when the British military was occupying New York City during the American Revolutionary War,
the play was revived with British soldiers as actors. Then in 1789, six years after the war ended, the play
was performed in the new capital of Philadelphia. What this means is that a play about China imported
from London was popular enough to be performed before, during, and after the Revolutionary War in
three major cities in Early America, and it remained popular into the mid-nineteenth century. The paper
examines how a play about China was instrumental in the formation of a new kind of urban identity
in Early America and how that identity determined the subsequent national understanding of race and
class. The paper focuses on the material representations of China by analyzing examples of costumes,
set, props, and stage makeup.
Esther Kim Lee is Professor in the Department of Theater Studies at Duke University with affiliations in
the Asian American Studies Program and the International Comparative Studies. She teaches and writes
about theatre history, Asian American theatre, Korean diaspora theatre, and globalization and theatre.
She received her Ph.D. in Theatre History, Criticism, and Literature at The Ohio State University and taught
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign from 2000 to 2012 and at the University of Maryland
from 2013 to 2018. She is the author of A History of Asian American Theatre (Cambridge University Press,
2006), which received the 2007 Award for Outstanding Book given by Association for Theatre in Higher
Education. She is the editor of Seven Contemporary Plays from the Korean Diaspora in the Americas (Duke
University Press, 2012). From 2013 to 2014, she was the Chief Editor of Theatre Survey, the flagship
journal of the American Society for Theatre Research (ASTR), and starting in 2016, she began her position
as ASTR’s Vice President for Publications. Her latest published book is The Theatre of David Henry Hwang
(Bloomsbury Methuen Drama, 2015), and she is currently working on a monograph on the history of
yellowface in the United States.
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Wei Zhang, Hangzhou Normal University
Sichuan and Classical Flavor in Theatrical Innovation: Hu Chengde’s Chuanju
Adaptation of Brecht’s The Caucasian Chalk Circle
In 1992, the Sichuan playwright Hu Chengde adapted Brecht’s The Caucasian Chalk Circle as the chuanju
production Huilan ji (The Chalk Circle) at the Chengdu No. 3 Chuanju Company. With his adaptation Hu
attempted to explore Western theatre and to study and see how to fit Brechtian theatre with traditional
Chinese culture, classical Chinese literature, and chuanju’s dramaturgy technique and its captivating
performance features.
Part of his creative motive was to interject the Chinese spirit of chivalrous swordsmen into his
adaptation of Brecht’s play. Hu simplifies the structure of Brecht’s original play (which is an adaptation
of a classical Chinese play) so the main plot becomes more visible and easier to follow. He eliminates
many minor roles so his adapted version features thirteen characters, which embody role types of sheng,
dan, jing, and mo. Hu’s reinterpretation of Brecht’s “Azdak” (Feng Dan) integrates Brecht’s Azdak and
Huilan ji’s Bao Zheng, highlighting Feng’s chivalrous virtue of fighting evil for the people and enforcing
justice on behalf of Heaven (the whole world). As a result of this innovative approach, Hu’s Huilan ji
was loaded with rich classical flavor in its ideology, in its chuanju’s dramaturgy skills, and in its use of
Sichuan dialect, idiom, and puns.
Although Hu’s Huilan ji is inevitably restrained by the convention and stylization of chuanju’s form,
performance, and costume, it is an audacious experiment in blending rich Chinese tradition with new
Western forms of expression to reinvigorate the theatre for the new age.
Wei Zhang received her PhD in comparative theatre at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa (2018). She
also holds a PhD in Performance Studies from Shanghai Theatre Academy (2007). She was the visiting
scholar in the Department of World Arts and Culture at UCLA (2009–2010) and Peking University (2016)
and received Emerging Scholar Award by Association of Asian Performance in U.S. (2015). She is the
author of Ceremonial and Anti-Ceremonial of the Festival Carnival in the Three Forms of Shandong
Yangge (Communication University of China Press, 2009), co-author of The General Theory of Dance
Art (Nanjing University Press, 2006), and has published more than thirty journal articles in Chinese and
English, including “Adapting Brecht’s The Good Person of Szechwan: Innovative Chuanju and Yueju in
China’s Transition” (Asian Theatre Journal , 2016), “To Complete the Circuit: Reinterpreting Brecht’s The
Caucasian Chalk Circle as Chuanju The Chalk Circle” (Asian Theatre Journal, 2018) and “In the Brechtian
Spirit of Independent Thinking: An Interview with Li Jianming” ( The Brecht Yearbook 43), co-authored
“Tragic Hero and Hero Tragedy: Reimagining Oedipus the King as Jingju (Peking Opera) for the Chinese
Stage,” (Classical Receptions Journal, Issue1, 2019). She is an associate professor at Hangzhou Normal
University.
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MengyangChen, Waseda University
Stage Equipment and Characters in Kabuki of 18th Century
In this paper, I will introduce my study on revolving stage as well as other stage equipment and kabuki
plays by Namiki Shōza. Shōza was an active playwright in the kabuki theatre world of Osaka in the
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middle of the 18th century who was born into a family that had strong relationships with the theater
world, and was very familiar with kabuki and puppet theatre (ningyō jōruri) since his childhood, showing
a talent for stage settings as well as stage gimmicks. Soon after he presented his maiden work, he
became a disciple of Namiki Sōsuke, one of the most well-known playwrights for the puppet theatre.
However, his mentor passed away one year later so that Shōza returned to kabuki and presented kabuki
plays that won him reputation as a successful playwright thereafter. To attract audiences, stories of
recent events and stage gimmicks were used in Shōza's kabuki plays. Especially in Sanjukkoku Yofuneno
Hajimari ( The Beginning of 30-koku Night-boats ), the soil that dug from under the revolving stage even
made main streets of Osaka flat according to existing records. By analysing Shōza’s representative
kabuki plays and audiences’ reviews of actors’ performances in Shōza’s plays, I will uncover relationship
between special features of his representation of characters and the development of technologies used
in kabuki plays.
Chen, Mengyang is a doctoral student on Waseda University, Japan. She got her first graduated degree
from Beijing Foreign Studies University in China, and second graduated degree from Waseda University in
Japan. Her major is Japanese Theatre, and her study focuses on kabuki plays and playwrights, especially
those of later 18th century in kamigata (Osaka and Kyoto).
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Misa Umetada, Waseda University
War Dramas and Technology
Ironically, inspite of huge concerns that wars always gained from the masses, wars had played important
roles as the opportunities that promoted the development of media from requirement of both promptness
and verisimilitude. And when we see theatre from the angle of “media”, “war” may be a theme that
symbolizes the development of expression method and technology of dramas. To begin with, dramas that
used wars as their themes had existed from ancient times in both eastern and western worlds. In Japan,
without exception, there also had been various types of dramas that use wars from different times as
their themes, such as Noh, Ningyō Jōruri, Kabuki and so on. However, when we focus on expression
methods of battle scenes, it was since modern era that try to describe battle front realistically by using
crowed people in confusion as well as bullets flying around. Until pre-modern era, the main stream
was to describe indirectly by using the method that let characters tell “stories” about battlefield. In this
paper, I will focus on war dramas from late 1800s and early 1900s, and analyse the relationship between
war dramas and the development of technology of theatre.
UMETADA, Misa is a assistant professor of Waseda University. She was a fellow of Japan Society for the
Promotion of Science. And will be a assistant professor in the Tsubouchi Memorial Theatre Museum of
Waseda University from 2019. She got her doctor’s degree from Waseda University, and her study focuses
on kabuki plays from end of Edo Period to Meiji Period.
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Technology is absolutely necessary for expression of theatre. Even for kabuki play, one of the typically
theatres of Japan in pre-modern era, there is no exception. Either as expression on the stage or as
method of public relations of theatres, kabuki had synchronized with both the development and evolution
of technologies in different times, and taken part in the formation of the history. For example, through
the transition from handwriting to printing, which part of kabaki changed and which part didn’t? Or,
which part couldn’t be changed at all? From technology in pre-modern era that depended on man-power
to modern technology that also use electric power, how did the environment that surrounded kabuki and
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Ryuichi Kodama, Waseda University
General Remarks on Kabuki and Technology

its theatre use technology and spread kabuki to the society will be my general remarks in this paper. The
way itself will be maps to detailed analysis of the following advocates.
KODAMA RYUICHI(1967-) Studying Kabuki, Bunraku. ‧1990:B.A. in Waeda Univerity, JAPAN
‧1998:Doctor in Graduate School of Letters, Arts and Sciences, Waseda University, JAPAN
‧2000-2004:Technical officer, Department of Performing Atrs, Tokyo National Research Institute
for Cultural Properties ‧2004-2010:Assistant Professor, Faculty of Humanities, Japan Women's
University ‧2010-present:Professor, Faculty of Letters, Arts and Sciences, Waseda University ‧2013:Vice Director, Tsubouchi Memorial Theatre Museum, Waseda University ‧2018-:Academic Society
of KABUKI(President)·2018-:Japanese Society for Theatre Research(Director) Author:"Nohgaku,
Bunraku, Kabuki"2002 Co-Author:"Dictionary of Kabuki"2012 "Classic performing arts in Films"2010
"Dictionary of Kabuki Characters"2006 "Iwanami Course of Kabuki and Bunraku"1996 Theatre Review
Serialization:"Asahi Shinbun"2005-
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TDRAMATURGIES OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
Chair: Maria Mytilinaki Kennedy

Prateek, SRM University Amaravati AP
Rewriting the Nationalist Dramaturgy Through Ramlila in the Urban City of Delhi
This paper investigates the crucial role of Ramlilas or folk re-enactments of Lord Rama’s lives in revising
the metropolitan culture of Delhi, the capital of India, between 2000, the year which marked the upsurge of
diverse Ramlilas in Delhi, and 2018. Since this culture is diverse and extremely heterogeneous, I examine
the performance practices of one peripheral region in Delhi, Old Delhi, and argue that Old Delhi’s Ramlilas,
based on the Indian epic, the Ramayana, continually establish a connection between gods, migrants, and
contemporary politicians and thus offer a critique of the modern world that divides the upper echelons
from the subaltern classes. Drawing upon the performance of Ramlila (2018) by Old Delhi’s oldest troupe,
Luv Kush, the paper problematizes and expands the purview of adaptation scholarship in India. The first
part of the paper traces the emergence of the Ramlila folk tradition in Delhi and its ability to articulate the
voice of the common people. In the second part, I examine the dramaturgical practices of Ramlila in Delhi
and demonstrate how its dramaturgy diverted from other regional variants such as Ramlila of Ramnagar
and how this diversion resulted in voicing the anxieties and dilemmas of peripheral cultures.
Dr. Prateek works as an Assistant Professor of English at SRM University, Amaravati, India and is a postthesis fellow in theatre studies at the University of Queensland. He completed his PhD in theatre studies at
the University of Queensland. He was a visiting PhD scholar at Humboldt University and the University of
Oxford. He wrote his MPhil thesis in film studies at Jawaharlal Nehru University. He is a former Fulbright
fellow at Yale University. He has published in national and international journals on drama and film studies
such as South Asian Review, Australasian Drama Studies and Brecht Yearbook.
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David Wiles, University of Exeter
Historiography Democracy and Theatre
I want to use the opportunity of the Working Group meeting to receive feedback on preliminary ideas for
my next book. I plan to attempt a study of theatre and democracy, perhaps framed the other way round,
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Democracy and/as Theatre. The argument grows out of my current work on rhetoric, and proposes
that democracy can only function on the basis of consensual action steered by rhetorical speech. The
democratic politician needs to be a skilled performer, yet we demand as so often in the theatre that
politicians simulate sincerity and appear to bare their hearts. Democratic politics suffers from the same
anti-theatrical prejudice that has bedevilled the history of the theatre. There is now sufficient research
into Greek theatre outside Athens to make it clear that Greek-style democracy and Greek-style theatre
had a symbiotic relationship. When the idea of democracy comes to be reinvented in the Enlightenment,
De Tocqueville’sencounter with America throws up the key modern issue: should theatre remain a
public space, French style, or articulate and lend value to the feelings of the common (wo)man? The
focus of the Shanghai conference on urbanism is germane to this tension. My book will move towards
interrogating the ideal of a deliberative democracy', which is premised on ideals of human rationality
that seem increasingly implausible in light of recent events, along with scientific accounts of the mind.
The rise of China and the crisis facing the planet are other aspects of the present which require us to
scrutinize afresh the ideals of liberal democracy. To do so, we have to place ourselves within history and
take the long view.
Prof. David Wiles after taking his first degree in English, moved into a Department of Drama for his PhD,
and has remained in this field ever since. Having taught in the universities of Manchester, Aberystwyth,
and Royal Holloway University of London, he took formal retirement from the University of Exeter in 2017.
Greek theatre and Shakespeare have always been the anchor points for his historical research. He has
published eleven monographs and is currently working on the history of rhetorical acting. Mask, festival,
citizenship, and performance space have been key themes in his research.
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Magnus Thor Thorbergsson, University of Iceland
The Viking, the Mormon and the Mountain Lady: Staging hybrid identities
among Icelandic-American Mormons
During the late nineteenth century around 20% of the Icelandic population immigrated to North America.
In research into the history of Icelandic migration to North America, emphasis has mostly been placed
on mass immigration to the Canadian province of Manitoba and the US-state of North Dakota in the
period between 1875 and 1914. However, less interest has been given to a group of Icelandic Mormons
that settled in Utah in the late 1850s. In June 1955, descendants of the Icelandic Mormons celebrated the
centennial of the arrival of the first Icelanders in Utah. The three-day festival included demonstrations of
Icelandic wrestling, a parade with floats representing historical events and images from Iceland as well
as from the history of the Icelandic Mormon community, and a so-called history pageant, The Symbol
of Iceland, written and directed by the Icelandic-Canadian actress and director, Holmfridur Danielson.
Through the staging of history and the use and representation of national images mixed with religious
themes, the performances of the festivities raise questions about the hybrid identities of the participants
as North-American-Icelandic Mormons as well as about the complex history of their emigration
from Iceland, their settlement in Utah and the relationship to the homeland. In the analysis of the
performances, my paper investigates the representation and construction of history in these communal
celebrations, emphasising the historiographical issues emerging from the view of history and migration
presented in the performances. The investigation focuses on the use of Icelandic national hymns and
symbols and their blending with local festival culture and religious imagery, as well as the construction
of a narrative that reconciles Icelandic late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century campaign for
independence with emigration and the contribution of Icelandic immigrants in the development of
Mormon community in Utah.
Magnus Thor Thorbergsson is a post-doctoral research fellow at the University of Iceland. He holds a
MA-degree in theatre studies from the Free University in Berlin and defended his doctoral thesis on
national identity and class formation in the Icelandic theatre 1850-1930 at the University of Iceland in
2017. His postdoctoral research project focuses on the history of theatre among Icelandic immigrants
in North America. Magnus is a former co-convener of the IFTR Historiography Working Group and is the
current chair of the board of the Association of Nordic Theatre Scholars.
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The Embodied Research Working Group uses its scheduled sessions to
explore methods of embodied and multimedial exchange. These may
feature the work of some WG members or may be open-ended with
multiple types of participation. Our sessions do not usually center around
the reading of papers. IFTR attendees are invited to join: Please come
with an open mind regarding diverse modes of presence and participation.
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GROUP

PERFORMANCE AS RESEARCH
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 202

Closed Session
Closing PaReflection Session

Chair: Manaola Gayatri, Ambedkar University Delhi
Johnmichael Rossi, University of Northampton

CHOREOGRAPHY AND CORPOREALITY
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 101
EVERYONE
Collective Roundtable Discussion: Burning questions, small group reports,
and "other" performance or publication projects.
Future Plans CC IFTR 2020, PSi, DSA, AAS in Asia
CELEBRATION!
Place and Time TBA (Friday After Closing ceremony)
Working Group Walk/Roll and Dinner Celebration
Bring friends and partners and other species! Accessible, sweaty and FUN! Bring maps, phones, cameras, and any
recording devices. We will post to Choreography and Corporeality WG. Suggestions:
Walking/Rolling "Library" Shanghai (Collective Choreographic Research Project)
Districts, Architectures, Urban Narratives and On-Site (spontaneous) Dances
With shared (not expensive) group meal! Please suggest a Shanghai place/landmark that you want to visit.
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THEATRE AND ARCHITECTURE
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 206

Opening Session

The Theatre & Architecture Working Group circulates written
papers in advance of the conference and members are invited
to give short presentations about their papers, followed
by discussion. Our sessions are open to all conference
delegates. If you would like further information, then please
contact Andrew Filmer: awf@aber.ac.uk
Please see WG 1

POLITICAL PERFORMANCES
WORKING GROUP
ROOM 212
Business meeting & round table

FEMINISTRESEARCH WORKING
GROUP
ROOM 104

Opening Session
Please see WG 1

AFRICAN AND CARIBBEAN THEATRE
& PERFORMANCE WORKING GROUP
ROOM 102
Business Meeting
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Theatre and Multilingualism
Chair: THayato Kosuge, Keio University

Chee-Hann Wu, University of California, Irvine
A Home away from Home - Exploring Immigrant Experience through Puppetry
Taiwan is an island with a long history of migration ever since the Austronesian islanders first came
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to settle down eight thousand years ago. For centuries, immigrants, permanent or temporary, and their
descendants have contributed to social and cultural diversity of the island. Homecoming is a 2017
production by Puppet and Its Double Theater featuring Lily, daughter of Chinese civil war veteran father
and “mail-ordered” immigrant mother, and Vietnamese caregiver Paochi who takes care of Lily’s father
suffering dementia. It complicates the notion of home, migration, identity and diaspora through Lily’s
encounter and confrontation with Paochi, as well as her own struggles toward the search for root.
Homecoming raises question about the conceptualization of “home” and the sense of belonging —
what and where is home? Moreover, it portrays the uncanniness and restlessness of being at “home
away from home.” Through bringing actors and puppets together onstage, along with the use of shadow
puppetry, realtime projection and everyday life objects, this production aims at creating a space of
imagination integrating illusion and reality, and reexamining alienation, loneliness, as well as liveliness
and humanness of (im)migrant communities. This paper examines the representation of migrant workers
and “new immigrant” experience in Taiwan through exploring the potentiality of how puppets, as a
seemingly neutral medium, interweave present with past, physiality with mentality, reality with dream,
and present multiple layers of emotions. A focus will further be put on the use of puppetry to provide
an insight into approaching and (re)presenting the “texture” of diasporic experience, memories and
sensibility.
Chee-Hann Wu is a doctoral student in Drama and Theatre, University of California, Irvine. She holds
an MA in Drama fromUniversityof Alberta, Canada, and a BA in Foreign Language and Literature from
National Taiwan University. Her research interests include postcolonial performance, dance and physical
theatre, and Taiwan and postwar Japan avant-garde performance. She is currently working on the
research of the potentiality of puppetry and object theatre in contemporary theatrical performance and
interdisciplinary collaborations. She is also drawn to the studies of body and/in space, along with the
embodiment of memory and history. She has been working as a producer, director, dramaturg and stage
manager in various productions.
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Yasushi Nagata, Osaka University
Japanese Dialect Plays or Japanese Multilingualism?
There are many vernacular plays or dramas in dialect in Japanese modern theatre. These plays are, for
example, Ushiyama Hotel by Kishda Kunio in 1929, Yuduru by Kinoshita Junji in 1949, Hitachibo Kaison
by Akimoto Matsuyo in 1964 and Kokugo Hyakunen by Inoue Hisashi in 1986 and others. This kind of
Japanese dialect plays are constantly seen through Japanese modern theatre history. It is widely agreed
that Shingeki encouraged Japanese modernization, in particular, it could be said Shingeki helped to be
monolingalized of Japanese “national” language. Shingeki focused to “translate” European plays into a
standard national Japanese and clean away with local dialects or accents. However, on the other, there
have been cultivated a wealth of dialect plays. These plays might be regarded as records of resistance
against Japanese modernization. Although thess both, mono-lingualism and dialect plays, seem to be
incompatible each other, this paper would discuss these are two sides of the same coin. And besides
this, the paper will discuss how it has related to contemporary theatrical multilingualism in this postcolonial era.
Yasushi Nagata is professor of Theatre Studies, Graduate School of Letters, Osaka University. He
specialized Russian Avant-gard theatre and finished doctoral course in Theatre Studies of Meiji
University in 1988. He published many articles on theatre historiography, intercultural theatre, acting
method and production analysis on modern and contemporary Russian and Japanese theatres in many
anthologies such as Adapting Chekhov, The Local meets the Global, Theatre and Democracy in English,
and also The Age of Avant-Garde, The Theory of Japanese Arts, Performance in Post-modern Culture in
Japanese. He edited a recent book Kabuki and Russia in Revolution, Shinwa Sha in Tokyo. His recent
interest is contemporary inter Asian theatre movement, esthetic, performances and its historiography.
He is a convenor of IFTR Asian Theatre Working Group. He served as president of Japanese Society for
Theatre Research.
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Working Group Business

Chair: David Mason, Ecumenica Journal

PERFORMANCE IN PUBLIC SPACES
WORKING GROUP
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PERFORMANCE, RELIGION AND
SPIRITUALTIY WORKING GROUP

ROOM 201

Local Artist Special Session

Chair: Rebecca Savory Fuller, Arts University Bournemouth
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